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Academic Calendar
The official academic calendar for each academic term is published in detail in the Schedule of

Classes for that term. Faculty members and students should consult this source for final infor-

mation about the academic year. The university reserves the right to change any published

calendar, including that appearing in the Schedule of Classes and as provided below.

1978 August 28 Washington College of Law Fall Semester Begins

September 5 University Fall Semester Begins

November 22 Thanksgiving Holiday Begins after the Last Class and
Laboratory

November 27 Classes Resume
December 20 Washington College of Law Fall Semester Ends

December 22 University Fall Semester Ends

1979 January 1 New Year's Day Holiday

January 8 Washington College of Law Semester Begins

January 15 University Spring Semester Begins

February 19 George Washington's Birthday Holiday

March 10 Spring Recess Begins after the Last Class and

Laboratory

March 19 Classes Resume
May 5 University Spring Semester Ends

May 9 Washington College of Law Spring Semester Ends

May 13 Commencement
May 28 Memorial Day Holiday

It is the policy of The American University to provide equal opportunity for all qualified persons

in the education programs and activities which the university operates. In full and affirmative

compliance with the laws of the United States and of the District of Columbia and all applicable

regulations thereto, the university does not discrimininate on the basis of race, creed, color,

national origin, age, handicap, or sex in the educational programs or activities which it operates.

The university is committed to promote, in full measure, the realization for equal opportunity for

all qualified persons regardless of race, creed, color, national origin, age, handicap, or sex in its

educational programs and activities. The policy of equal opportunity applies to every aspect of

the university's operations for the promotion of education and that indeed extends to admissions

thereto and to employment therein.

REGULATIONS AND COSTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

The educational process necessitates change. This publication must be considered as informa-

tional and not binding on the university.

Each step of the educational process, from admission through graduation, requires appropriate

approval by university officials. The university must, therefore, reserve the right to change ad-

mission requirements or to refuse to grant credit or a degree if a student does not satisfy the

university in its sole judgment that he has satisfactorily met its requirements.

The American University Bulletin is published eight times a year (August; first and second weeks
of September; October; November; and first, second and fourth week of March) by The American

University, Office of University Publications, Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues, Northwest,

District of Columbia, 2001 6. Second Class Postage Paid at Washington. District of Columbia.

Volume 2, Number 1 , August, 1 978.

Cover design by Lolita M. Grille
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Correspondence Directory

Admission

Housing
Scholarstiips and Loans

Part-time Empioyment

Program Information

Record and Transcripts

International Student Advisor

Financial Transactions

News and Public Information

To complete above
addresses, write

Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans

Affairs, Asbury Building

Director of Residential Life, McDowell Hall

Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans

Affairs, Asbury Building

Director, Career Planning and Placement Services,

Mary Graydon Center

Respective college, school, or department

Office of the Registrar, Asbury Building

International Student Center, Mary Graydon Center

Office of Student Accounts, Asbury Building

Office of University Relations, Letts Hall, Lower Level

The American University

Washington, D.C., 20016

For additional information, phone, write, or visit:

Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans

Affairs, Asbury Building

The American University

Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues, N.W.

Washington, D.C., 20016
(202)686-2211



Campus Map

I

1. Watkins Art Building

2. Kreeger Music Building

3. Hamilton Building

4. Phi Sigma Kappa
5. Alpha Sigma Phi

6. SBA— Marketing and Transportation Center
7. Alpha Tau Omega
8. Communications Building (Broadcast Center)
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1 5. Metropolitan Memorial Church
16. School of International Service

17. Hurst Hall

18. Ward Circle Classroom Building

19. McKinley Building

20. Annex 1

21. Beeghly Chemistry Building

22. Annex 2

23. Mary Graydon Center
24. Battelle-Tompkins Library

25. John Sherman Myers Law Building

Hutchins Building (Rear Entrance)

26. Kay Spiritual Life Center
27. New Lecture Hall

28. WAMU-FM Transmitter

29. Asbury Administration Building

30. Osborn Building

31. Tennis Courts
32. Woods Brown Outdoor Theatre

33. Clendenen Gymnasium
34. Hughes Hall
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36. Leonard Hall
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40. Cassell Swimming Pool
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43. Jack Woods Gate
44. HannayGate
45. Charles C. Glover Gate
46. Purchasing: Loading Platform

47. Dormitory—Seminary
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49. Library—Seminary
50. Administration Building—Seminary
51. New Library





Introduction

The American University campus shares the highest land in Washington, D.C., with one of the

city's most beautiful residential areas. The 74-acre campus is only minutes by bus or car to

downtown Washington, the Federal Triangle, the Kennedy Center, the art galleries on P Street,

or the bike paths along the C & O Canal and Potomac River.

American's location provides its students in almost every discipline—from the arts to science

and public affairs—with opportunities to draw on Washington's many resources to add dimension

to their learning and personal experience. Students have access to a variety of institutions,

including the National Gallery of Art, Library of Congress, National Institutes of Health, Smith-

sonian Institution, federal agencies, and private associations.

An independent, Methodist-related institution, American enrolls annually some 12,500 students

from all 50 states and 117 countries in its colleges and schools. Through a variety of degree

programs, students can learn how the theory of the classroom fits into the workings of govern-

ment, science, business, and the liberal arts. In the words of the university's President Joseph

J. Sisco, former undersecretary of state for political affairs, "Through quality academic programs

and personal attention to students, we endeavor to provide both a foundation in the liberal arts

and active, practical experience. We believe this combination will aid students in coping with the

increasing complexities and challenges of modern society."



^^Wm
Gisela Huberman teaching about language and the mind.



The Faculty

American places quality of teaching as its first criterion in selection, retention, and promotion of

faculty mennbers. The unversity encourages individuality in its teachers and their approaches,

just as it does in its students and their educational goals.

In the 1977-78 acadennic year, of the 400 full-time faculty members, 71 percent held earned

doctorates. Many of the full-time faculty members and many of the over 500 part-time faculty

members come from Washington's professional community. "The icing on the cake," as one

professor calls them, these scientists, economists, writers, historians, government officials, and

performing artists bring their personal expertise and enthusiasm to American. Some, like former

Senator Fred Harris, HEW controller John Young, and former National Labor Relations Board

chairman Betty Southard Murphy, come to teach a course. Others, like Carl Madden, former

chief economist for the Chamber of Commerce, and Edward Bliss, former news editor and pro-

ducer of CBS Evening News, come to stay. Many others come to give guest lectures and special

seminars.

Marilyn Lewis examining student's restaurant design. Elliot Milstein's class reviewing per-

formance in their mock trial.

"When teaching works, it's like being in a jazz combo. The themes are in your head and you play

your instrument. You don't know how others will play. The reverberations begin, and it comes
together into something unpredictable and beautiful. When that happens, it's terrific.

"

—Jeffrey Reiman, professor.

Center for the Administration of Justice

"Teachers must not only transmit experienced knowledge, but they must create new knowledge.

The teacher involved in research can bring the vitality of exploration and inquisitiveness to the

classroom and students.

"

—Richard Berendzen, provost

"It's not just the dissemination of information. The teacher must be willing to open doors so the

student can engage with the teacher in grappling with the questions that make one's intellectual

life meaningful.

"

—Valerie French, professor,

History Department
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President Joseph J. Sisco awards honorary degree to Marian Anderson, following his

inauguration, October 21, 1976. Others, from left to right, Chief Justice Warren E.

Burger, W. Averell Harriman, staff member John Riddick, Chairman of the Board
James K. Mathews.

History

In 1893, The American University vjas incorporated by Act of Congress. In 1896, the first building,

the Hall of History, was dedicated to the university's founder, Methodist bishop John Fletch Hurst.

Hurst Hall has now been joined by 30 other buildings, including five high-rise dormitories. Over
the years, the university's enrollment and number of degrees have also increased steadily. The
first class in 1914 had 28 students. In 1916, the university awarded two degrees at its first

commencement. In May, 1 977, the university awarded over 2,900 degrees.

American, which was founded as a graduate school of history and public affairs, today offers a

wide range of programs including undergraduate and graduate, degree and nondegree study.

The College of Arts and Sciences, founded in 1925 as the College of Liberal Arts, embraces over

20 teaching units ranging from American studies to sociology and includes the School of Edu-

cation (established in 1 975) and the School of Communication (established in 1 976). Other schools

are the Washington College of Law (established in 1949), School of Business Administration

(1955), School of Government and Public Administration (1957), School of International Service

<1958), the Division of Continuing Education (1964), the Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing

<1965) and the School of Justice (1978). In 1975, the College of Public Affairs was established,

incorporating the School of Government and Public Administration, School of International Serv-

lice, School of Justice, and the Center for Technology and Administration.
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Accreditation

The American University is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools, The University Senate of The Methodist Church, the National University Extension

Association, and the Adult Education Association of the USA. It is a nnember of the Association

of Annerican Colleges, the Association of Urban Universities, the Association of University Eve-

ning Colleges, the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association, the East-Coast Conference, the

Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic Association, the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Wonn-

en, and is approved by the American Association of University Wonnen. A charter nnennber of the

Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, the university is also a member of the Northeast

Association of Graduate Schools.

The School of Business Administration is a member of the Middle Atlantic Association of Colleges

of Business Administration and a charter member of the American Assembly of the American
Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.

The Washington College of La\N is a member of the Association of American Law Schools and
is approved by the American Bar Association.

The School of Education in the College of Arts and Sciences is a member of the American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education and is accredited by the National Council for

Accreditation of Teacher Eduction in both elementary and secondary areas.

The music program in the Department of Performing Arts: Dance, Music, and Theatre, College

of Arts and Sciences, is a member of the National Association of Schools of Music,

The Department of Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences, is accredited by the American
Chemical Society.

The Department of Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences, is accredited by the American
Psychological Association.

The School of Nursing is accredited by the National League of Nursing and is approved by the

Nurses Examing Board of the District of Columbia.

Enrollment

The student body of the university is composed of students from all 50 states and approximately

117 foreign countries. In the 1977-78 academic year, full-time undergraduates numbered 4,962

(including 252 Washington Semester students), and part-time undergraduates numbered 1,025.

A total of 3,999 (including the Washington College of Law) enrolled for full-time and part-time

graduate study, and some 2,597 students attended on a nondegree basis, either on the campus
or at various metropolitan Washington off-campus locations.

Degrees Conferred, 1977

College or School Associate

Arts and Sciences,

College of 6

Business Administration,

School of

Continuing Education,

Division of 25

Law, Washington College

of

Nursing, Lucy Webb
Hayes, School of

Public Affairs, College of

Justice,

School of 71

Government and Public

Admin., School of

International Service,

School of

Tech. and Admin.,

Center for

University Total 102

helor's
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Facilities

University Library The University Library contains over 375,000 volunnes and in excess of

200,000 nnicrofiche and cards. Over 3,000 periodicals are received each year. Special collections

include excellent pre- and post-World War I materials. League of Nations and United Nations

documents, the Peace Society Library, the Artemus Martin Collection of Rare Materials on Math-

ematics, the Friedrich Collection on Economics, the Franklin Collection on pre- and post-World

War II Germany, and the Spinks Collection of rare Japanese materials. The library also has on

microfilm the complete card catalog of the Tokyo Bunko Oriental Library of the National Diet

Library and the University of Tokyo.

The American University is a member of the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Met-

ropolitan Area (including five universities and four colleges). Consortium policy permits any cur-

rently enrolled graduate student with a valid library card in one institution to borrow materials

and to arrange interlibrary loans from the mam library of the other member institutions.

In the spring of 1977, construction began on a new $7.8 million library facility. Stage I of the new
library, to be opened during academic year 1978-79, will substantially expand space for the

housing of materials, nearly treble student seating, and provide a facility for an audiovisual

learning resource capacity of 900,000 volumes.

Language Laboratory The language laboratory in the Asbury Building can serve up to 80

students simultaneously. A closed circuit television system is installed in 48 laboratory carrels.

Radio WAMU-FM is the public radio service of The American University. As a 50.000 watt. 24-

hour FM station with listeners throughout the Washington-Baltimore metropolitan areas. WAMU-
FM offers a diverse, commercial-free radio service 365 days a year. WAMU-FM is financed

through funds from The American University, public and private grants, and contributions by the

listening public. The station is a member of National Public Radio, the only noncommercial radio

network in the United States.

WAMU-AM is an on-campus station run entirely by students. It offers music, news, and public

affairs coverage on a 24-hour basis.

Computation Center The center serves the computer research and instructional needs of

both faculty and students. It is supported by an IBM 370/148 computer system with OS batch

and CMS and MUSIC interactive systems. Languages used at the Computation Center include

BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PL/1. Each semester, members of the Computation Center staff

offer informal noncredit courses in selected computer languages as well as seminars in those

software package programs available at the center.

Recreational Facilities The university maintains on-campus facilities for a variety of rec-

reational activities. The majority of the indoor facilities are located in Cassell Center. This center

has billiard and games rooms, saunas, bowling lanes, a weight room, golf practice nets, karate

and exercise studio, a swimming pool, and a basketball gymnasium. Additional indoor activities

are available in Clendenen gymnasium where students find opportunities for basketball, volleyball,

badminton, table tennis, and gymnastics.

Outdoor facilities include eight tennis courts and hitting boards, a quarter-mile cinder track,

Softball diamonds, basketball courts, a soccer field, and picnic grounds.

Alumni Association

The alumni, numbering more than 32,000, are represented by the elected officers of the Alumni

Association. They reside in all 50 states and many foreign countries.

There are area chapters of the association in major cities of the United States and groups of

alumni assist with student recruitment, fund raising, job placement activities, continuing educa-

tion, seminars, and fellowship.



Admission Information

Campus Visits and Interviews

Prospective students are invited to visit tine university but are not required to do so. Students are

asked to make an appointment with the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs

three weeks in advance if by mail, two weeks if by telephone.

Prospective freshmen participate in small group conferences conducted by an admission coun-

selor, who will review admission policy and procedure and answer questions about the university.

Applicants should be prepared to submit a brief resume of their academic qualifications, i.e.,

academic average. College Board scores, and rank in class.

Campus tours are usually available for visitors after the conference. However, during holiday

periods when the university is not in session, it may not be possible to gain access to classroom

buildings and dormitories, and tour guides may not be available. At those times, the university

offers visitors a self-guided tour pamphlet.

;Students attending another college or university who are interested in transferring to The Amer-

ican University may make appointments in advance for individual conferences for admission

linformation with an admission counselor. A transfer student should have either an official tran-

:script of previous work forwarded to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs

iprior to his visit, or bring a personal copy for use in the conference only.

Applicants for graduate study may also make appointments for admission information with an

admission counselor. Transcripts of previous work are helpful in such interviews.

The Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs is usually able to arrange classroom

visits for prospective students when the request has been made well in advance of the visit.

However, a visitor may attend classes with a friend enrolled at the university if permission of the

professor has been granted in advance. Saturday class offerings are very limited.

The university does not have facilities on campus for the accommodation of overnight visitors

unless arrangements are made in advance with a friend. A list of convenient motels and hotels

is available on request.

Adnnission to Undergraduate Study

Application for admission to undergraduate degree programs may be made for any fall, spring,

or summer term.

The applicant is required to submit the applicaiton form and a nonrefundable application fee of

$20. Forms may be obtained by writing or telephoning the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid,

and Veterans Affairs.

Applications and all supporting documents must be on file in the Office of Admissions, Financial

Aid, and Veterans Affairs by the following dates;

Fall—July 15 (freshmen)

—August 15 (transfers)

Spring—December 15

Summer—April 15

(Exceptions to these dates will be made on special request if it is possible to receive and process

the necessary documents in time for registration.)

13
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The applicant is responsible for requesting tinat official transcripts and test scores be sent directly

from the issuing institutions to The American University Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and

Veterans Affairs.

Transfer applicants must request each collegiate institution previously attended to send directly

to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs an official transcript of all work

taken. Attendance at all institutions must be reported regardless of whether credit was earned

or is desired by the applicant. Failure to report all previous academic work will be considered

sufficient reason for rejection of an application or for dismissal from the university.

Applicants may expect to receive notice of decision on admission approximately four to six weeks
from the time the application and all supporting documents are recieved by the Office of Admis-

sions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

Freshman Requirements

A graduate of an approved secondary school who has completed sixteen acceptable units, fifteen

of which are academic or college preparatory in nature and include four units in English and two

units in academic mathematics, will be considered for freshman standing. Applicants to the

College of Arts and Sciences should also have completed satisfactorily two years of the same
foreign language.

The following College Entrance Examination Board Tests should be taken as early as possible

and the board should be requested to send official score reports directly to the Office of Admis-

sions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

(1

)

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (required).

(2) The English Composition Achievement Test (required for placement).

(3) Applicants who plan to continue the study of a foreign language which was begun in second-

ary school may wish to submit scores on the appropriate Foreign Language Achievement Test

to be used in placing the student at the proper level of work. The test should be taken as early

as January if possible, but no later than May for fall admission.

(4) It is recommended that the Mathematics Achievement Test (either Level I or Level II) be taken

by any freshman applicant whose intended major program of study will require the completion

of course work in mathematics and/or statistics either as a requirement of the major or as a

related requirement.

(5) Additional achievement test scores may be submitted (no later than May for fall admission)

at the discretion of the applicant.

The American College Test scores are also acceptable if the student does not plan to take the

College Entrance Examination Board Test.

Equivalency Diploma Holders of equivalency diplomas issued by state departments of edu-

cation are eligible for consideration as freshmen but are subject to an entrance examination at

the direction of the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

Veterans or present members of the armed forces who have taken the General Education De-

velopment Test (GED), the Comprehensive College Test, or the General Examinations of the

College Level Examination Program, should apply to their state department of education for an

equivalency diploma. Official certification of the diploma should be sent by the state department

of education directly to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

School of International Service Freshman Applicants in addition to standards and

procedures pertaining to freshman admission at The American University, candidates for admis-

sion to the School of International Service must present evidence of outstanding personal and

academic qualifications. Eligibility for freshman consideration normally requires a 3.00 grade-

point average in secondary school. Other factors considered are leadership qualities, character,

and personal interest.

Early Admission The American University offers an opportunity for admission a year earlier

than normal, to freshman applicants whose ability, academic achievement, and general maturity

indicate that they are ready to initiate collegiate work. Such applicants must fulfill in general the

requirements set out above.

The Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs will send information to secondary

school principals, counselors, or individual students who inquire about such admission. Each
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individual is considered on his own merit. However, major factors important to evaluation are:

(1) The secondary school record, with special reference to grades achieved and the pattern of

courses taken.

(2) Performance on the College Entrance Examination Board Tests or the American College

Tests.

(3) The recommendations of the secondary school principal and counselor.

(4) A letter from the applicant stating the reasons for seeking early admission.

(5) Possibly an interview with a screening committee.

Advance Placement By any of the following means, freshman applicants may earn advanced
standing credit which may be used toward filling degree requirements:

(1) The College Entrance Examination Board's Advanced Placement Program. In some secondary
schools enriched courses are offered under this program. On the basis of scores achieved in the

special examinations given, the applicant may be granted actual college credit or advanced
placement in courses.

(2) The College Level Examination Program (CLEP). Credit may be earned for superior perform-

ance in the following subject matter examinations: American Government, American History,

Analysis and Interpretation of Literature, Biology, College Composition, Computers and Data
Processing, English Literature, Elementary Computer Programming—FORTRAN IV, General
Chemistry, General Psychology, Introductory Marketing, Introductory Micro- and Macroecon-
omics, and Tests and Measurements.

From time to time, additional subject matter examinations are added to those listed above.

Applicants will be kept informed of additions to the list. For complete details on the CLEP at The
American University, write the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

For information about taking CLEP tests write to: The College Level Examination Program, Box
1821, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540.

(3) Credit earned while attending a regionally accredited college or university, either in a summer
session or during the regular school year. Applicants must have an official transcript of the work
completed sent directly from the other college to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and
Veterans Affairs of The American University.

Credit may be earned in a combination of the above programs except that duplicate credit will

not be given.

Transfer Student Requirements

To be considered for transfer admission, applicants normally should have maintained a minimum
2.00 (on 4.00 system) grade-point average or the equivalent at a regionally accredited collegiate

institution, or an institution which is a Recognized Candidate for Accreditation, and should be in

good academic and social standing at the school previously attended.

Applicants to the School of International Service should have maintained a minimum 2.75 grade-

point average (on 4.00 system).

Advanced Standing Transfer students may normally expect to receive credit for courses
taken at regionally accredited collegiate institutions or institutions which are Recognized Can-
didates for Accreditation, if the courses were completed with grades of A, B, C, or equivalent of

P on a pass-fail system where P is specifically designated as indicating a quality of work no lower

than C on a conventional grading scale, and if the courses are appropriate for academic credit.

Courses completed with grades of D will be accepted on transfer from each previous school in

which at least a 2.00 grade-point average (on 4.00 system) has been maintained, subject to the

following conditions: A course with a grade of D may not be applied toward a major or major-

related course requirement or, in normal circumstances, to the satisfaction of English require-

ments.

A maximum of 30 semester hours, or the equivalent, may be accepted on transfer for a combi-
nation of relevant work completed satisfactorily (a) in Armed Services School courses recom-
mended for baccalaureate credit by the American Council on Education, or (b) for associate or

baccalaureate credit as recommended by the Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Educational

Support (formerly United States Armed Forces Institute).
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An additional 30 semester hours, or the equivalent, may be granted for relevant work completed

in college-level nondegree extension, or correspondence courses offered through an accredited

collegiate institution which accepts the credit for its own degree.

A grant of 30 semester hours of advanced standing credit in the area of undergraduate electives

may be awarded to students who, at the time of admission to an undergraduate degree program,

present evidence that they have been licensed to practice as: (1) attorneys, (2) dental surgeons,

(3) certified public accountants, (4) medical doctors, or (5) accredited members of other licensed

professions, by special permission of the Committee on Undergraduate Admissions, Scholarships,

and Financial Aid.

Transfer students may be awarded credit for satisfactory scores in subject matter tests of the

College Level Examination Program. (See information on Advanced Placement under Freshman
Requirements above.) In addition, transfer students whose prior records reflect assignment of

credit toward a degree for general examinations of the CLEP will be granted appropriate credit.

A maximum of 90 semester hours of credit, or the equivalent, will be acceptable on transfer from

four-year collegiate institutions (or a maximum of 75 semester hours credit with an associate's

degree from a two-year or four-year collegiate institution).

To be eligible for a degree from The American University, an undergraduate student must com-

plete a minimum of 30 semester hours in residence at The American University out of the last

60 semester hours toward his degree. To satisfy this requirement, the student must be enrolled

as a degree student at the time that these semester hours are taken and satisfactorily completed.

Nondegree work cannot be applied toward the satisfaction of the residency requirement. A stu-

dent must complete a minimum of 15 hours of upper level course work in his major at The

American University. More may be required by the department chairman or dean in accordance

with normal requirements for graduation. A student may not transfer more than 90 semester

hours toward an undergraduate degree.

Courses accepted for transfer will not be included in the grade-point average to be maintained

at The American University, but they will count toward the total number of courses required for

graduation.

Decisions on transfer applications usually cannot be made on less than 12 semester hours of

work or the equivalent. However, the secondary school record and College Board scores (as

required for freshmen) are required for those with less than 12 semester hours of transferable

work, to aid in reaching a decision.

Notice of Admission

As soon as possible after all required documents have been received in the Office of Admissions,

Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs, the student will be informed of the decision on his application.

Full-time undergraduates entering in the fall semester are required to pay a nonrefundable $100

tuition deposit to reserve a place in the class.

Complete detailed instructions are furnished with the notice of admission.

Admission for Part-time Undergraduate Students

A student enrolled in fewer than 1 2 semester hours is considered to be a part-time student.

Applicants considering part-time study in a degree program are cautioned that they may be

unable to complete the necessary course work for degrees by attending evening classes only.

Before applying they should consult with the department chairmen in disciplines of their proposed

majors to ascertain if the required courses will be available to them.

Part-time degree applicants are required to meet the same standards for admission as full-time

applicants, and should follow the instructions under either freshman requirements or transfer

requirements above, whichever is appropriate, with the following exceptions pertaining to College

Board Tests:

(1) If the Freshman applicant has taken College Board Tests within the past five years, he is

required to communicate with the College Entrance Examination Board, Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey, 08540; or Box 1025, Berkeley, California, 94701, to request that official scores be sent

directly to The American University Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

(2) If the applicant completed secondary school within the past two years and did not take

College Board Tests, the applicant must arrange to do so. Information on how to apply may be

obtained from the College Entrance Examination Board, address given immediately above.
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(3) If the applicant completed secondary school more than two years ago and did not take

College Board Tests, the applicant may be asked to take an alternate examination at the direction

of the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

(4) The American College Tests are accepted in lieu of the College Board Tests.

Readmission for Undergraduate Students

An undergraduate student whose studies at the university are interrupted for any reason for a

period of one semester (excluding the summer sessions) must submit a formal application for

readmission to the Office of Admission, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs at least two months

in advance of the beginning of the semester or summer session for which he wishes to be

readmitted, unless written permission to study at another collegiate institution has been secured

in advance or the student has been granted an official leave of absence. (See transfer credit

information under "General Academic Information and Regulations" in this publication.) If a

student was in good standing at the time he left the university, and if he has maintained a

satisfactory grade point average at another school, the student's readmission is virtually assured.

It is to a student's advantage to apply for readmission as early as possible so that the student

may advance register. If readmission is approved, the student is subject to the academic re-

quirements and regulations in effect at the time of his readmission. Students applying for under-

graduate readmission must pay a fee of $20.

Transfer from Nondegree to Undergraduate Student Status

students wishing to transfer from nondegree status at The American University to undergraduate

degree status must submit a formal application for admission to an undergraduate program

through the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs. If a student is accepted

into an undergraduate degree program, a maximum of 30 semester hours of credit may be

transferred from the nondegree program to the degree program. If the student is denied admis-

sion to an undergraduate program, the student may not reregister at The American University

for further courses.

Admission to Graduate Study

The minimum university requirements for consideration for admission to graduate study are set

out below. Please refer also to the table following these requirements and to the appropriate

college, school, and department sections of this publication for any additional requirements of

the various units.

(1

)

Possession of a bachelor's degree earned at an accredited college or university.

(2) A 2.50 cumulative grade-point average, based on a 4.00 system, in an undergraduate pro-

gram, calculated on the last 60 semester hours of course work completed and presented at the

time of consideration of application for admission. If the last 60 hours include some hours in a

semester, all the hours taken in that semester must be evaluated, and

(3) Based on a 4.00 system, maintenance of a cumulative grade-point average of at least 3.00

in all relevant graduate work for which a grade has been awarded.

(4) Or, instead of items (1), (2), and (3) above, an applicant for graduate study may be admitted

without reference to his undergraduate average provided he has maintained either a 3.30 cu-

mulative grade-point average in a master's degree program completed at an accredited institu-

tion, or a 3.50 cumulative grade-point average in the last 12 semester hours which are part of a

master's or doctoral degree program still in progress at such an institution at the time of the

evaluation of his application, or in graduate work taken in a nondegree status at The American

University and applicable to the degree program for which he is applying.

(5) In the case of applicants to professional terminal master's degree programs, teaching units

may, with the approval of the Graduate Studies Committee and the provost, establish alternative

admission criteria if the undergraduate degree is over five years old.

The standard deadlines for application are:

Fall—August 1

Spring— December 1

Summer—April 15

Applicants should also refer to the table below which lists exceptional deadlines and additional

requirements of the academic units.
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Graduate Admission Requirements (Continued)

Teaching Unit

Degrees
Offered

Applications

Accepted for

Application

Deadline

Additional Requirements

(Note: For specific grade-

point averages and test

scores, consult the individual

progrann descriptions m this

publication )

Washington
College of

Law

J.D. Entering stu-

dents: Fall on-

ly.

Advanced stu-

dents: All

ternns.

Entering stu-

dents:

March 15.

Baccalaureate degree fronn

accredited college or univer-

sity; LSAT; LSDAS.

College of

Public Affairs

Government
and Public

Adnninistration,

School of

M.A.M.P.A.
Ph.D.

M.A.,M.P.A.

All terms

Ph.D.

ly.

Fall on-

M.A., M.P.A.

Standard

Ph.D.: Feb-

ruary 1.

Two letters of recommenda-
tion; preference given to full-

time candidates for Ph.D. pro-

gram; GRE Aptitude required

for Ph.D. and for financial as-

sistance.

International

Service,

School of

M.A.,Ph.D. M.A.: All terms.

Ph.D.: Fall on-

ly.

M.A.: June 1

for fall, No-

vember 1 for

spring, April

1 for sum-
mer. Stu-

dents apply-

ing for finan-

cial aid

should sub-

mit admis-

sion and aid

applications

by February

1.

Ph.D.: Feb-

ruary 1

.

Two letters of recommenda-
tion; GRE Aptitude; no direct

admission to Ph.D. level from

B.A. level. Nonnative speakers

of English are required to take

TOEFL in addition to GRE Ap-

titude. Admissions committee

takes cultural factors into con-

sideration in making its deci-

sions.

Justice,

School of

M.S. All terms. Standard. Two letters of recommenda-
tion; GRE Aptitude required.

Technology

and Adminis-

tration

Special Pro-

grams

M.S.T.M. All terms. Standard.

Financial Man-
agement (Cen-

ter for)

M.P.F.M. Fall and spring

semesters.

Standard. Two letters of recommenda-
tion; GMAT scores; limited to

students nominated by their

respective federal or state

agencies, counties or cities.

Nonnative speakers of English

must take TOEFL.
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for each program by the individual department. The student should refer to the section on Uni-

versity Residency Requirements and, in addition, consult the individual department for further

details.

Nondegree to Degree Credit Students may enroll in nondegree status at The American Uni-

versity (see section on Admission to Nondegree Study). A student registered in nondegree status

who later establishes eligibility for admission to graduate degree status may apply a total of not

more than 12 semester hours of course work completed while in nondegree status toward meet-

ing the requirements for a graduate degree. In order to be considered for admission to degree

status at the graduate level, a nondegree student must have maintained a grade-point average
of at least 3.00 (B) in all graduate level work attempted in nondegree status. However, only those

courses completed with grades of A or B will be considered for possible application toward the

degree requirements.

There can be no commitment that a nondegree student will be accepted into a degree program.

The student admitted to degree status ordinarily may not thereafter register as a nondegree
student until he has successfully completed his degree requirements.

Admission to Nondegree Study
General The nondegree program of The American University ehables students to pursue
courses of study without first being accepted as candidates in either undergraduate or graduate
degree programs. Through this program, the Division of Continuing Education (DCE) is able to

meet a wide variety of educational needs of students who, for academic or other reasons, find

it to their advantage to enroll in nondegree status.

A nondegree student may apply for admission to courses of his choice for which he has the

necessary background and qualifications. Such courses may be taken for a letter grade, pass-

fail, or may be audited.

A nondegree student begins the admissions process by contacting an academic advisor in the

Division of Continuing Education and is required to have an advisor's stamp of approval before

completing the registration process. The student must also secure the permission of the depart-

ment chairman and/or appropriate faculty member to enroll in advanced graduate (600- or 700-

level) courses and all independent reading courses.

Nondegree students are held to the same academic standards as degree students and are

subject to dismissal as of the end of any session in which their cumulative grade-point average

falls below 2.00(C).

Eligibility Enrollment as a nondegree student is open to persons (1) who have a high school

diploma or an equivalency diploma based on the results of General Educational Developmental

Tests; (2) who are in good standing if currently enrolled in another collegiate institution; (3) who
are high school seniors who have a B average and are recommended by a school counselor or

principal; and (4) meet the prerequisites of the course or courses desired.

International students may register as nondegree students insofar as they abide by the regula-

tions stipulated for nondegree international students in the section below on admission for Inter-

national students.

Students currently enrolled as undergraduate or graduate degree students in any of the member
institutions of the Consortium of Universities of the Metropolitan Washington Area may not reg-

ister in nondegree status at The American University.

A student who is not in good standing or who has ever been dismissed from The American

University or another college or university must make an appointment with an advisor in the

Division of Continuing Education well in advance of registration to determine eligibility.

Once admitted to a degree program at The American University, a student ordinarily may not

register in nondegree status until the degree program is completed.

Enrollment An nondegree student ordinarily may not enroll in more than nine semester hours

in any fall or spring semester. The student will be responsible for ensuring that his enrollment in

nondegree status will not conflict with the allowable limits for the transfer of nondegree credit to

degree status later (see below).

Nondegree to Degree Status Undergraduate and graduate level students who wish to
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change from nondegree to degree status must submit the appropriate application forms and all

required supporting documents for degree admission to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid,

and Veterans Affairs. (See sections above for admission details.)

A nondegree student who is admitted to a degree program may use a limited number of semester

hours taken in nondegree status to meet the requirements for a degree at The American Uni-

versity provided that the courses are appropriate to the degree sought. (See earlier sections on

undergraduate and graduate admissions for transfer credit details.)

Admission for International Students

The following regulations apply to all students who are not citizens of the United States of

America, including students with permanent immigrant status.

Admission Procedures: Degree Admission in addition to submitting the university's ap-

plication for admission and meeting the requirements set forth in the application, all international

students applying for admission as degree students must arrange to have official transcripts sent

directly to the Office of Admissions by all secondary schools and all colleges attended. These

documents should be sent well in advance of the semester for which the applicant seeks admis-

sion. Personal student papers, photostats, or attested copies are not accepted for evaluation

purposes. All international students whose first language is not English and who are applying for

admission as undergraduate or graduate degree students must take the Test of English as a

Foreign Language (TOEFL). Information regarding the procedure for taking this test may be

obtained from TOEFL, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540, U.S.A.

Admissions Procedures: Nondegree Admissions ah international students who wish to

take courses as nondegree students must present evidence of their successful completion of

high school (or its equivalent) and of courses taken in any colleges attended to the Office of

Admissions. Nondegree international students may use personal copies, photostats, or attested

copies for counseling purposes. Nondegree international students who wish to become degree

students must have official documents sent to the Office of Admissions at the time when they

apply for degree status.

English Language Requirement for Registration: Degree and Nondegree ah stu-

dents, whether degree or nondegree students, whose first language is not English are required

to take an English proficiency test at the university before their first registration. A freshman

international student will take a placement test in English. All other undergraduate international

students, graduate international students, and nondegree international students must take an

English waiver examination prior to their first registration at The American University. If an in-

ternational student's command of English is insufficient to follow the program in which he wishes

to enroll, he will be required to take one or more special courses in English as a second language.

Visa Requirements The United States Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization

Service regulations governing nonimmigrant F-1 students require international students in this

category to pursue a full course of study while maintaining nonimmigrant student status.

In compliance with the provisions under which this institution has been classified as a training

agency for international students, The American University requires all nonimmigrant F-1 students

to pursue a full course of study each semester during the period of their enrollment.

Under this regulation, an undergraduate student will be required to register for at least 12 se-

mester hours and a graduate student will be required to register for at least 9 semester hours

of course work in a degree or certificate program. Any modification of these requirements re-

sulting in nondegree study or a course load less than the above minimum requirements must be

authorized by the international student advisor in consultation with the director of admissions

and the academic advisor.

Students who fail to observe the above requirements will not be eligible to receive a Certificate

of Eligibility (Form 1-20) and all other letters of certification in support of their continuation in

nonimmigrant F-1 student status.

All students bearing nonimmigrant Foreign Student F-1 visas are required to attend, initially, the

educational institution which issued the Certificate of Eligibility (Form 1-20) used in obtaining the

visa.
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Students bearing nonimnnigrant Foreign Student F-1 visas are reminded that transfer fronn one
U.S. educational institution to another must be authorized by the United States Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

Students in the Exchange Visitor visa category (J-1) requesting transfer to the university's private

exchange visitor program from another program number must obtain approval from the inter-

national student advisor before admission to the university becomes valid.

Questions concerning United States Immigration and Naturalization Service regulations should
be directed to the international student advisor.

Registration Procedures in addition to the normal registration instructions, the following

regulations apply to all international students, degree or nondegree.

(1) All nonimmigrant international students and students who do not possess full U.S. citizenship

are required to obtain the signature of the international student advisor at the time of registration

for courses.

(2) New international students, whether degree or nondegree, may advance register provided

that they have taken an English proficiency test required by the university.

(3) International students may take courses in the university's extended-campus (off campus)
program, but they may not register at extended-campus centers; registration must be completed
on campus.

(4) All new international students are required to obtain the signature of the director of admis-

sions at the time of registration for courses.

English Language Institute international students wishing to enroll in the English Language
Institute, either on a full-time basis or part-time basis, must have completed the equivalent of a

U.S. high school education (12 years of schooling) or be at least 17 years of age at the time of

enrollment. Students who are applying for admission to the English Language Institute for English

only need not take the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). After filing an application,

students who are accepted will be sent a formal letter of acceptance and a Certificate of Eligibility

(Form 1-20) for a student visa if one is required. Admission to workshops or courses in the English

Language Institute in no way implies eligibility for admission to any program or course of study

in other divisions of The American University. (See the English Language Institute section under

the College of Arts and Sciences in this publication.)

Information and course dates will be mailed upon request by writing or telephoning:

English Language Institute

College of Arts and Sciences

The American University

Washington, D.C. 20016, U.S.A.

Telephone: (202) 686-2197

Program Accessibility for Handicapped Students
Many of The American University's educational programs are readily accessible to students with

a variety of disabilities, and the university is taking further steps to eliminate barriers to program
participation by qualified handicapped students. Also, the university library will assist handi-

capped students in arranging to use the special resources of the Library of Congress. Accessible

housing is available, both in a traditional dormitory on campus and in apartment units near the

campus.

Handicapped applicants, like all other applicants, are encouraged to visit the campus as early as

possible in the application process; campus tours may be arranged on advance notification. Also,

applicants who may need and be eligible for auxiliary aids (such as readers and interpreters)

should apply for vocational rehabilitation benefits through their home states as early as possible

in making their college plans.

The university will treat confidentially all inquiries from handicapped students. Any information

voluntarily provided by handicapped applicants will in no way be used in evaluating the applicant's

file for admission but will be used only to assist the student. Students with questions or special

needs may communicate with appropriate campus offices or directly with:

Coordinator of Services for the Handicapped
Office of the Provost

The American University

Washington, D.C. 20016

(202) 686-5038





Tuition, Expenses,
and Financial Aid

Beginning with the fall 1978 sennester, The American University is changing from a course unit

to a semester hour credit system (see Undergraduate Degree Requirements under General Ac-

ademic Regulations and Procedures for details). Accordingly, in Fall 1978, undergraduate stu-

dents who register for 12 to 17 semester hours will be assessed at a full-time tuition rate.

Undergraduate students who register for fewer than 12 semester hours will be assessed tuition

based on the specific number of semester hours taken. Undergraduate students who register for

more than 17 semester hours will be assessed the full-time tuition rate with an added tuition

charge for each semester hour in excess thereof.

Undergraduate students registering for 12 to 17 semester hours, for courses at extended-campus

locations, will be assessed a full-time tuition rate. Students who register for fewer than 12 se-

mester hours will be assessed a per semester hour tuition charge. Students who register for

more than 17 semester hours will be assessed the full-time tuition rate with an added tuition

charge for each semester hour in excess thereof. The extended-campus tuition rate will differ

from the full-time rate for on-campus courses.

Undergraduate students registered for 12 to 17 semester hours who are taking both extended

campus program courses and on-campus courses are to be assessed at the on-campus full-time

tuition rate.

Graduate students and nondegree students will be assessed at a per semester hour tuition rate.

Washington College of Law students registered for 12 to 17 semester hours will be assessed at

a full-time tuition rate. Tuition assessment for law students who register for fewer than 12 se-

mester hours will be based upon the number of semester hours taken. Law students who register

for more than 17 semester hours will be assessed the full-time rate with an additional tuition

charge for each semester hour in excess thereof.

Given probable continuation of current economic conditions, as well as the need to continue to

accelerate the academic development of the university, it is reasonable to expect that tuition and

fee increases will be required for each year in the forseeable future. The university will attempt,

however, to limit tuition and fee increases to reasonable levels.

Tuition and General Fees, 1 978-1 979
Tuition

Charges per semester are as follows:

Undergraduate Students

Full-time (12-17 semester hours) $ 1,845 each semester

Part-time $ 123 each semester hour

Graduate Students $ 129 each semester hour

27
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Law students

Full-time (12-17 semester hours) $ 1,850 each semester
Part-time $ 137 each semester hour

(For purpose of determining full-time status, noncredit courses will be included in and equated
with credit courses according to the number of scheduled meetings each week.)

Nondegree Students $ 123 each semester hour

Extended-campus Programs
Full-time (12-17 semester hours) $ 1,275 each semester
Part-time $ 85 each semester hour

Auditors pay the same charges as students enrolled for credit and are subject to all applicable

special fees listed below.

Institutes

Charges for institutes and other special courses may be found listed under their respective

departments and schools in the Schedule of Classes published for each academic term.

Residence Halland Board Charges

Campus Dormitory

Single Occupancy
Double Occupancy
Triple Occupancy

Residence Hall Association Fee

708

575

389

3

each semester
each semester
each semester
each semester
Residential Life

each month
each month

each semester
each semester

(Optional: Will be waived only on submission of waiver form to the Office of

before the end of the first week of classes. Once paid, this fee is nonrefundable.

Glover-Tunlaw Residence Hall

Units leased on an annual basis during the period June 1-May
31 at the following rates:

One-bedroom Unit $ 375
Two-bedroom unit $ 500

Board Charges
10 fvleals per Week Contract (Five Days) $ 320

*19 Meals per Week Contract (Seven Days) $ 371

*(Contingent on the number of application requests received for this plan.)

Special Fees

These fees are nonrefundable. The charges listed below are not included in tuition and general

fees.

Special course and laboratory fees are listed under their respective departments and schools in

the Schedule of Classes published for each academic term.

Admission Application Fee
Readmission Fee
Deferred Payment Plan Fee
Student Confederation Fee

(Mandatory for full-time undergraduate students.)

Late Registration Fee
(Effective the first day of the term.)

Late Payment of Financial Obligations Fee
Reinstatement Fee
Returned Check Fee

(For personal checks not honored by the bank.)

Student Motor Vehicle Registration Fee
Faculty/Staff Motor Vehicle Registration Fee
Health Fee

(Not charged separately to full-time undergraduate
students; required of all others who wish to use
student health center facilities.)

Law School General Fee
Admission Testing Fee
Official Transcripts Fee
Student Picture I.D. Card Replacement Fee

20
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Graduate Student Fees

The following charges are applicable to graduate students only.

Graduate Student Council Fee $ 3 each semester

(Mandatory for all graduate students, full-time and

part-time.)

IVlaintaining Matriculation Fee $ 55 each academic year

(See description in Graduate Degree Requirements

section under General Academic Information and

Regulations in this publication.)

Comprehensive Examinations (with each application):

Master's and Doctoral $ 20 each examination

Additional Fee if in Absentia

Master's $ 100 each

Doctoral $ 200 each

Microfilming of Dissertation, Thesis, or Case Study

Master's Thesis or Case Study $ 25 each

Doctoral Dissertation $ 35 each

Graduation Fees

Graduation Application Fee $ 12 each

Rental charges for academic attire used during the spring commencement ceremonies are an-

nounced in March.

Registration students participating in advance registration must pay the balance due on or

before the due date as indicated on the bill sent from the Office of Student Accounts. Accounts

not paid when due will be subject to a late payment fee of $10.

Students participating in direct, general, or late registration must pay the balance due on the day

that they register.

The following section describes the university's deferred payment plan for qualified students.

Deferred Payment Plan Registered students (those who advance register and those who

participate in direct or general registration) whose total bill, after deducting all forms of tuition

assistance, exceeds $425 may elect the deferred payment plan. Under this plan the student pays

one-half the amount due by the initial due date and the remaining balance approximately seven

weeks later.

Students who fail to make payments when due will be subject to the $1 late payment fee.

The charge for the university deferred payment plan is $7 each semester (not refundable).

Late Payments and Financial Stops a late fee of $io may be assessed against a student's

account each time a payment is not made when due. In addition, failure to make payment when

due may result in a financial "stop" being placed on a student's account. The financial stop may

in turn result in a "hold" being placed on the student's academic records, including transcript

and diploma, and may result also in denial of advance registration, and use of the deferred

payment plan or other credit privileges. Financial stops may be removed following assessment

and payment of a $25 reinstatement fee. A student who has once had a financial stop placed

against his account may be denied future advance registration and deferred plan privileges even

though the student has been reinstated on payment of the reinstatement fee. Repeated failure

to make payments when due may result [n prompt severance of the student's relationship with

the university.

Employer or Agency Tuition Assistance a student requesting employer or agency billing

arrangements must furnish the Office of Student Accounts with a valid contract or purchase

order at the time of registration. A contract must contain the following information: (1) student

name and social security number, (2) term of attendance, (3) specific costs and amounts to be

paid by the sponsor (tuition, books, supplies, and fees), (4) sponsor's billing address, and (5)

purchase order number or accounting appropriation, if applicable. Documentation submitted in

lieu of a valid purchase order WILL NOT relieve a student of financial responsibility.

In case of partial assistance, the student is required to pay the balance of his tuition costs at the

time of registration in order to be considered registered. If the amount the student must pay
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qualifies for tine university deferred payment plan it is to be paid by the deferred due date. Failure

to comply will result in the assessment of a late payment fee. See Late Payments and Financial

Stops information above.

A student entitled to Bookstore credit may obtain a book charge form from the Office of Student

Accounts. Bookstore purchases are permitted through the conclusion of the add-drop period.

(For special extensions consult the Bookstore or the Student Accounts personnel.)

A student's responsibility for payment includes amounts billed which are disallowed by his spon-

sor.

Employee Tuition Benefits Only full-time permanent faculty or staff employees are eligible

for tuition benefits.

Applications for faculty, staff, and spouse benefits are available at the Office of Staff Personnel

Services. The completed application must be approved by the Office of Staff Personnel Services

and submitted to the Office of Student Accounts at the time of registration.

Advance registered students should submit the approved form by the beginning of the semester.

Tuition benefits forms for children of faculty or staff employees are available at the Office of Staff

Personnel Services.

Tuition Cancellation The appropriate forms, available in the offices of the deans and in the

Office of the Registrar, must be completed to officially withdraw or reduce course load. The
amount of tuition to be cancelled will be calculated as of the date on which the withdrawal forms

are received at the Office of the Registrar and in accordance with the tuition cancellation sched-

ule in the Schedule of Classes.

Complete withdrawal from the university during the first week of classes will result in full can-

cellation of tuition charges less $25, provided the withdrawal form is received in the Office of the

Registrar and dated prior to or during the first week of classes.

A full cancellation of tuition will also pertain to a course dropped within the first week of the

classes.

Course drops that result in a course load reduction during or prior to the first four weeks are

subject to the percentage cancellation schedule published in the Schedule of Classes for the

applicable semester.

Discontinuance of attendance at class or notification to the instructor does not constitute an
official withdrawal. Students who do not officially withdraw during the cancellation period will

be responsible for payment of the full amount of the applicable tuition and fees.

Requests for cancellation of room charges must be made through the Office of Residential Life.

Requests for cancellation of meal booklets must be processed through the Food Service Office.

Tuition Refund students who reduce their course load or who withdraw completely during

the first four weeks of the semester will be entitled to a prorated refund for that portion of the

course load reduction according to the tuition cancellation schedule in the Schedule of Classes.

Requests for refunds are made at the Office of Student Accounts.

Financial Aid

In order to be considered for financial aid the following information must be furnished and the

deadlines must be observed. The American University's deadlines for filing are:

The American University Financial Aid Application

Spring semester only— preceding November 1

Fall-spring academic year— preceding April 1

Summer sessions only—April 1

The College Scholarship Service Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Six to eight weeks before the American University Financial

Aid Application deadline. However, not earlier than January 1

.
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Basic Information

Financial Aid for Undergraduate Students These scholarships and college-based fed-

eral programs inciuae; National Direci Student Loans (NDSL); Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants (SEOG); College Work-Study (CWS): and Federal Nursing Programs. Also available

are; Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) and Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(GSLP). Information concerning application is found below in the Federal Loans and Federal

Grants sections.

Financial Aid for Graduate Students Coiiege-based federal programs include; National

Direct Student Loans (NDSL) and College Work-Study (CWS). Guaranteed Student Loan Programs
(GSLP) and Graduate Honor Award are available, and information concerning application is found

below in the Federal Loans and Federal Grants sections. Students in the Washington College of

Law should use the American University's Application for Financial Aid to apply for NDSL.

Filing Instructions (1) File The American University Application for Financial Aid. Students

will be considered for all programs for which they are eligible. Awards are based on the studenfs
need and the amounts and kinds of assistance available; however, funds are limited. Awards are

made beginning in early March, and those students with complete financial aid files receive first

consideration for the monies available.

Note The United States government requires the university to file annual reports that call for

information requested in the questions regarding race, sex, and marital status. However, the

student is under no obligation to furnish this information.

Note Aid recipients must reapply each academic year to be considered for further funds. A 2.00

cumulative grade-point average must be maintained to qualify for aid.

(2) In addition to The American University Application for Financial Aid, the Financial Aid Form
(FAF) must be filed each academic year. After completion it is mailed to the College Scholarship

Service (CSS) at the address indicated on the form. The student should request CSS to send the

analysis to The American University (code 5007). This analysis is used to determine financial

need and eligibility for various programs of aid.

The FAF must be for the same academic year for which application for aid is made. If requesting

aid for the 1978-79 academic year, the 1978-79 FAF must be submitted. The form is available

from most secondary schools and colleges and from The American University Office of Financial

Aid.

(3) When National Direct Student Loans and/or Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants

have been received from other institutions of higher education each institution must send veri-

fication of the total amounts to The American University. No decision on applications for financial

aid will be made without such verification.

Determination of Financial Need an(j Notification

The difference between the cost of attendance at The American University and the amount the

family is expected to contribute is the student's financial need.

Example— the 1 978-79 estimated cost of attendance is as follows;

Undergraduate Resident
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Notification The Office of Financial Aid carefully reviews fhe financial need analysis and
prepares an offer of awards (called a "package") consisting of those grants, scholarships, and
loans for which the student qualifies and for which sufficient monies are currently available.

Every effort is nnade to assist students, however, linnited resources prevent the university fronn

making offers of financial assistance in excess of demonstrated financial need.

The Office of Financial Aid notifies applicants for aid as soon as possible. New students must be
admitted before any action will be taken on their financial aid application.

Federal Programs

A student must be a United States citizen or have a Permanent Resident Visa in order to apply.

The College Work-Study Program (CWS) This program provides the opportunity to work
part-time on campus. Students must demonstrate financial need and be enrolled at least half-

time. The average award for CWS at The American University is $800 per year.

Cooperative Education Program This program integrates experience with academic
study. Students may earn academic credit for employment in full-time work assignments related

to their educational and career interests, and supervised by university faculty. Students pay
tuition for course credit earned in supervised cooperative education field experience. Salaries

vary with each assignment and assist students in meeting the costs of their education. Federal

College Work-Study Program funds may be used to supplement salaries of those students eligible

for financial aid on the basis of the Financial Aid Form (FAF). The program is open on an avail-

ability of placement basis to full-time students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, the

College of Public Affairs, and the School of Business Administration. The Office of the Cooperative

Education Program (telephone (202) 686-3857) and the Office of Financial Aid have further details

and information on application procedures and eligibility.

Federal Loans

The National Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL) This program provides loans for students

enrolled at least half-time who demonstrate financial need. The average award of an NDSL at

The American University is $1 ,1 50 per year.

A student may borrow up to a total of (a) $2,500 if enrolled in a vocation program of if completed
less than two years of a program leading to a bachelor's degree; (b) $5,000 for an undergraduate

student who has already completed two years of study toward a bachelor's degree (this total

includes any amount borrowed under NDSL for the first two years of study); (c) $10,000 for

graduate study (this total includes any amount borrowed under NDSL for undergraduate study).

Repayment begins nine months after graduation or the end of enrollment on at least a half-time

basis. The loan must be paid within ten years. During the repayment period three percent interest

on the unpaid balance of the loan principle will be charged.

No payments are required for up to three years while serving in the armed forces or ACTION.

There are special cancellation provisions for borrowers who (1) become teachers, in designated

schools, of students from low income families, or (2) teachers of handicapped students, or (3)

teachers in preschool programs (Head Start), or (4) active members of the United States armed
forces in an area of hostilities that qualifies for special pay.

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP) This is a federal program of financial aid through

which students may obtain loans from local lending institutions in amounts up to $2,500 per

academic year for undergraduates and $5,000 for graduate students; the total aggregate loan

may not exceed $15,000. Payment is made in installments of at least $30 per month over a five

to ten year period at seven percent simple interest. No payments need be made during any

period in which the borrower is enrolled on at least a half-time basis (full-time under certain state

programs) or for any period (not to exceed three years) during which the student borrower is

engaged in active duty in the armed forces of the United States, or as a full-time volunteer serving

in any program authorized under Title VII of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (ACTION).

When the student's adjusted family income exceeds $25,000, need must be substantiated if the

student wishes the federal government to pay the interest on the loan during these periods. Such
students must file the Financial Aid Form (FAF) with the College Scholarship Service (CSS).

Further information may be obtained from the United States Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, Office of Education; from the state higher education agency of the student's state;

or from a local financial institution.
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Nursing Student Loan Program Students in the School of Nursing are eligible to participate in

this loan progrann as established by the Federal Nurse Training Act of 1964. The same general

provisions apply as for the NDSL loans. Loans up to $2,500 may be made per academic year for

full-time students. The average nursing loan award at The American University is $800 per year.

Law Enforcement Education Loans (LEEP) Loans of up to $2,200 per year are available to

full-time students who are currently employed by, or on academic leave from, a nonfederal law

enforcement agency, or to full-time students preparing to enter a law enforcement career. Stu-

dents interested in this program should communicate with the Center for the Administration of

Justice, College of Public Affairs, The American University, Washington, D.C., 20016, or telephone

(202)686-2536.

Federal Grants

Basic Education Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG) This program provides gift aid to eligible

students attending approved four-year colleges, community and junior colleges, vocational

schools, technical institutes, hospital schools of nursing, and other postsecondary institutions.

Students must be enrolled in a degree program or an eligible certificate program.

The appropriate section on the College Scholarship Service Financial Aid Form (FAF) or the

Application for Determination of Basic Grant Eligibility must be completed. Copies of the latter

application may be obtained from postsecondary education institutions, high schools. Talent

Search, Upward Bound Projects, public libraries, or by writing to P.O. Box 84, Washington, D.C.,

20044. The amount of a BEOG award will be based on the Office of Education's determination

of eligibility.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) Federal funds are available in

amounts ranging from $200 to $1,500 annually to undergraduate students with exceptional fi-

nancial need. Eligible students who are accepted for enrollment, and are in good standing, may
receive these grants. The grant may not exceed one-half the total assistance given the student.

These grants may be renewed for a total of four years of undergraduate study, provided the

student presents evidence of continued eligibility and that Congress continues to make these

funds available. The average SEOG award at The American University is $850 per year.

Law Enforcement Education Grants Grants of up to $400 per semester are available to

in-service nonfederal law enforcement officers. Students interested in this program should com-

municate with the Center for the Administration of Justice, College of Public Affairs, The American

University, Washington, DC, 20016; telephone(202) 686-2536.

Federal Nursing Scholarships These scholarships provide gift aid to students in the

School of Nursing who have demonstrated exceptional financial need. The average award at The

American University is $770 per year.

American University Programs

Funds for American University programs come from private donations and monies set aside by

the university to assist students in need of financial aid.

Loans Loans are available to needy students at The American University on a short term basis

from institutional funds. Funds are provided either by private endowments to the university or by

the university itself. The qualifications for each of these programs vary according to the stipu-

lations the donor placed on the individual accounts. For detailed information on these loans

contact the assistnat director in the Office of Financial Aid.

The United Methodist Student Loan Fund The Board of Education of the United Methodist

Church in Nashville, Tennessee, maintains a national student loan fund for qualified Methodist

students. These loans bear four percent interest beginning with the date of the loan. Inquiries

about this loan fund should be addressed to the United Methodist chaplain, The American Uni-

versity. The principal becomes payable six months after the student discontinues enrollment. It

must be repaid within six years of termination of studies.

Grants

Tuition Remission for Minister's Children Consult the Office for Campus Ministries at The

American University for details.
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United Methodist Full-time undergraduate degree students who are the dependent children of

ordained United Methodist ministers appointed by the bishops to full-time, active service in the

church will have one-half their tuition remitted. There will be no remission of tuition for ordained

United Methodist ministers' children who are attending the university part-time or who attend

during the summer session.

Otlier Denominations Full-time undergraduate students who are the dependent children of

other ordained ministers or rabbis may receive tuition remission of $200 per year—$100 each
for the fall and spring semesters, in order to claim these benefits the minister or rabbi must be
active on a full-time basis in the ministry of his church.

Undergraduate Scholarships Unless specifically noted, the scholarships listed offer vary-

ing amounts to be credited toward the recipients's tuition account. Not all scliolarships listed are

awarded every year.

In addition to evidence of need a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 3.00 on a 4.00

scale is required.

Most scholarships may be renewed for up to four years. However, a new financial aid application

and FAF are required annually. Each summer the Committee on Undergraduate Scholarships

reviews the recipient's academic achievement, contributions to the university community, and
continued evidence of financial need. Scholarships may be altered or withdrawn at any time if

the academic record is unsatisfactory or financial need can no longer be demonstrated.

General University Scholarships Awards from $600 to half tuition are presented to qualified

students from any college or school within the university.

Leon M. Abbot Scholarships Tuition scholarships for School of International Service students

from funds provided by the Scottish Rite Bodies of Freemasonry for the Northern Jurisdiction,

U.S.A.

Ernest M. Aiken Fund Scholarships Partial tuition awards to international students who are

currently enrolled at The American University.

Walter and Sarah Alexander Scholarship Restricted to students who are legal residents of

Wisconsin.

Hurst R. and Marian P. Anderson Scholarship Fund Annual awards to students with estab-

lished financial need. Preference given to students from Washington metropolitan area.

Bawsel Memorial Fund Scholarship For students with distinguished academic records who
demonstrate financial need.

Dorothy and Jacl< Bender Scholarships Partial tuition scholarship for an incoming freshman
with a distinguished academic record and financial need.

Lucius C. Bennett Scholarship Restricted to students from Logan County, Ohio.

Morris Cafritz Memorial Scholarship Up to $1,000 annual award made to a student majoring

in real estate or urban planning within the School of Business Administration.

George C. and Louise E. Clark Scholarship One partial tuition scholarship presented to an

outstanding student with financial need.

Joseph Dawson Scholarship For children of Methodist ministers in the Baltimore Conference.

The DeLong Scholarship Preference given to School of International Service students.

Frederick Douglass Scholarships Annual awards are made to a selected number of minority

students who are graduates of high schools in Washington, D.C. Usually allocated in amounts up
to half tuition and are given in conjunction with other forms of financial assistance.

Hymen Goldman Scholarship Fund Awards are made annually to students from the Washing-

ton metropolitan area who establish financial need.

Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing Scholarships Available to outstanding students in the

Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing,

Mary Howe Scholarship. Given each year to an undergraduate majoring in music.

The Garfield I. Kass Scholarship An award to a full-time undergraduate student who has

demonstrated academic excellence as well as qualities of leadership, and who has demonstrated

need of funds.

Mary and Daniel Loughran Scholarship Restricted to an undergraduate student with demon-
strated financial need and academic achievement.
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Catherine Letts Scholarship Restricted to students who are legal residents of Iowa.

Minnie Letts Scholarship Restricted to students who are legal residents of Kansas.

John H. and Nannie C. Lucas Scholarship Restricted to students who are legal residents of

Missouri,

Marriott Foundation Scholarship Award An annual $1,000 award given to a needy minority

student f ronn the Washington metropolitan area.

Frances Willard Morgan Scholarship Awarded to a deserving student enrolled in the Lucy
Webb Hayes School of Nursing.

Mu Phi Epsilon Scholarship Offered by the International Professional Music Sorority, Wash-
ington AlumnaeChapter, to an undergraduate woman majoring in music.

Charles A. Norwood Memorial Scholarship Restricted to students who are legal residents of

Maryland.

Charles C. Parlin Scholarship Awarded annually to an undergraduate student who has dem-
onstrated academic excellence and qualities of leadership and citizenship, and who has dem-
onstrated financial need.

The Presser Foundation Scholarships Awarded to an undergraduate student or students who
plan to become teachers of music.

Albert Pike and Colonel William E. Schooley Scholarships Tuition scholarships for School

of International Service students from funds provided by the Scottish Rites in the Valley of Wash-
ington for the Southern Jurisdiction, U.S.A.

Ann Sharp Scholarship For students who plan to go into Christian educational work.

The Laura Reckman Memorial Scholarship Fund A $1,000 award is made annually to an
outstanding student in the Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing.

Women's Guild of The American University Scholarship Presented to an undergraduate stu-

dent exhibitng outstanding qualities of leadership and scholarship.

Other Scholarships

Alumni Scholarships Applicants must be nominated by alumni of The American University and
be approved by the Board of Directors of The American University Alumni Association. Com-
municate with the Alumni Office for further information.

Evertt and Marian Gordon Scholarship/Awards Qualified majors in Jewish Studies are eligible

for scholarship assistance and/or awards for senior theses. Apply directly to the Jewish Studies

Program.

Pre-theological Scholarships Several scholarships specifically for students preparing for the

ministry. These awards may be combined with other scholarships. For further information com-
municate with The American University Office for Campus Ministries.

United Methodist Scholarships An award of $500 per academic year for tutition. This schol-

arship may be held for not more than two years. Applicants must (1) have been members of the

United Methodist Church for a period of at least one year; (2) have demonstrated an active

interest in the work of the church; (3) have a B average and rank in the top fifteen percent of the

class; and (4) give evidence of financial need. All inquiries should be made directly to the Meth-

odist chaplain at the university, who serves as the United Methodist scholarship officer.

Graduate Honor Awards The university maintains a program of fellowships, graduate assist-

anceships, and graduate scholarships to support graduate students in programs of full-time study.

These honor awards are made on the basis of academic merit. Financial need may be a sec-

ondary criterion. Special Opportunity Grants for' Minority Students (Black American, Hispanic

American, Asian or Pacific Islander American, American Indian, or Alaskan Native American)
parallel the regular graduate honor awards and take the form of assistanceships and scholar-

ships. Honor award applications must be submitted to the Office of Financial Aid by February 1

for awards to commence the following academic year.

Special Merit Scholarships

The American University Scholar Award Several freshman and transfer students with out-

standing academic credentials are selected as American University Scholars and receive half-

tuition scholarships based solely on merit. Students who meet the established academic criteria
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for selection will be notified. Scholarships will be renewed each year if the student continues to

nneet acadennic requirements. For further infornnation communicate with the Office of Admis-

sions.

The Presidential Scholar Award Several freshman and transfer students with outstanding ac-

ademic credentials are selected as Presidential Scholarjs and receive scholarships based solely

on merit. Students who meet the established academic criteria for selection will be notified.

Scholarships will be renewed each year if the student continues to meet academic requirements.

For further information communicate with the Office of Admissions.

Employment Opportunities The university Career Planning and Placement Services pro-

vides assistance to students interested in obtaining employment to defray a portion of their

college expenses.

On Campus Part-time and Temporary Employment There are on campus jobs available at

the university. Consult Career Planning and Placement Services for details; telephone (202) 686-

2067.

Off Campus Part-time and Temporary Employment A variety of part-time and temporary

positions are available in the nearby area and in downtown Washington, D.C. Hourly wages start

at $2.65, but go up to $5.00 per hour for specialized work.

Babysitting A list of available student babysitters is printed each semester and sent to interested

parents in the nearby area. Wages are approximately $1-$2 per hour. Students must register with

Career Planning and Placement Services by the second Monday of each semester in order to be

eligible for this service. Part-time positions cannot be reserved in advance or handled through

the mail. Interested students should apply in person to Career Planning and Placement Services,

Room 224, Mary Graydon Center, where they will be given every assistance in obtaining suitable

employment.

Room and Board The Office of Residential Life maintains a list of people in the area who are

interested in providing room and board to students in exchange for work such as child care,

household chores, etc.

Veterans Benefits

The American University is approved by the Veterans Administration (VA) for enrollment of vet-

erans and dependents of deceased or disabled veterans eligible for educational benefits under

the various public laws relating to veterans which have been passed by the Congress of the

United States.

New Students New students entering The American University must file a Veterans Applica-

tion for VA Educational Benefits (22-1990) with a copy of DD-214 through the Office of Veterans

Affairs in the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs. Enrollment certification

is then sent to the Veterans Administration by the Office of Veterans Affairs to initiate benefits

for the enrollment period.

Service men and women wishing to receive VA benefits for the first time must present the

Serviceman's Application for VA Educational Benefits (22-1 990a). This form must be signed by

the Education Office and the Commanding Officer.

Transfer students who have received VA educational benefits at another place of training or

college and wish to receive VA benefits for the first time at The American University, should file

a Request for Change of Program or Place of Training (21e-1995) through the Office of Veterans

Affairs. This is then sent to the VA's regional office in Washington, D.C, with the Enrollment

Certification (22-1 999), filled in by the school.

Continuing Students Continuing students need only file The American University VA claim

card for educational benefits each semester thereafter. This request for educational benefits

must be filed each semester with the Office of Veterans Affairs. Any and all changes in registra-

tion (adds, drops, and/or withdrawals) must be reported to the Veterans Affairs Office.

Payment and Financial Responsibility With the exception of disabled veterans who are

training under Vocational Rehabilitation, all beneficiaries of educational benefits from the VA are

personally responsible for the payment of their bills to the university. These persons should

come to the university financially prepared to pay tuition and fees. The VA checks for
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educational benefits are sent directly to the student or address designated on The American
University clainn card. Students who wish to receive advance payment must file an advance
payment request form. Those students who request and are granted advance payment pick up
only the first check issued through the Office of Veterans Affairs. Thereafter, the checks are sent

directly to the student or address on file with the VA. Usually, it takes six to eight weeks from the

time of filing a veterans semester claim card with the Office of Veterans Affairs before the first

check arrives. Veterans whose claim cards are completely filled in will have their claim processed
first. Incomplete claim cards (e.g., no file/claim number, etc.) will be processed last.

Students receiving VA benefits should know that the Veterans Administration requires regular

class attendance. "Unsatisfactory progress" toward the pursuit of a veteran's stated educational

goals is defined by the Veterans Administration as, withdrawal, termination, or noncompletion of

two or more unit subjects in any given term, session, or semester. Such withdrawal, termination,

or noncompletion of any subject during any semester is considered an overpayment by the

Veterans Administration. The effective date of such overpayment is the first day of classes of

the semester unless the veteran shows mitigating circumstances to the Veterans Administration.

The Office of Veterans Affairs is located on the first floor of the Asbury Building. The office is

open from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, fvlonday through Friday. For further information or appointments
before 9:00 am or after 5:00 pm, please phone (202) 686-2074.





student Life and Services

Division of Student Life

The Division of Student Life offers a program of services and faculty which complements and

assists the university's formal academic programs. These services are provided by the Career

Planning and Placement Services, Counseling Center, Office of Student Program Development.

Center for Campus Ministries, Health Center, International Student, and Residential Life Office.

Dining services are coordinated through this division. The Assistant Provost for Student Life and

the Dean of Students oversee the activities of the division.

Career Planning and Placement Services The office assists students and graduates of

the university with all phases of their career development, from choosing a major and finding a

part-time job to planning long-range career goals and obtaining full-time work after graduation.

The six-week Life/Career Planning and Career Search Seminars teach participants how to identify

their skills and interests, clarify their career goals, and gather relevant information for career

planning and job-seeking in an assertive, self-directed way. A variety of two-hour workshops offer

information and strategies on topics such as Graduate and Professional School Exploration,

Resume Writing, and the D.C./Federal Government Job Marketplace. A Schedule of Activities,

listing all seminar and workshop programs for the year, is available from the center's office, Mary
Graydon Center.

Students in need of part-time, temporary, or summer jobs find information and assistance avail-

able through the Experiential Learning Service which lists over 2,400 jobs, internships, and vol-

unteer opportunities in the metropolitan Washington area, as well as a limited number of on-

campus jobs. Students who qualify for the Federal Work-Study Program also receive placement

assistance from the center.

Graduating students and alumni seeking career employment can learn about immediate full-time

job openings from the center's weekly career job referral bulletin. They can also interview with

representatives of numerous business, government, and educational organizations seeking ca-

reer employees through the On-Campus Recruitment Program. A Credentials Referral Service is

also provided for teaching candidates, graduate school applicants, and others who may have

need for referral of their reference letters in their job search.

Career Planning and Placement Services maintains a comprehensive Career Resource Center,

which contains descriptive literature on business, government, and nonprofit organizations, files

of occupational information: and over 200 reference texts, periodicals and special hand-outs on

career decision making, academic and career planning, and job seeking.

Counseling Center The aim of the University Counseling Center is to assist students to

better understand themselves, to deal more effectively with important decisions, and to resolve

problems. An extensive program of professional psychological services is provided.

39
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Counseling is offered on an individual or group basis depending on which is more suitable. Help

is available in resolving problems of a personal or social nature. In addition, there are a number
of growth groups to enhance personal development. Other services include a variety of testing

programs, and a reading and study skills laboratory to improve educational skills.

Full-time students are not charged for Counseling Center services. All contacts are confidential.

Center for Campus Ministries Chaplains at The American University Center for Campus
Ministries see their ministry to the campus in a broad context. Representing a wide variety of

denominations and faith groups, they attempt not only to provide traditional chaplains' services

of worship and personal counseling, but also to work in concert with other campus groups in

making the university more responsive to the human needs of its members.

The Abraham S. Kay Spiritual Life Center houses the Center for Campus Ministries, including the

office of the chaplains, the chapel, a lounge, a Christian Science Reading Room, and meeting

rooms. Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Christian Science, and Muslim services are regularly sched-

uled here, as are other campus functions of various kinds. Worship tends to be both contemporary
in style and involved with the life of the campus and the world. The Buddhist chaplain conducts

regular meditation sessions.

There is an open and welcome atmosphere at the center, where students feel free to come and
talk with one another or with a chaplain about problems or plans or ideas. There is opportunity

to work in a democratic way with others of different religious backgrounds. To be involved here

is to add significantly to the meaning of one's experience at the university.

Worship Services Each week during the fall and spring semesters (except during academic
holidays) worship services are held at the Kay Spriitual Life Center.

Student Health Center The student Health Center has a medical staff of two part-time

physicians and an orthopedist consultant. The student can be referred to other consultants of

various specialities, such as dermatology, dentistry, etc. A nursing staff of three nurse-practi-

tioners and one registered nurse provides dispensary services during the day on weekdays and
Saturday mornings, through the regular academic year to full-time undergraduate students and

graduate and law full-time students who pay a health fee of $20 per semester.

Since there are no facilities for bed patients on campus, medical treatment is available at the

student's expense at Sibley Memorial Hospital (or at another hospital of the student's choice) for

serious illness or accidents occurring during the hours the health center is closed.

New full-time undergraduate students must report before registration (on a form supplied with

their admission notice from the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs) the

results of a physical examination by a physician of their choice. A student who does not have a

full medical report on file is ineligible to receive any health service other than emergency treat-

ment. All resident students are required as a condition of issuance of lease to have a physician's

report form on file.

The Student Health Center is available to all full-time undergraduate students for diagnostic

purposes and the care of minor illnesses only. Immunizations, allergy shots, and gynecological

care are provided for nominal fees. Students whose health problems are more complex are

referred to nearby Sibley Memorial Hospital or another hospital of their choice for treatment at

the student's expense.

Health Center Hours: 8:00 am to 5:00 am, Monday through Friday

10:00 am to 1 :00 pm, Saturdays

Doctors' Hours: By appointment.

Holiday Hours: Special hours are posted in advance

Student l-lealtli Insurance Plan All full-time students may elect to participate in the Student

Health Insurance Plan. Detailed information concerning this plan is available in the Student Health

Center, McDowell Hall, and the Student Life Office, Mary Graydon Center. Annual renewal must

be initiated by each student before the fall deadline. Payment is made directly to the insurance

company. Resident students are required as a condition of issuance of lease to participate in the

Student Health Insurance Plan or to show evidence of comparable coverage through another

insurance plan.

Residence Halls Space in university residence hails is available to full-time undergraduate

students of The American University. The residence hall lease is binding for a full academic year
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(fall and spring semesters). The room rates are listed under the "Tuition, Expenses, and Financial

Aid" section of this publication. For details on residence hall procedures and policies, as well as
other services, please write to the Director of Residential Life.

Room Reservations Requests for information should be addressed to; Office of Residential Life,

The American University, Washington, D.C. 20016.

A nonrefundable $100 room reservation deposit will be collected each year when availablity of

space for the student is confirmed.

Resident students must observe all regulations specified in the contract which they (and their

parents, if students are under 18) sign, as well as university regulations. They will be held re-

sponsible for damage to their rooms during their period of occupancy, and will be billed, either

individually or with roommates, for damages.

Refund of Housing Payment A schedule of refunds of those withdrawing from the university

during the semester will be announced and will thereafter be available in the Residential Life

Office. Refunds may not be made to students moving off campus before completion of their

contractual obligation.

Room Furnishings Each room contains a bed, chest, desk, chair, and closet space for each
resident. Electrical equipment brought by the student is limited to small appliances such as
clocks, radios, and irons. Individual cooking equipment such as broilers and fry pans cannot be
used in the rooms. There are limited kitchen facilities in the residential halls.

Linen Service An optional linen service is available to residents. Arrangements for the service

can be made after the student receives his housing assignment.

Dining Services There is a cafeteria, snack bar, a la carte dining room, formal dining room,
and tavern in Mary Graydon Center. The snack bar and tavern are open seven days a week
except for holidays. Meal contracts are available, beginning with the first day of general regis-

tration and ending on the last day of classes (excluding vacations). Resident students are urged
to buy meal contracts which are more economical than payment for each meal separately. The
Food Service Department is willing to assist students in working out dietary and schedule prob-

lems. Refunds cannot be made after the first week of classes in each semester.

International Programs

The Dean for International Programs is responsible for (1) all international programs offered by
the university; (2) the initiation and development of programs, including study abroad, credit and
noncredit institutes, training programs, and exchange programs; (3) ascertaining the needs of

international students and the university as well as the administrative directions and policies

necessary to effectively implement the objectives of the university; and (4) ascertaining the

academic problems of international students at the university and with the appropriate academic
groups make recommendations to the university for change.

The International Student Center This office provides specialized guidance and services

designed to meet the needs of international (foreign) students. These services include the issu-

ance of United States immigration documents, assistance with financial, personal, social, aca-

demic, visa matters, and referral. The office also coordinates United States and foreign faculty

exchange, provides initial guidance on study abroad, and academic credit internships for selected

graduate and undergraduate students.

The director of the center also serves as the American Indian advisor providing guidance and
liaison in personal, financial, social, academic, and vocational matters. Other services include

assistance in utilizing local, national, and tribal organizations as sources of financial assistance

and academic credit internships. Relationships with local Indian communities are also arranged.

Other Services
Banking Fagilites The university operates no student banking facilities. However, a number
of banks offering the necessary services are located within walking distance of the campus.

Office of Student Accounts Following admission to the university students handle all fi-

nancial transactions with the university through the Office of Student Accounts located in Asbury
Building.
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Campus Bookstore The campus bookstore carries all required textbooks, a large selection

of nonrequired books, all necessary paper supplies and stationary, college sportswear, college

jewelry and gifts, magazines, newspapers, film, and toiletry items.

Mail Service The university maintains a United States Post Office contract substation on the

campus. Mail boxes are available at the Post Office for international students who reside off

campus. Mail boxes in each dormitory are furnished to resident students without charge.

Post Office hours are as follows:

Purchase of 9:30 am to 4:00 pm, Monday through Friday

Stamps:

Parcel Pick-Up: 1 0:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday

10:00 am to 1 2:00 pm, Saturday

Motor Vehicles AII commuting students who live in nonuniversity housing and resident stu-

dents who are sophomores or above are allowed to have motor vehicles on campus. Students

living in fraternity houses on campus are considered resident students. These vehicles must be
registered at the Office of Security, Clark Hall, and display a valid parking permit. Student drivers

on campus must observe the university's parking and speed limit regulations, copies of which
are available from the Office of Security.

Student Activities

Mary Graydon Center Mary Graydon Center houses the university dining facilities, offices

of various student organizations, and the administrative and service departments of the Division

of Student Life as well as the School of Communication, the Computation Center, and the Uni-

versity Senate office. The Service Information Center, located in the lobby of the Mary Graydon
Center, acts as the main desk for the university. Staffed by students, it is an excellent place to

direct any question that you might have, pick up the calendar of events, or bus and travel

information.

Student Program Development Office The Student Program Development Office assists

both student groups and individual students in the facilitation of learning and personal growth

beyond the classroom. The staff members specialize in activities counseling, advising and co-

ordination of organization, providing leadership training, and personal development programs.

Students in conjunction with the office staff, work together in developing programs related to

student life.

Student Confederation The student Confederation is designed to be a University-wide un-

dergraduate student government, which represents the academic, social, and community inter-

ests of the student body. Membership consists of full-time undergraduate students who pay the

required activities fee. One of the units of the Student Confederation is the Student Union Board.

It establishes and executes projects and programs relating to social and community affairs, it is

composed of a Board with various departments under its jurisdiction: Community Affairs, Social

Activities, Student Health and Welfare, Student Affairs, and Union Operations.

Other student government groups are: Residence Hall Association, Interfraternity Council, Pan-

hellenic Council, Interclub Council, All-Kay Community, the Social Action Council, and the Or-

ganization of Afro-American Students at The American University(OASATAU).

Graduate Student Council The Graduate student Council serves as the advocate for grad-

uate students at The American University, with representation on all policymaking bodies includ-

ing academic policy boards. The council, composed of representatives from the schools and

departments within the university, also sponsors social activities and particpates in planning for

new student orientation.

Judicial System The Judicial System, based on the fundamentals of due process, is designed

for the hearing and resolving of complaints against students and student groups. Underlying the

entire program is a deep regard for discipline as a constructive element in education.

All Kay Community the All-Kay Community coordinates the activities of the various religious
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groups and plans general religious activities.

Social Action Council The Social Action Council is dedicated to education, participation,

and change. Focusing on the problenns of the city, SAC sponsors campus training progranns and

speakers on urban affairs. SAC is involved in such projects as the Washington Area Study Project,

D.C. General Hospital Program, Tutoring Program, service fraternities, a mental health program,

and the Organization of Afro-American Students at The American University (OASATAU).

Athletic Competitions There is intercollegiate competition for men in baseball, basketball,

cross-country, golf, soccer, swimming, tennis, track, and v^^restling. The American University is

a member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Middle Atlantic Collegiate Ath-

letic Conference. In addition, the Student Confederation sponsors teams in rugby, hockey, bowl-

ing, kung fu, sailing, and skiing. In 1973, The American University's basketball team was invited

to the National Invitational Tournament in New York. Basketball star Kermit Washington was
named All-American and Academic Ail-American.

Women have intercollegiate teams in basketball, field hockey, swimming, tennis, and volleyball.

Intramurals for men and women include badminton, basketball, billiards, bowling, touch football,

golf, gym floor hockey, softbail, swimming, table tennis, tennis, tug-o-war, track, volleyball, and

wrestling.

Debate The intercollegiate forensics program is coordinated by the Hurst R. Anderson Forensic

Society. Members of the society participate in an extensive schedule of intercollegiate events

including debate tournaments and contests in individual events.

Drama The American University Players and the A.U. Black Cultural Society for the Performing

Arts present several classic and contemporary productions throughout the year and also sched^

ule play readings, one-act plays, and dramatic television productions.

Music Musical groups on campus include The American University Chorale. The American

University Orchestra, The American University Singers, and The American University Academy
for the Performing Arts. The American University Singers schedule concert tours in addition to

their campus programs. Qualified students may register in these musical organizations for credit.

Political Organizations There are many political organizations on campus which encour-

age participating in local and national political campaigns and sponsor lectures by members of

Congress, journalists, and representatives of different political parties. Recent organizations have

included College Democrats, College Republicans, Students for a Democratic Society, and Young
Socialist Alliance.

Professional, Scholarly, and Honorary Societies At the American University, stu-

dents can strive for election to both professional and service honoraries. The American University

chapter of the National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi was chartered in 1964. Professional

honoraries are established in the fields of biology, chemistry, debate, dramatics, education,

German language, graduate work, history, journalism, leadership, marketing, matehematics, mu-

sic, political science, speech arts, and transportation. The service honoraries are Omicron Delta

Kappa (men), and Mortar Board.

Publications and Broadcasting students publish two weekly newspapers. The Eagle and

UHURU; a literary magazine. The American; and a yearbook. The Talon. The student radio station

WAMU-AM and the university station WAMU-FM broadcast daily. Other student publicatons in-

clude The Jewish Pickle, Diplomatic Pouch, and Matrix.

Service Organizations There are four service organizations whose university chapters are

nationally affiliated. Alpha Phi Omega and Omicron Kappa for college men provide wide fellowship

programs with many leadership and service opportunities. The women's service sorority. Gamma
Sigma Sigma, performs a variety of services for the university and community, including assist-

ance in the settlement houses in the Washington area. Phi Gamma Delta, a professional graduate

women's honorary, focuses on career opportunities for women.

Social Organizations The university currently has chapters of ten nationally affiliated so-

rorities and fraternities. The six sororities on campus are Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Epsilon Phi,

Delta Gamma, Phi Mu, Alpha Kappa Alpha, and Delta Sigma Theta. The fraternities are: Alpha

Epsilon Pi, Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha Sigma Phi, and Phi Sigma Kappa.
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As part of the process of providing a high quality of educational experience for the student, the

university is undergoing a revision of its academic requirements. As a result, the information

contained in this and other sections of this publication may be revised. Students are advised to

contact their deans or department chairmen for any new requirements that may affect their

individual programs of study.

Degree Requirements

General Degree Requirements

Statute of Limitations it is university policy that no student shall be involuntarily subject to

regulations and academic requirements introduced w/hile he remains continuously enrolled and
in good standing in the degree program which he originally selected, if the new regulations involve

undue hardships or the loss of academic credits earned to satisfy the requirements previously

in effect. The following regulations are, however, in effect:

(1) An undergraduate who ceases to attend the university for a period of one semester, whether

voluntarily or not, is subject to all the regulations and must meet all the requirements in force at

the time that he resumes his studies unless other arrangements have been agreed to by his dean
and recorded in writing prior to the beginning of his absence.

(2) A graduate student who fails to register in the fall semester for courses, for maintaining

matriculation, or for comprehensive examinations will be considered as having withdrawn. Such
a student could then reapply, and if readmitted, would be governed by requirements and regu-

lations in effect at the time of readmission.

(3) A student who changes his degree objective or his college or school, whose candidacy for

an advanced degree expires, or who elects to conform to regulations or requirements instituted

while he is enrolled, must be prepared to complete all the requirements and abide by all regu-

lations in effect at the time he makes the change.

(4) Candidacy for a master's degree expires no later than three years after the date of first

enrollment in the degree program. Candidacy for a doctoral degree expires no later than five

years after the date of first enrollment in the doctoral program. However, the doctoral student
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is permitted seven years if he enters a doctoral program directly from a bachelor's degree. A
student may petition for an extension of candidacy in a degree program for a limited period if

such extension is sought prior to the expiration of these specified time limits. If, however, the

time limit has expired, a student wishing to resume his work may seek readmission to the uni-

versity once for a period of no more than three years. Readmission for resumption of an advanced

degree program may involve the completion of additional courses or other appropriate work. Any
degree calling for additional undergraduate prerequisite courses has the statute of limitations

extended in the proportion that the prerequisite requirements bear to the graduate credit require-

ments.

Other than as stated above, the university has no strict regulations with respect to the total

amount of time in which a student may fulfill the requirements for a degree, provided that he

maintains the appropriate grade- point average and gives evidence of being seriously interested

in the eventual achievement of his academic objective.

The university is liberal in accepting credit earned in the past. Nonetheless, a student who has

not been engaged in formal study for a number of years or whose study has been intermittent,

at The American University or elsewhere, must understand that he will not necessarily receive

full credit for work he has completed previously simply because it is a matter of record. This

applies to undergraduate students as well as to graduate students.

Completion of Degree Requirements and Commencement The University confers de-

grees and issues diplomas at the end of the fall (December graduation), spring (May graduation),

and summer (August graduation) terms. Formal commencement ceremonies are held only in

January or February (for students earning degrees in August and December) and in May (for

students earning degrees in May).

Application for Graduation Candidates for degrees are to file an Application for Graduation

Form in the degree clearance section of the Office of the Registrar no later than the date listed

below for the particular graduation:

Graduation Application Deadline

December 1978 June 1,1978
May 1 979 September 1 5, 1 978

August 1979 April 1,1979

All students are urged to consult the academic calendar published in the Schedule of Classes

for each term. Graduate students are advised to consult the more detailed information about

comprehensive examinations, thesis and dissertation deadlines, etc., available from academic

offices and included in the academic calendar in the Schedule of Classes. Students pay a $12

graduation fee.

Certification of Students for Graduation Only after application for graduation has been made
can the Office of the Registrar begin processing the necessary information for final certification

of graduation. Students who fail to complete all their requirements by the end of the term for

which they applied to graduate must reapply for graduation at a later date.

Undergraduate Degree Requirements

Effective Fall 1978, the undergraduate curriculum of The American University is changed from

a course unit system requiring a minimum of 32 course units for the bachelor's degree and 16

course units for the associate degree to a semester hour system requiring a minimum of 120

semester hours for the bachelor's degree and 60 semester hours for the associate's degree.

Guidelines for Continuing Students The following equivalency table is a guide for un-

dergraduate students enrolled in both the course unit and semester hour systems:

Course Units Earned Sennester Hours to be Completed
8 90

16 60
24 30

In addition, undergraduate students enrolled under the course unit system and continuing under

the semester hour system may calculate their standing by multiplying the number of course units

earned by 3.75.

Credit that has been transferred from other institutions to The American University through

summer 1978 has been converted to course units according to the scale published in previous

catalogs:
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(b) A minimum of 18 semester hours in the curriculum fields outside of the student's major, with

a minimum of 6 semester hours in each of these curriculum fields. Courses taken to meet this

requirement may not include courses offered by the teaching unit of the student's major.

Listed below are the curriculum fields of each major:

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Art Education German Studies Music Education

Art History History Performing Arts

Design Jewish Studies Philosophy

Fine Arts Language and Area Studies Religion

Foreign Language and Literature Russian Studies

Communication Media Literature: Film Spanish Studies

French Studies Music Studio Art

NATURAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Distributed Science

Mathematics
Microbiology

Medical Technology

Nursing

Physics

Pre-engineering Programs
Statistics

Economics
International Studies

Law and Society

Physical Education

Political Science

Psychology

Sociology

Special Education

Urban Affairs

Audio Technology

Applied Mathematics
Biology

Chemistry

Computer Systems Applications

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Administration of Justice

American Studies

Anthropology

Business Administration

Communication
Communication, Legal

Institutions, and Government
Early Childhood and Elementary

Education

The student may choose among the course offerings designated for each curriculum field. Cours-

es are so designated in the course descriptions in this publication and by a letter notation (i.e.,

"N," "S," "A") in the Schedule of Classes. These courses are listed in the offerings of both the

teaching units and the General Education Program.

The student may present advanced standing or transfer credit that is comparable to the desig-

nated courses described above and applicable to the requirement.

The student may, where available and appropriate, present the results of College Level Exami-

nation Program (CLEP) tests or Advanced Placement tests, if the student has earned college

credit through the test(s).

Minor (Optional) Minors may be established in only those programs for which there is an

analogous major. A minor will consist of 18 to 24 semester hours, including 12 semester hours

at the upper level. Not more than 6 semester hours which are a part of a student's major may
be offered to satisfy requirements for a minor.

The minor is optional for undergraduates and may be arranged in consultation either with an

academic advisor from the teaching unit in which the student wishes to pursue the minor, or the

Coordinator of Interdisciplinary Studies for minors that are modeled after interdisciplinary majors.

Undergraduate Leave of Absense undergraduate students desiring a leave of absence
for reasons other than study at another collegiate institution should request an appointment with

their dean. At the dean's discretion, based on whether it seems desirable to guarantee the

student an automatic readmission, the dean will issue a permit for leave of absence. This permit

will specify a limitation, one year maximum, of automatic readmission to the same undergraduate

program. It will also specify that the permit becomes void if the student attends any domestic or

foreign collegiate institution during the period of the leave. In such instances, the student must

obtain from his dean the Permit to Study at Another Institution prior to leaving The American
University.

Study Abroad students with certain educational objectives may include in their undergraduate

program study at an institution abroad, American University students may wish to consider the

following options in planning such academic work.
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Study Abroad Programs This term is used to refer to any program at a foreign institution

which is a formal part of a regionally accredited U.S. college or university, and is recorded on

the transcript of that institution. For determination of regional accreditation, the publication Credit

Given is the accepted reference.

After consultation with an approval from the student's dean, application is made directly to the

institution for admission to its foreign study program. Transfer credit will be granted on the basis

of the transcript from the sponsoring U.S. college or university.

Attendance at an Institution Not Affiliated with an American College or Univer-

sity The student must seek approval of the institution to be visited from his dean and the

Coordinator of International Admissions, in the Office of International Student Admissions, The

American University. (The Office of International Admissions is part of the Office of Admissions,

Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.) The Office of International Admissions will give final approval

of the institution to be attended, and will evaluate the transcript on the student's return for the

value in semester hours of the work completed.

The student's academic advisor and dean will approve the academic areas or specific courses

for study. Students must be warned of the possibility that they might not receive credit for

remedial language study if they are found deficient in the language of the country to be visited.

Attendance at an Institution Not Approved for Study Abroad Should a student de-

cide to attend a foreign institution not approved by the Office of International Admissions for

transfer credit, it may be possible to arrange for "competency examinations" on his return.

Specific details should be worked out prior to departure. Arrangements and agreements should

be in writing between the student and his dean, with one copy of the agreement filed in the

student's permanent file in the Office of the Registrar. A fee for competency examinations is

charged.

Transfer of Credit Enrolled students who plan to take courses in other colleges and uni-

versities for transfer credit to The American University must receive prior approval in writing

from their advisors and the dean of their college. This work is usually undertaken during the

summer or as part of an overseas study program. Credit may be denied if the student does not

receive prior permission.

Normal Academic Load and Full-Time Status An undergraduate student admitted to and

enrolled in a degree program usually registers for 15 semester hours each semester so that the

required minimum of 120 semester hours for the baccalaureate degree is met in four years. In

any given semester, a student may carry a minimum of 12 semester hours and be classified and/

or certified (for veterans benefits, financial aid, etc.) as full-time for that semester. The additional

semester hours must be made-up through summer enrollment or by an overload (if approved by

the dean) in the following (or previous) semester in order to remain in normal progress annually

toward the degree, as often required by the regulations of government agencies. The student is

urged to become familiar with such regulations. Seventeen semester hours is considered the

maximum load without special approval.

Academic Overload An undergraduate student desiring 1 7 or more semester hours in a given

semester is required to have the approval of his academic advisor and the appropriate dean. The

approval is for the overload, not permission for a specific course. Generally, such approval will

be granted when the student ranks within the upper twenty-five percent of the undergraduate

student body. Ranking is based on the cumulative grade point average in work taken at The

American University. It is also understood that the student should have no incomplete grades.

Class Standing The class standing of an undergraduate student is determined at the end of

each academic year on the basis of the number of semester hours satisfactorily completed

during that year and the preceding summer sessions (including those accepted by the university

as transfer credit). It is tabulated by the Office of the Registrar as follows:

through 29 semester hours = freshman standing

30 through 59 semester hours = sophomore standing

60 through 89 semester hours = junior standing

90 through 120 semester hours = senior standing

Undergraduate Students Enrolled for Graduate Degree Credit a senior student

with the permission of his department chairman or dean may enroll in specifically approved

graduate courses not required for his undergraduate program. Such courses must be designated
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in writing as graduate degree credit at the time that the student registers for them. A copy of

this written agreement must be placed in the student's folder in the Office of the Registrar.

Retroactive application of these credits for such purposes is not permitted. Credit for these

courses may be applied toward meeting the course requirements for a graduate degree after

the student has been awarded his undergraduate degree and provided that he is then admitted

to a graduate degree program.

No course or courses may be counted as credit toward both an undergraduate and a graduate

degree, except as may be provided in a formally prescribed combined undergraduate-graduate

degree program.

Declaration of Undergraduate Degree Major By the end of the sophomore year, if not

before, each undergraduate student must choose and declare an academic major. Formal dec-

laration of the major is required on a form available from the dean's, departmental, or registrar's

offices. Admission to the university in an undergraduate program does not automatically consti-

tute admission to a major program (except in the School of Nursing). Acceptance is official only

when specific approval has been received from the department or program chairman or his

designate and is recorded by the Office of the Registrar.

Changes in College, School, or Major a student who wishes to change from one college

or school to another, or from one major to another, must receive the permission of the deal and/

or department chairman in charge of the program to which he elects to transfer. This must be

done on forms available from the dean's or departmental offices and filed in the Office of the

Registrar. A change in college, school, or major affiliation, when approved, does not become
effective until the beginning of the next semester. It does not become effective if the student

becomes subject to suspension or dismissal for failure to maintain university minimum standards.

Double Majors a student can complete a double major by satisfactorily passing the required

major and major-related course work required by the two departments and/or schools.

If the double major is pursued in two schools, the student must designate at the time of his

declaration of the two majors which single school he will be registered in and graduated from.

He will need to satisfy the general school requirements of that single school only.

A student may apply the same course to both major programs if it fits into both sets of require-

ments.

B.A./B.S. Degrees students who complete more than fifty percent of their course work (e.g.,

more than 60 semester hours) in major and/or major-related courses are eligible for the Bachelor

of Science degree; otherwise, the degree awarded will be the Bachelor of Arts.

Two Undergraduate Degrees a student may qualify for two undergraduate degrees if he

satisfies both major and major-related requirements within two departments and /or schools and
accrues a minimum of 1 50 semester hours.

DEAN'S List and Graduation Honors Undergraduate students are eligible to be graduated

with honors provided they have completed at least one-half, i.e., at least 60 semester hours

required for their degree in residence at The American University and have achieved the requisite

grade-point average. Up to but no more than 15 semester hours taken on a pass-fail basis may
be included in American University work applied toward honors, but these courses will not be

computed in the grade-point average.

Undergraduate honors and the grade-point average required are as follows; Summa cum laude—
3.90 or higher; Magna cum laude—3.75 through 3.89; Cum laude—3.50 through 3.74.

The "honors" should be applied only to programs in the student's degree major field, whether

those programs be departmental, school, or interdisciplinary in character.

Departmental honor programs may be instituted at the option of the colleges and schools. In the

College of Arts and Sciences, students selected for departmental honors programs in their major

subjects enroll during their junior and senior years in up to three (or four) special projects and

on successful completion are recommended to receive departmental honors.

Each college or school may issue a "dean's list" of its undergraduate honor students each

session. The minimum standard for listing is 3.50 grade-point average for the term earned in a

full-time undergraduate program totaling not fewer than 1 5 completed semester hours.

Honors earned through grade-point averages are listed in the commencement program and on
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the diploma. Departmental honors are listed only on the student's permanent record and in the

commencement program.

Graduate Degree Requirements

These degree requirements are currently undergoing revision by the University Senate for later

application. Candidates for graduate degrees are advised to contact their own particular dean or

department chairman for subsequent developments and more detailed information.

Candidates currently enrolled for graduate degrees will be subject to those academic regulations

in effect at the time of their admission.

Transfer of Credit Credit may be considered for transfer at the time of admission if the

admission is not provisional, or at advancement to candidacy, or other specific times established

by the academic unit. A maximum of six semester hours of graduate credit earned with a B or

better may be transferred into a master's degree program. For transfer of credit to doctoral

programs, see Semester Hour and Residence Requirements below. Transfer of credit is subject

to the approval of the appropriate departmental chairman and dean.

Graduate Study at Another Institution in a program of graduate study, there may arise

circumstances wherein a graduate student, with the advice and counsel of the student's aca-

demic unit, may find it appropriate to take a graduate course not offered at The American
University but available at a non-Consortium institution. In this event, the student must submit in

advance a properly executed Permit To Study at Another Institution form. The student must,

however, conform to regulations governing the maintenance of matriculation at The American
University during each fall semester. In addition, the student must still satisfy the residence

requirements set forth in the University Minimum Standards for Graduate Studies.

Evaluation of Graduate Students a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 3.00 in

graduate study is required to maintain good standing at both master's and doctoral levels. This

calculation will be made on the completion of the first 12 semester hours of graduate study and
at the end of each semester thereafter.

Advancement to Candidacy Each academic unit may at its option require a formal advance-
ment to candidacy and determine the nature of the advancement procedure it will use.

Semester Hour and Residence Requirements

Master's Degrees (1) At" least 30 semester hours of graduate work including (a) 6 semester
hours of research resulting in a thesis (the thesis option) or in lieu therefore; (b) 6 semester hours
of graduate work involving a case study, an in-service project, an original creative work, specified

research courses, or such other effort as the academic unit may designate (the nonthesis option).

(2) At least 24 of these hours, including the thesis or nonthesis option, must be completed in

residence at The American University.

Doctoral Degrees (1) For students admitted to graduate work at The American University with-

out a previously earned master's degree, the requirement is 72 semester hours of graduate study
which will include no less than 12 and no more than 24 A?ours of c^/recfedsfuc/y on the dissertation.

In any case, at least 42 of these hours, including the research requirement, must be completed
in residence at The American University. (Course credit earned toward a master's degree at The
American University may, if relevant, be counted toward the Ph.D. degree.)

(2) For students admitted with a master's degree earned elsewhere, the requirement is at least

42 semester hours of additional graduate work, of which 36 hours, including the research re-

quirement, must be completed in residence at The American University.

(3) Once a student has been admitted to graduate study toward a degree, he must obtain per-

mission from his dean or department chairman in order to take graduate work at another insti-

tution which will count toward his degree objective at The American University. Otherwise, such
work will not be counted toward a degree at The American University. Such work also may
conflict with residence requirements.

Academic Load The normal load of full-time graduate study is 9 to 12 semester hours per

session; however, a particular academic unit may declare circumstances under which full-time

involvement in thesis or dissertation research constitutes full-time standing.

In the summer sessions, because of the combination of four-week, five-week, and seven-week
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sessions, there are various possibilities of full-time status. Usually six semester hours during any
five-week session is considered full-time. Students are referred to the summer Schedule of Class-

es for current definitions of full-time status during the summer sessions.

Prerequisite Undergraduate Credit Credit earned in undergraduate courses taken as

required prerequisites for other courses by graduate students may not be counted toward sat-

isfying the total credit requirement for a graduate degree, and grades earned in them are not

used in calculating the student's grade-point average.

Tools in Research Each academic unit specifies the tool of research requirement(s) in each
case. Tools should relate to research in the discipline in which the student is studying. The
student's satisfaction of tool requirements is certified by the teaching unit, but aid in ascertaining

this may be sought outside the unit.

Examination Procedures

Examination Timetable For both master's and doctoral degree students, the dean or depart-

ment chairman (or designated representative) determines the time and eligibility for taking the

examinations.

Application to take comprehensive examinations is made to the academic unit on a standard

form available from that office. After approval is obtained, the student pays the appropriate fee

at the Office of Student Accounts. In most cases students should plan to apply during the first

week of classes of the semester in which they plan to take the examinations.

Examination Fields Although proposed fields for comprehensive examinations may have been
planned early in the graduate student's academic career, it is possible to change the fields up
until the time the student actually submits an application for admission to the comprehensive

examinations. Each college, school, or department offers its current list of standard comprehen-

sive examination fields, including certain "core" fields and areas in which candidates in particular

degree programs must present themselves for examination. (A list of these fields is presented in

the respective sections of this publication.) A student may choose from the list (including the

required core) the ones that are appropriate to his own interests and objectives.

In some disciplines, it is possible to choose a field outside the major area of interest. In choosing

such a field, however, the candidate is required to choose one that is available at the time of his

application to the comprehensive examinations.

Examination Grading Usually, each comprehensive examination written by a candidate is read

by two readers and is rated distinction, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory by each reader. In order

to pass the examinations the candidate must obtain at least satisfactory from both readers in

each of the fields in which he was examined. In the event of a disagreement in the ratings

between readers as to whether or not the candidate should pass, a third reader is appointed to

break the deadlock.

Examination Grading Variations Each individual dean or department chairman may elect to

determine a different system of grading comprehensive examinations for his own candidates.

Students should consult the specific college, school, or department to ascertain what system is

used. The system described above is the traditional one in use throughout most of the university.

Examination Requirements

Master's Degrees (1) At least one comprehensive examination, the nature and scope of which

is determined by the academic unit is required. (2) An oral examination on the thesis may be

required by the academic unit.

Doctoral Degrees (1) A qualifying examination must be taken before completion of 24 semester

hours of course work in a doctoral program at The American University.

(2) At least four comprehensive examinations will be required, at least one of which will be an

oral examination. At least two comprehensive examinations must be written and must be taken

within one year following the completion of the residence requirements. The qualifying exami-

nation and/or master's comprehensive examination, if taken at The American University, may be

credited, at the discretion of the academic unit, toward meeting the comprehensive requirements

for a doctoral degree. Comprehensive examinations given by other institutions will not be credited

toward the satisfaction of degree requirements.

(3) An oral examination on the dissertation is required.

Reexamination (1) Qualifying Examination: A student failing the qualifying examination (or its
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formal equivalent as defined by the acadennic unit) may be permitted one retake by his academic

unit. If permission for the retake is denied, the student may appeal to the Committees on Graduate

Studies.

(2) Comprehensive Examinations: A student who fails a comprehensive examination (other than

a qualifying examination) may be permitted additional attempts within two years. The nature and

extent of the examination to be retaken and the number of retakes to be allowed will be deter-

mined by the academic unit.

(3) Ttiesis and Dissertation Oral Examinations: In the event of failure to complete the oral ex-

amination satisfactorily, the academic unit may, at its discretion, permit one retake.

Thesis and Dissertations

Thesis and Nonthesis Options For master's candidates the thesis is expected to demonstrate

the student's capacity to carry on original and independent research. Some colleges, schools,

and departments of the university offer the opportunity to substitute a case study, an in-service

project, an original creative work, or specific advanced research courses in lieu of a thesis for

the master's degree. In each such case, the thesis seminar or other accepted alternative must

be considered part of the residence requirement for the master's degree and must meet the

standards set forth by the individual college, school, and department as well as those of the

university.

No academic credit is given for the master's thesis unless the student registers for the thesis

seminar. However, he should not enroll for this seminar before he is ready to start work on his

formal thesis proposal or the thesis itself. Traditionally, an advisory committee is appointed for

each candidate working on a thesis. The committee may be composed of no fewer than two

members, at least one of whom must be a member of the full-time faculty. An oral examination

by this committee is often required. Suggestions for revision may be made as conditions to be

met before members will sign the title page of the thesis. If the chairman of the thesis committee

or the department chairman certifies failure to complete a satisfactory thesis, the student may

be dismissed from the university.

A student who writes a thesis must adhere to the required form and content for the proposal and

to the other procedures described in detail in the published guides which may be received from

the office of the dean or his college or school.

Students electing the nonthesis option should obtain specific departmental requirements from

their teaching units. The university minimum requirement is two research-oriented courses at the

600- or 700-level. Only grades of A or B in these courses will satisfy the nonthesis option.

Dissertation Capping the requirements for achieving the doctorate is the dissertation, together

with the required oral examination of the disseration by the student's teaching unit. Normally,

the candidate must have completed all other academic requirements for the degree before the

oral examination can be held.

When a candidate is declared ready to proceed to the dissertation he must submit a dissertation

topic proposal reporting the results of his preliminary research. This proposal is expected to

contain, among other things, a concise statement of the major problem of research and of related

supporting problems, the data to be used, a selected bibliography, a statement of the probable

value or importance of the study, a brief description of the methods to be used, and a preliminary

outline of the dissertation in some detail.

After approval of the proposal by the candidate's advisor, it is presented to the dean of his

college or school for final approval. Acceptance of the proposal indicates that the topic is a

suitable one and that the dissertation will be accepted if developed adequately by the candidate.

Acceptance of a dissertation topic proposal under no circumstances commits any department

or school or the university to acceptance of the dissertation itself. The University will take re-

sponsibility for directing research only in fields and problem areas which its faculty members feel

competent to handle.

A dissertation advisory committee of three to five persons is usually appointed by the candidate's

academic dean for each candidate undertaking a dissertation. After the draft manuscript has

received the tentative approval of all members of the committee, the committee chairman ar-

ranges for the oral examination. This covers the dissertation itself and the general field in which

it lies. All members must agree that the candidate has passed the oral examination. Conditions

to be met before final acceptance of the dissertation may be specified without necessarily holding

a second oral examination.
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If the chairman of the dissertation committee or the department chairman certifies failure to

complete a satisfactory dissertation, the student is automatically dismissed from the university.

Final Manuscript Regulations concerning the form and preparation of the final manuscript,

abstract, copyright, and so forth may be obtained from the dean or department chairman offering

the doctorate. Certain deadline dates are found in the Schedule of Classes published for each

academic term and must be met if a candidate expects to receive his degree at the appropriate

commencement.

Filing of Tliesis or Dissertation On completion of the final manuscript, a student obtains the

signature of the department chairman and dean on the Thesis/Dissertation Completion form,

takes the form and the manuscript to the Office of Student Accounts to pay the appropriate fee

(master's thesis $25.; doctoral dissertation $35.), to the Office of the Registrar for certification

of the completion of degree requirements, and then to the Library for filing of the manuscript.

This procedure is to be followed after all course work has been completed.

Publication It is the policy of the university to encourage publication of dissertations, case

studies, and theses, with acknowledgment to the university. In the event substantial alternations

are made before publication, this fact must be noted in the prefatory statement which gives

acknowledgment.

ABD (All But Dissertation) Status Students who enter a doctoral program without a master's

degree may be awarded the appropriate master's degree from The American University in the

field in which their doctoral work was done on completion of all requirements for the doctorate

except the dissertation.

Change in Field of Study a graduate student who wishes to change his field of study or his

school affiliation may request an approval of the change on the appropriate form available in the

Office of the Registrar. A graduate student who wishes to change colleges must apply through

the Office of Admissions. The affected teaching unit may request copies of the student's record

from the Office of the Registrar.

MAINTAINING MATRICULATION, REQUIRED GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION The univer-

sity requires students who have been admitted to graduate degree programs to register each

year for the entire academic year (fall semester to fall semester) until they complete their entire

program. Accordingly, those who do not enroll in any courses or research seminars during the

fall semester must register in the fall of each year under the course number designation xx.099

Maintaining Matriculation (no credit) and pay the required nonrefundable fee. A subsequent spring

and summer registration does not nullify the necessity for registering in the fall semester. Grad-

uate students are not eligible for a Leave of Absence, except for reason of military or government

assignment as defined in the Manual of Information. Regulations and Procedures. Section III,

Fourth Edition (September 1 976), regulation 75.00.09.

A student who maintains matriculation is entitled to use the library of the university and to consult

with members of the faculty. A graduate student who does not so register, indicating his continued

interest in completing his degree objective, will be denied the right to continue his studies.

A student who takes a comprehensive examination in the fall semester is considered to be

registered for that academic year and does not need to register for the xx.099 Maintaining

Matriculation. His only fee is his comprehensive examination fee. However, he processes a

registration form with the course number designation xx.098 to indicate his continued active

status on his permanent academic record.

Grading System and Records
Calculated in Grade Point Average

Grade Quality Points Description

A 4.0 EXCELLENT
A- 3.7

B+ 3.3

B 3.0 VERY GOOD
B- 2.7

C+ 2.3

C 2.0 SATISFACTORY
C- 1.7
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D 1.0

F .0

Posting Symbols
R = after grade entry indicating course has been repeated

Not Calculated IN Grade-Point Average
1= incomplete

L= auditor (no credit)

N = no grade reported by instructor or invalid grade
P= pass

W = withdrawal

D Grades No degree credit is earned by a graduate student for a D grade received in a

graduate level course. However, the D grade is used in the calculation of the grade-point average.

Pass-Fail Enrollment For undergraduate students the grade P indicates a quality of per-

formance no less than C on a conventional grading scale.

For graduate students the P (normally given only for independent reading courses or research

projects) indicates satisfactory completion of the work at the graduate level.

For both undergraduate and graduate students a grade of P does count toward graduation.

Undergraduate students may take up to fifty percent of their courses on a pass-fail basis. (With

approval of a student's major department, a greater percentage of courses may be taken on a

pass-fail basis.)

The pass-fail option may be granted to nondegree students at the discretion of the Dean of the

Division of Continuing Education.

Removal of Incomplete The grade of l (incomplete) is given only to students who have made
arrangements in advance with the instructor for the late completion of a course. A special form
for this purpose is available from the Office of the Registrar and all dean's offices. On the

completion of the requirements of the course within the time specified on the Incomplete Removal
Form, the grade of I must be resolved to an A, B, C, D, or F. Completion of such work may not

extend beyond the end of the semester following that in which the I was given. Unless resolved

to one of the grades indicated above, the I will stand as the permanent grade. A W may not be
given to remove a grade of I.

Grade-Point Average The cumulative grade-point average includes only those courses taken

for conventional grades (A, B, C, D, F). Courses taken on a pass-fail basis are not included in the

grade-point average, nor are grades of incomplete (I).

Credit accepted on transfer from another institution is included in the total amount of credit

applicable to degree requirements, but grades earned in such courses are not recorded on the

permanent record at The American University and are not used in computing the cumulative

grade-point average needed for graduation.

Freshman Forgiveness Rule a degree or nondegree freshman student who, during the first

two semesters of full-time undergraduate study, receives a grade(s) of F in a course(s) may
repeat the course(s) at The American University within the calendar year thereafter or in the next

two regular semesters in which the student is registered. If the course is not given within the

calendar year following the earned F, the student may use the option at the time the course is

next offered. No grade shall be removed from the transcript, but when such a course is repeated,

only the grade earned the second time the course is taken shall be used in computation of the

cumulative average for purposes of making decisions concerning probation, dismissal, and re-

quired average for graduation.

The part-time degree or nondegree first year undergraduate who, during his first eight courses
of study, receives a grade(s) of F in a course(s) may repeat the course(s) at The American
University within a calendar year after the semester in which the grade(s) of F was received,

with the resulting cumulative index benefits stated above.

Degree and nondegree students who are readmitted to the university before their third semester
of college work may, within the first or second semester after readmission, take courses in which
they received F during their first two semesters at The American University, with the resulting

cumulative index benefits stated above.
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The foregoing regulations are not applicable to students who enter the university as transfer

students, including those who enter as transfer students with freshman status.

It is understood that this regulation is applicable only when the dean's office of a teaching unit

has so advised the student in writing.

It is understood that students who bring to the university course work earned through the Ad-

vanced Placement tests of the College Entrance Examination Board, the College Level Exami-

nation Program, college course credit earned before graduation from high school, and course

work completed during the summer immediately following high school graduation are not class-

ified as transfers.

Repetition of Courses Whenever a course is repeated, each attempt, including the final

grade, is entered separately on the permanent academic record. Unless specifically indicated to

the contrary, however, only one successful attempt of a course is counted toward fulfillment of

graduation credit requirements. With the exception of the Freshman Forgiveness Rule, the grades

received in all attempts are considered in the computation of the cumulative grade-point average.

Academic Probation and Dismissal a student who fails to maintain the academic average
required by the university and by his college, school, and/or department is subject to dismissal.

An undergraduate student who does not maintain this average but who gives evidence of probable

substantial improvement may, under certain circumstances and at the discretion of his dean, be
placed on academic probation for a specified period of time in lieu of being dismissed. Graduate
students and nondegree students are subject to dismissal at the end of any session during which
their cumulative grade-point average falls below the required minimum. Graduate students who
fail to satisfy requirements for the degree may be dismissed.

A student who is dismissed may not be readmitted to the University or any of its colleges and its

schools until a waiting period equivalent to a full calendar year after the effective date of his

dismissal has passed.

An undergraduate student who fails to achieve and maintain a 2.00 (C) grade-point average during

his first two semesters of full-time study (or the equivalent part-time study) but whose cumulative

grade-point average is 1.75 or above, may be placed on academic probation for one year. Aca-

demic probation is an action customarily taken only in the first two years of full-time study (or

the equivalent amount of part-time study) for undergraduates. Dismissal may be anticipated by

any student who in his third or fourth year of full-time study (or the equivalent amount of part-

time study) falls below 2.00 in his cumulative grade-point average, or whose average in any

semester drops to 1 .00 or below.

Actions involving academic probation and dismissal (but not academic warnings) are entered on

the student's permanent record and the removal of these entries after they are made is not

authorized.

A graduate student who fails to maintain a grade-point average of 3.00 may be granted proba-

tionary status for one semester after which time the student must have a 3.00 average or be
dismissed.

The calculation of the average of this purpose begins after the first 12 semester hours have been
completed.

Transcripts a student may obtain a transcript of his academic record from the Office of the

Registrar. There is a $2 fee for each official transcript.

The university will not issue a transcript that reflects only a part of the student's record, nor will

it make copies of transcripts on file from other colleges and universities.

Transcripts will be released only on the written signature request or release of the student

concerned.

Certification of Enrollment The Office of the Registrar supplies on request of the student

involved, certicication of certain academic data concerning the records and status within the

university of currently enrolled students. These certifications are used for HEW and scholarship

forms, employment applications, etc. They are not to be confused with transcripts of the student's

permanent academic record.

Name Change The student's name entered on the permanent records may be changed if the

name has been legally changed and if the change is supported by court order. A student who is
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a married woman may change her name of record to her original name by submitting a statement

and other supporting documentation. Changes of name on the permanent records will be made
for currently enrolled students only. Diplomas may not be changed or reissued.

Registration

Procedure Registration is conducted on the dates specified on the academic calendar pub-

lished in detail in the Schedule of Classes. In order to register a student must (1) be admitted to

the university or be approved for enrollment for nondegree study; (2) secure approval of his

program of study from his academic advisor; (3) complete the necessary registration forms and

pay his tuition and fees; and (4) turn in all registration forms to representatives of the Office of

the Registrar. More detailed information and instructions are published in the Schedule of Class-

es.

Advance Registration AII currently enrolled students, full-time or part-time, graduate, un-

dergraduate, or nondegree, with the one exception of new international students, are eligible to

advance register for the fall and spring semesters. No financial obligations are included in ad-

vance registration. Payment of tuition and fees must be completed by the dates announced for

each semester in the Schedule of Classes. Failure to pay may result in the administrative dis-

missal of the student. Full details on advance registration are issued each semester by the Office

of the Registrar.

Late Registration Late registration, subject to a $15 fee, is permitted during the period

provided in the academic calendar. No student will be allowed to register after these dates.

Auditors a student who wishes to attend a class but who does not wish to participate, take

examinations, receive a final grade, or receive credit for the course, may register as an auditor.

Tuition and fees for auditors are the same as those for students registering for credit.

Course Audit Benefit Program For Undergraduate Students Qualified undergradu-

ate students may audit up to 12 undergraduate semester hours in a standard degree program on

completion of 120 semester hours at The American University. Enrollees in this program must

have a cumulative grade-point average of 3.50 on completion of 90 semester hours at The
American University. (No I or N grades are included in this computation.). Registration is accom-
plished with a special add slip during the first two weeks of a semester. Special audit courses do
not involve tuition fees but any associated fees (e.g., music fee) are payable by the student.

Nondegree Student Registration if a student does not wish to pursue a degree program

but desires to register for particular courses for which he has the necessary qualifications, he

may be considered for admission to the Division of Continuing Education as a nondegree student.

He receives full academic credit for courses taken.

Changes IN Registration

Add/Drop A student who finds it necessary to add or drop a course, or change a credit value

(in a variable credit course) or grade type in a course for which he is already enrolled, may make
such an adjustment to his registration starting on the first day of classes of each semester. A
student may not add a course after the second week of classes of each semester excepting

independent reading courses or study projects which may be added through the tenth week of

classes. A student may not change his grade type in a course from or to pass-fail, or from audit

to credit after the second week of classes. A student may drop a course or change his grade

type in a course to audit through the fourth week of classes.

To officially effect the above, a Course Registration Change Form must be processed in the

Office of the Registrar after securing the appropriate approval signature. Detailed instructions

are provided in the Schedule of Classes for each term.

Withdrawal from All Classes or the University A student who wishes to withdraw from all

courses for which he is enrolled during a given term must execute a Withdrawal Request form

initiated in the office of his dean. This same form may be used for withdrawal from the university.

Discontinuance of attendance in class or notification of a status change to the instructor does

not constitute an official withdrawal. If the withdrawal will result in a refund, requests for such

refunds should be made in the Office of Student Accounts.
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International Students International (foreign) students nnust have any change in registration

approved by the International Student Advisor or his designate.

Extended-Campus Registration The Division of Continuing Education arranges for course
offerings at selected extended-campus locations throughout the Washington nnetropolitan area.

These courses provide both graduate and undergraduate programs as well as nondegree study

opportunities. Although the scheduling of extended-campus courses follows the general pattern

of the university calendar and time schedule, it does not necessarily conform to the campus
semester dates in all details. Students should consult the extended-campus Schedule of Classes

published for each academic term.

Whereas students may register for most extended-campus courses during advance and general

registration, special registrations are held at the extended-campus locations. For further details,

consult the Division of Continuing Education.

Consortium of Universities Registration in cooperation with The Catholic University of

America, Georgetown University, The George Washington University, Howard University, Gallau-

det College, Mount Vernon College, and Trinity College, The American University offers qualified

undergraduate and graduate degree students the opportunity to enroll for courses at these other

institutions through the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area. Such
courses are usually limited to those not offered by or may not be immediately available at The
American University. Credit earned through this program is considered residence credit.

Courses in the off-campus program of The George Washington University may not be taken

through the consortium program by American University students, nor may students from other

consortium universities take American University extended-campus courses through the consor-

tium program.

Independent reading courses, independent study projects, and special tutorial courses as well

as courses offered in medicine, dentistry, nursing, or law are excluded from consortium regis-

tration.

To be eligible for this program, students must(1) be fully admitted degree students, (2) be actively

enrolled, (3) be in good academic standing, (4) be approved by the dean or department chairman

of the subject matter field for which registration is requested (and who is responsible for securing

approval at the cooperating institution), and (5) be approved by the Office of the Registrar.

Forms to be used for this program are available in the Office of the Registrar. Students must

follow the registration procedures published in the Schedule of Classes for that term and pay the

tuition rate of the American University.

Consortium Libraries Graduate degree students enrolled in one of the consortium univers-

ities or associate member colleges listed above will be eligible for direct-borrowing cards. Ap-

plications for a consortium borrowing card are to be made at the main library of the home
university.

Any eligible consortium student who registers for a course at another consortium institution

automatically receives library privileges at the institution giving the course.

Academic Advising and Counseling The philosophy inherent in the education process at

The American University embraces three major principles; (1) flexibility in academic programs,

(2) responsibility on the part of students in planning their academic programs, and (3) adequate
guidance and support from faculty and staff in helping students plan their programs.

For undergraduate students the process of academic advisement is initiated before the freshman
year. Under the direction of the associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, the incoming

student is assigned a faculty advisor based on the student's general area of interest. In schools

and colleges other than the College of Arts and Sciences, this faculty member would usually

continue in his role as academic advisor until graduation, unless the student transferred to a

different college or school in the university. In the College of Arts and Sciences a student's

freshman advisor continues to assist him from the beginning of his academic career until he

formally declares a major (by the end of his sophomore year), at which time he is assigned an

advisor in his major field of study.

The American University is committed to proper academic advisement. All full-time faculty mem-
bers are required to schedule regular, posted office hours of a minimum of four hours per week.

Students are also welcome to meet with their undergraduate or graduate dean or counselors in
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their college or school when they wish to do so. Working in conjunction with the academic offices

are the Counseling Center and Career Planning and Placement Services.

The flexibility of academic programming and the need for mutual sharing of this responsibility

between faculty advisors and students necessitates an on-going interchange between the student

and his advisor. Before registration for each semester's work, the student must meet with his

faculty advisor to plan his program and secure the required approval on his registration form.

Any subsequent addition to the student's schedule of classes must also be approved by his

advisor.

The Division of Continuing Education provides nondegree students with a full-time advisement
staff and the opportunity to arrange evening appointments when necessary.

General Curriculum Information

Course Numbers Each course is designated by a five-digit number. The digits to the left of

the decimal point represent either the teaching unit offering the course or a specific subject area
within such an academic unit: 03.xxx Anthropology; 19.xxx Economics; 07.xxx Art History. The
last three numbers identify the level of the course as follows: xx.001-xx.099 = no degree credit;

xx.100-xx.499 - undergraduate degree credit; xx.500-xx.599 = graduate course to which ad-

vanced undergraduate students may be admitted; xx.600-xx.799 = graduate course to which
undergraduate students usually are not admitted.

Extended-campus courses carry either the letter O or C as a prefix to the teaching unit code.

The present teaching unit codes for course numbers are as follows:

Course Number
Teaching Unit Nannie Code

Academy for the Performing Arts (see Performing Arts)

American Studies 02.xxx

Anthropology 03.xxx

Applied Public Financial Management Institute 28.xxx

Art: Art History 07.xxx

Studio and Design 05.xxx

Biology 09.xxx

Business Administration lO.xxx

Business Administration Il.xxx

Public Relations IS.xxx

Chemistry 15.xxx

Communication 17.xxx

Community Studies: Pride/American University Institute, Latino Institute 71.xxx

Computer Science(see Mathmatics, Statistics, and Computer Science)

Consortium and Cooperative Program Affiliated Institutions

The Catholic University of America 82.xxx

Gallaudet College 85.xxx

Georgetown University 86.xxx

The George Washington University 87.xxx

Howard University 88.xxx

Mount Vernon College 84.xxx

Trinity College 89.xxx

Wesley Theological Seminary 81.xxx

Cooperative Education Program OO.xxx

Dance (see Performing Arts)

Earth Science (Chemistry) 27.xxx

Economics 19.xxx

Education 21 .xxx

English Language Institute 74.xxx

Environmental and Marine Science 90. xxx

General Education Program: Honors Seminars 01. xxx

Government and Public Administration: Government and Political Science 53. xxx

Public Administration 54. xxx

Washington Semester 56.xxx

History 29.xxx

Interdisciplinary Studies 75.xxx
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International Service 33.xxx

lnstitutes(see appropriate teaching unit)

Jewish Studies 34.xxx

Justice 73.XXX

Language and Foreign Studies: Advanced and Topics 37.xxx

Elennentry and Intermediate 36.xxx

Law 39.XXX
Literature 23.xxx

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science: Computer Science 40.xxx

Mathematics 41 .xxx

Statistics 42.xxx
Music (see Performing Arts)

Nursing 46. xxx

Performing Arts: Dance, Music, and Theatre 67. xxx

Academy for the Performing Arts 48. xxx

Applied Music 68.xxx

Philosophy and Religion: Philosophy 60.xxx

Religion 61 .xxx

Physical Education 49.xxx

Physics 51 .xxx

Psychology 57.xxx

Religion (see Philosophy and Religion)

Sociology 65. xxx

Statistics (see Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science)

Technology and Administration 55. xxx

Theatre (see Performing Arts)

University Courses (not part of a teaching unit) 00. xxx

Credit Values Effective Fail 1 978, the university changed undergraduate degree requirements

from 32 course units to 120 semester hours. All undergraduate and graduate courses are valued

in semester hours. There are no fractional semester hours. Generally, each semester hour is

equal to a contact hour of 50 minutes.

Course Description and Syllabi Descriptions of individual courses are given with the

course listings in this publication. Course syllabi are available at the Reference Desk in the

University Library.

Course Prerequisities Many courses call for a minimum background of knowledge as indi-

cated by prerequisite courses cited in individual descriptions. Titles and numbers are those of

The American University courses; equivalent courses satisfactorily completed at other accredited

institutions also meet prerequisite requirements by transfer credit.

Administrative officers may sometimes waive prerequisities on the basis of experience and

professional achievement. Where this is done, the student should secure the syllabus of the

prerequisite course and complete the readings on his own. This will minimize the problem of gaps

and out-of-date information.

Students are held responsible for entering the class possessing the required competence. Thus,

prerequisities warn students of the knowledge they are to bring with them in order to meet the

expected standards of performance. Failure to possess this background can endanger the stu-

dent's good standing and his ability to continue in the school. Therefore, students may be required

to drop the course in question and register for the prerequisite course or courses instead.

Independent reading Courses and Study Projects An independent Reading Course is

defined as a course in which a student by prearrangement with an instructor reads a body of

material with a minimum of formal instruction.

An Independent Study Project is defined as a course in which a student does research on a topic

agreed on by the student and the instructor or engages in any mode of education deemed worthy

of the student's efforts by the instructor responsible for the course. This may include teaching

undergraduates on a guided basis, participation in educational programs off campus, travel under

stipulated conditions, and so forth. In essence, this is a vehicle enabling the student to range as

far as his interest and preparation carry him, subject to the approval of a faculty member and

his school or department.
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It is expected that registration in these courses will be at the regular registration period for a

sennester or sumnner session. It is possible, however, to register in an independent reading course
or study project through the end of the ninth week of a fall or spring semester or second week
of a sunnmer session. (A student desiring to begin such a course after the deadlines nnay do so
informally, but he must register for the course at the beginning of the following semester thereby

including the course in that semester's course load and tuition computation.)

These courses may be taken for one through six semester hours credit, the exact amount to be
determined at the time of registration. These courses should be completed by the end of the

semester of registration but, in no case, later than one calendar year from the date of registration.

Approval of the department chairman is required. In the event that the project duplicates a

concurrently scheduled course, the approval of the dean of the school is required.

Students registered in independent reading courses or study projects may be assigned conven-
tional grades or, if they are undergraduate students, grades of pass or fail, according to agree-

ment made at the time of registration. Once assigned, a grade of pass or fail cannot be changed
to a conventional grade or vice versa.

It is expected that the student will meet periodically with the instructor to review his progress.

If the student is not in Washington, it is assumed that he will be in correspondence with the

instructor concerning his progress. Normally, the instructor will be expected to reside in Wash-
ington while he is supervising one of these projects.

Students permitted to enroll in independent reading courses and study projects should enter on
their registration forms the code of the department (01.xxx-90.xxx) supervising their work, fol-

lowed by the number of the particular course to which they are being admitted. See below:

Undergraduate Level

xx.390 Independent Reading Course
XX.490 Independent Study Project

XX.491 Internship

XX. 398, XX.399 Department Honors Junior Year
XX.498, XX.499 Department Honors Senior Year

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Level

XX.590 Independent Reading Course

Graduate Level

XX.690 Independent Study Project

XX.691 Internship

Nonrecurring Selected Topics Courses a Selected Topics Course (Nonrecurring) is de-

fined as any course or project involving a group of students on a nonrecurring and/or experimental

basis. This will include all courses that do not form a regular part of the curriculum of a depart-

ment or school. In essence, this a vehicle which will enable the faculty to offer courses on a

onetime basis. It is also a vehicle for experimentation within the curriculum. It is distinguished

from independent study projects in that it is open to groups of students under the same conditions

by which a student registers for any course. Such a course may be offered for one to six semester

hours.

Departments making use of a nonrecurring selected topics course will list such a course in the

Schedule of Classes using the code of the department (01.xxx-90.xxx) followed by the code of

the course (see below) and the title of the course.

Undergraduate Level

XX. 196 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

XX.296 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

XX.396 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

XX.496 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Level

XX.596 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

Graduate Level

XX.696 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)

XX.796 Selected Topics (Nonrecurring)
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Schedule of Classes The Schedule of Classes is published by the Office of the Registrar for

advanced registration and general registration for the fall and spring ternns, and once for the

summer sessions term.

Academic Calendar At the present time the academic year is divided into the fall and spring

semesters (of approximately 1 5 weeks each) and a summer term (also of approximately 1 5 weeks)

consisting of two five-week sessions, one four-week session and two seven-week sessions.

The last week of the fall and spring semesters is set aside for final examinations. However, the

decision to give final examinations is left to the discretion of the college, school, department, or

individual instructor offering the course. If no final examination is given, the course will meet for

a final class meeting during the scheduled final examination period. The time set for all final

examinations is two and one-half hours.

The holidays and vacations usually observed by the university are as follows: Thanksgiving week-

end (Thursday, Friday, Saturday); Christmas and New Year's Day (included in the midyear in-

tersession break); Inauguration Day (every four years); Washington's Birthday; Memorial Day;

Independence Day; and Labor Day. Classes continue until 10:40 pm in the evening before a

holiday or a vacation period.

The official calendar for each academic term is published in detail in the Schedule of Classes for

that term. Faculty members and students should check this source for final information about

the current academic calendar. The university reserves the right to change any published cal-

endar, including that in the Schedule of Classes. Information about last minute changes will be

distributed as widely as possible, especially through the local news media.

The Washington College of Law traditionally follows a calendar which differs somewhat from that

of the rest of the university.

Class Periods Day classes, except those on Wednesday and Saturday, ordinarily meet two

days a week for 75 minutes a meeting. Wednesday and Saturday classes ordinarily meet once

a week for 2 hours and 30 minutes. Some classes meet three times a week for 50 or 60 minutes

a meeting.

Evening classes ordinarily meet once a week for 2 hours and 30 minutes or twice a week for 75

minutes a meeting.

Classes at the 600- and 700-course levels may, in a number of cases, meet for a total of two

hours a week at the discretion of the teaching unit concerned.

Courses involving laboratory, studio, discussion groups, or workshops may vary from the above

schedules. Independent reading courses, study projects, internships, and similar types of study

opportunities meet according to the special arrangement with the school, department, or faculty

members concerned. Students are advised to note carefully the meeting times listed in the

Schedule of Classes for each academic term.

Emergency Cancellation of Classes in the event of an emergency, university classes

are cancelled when the District of Columbia and United States Government authorities close

district and federal offices. Otherwise, unless cancellation of classes under special circumstan-

ces is announced publicly through the media, classes will meet. When cancellation of classes is

necessary, instructors are expected to arrange for additional reading, study assignments, or

class meetings to compensate for attendance time lost.

Cancellation of Courses Occasionally it is necessary to cancel a scheduled course be-

cause of low enrollment, because of the last-minute unavailability of an instructor, or for other

unavoidable reasons. Every effort is made to announce cancellation before the first class meet-

ing, but this is not always possible.

If a course is cancelled, a student who does not choose to transfer to another course may receive

a full refund of the tuition and fees paid for the cancelled course by completing a refund request

form in the Office of Student Accounts.

Class Locations Most classes meet on the university campus located at Ward Circle at the

intersection of Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues, N.W. A few classes meet at special lo-

cations as indicated in the Schedule of Classes for each academic term.

A standard program of extended-campus instruction is administered by the Division of Continuing

Education, which arranges for course offerings at selected off-campus locations throughout the
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Washington nnetropolitan area. These include both undergraduate and graduate courses in sev-

eral fields offered by the university and come under the same regulations and conditions as
credit earned in courses meeting in university facilities on campus.

Although scheduling of extended-campus classes follow^s the general pattern of the university

calendar and time schedule, it does not necessarily conform to the campus semester dates in

all details. The extended-campus Schedule of Classes for each academic term should be con-

sulted for further information.

Class Attendance The university considers class attendance a matter best left to the dis-

cretion of the individual classroom instructor. It is expected, however, that those faculty members
who require a stated attendance policy will announce that policy at the first few class meetings

each semester.

Veterans and others receiving government benefits are reminded that the paying agency may
have specific attendance policies. Details of veterans benefits are available from the veterans

counselor in the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs.

Confidentiality of Student Records
I Confidentiality of Official Student Records ah official student information records

maintained by the academic and administrative offices of The American University are considered

confidential, and only such information as is necessary to the normal operations of the university

is maintained in official student information records. The university requires each recordkeeping

office to establish and maintain procedures and practices which will reinforce the principles of

confidentiality listed below.

II Types of Official Student Records The academic and administrative offices of the

university maintain the following different kinds of academic and nonacademic student infor-

mation records:

(A) Academic Records

(1) Permanent record of academic achievement (transcript) including supporting docu-

ments

(2) Academic advisor and deans' files

(3) Admissions files

(B) Nonacademic Records

(1) Loan and scholarship files

(2) Medical files

(3) Residence files

(4) Student conduct and activity files

(5) Career Planning and Placement files

(6) International student files

(7) Alumni files

(8) Student Accounts files

(9) Library files

All official student information records are maintained by university staff members in the course
of performance of their normally assigned duties, and only those administrative, faculty, and
academic staff personnel who have a legitimate educational interest and who require access to

student information records in the course of their normally assigned duties shall have that right

of access

III Types of Information in and Excluded from Official Student Records Only

such information as is directly relevant to the educational processes of the university or which
is voluntarily offered by the student and accepted from such student shall be included in the

officially maintained student information records listed above. Specifically excluded from such
student information records are references to political or social beliefs and practices,

membership in any organization other than professional and/or honorary societies and/or student

activities listed by students themselves.

All confidential financial statements from parents in the Financial Aid Office, psychiatric and
psychological records of students in the university Counseling Center, medical and psychiatric

records of students, and confidential letters of evaluation or recommendation written before

January 1, 1975, are specifically excluded from the definition of official student records. Such
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records are treated as strictly confidential, as privileged records, and under applicable laws, not

accessible to students and to others except as provided by relevant and applicable law/s.

Official Student Records The following conditions relative to disclosure of infornnation in

official student records must be observed by all university officers and personnel:

(A) Students Each student shall have the right personally to inspect his or her own official

student records, subject only to reasonable restrictions as to tinne, place, and supervision. Chal-

lenges to the accuracy of the content of official student records nnay be presented by the eligible

student, in writing, to the offices responsible for maintaining those records.

(B) University Personnel Use Only those university academic and administrative personnel

who have legitimate education interest and who require access to official student records in

performance of their normally assigned functions may have access to information contained in

official student records.

(C) Disclosure of Infornnation in Official Student Records to Otfiers Information contained

in student records shall not be disclosed to persons other than the student involved (paragraph

A above) or university personnel requiring such information in performance of their normally

assigned functions (paragraph B above), except as follows:

(1) Public Record Information Any inquirer from outside the university may be given verifica-

tion of the following information: (a) student's full name; (b) date and place of birth; (c) dates of

attendance at the university; (d) student's status, including division and class; (e) date of grad-

uation, if applicable, and degree granted. In the event that the inquirer's information is incomplete

or incorrect, completion or correction or volunteering additional information by the university

personnel shall not be allowed.

(2) Upon written request, local, state, and federal agency personnel may be furnished public

record information described in paragraph (1) above, and in addition, may review the student's

permanent record card if such review is expressly requested or authorized in writing by the

student.

(3) Medical Records information pertaining to a student may be reviewed by a physician, psy-

chiatrist, or other recognized professional, acting or assisting in such capacity, for treatment

purposes, upon request in writing signed by parent, legal guardian, or by court order if the student

is not emancipated (considered a minor under District of Columbia laws), or upon the written

request of the student if he is 1 8 years of age or over or emancipated.

(4) Upon subpoena, court order, or notice under court direction from one of the courts

having jurisdiction in the District of Columbia for production of the official records, or by other

lawful public authority, provided, however, that the university shall take reasonable steps promptly

to notify the student concerned that his official records have been subpoenaed or their production

required under court jurisdiction. The university must comply with such court orders or require-

ments.

(5) Requests for transcripts and other educational records by another college or univer-

sity in which the student intends or seeks to enroll, or when an otherwise legitimate reason for

the request is indicated, shall be honored, and the record information shall be duly transmitted

by the university, and the student will be notified of such actions and furnished a copy of the

record, if he or she so wishes.

(6) Career Planning and Placement Services files are open only to the student and to persons

and organizations specified in writing by the student.

(7) When Internal Revenue agents request student records, the university will require of the

agent an official IRS subpoena to produce, specifying the records and stating why they are

required. There is a time period in which to respond to such subpoena, and during this period

before compliance, an effort will be made to notify the student or the alumnus concerned promptly

and in writing in his or her last known address. This will not relieve the university of the necessity

to comply with the subpoena within the required period, and this action must be taken by the

university in compliance with law.

(8) Information from the education records of a student may be disclosed to a parentis) of

a dependent student as defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, provided that prior to any

such disclosure the parent(s) submit an affidavit stating that the eligible student (paragraph IV A)

is a dependent for income tax purposes.

(9) Information or components thereof from the education records of a student may be

disclosed without written consent of students to persons or organizations providing to the
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sudent(s) financial aid, or who determine financial decisions concerning eligibility, amount, con-

ditions, and enforcement of terms of the financial aid.

V Letters and Interviews of Reference University personnel should voluntarily write let-

ters of reference or grant interviews of reference on specific request by the student or alumnus
concerned and only to persons and organizations specified by the student. For these purposes,
application for employment and/or application for transfer to another educational institution shall

be considered as a request by a student or alumnus to supply reference information. Copies or

notes of such reference information shall not be included in official university records other than

Career Planning and Placement files initiated by the student or alumnus and open to persons
and organizations specified by him. Copies of letters of reference may be maintained in the

custody of the university faculty or staff who write same. Letters of reference written after

January 1, 1975, are accessible under law to the students concerned.

VI Inactivity of Student Records After five years have elapsed since the student was
graduated or was last registered at the university, only the following official student information

records shall be maintained by the university.

(A) Permanent record of academic achievement, including supporting documents.
(B) Career Planning and Placement files which remain active upon request

(C) Such financial records as are necessary so long as there exists a financial obligation to the

university.

All retained official records continue to be subject to the provisions of the statement.

VII Maintenance of Records and Compliance with Policy Each academic and admin-

istrative office shall also institute procedures to insure the confidentiality of student records and
to comply with the laws and rules governing release of student information. The Office of the

Provost and The Official Student Records Policy Council shall be kept informed of such proce-

dures. Should any student have substantive reason to believe that these rules and the subsidiary

procedures are not being followed by any academic or administrative office of the university

insofar as his official student records are concerned, that student may inform the Official Student

Records Policy Council in writing of his concern and request a review of the matter. The Official

Student Records Policy Council may then investigate the alleged violation and recommend ap-

propriate remedial or corrective action, as required.

The Official Student Records Policy Council

Section I

There is established at The American University The Official Student Records Policy Council,

which shall be administered by the Office of the Assistant Provost for Academic Support.

Section II

(A) The council shall consist of three members, all of whom shall have voting powers with respect

to the final decision, conclusions, and actions of the council.

(B) Members of the council shall be designated by the Provost. A representative of the Wash-
ington College of Law may be a resource person to the council.

(C) The Members of the council shall serve until replaced by the Provost.

(D) Two of the three voting members of the council shall constitute a quorum and a voting

majority with respect to the final decisions, conclusions, and actions of the council.

Section III

Pursuant to Rules of Procedures, hereinafter set forth, all council hearings dealing with individual

student challenges to the content of personal educational records shall be conducted in executive

session and all information and actions of the council shall be considered confidential.

Section IV

The council shall:

(1) Investigate allegations in writing from any student that his educational records are inaccurate,

misleading, or otherwise in violation of privacy or other rights of students:
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(2) study and collect information concerning rights under the university's Policy on Confidentiality

of Student Records;

(3) serve as a clearinghouse (collection and dissemination) of information in respect to rights

and protections under the university's policies and applicable law;

(4) submit reports and recommendations to the Provost at such times as the council shall deem
them desirable or upon specific request of the Provost.

Section V

Pursuant to its duties contained in Section IV, the council shall provide opportunity for hearing

to any student challenging the content of his educational records to insure that the records are

not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of students,

and the council is empowered to submit to the inappropriate data contained in the challenging

student's educational records which the council, after investigation and due hearing opportunity,

has found to be contained therein.

The council is further empowered to submit to the appropriate officers of The American University

recommendations for appropriate general remedial actions by duly constituted authorities. Said

recommended remedial actions, based on the council's findings, shall not be limited to cease
and desist orders, but shall include positive actions to eliminate any further recurrence of activ-

ities which constitute denial of rights under the university's Policy on Confidentiality of Student

Records.

RULES OF PROCEDURE

I Pursuant to The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, the council will investigate

allegations submitted in writing by any student of the univeristy community who challenges the

content of his educational records as being in deprivation of his rights under said act.

(A) Action of the council will be commenced by a complaint filed in writing, which sets forth facts

upon which such belief or beliefs are based.

(B) Complaints must be filed in writing to the council on the appropriate form provided by the

council.

II All complaints received in writing will be promptly acknowledged in writing by the Chairperson

of the council.

III After acknowledgment of a complaint filed, the council will meet to examine the complaint

and to determine its jurisdiction to hear the complaint.

IV A decision of lack of jurisdiction will constitute a dismissal of the complaint expunging all

allegations therein from the records of the council except the record of filing and the disposition

on jurisdictional grounds.

V If the council determines it has jurisdiction pursuant to the act, a hearing on the complaint

will be scheduled by the council and parties in interest will be invited.

Copies of the educational records challenged will be produced and furnished to the council upon

due notice to the university custodian thereof.

VI Unauthorized disclosure of confidential information by the council members of its proceed-

ings will constitute grounds for challenge to capacity to serve on the council.

VII Hearings conducted by the council shall be in a manner and fashion consistent with the

fundamentals of procedural and substantive due process.

Copies of the Student Records Confidentiality Policies and Procedures are available in the fol-

lowing campus offices: Assistant Provost for Student Life, 200 Mary Graydon Center; the As-

sistant Provost for Academic Support, Asbury Building; and the Office of the Registrar, Asbury
Building, South Wing.

General Information

Student Responsibility students are responsible for their behavior, academic and other-

wise, at The American University. The American University expects that students, as mature
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members of the academic community, will adhere to the highest standards of personal and
academic integrity and good taste.

To protect their academic status, students should seek the appropriate approval of their academic
program advisor. It is highly recommended that students keep their own internal records of all

transactions with the university (grade reports, registration schedules and changes, incomplete

forms, etc.).

It is also advisable to keep copies of all tests and papers submitted in fulfillment of course work.

University Liability Faculty, students, staff, and guests are responsible for their personal

property, clothing, and possessions. The university does not carry any insurance to cover losses

of such articles nor does it assume any responsibility for such losses.





General Education Program

Chairman, University Senate Committee on General Education Ronald Sutton

Chairman, Honors Committee Allen Lichtman

The goal of general education is to provide students with knowledge in the traditional areas of

human thought and with an understanding of the intellecutal approaches and methods of disci-

plines outside the curricula of their majors. The distributive requirement at The American Uni-

versity (see Undergraduate Degree Requirements in this publication) supports this goal by en-

suring that each student receives broad exposure to the range of scholarly investigation of the

human experience and environment. This is the essential meaning of the term "general educa-

tion," which is an even broader concept than the traditional term "liberal education." A general

education is still liberal in essence, but it is no longer tied to the study of the classical elements
in a limited number of fields.

Students at The American University are not compelled to take a standardized package or com-
bination of courses. Rather, they are encouraged to learn various techniques of inquiry and to

develop appreciation for the forms of creative human expression. In a world where an individual

may have three or four different careers in the course of his life, universities cannot afford to

turn out narrowly educated specialists. Each student must develop the ability and knowledge to

become an active and capable participant in a changing world.

The University Senate, through its Committee on General Education, designates courses that

can be used to satisfy the university distributive requirement. Some of these courses are offered

in the University Honors Program, some are offered as general education courses, and others

are standard courses offered by various teaching units of the university. Each course in these

categories will count toward the semester hour requirement in its respective academic division

or divisions—arts and humanities (A), natural and mathematical sciences (N), and social sciences

(S). The arts and humanities cover all areas of creative human expression as well as the range

of individual and collective human values in the past and present. The natural and mathematical

sciences provide the techniques to investigate and to share the physical and biological world.

The social sciences provide systematic analysis of patterns of human thought and behavior, with

a view toward assessment of present and future human problems.

With regard to any courses listed with more than one of the three divisional designations (A, N,

S), students may choose to count them toward the distributive requirement in either division

indicated; no single course may be used by a student to satisfy two different distributive require-

ments simultaneously. A student is limited to six semester hours of such double-designated

courses.

University Honors Program Limited to a select number of outstanding students, the Uni-

versity Honors Program offers seminar classes with some of the university's finest professors,

unique access to the resources of V\/ashington, D.C., and fellowship with other dedicated stu-

dents. At present application to the program is limited to entering freshman and to both continuing

and transferring sophomores. To qualify for application to the honors program second semester

69
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freshmen enrolled at the university and transfer students must have achieved a cumulative grade-

point average of 3.30 (B + ) on a 4.00 scale for the equivalent of a minimum of one full semester's

work (15 semester hours); entering freshmen must have achieved either a cumulative high school

index of 3.50 and status in the top ten percent of the graduating class or a combined SAT score

of 1 100. Application forms for the honors program are available in the offices of the deans of the

university's schools and colleges. Admission to the program will be decided by the honors director

and by a special honors committee.

As part of their normal course load, honors students may select one special seminar per se-

mester, limited to small numbers of participants. These seminars are open to all sophomore
honors students and to freshman honors students after their initial semester. Freshmen entering

the honors program also have the opportunity to take an honors English seminar rather than the

standard reading and composition class. In addition to these curricular opportunities for honors

students there are such activities as discussions with prominent members of the Washington

community, workshops, field trips, an honors lounge, and social events with university leaders

and the honors faculty. On graduation, students will receive special recognition for completing

the honors program.

Courses of Instruction

Honors Seminars for Fall 1978

01.200 Honors Seminar in Arts and Humanities: Philosophy, Science, and Religion • A (3) Both

Greek and Hebrew-Christian world views combine with the rise of the sciences to furnish the

foundations and intellectual character of modern culture. Course studies the nature of philosophy

as a humanistic discipline, concentrating on both the relationships of philosophy, science, and

religion, and on the problem of human foundations of philosophical reflection, scientific world

views, and religious orientations.

01 .201 Honors Seminar in Natural and Mathematical Sciences: The Astronomical Perspective

• N (3) Intensive survey and analysis of the methods and findings of astronomy, based upon

physics and the philosophy of science. Topics include: history of astronomy, space science, solar

system, stars, galaxies, cosmogony, cosmology, cosmic evolution, and search for extraterrestial

life; also, background not assumed, but lively curiosity essential. Lectures with slides and seminar

discussions; extensive outside reading and independent research.

01.202 Honors Seminar in Social Sciences: Personality and Politics • S (3) Interdisciplinary

attempt to relate the findings of clinical experimental psychology to the political system. Basic

questions concerning the nature of political man are raised and answers are sought in the writings

of Freud, Festinger, Maslow, and Erikson. Students are expected to produce a psychological

biography of a twentieth century political figure.

General Education Courses

The goal of general education courses is to present courses that reveal how a discipline relates

to broader fields; for example, how physics is part of the natural sciences, or how it is connected
with fields outside the natural sciences, such as philosophy or political science. In this way
students should develop a sense of how diverse areas of human knowledge are part of a common
intellectual experience.

There are two types of general education courses, those within one discipline and those com-
bining two or more disciplines. These courses might not fulfill the requirements of a particular

major; they do reflect the position of that discipline or disciplines as part of human knowledge.

General education courses for each semester are selected by the General Education Committee,

which consists of faculty and students. Courses are selected on the basis of content, balance,

and excellence of instruction.

GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES FOR FALL 1978

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

29.100 Historians and the Living Past • A (3) What we believe happened in the past, whether

true or not, influences what we believe we see today, and what we decide to do in the future.

Course explores how the past lives in the present, how we investigate the past, the societal and
personal values of studying history.
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34.228 Judaism, Jesus AND MuHAMMED* A (3) Deals with the concepts of Judaism as they relate

to non-Jews. Considers Judaisnn's role in world history, the common roots and goals of Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam; what Christianity and Islam say to Judaism; and how society and politics

have affected relationships between the three religious groups.

61.330 Traditional African Thought • A (3) Three aims: To understand the traditional African

experience in areas of life values, approach to natural phenomena, explanation of life events,

and cultural art forms; to compare this African experience with the "Western" outlook; and to

face the problem of the evaluation of cultural standards.

67.123 Selected Topics IN MusiC: Beethoven, the Hero-Individual in Music* A (3) Life and music
of Ludwig van Beethoven as one of the great expressions of the values of Western civilization.

Consideration of the influences on his development, such as the musical, intellectual, and political

atmosphere of Vienna, the revolutionary ideas in Europe, and his gradually advancing deafness.

NATURAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

09.100 Human Biology • N (3) Designed specifically for the nonscience major who is interested

in learning about human biological function and structures. Course integrates human develop-

ment and body functions with current social and ecological problems.

27.101 Spaceship Earth • N (3) Study of the natural limits of life on Earth and the effects human
activities have on these limits. Cause, prediction, and control of natural catastrophes. Causes
and possible amelioration of pollution. Availability of natural resources. How these factors may
limit population and affect the life-styles.

51.101 Sound, Light, and the Arts • N (3) Sound and hearing; music; traditional, electronic, and
rock; light and vision; color, images, eye and the camera; recording and reproduction of sound
and light; the broadcast media.

51.205 Arms Control, Politics, and Science • N (3) The military, technology, and national se-

curity—an historic view; nuclear and thermonuclear weapons; the cold war and the strategic

arms race; LTB treaty, a case study; the present controversy on ABM and MIRV systems; SALT:
the political and economic aspects of armament and disarmament.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

03.235 Cultures of the World • S (3) Survey of selected cultures to probe the fascinating

variety of ways humans have fashioned to satisfy the basic needs of the human condition. Cul-

tures of Africa, Asia, Oceania, North, Middle, and South America are explored.

29.270 How TO Think: Critical Analysis in the Social Sciences • S (3) The basic conceptual

tools necessary for mastering a discipline or thinking for oneself. How do you critically analyze

a book or article? How do you frame questions? How do you prove something? Despite much
talk about teaching critical thinking, issues like these may not be raised throughout a student's

career.

53.400 Individualism and Technological Society • S (3) An interdisciplinary seminar which

draws on sociopolitical philosophy to look at individualism in contemporary society.

65.202 Jobs and Careers • S (3) How recent changes in the economy are creating new prob-

lems and opportunities. Topics include unemployment and the job market, work satisfaction and
alienation, equal opportunity, bureaucratization and deprofessionalization, unions. Designed to

help students understand the work situations they may face.





College of

Arts and Sciences

Dean Frank Turaj

Associate Dean for Undergraduate Affairs Ruth E. McFeeter
Associate Dean for Graduate Affairs and Researcfi NinaM. Roscher
Associate Dean for Budget and Planning Robert L. Norris

Associate Dean for Educational Policy Judith S. Sunley

Academic Counselor Carl E. Cook
Academic Counselor Ruth E. Early

Academic Counselor Dorothy A, Owens

The College of Arts and Sciences is committed to the intellectual growth of its students through

a liberal and liberating education in the arts and sciences. The curriculum offers educational

breadth and depth. It gives students an opportunity to sample the broad spectrum of human
knowledge. At the same time its disciplinary and interdisciplinary degree programs provide op-

portunities for intensive study in the arts, humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences and
also in the professional fields of education and communication. The college also offers study in

pre-law, pre-medicine, pre-dentistry, and pre-engineering.

The College of Arts and Sciences nurtures creativity, scholarship, and research by faculty and
students because it believes that education requires an atmosphere of active, original inquiry.

The college emphasizes high quality instruction on all academic levels. Thus, the student, whether

a freshman or an advanced graduate scholar, finds the opportunity for full intellectual growth.

The College of Arts and Sciences draws on the educational resources of Washington, D.C.

—

social, cultural, artistic, humanistic, and scientific—to bring a unique dimension to the universal

body of human knowledge. The city provides a wealth of distinguished visting lecturers and
myriad educational resources. The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the Library

of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, the National Academy of Sciences, the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, the National Archives, the World Bank, and foreign embassies
are but a few examples of the educational resources of the nation's capital. These resources

are used in a multitude of ways: through research projects, internships, off campus classes, site

visits, cooperative education programs, and courses specifically about the city and its institutions.

Faculty The College of Arts and Sciences has a distinquished teacher-scholar faculty of 242
full-time professors and approximately 200 adjunct professors. Experts in their own fields, they

have included ambassadors, advisors to presidents, world-renowned performers, national press

figures, distinguished scientists, recognized artists and composers, pioneers in special education

and learning theories, and consultants to major organizations, corporations, and even nations.

Each year the college invites professors from other institutions, American and foreign, as well as

artists in residence, to join the faculty.

For full-time faculty, see listing with description of each teaching unit.
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Undergraduate Study
Academic Advisement The college challenges the student to assume substantial responsi-

bility for defining his educational goals, yet provides him with careful professional guidance in

responding to the challenge. The undergraduate plans his academic program with his faculty

advisor or academic counselor, according to his interests, vocational plans, and academic ma-
turity. A first semester freshman is counseled by a detailed curriculum guide. His response to

this information provides the basis for his first semester's course work. During freshman orien-

tation immediately prior to the beginning of the semester, the entering student meets with his

assigned advisor to discuss his academic program. Usually, this advisor counsels the student

until he formally declares a major, at which time he selects or is assigned a faculty advisor in his

major department. The transfer student goes to the department of his intended major for aca-

demic advisement. If the transfer student is undecided on a major, he is advised by a counselor

in the Office of the Dean. Any student needing additional assistance from an academic counselor

or dean of the College of Arts and Sciences makes an appointment through the receptionist,

Gray Hall. Telephone: (202) 686-2440.

Liberal Arts Requirements The college has always stressed the importance of the liberal

arts component of an education—a broad exposure to many disciplines—no matter what the

student's area of specialization. The liberal arts component has now been expanded to provide

the student with knowledge of the traditional areas of human thought and an understanding of

the intellectual approach and method of academic disciplines outside that of his major, a uni-

versity distributive requirement. All students entering the university for Fall 1978, and thereafter,

will be required to complete a minimum of six semester hours in each of three curriculum fields:

natural and mathematical sciences, social sciences, and arts and humanities. The student must
also complete a minimum of six more semester hours in one or both of the curriculum fields

outside his major.

Note Continuing students who entered the College of Arts and Sciences from Spring 1976
through Summer 1978, prior to the introduction of the new distributive requirement, are to com-
plete the following number and range of Liberal Studies Program courses from the areas of (1)

arts and humanities, (2) natural sciences, and (3) social sciences as a requirement for College

of Arts and Sciences bachelor's degree: (a) 3 liberal studies courses, one from each area, for

students entering CAS with less than 8 course units credit; (b) 2 liberal studies courses, one from

each area other than the area of the student's major, for students entering CAS with from 8 to

16 course units credit; (c) 1 liberal studies course from an area other than the area of the

student's major for students entering CAS with from 16 to 24 course units credit; and (d) no

liberal studies requirement for students entering CAS with 24 or more course units credit, or with

an Associate of Arts degree. (This liberal studies requirement does not apply to CAS students

majoring in elementary education because the elementary education program has its own ex-

tensive general education requirement.) The liberal studies requirement may be satisfied by

taking Liberal Studies Program courses (prior to Fall 1978) or any courses designated as satis-

fying the university distributive requirement (beginning with Fall 1978).

Foreign Language The College of Arts and Sciences encourages students to gam proficiency

in at least one foreign language. It is natural for students embarking on a career in international

relations, a study of the humanities, specialization in minority groups in the United States, and

those with many other interests to concentrate on language study. Graduate study will often

require proficiency in one or more foreign languages.

Bachelor of General Studies The Bachelor of General studies (B.G.S.) degree with a major

in General Studies is offered by the College of Arts and Sciences in conjunction with the Division

of Continuing Education. The degree is designed to serve the educational needs of adults who
seek professional or personal advancement through either full- or part-time study. The Division

of Continuing Education provides academic advisement for students enrolled in this program.

Consult the program description provided under the Division of Continuing Education section in

this publication.

Associate in Arts Degree Some high school graduates do not, or cannot, remain in college

for four years, yet desire to complete a degree program. This situation, along with the develop-

ment of the junior college, has contributed to the popularity of the Associate in Arts degree,

which may be awarded after successful completion of two years' study or its equivalent. The
college offers the Associate in Arts degree with a major in General Studies only.
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To receive the associate degree, the student must fulfill the university English requirement, the

university distributive requirement, and accrue a total of 60 semester hours w/ith a cumulative

grade-point average of C or better.

Majors By the end of the sophomore year, if not before, the CAS student is expected to declare

an academic major. It is in this field that he pursues study in depth and synthesizes his academic
knowledge. Major programs are described under departmental sections of the college. A student

should become familiar v>/ith his departmental requirements and regulations as stated in this

publication and on check sheets available in department offices.

Students interested in the natural sciences, mathematics, music, art, and physical education

need to take specific courses in their freshman year if they intend to complete a degree in eight

semesters. Such students should declare their interest as soon as possible and seek explicit

counseling from the appropriate department.

Admission to the university does not automatically constitute admission to a major program. The
student must process a formal declaration of major with a department. Using the Academic
Change Form and an Administrative/Departmental Records Request Form, the student obtains

an unofficial copy of his academic record from the Office of the Registrar and presents his

credentials (permanent record and transcript evaluation, if applicable) to the department chair-

man (or his designate) for acceptance. At the same time he should ask to be assigned a major

academic advisor who will supervise his studies until graduation.

Students who wish to change majors from one department to another within the college must
follow the same procedure. Students desiring to change from another school to the College of

Arts and Sciences must apply through the dean's office.

Interdisciplinary Major This program permits College of Arts and Sciences undergraduates

to complete an interdisciplinary major according to their needs, abilities, and interests. A program
is formulated with the advice and approval of three full-time faculty members from disciplines

relevant to the student's defined emphasis, and is subject to the review of a University Senate
Committee and the approval of the dean.

The initiative in such degrees is with the student. It is the student who is responsible for deter-

mining the concept or theme around which the program is to center. With the three faculty

members, he determines the requirements of his concentration and identifies a sequence of

course work that fulfills his program's objectives. The program must be formulated in a written

statement no later than the first semester of the junior year.

PreprofessioNAL Programs The college offers preprofessional curricula in engineering,

law, medicine and dentistry, social work, theology, and physical therapy.

Students interested in a graduate degree program in social work often major in one of the social

sciences, with particular emphasis on sociology and psychology.

Pre-theology students find the university's relationship with the Wesley Theological Seminary

beneficial, and the Office of Campus Ministries directs an innovative program of religious activ-

ities that complements preprofessional studies in religion.

The college also offers lower level courses required in a physical therapy curriculum, but the

student must transfer by the end of his sophomore year to complete the program.

The preprofessional programs in engineering, law, and medicine and dentistry are described in

separate sections of this publication.

Special Study Opportunities Affiliation with the Consortium of Universities of the Washing-
ton Metropolitan Area and the Marine Science Consortium greatly expands the educational ho-

rizon for the student. Also noteworthy is the American University Academy for the Performing

Arts. (These programs are described in separate sections of this publication.)

First Year Module Program in Human Communication People's need to communicate
and the manner in which this is accomplished are the underlying themes of the First Year Module
in Human Communication. College of Arts and Sciences freshmen interested in the many facets

and processes of human communication—from literature to language structure, theatre to ide-

ology and values—may apply for the module. The program of instruction coordinates the course

offerings of several departments around communication-related themes. Participants register for

three communication-related courses, including Composition and Reading I, in addition to an

interdisciplinary seminar. Through collective inquiry and small group discussion, guest lectures,
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and field trios, the seminar attempts to synthesize the various concepts.

Living-Learning Center Traditionally, classrooms have been used for learning and dormi-

tories nave been used for living. The Living-Learning Center integrates these two experiences

into an enriched education program for freshmen and sophomores who live on Anderson Hall

Terrace, an area designated only for students of the center.

The small classes in the center's suite of rooms and the informal atmosphere of the dormitory

encourage group interaction and a close relationship between students and faculty. Study facil-

ities in the center provide participants with a convenient and comfortable place to study and

meet friends. A student takes two courses offered by the center and selects other courses from

those offered by the teaching units of the college or other schools.

Internships internship programs, which engage the student in practical experience in its most

intimate terms, supports learning and on-the-job training. Interns work in numerous organizations

in both the public and private sector in the Washington area. The growing number of internships

in the college is a convincing testament not only to their popularity, but also to their success.

Independent Study independent reading courses and study projects are common options

among Coiege of Arts and Sciences students. Such enrollments allow a student to read a body

of material under attentive but nontraditional supervision; engage in independent research proj-

ects; participate in education programs off campus; and explore as far as his interests and

preparation carry him. Independent study is sponsored by a faculty member with the apjproval of

the chairman of the teaching unit. (See General Curriculum Information in this publication.)

Annual Writers Conference a six-day summer conference for teachers, students, and

begi'"" "5 a^o aa/a^cec ,-r :e"s is joinfy sponsored by the Academy for the Performing Arts and

the Decanmen: o' L'.e'a:^'e. Tne conference offers graduate and undergraduate credit and

includes workshops in poetry and fiction, semmars m theatre, photo-journalism, creative process,

translation, play^writing, and evening readings oy guest ooets and novelists.

Study Abroad Ine College of Arts and Sciences regularly sponsors study abroad programs.

Typical opportunities have included: The Greek Experience; History of London and Research on

History of London; International Communications Studies in London; Math and the Open Class-

room at Oxford; Photography for the Practitioner (London); and Spanish Studies Institute in Spain.

For further information contact Special Sessions, McKinley Building.

Dean s List in the College of Arts and Sciences, Dean's List citation requires that a student be

registered for a letter grade for a minimum of 12 semester hours and that he completes all the

courses for which he is registered by the end of the semester with a grade-point average of 3.75

or above.

Departmental Honors Many departments offer exceptional students the opportunity to pur-

sue honors work in the major. An interested upperclassman should consult his department fac-

ulty.

Graduate Study

The graduate programs of the College of Arts and Sciences are directed toward the development

of highly competent scientists, sensitive teachers, creative and critical scholars. To achieve this

objective the college provides an academic setting and climate favorable to the free interchange

of ideas and the disciplined exploration and testing of the most seminal of these notions. The

primary function of this collaborative interchange among mature and maturing scholars is to

enhance the latter's understanding of. and sensitivity to, the spirit and styles of intellectual

problems of his own choosing and actively to seek their solution. These self-defined problems

and the creative inquiry they generate are the ultimate influence for the fashioning of the indi-

vidual student's program of graduate study in the college. See the specific program descriptions

under the individual departmental sections of the college that immediately follow this section.

(Also, see Graduate Degree Requirements in this publication.)
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American Studies
Director Kayj. Musseii

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Associate Professor C McLaughlin

Assistant Professor K. Mussell, B. Williams

American Studies is an interdisciplinary program in which students design their own plans of

study, choosing courses from the offerings of the American Studies Program as well as other

departments of the university. Areas of concentration are available in anthropology, art. black

studies, communication, economics, education, government, history, literature, music, perform-

ing arts, philosophy and religion, public administration, sociology, urban affairs, and women's
studies. Students explore those areas of American society and culture that are of interest to

them. Courses in the American Studies Program serve to aid students in the integration of the

materials from their areas of concentration. An internship program is available; students may
work in Washington, D.C., area agencies under university supervision during the junior and/or

senior year.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Program
in American Studies

Admission to the Program This special one-semester program offers an integrated expe-

rience of Washington, D.C., through internship, research projects, and a course on the historical

development and cultural life of the city. The program is open to students of The American

University and students of affiliated institutions from across the country. Requirements for ad-

mission to the program are: (1) nomination by a Washington Semester faculty representative; (2)

a minimum 2.50 grade-point average on a 4.00 scale; (3) at least one course dealing with Amer-

ican studies, history, government, thought, or literature; and (4) senior, junior, or second semester

sophomore standing at the time of participation.

Set 02.340 and 02.491 (for six semester hours)

Requirements

Required (1) A three semester hour course selected from the current offerings of

Options the university and focusing on the city of Washington, D.C. (2) One addi-

tional elective chosen from regular course offerings at The American Uni-

versity.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate

credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Undergraduate Program in American Studies

Admission to the Program a student who has earned a grade-point average of 2.50 in two

courses related to the major qualifies for admission.

Set 02.200, 02.201, and 02.400

Requirements

Required One of the following: 02.410, 02.411, or 02.491. Honors option: 02.410 and

Options 02.411.

Related (1)12 semester hours eelected from a single department or related de-

Requirements partments and dealing with some aspect of American life. (2) 9 semester

hours selected from another single department or related departments also

dealing with an aspect of American life. (3) 9 additional semester hours in

American Studies courses at the 300-level or above.

Special l-lonors, internships.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in American

Studies.
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Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

02.140 Washington, D.C: A Place to Learn (3) Introduction to the city and an orientation be-

ginning with the physical location of major institutions. Special focus on Congress, the courts,

governmental departments, embassies, religious institutions, performing arts centers, and mu-

seums, among others. This course cannot be counted toward fulfillment of major requirements

in American studies. Usually offered every fall.

02.200 The American Dream • A (3) Changing American experience. Tension between the prom-

ise of the New World and developing American institutions and life-styles. Reflection of this

tension on American life, thought, and art. Usually offered every fall.

02.201 The Urban-Technological Era • A (3) Impact of urbanization and technological change

on American life in the twentieth century. Emphasis on the effect upon ordinary American citizens

as well as institutions. Discussion of selected issues and problems. Usually offered every spring.

02.320 Poverty and Wealth in America • S (3) Interplay between wealth and poverty in Amer-

ican life. Rich and poor in literature and culture. Myth and reality of success and failure. Usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in American stud-

ies, history, or literature.

02.321 American Decades • A, S (3) Integrated study of a signficant decade. Treatment of

political and economic affairs, international relations, social change, literature, drama, music,

and fine and popular arts. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be

different. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in

American studies, history or literature.

02.322 American Life Passages • S (3) How American society shapes experience of the life

cycle, by placing problematic stages and transitions in cross-cultural perspective, and by ex-

amining processes of growth (particularly in adulthood) beyond biological change. Usually offered

alternate falls. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in American studies, history,

or literature.

02.323 Folklife in America • A (3) Exploration of themes and forms of folklife in America.

Stories, music, crafts, belief patterns. Organized by folk groups in society. Usually offered alter-

nate springs.

02.324 American Family Patterns • S (3) Varieties in American family life. Special emphasis

on relationship between social class and domestic activities, sex roles and significance of kin.

Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in American

studies, history, or literature.

02.330 Popular Arts in America • A (3) Identification of significant forms of popular culture,

analysis of their content, assessment of their importance, evaluation of their quality, and judgment

of their cultural impact. Usually offered alternate springs.

02.331 The Literary Vision • A (3) Analysis of American culture from the perspective of imag-

inative writers and social critics. Exploration of relation between literary forms and American

cultural experience. Usually offered every fall.

02.332 American Lives • A (3) Study of significant biographies and autobiographies in American

history. Famous Americans and ordinary citizens. The American experience through individual

eyes. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in

American studies, history, or literature.

02.333 Women in the Popular Media • A, S (3) Exploration of the images of women in the

popular media: novels, magazine fiction, television, film, among others. Analysis of the common
themes and patterns with emphasis on their impact on women in particular and the culture as

a whole. Prerequisite: junior standing or one previous course in American studies, history, or

literature.

02.340 Washington, D.C: Life Inside a Monument • A, S (3) Unique nature of Washington as

national capital and residential city. Tensions between federal presence and local democracy.

Tourism, political and cultural activities, neighborhood life. Offered in conjunction with the Wash-

ington Semester in American Studies. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: junior standing

or one previous course in American studies, history or literature.
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02.341 Research on the City of Washington (1-6) Student group research on special topics

and projects in Washington, DC. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: junior standing or one
previous course in American studies, history, or literature.

02.390 Independent Reading Course in American Studies (1-6)*

02.400 Colloquium in American Studies (4) Reading, reports, and discussion of major books
and articles in the field of American studies. Required of all junior majors in American Studies.

Usually offered every spring.

02.410 Senior Thesis 1(3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 02A00.

02.411 Senior Thesis 11(3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite 02 AOO

02.490 Independent Study Project in American Studies (1 -6)*

02.491 Internship in American Studies (1-6) May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

02.590. Independent Reading Course in American Studies (1 -6)*

Anthropology
Chairman Ruth H. Landman

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor J. J. Bodine, K. Halpern (Emeritus), G. L. Harris (Emeritus), R. H. Landman, C. W.
McNett, Jr., H. C. Moore, P. Nash (Emeritus), A. L. Vilakazi

Associate Professor G. L. Burkhart, W. L. Leap
Assistant Professor D.M.Rosen

Anthropology considers all human culture, past and present. It recognizes that human societies

differ in meaningful ways and that our own is merely one among many. Anthropology deepens
our understanding of ourselves and the problems of survival in a complex modern world. It

creates a bond across the many disciplines that study the human condition. Part history, part

natural science, and part social science, it is "the most scientific of the humanities, the most
humanistic of the sciences." In a world where educated people recognize that the ways of others

cannot remain a matter of indifference or contempt or antiquarian curiosity, anthropology is

critically important.

With adequate preparation in archeology, cultural and social anthropology, and linguistics, the

student can pursue special interests in subjects ranging from the study of prehistoric Indian life

along the Potomac to the application of anthropological methods in urban communities.

Undergraduate Program In Anthropology

Admission to the Program Formal admission to the major by the departmental undergrad-

uate studies director requires a 2.00 grade-point average (on a 4.00 scale) and better than a 2.00

grade-point average in two anthropology courses.

Set 03.201 , 03.202, 03.331 , 03.334, 03.336, 03.337, 03.545, 03.546, and 03.552.

Requirements

Required Four courses chosen from at least three of the following groups. (1) Area
Options Analysis: 03.235, 03.332, 03.333, 03.531, 03.536, and 03.539. (2) Method-

ological Approaches: 03.234, 03.530, 03.550, 03.551, 03.553, 03.554,

03.560, and 03.561. (3) Comparative Analysis: 03.430, 03.431, 03.433,

03.532, 03.537, 03.538, and 03.540; (4) Policy Issues: 03.535, 03.542, and
03.544.

"See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Recommenda- Students, through their department counselor, will be advised whether fu-

tions ture career plans require a foreign language, a course cluster in a second
discipline, field experience, or other special preparation.

Special Field work in urban ethnographic research and archeology; sumnner field

Opportunities schools; internships at museums and research organizations; work with the

university computer software library and data storage and retrieval sys-

tems; preparation in visual and applied anthropology. Departmental honors

are available for students who write a senior thesis— see department chair-

man for details.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Anthropology.

Combined Undergraduate-Graduate Program in Anthropology

Admission to the Program The program enables students to complete the B.A. and the M.A.

in anthropology in five years. To expedite this goal, undergraduate majors in anthropology at The

American University apply to this program at the end of their junior year. Admissions decisions

are based on the normal M.A. standards and procedures of the department.

Set Students must satisfy all requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in

Requirements Anthropology and all requirements for the M.A. degree with a major in either

Anthropology or Applied Anthropology. Students may apply six semester

hours of course work in anthropology to satisfy the requirements for both

degrees.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Anthropology

and a degree of Master of Arts with a major in either Anthropology or Applied Anthropology at

the completion of the program.

Master's Program in Anthropology

Admission to the Program a 3.00 undergraduate grade-point average; two academic letters

of reference; an example of the applicant's work, e.g., term paper, and GRE scores, if available.

An undergraduate major in anthropology is not required.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including

Requirements 03.731 , 03.732, and 03.737.

Tools One langauge or other tool of research, such as statistical or computer

analysis, is strongly recommended.

Examinations One written examination in general anthropological theory and method.

Thesis A thesis or two substantial research papers prepared in conjunction with

advanced courses or research seminars, and approved by a committee of

two members of the faculty. Final approval by the chairman is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Anthropology.

Note Also a student from another discipline may take a comprehensive examination in an-

thropology (03.022 Cultural Analysis) with a minimum of nine semester hours in anthropology.

Master's Program in Applied Anthropology

Admission to the Program a 3.00 undergraduate grade-point average, two academic letters

of reference; an example of the applicant's work, e.g., term paper; and GRE scores, if available.

An undergraduate major in anthropology is not required.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including

Requirements 03.532, 03.542, 03.731 , and 03.732 or 03.737
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Special

Opportunities

Examinations

Thesis

Supervised experience in policy oriented research and its administration.

One written examination stressing the relevance of general anthropology

to applied work.

A thesis or two substantial research papers prepared in conjunction with

advanced courses or research seminars, and approved by a committee of

two members of the faculty. Final approval by the chairman is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Applied An-

thropology

Doctoral Program in Anthropology

Admission to the Program A 3.00 undergraduate grade-point average; two academic letters

of reference; an example of the applicant's work, e.g., term paper; and GRE scores, if available.

An undergraduate major in anthropology is not required.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Tools

Examinations

Dissertation

A minimum of 72 semester hours of approved graduate work is required,

including 03.731, 03.732, 03.737, and 12 semester hours of 03.799. Stu-

dents entering the Ph.D. program with an M.A. degree in anthropology

earned elsewhere must complete 30 semester hours of course work in

residence, as well as 1 2 semester hours of dissertation credit.

Several supervised teaching and research assistantships.

Two langauges or one language and statistical or computer analysis.

Four comprehensive examinations, including 03.006 (Anthropological Meth-

od and Theory); one in a main field (03.016 Ethnological Methods, 03.017

Archeological Methods, or 03.018 Linguistic Methods); one in an approved

elective subfield of specialization (03.020); and one in an approved area of

concentration (03.021). At least two examinations must be written and at

least one must be oral.

A dissertation and an oral defense thereof. F'eldwork is a component of

dissertation research except in very unusual cases.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Anthro-

pology.

Note Also a student in another discipline may take a comprehensive examination in anthro-

pology with a minimum of 1 2 semester hours in anthropology.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

03.201 Cultural Anthropology • S (3) Exploring human cultures to document the critical im-

portance of culture as the unique tool of human survival. The course provides the framework for

a mature appreciation of cultural differences and similarities and thereby increases understand-

ing of the complex world with which we must cope. Usually offered every term.

03.202 Human Origins • N (3) The contributions that physical anthropology and archeology can

make toward an understanding of the origins and development of humankind. Topics covered

include genetics, the principles of evolution as applied to humans, the nonhuman primates and

their behavior, human fossils, and the archeology of the New and the Old World. Usually offered

every term.

03.234 Anthropology of Urban Life • S (3) Anthropological studies of urban life and culture.

Exploration of major theoretical currents in urban anthropology. Primary emphasis is on the
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development of critical awareness of the major ethnographic contributions of urban social sci-

entists. Usually offered every spring.

03.235 Cultures of the World • S (3) A survey of selected cultures of the world to probe the

fascinating variety of ways humans have fashioned to satisfy the basic needs of the human
condition. Cultures of Africa, Asia, Oceania, North, Middle, and South America are explored.

Usually offered every fall.

03.331 Human Variation • N (3) Human variety is a factor in our remarkable evolutionary suc-

cess. Race, age, growth, sex, blood groups, disease, and other factors are studied in relation to

their contribution to human variation. Usually offered every spring

03.332 Old World Prehistory • S (3) Cultural development of humankind in Europe, Africa,

and Asia from its earliest cultural beginnings through early metal ages.

03.333 American Indian Archeology • S (3) The prehistoric heritage of North America. The

archeology of the Indians from their settlement of North America to the rise of Mexican civili-

zations is discussed from an ecological perspective. Areas covered include the Eastern Wood-
lands, the Plains, the Southwest, the Arctic, and Mexico-Central America. Usually offered alter-

nate springs.

03.334 Modern Archeology (3) Aims and methods of archeology as a subfield of anthropology.

Consideration of archeological evidence, data acquisition, dating, technical-typological analysis,

and the means for interpreting archeological data for understanding cultural systems. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: 03.202, or permission of instructor.

03.336 Social Structure • S (3) Comparative study of social organization. Structure and func-

tion of political, religious, kinship, and economic arrangements in simple and complex societies.

Emphasis on processes of conflict and integration, on ideas and beliefs as symbols of social

relations, and on problems of individual choice in society. Concern with the language of structural

analysis. Usually offered every term.

03.337 Anthropology of Language(3) Examines language as a major cultural system reflecting

the social structure of speech communities and the uses of this information for problem solving.

Exploration of: regularity and variation within speech communities; the role of language in so-

cialization; historical linguistics. Descriptive linguistics and transcription introduce students to

field research methods. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 03.201 or permission of instruc-

tor.

03.390 Independent Reading course IN Anthropology (1-6)*

03.430 Religion in Culture • A (3) Comparative study of religion in both Western and non-

Western societies. Theoretical approaches are evaluated in the light of in-depth studies of se-

lected religious systems. Topics usually include analysis of ritual behavior, mythology, magic,

witchcraft, sorcery, and revitalization movements. Usually offered every fall.

03.431 Personality and Culture • S (3) A course in psychological anthropology. The effect of

culture on personality formation and personality on culture change. Personality and culture as

factors in mental and physical health. Psycholcultural symbolism in dreams, myth, and religion.

New approaches to the study of intracultural diversity and cognition. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 03.201 or permission of instructor.

03.433 Anthropological Art in Washington • A (3) Anthropological exploration of art and of

crafts in the Museum of African Art, Dumbarton Oaks, Textile Museum, Smithsonian, and other

facilities. Use of special exhibits in other galleries and ethnic centers. Preparation for field studies

through readings and slides. Usually offered alternate falls.

03.490 IndependentStudyProjectin Anthropology(1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

03.530 Human Evolution (3) Primate variation in form and behavior; early humans in evolution-

ary and ecological perspective; fossil evidence, genetic, biological, and cultural factors. Prereq-

uisite: 03.331 or permission of instructor.

*See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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03.531 Archeology (3) Analysis and interpretation of particular areas or topics relevant to nnod-

ern archeology. Topics regularly offered are: the archeology of the Potomac Valley, the archeol-

ogy of Meso-Annerica, archeology applied to public needs, the archeology of the historic period.

May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 03.333,

03.334, or permission of instructor.

03.532 Culture Change (3) Analysis of cultural processes involved in stabilization, conflict, and
change. Differential learning, innovation, and variation. Change on the analytical levels of indi-

viduals, particular cultures, specific and general evolution. Culture contact, acculturation, revi-

talization, and modernization. Peasantry, poverty, and change. Anthropological insights for proj-

ecting and planning future developments. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 03.201, one
additional course in cultural anthropology, or graduate standing.

03.535 Linguistic Anthropology (3) Current topics in applied linguistics examined. Topic

changes each time offered, but all are related to educational and policy problems. Topics to be
alternated include: Language and Acculturation; Bilingualism; Problems in Language Planning.

May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor or a prior course in linguistics.

03.536 World Language Areas (3) Focuses on one of the major language areas of the world in

terms of language distribution, genetic relations of languages, archeologicai, historical, and eth-

nological factors affecting language distribution. The course is partly descriptive and partly de-

voted to research techniques. (Indo-Hittite, Pueblo Indian, Algonquian, and Chinese languages
covered at various times.) May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must
be different. Prerequisite: permission of instructor or a prior course in linguistics.

03.537 Language and Culture (3) Focus on the interrelationship between social and linguistic

patterns in cultural systems. Sociolinguistic issues that are examined include linguistic variation

and bilingualism as related to social strata, ethnic differences, colonialism, nation-building, etc.

Ethnosemantics and ethnography of communication, and metalinguistic questions raised by Sapir

and Whorf are explored. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor or

a prior course in anthropology and/or linguistics.

03.538 Problems in Comparative Analysis (3) Controlled comparison of major social and insti-

tutional systems based on the considerable body of data and theory that now exists for such
systems as law and politics, religion, economics, kinship, and myth and symbolism. Each time

the course is taught it examines one of these. May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic must be different. Usually offered alternate falls or alternate springs. Prerequisite: at least

one course in social anthropology or other appropriate discipline.

03.539 Culture Area Analysis • S (3) In-depth examinations of particular culture areas to pro-

vide insight into the special conditions that produced distinctive cultures in certain geographical

regions. Examples include: North American Indians, South America, Mexico and Central America,
North American Ethnic Groups, Europe, India, Southeast Asia, Africa, China, and Japan. May be
repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 03.201 or per-

mission of instructor.

03.540 Current Issues in Social Anthropology (3) Selected course work in key problem areas
of contemporary anthropology. Emphasis on issues arising out of the special contexts of modern
life, such as imperialism, Marxist analysis, socioeconomic development, feminism, and aging.

Examples are: Ethnicity, Culture and Poverty, Sex and Culture, Complex Societies, Marxian Anal-

ysis, Revitalization Movements. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered alternate fails or alternate springs. Prerequisite: 03.201 or permission

of instructor.

03.542 Principles of Applied Anthropology (3) The role of anthropology in policy formulation

and in the implementation of social and cultural change. Examination of anthropological roles in

community self-determination, health, education, urban and ethnic affairs, poverty and crime.

Usually offered every fall.

03.544 Topics in Applied Anthropology (3) The applications of anthropology to a particular area

of policy formulation and implementation. Regularly recurring topics include: Medical Anthropol-

ogy, Anthropology of Education, Anthropology of Development. May be repeated for credit within

the same term; topic must be different.

03.545 Developments in Anthropological Theory (3) Current theory and its historic roots. A
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capstone course drawing on method and theory in archeology, linguistics, soclocultural anthro-

pology, and physical anthropology. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: seniors in anthro-

pology or graduate standing.

03.546 Classics in Anthropology (3) Intensive examination of a selection of the "great books"

of anthropology. Emphasis on the theoretical problems raised, the internal construction of the

study, and the nature of field research undertaken. Place of each study in the development of

anthropology and In the communication of anthropological knowledge. May be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

major status or permission of instructor.

03.550 Ethnographic Research Methods (3) A series of research exercises. Students learn

how to collect genealogies; gather censuses of research populations; conduct directed and

nondirectlve interviews; map research areas; work with photographic data; collect life histories;

observe as participants, write research proposals; and evaluate data. Ethical and methodological

fieldwork problems are stressed throughout. Usually offered alternate springs.

03.551 Linguistic Research Methods (3) Research exercises that teach students how to collect

and analyze linguistic data as part of cultural analysis. Phonetic and phonemic transcription;

morphemic and segmental analysis; use of tape recorders; devising appropriate questions to

elicit data; transcribing from tapes. Students work with native speakers of familiar and unfamiliar

languages. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 03.337 or 03.737.

03.552 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis (3) A consideration of anthropological data anal-

ysis using both quantitative and qualitative techniques. What the data are, how they are collected

and analyzed. Course includes a brief introduction to computing in anthropology, including ex-

perience with interactive computer terminals. Usually offered every spring.

03.553 Data Banking and Multivariate Techniques (3) The course begins with a consideration

of storing and retrieving anthropological data and analysis. Both small- and large-scale data

banks are studied. Analysis of the retrieved data using such techniques as factor, cluster, and

proximity analysis are also covered, along with a consideration of computer graphics for anthro-

pological use. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 03.552 or permission of instructor.

03.554 Topics in Anthropological Analysis (3) Principles and practice in anthropological data

analysis. Rotating topics include: ethnohistorical research methods, archeological laboratory

practice, and subsistence technology. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

03.560 Summer Field School Archeology (3-9) Active participation in the excavation of an

archeological site. Skill training varies depending on the site, but usually includes site surveying,

archeological engineering, techniques of excavation, flora, fauna, and soil analysis, field labo-

ratory practice, and on-site computer data processing. May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every summer.

03.561 Summer Field School Urban Anthropology (6-9) Intensive team organized field re-

search on selected problems in the urban sociocultural environment. Formal class work combined

with supervised research provides basic enthnographic field training for undergraduates and

graduates. Research problems vary from summer to summer, but emphasis is placed on social

problems in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every summer.

03.590 Independent Reading Course in Anthropology (1 -6)*

Graduate Courses

03.690 Independent Study Project in Anthropology (1-6)*

03.700 SEMINAR: PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3) The seminar deals with current issues in

psychological anthropology and their historical background. Special consideration may be given

to such selected topics as; psychological dynamics in relation to cultural dynamics; the individual

and culture; expressive culture, especially as embodied in myth; cognitive anthropology and

ethnopsychology. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor.

'See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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03.701 Seminar: Cultural Dynamics (3) Evaluation of existing theories of cultural change, their

strengths and inadequacies. Content varies to reflect new directions focused on specific culture

areas and^or theoretical issues. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

must be different. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor.

03.702 Seminar in Urban Anthropology (3) Anthropological approaches to the study of urban

culture. This includes the characteristics of migration processes, adaptations to urban life; urban

subcultures. Comparisons of industrial and nonindustnal cities and of the urbanization experience

in the Third World. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor.

03.703 Seminar: Anthropology of Development (3) Special problems in international develop-

ment. Developmental theories and policies analyzed in the light of in-depth studies of the impact

of development on Third World peoples. Special attention paid to questions of rural development,

urbanization, industrialization, population, labor migration, and ethical problems of directed cuh

ture change. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor.

03.704 Seminar: Social Anthropology (3) Basic issues in the description, analysis, and com-

parison of social and cultural systems from a social structural perspective. Study of selected

topics (kinship, ritual, politics, etc.) in the work of major anthropologists. Relation of problems

posed to the nature of field work and the mode of ethnographic reporting. Prerequisites: graduate

standing and permission of instructor.

03.705 Seminar: Processual Interpretation (3) The application of archeological data to a se-

lected topic of anthropological interest. Archeological data are applied to further anthropological

studies of process. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be

different. Prerequisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor.

03.731 Proseminar: Cultural and Social Anthropology (3) A graduate level overview of both

the history of cultural and social theories and methodologies as well as contemporary concerns

in anthropology. Usually required of all incoming graduate students; consult the chairman. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: graduate standing.

03.732 Proseminar: Archeology and Physical Anthropology (3) A graduate level overview of

modern archeology and physical anthropology. Focuses on archeological data; their nature,

strengths and weaknesses, collection, analysis, and application to anthropological goals. Also

considers the role of physical anthropology in the discipline. Usually required of all incoming

graduate students; consult the chairman. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: graduate

standing.

03.737 Proseminar: Anthropological Linguistics (3) A graduate level overview of major topics

in linguisitic science as these relate to general anthropological method and theory. Usually re-

quired of all incoming graduate students; consult the chairman. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: graduate standing.

03.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6)

03.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1 -24)

Art
Chairman HeieneM. Herzbrun

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor S. Baker (Emeritus), R. A. D'Arista, I. Eno(Emeritus), R. F. Gates (University Emeritus),

M. D. Garrard. H. M. Herzbrun, A. S. Keck(University Emeritus), B. L. Summerford

Associate Professor N. Broude, M. Hirano, S. Pace, L. Penay, C. Ravenal, R. Shaffer, T. Turak

Assistant Professor A. E. Feltus, M. Graham, M. Oxman, L. B. Watkins

The Department of Art encompasses the creative activities of the fine arts (painting, sculpture,

and printmaking), the artistic applications of design, and the theoretical and historical concerns

of art history, thus enabling the students to gain a range of ideas and insights that will allow them

to develop their interests and abilities to the fullest. A strong studio orientation focused on gaining
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facility with materials and familiarity with visual concepts from a faculty of exhibiting artists and
practicing designers makes the art department, in effect, an art school within a university. An
equally strong art history faculty and curriculum reinforces the department's concentration on

artistic traditions and values and, at the same time, gives the art history major a breadth of

understanding and a sense of purpose through its programmatic interchange with art-in-the-

making. Immediate experience with art masterpieces of the past and present, provided by the

proximity of the university to Washington's great museums and art collections, brings art and art

history students into vital contact with artistic tradition and experiment, and makes study and
training relevant and meaningful.

Undergraduate Program in Studio Art

Tracks Painting, Sculpture, and Printmaking.

Admission to the Program Departmental approval after satisfactory completion (C or better)

of 12 semester hours of studio. A total of 18 hours of the last 24 semester hours in the major

program must be taken at this university (12 of 18 hours must be in studio; 6 may be in art

history).

Set A total of 21 semester hours to include three hours each of 05.104, 05.120,

Requirements and 05. 1 21 ; 6 hours of 05.360; 07. 1 00 and 07.101

.

Required A total of 33 semester hours to include 12 hours from one and 6 additional

Options hours from another of the following areas of concentration: painting

(05.320), sculpture (05.340), or printmaking (05.520, 05.364, and 05.365); 9

additional hours from 05.320, 05.340, 05.344, 05.360, 05.364, 05.365,

05.520, and 05.560; and 6 additional hours of art history.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Studio Art.

Undergraduate Program in Fine Arts

Tracks Painting, Sculpture, and Printmaking.

Admission to the Program Admission is subject to the approval of a portfolio, judgment of

grades, and a personal interview. Approval of admission depends entirely on faculty action re-

sulting from this review. Consideration for B.F.A. is permitted only after 12 semester hours of

studio work at The American University if student enters as freshman or sophomore (6 hours if

a junior), but before beginning the senior year.

Set A total of 24 semester hours to include 3 hours each from 05.104, 05.120,

Requirements and 05.121 or equivalent; 6 hours of 05.360; 3 hours of 05.560; and 07.100

and07.101.

Required A total of 48 semester hours to include 21 hours from one of the following

Options concentrations: painting (05.320), sculpture (05.340), or printmaking

(05.364, 05.365, and 05.520); 12 additional hours in one of the other or 6

additional hours in each of the other concentrations; 9 additional hours

from 05.320, 05.340, 05.344, 05.364, 05.365, 05.520, 05.533, and 05.560;

and 6 additional hours of art history.

Recommenda- Students who contemplate completing the art education program or a dou-

tions ble major will not be able to complete a B.F.A. program within the 120

semester hour limit.

Degree objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Fine

Arts.
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Undergraduate Program in Art Education

Admission to the Program Admission is based on a B average in all nnajor courses and
portfolio review during the junior year of studio vy^ork. A total of 24 semester hours in the major

program must be taken at this university (18 hours must be in studio/art education—this does

not include student teaching).

Set A total of 36 hours to include 3 semester hours from each of the following:

Requirements 05.104, 05.120, 05.121, 05.320, 05.340. 05.344. 05.360. 05.364 or 05.365,

05.370, 05.371,07.100, and07. 101.

Required A total of 15 semester hours to include 9 additional hours concentration

Options from one of the following: painting (05.320), sculpture (05.340), or print-

making (05.364 or 05.365, 05.520): and 6 additional hours of art history.

Related A total of 24 semester hours to include 3 hours from each of the following:

Requirements 21.300,21.320, and57.100; and 9-1 2 hours of 21.446.

Special Internships in education may be taken in place of or in addition to student

Opportunitites teaching.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Art

Education.

Undergraduate Program in Design

Admission TO THE Program Departmental approval after satisfactory completion (Cor better)

of 12 semester hours of design. A total of 18 hours of the last 24 semester hours in the major
program must be taken at this university (12 of the 18 hours must be in design: 6 may be studio

or art history).

Set 30 semester hours from 05.348, 05.349, 05.350, 05.351, 05.352, 05.353,

Requirements 05.356, 05.357, 07.100, and07. 101.

Required A total of 21 hours to include 6 semester hours from 05.358, 05.359, or

Options appropriate 05.396 (nonrecurring selected topics) in design or 05.491, if

departmentally approved: 9 semester hours in studio from 05.104, 05.120,

05.121. 05.320, 05.360, and 05.364 or 05.365; and 6 additional semester
hours in art history.

Related 17.343.

Requirements

Special Internships in design are available to exceptionally qualified seniors with

Opportunities departmental approval.

Degree Objective Students receive a degree of Bachelorof Arts with a major in Design.

Undergraduate Program in Art History

Admission to the Program Departmental approval after satisfactory completion (C or better)

of 12 semester hours of art history. A total of 18 hours of the last 24 semester hours in the major
program must be taken at this university (12 of 18 hours must be in art history; 6 may be in

related fields or studio).

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

07.100, 07.101, and07. 500.

A total of 33 semester hours to include 3 semester hours from each of four

periods: (1) Ancient: 07.301, 07.302, or appropriate 07.396 (nonrecurring

selected topics), 07.520, and 07.596: (2) Medieval: 07.303, 07.502, 07.504,

or appropriate 07.396, 07.520, and 07.596; (3) Renaissance: 07.304, 07.512,
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07.513, 07.514, 07.516, or appropriate 07.396, 07.520, and 07.596; and (4)

Modern: 07.305, 07.306, 07.507, 07.508, 07.510, 07.511, 07.518, 07.532,

07.534, or appropriate 07.396, 07.520, and 07.596.

Some 15 additional hours from any art Inistory offerings not used to satisfy

the above distribution requirement

Some 6 additional semester hours from 05.104, 05.120, 05.320, 05.340,

and 05.360.

At least one of the art history courses used to satisfy these required options

must be at the 500-level.

Related A total of 12 semester hours at the 300-level or above from one of the

Requirements following fields: American studies, anthropology, history, literature, music,

and philosophy. (Course selections must be coherently related to the major

and/or each other and must be faculty approved.)

Recommenda- Students contemplating graduate study in art history are advised to attain

tions a reading knowledge of French, Italian, or German to the intermediate level

(or equivalent of 1 2 semester hours of college level).

Special A major program track in American Art/American Studies is possible. It

Opportunities requires at least a 12 semester hour concentration in American art and a

12 semester hour related course requirement in American studies. Intern-

ships in local agencies, museums, galleries, and libraries are permitted with

departmental approval, but are limited to 3 semester hours unless taken as

electives.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Art History.

Master's Program in Art History

Admission to the Program Consideration for admission is open to students who hold a

Bachelor of Arts degree from a regionally accredited institution. Two letters of recommendation
are required if the undergraduate degree was not earned in the department. Students whose
records indicate a strong aptitude for graduate study, but whose undergraduate major was not

in art history, will be required to complete a minimum of 18 semester hours at the undergraduate

or graduate level in art history in addition to the 30 semester hours of graduate course work

required for the degree. Part-time students are advised that an M.A., which takes a minimum of

three semesters of full-time study, cannot be completed at night only or in summer only.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including at

Requirements least 9 hours in field of specialization and 6 hours in master's research

seminars (3 hours of which must be in field of specialization). See exami-

nations below for fields of specialization available. In addition 3 semester

hours of 07.500 are required if an equivalent course was not taken at an

undergradute level. Remaining courses distributed according to individual

program and needs. Some 6 additional semester hours of course work are

required if museum training and/or more than one internship is selected.

Recommenda- Curriculum Model I: General History of Western Art A discipline-oriented

tions approach for students who intend to continue for a Ph.D. elsewhere or to

teach at the high school or junior college level. M.A. program would em-

phasize a range of art history courses with a conventional period speciali-

zation.

Curriculum Model II: Applied Research in Art History A practical-appli-

cations approach with intensive training in research and writing for students

who seek special training for museum work, architectural survey, historic

preservation research, etc. M.A. program could include related course work

in history, culture, American studies, etc., as well as internships and field

experience.
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Special

Opportunities

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

Curriculum Model III: Concepts of Art and Art History A problenrvori-

ented approach aimed at depth of understanding of art and methods of art

history, for students interested in connoisseurship and critical analysis,

generally with an emphasis in painting. M.A. program would include fine

arts courses such as 05.533 (for which some studio experience is required)

and 05.700, as well as independent reading courses in criticism, theory, or

historiography.

Program in historic preservation with internship option is offered regularly

for the especially qualified student. Individually structured programs in mu-
seum training and internships in local museums, galleries, agencies, or

libraries are regularly available for qualified students with departmental

approval.

Student must file for advancement to candidacy after completion of 18

semester hours indicating (1) satisfactory grade-point average of B or better

and (2) satisfactory completion of the tool requirement (see below).

Each applicant must show evidence of having satisfactorily completed the

intermediate level of French, German, or Italian, or demonstrate a reading

knowledge of one of these languages through examination.

Two written examinations, one in 07.003 History of Western Art (Greek to

Modern) and one in student's specialized field of art history; 07.009 Medi-

eval Art, 07.010 Renaissance Art, 07.01 1 Baroque and Rococo Art, 07.012

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Art, 07.020 Art in the United States, or

07.021 Architecture.

Satisfactory completion of two substantial research papers in two master's

thesis seminars; one must be student's field of specialization.

Degree Objective Students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Art History.

Master's Program in Fine Arts

Majors Pamtmg, Sculpture, and Printmaking. Whereas the department's orientation is strongly

toward painting, it is possible for a limited number of students with special permission to do the

M.F.A. program in sculpture or in printmaking (woodcut and etching). Students should consult

the department on the status of the sculpture and printmaking majors before submitting an

application for admission.

Admission to the Program Consideration for admission is open to students who hold Bach-

elor of Arts (with fine arts major) or Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees from a regionally accredrted

institution. Two letters of recommendation are required if the undergraduate degree was not

earned in the department. With special permission, applicants without B.A. or B.F.A. degrees or

without a major in fine arts, but with outstanding artistic or professional qualifications, may be

admitted.

Each applicant must submit a portfolio of 10 drawings (including figure studies) and 4 to 6

paintings (and/or prints or sculpture if relevant) to the department's Admission Review Committee.

Slides or photographs may be submitted in lieu of original work, if shipping is difficult, but original

drawings must be submitted in every case. A resume of the applicant's art background (academic

and professional) should be included in the portfolio. Portfolios should be sent directly to the

Department of Art. The Department of Art eannot be liable for loss or damage or for any trans-

portation or mailing expense. Additional studio courses (or art history) may be required to attain

maturity and proficiency and to satisfactorily complete the comprehensives and thesis. The nun>

ber and kinds of additional courses will be stipulated by the admissions committee at the time of

admission.

Course A minimum of 36 semester hours of approved graduate work as follows: 6

Requirements hours in 05.792; 3-6 hours in 05.792 or 05.794; 3-6 hours in 05.560; 3 hours

in 05.533 (unless equivalent taken at undergraduate level); 3 hours in

05.700; 3 hours from 05.792, 05.794, 05.560 or 05.520; 9 hours in graduate
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art history, at least 6 hours in history of painting, if thesis field is painting;

if thesis field is printmaking or sculpture, art history distribution must be
faculty approved; and 6 hours in 05.797. Students entering the program on
a part-time basis are advised to take no less than 12 hours each year

(including summers). All students are required to take at least two courses
in their thesis field each calendar year they are enrolled, only one of which
may be taken during the summer session.

Examinations One written examination: 05.010 Theory and Techiques of Painting, 05.011

Theory and Techniques of Sculpture, or 05.012 Theory and Techniques of

Printmaking.

Thesis A series of original works of art in the student's field of concentration

(painting, sculpture, or printmaking) executed independently by the student

in consultation with a thesis committee of two or three faculty members.
Written and photographic documentation of approved thesis is also re-

quired.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Fine Arts with a major in Painting,

Sculpture, or Printmaking.

Courses on Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

STUDIO

05.104 Principles of Visual Form • A (3) Develops visual perception and presents formal and
theoretical background necessary for informed understanding of painting, sculpture, architecture.

Lectures, discussion groups from visual material. Usually offered every term.

05.120 Fundamentals of Painting • A (3) Basic training in translating perception into the formal

language of painting. Usually offered every term.

05.121 Fundamentals OF Drawing • A (3) Basic training in nature of drawing including familiarity

with its elements and various media. Covers various subject matter: still life, figure, abstract.

Usually offered every term.

05.320 Creative Painting (3) Studies in color, composition, and drawing from still life and figure.

Individually assigned projects. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 05.1 20 or equivalent.

05.340 Sculpture (3) Problems and principles of sculpture. Acquaintance with tools, techniques

and materials for plastic expression. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

05.344 Ceramics (3) Explores basic principles of working with clay. Instruction both in wheel

and other methods of making pottery. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

05.360 Drawing (3) Structural drawing from the human figure. Movement, expression. Range of

techniques and media. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be

the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 05.121 or equivalent.

05.364 Printmaking: Woodcut and Surface Print (3) Exploration of woodcut and relief print as

media of creative expression. Emphasis on experimentation and control. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: Two drawing or one drawing and one design course.

05.365 Printmaking: SiLKSCREEN (3) Exploration ot serigraphy. Intensive work with different tech-

niques. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisites: 05.364 or two drawing courses or one

drawing and one painting or design course.

DESIGN

05.348 Design Techniques I (3) Exploration and analysis of graphic means and structures for

design presentation. Design Techniques I and II are independent and need not be taken in se-
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quence. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 05.350 and 05.351 or concurrent registration.

05.349 Design Techniques II (3) Exploration and analysis of graphic nneans and structures for

design presentation. Design Techniques I and II are independent and need not be taken in se-

quence. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 05.350 and 05.351 or concurrent registration.

05.350 Design Fundamentals: Color (3) Study of properties of color, color juxtapositions and
interaction. Usually offered every term.

05.351 Design Fundamentals: Two-Dimensional (3) Fundamentals of space, color, and form re-

lationships in graphic design. Usually offered every term.

05.352 Lettering and Typography: Theory and Practice (3) Theory and analysis of letter forms

as design and symbol. Study of type faces, arrangement, and setting. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: 05.351 or permission of instructor!

05.353 Lettering and Typography: Design Type Forms (3) Study of type faces, the arrangement
of words, and typography's particular application to advertising design. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 05,351 or permission of instructor.

05.356 Advanced Design I (3) Experimentation and practice in design problems relating to visual

communication; emphasis on techniques and solutions of professional problems. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisites: 05.350, 05.351 and 05.348 or 05.349 or permission of instructor.

05.357 Advanced Design II (3) Practical consideration and execution of complex design prob-

lems involving previous design training and preparation of portfolios. Continuation of 05.356.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 05.356 or permission of instructor.

05.358 Three-Dimensional Design (3) Examination of three-dimensional and structural concepts.

Organization of space developed through constructions in a variety of materials. Usually offered

every fall.

05.359 Illustration (3) A design course that teaches basic black and white illustration tech-

niques. Includes representational drawing and pictograms. Emphasis is on adaption of illustration

to reproduction process. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 05.348 and 05.349 or two
drawing courses or permission of instructor.

ART EDUCATION

05.370 Crafts for Art Teachers (3) Exploration of various two-dimensional and three-dimen-

sional crafts appropriate to teaching art at secondary level through studio practice. Art majors

only. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: junior or senior standing with four studio courses

and portfolio review.

05.371 Methods of Teaching Art in Elementary and Secondary Schools (3) Theoretical and
practical considerations of teaching art at secondary level through lecture, discussion, and ob-

servation. Meets for six weeks prior to nine weeks of student teaching. Must be taken in senior

year in conjunction with 21.446. Art majors only. With departmental permission student may elect

to combine elementary and secondary theory in two six-week practice teaching sessions. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisites: 05.370 and admission to 21 .446

05.380 Teaching Art in Elementary Schools (3) Methods and techniques of teaching art as

part of regular elementary school instruction. Prerequisite: limited to education majors in ele-

mentary school program or permission of department.

05.390 Independent Reading Course IN Art (1-6)*

05.490 Independent Study Project in Art (1 -6)*

05.491 Internship (3) Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: approval of advisor and chair-

man.

ART HISTORY

07.100 Survey of Art I: Ancient and Medieval • A (3) Illustrated historical introduction to ar-

chitecture, sculpture, and painting presented as an objectification and record of man's major

beliefs and ideas until 1 500. Field trips. Usually offered every fall.

•See description under General Curriculunfi Information in this publication.
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07.101 Survey of Art II: Renaissance and Modern • A (3) Illustrated historical introduction to

architecture, sculpture, and painting in Western world between 1500 and 1950. Field trips. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 07.1 00 recommended but not required.

07.301 Greek Art • A (3) Greek art and architecture from the Archaic period through the Hel-

lenistic. Usually offered alternate springs.

07.302 Roman Art • A (3) Art and architecture of Rome from the Republic through the Empire.

Prerequisite: 07.100 or 07.301

.

07.303 Medieval Art • A (3) Survey of Medieval art covering Early Christian, Byzantine, Ro-

manesque, and Gothic developments in architecture, painting, and sculpture. Usually offered

alternate springs.

07.304 Aspects of Renaissance Art • A (3) Changing topics with focus on key concepts or

developments in Western art, both Italian and North European, 1400-1700. Using "Renaissance"

in its broadest temporal and geographic sense permits a perspective from which fundamental

historical art changes can be viewed, e.g., from Renaissance to Baroque, north-south polarities,

the rise of urban design, and other kinds of shifts in patronage, iconography, or style. Usually

offered alternate falls.

07.305 Aspects of American Art • A (3) The course focuses topically each time given on se-

lected individual artists or on key themes or concepts in American art, from the colonial period

to the present. Works of art and library resources in the Washington, D.C. area emphasized.

Usually offered alternate springs.

07.306 Modern Art • A (3) Major trends in painting, sculpture, and architecture, from European

neoclassicism to contemporary American movements. Usually offered every fall.

07.307 Oriental Art: An Introductory Survey • A (3) Highlights of Asian art, emphasizing ar-

tistic achievements of India, China, and Japan; interrelations and influences; cultural, religious,

and historical factors.

07.309 Oriental Art: Japanese • A (3) Main currents and monuments of Japanese art from

prehistoric to modern times.

07.310 African Art • A (3) Familiarizes the student with the heritage of Sub-Sahara Africa.

Emphasis on advanced civilizations of the upper Nile, Ethiopia, and Nigeria. Usually offered

alternate falls.

07.311 Afro-American Art • A (3) Exploration of role of Black visual artist in America from

colonial times to present. Usually offered alternate springs.

07.312 Sources of Modern Design • A (3) Development of design principles from the seven-

teenth century to the modern peiod, attempting to relate the history of Western design to the

experience of the design student. Emphasis on the minor arts and relationships to painting,

sculpture, and architecture where relevant. Usually offered every spring.

07.390 Independent Reading Course in Art History (1 -6)*

07.490 Independent Study Project in Art History (1 -6)*

07.491 Internship (3) Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: approval of advisor and chair-

man.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

STUDIO

05.520 Techniques of Etching (3) Investigation of etching and its various techniques. May be

repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: 05.364 or 05.365 or four courses in drawing.

05.533 Materials and Techniques of Painting (3) Technical investigation of painting methods

from Renaissance to present. Preparation of grounds, media, underpainting, glazing, and emul-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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sions for tempera, etc. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: four painting courses or permis-

sion of instructor.

05.560 Drawing (3) Experiments in the creative and expressive quality of drawing. Personal
creative expression. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the

same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission to graduate program in fine arts or

permission of instructor.

05.590 Independent Reading Course in Art (1-6)*

ART HISTORY

07.500 Approaches to Art History (3) Readings, discussion, and written work based on se-

lected topics. Consideration of problems in formal analysis, style, iconography, and quality. At-

tention given to critical interpretation and writing research papers in art history. Required for

undergraduate art history majors. Recommended for graduate art history students. Usually of-

fered every fall. Prerequisites: four art history courses or graduate status.

07.501 Baroque Painting (3) Seventeenth century painting in Italy, Spain, France, the Nether-

lands, and England. Emphasis on Caravaggio, Rubens. Rembrandt, Vermeer, Poussin, and Ve-

lasquez. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101

or equivalent.

07.502 The Cathedral and the Mosque (3) Study of Medieval architecture from the fall of the

Roman Empire to the Gothic period. Includes architecture of early Islam and its relationship to

the West. Prerequisites: 07.1 00 or survey course in Western Civilization or Philosophy.

07.504 Gothic Art (3) Architecture, painting, sculpture, manuscript illuminations, and stained

glass from the twelfth to fifteenth century in Europe. Prerequisites: two art history courses in-

cluding 07.1 00 or equilvalent.

07.506 Renaissance Sculpture (3) Italian sculpture from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century,

stressing achievements of Donatello, Michelangelo, and Bernini. Prerequisites: two art history

courses including 07.1 01 or permission of instructor.

07.507 Modern Sculpture (3) Changes in sculpture from the eighteenth century to present with

stress on innovations of Rodin, Brancusi, Moore, and American abstractionists. Prerequisites:

two art history courses including 07. 101 or permission of instructor.

07.508 Painting: Rococo through Impressionism (3) Painting in eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

tury Europe: Counter-Rococo currents in the late eighteenth century, including neoclassicism

and protoromanticism, with a detailed study of the art of David and Goya; French Romanticism
in the art of Gericault and Delacroix; romantic landscape painting in England, Germany, and
France with emphasis on Turner, Constable, Friedrich, Corot. and the Barbizon School; the re-

alism of Courbet; Manet and Degas; and Monet and the French impressionists. Usually offered

alternate springs. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.1 01 or equivalent.

07.510 PAINTING: Post-Impressionism TO EXPRESSIONISM (3) Reactions to impressionism in the

1880's and I890's in France and elsewhere in Europe. Emphasis on the art of Seurat and the

neo-impressiontsts, Cezanne, Gauguin and the Symbolists, and Van Gogh. Also studied are Tou-

louse-Lautrec, Bonnard, Vuillard, Munch, Ensor, and Klimt. Art nouveau and expressionism are

considered as post-impressionist phenomena, and their impact on the early work of Matisse and
Picasso are assessed. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: two art history courses including

07.101 or equivalent.

07.51

1

PAINTING: CuBiSM TO THE PRESENT (3) After a close analysis of the development of cubism
in the art of Picasso and Braque, the work of the cubist followers, including Gris, Leger, Delaunay,

and the Italian futurists are discussed. Also studied are the nonobjective styles of Kandinsky and
Mondrian, and the Dada and surrealist movements with emphasis on the work of Duchamp. Miro,

and Picasso. American art since 1945 reviewed and its roots in earlier traditions of European
modernism considered. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: two art history courses in-

cluding 07.1 01 or equivalent.

07.512 Northern Renaissance Painting (3) Painting in France, Germany, and the Netherlands
from the late fourteenth through the sixteenth centuries. Emphasis on major artists such as Jan

'See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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van Eyck, Durer, Holbein, and Bruegel. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101

or equivalent.

07.51

3

Renaissance Painting: Giotto to Piero della Francesca (3) Developments in the various

artistic centers examined in respect to the formulation and solution of Renaissance pictorial

problems from 1300-1475. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: two art history courses in-

cluding 07.101 or equivalent.

07.514 Renaissance Painting: Leonardo to Caravaggio (3) Development of High Renaissance,

mannerist, and protobaroque styles; major artistic personalities: 1475-1580. Prerequisites: two
art history courses including 07.1 01 or equivalent.

07.515 Graphic Art (3) Unique qualities of graphic art (drawing and prints). Renaissance to

present. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101 or equivalent.

07.516 The Architecture of Humanism 1400-1700 (3) History of architecture of the Renais-

sance, baroque, and rococo periods emphasizing the humanistic traditions of Western Europe

as expressed in major buildings and in city planning. Major architects are considered. Usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101 or equivalent.

07.518 Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Architecture (3) Modern period architecture; en-

counter of architecture with machine age. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: two art

history courses including 07.1 01 or equivalent.

07.520 Seminar in Art History (3) Reports and critical discussion of research papers on topic

announced for semester. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: six art history courses and permission of

instructor.

07.530 Painting from Start to Finish (3) A look at the generative process of paintings from

preparatory drawings to final works by major painters from Leonardo to Matisse. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisites: \^o art history courses or permission of instructor.

07.531 Painting AND Sculpture IN THE United States UNTIL 1900 (3) Painting and sculpture in the

United States from the colonial period to 1900 with attention to relationships with European art.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101 or equivalent

or permission of instructor.

07.532 Painting and Sculpture in the United States: 1900 to the Present (3) Painting and sculp-

ture in the United States from 1900 to the present with attention to relationships with European

art. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: two art history courses including 07.101 or equil-

valent or permission of instructor.

07.533 American Architecture until 1870 (3) Development of American architecture until about

1870, relating it to European developments. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: two art

history courses including 07.1 01 or equivalent or permission of instructor.

07.534 American Architecture 1870 to the Present (3) American architecture and city plan-

ning from the post-Civil War period to the present. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites:

two art history courses including 07.1 01 or equivalent or permission of instructor.

07.535 Seminar in Architectural Preservation (3) Acquaint student with broad problems of

architectural perservation— historical, legal, and technical. Project assignment relates to actual

situation under auspices of citizen group or governmental agency. Proposing further action based

based on research done. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 07.101, one additional

course in art history, and one course in American studies or history.

07.590 Independent Reading Course in Art History (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

STUDIO

05.690 IndependentStudyProjectin Art(1-6)*

•See description under General Curriculum Infornnation In this publication.
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05.691 Internship (3) Usually offered every ferm. Prerequisites: approval of advisor and chair-

man.

05.700 Criticism of Painting (3) Theoretical and philosophical consideration of painting. De-
tailed analysis of artistic works. Lecture and slides. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

admission to graduate program in fine arts or permission of instructor.

05.792 Art Laboratory: Painting (3) Intensive investigation of ideas and techniques in painting.

Emphasis on experimentation leading to development of individual style. May be repeated for

credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisite: admission to graduate fine arts program or permission of instructor.

05.793 Art Laboratory: Sculpture (3) Intensive investigation of sculpture with emphasis on
experimentation leading to individual style. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission to graduate
program in fine arts or permission of chairman.

05.794 Directed Project in Fine Arts (3) Student works independently in thesis field (painting,

sculpture, graphics) under faculty supervision. Weekly group critiques. Qualitative grade given.

May be repeated once for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: open only to M.F.A. candidates who have completed six hours

of 05.792 or 05.793, approval of chairman required.

05.795 Art Laboratory (3) Intensive investigation of printmaking with emphasis on experimen-

tation leading to individual style. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission to graduate program in

fine arts or permission of chairman.

05.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (3-6) Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: M.F.A. candidate

with permission of chairman.

ART HISTORY

07.690 Independent Study Project in Art History (1-6)*

07.691 Internship (3) Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: approval of advisor and chair-

man.

07.792 Research Seminar in Art History (3) Limited to one of six areas. Specific topics an-

nounced each semester. Areas: (1) Medieval Art, (2) Renaissance Art, (3) Baroque and Rococo
Art, (4) Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Art, (5) American Art, and (6) Architecture. May be
repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: open only to M.A. candidates with 12 hours of graduate art history with B
average and permission of chairman.

07.793 Directed Research in Art History (3) Topic arranged. Must be in fields listed under

07.792, but not in field covered in 07.792 that semester. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites:

open only to M.A. candidates with twelve hours of graduate art history with B average. Permission

of chairman.

Biology
Chairman Richard h. Fox

Full-Time Faculty

Professor E. J. Breyere, S. O. Burhoe(Emeritus)

Associate Professor R. R. Anderson, W. C. Banta, R. H. Fox, C. R. Wrathall

Assistant Professor M. A. Champ, B. J. Clarke, S. Grebe, W. Schoenfisch

The Department of Biology offers the student a broad range of bioscience courses with in-depth

coverage from the disciplines of developmental and cell biology, genetics, molecular biology,

*See description under General Curriculunn Information In this publication.
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microbiology, physiology and anatomy, plant science, ecology, and marine sciences (environ-

mental science). Academic degree programs developed from among courses in these areas lead

to the Bachelor of Arts in Biology, Bachelor of Science in Biology, Bachelor of Science in Micra

biology, Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology. The department also offers a Master of

Science in Biology degree. Programs in distributed science with emphasis on biology and leading

to the degree of Bachelor of Science may be arranged. Other interdisciplinary study programs

and the marine science program, combining university courses with those offered through the

Marine Science Consortium (see that section), are available. Bachelor of Science programs in

the department adequately prepare students for professional programs at the graduate school

level for medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, and optometry. Students in the Bachelor of

Science in Microbiology program are eligible for the Registry of Microbiology Certification Ex-

amination.

Marine Science Consortium See the Environmental and Marine Science section in this

publication

Undergraduate Program in Biology: Bachelor of Arts

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. Ad-

mission is through formal declaration of major.

Set 09.101, 09.102, 09.230, 09.310, 09.330, 09.331, 09.356, 09.358, and 09.523.

Requirements

Required One biology elective from 09.1 00-09.500.

Options

Related 15.120, 15.121, 15.130, and 15.131.

Requirements

Special Internships.

Opportunities

Degree Objective Students receiveadegreeof Bachelor of Arts with a major in Biology.

Note Also See courses listed under Environmental and Marine Science in this publication.

Undergraduate Program in Biology: Bachelor of Science

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. Ad-

mission is through formal declaration of major.

Set 09.1 01 , 09.1 02, 09.250, 09.304, 09.356, 09.357 and 09.358.

Requirements

Required Three biology electives from 09.200-09.500.

Options

Related 15.310, 15.312, 15.320, 15.322. 42.202, 41.221. 51.220, 51.221, 51.222,

Requirements and 51.223.

Recommenda- One course in biochemistry.

tions

Special Honors programs; internships; preparation for professional schools (medi-

Opportunities cal, dental, etc.).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Biology.

Note Also See courses listed under Environmental and Marine Science in this publication.
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Undergraduate Program in Microbiology

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. Ad-

mission is through formal declaration of major.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Related

Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

09.1 01 , 09.1 02, 09.250. 09.340, 09.341 , 09.41 1 , and 09.500

09.541 or 09.543; 09.310 or related course from the Consortium Universi-

ties; one other biology course at the 200-level or above.

15.310. 15. 312. 15.320. 15.322, 15.350. 15.351, 41.221, 51.220. 51.221,

51.222 and 51.223.

Courses in biochemistry and basic statistics.

Meets eligibilty requirements for taking the certification examination given

by the American Academy of Microbiologists.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Micro-

biology.

Undergraduate Program in Medical Technology

Admission to the Program Matriculation at the university will not guarantee admission to

the major. Students admitted to the College of Arts and Sciences may apply for the major after

completion of five semesters and a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 2.75. Admission

to the major is determined by the Department of Biology Medical Technology Advisor in consul-

tation with the Educational Coordinator at Oscar B. Hunter Laboratory.

Set

Requirements

Required

Options

Related
Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

09.101, 09.102, 09.250. 09.335, 09.356, 09.357, 09.340, 09.341, 09.360.

09.361 , 09.362, 09.363, 09.364, 09.365, 09.366. 09.367, 09.368. and 09.369.

Two biology electives from 09.200-09.500.

15.310, 15.312. 15.320. 15.322. and 42.202.

15.350, 1 5.351 . 41 .221 , 51 .220, 51 .221 , 51 .222, and 51 .223.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Medical

Technology.

Master's Program in Biology

Admission to the Program Based on results of the Graduate Record Examination Aptitude

Test and Advanced Test in Biology and evaluation by the department Graduate Studies Commit-

tee. Two letters of recommendation are required.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Advancement to

Candidacy

Examinations

I

Minimum of 32 semester hours of approved graduate work, including 09.797

(6 hours) and 09.700 (2 hours).

Helmlinge Fellowship

Requires successful completion of the comprehensive examination.

One comprehensive examination selected from among the following: 09.001

General Biology (for M.S.S.T. candidates only); 09.002 Plant Sciences;

09.003 Developmental Biology; 09.004 Physiology; 09.005 Microbiology;
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09.006 Environmental Science-Ecology; 09.007 Genetics; 09.008 Innmunol-

ogy; or 09.009 Zoology.

Thesis Students must achieve successful completion, defense, and acceptance of

thesis by the chairman of the committee, chairman of the department, and
the university.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Biology.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

09.100 Human Biology • N(3) Designedspecifically for the nonscience major who is interested

in learning about human biological function and structures. Course integrates human develop-

ment and body functions with current social and ecological problems. Usually offered every fall.

09.101 General Biology I
• N (4) Introduction of basic chemical principles of biology, concerned

with aspects of molecular and cellular organization as may concern anabolism, catabolism, and
reproduction. Two semester course taken with 09.1 02 in spring. Usually offered every fall.

09.102 General Biology II • N(4) Considerationof higher levels of organization and relationship

of form and function in ecological adaptations. Sequential course taken after 09.101 in fall.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 09.1 01 or permission of instructor.

09.120 Microbes and Man • N (3) A survey of the beneficial and detrimental properties of

microbes to human welfare, designed for the nonbiology, nonscience major. Topics to include:

role of microbes in the turnover of matter, in the brewery, dairy and other food industries; as

agents of disease; in municipal water treatment processes; the application of microbes in testing

for biological systems of extraterrestrial environments, and the problems of microbes in space
travel. Usually offered alternate springs.

09.203 Introduction to Oceanography • N (4) Marine geology, oceanography, life in sea, fish-

eries, marine technology, and international law. Economic aspects of animals in sea. Laboratory

consists of weekend field trips and cruises. Meets jointly with 09.603. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisites: two courses in natural science or 09.1 01

.

09.204 Marine Biology • N (4) Survey of animals and plants in the sea, their structures, habits,

and distributions; emphasis on dangerous, conspicuous, and economically important forms.

Weekend field trips and cruises. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 09.102, 09.203

(recommended); permission of instructor.

09.210 Evolution • N (3) History of evolutionary thought, mechanisms of evolutionary change,

evidence for, and theories proposed to account for evolution. Usually offered every spring. Pre-

requisite: one course in biology or permission of instructor.

09.225 Wildlife Conservation and Management • N (3) General principles of ecology, illustra-

tion of how these principles relate to conservation and management of ecosystems. Discussion

of endangered species and communities. Conservation and wildlife management of ecosystems.

Usually offered every fall.

09.230 Plant Classification and Utilization • N (4) Introduction to principles of plant identifi-

cation. Emphasis on common plants in area. Identification and symptomology of poisonous wild

plants. Use of plants by man. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: one semester biology or

permission of instructor.

09.250 Cell Biology (4) Integrated study of cell structure and function in microorganisms,

plants, and animals emphasizing their ultrastructure, biochemistry, and physiology. Usually of-

fered every fall. Prerequ/s/fes.- 09. 102, 15.120, 15.121, 15.130, 15.131.

09.300 Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy • N(5) Studyof evolution of vertebrate structure with

emphasis given to interpretation of structure on basis of function. Laboratory involves dissection

of selected vertebrates; usually dogfish shark, and cat. Usually offered alternate falls. Prereq-

u/s/fes.- 09.101, 09.102.

09.304 Plant Structure and Function • N (4) Survey of plant kingdom. Evolutionary relation-
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ships of plants based on anatomy, morphology, and physiology. Plant growth and development
and plant diseases. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 09.102.

09.310 Invertebrate Zoology • N (4) Structure, evolution, and physiology of invertebrate ani-

mals, vi/ith emphasis on marine, nonparasitic groups. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: one
year of general biology or equivalent.

09.330 Human Anatomy and Physiology i
• N (4) Morphologic and functional studies of mam-

maliam systems with special reference to man, directed toward understanding the relationship

between normal and abnormal function and homeostasis. Laboratory assignments demonstrate

physiological principles. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 09.101 and at least one se-

mester of chemistry or permission of instructor.

09.331 Human Anatomy and Physiology ii • N (4) Continuation of 09.330. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisites: 09.330 and at least one semester of chemistry or permission of instructor.

09.332 Human Anatomy and Physiology for Nonscience Majors • N (4) A one-semester intro-

ductory course for nonscience majors covering the anatomy and physiology of the major organ

systems (i.e., circulatory, respiratory, renal, etc.) with emphasis on the exercise state. Laboratory

is equally divided between anatomy (dissection) and physiology. Usually offered every fall. Pre-

requisite: 09 A01.

09.335 Vertebrate Physiology (4) Properties and physiological processes common to all ver-

tebrates; based on functional study of vertebrate organ systems. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisites: 09.250 and one year general chemistry.

09.340 Microbiology (3) Microorganisms and their relation to human welfare; structure, func-

tion, physiological, and biochemical properties. Primary emphasis on bacteria. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequ/s/fes.- 09. 101, 09. 102, 15.310, 15.320.

09.341 Microbiology Laboratory (2) Experiments include microscopy, staining techniques,

qualitative and quantitative properties of bacterial growth, physiology, and other topics. Optional

for nonbiology and nonmicrobiology majors. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: must be

taken concurrently with 09.340.

09.356 Genetics • N (4) Basic genetic principles and concepts as revealed by classical and
modern research methods. Patterns of gene transmission: gene structure, function, interactions,

and mutation, chromosomal aberrations; nonchromosomal inheritance; biochemical genetics and

population genetics. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 09.102.

09.357 Genetics Laboratory (1) Experiments designed to illustrate basic genetic concepts ma-
terials from corn, Drosophila, and man. Optional for nonbiology majors. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisites: 09.102, 09.356 (must betaken previously or concurrently).

09.358 Developmental Biology • N (5) Integration of descriptive morphology and experimental

physiology of developmental processes in selected invertebrate, vertebrate, and plant types.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 09.1 01 , 09.102.

09.390 Independent Reading Course in Biology (1-6)*

09.400 Technology and Instrumentation in Bioanalysis (6) Offers theoretical and practical ex-

perience in the use of modern laboratory instrumentation. Students perform experiments, operate

various instruments, and familiarize themselves with the theory and techniques used in perform-

ing experiments and analysis. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: senior standing and

permission of instructor or chairman of department.

09.411 Pathogenic Microbiology (4) Designed to familiarize students with basic principles of

disease epidemiology and etiology. Concentration on bacterial disease agents; practical labora-

tory experience in the study of these agents and their effects. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisites: 09.340 and 09.341

.

09.430 Human Heredity • N (3) Discussion of inheritance of normal physical and mental traits,

common genetic diseases and defects, genetic counseling, social implications of genetics, ge-

netic implications of social forces, and inherited racial differences, with emphasis on information

the layman wants, rather than the mechanics of inheritance, per se. Designed for nonbiology

majors. Usually offered every fall.

*See description under General Curriculunn Information in this publication.
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09.456 Honors Seminar (2) Presentation of summaries of recent primary literature in biology.

Students seeking Honors in Biology must earn a grade of A in this course. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisites: Senior or second semester junior standing in the B.S. program in biology;

completion of at least eight courses at The American University of which six must be in required

or tool courses for the major; a grade point average of 3.5 is required and tool courses for the

major; and permission of the instructor. Usually offered every fall.

09.457 Honors Research (2) Designing and conducting a laboratory or field research project,

writing the results in the format of a scientific paper, and presenting the results in a departmental

seminar. Pure library research projects are prohibited. Students seeking Honors in Biology must

earn a grade of A in this course. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: a grade of A in

09.456; maintenance of an overall and tool grade-point average of 3.0 or higher for all coursework

completed; GPA of 3.5 or higher is required and tool courses for the B.S. in Biology; permission

of the instructor.

09.490 Independent Study Project in Biology (1-6)*

09.491 Internship (1-4) Usually offered every term.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

09.360 Blood Bank (5) Genetics of blood groups and subgroups. Donor screening and recruit-

ment, blood processing, component preparations, transfusion reactions, AABB and NIH stand-

ards. Lecture and laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical tech-

nology.

09.361 Clincal Parasitology (1) Identification of human protozoan and helminth parasites by

microscopic, chemical and immunological techniques. Invertebrate parasite vectors. Lecture and

laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical technology.

09.362 Immunology AND Serology (1) Principles of immune response from clinical point of view.

Serological testing, heterophile tests, fluorescent antibody theory and technique, febrile agglu-

tination, antistreptolysin titre, latex procedures, colloidial gold, and complement fixation theory.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical technology.

09.363 Urinalysis and Clinical Microscopy (1) Study of urine to infer renal function. Anatomy
and physiology of urinary system, physical, and chemical characteristics of normal and pathologic

urine. Renal function tests, introductory histopathology, slide preparation, frozen sections, and

quality control procedures. Lecture and laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

senior in medical technology.

09.364 Hematology (6) Hematopoisis, morphology of red and white blood cells, hemaglobino-

pathy, and hematology case studies. Emphasis on differential white cell counts to determine

pathological abnormalities. Lecture and laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: sen-

ior in medical technology.

09.365 Laboratory Management and Basic Statistics (1) Introduction to research evaluation,

application of statistics to interpreting laboratory results, reading scientific articles, care and

handling of instruments, quality control, personnel, and public relations. Lecture and laboratory.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical technology.

09.366 Clinical Chemistry (7) Principles underlying biochemical diagnosis of human disease.

Analytical chemistry, protein-free filtrates, chemical fractionation of protein, lipids and liver func-

tion tests, inorganic substances, classification and determination of enzymes, acid-base balance,

hormones, and toxicology. Lecture and laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: sen-

ior in medical technology.

09.367 Clinical Microbiology and Mycology (6) Diagnosis of disease caused by bacteria, fungi,

and viruses. Bacterial morphology, physiology, and genetics. Immune theory, cultivation of path-

ogens. Tissue and organ culture. Identification of microbes. Lecture and laboratory. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical technology.

09.368 Coagulation (1) Acquired and genetic pathological bleeding conditions. Assay for blood

proteins involved in blood clot formation. Bone marrow response to coagulopathy. Lecture and

laboratory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical technology.
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09.369 Clinical Pathology (1) Summary and correlation of medical technology courses taken

in senior year. How to write scientific and technical papers. Each student writes a paper com-
paring two laboratory methods. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior in medical tech-

nology.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

09.500 Microbial Physiology (4) General approach to analysis of principles of intermediate

metabolism of microorganisms with emphasis on bacteria. Topics included are: storage and
utilization of energy, metabolic reactions of chemosynthetic organisms, and metabolism asso-

ciated with biosynthesis and growth. Discussion on unique physiological systems of microbes in

relation to structure. Laboratory stresses the diversity of physiological processes of bacteria.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 09.340 and organic chemistry.

09.502 Cooperative Work-Study: Lightship Chesapeake (4) Organization and coordination of

environmental programs through National Park Service's Operation Lightship Chesapeake on

Potomac River watershed. Designed to provide students with practical field experience in aquatic

biology. An option available to students is to conduct research project or prepare a paper on the

Potomac River. Tuition paid by Lightship Chesapeake. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

09.510 Immunogenetics (3) Genetic control of immunologic reactions; inheritance of cell-borne

antigens determining blood groups and transplantation of cells, tissues, and organs. Current

concepts of related immunological phenomena including cancer and pregnancy. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: two courses in biology.

09.520 Limnology (4) Study of physical, chemical, and biological properties of fresh water en-

vironments. Ponds, lakes, reserviors, rivers, and estuaries studied as integrable systems of stand-

ing or flowing waters. Geochemical cycles and contribution of urban and terrestrial components
to these systems. Field trips and cruises are requirements. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: senior or graduate standing.

09.523 General Ecology (4) Aquatic and terrestrial ecology; principles stressed through exten-

sive field work; aquatic phase with emphasis on estuarine ecosystems, terrestrial phase with

emphasis on synecology in various ecosystems. Field trips and cruises are a requirement. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: senior or graduate standing in biology.

09.524 Advanced Ecology (4) Study of systems ecology organisms at population and community
levels. Principles of plant and animal ecology, an evolutionary approach to environmental selec-

tion, and detailed presentation of the communities of various habitats. Selected topics in behavior.

Field trips and cruises are requirement. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 09.523.

09.526 Comparative Mammalian Embryology (4) Descriptive aspects of embryology of mammal.
Emphasis on development of humans. Prerequisite: 09.358 or equivalent.

09.531 Histology (5) Study of microscopic structure of tissues and organs of representative

animals. Laboratory involves study of prepared slides and the learning of histological techniques.

Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 09.250 or equivalent, graduate standing, or permis-

sion of instructor.

09.535 Endocrinology (4) Structure and function of endocrine glands. Emphasis on their control

of mammalian functional processes. Prerequisites: advanced standing in biology and organic

chemistry.

09.541 Immunology (4) Fundamental concepts of the immune response. Nature of immunogens,

antigens, and antibodies and their interactions. Theories of antibody diversity and cellular basis

of antibody formation. Immunologic tolerance, hypersensitivity, and surveillance. Introduction to

transplantation immunology. Laboratory provides expertise in classical serologic techniques and

modern in vitro culture and assay methods. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 09.250

and 09.340.

09.543 Virology (3) Lectures outlining characteristics of bacterial, plant, and animal viruses.

Genetic and biochemistry and viral pathogenesis, introduction to medical virology and concepts

of antiviral immunity. Theories of viral oncogenesis. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites:

09.340 and two courses in organic chemistry.
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09.550 Scientific Publication (3) Designed for the graduate or advanced undergraduate biology

nnajor to develop technical writing skills. Emphasis on graph and table construction and a clear

concise writing form in the style required by scientific journals. Prerequisite: permission of in-

structor.

09.555 Water Pollution Biology (2) Use of biological indicators of pollution in fresh water,

estuarine, and salt water environments. Effects of pollution on aquatic ecosystems from system
level to species level. Laboratory also required for biology majors. Usually offered every summer.
Prerequisite: senior or graduate standing.

09.556 Water Pollution Biology Laboratory (4) Consists of analytical techniques for chemi-

cal, physical, and biological parameters which are affected by pollution. Includes specific meth-

ods for bioassays and collection analysis of field data. Usually offered every summer. Prerequi-

sites: senior or graduate standing. Taken concurrently with 09.555.

09.565 Molecular Genetics (3) Modern research into DNA, RNA, and protein, from a chemical

point of view concerning their function, within the cell. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequi-

sites: 09.250, 09.340, 09.356, 1 5.320 and permission of instructor

09.571 Advanced Vertebrate Physiology (3) An in-depth lecture series beginning with basic

concepts of pulmonary and cardiovascular physiology, progressing to the effects of high and low

pressure environments on these organ systems. Prerequisites: 51.221, 15.130, and 09.331 or

09.335.

09.572 Special Topics in Ecology (1-4) Discussion on selected topics and current research

relating to freshwater and marine aquatic ecosystems, biogeography, and populations of plants

and animals. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different.

Prerequisite: one course in basic ecology.

09.573 SpecialTopics in Microbiology (1-4) Discussion on selected topics and current research

in microbial genetics, microbial systematics, microbial biochemical cytology, and others. May be

repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

09.574 Special Topics in Genetics (1-4) Selected topics in modern genetics, such as the molec-

ular aspects of genetic regulation, development, and recombination. Laboratory topics are also

given, but not with every offering. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

must be different. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

09.575 SpecialTopics in Immunology (1-4) Seminars include a discussion of such current re-

search interests as genetics of antibody formation, lymphocyte surface antigens, and cell inter-

actions in immune responses and transplantation and graft-vs-host reactions. May be repeated

for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

09.576 Special Topics in Zoology (1-4) Invertebrate and vertebrate evolution, zoogeography,

taxonomy, systematics, and in-depth marine invertebrate systematics. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

09.577 Special Topics in Developmental Biology (1-4) Discussion of current research interests

such as nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions, cell surface in development, developmental aspects

of carcinogenesis, and gene expression in development. May be repeated for credit, but not

within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisites: 09.358 or equivalent and permission

of instructor.

09.590 Independent Reading Course in Biology (1-6)*

09.592 Seminar at the Smithsonian Institution (1) May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: junior, senior,

or graduate standing.

Graduate Courses

09.603 Introduction to Oceanography (4) Origin of earth, chemical and physical character of

•See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication.
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sea water, marine geology, atmospheric circulation, currents, waves, tides, sediments, Instru-

mentation, economic aspects of marine life, and marine ecology. Weekend field trips. Meets
jointly with 09.203. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

09.623 f^ARiNE Ecology (3) Influence of the physical and biological environment on distribution

of marine and estuarine organisms. Emphasis on productivity, diversity, and impact of man on
economically valuable environments. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 09.523.

09.624 Marine Ecology Laboratory (2) Laboratory and field experience in sampling, measur-

ing, and identifying marine and estuarine organisms. Measuring physical conditions with standard

oceanographic instruments. Experimental cultivation of marine organisms. Meets jointly with

09.623. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 09.523

09.690 Independent Study Project in Biology (1-6)*

09.700 Graduate Seminar (1) May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: graduate standing in biology.

09.710 Transplantation Biology (4) Practical and theoretical study of immunogenetic phenom-
ena as related to transplantation, cancer, and reproduction. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

09.730 Advanced Cell Physiology (4) Emphasizes the structure and functions of cellular com-
ponents; chromosomes mitochondria, membranes, nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions, and chlo-

roplasts. Offers current information about mechanisms involved. Usually offered every fall. Pre-

requisites: 09.250 and graduate standing in biology or permission of instructor.

09.731 Selected Topics in Advanced Molecular Biology (1) Selected topics include membrane
structure, junctions, membrane-polysome interactions, up-to-date information in nucleic acid re-

search, cellular responses to cyclic AMP, prostaglandins and neurobiology, learning, memory,
and effects of drugs, etc. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 09.730 and permission of instructor.

09.733 Radiation Biology (4) Biological aspects of ionizing radiation in relation to whole orga-

nism, to organ systems, cellular, and subcellular structures through laboratory experiments.

Prerequisite: graduate standing.

09.761 Experimental Embryology (4) Mechanism of fertilization, differentiation, and growth of

vertebrates. Laboratory projects including experimental tests with selected vertebrate embryos.

Prerequisites: graduate standing in biology, 09.358 or equivalent, permission of instructor.

09.797 MASTER'S Thesis Research (1-6) Usually offered every term.

Chemistry
Chairman Matthew F. Norton

FuLL-TiME Faculty

University Professor L. Schubert

Professor M. H. Aldridge, R. T. Foley, D. E. Hadary, M. F. Norton, F. A. H. Rice, P. F. Waters
Associate Professor T. S. Cantrell, F. W. Carson, N. M. Roscher
Assistant Professor N.S.Rowan
Senior Research Scientist B. F. Brown, H.S. Isbell, J. Kutina

Chemistry is the science that deals with the composition of materials, their structures and prop-

erties, the transformations they undergo, and the accompanying energy changes. The curriculum

begins with general conceptual and experimental work and progresses to more theoretical and

practical levels. Areas of study include general, organic, physical, analytical, inorganic, and

polymer chemistry, as well as biochemistry, electrochemistry, and earth science. The department

is accredited by the American Chemical Society and offers programs leading to the M.S. and

Ph.D. degrees in chemistry with emphasis on biochemistry, electrochemistry, organic chemistry,

and physical chemistry. The M.S. and Ph.D. in chemistry with an emphasis on chemical infor-

mation science or the Ph.D. in chemistry with an emphasis on environmental studies are offered

*See description under General Curriculum Infornnatlon in this publication.
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in cooperation with the Center of Technology and Administration. A Master of Science in Science

Teaching and Ph.D. in science education are offered in cooperation with the School of Education.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Program in

Science and Technology

Admission to the Program This special one semester program draws on the unique re-

sources of Washington, D.C., to introduce students to the relationship between science and

government policy through seminars, internships, and research. The program is open to students

of The American University and students of affiliated institutions from across the country. Re-

quirements for admission to the program are: (1) nomination by Washington Semester faculty

representative; (2) minimal 2.50 grade-point average on 4.00 scale; (3) undergraduate major in

science or mathematics; and (4) senior, junior, or second semester sophomore status at time of

participation. The selection process is competitive.

Set 1 5.492, 1 5.493, and 1 5.494.

Requirements

Required As their fourth course, students may elect either a research project or a

Options regular American University course from among evening offerings.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate

credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Undergraduate Program in Chemistry

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students, as

well as declared chemistry majors. A 2.00 grade-point average is necessary for admission to the

program.

Set 15.120, 15.121, 15.130, 15.131, 15.310, 15.312 15.320, 15.322, 15.350,

Requirements 15.351, 15.410, 15.411, 15.420, 15.421, 15.460, 15.461, 15.507, and 15.550.

Required 15.523 or 15.562 and 15.563.

Options

Related 41 .221 , 41 .222, 41 .223, 51 .220, 51 .221 , 51 .222, and 51 .223.

Requirements

Recommenda- All chemistry majors are urged to take 15.323, 15.480, 15.560, 15.561,

tions 15.562, 15.563, and 15.564. Those planning to attend graduate school

should consider 15.520, 15.521, 15.522, 15.546, and 15.551. Suggested

electives for premedical students include: 09.101, 09.102, 09.210, 09.250,

09.304, 09.340, 09.341 , 09.356, 09.357, 09.400, and 09.541 in biology. Other

suggested electives include 27.100 in earth science; 40.280 and 40.281 in

computer science; 42.202, 42.502, and 42.516 in statistics; and 51 .330 and

51.370 in physics. Competence in a modern foreign language, particularly

German or Russian, through the intermediate level is expected.

Special A cooperative work-study program is available through the Department of

Opportunities Chemistry at several cooperating research organizations. The undergrad-

uate student is expected to work full-time for six months and study at the

university for five months. Further details are available from the department

office.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Chem-

istry.

Note Also See the interdepartmental Science section for information concerning requirements

for the Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Distributed Science.
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Master's Program in Chemistry

Tracks Biochemistry, electrochemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, and chemical
information science.

Admission to the Program a B.S. in chemistry with a 2.70 cumulative grade-point average
in chemistry from a college accredited by the American Chemical Society, and approval of the

American University Department of Chemistry faculty.

Course
Requirements

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

A minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate work. Before the student

enters this program, his advisor, as well as the department chairman, must
give signed approval of the proposed curriculum. The entire course of study

must constitute a unified program with specified major and minor fields.

Recommendations will be based on the results of placement examinations

administered to all incoming graduate students. Required are 15.507,

15.523, and 15.550 unless they have been completed with a grade of B or

better in an undergraduate program. All students must complete one se-

mester hour of 1 5.700 and 6 semester hours of 1 5.797.

Students concentrating in biochemistry or organic chemistry must complete
15.520, 15.521, 15.522, 15.560, and 15.561.

Students concentrating in physical

1 5.551 , 1 5.600, 1 5.601 , and 1 5.642.

chemistry must complete 15.546,

Students desiring an emphasis in chemical information science must com-
plete at least 18 semester hours of chemistry, including 1 hour of 15.700,

6 hours of 15.797, 15.600 and 15.601 or 15.520 and 15.521, and 15.551 or

1 5.560, and 1 5.561 . The following courses in the Center for Technology and
Administration must be taken: 55.550, 55.653, 55.654, 55.656, and 55.750.

Students must file for advancement to candidacy on completion of 1 2 grad-

uate semester hours of course work.

Students must pass an examination, or its equivalent, in one of the following:

Russian, German, French, computer programming, or statistics.

Two cumulative examinations in the student's main field and one in his

minor field must be taken with a net score of at least four out of nine points.

Students specializing in chemical information science must pass a Center
for Technology and Administration comprehensive examination in scientiifc

and technical information in place of one point on one of these examina-

tions.

A thesis of publishable quality based on original chemical laboratory re-

search must be presented and orally defended before the student's com-
mittee.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Chemistry.

Note Also Master of Science in Science Teaching (listed under Interdepartmental Science),

Master of Science in Technology of Management (listed under the Center for Technology and
Administration).

Doctoral Program In Chemistry

Tracks Biochemistry, electrochemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, chemical infor-

mation science, and environmental studies.

Admission to the Program Either (I) an undergraduate major in chemistry with a 3.00 cu-

mulative grade-point average in the major from a college accredited by the American Chemical
Society, and approval by The American University Department of Chemistry faculty; or (2) an
M.S. or M.A. in chemistry and approval by The American University Department of Chemistry
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faculty; or (3) an M.S.T.M. (environmental systems management) and appropriate background in

undergraduate chemistry to allow the applicant to enter graduate chemistry courses, and ap-

proval by The American U niversity Department of Chemistry faculty.

Course A minimum of 72 semester hours of graduate work. The entire course of

Requirements study must constitute a unified program with specified main and minor

fields and a proposed curriculum approved by signatures of the student's

advisor and the chairman of the department before the student enters the

program. Recommendations will be based on the results of placement ex-

aminations administered to all incoming graduate students. Required are

15.507, 15.523, 15.550 unless they have been completed with a grade of

B or better in an undergraduate program. All students must complete

15.520, 15.521, 15.551, 15.600, 15.601, 2 semester hours of 15.700, and
12 to 24 semester hours of 1 5.799.

Students concentrating in biochemistry or organic chemistry must complete

15.522, 15.560, and 15.561.

Students concentrating in physical chemistry must complete 15.608,

15.642, and 15.644.

Students desiring an emphasis in chemical information science or environ-

mental studies must complete at least 60 graduate semester hours of chem-
istry, including 15.520, 15.521, 15.551, 15.560, 15.561, 15.600, 15.601, 2

semester hours of 15.700, and 12 to 24 semester hours of 15.799. Those
in the chemical information science program must take the following cours-

es in the Center for Technology and Administration: 55.550, 55.653, 55.654,

55.656, and 55.750. Those in the environmental studies program must com-
plete 18 appropriate semester hours in environmental systems manage-
ment courses in the Center for Technology and Administration.

Students admitted with a B.S. or a B.A. degree must file for advancement
to candidacy upon completion of 18 graduate semester hours in chemistry.

Students admitted from another university with a M.S. degree are required

to file for advancement to candidacy upon completing 9 graduate semester

hours in chemistry.

Students must pass examinations, or their equivalents, in two of the follow-

ing: Russian, German, French, computer programming, or statistics.

Four cumulative examinations in the student's major field and two in his

minor field must be taken with a net score of a least 12 out of 18 points.

Students specializing in chemical information science must pass two Center

for Technology and Administration comprehensive examinations in scien-

tific and technical information in place of achieving six points on three of

these examinations. Students specializing in environmental studies must
pass one Center for Technology and Administration comprehensive exam-
ination in environmental systems management in place of achieving six

points on three of the chemistry cumulative examinations.

Dissertation A dissertation of publishable quality based on orginal chemical laboratory

research must be presented and orally defended before the student's com-
mittee.

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Chem-
istry.

Note Also Doctor of Philosophy in Science Education (listed under Indepartmental Science)

and Master of Science in Technology of Management (listed under the Center for Technology

and Administration).
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Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

15.101 Chemistry AND Society (3) "The new humanism." Concept developed through discussion

of the chemistry of life; energy and its alternate sources; population, food, and nutrition; the

environment; poisons and disease; and technology. Explores the principles of chemistry to show
the relationship to contemporary philosophy and cultural and national concerns.

15.120 General Chemistry I • N (3) Atomic theory, electronic configuration, bonding, molecular

structure, periodic table, and gases. Must be taken concurrently with 15.121. Three hours of

lecture and one hour of seminar. Usually offered every fall and every summer.

15.121 General Chemistry I Laboratory* N(1) Laboratory work associated with the theoretical

material in 15.120. Must be taken concurrently with 15.120. Three hours of laboratory. Usually

offered every fall and every summer. Prerequisite: concurrent registration in 1 5.1 20.

15.130 General Chemistry II • N (3) Kinetics and equilibrium. Thermodynamics. Electrochem-

istry. Elements and their compounds treated systematically. Must be taken concurrently with

15.1 31 . Three hours of lecture and one hour of seminar. Usually offered every spring and every

summer. Prerequisite: 15.120.

15.131 General Chemistry II Laboratory • N (1) Laboratory work associated with the material

in 15.130. Qualitative inorganic analysis. Must be taken concurrently with 15.130. Three hours of

laboratory. Usually offered every spring and every summer. Prerequisite: concurrent registration

in 15.130.

15.160 Natural Sciences I
• N(4) Science oriented course designed around Science Curriculum

Improvement Study (SCIS), American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) for

elementary school science. Life and physical sciences. Laboratory work with SCIS materials and
kits. Three hours of lecture, one hour of seminar, one hour of latDoratory. Usually offered every

fall.

15.161 Natural Sciences II • N (4) Continuation of life and physical sciences material from

SCIS and AAAS programs. Laboratory work with AAAS materials and kits as well as from Ele-

mentary Science Study (ESS) program. Teaching with this material in a model school. Three

hours of lecture, one hour of seminar, one hour of laboratory. Usually offered every spring.

15.310 Organic Chemistry I
• N (3) Systematic and theoretical treatment of aliphatic and aro-

matic hydrocarbons, alcohols, halides and ethers, ionic and free radical reactions. Stereochem-
istry. Must be taken concurrently with 15.312. Three hours of lecture and one hour of seminar.

Usually offered every fall and every summer. Prerequisite: 1 5.1 30.

15.312 Organic Chemistry I Laboratory • N (1) Laboratory theory and practice in synthethic

separation, and purification of organic compounds. Introduction to modern separation techniques

including thin layer, liquid, and gas chromatography. Must be taken concurrently with 15.310.

Four hours of laboratory. Usually offered every fall and summer. Prerequisite: concurrent reg-

istration in 15.310.

15.320 Organic Chemistry II • N (3) Aliphatic and aromatic acids, nitrogen compounds, car-

bonyl compounds, and their derivatives. Introduction to polyfunctional compounds, including

amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids. Must be taken concurrently with 15.322.

Three hours of lecture and one hour of seminar. Usually offered every spring and every summer.
Prerequisite: 15.310.

15.322 Organic Chemistry II Laboratory • N (1) Multistep syntheses. Synthesis of polyfunc-

tional compounds, introduction to infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectral techniques.

Qualitative organic analysis. Must be taken concurrently with 15.320. Four hours of laboratory.

Usually offered every spring and summer. Prerequisite: concurrent registration in 1 5.320.

15.323 Introductory Bioorganic Chemistry (1) Brief introduction to structures, organic chem-
istry, and elementary biochemistry of sugars, fatty acids, amino acids, and nucleotides. Assembly
of these building blocks into polysaccharides, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Important met-

abolic pathways including photosynthesis, glycolysis, the Krebs cycle, oxidative phosphorylation,

and the phospnogluconate pathway. Prerequisite: concurrent registration in 1 5.320.

15.350 Quantitative Analysis • N (3) Theory of acid-base, complexation, precipitation, and re-

dox equilibria. Volumetric and gravimetric analyses. Separations. Statistical analysis of data.
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Separation and analysis of complex nnixtures. Must be taken concurrently with 15.351. Three
hours of lecture and one hour of seminar. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 1 5.1 30, 41 .1 1 1

.

15.351 Quantitative Analysis Laboratory • N (2) Practice of gravimetric and volumetric anal-

ysis. Analysis of mixtures and commercial products. Project work. Concurrent registration in

1 5.350. Six hours of laboratory. Usually offered every fall.

15.380 Electronic Instrumentation for Chemists • N (1) Basic electronic principles; theory

and operation of typical laboratory equipment; assembly of simple electronic circuits using tubes

and transistors; specially designed for chemistry students. Usually offered every fall. Prerequi-

sites: 5^ .22^ , 15.130.

15.390 Independent Reading Course in Chemistry (1-6)*

15.410 Physical Chemistry • N (3) Gases and liquids, equations of state, kinetic theory of gases,

the solid state, atomic structure, atomic spectra, quantum numbers, periodic table, quantum
mechanics, Schrodinger equation, ionic bonds, covalent bonds, hybird bonds, polarization, mo-
lecular spectra, magnetic properties, nuclear chemistry, first law of thermodynamics, thermo-

chemistry. Must be taken concurrently with 15.411. Usually offered every fall. Prerequsites:

15.320,51.221,41.223.

15.411 Physical Chemistry I Laboratory • N (2) Mathematical techniques; high vacuum sys-

tems; gamma of gases; heat of combustion; thermocouples; refractometry; fluid viscosity; rates

of reactions; electrical conductivity; ionization constants; free energy, enthalpy, and entropy of

an electrochemical reaction. Must be taken concurrently 15.410. One hour of lecture and four

hours of laboratory. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: concurrent registration in 15.410

15.420 Physical Chemistry II • N (3) Second and third law of thermodynamics, entropy, free

energy and equilibrium, chemical equilibrum, statistical mechanics, solutions of nonelectrolytes,

solutions of electrolytes, electrochemical cells, the phase rule, chemical kinetics, photochemis-

try, surface chemistry, colloids, macromolecules. Must be taken concurrently with 15.421. Usu-

ally offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.410.

15.421 Physical Chemistry II Laboratory • N (2) Atomic spectra. Franck-Hertz experiment,

operation of oscilloscopes and electroscopes, Kerr effect, Faraday effect. Hall effect, magnetic

susceptibility, dielectric constant, spectrum of Beta-carotene, viscosity of polymers, molecular

weight by light scattering, critical surface tension. Must be taken concurrently with 15.420. One
hour of lecture and four hours of laboratory. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: concurrent

registration in 15.420

15.460 Instrumental Quantitative Analysis • N (3) Theory of optical and electroanalytical

methods, including spectrophotometry, fluorometry, spectrography, flame and atomic spectros-

copy, selective ion electrodes, polarography, amperometry, mass spectrometry, chromatogra-

phy, electronics, radiometric techniques, isotope dilution, neutron activation analysis. Analysis

of errors. Must be taken concurrently with 15.461. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites:

15.350, 15.410,41.222.

15.461 Instrumental Quantitative Analysis Laboratory • N (2) Practice in optical, electroan-

alytical, and other instrumental methods. Project work. Six hours of laboratory. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: concurrent registration in 15.460

15.490 Independent Study Project IN Chemistry (1-6)*

15.492 Washington Semester Seminar I (3)

15.493 Washington Semester Seminar II (3)

15.494 Washington Semester Internship (3-6)

EARTH SCIENCES

27.100 Earth Sciences (3) Survey of earth features and processes; time, weather, climate,

oceans, minerals, rocks, landforms, glaciers, volcanoes, earthquakes, origin and development of

life, geologic history and resources. Usually offered every fall and every spring,

27.101 Spaceship Earth • N (3) Study of the natural limits of life on Earth and the effects human
activities have on these limits. Cause, prediction, and control of natural catastrophes. Causes

*See description under General Curriculunn Information in this publication
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and possible amelioration of pollution. Availability of natural resources. How these factors may
limit population and affect life styles.

27.150 Basic Geography (3) Fundamental principles of physical geography. Earth origin, posi-

tion and motion, maps, weather, climate, land forms, oceans, natural resources—their use and
conservation. Geographic limitations or development.

27.390 Independent Reading Course in Earth Sciences (1-6)*

27.490 Independent Study Project in Earth Sciences (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

15.501 Principles of Analytical Chemistry (3) Combination lecture-laboratory course for be-

ginning graduate students. Spectroscopic and chromatographic techniques, electrochemistry,

data treatment. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.350.

15.502 Principles of Physical Chemistry (3) Combination lecture-laboratory course for begin-

ning graduate students. Chemical thermodynamics, intermolecular forces, electrolyte solution

properties, conductance, ionic equilibria, polymers, and molecular spectroscopy. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.503 Principles of Organic Chemistry (3) Combination lecture-laboratory course for begin-

ning graduate students. Spectroscopic techniques including nuclear magnetic resonance, in-

frared, mass and electron spin resonsance and photoelectron spectra. Elements of organic pho-

tochemistry, organic reaction mechanisms, recent developments in organic chemistry. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite:^5.320.

15.504 Principles of Biochemistry (3) Structure and functions of subcellular components. In-

tracellular transport. Structures and functions of amino acids, peptides and proteins. Enzyme
catalytic principles. Metabolic principles, glycolysis, electron transport, and oxidative phospho-
rylation. Membrane structures and transport. Brief introduction to molecular genetics. Two hours

of lecture and three hours of laboratory. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 5.320.

15.507 Chemical Literature (1) Survey of journals, abstracts, and other literature sources. Prac-

tice in conducting library and computer literature searches. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: ^ 5. 3^0.

15.520 Advanced Organic Chemistry I (3) Principles of physical organic chemistry. Bonding and
conformational analysis; nucleophilic substitution at carbon; elimination and addition reactions.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 1 5.420.

15.521 Advanced Organic Chemistry II (3) Synthetic and mechanistic aspects of the chemistry

of carbonyl compounds, acylations, alkylations, and other condensations; oxidation and reduction

reactions. Application of orbital symmetry correlations to organic reactions. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 15.520.

15.522 Interpretation of Spectra (3) Practical interpretation of ultraviolet, infrared, nuclear

magnetic resonance, and mass spectra for organic chemists and biochemists. Elucidation of

structures and kinetic processes. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite 15.420.

15.523 Organic Analysis and Synthesis (3) Separation and identification of organic mixtures

utilizing gaschromatography and IR and NMR spectroscopy; advanced techniques of organic

laboratory work. One hour of lecture and eight hours of laboratory. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 15.320.

15.546 Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics (3) Mathematical techniques, laws, free en-

ergy functions, empirical methods for evaluating reaction feasibility; mixtures, solutions, statis-

tical thermodynamics. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.550 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (3) Electronic structure of atoms, ionic substances.

Chemical bondings; bond energies; electronegativity; covalent radii. Bond and molecular polarity;

molecular symmetry; coordination compounds; chemistry of the nontransition elements; literature

of inorganic chemistry. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 15.420.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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15.551 Topics in Inorganic Chemistry (3) Bonding in metals; magnetochennistry; dipoie mo-

ments; transition metal chemistry including ligand field theory. Jahn-Teller effect. Mechanisms
of inorganic reactions including the trans effect. Inorganic materials such as boron hydrides,

inclusion compounds, inorganic polymers. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.550.

15.560 Biochemistry I (3) Structures and functions of subcellular components, intracellular

transport. Hydrogen bonding. Structures and functions of amino acids, peptides, and proteins.

Hemoglobin, allostery, and sickle-cell anemia. Enzyme kinetics and mechanisms. Protein acti-

vation in blood clotting and the immune response. Metabolic principles, bioenergetics, and gly-

colysis. Mitochondria compartmentation and functions. Citric acid cycle. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequ/s/fe.- 15.320.

15.561. Biochemistry II (3) Electron transport, oxidative, phosphorylation, and mitochondrial

pumps. Phosphogluconate pathway. Fatty acid oxidation and amino acid degradation. Photosyn-

thesis. Gluconeogenesis and regulation of glycogen metabolism. Fatty acid and lipid synthesis.

Membrane structures and functions. Nitrogen fixation and amino acid synthesis. Transmethyla-

tion. Mononucleotide synthesis. Introduction to DNA replication, transcription, and translation.

Genetic change. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.560.

15.562 Biochemistry I Laboratory (2) Experiments coordinated with the material taught in

15.560. Temperature effects on buffers and computer-assisted data reduction. Potentiometric

amino acid titration and computer-assisted structure determination. Peptide sequencing employ-

ing paper chromatography. Blood hemoglobin clinical analysis. Methemoglobin reductase isola-

tion from blood, spectrophotometric kinetics and computer-assisted data analysis. Enzymatic

resoltuion. Four hours of laboratory. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: concurrent registra-

tion in 15.560.

15.563 Biochemistry II Laboratory (2) Experiments coordinated with the material taught in

15.561. Spectrofluorometric assay of ATP using firefly luciferin-luciferase bioluminescence. Car-

bohydrate identification using thin layer chromatography. Polarimetric carbohydrate mutarotation

rate determination and computer-assisted rate constant determination. Membrane phospholipid

structure analysis employing enzymatic degradation, column chromatography, and gas chro-

matography. Individual projects. Four hours of laboratory. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisites: 15.562 and concurrent registration in 15.561.

15.564 Biochemistry III (3) Structures and functions of DNA, mRNA, rRNA, and tRNA. Regula-

tion of gene expression. Mutation and repair mechanisms. Self-assembling systems including

viruses. Immunoglobulins and the immune response. Cell surface structures and interactions.

Organ interrelationships and hormone action. Molecular features of collagen, muscle and motile

systems. Membrane transport and excitable membranes. Prerequisite: 1 5.561

.

15.570 Computers in Chemistry (3) Survey of applications of electronic computers to education

and solving problems in chemistry. Practice in using interactive and batch mode programs,

including statistical analysis of data, tutoring, simulation, and modeling. Algorithms, flow charts,

and elementary programming in BASIC. Prerequisites: 15.320, 40.260 or 40.280.

15.575 Special Topics in Chemistry (3) Current topics of interest to pre-service and in-service

secondary school science teachers. Rotating topics include: chemistry of pollution; chemistry of

pesticides; chemical bonding; molecular biology. May be repeated for credit within the same
term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 1 5.420 or permission of department chairman.

15.580 Advanced Topics IN Chemistry AND Genetics (3) Rotating topics include genetics and the

chemical basis of genetic change. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must

be different. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

15.589 Techniques for Teaching Laboratory Science to Blind Children (3) Practicum experi-

ences including teaching children with existing specially adapted laboratory science equipment.

Course also emphasizes design and construction of adapted laboratory equipment. Students

learn braille, use of braillers, and thermoform machine. Backbone of course is mastery of science

principles. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 15.160 and 15.161, or one year laboratory

sciences and permission of instructor.

15.590 Independent Reading Course in Chemistry (1 -6)*

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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EARTH SCIENCES

27.590 Independent Reading Course in Earth Sciences (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

15.600. Advanced Physical Chemistry I (3) Kinetic molecular theory, Boltzmann, statistics,

transport phenomena, quantum topics (radiation, tunnelling, superconductivity), partition func-

tions, and elementary statistical thermodynamics. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.601 Advanced Physical Chemistry II (3) Molecular electrical properties, intermolecular in-

teractions, molecular magnetic properties, chemical kinetics (fast reactions emphasized), and
class-selected topics. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.600.

15.608 Special Topics in Physical Chemistry (3) Presentation of current research activity in

physical chemistry. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be

different. Prerequisite: 15.600.

15.610 Advanced Inorganic Analytical Chemistry (3) A survey of modern techniques in ana-

lytical chemistry including the use of ion-selective electrodes, fluorescence and phosphoresc-

ence analysis, atomic absorption spectrometry, far infrared spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic res-

onance, microv\/ave spectroscopy, nuclear quadrupole spectroscopy, electron and photoelectron

spectroscopy, neutron activation analysis, and the use of digital control computers in analytical

chemistry. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 15.460.

15.618 Special Topics in Analytical Chemistry (3) Presentation of current research activity in

analytical chemistry. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be

different. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 15.610.

15.623 Organic Preparations (3) Preparative methods of organic chemistry. Emphasis on tech-

niques; vacuum distillation, chromatography, extractions. Preparations from original literature.

One hour of lecture and six hours of laboratory. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 1 5.521

.

15.628 Special Topics in Organic Chemistry (3) Woodward-Hoffman Orbital Symmetry Corre-

lation Rules and their application; organic photochemistry; heterocyclic chemistry; applications

of nmr to the study of rates of dynamic processes. May be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term; topic must be different. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 1 5.521

.

15.632 High Polymer Chemistry (3) Addition and condensation polymerization kinetics, statis-

tics of linear polymers, thermodynamics of solutions, phase equilibria, and characterization (os-

motic pressure, light scattering, viscometry). Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.640 Colloid and Surface Chemistry (3) Application of physiochemical principles of colloidal

systems. Solid and liquid surfaces, sorption, large molecules in solution, and structure of natural

and synthetic colloids. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.642 Chemical Kinetics (3) Order and molecularity of reactions. Activated complex; theory for

elementary reactions. Reactions in solutions and on surfaces. Complex reaction mechanisms.

Nonisothermal kinetics. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 1 5.420.

15.643 Quantum Chemistry I (3) The eigenvalue problem. Operators and matrices. Introduction

to group theory. Elementary wave mechanics. Atomic spectra. Spin and orbital angular momen-
tum coupling techniques. Molecular orbital theory. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite:

15.601.

15.644 Quantum Chemistry II (3) Theory of electronic, vibrational, and spin resonance spectra

of aromatic, organometallic, and diatomic molecules. Quantum mechanical calculations using

LCAO-MO-SCF techniques. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 15.643.

15.658 Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry (3) Presentation of current research activity in

inorganic chemistry. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Prequisite: 15.551.

15.660 Biochemical Reaction Mechanisms (3) Principles of catalysis and energy coupling in

biochemical reactions. Mechanisms of action of enzyme cofactors including pyridoxal, coenzyme
A, thiamine, lipoic acid, flavin, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, biotin, cobalamin, and metal

'See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication.
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ions. Applications of nnechanistic tools to biochemical reactions. Consideration of approximation

effects, micelles and host-guest chemistry in current enzyme models. Prerequisite: 1 5.560.

15.661 Enzyme Kinetics and Mechanisms (3) Enzyme kinetics, inhibition, and regulation. Approx-

imation, distortion, covalent catalysis, general acid-general base catalysis, hydrogen bonding,

and hydrophobic and electrostatic effects in enzyme mechanisms. X-ray, fluorescence, Raman
infrared, NMR, isotope effects, pH effects, chemical modification, affinity labeling, transition state

theory, and transition state analog inhibition applied to current enzyme studies. Prerequisite:

15.560.

15.662 Biochemistry of Vitamins and Hormones (3) Biological studies that led to the isolation

and purification of each know vitamin and hormone are considered together with the structure

elucidation and synthesis of the vitamin or hormone. The pharmacology and therapeutic appli-

cations of the vitamins and hormones are also considered. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 15.561.

15.663 Biochemistry and Pharmacology of Steroids (3) Isolation, chemistry, and pharamcol-

ogical properties of the steroids of animal and plant origin. Usually offered alternate falls. Pre-

requisite: 15.561.

15.664 Chemistry of Carbohydrates (3) Elucidation of chemical structures, conformations and

reactions of mono-, di-, tri-, and polysaccharides including the immunopolysaccharides. When
pertinent, the biological activity of a given carbohydrate is considered. Usually offered alternate

falls. Prerequisite: 15.561.

15.667 Current Biochemical Literature (1) Consideration of articles from recent issues of bio-

chemical journals. Intended to foster discrimination in selecting papers, and analytical approach

to reading, and the ability to retain the critical elements presented. These abilities should be of

particular value in preparing for cumulative examinations. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

15.561.

15.670 Electrochemistry I (3) Faraday's law; conductivity; ionization; transport; ion mobility;

activity coefficients; Debye-Huckel theory; electromotive force; galvanic cells. Usually offered

alternate falls. Prerequisite: 15.420.

15.671 Electrochemistry II (3) Oxidation-reduction reactions; double layer and electrokinetic

phenomena; electrode processes; corrosion; electroplating; batteries; fuel cells; biochemical

processes. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 15.670.

15.690 Independent Study Project in Chemistry (1-6)*

15.700 Seminar in Chemistry (1) Selected topics. Preparation and presentation of a paper of

professional quality. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of department chair-

man.

1 5.797 Masters Thesis Research (1 -6)

15.799 Doctoral Dissertation Research (1-20)

EARTH SCIENCES

27.600 Advanced Topics in Earth Sciences (3) Rotating topics include: geometric crystallogra-

phy, optical crystallography. X-ray crystallography, geophysics, field methods, tectonics, paleon-

tology, mineral resources, stratigraphy and sedimentation, structural geology, mineralogy, pe-

trology, geochemistry, meteorology, and emission spectrography. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

27.690 Independent Study Project IN Earth Sciences (1-6)*

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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School of

Communication
Acting Dean Lincoln Furber

Full-Time Faculty

Professor E. L. Bliss, Jr. (Emeritus), H. D Crawford (Emeritus), J. A. Hendrix, L. W. Wolfson
Associate Professor G. P. Harnden, L. Furber, J. E. Orwant, J. S. Yamauchi
Assistarit Professor L. B. Anderson, J. H. Keefer, L. Kirkman, R. E. Sutton

Ptiotograpfiy Specialist S. Schoenbaum

The goal of the School of Communication is quality education of public communicators who are
intellectually and ethically equipped to convey the issues of contemporary society. The school
seeks the development of skillful, liberally educated, critical, and skeptical professionals— intel-

lectual generalists rather than specialists.

Since the role of the communicator is to understand the many factors involved in events and to

comprehend the underlying issues, many of the communication courses have strong liberal arts

content. They are designed to provoke a spirit of inquiry, relate knowledge from many fields, and
encourage further research, as needed, to attain insight before attempting to interpret events.

In these courses, students learn to organize knowledge from many different fields, related to and
separate from their own opinions and values, and produce well-thought-out reports. They are

encouraged to obtain a strong liberal arts background that attempts to resist the narrow spe-

cialization of vocation and interests currently popular in American higher education. The school

asks that students organize, relate, express, and apply their liberal knowledge to gain some depth
of understanding of the currents of contemporary life which produce the many episodes that

make up the day-to-day news. In order to do this, they need to develop disciplined communication
skills and a professional viewpoint.

Undergraduate Program in Communication
Tracks Broadcast Journalism, Print Journalism, Public Communication, and Visual Media

Admission to the Program students must be approved by the school for a formal admission
to the major. A strong liberal arts background is considered essential.

Set 17.201, 17.100, and 17.101

Requirements

Required All students must complete one of the following program tracks:

Options

(1) Broadcast Journalism: 17.320, 17,333, 17.385, 17.428, either 17.454 or

17.484, and three courses in communication and media studies.

(2) Print Journalism: 17.320, 17.322, 17.420, 17.424, and three courses in

communication and media studies. One of 17.343, 17.491, or 17.521 is

recommended.

(3) Public Communication: 17.532, 17.546, 17.550, 17.560, 17.565, 17.572,

17.580, 17.582, and, subject to approval of advisor, 17.110 or one course
in communication and media studies.

(4) Visual l^edia: One of 1 7.333, 1 7.334, or 1 7.343; either 1 7.382 or 23.402

(a course in art, design, or layout may be substituted with written permission

of advisor); three additional courses chosen from 17.381, 17.384, 17.511,

17.512, 17.558, 17.559, 17.588, 23.275, 23.376, 23.377, 23.378, 23.380,

23.382, 23.383, 17.333, 17.334, 17.343, 17.523, 17.525, 17.454, 17.455,

17.484, 17.485, or 17.589; and three courses in communication and media
studies. One of the latter courses may be replaced by an approved substi-

tute from outside the School of Communication.

Related Six semester hours in history, including at least three semester hours in

Requirements American history; three semester hours in economics; three semester
hours in government or international service; three semester hours in psy-
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choiogy, sociology, or anthropology; and nine semester hours in 300-level

courses or above in one of the disciplines mentioned above.

Special Internships are available for selected students.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Communi-

cation.

Undergraduate Program in Foreign Language and Communica-
tion Media

Tracks French, German, Russian, or Spanish combined with Broadcast Journalism, Print Jour-

nalism, Public Communication, or Visual Media^

Admission to the Program students are admitted to both the School of Communication and

the Department of Language and Foreign Studies.

Set I7.l00and17.101

Requirements

Required (1) Three communication and media studies courses. (2) Two of the follow-

Options ing: 37.110, 37.120, 37.130, and 37.140. (3) One of the following; 37.199,

37.200, or 37,300. (4) Five courses in one of the four communication major

tracks: Broadcast Journalism, Print Journalism, Public Communication, or

Visual Media. (5) Five appropriate language courses in Conversation and

Composition I and II, Civilization I and II, topics, orcolloquia.

Reconnmenda- Note that competency at the intermediate level in the major language is

tions necessary in order to fulfill the degree requirements.

Special Language clubs.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Foreign

Language and Communication Media. A graduate year leading to a Master of Arts degree in

Foreign Language and Communication Media is offered by the Department of Language and

Foreign Studies.

Undergraduate Program in Communication, Legal Institutions,

Economics, and Government (CLEG)

An interdisciplinary major in Communication, Legal Institutions, Economics, and Government is

available. Consult the Interdisciplinary Studies section in this publication.

Master's Program in Communication: Journalism and Public Af-

fairs

Tracks Print journalism and Broadcast Journalism

Admission to the program a minimum undergraduate grade-point average (on a 4.00 scale)

of 2.75 (for the last two years of study) and 2.75 in the major is required for admission. Previous

professional or campus experience in communication is considered useful, although it is not

required. However, all applicants are required to show evidence of professional commitment and

career direction related to one of the graduate disciplines.

Admission is for full-time students and for fall semester only. The student is expected to complete

the program (33 semester hours) within a 1 2-month period.
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Address initial inquiries to Dean, School of Communication, The American University.

The school requires the filng of additional information as set out in the separate brochure students

receive in the application packet. That brochure, entitled Graduate Information, School of Com-
munication, also provides a more detailed explanation of the purpose and content of the graduate
program. The required additional information (two copies) should be sent to the Dean, School of

Communication. The American University.

Further inquiries should be addressed to both the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Vet-

erans Affairs, and the school. An interview is not required, but may be requested by the school.

Course The program requires a total of 33 semester hours to include courses in

Requirements media/policy studies (15 hours), the professional journalism sequence (15

hours) and graduate level course(s) (500-level or above) in an approved
related area of study (3 to 9 hours).

Media/Policy Studies Students are required to take a total of 15 semester
hours from (1) required core graduate seminars: 17.710, 17.720, 17.721,

and 17.501; and (2) additional courses in this area (choose two or three

with approval of advisor); 17.500, 17.503, 17.507, 17.508, 17.510, 17.531,

17,538 17.540, 17.542, 17.544, 17.596 (nonrecurring selected topics), and
17.690.

Professional Journalism Students are required to take a total of 15 se-

mester hours from (1) Print Journalism required field courses: 17.620,

17.636, and 17.724. (2) Print Journalism additional courses in this area

(choose one or two with approval of advisor): 17.521, 17.624 (may be re-

quired), 17.690, and 17.691. (1) Broadcast Journalism required field cours-

es: 17.628, 17.654, 17.724; and (2) Broadcasf Jo(jma//sm additional courses

in this area (choose one or two with approval of advisor); 17.521, 17.624

(may be required), 1 7.684, 1 7.690, 1 7.691 . and 1 7.782

.

Note Students with insufficient newswriting experience may be required to

take 17.624, or an equivalent, prior to entry into the program. 17.624 can
be credited toward degree requirements.

Related Area of Study Three to nine semester hours. The student is ex-

pected to choose at least one graduate level course (500-level or above) in

an area related to communication approved by the school. Study may be
in such fields as government and public administration, international affairs,

economics, history, urban affairs, or environmental studies. Other areas of

the social sciences may be considered, if approved. Students who wish to

take six semester hours (or, in some cases, nine hours) in the related area(s)

will be allowed to substitute the additional course(s) for certain communi-
cation course requirements as approved by the school.

Special The program draws heavily on the resources of Washington, D.C., for both

Opportunities professional field work and classroom study.

Advancement to A grade-point average of B (3.00) or better must be maintained during all

Candidacy graduate work counting toward the degree. The student is required to main-

tain continuous full-time registration. A grade of B or better is required in

17.710, and17.720or17.721.

Examinations One comprehensive examination, 1 7.001 General Communication and Jour-

nalism, is required.

Thesis A thesis is not required, but 17.710 and 17.720 or 17.721 must be taken to

fulfill the university graduate research requirements.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Communica-
tion: Journalism and Public Affairs.
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Master's Program in Communication: Media Studies

The master's degree program In media studies emphasizes scholarly appraisal of the media in

conjunction with studies in communication research and public opinion. A thesis is required.

Consult the School of Communication for further information.

Master's Program in Film

Offered jointly by the School of Communication and the Department of Literature.

Admission to the Program a minimum undergraduate grade-point average (on a 4.00 scale)

of 3.00 for the last two years of study is required. Previous exposure to film study, film production,

or script writing is not required, although all applicants are required to show evidence of profes-

sional commitment and career direction related to their program of study.

Admission is not limited to full-time students; however, those admitted will be expected to com-

plete the program (33 semester hours) within an 1 8 month period.

Address initial inquiries to Master's Program in Film Committee, School of Communication.

A separate brochure within the application packet describes special additional information re-

quired of all applicants to this program and provides a more detailed explanation of the purpose

of content of the program. The required "additional information" (two copies) should be sent to

the Master's Program in Film Committee.

Further inquiries should be addressed to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans

Affairs, or to the School of Communication, or to the Department of Literature.

Course The program requires a total of 33 semester hours to include courses in

Requirements film study, film production, and scriptwriting. Courses in such related areas

as television, photography, and performing arts may also be included.

Courses are selected from the following areas, with emphasis determined

by the student's interest: film theory, history and criticism, film production,

film education, and scriptwriting. All students are required to take Graduate

Seminar in the Moving Image, taught in conjunction with 17.334, prior to

commencement of their full program. This requirement may be waived if

the student has had adequate exposure to film at the undergraduate level.

Special The program draws heavily on the resources of Washington, D.C., for both

Opportunities film study and film production.

Advancement to The student is usually required to maintain continuous registration. A grade

Candidacy of B or better is required in Graduate Seminar in the Moving Image and

those courses taken for the thesis or nonthesis option.

Examinations One comprehensive examination is required.

Thesis All students must include in their program either six semester hours in

thesis research (thesis option) or, in the case of students specializing in the

areas of scriptwriting or production, six hours involving an original creative

work (nonthesis option).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Film.

Note Also Film courses in both the School of Communication and the Department of Litera-

ture.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

17.100 Introduction to Mass Media (3) A conceptual study of mass media in terms of history,

social effects, economic and legal restraints, and current practices, conducted by communication

faculty and media professionals. Lectures and field work designed to acquaint the student with

the D.C. area mass media coporate activities. Required for all school majors. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisites: sophomore standing and 1 7.201
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17.101 Writing for Mass Communication (3) Basic written techniques of mass connmunication.

Intensive practice in forms of writing for mass media. Required of all school majors Usually

offered every term. Prerequisites: 1 7.1 00, 1 7.201 , and typing skill.

17.110 Public Speaking (3) Principles of effective oral communication. Practice in the prepa-

ration and presentation of several types of public address. Usually offered every term.

17.201 Introduction to Communication (3) Principles of interpersonal communication; com-
munication models and systems; the role of perception in communication; verbal and nonverbal

message elements; communication barriers, breakdowns, and methods of improvement. Class-

room exercises in interviewing techniques, small-group problem solving, and public speaking.

Usually offered every spring.

17.390 Independent Reading Course in Communication (1-6)*

17.490 Independent Study Project IN Communication (1-6)*

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES:

MASS MEDIA HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

17.381 Development of Broadcasting (3) Comorehensive study of trends and historical prec-

edents in broadcast and film industries of United States with emphasis on control, financial,

governmental, program and technical factors. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission

of the school.

PROFESSIONALCOMMUNICATION CURRICULUM

17.320 Reporting I (5) Fundamentals of news gathering, newswriting, and news judgment for

all media; study of news sources, fieldwork, research and interview techniques, supervised writing

for publication in Northwest and American Newsservice. Minimum of six-hour laboratory required.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: junior standing and 17.101

.

17.322 Editorial Policies and Methods I (2) Instruction and practice in editing for media. Copy
editing for Northwest and editorial judgment. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prereq-

uisites: 17.101 and junior standing.

17.325 Feature Article Writing (3) Study of various kinds of feature articles for newspapers,

syndicates, magazines, and specialized publications; practice in research, interviewing, and writ-

ing; marketing and publication of articles in Northwest and The American Newsservice. Prereq-

uisites: 1 7.320 or permission of instructor and junior standing.

17.333 Fundamentals of TV and VTR (3) Basic principles of television taught in TV studio of

broadcast center. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 17.100, 17.101. 17.201, and junior

standing.

17.334 Introduction to the Moving Image (3) Provides basic introduction to critical study of

moving image in film and television through production projects in 8mm film. Usually offered

every spring and every summer. Prerequisites: junior standing, school majors only, permission

of instructor.

17.343 Photography (3) Photographic fundamentals through intensive use of camera in assign-

ment situations and black and white laboratory work in film processing and photographic printing.

Three-hour weekly laboratory arranged. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: permission of

department, junior or higher status.

17.382 Writing for Broadcasting Film (3) Techniques of writing scripts for film and television

productions. Students write and criticize assignments. No production is involved in this course

—

only writing and lots of it. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites: junior or

higher status, permission of visual media program director.

17.383 Radio Production and Programming (3) Radio programs and their determinants. Stu-

dents produce, direct and criticize assignments. This course is not required and is offered infre-

quently.

17.384 TV Studio Operations (3) Principles and practice in operation of television studio equip-

ment. Laboratory. This course is not required and is offered infrequently. Prerequisite: 17.381.

'See description under General Curriculum Infonnation in this publication.
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17.385 Broadcast Journalism I (4) Competence in writing and editing news for broadcast. Ac-

tual broadcast of news programs over WAMU-FM (public radio). Firsthand reporting with tape

recorders. Emphasis on responsibility in news preparation. Minimum of three-hour laboratory

required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 17.101, 17.320, 17.333, and permission of

instructor.

17.420 Editorial Policies and Methods II (4) Advanced training to develop editorial judgement

and skills in processing material for actual publication; study of problems and practices in making

assignments, handling departments, and dealing with copy as editors for either the newspaper.

Northwest or The American Newsservice. Meets jointly with 17.620. Minimum of three-hour

laboratory required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 17.322.

17.424 Reporting II (5) Advanced training in writing news for actual publication, as staff writers

for Northwest or The American Newsservice, emphasis on metropolitan area coverage; student

field assignments arranged equivalent to one day a week. Meets jointly with 17.624. Minimum of

six-hour laboratory required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.428 Broadcast Journalism II (4) Examination of broadcast practices with emphasis on net-

work evening news. Production and investigative reporting for WAMU-FM (public radio). Also

production of news broadcasts for closed circuit television. Broadcast journalists participate in

informal seminars. Meets jointly with 17.628. Minimum of three-hour laboratory required. Usually

offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites: 17.320, 17.333, 17.385, and permission of

instructor.

17.454 Film Production and Direction I (4) Basic 16mm silent film production. Camera opera-

tion, use of lenses, light meter reading technique, continuity and lighting fundamentals practiced

in individual student projects. Lectures and discussion also include conceptualization and plan-

ning, laboratory procedures and budgeting. Student work critiqued in class. Meets jointly with

17.654. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 17.334 or 17.343 and permission of instructor.

17.455 Film Production and Direction II (5) 16mm sound film production. Sync sound camera
operation, sound recording and transferring methods, sound film editing procedures and location

filming techniques practiced in student projects. Lectures and discussions also include color

cinematography, treatments, scripting preproduction design and preparation, and survey of the

film industry. Student work critiqued in class. May be repeated for credit but not within the same
term; topic must be different. Meets jointly with 17.655. Prerequisites: 17.454 and permission of

instructor.

17.484 Television Production and Direction I (4) Advanced production techniques, lighting, set

design, and beginning directing. Meets jointly with 17.684. Minimum of three-hour laboratory

required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 7.333 and/or permission of instructor.

17.485 Television Production and Direction II (5) Advanced training in longer, more sophisti-

cated television programs and directing actors. Meets jointly with 17.685. Minimum of six-hour

laboratory required. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 1 7.484, and permission of instructor.

17.491 Undergraduate Honors Internship (1-6) Professional communication work in off-cam-

pus organization appropriate to the student's school program, which provides the student with

experience not otherwise available in the curriculum. May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: open to seniors

who have completed with distinction, most or all of their program requirements; recommendation

of advisor and approval of internship director.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

1 7.590 Independent Reading Course in Communication (1 -6)*

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES:

MASS MEDIA HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

17.500 Communication History (3) Development of newspapers, magazines, radio, television,

and motion pictures. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

•See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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17.511 Film AND Society; The Documentary Film (3) Historical development of the documentary
tradition in film from 1900 to 1970 including critical analysis and evaluation of its use in modern
society. Laboratory screening is in lieu of assigned reading, two-and-one-half hours a week.
Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

17.512 Film and Society: Television Documentary (3) A study of the documentary film form in

the age of television from 1945 to present. Survey and analysis of the thematic film Including

commercials. Focus on the role and use of these films in today's society. Laboratory screening

in lieu of assigned reading, two-and-one-half hours a week. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: junior or higher status.

17.558 History of Motion Pictures I (3) Origins and development of the theatrical, feature

length, and fiction film from the nineteenth century to 1940. International survey from an Amer-
ican viewpoint is stressed. Films screened, discussed, and criticized. Laboratory screening In

lieu of assigned reading, two-and-one-half hours a week. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

junior or higher status.

17.559 History of Motion Pictures II (3) History and development of the theatrical, feature

length, and fiction film from 1940 to the present. International survey from an American point of

view. Films are viewed, discussed, and criticized. Laboratory screenings In lieu of assigned

reading, two-and-one-half hours a week. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: junior or

higher status.

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES
MASS MEDIA INSTITUTIONS AND FUNCTIONS

17.503 Mass Media AND Society (3) Roleof newspapers, magazines, radio, television, and motion

pictures, and their impact on society. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: junior or higher

status.

17.508 The Media and Government (3) Examines the president and the press, other Washington
press corps-official relations, the quality of government news reporting and its impact on policy,

issues of government information policy, control of the media, and journalists' First Amendment
rights. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: permission of the instructor, junior or higher

status.

17.509 Politics and the Media (3) Studies the role and impact of the mass media in the electoral

process. Includes examination of candidates' use of the media to get elected and press and
television reporting and analysis of political campaigns. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

junior or higher status.

17.510 Congress and the News Media (3) Analysis of role of news media In federal legislative

process and role of Congress in defining and determining freedom of the press. Prerequisite:

junior or higher status.

17.530 Broadcast Operations and Management (3) Provides students with an understanding of

the technical and historical development of American broadcasting. Develops an understanding

of the managerial problems that affect operations of a broadcasting station. Acquaints students

with the functional structure of American broadcasting. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

17.333, recommended, but not required.

17.538 Contemporary Media Issues (3) Examination of investigative reporting, the "new jour-

nalism," and other controversial developments affecting the news media. Assessment of how
well the press Informs the public. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: junior or higher

status.

17.540 American Neswpapers (3) Survey of contemporary newspapers. Critical analysis of their

editorial and advertising content. Alternative newspapers. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

permission of Instructor.

17.542 American Magazines (3) Sun^ey of contemporary popular magazines. Critical analysis of

their editorial and advertising content. The impact of magazines on American society. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.544 Media Economics (3) Survey of the business and economic aspects of the media, in-

cluding sources of revenue, costs, profits, trends in ownership, competition, management, labor,
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cable television, and public broadcasting. Case studies illustrate topics. Usually offered every fall

and every spring. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

17.588 Television Programming (3) Principles of planning radio and television programs and
progrann schedules. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 17.381,

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES: MASS MEDIA CONTROLS

17.501 Legal Aspects of Communication (3) Current legal problems; theory of controls in jour-

nalism, visual communication, television and radio. Analysis of libel suits, copyrights, and in-

fringement. No previous knowledge of law required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

school permission.

17.507 Freedom of Information (3) Investigation of access and barriers to information at local,

state, national, and international levels. Rights and responsibilities of communication media,
government agencies, and the public. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES: INTERCULTURALCOMMUNICATION

17.531 International Communications Systems (3) Communication of news and opinion among
nations and under varying types of social, political, and economic systems. Uses of mass media
in national development; chief patterns of mass communication throughout the world. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

PROFESSIONALCOMMUNICATION CURRICULUM

17.521 Editorial Writing (3) Supervised writing of various types of editorials and opinion col-

umns on current subjects; analysis of editorials and other commentary; editorial page policies

and practices. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: permission of instructor and junior or

higher status.

17.523 Advanced Photography! (4) A multidiscipline approach to emphasizing high technical

quality and personal expression. Includes extensive assignment work throughout the Washington
area. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 1 7.343 and/or permission of instructor.

17.525 Advanced Photography II (4) Extensive individual projects, critiques, and professional

guest speakers. Refinement of B&W skills and an introduction to color theory, materials, and
practice. Usually offered every term. May be repeated for credit but not within the same term;

with permission of instructor. Prerequisite: 1 7.523 and/or permission of instructor.

17.526 Advanced Feature Article Writing (3) Principles and methods of writing feature stories.

Individual attention to problems. Students submit articles for actual publication through the

American Newsservice. Prerequisites: 17.325 and junior or higher status.

17.532 Publication Layout and Design (3) Layout, typography, design, and printing in planning

and production of newspapers, magazines, books, brochures, and folders. Usually offered every
term. Prerequisite: school permission.

17.546 Audio-Visual Communication (3) Problems of communicating through modern audio-vis-

ual media. Emphasis on understanding the media as well as the message. Students prepare
materials and gain experience with audio-visual devices and systems. Usually offered every
summer. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

17.550 Persuasive Communication (3) Contemporary concepts, theories, and research findings

in persuasion. Preparation of a promotional campaign portfolio. Usually offered every fall and
every spring. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

17.560 Political Communication (3) Application of communication theory to politics. Study of

communication practices in election campaigns, political interest groups, federal agencies, and
congressional offices. Preparation of an election campaign portfolio. Usually offered every fall.

17.561 Advanced Writing for Broadcasting Film (3) Writing and criticism of documentary, dra-

matic, and other types of complex programs for television and film. This course is not required

and is offered infrequently. Prerequisite: permission of school.

17.565 Organizational Communication (3) Principles of communication theory within the con-

text of the complex organization. Formal and informal communication networks and problems
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associated with each. Forms of communication used within organizations. Field research project

in a Washington area organization. Usually offered every spring.

17.572 Nonverbal Communication (3) Current research on the influence of biorhythms, arti-

facts, facial expressions, gestures, posture, space, time, and touch on human interaction. Op-

portunities for analysis and application of learned principles through in-class exercises, simula-

tions, video-taped sessions, and off-campus field research. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: junior or higher status.

17.580 Communication in Small Groups (3) Current research on leadership, problem solving,

decision making, deviant behavior, communication networks, and discussion techniques in small

group contexts. Opportunities for practical application through videotaped sessions, role-playing

exercises, and field research. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: junior or

higher status.

17.581 Broadcasting in Education (3) Effects of broadcasting and related media on an Ameri-

can education system whose students exist in media-saturated environment. Includes consid-

eration of roles, organization, and objectives of formal instructional television; and of recently

developed Public Broadcasting System.

17.582 Advances in Communication Research (3) Problems in the publication of survey and

experimental methodologies to selected areas of persuasive, political, organizational, nonverbal,

and small group communication. Opportunities to conduct original field research. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: junior or higher status.

15.589 Seminar in Broadcasting and Film (3) In-depth study of certain areas and problems in

broadcasting and film not covered in regular sequence of courses. Topics will vary from semester

to semester. This course is not required and is offered infrequently. May be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission of school.

Graduate Courses

17.690 Independent Study Projectin Communication (1-6)*

PROFESSIONALCOMMUNICATION CURRICULUM

17.620 Advanced News Editing (3) See 17.420 for description. Graduate students assigned to

supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 17.420. Laboratory arranged. Usually offered every fall

and every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.624 American Newsservice (3) See 17.424 for description. Graduate students assigned to

supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 17.424. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: per-

mission of instructor.

17.628 Advanced Broadcast Journalism (3) See 17.428 for description. Graduate students as-

signed to supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 17.428. Usually offered every fall and every

spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.636 Government News Reporting (3) Field reporting of Washington and suburban commu-
nity affairs. Intensive in-depth reporting, feature writing, and editing. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.654 Advanced Film Production and Direction I (3) See 17.454 for description. Graduate

students assigned to supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 1 7.454. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.655 Advanced Film Production and Direction II (3) See 17.455 for description. Graduate

students assigned to supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 1 7.455. May be repeated for credit,

not within the same term, with permission of instructor. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

17.654 or permission of instructor.

17.684 Advanced Television and Production I (3) See 1 7.484 for description. Graduate students

assigned supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 17.484. Usually offered every term. Prerequi-

site: permission of instructor.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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17.685 Advanced Television and Production II (3) See 17.485 for description. Graduate stu-

dents assigned to supervisory positions. Meets jointly with 17.485. With permission of instructor

may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term. Usually offered every term. Prerequi-

sites: 1 7,684 and permission of instructor.

17.691 Gradudate Internship (1-3) Professional communication work in an off-campus organi-

zation appropriate to student's school sequence, which provides student with experience not

otherwise available in curriculum. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: Open to graduate

students who have completed with distinction most or all of their sequence requirements. Rec-

ommendation of advisor and approval of internship director.

17.710 Seminar in Public Affairs (3) Intensive study of current issues and the making of public

policy in Washington with special emphasis on the role of the media. Includes major field research

project. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.720 Seminar in Journalism (3) Examination of news media performance, investigative re-

porting, changing definitions of news, and other controversial developments affecting the press.

Major research project. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.721 Seminar in Broadcast Journalism (3) Problems, policies, and practices of the broadcast

media. Emphasis on broadcast production and individual research. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisites: admittance to graduate program in broadcast journalism and permission of the

instructor.

17.724 Reporting of Public Affairs (3) Advanced training in writing news for publication with

emphasis on coverage of current major issues in federal/metropolitan Washington. Conducted
with 17.710. Usually offered every fall. Prerequ/s/fe.' permission of instructor.

17.760 Methodology of Communication Research (3) Introduction to the logic of scientific in-

quiry and to the strategy and content of research in mass communication and public opinion.

Training in quantitative techniques for professional communicators. Prerequisites: graduate

standing and permission of instructor.

17.782 Broadcasting in the Public Interest (3) Responsibilities of the broadcaster in terms of

"public interest, convenience, and necessity." Comparison of U.S. and foreign programming.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

17.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (3) For students writing thesis in communication. Do not reg-

ister without formal approval of thesis topic by school faculty. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

Economics
Chairman PhamChl Thanh

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor R. Auerbach, N. Barrett, W. D. Bowles, T, Dernburg, C. Morris, P. C. Thanh, H. Wach-
tel, J. Weaver

Associate Professor R. Boddy, R. Muller, L. Sawers, J. Weeks
Assistant Professor I. Broder, R. Hahnel, D. Kotz, J. Lyons, P. Shome, J. Wisman

Fields of study include price theory, income theory, history of economic thought, history of

economic development, theory of political economy, economic growth and development, human
resources economics, international economics, comparative economic systems and Soviet-type

economies, monetary economics, public finance and fiscal policy, urban economics, mathemat-
ical economics, econometrics, industrial organization, and development banking.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Program
in Economic Policy

Admission to the Program This special one-semester program draws on the unique envi-

ronment of Washington, D.C. to introduce students to the governmental policy making process

as it relates to international and domestic economic policy, through seminars, internships, and
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research. The program is open to students of The American University and students of affiliated

institutions from across the country. Requirements for admission to the program are: (1) nomi-

nation by a Washington Semester faculty representative; (2) minimum 2.50 grade-point average

on a 4.00 scale; (3) introductory courses in economics; and (4) senior, junior, or second semester

sophomore status at the time of participation.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

19.393, 19.394

19.390 or 19.391 and one elective chosen from the regular evening offer-

ings at The American University.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate

credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Undergraduate Program in Economics

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. For-

mal admission to the major requires a 2.00 grade-point average and approval of the departmental

Undergraduate Advisor.

Set 19.101, 19.102, 19.300, 19.301, and 19.310 or 42.202.

Requirements

Required Five courses from department offerings at the 300-level or above. At least

Options one of these must be concerned with the economies of other countries,

such as 19.307 or 19.311. Courses 19.390 and 19.396 (nonrecurring se-

lected topics) can be used only with the permission of the Undergraduate

Advisor.

Related Five courses from the 300-level or above selected from the following fields.

Requirements with not more than three courses from any one field: anthropology, business

administration, education, government, history, international relations,

mathematics, philosophy (but not religion), psychology, and sociology.

Recommenda- Students are urged to take 41.211. Students planning graduate work in

tions economics are advised to take mathematics as a related field. Students

interested in political economy can develop a concentration by including in

their electives such courses as 1 9.302, 1 9.307, and 1 9.31 5.

Special Double Majors: Because the department requires only 10 courses in eco-

Opportunities nomics (and statistics), a student frequently can work out a double or joint

major with other fields such as business administration, communication,

political science, international relations, and history. See the department's

Undergraduate Advisor for details.

Honors: Students may sign up for 19.498 and 19.499. In these courses the

student undertakes individual readings and research projects under the

guidance of a faculty member. A student can graduate "with honors in

economics" on completion of these courses. For eligibility requirements

and further details, see the department's Undergraduate Advisor.

The Fritz Karl Mann Fund is a loan fund for graduate or undergraduate

students in economics. The loan fund is administered by the chairman of

the department.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Economics.

Master's Program in Economics

Admission to the Program The Graduate Record Examination is recommended. In general

an overall grade-point average of B (3.00 on a 4.00 scale) in the last two years of undergraduate

work is required.
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Course
Requirements

Examinations

Thesis

A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work is required.

Required courses include 19.500 and 19.501 with grades of B or better;

19.522 or 19.722 and 19.723 or an approved substitute; and 41.211* or its

equivalent. 19.521 is recommended. Students who have not completed the

undergraduate prerequisites for 19.500 and 19.501 may take 19.603; how-

ever, 19.603 does not count toward the 30 semester hours of required

graduate work. (*41.211 is not a graduate course and does not count to-

ward fulfillment of graduate credit.)

Candidates must pass the following comprehensive examinations: (1 ) A writ-

ten examination in economic theory. This examination includes both price

and income theory. A student who has received grades of A in both grad-

uate theory courses may waive this examination. (2) A written examination

in one of the graduate comprehensive examination fields. The student must

take both examinations during the same examination period. If one exam-
ination is failed, it may be taken again separately.

Students must complete a master's thesis, two nonthesis seminars, or two

independent research projects which have been approved as a nonthesis

option, or one seminar and one independent research project.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Economics.

Master's Program in Applied Economics

Admission to the Program Requires a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or

university, a 2.50 cumulative grade-point average (based on a 4.00 system) in the undergraduate

program, and two letters of recommendation. A student whose undergraduate background does

not meet the standards for admission may be considered for admission after completion of 12

semester hours of approved graduate course work in nondegree status with at least a 3.00 (B)

grade-point average.

Course In addition to the prerequisites, the program consists of at least 33 semester

Requirements hours of graduate course work, including 12 hours of core requirements,

6 hours of course work within one field of concentration, and 15 hours of

electives.

(1) Prerequisite Courses in Economics: 19.101, 19.300, 19.301 (19.603 may
be substituted for 19.300 and 19.301), and 19.310 or 42.202. Waiver of

these prerequisites may be granted for well qualified persons with com-

parable prior education or experience. No graduate credit is given for these

courses. (2) Required Courses: 1 9.500, 1 9.501 , 1 9.522 or 1 9.722 and 1 9.723

or an approved substitute, and 19.783 (may be taken twice). (3) Field of

Concentration: To total 6 semester hours as approved by the faculty advis-

or. (4) Electives: To total 15 semester hours as approved by the faculty

advisor.

Special The M.A. in Applied Economics is designed to serve the professional needs

Opportunities of working people seeking to further their education in career fields. The

program is directed toward economists, program analysts, statisticians,

and others interested in the application of economic theory to the analysis

of current problems. It provides the flexibility needed for the student with

a full-time job to meet the requirements without sacrificing quality educa-

tion. Courses are taught by full-time faculty members in the department.

Experts in various specialized fields are brought in as visiting speakers and

teachers. Courses are scheduled on a flexible basis with some use of in-

tensive and weekend formats, and many are held off campus. Every effort

is made to schedule courses in an educationally sound manner while at the

same time accommodating those students whose jobs require frequent

absence from Washington.

Examinations Students are required to pass one written comprehensive examination in

their field of concentration.
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Thesis Six semester hours research seminar or independent research with a grade
of B or better are required. The required 19.783 seminar must be supple-

mented by an additional three semester hours of seminar or three semester
hours of independent research to fulfill the nonthesis option.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Applied Eco-

nomics.

Master's Program in Development Banking

Admission to the Program Requires a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or

university, a 2.50 cumulative grade-point average (based on a 4.00 system) in the undergraduate

program, and two letters of recommendation. Students who do not meet the minimum standards

for admission may be granted provisional admission on completion of four courses, taken on a

nondegree basis, with a grade of B or better in each.

Course In addition to the prerequisites, the program consists of at least 36 semester

Requirements hours of graduate course work, including 21 hours of core requirements,

6 hours of work in a geographic area of concentration, and 9 hours from

a functional area of concentration.

(1) Prerequisite Requirements: 10.240, 19.300, 19.301 (19.603 may be sub-

stituted for 19.300 and 19.301), and 42.202. Waiver of these prerequisites

may be granted for well qualified persons with comparable prior education

or experience. No graduate credit is given for these courses. (2) Required

Core Courses: 10.603, 10.605, 10.606, 19.501, 19.510, 19.525, and 19.560.

(3) Geographic Areas of Concentration: For Latin America the requirements

are 19.555 and 29.640; six semester hours of similar courses applicable to

another geographic area may be substituted with the advisor's approval.

(4) Functional Area of Concentration: Nine semester hours must be selected

from one of the following fields: (a) Management: 10.607, 10.610, 10.791,

11.792, 55.511, and 55.562; (b) Finance and Banking: 10.671, 19.530,

19.531, 19.532, 19.533, 19.780, and 19.784; (c) International Business:

11.627, 11.629, and 11.726; (d) Socioeconomic Development: 19.541,

19.561, 19.787, 19.788, 65.530, and 65.550 and (e) Project Analysis and

Evaluation: 1 1 .685, 1 1 .679, and 54.684.

Special The program, designed for professionals who plan to follow a career in

Opportunities development banking includes the fields of economics, economic devel-

opment, business, finance, and financial management, with a geographic

area of concentration. The program is essentially interdisciplinary in nature,

and is developed by each student with the assistance of the M.A. program

advisor in the department. There are no formal tool requirements. Courses

are held both on and off campus.

Examinations One written comprehensive examination is required which will encompass
the fields of economic development and the field of concentration.

Thesis The requirement is satisfied by completing two research seminars. These
will be part of the 36 semester hours of graduate work required for the

degree. In those functional areas in which no research seminar is offered,

the student may, with-the advisor's approval, substitute two independent

research projects.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Development
Banking.

Doctoral Program in Economics

Tracks Economics and Political Economy
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Admission to the Program Two letters of recommendation are required. Graduate Record
Examination aptitude tests are recommended but not required. As a rule, students are admitted

to the Ph.D. program for the fall semester only; applications should be submitted by the preceding

February 1.

Course A total of 72 semester hours of approved graduate work is required, in-

Requirements eluding 6 semester hours of 19.690 or approved substitute. See tool re-

quirements below.

Special The Simon Naidel Dissertation Fellowship is awarded annually for the most
Opportunities promising dissertation proposal. The Simon Naidel Prize of $50 is awarded

annually to the graduate student in economics who has written the most
outstanding comprehensive examination, as judged by the faculty of the

department.

The Fritz Karl Mann Fund is a loan fund for graduate or undergraduate
students in economics. The fund is administered by the chairman of the

department.

jQQig The tool of research requirement may be fulfilled by completing the follow-

ing courses with a grade of B or better in each course; (1) Program in

Economics: 19.507, 19.508, 19.521, 19.722, and 19.723. (2) Program in

Political Economy: 19.507, 19.508, 41.211, and 19.522.

Examinations An oral qualifying examination in economic theory in the student's chosen
fields of concentration is required no later than one semester before the

comprehensive examinations are taken.

(1) Program in Economics: Four comprehensive examinations are required:

19.01 B, 19.01C, and comprehensive examinations in two elective fields. (2)

Program in Political Economy: Four comprehensive examinations are re-

quired; 19.006, 19.06A, and comprehensive examinations in two elective

fields.

Comprehensive Examlrjstion Fields Includes 19.01 A Contemporary Eco-

nomic Theory: General (required of all M.A. students), 1 9.01 B Contemporary
Economic Theory: Price, 19.01C Contemporary Economic Theory: Income,

19.002 History of Economic Thought, 19.003 Economic History of Europe,

19.004 Economic History of the United States, 19.005, History of Economic
Development, 19.006 Theory of Political Economy I, 19.06A Theory of Po-

litical Economy II, 19.007 Economic Growth and Development, 19.07A Eco-

nomic Development Policy (not open to students in the Department of Eco-

nomics), 19.011 Comparative Economic Systems and Soviet-type Econo-

mies, 19.013 Monetary Economics, 19.014 Public Finance and Fiscal Policy,

19.015 Urban Economics, 19.016 Mathematical Economics, 19.017 Econ-

ometrics, 19.018 Quantitative Methods in Economics (open only to M.A.

candidates), and 19.019 Industrial Organization.

Dissertation The student obtains approval for the dissertation topic from an interested

faculty member in the field who then becomes chairman of the dissertation

committee. This committee, especially the chairman, supervises the prep-

aration of the dissertation and reviews it on completion. An oral examination

of the dissertation is given after the complete dissertation is submitted.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Eco-

nomics.

Course of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

19.101 Introduction to Economics I (Macro) • S (3) An introduction to the basic principles of

macroeconomics, stressing topics of national income, unemployment, inflation, economic growrth,
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depression, prosperity, international economics, economic development, alternative approaches

to economics and current issues and controversies of macroeconomics. Usually offered every

term.

19.102 Introduction to Economics II (Micro) • S (3) An introduction to the basic principles of

microeconomics and their applications. Covers supply and demand, operations of markets, con-

sumer and enterprise behavior, competition, and monopoly, income distribution, discrimination,

and alternate approaches to economics. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.101

19.300 Price Theory • S (3) Theory of relative prices of commodities and productive services

under perfect and imperfect competition. Theory of the firm and consumer demand. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102.

19.301 Income Theory • S (3) Concepts and theory of national income determination, employ-

ment, and economic grov^^th. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102

19.302 Comparative Economic Systems • S (3) Analysis of different theoretical models of cap-

italist and socialist economies with a view toward understanding the differences in their dynamics

and effects on human well being; specific case studies of the differences between French, British,

German, Swedish, and Japanese capitalism and between Soviet, Yugoslav, Chinese, Cuban, and
Vietnamese socialism. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102.

19.304 Labor Economics: Poverty and Human Resources • S (3) Application of economic theory

to analysis of current labor problems, domestic and foreign.. Problems include wage policy and
wage differentials, manpower policy, poverty, unemployment and underemployment, discrimi-

nation, productivity, industrialization, and union policies. Usually offered every term. Prerequi-

sites: ^9^0^ and 19.102.

19.306 Money and Banking • S (3) Role of money and credit in economy. Structure and oper-

ations of commercial banks. Federal Reserve System and processes and instruments of monetary

policy. Nonbanking financial institutions and structure of financial markets. Elements of monetary

theory. "Flow of funds" and its use in monetary analysis. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

19.101

19.307 Political Economy of Economic Development • S (3) Theories of economic development

(classical, Marxian, and modern). Simple growth models. Development strategies in agriculture

and industry, population problems, and development planning. Imperialism and dependency.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.101

.

19.308 History of Economic Development • 8 (3) Historical investigation of economic devel-

opment process using Europe and United States as case studies. Emphasis placed on economic
theory to illuminate process of historical development. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites:

19.101 and 19.102.

19.309 Public Economics • S (3) Introduction to theory of taxation, public expenditure, and

fiscal policy. Comparison survey of fiscal institutions in United States and abroad. Government
approaches to income redistribution and problems of poverty: negative income tax, family allow-

ances, etc. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102.

19.310 Introduction to Econometrics • S (3) Introduction to theory of economic statistics and

statistical techniques. Emphasis on applying statistical models to economic data. Introduction to

probability, significance testing, elements of correlation, regression analysis, and testing hy-

potheses. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102 and 41.100 or equivalent.

19.311 International Economics (3) In fall, course is for noneconomics majors. Class less the-

oretical than in spring and more concerned with current trends and policy issues. Spring semester

course is designed for economics majors only. Stresses theory of international trade, economic

integration, foreign investment and capital movements, and international monetary affairs. Usu-

ally offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102.

19.312 Industrial Organization • S (3) Historical and contemporary analysis of industrial mar-

ket structures and behavior of business firms in United States. Topics include rise of large

corporations, monopoly power and its effects on economic and social welfare, nature of control

over large corporations, and governmental regulation of business. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102.

19.314 Junior/Senior Seminar (3) Designed to encourage all economics majors to do inde-
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pendent research during junior and senior years. Topics chosen by professors and students

involved. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: junior or senior standing in economics.

19.315 Urban Political Economy • S (3) Economic functions of cities, pollution, metropolitan

decentralization, urban growth and development, transportation, urban form and structure, hous-

ing markets and discrimination, land-use patterns, urban renewal, local government finance, and

poverty. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.101.

19.316 The Economics of Discrimination • S (3) Review of theories of discrimination and cri-

tiques of those theories. Special emphasis on evaluating empirical research design to test major

theories of discrimination as they apply to problems of Blacks, Chicanos, American Indians, and

women in U.S. economy. Some attention is given to phenomenon of economic discrimination in

other economies as well. Prerequisites: 19.101 and 19.102.

19.317 Political Economy • S (3) Analysis of various political economic theories including Ve-

blen, institutionalists, neo-Ricardians, and modern Marxist and American radical dissenters from

orthodox neoclassical economic theory, and application of those theories to problems empha-

sizing the interdependence of political, economic, and social forces in contemporary societies.

Usually offered every term.

19.319 Methodology of the Social Sciences • S (3) Philosophy and methodology of social

sciences with emphasis on economics. Historical and institutional methodologies. Prerequisites:

19.101 and 19.320.

19.320 History of Economic Ideas • S (3) Exposition and analysis of development of economic

theory. Emphasis placed on tracing evolution of economic theories out of specific historical

contexts. Course covers major figures and schools in economic thought from Adam Smith to

present. Attention given to significance to society of having a separate body of thought called

economics. Prerequisite: 19.101.

19.321 Industrialization, Work and Workers in the United States • S (3) Traces the develop-

ment of modern methods of organizing work as the American economy industrialized, the orga-

nized and unorganized reactions of workers to this industrialization process, and the response

of employers and the government to workers' protests. Prerequisite: 19.101.

19.322 Marxist Economics (3) Presentation of Marxist methodology, emphasizing the labor the-

ory of value, accumulation, and crises. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101 and

19.102.

19.390 Independent Reading Course IN Economics (1-6)*

19.391 Washington Economic Policy Semester Internship (4) Designed to give the student first-

hand experience in pursuing directed research with an organization directly involved in field of

economic policy. Student must be concomitantly enrolled in 19.393 and 19.394. Usually offered

every term.

19.393, 19.394 Washington Economic Policy Semester Seminar I, II (4), (4) 19.393 and 19.394

are taken together. As one unit it involves intensive examination of economic policymaking proc-

ess in Washington. Encompasses theoretical analysis of economic problems covered; extensive

readings; on-site discussions with economic policy decision-makers; preparation of papers; pre-

sentation of alternative paradigms used to understand economic policy. Usually offered every

term.

19.490 Independent Study Project in Economics (1-6)*

19.491 Internship (1-6) Usually offered every term.

19.498 Economics Honors I (3) See department undergraduate advisor. Usually offered every

term.

19.499 Economics Honors II (3) See department undergraduate advisor. Usually offered every

term.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

19.500 Price Theory (3) Theory of resource allocation and price systenn. Theory of dennanci,

production, and distribution. Market structure and perfornnance. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisite: 19.300 or permission of department.

19.501 Income Theory I (3) Keynesian model of income determination. Detailed study of con-

sumption, investment, and interest rate theories. Keynesian and classical systems compared.
Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.301 or permission of department.

19.504 Economic Thought (3) Major figures in history of economic thought in terms of their

social and economic thought and tools of analysis they created. Usually offered every fall. Pre-

requisites: 19.300 and 19.301

19.506 Theory of Political Economy (3) Rigorous analytical treatment of methodology of polit-

ical economy, value theory, accumulation process, crises and depressions, and recent devel-

opments in value theory. Usually offered every fall.

19.507 Economics of American Development (3) Statistical and analytical investigation of long-

run behavior of national income, population, saving, investment, consumption, labor productivity,

and other factors affecting economic growth in United States. Stress on causal analysis of

reasons for structure and path of American economic development. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: permission of department.

19.508 European Economic Development (3) Origins and development of capitalism in the West-
ern world, especially in Britian. Emphasis placed on economic theory to illuminate process of

historical development. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of department.

19.510 Cost-Benefit Analysis (3) Theoretical and methodological alternatives in identifying

economic and noneconomic costs and benefits of development projects. Methods and techniques

necessary in carrying out alternative cost-benefit estimates on development projects. Problems
of under and overspecification; problems and uncertainties in assessing nonquantifiable impacts.

Prerequisites: 1 9.500 and 1 9.501

.

19.512 Comparative Economic Systems (3) Three worlds of development (advanced market, ad-

vanced nonmarket, and developing areas), as represented by United States, Soviet Union, and
patterns of underdevelopment. Meaning of economic systems, and approaches to their study.

Organized primarily around policymakers and their decisions, rather than around ideology or

ownership, emphasis on national goals and policy measures designed to achieve these goals.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of department.

19.521 Mathematical Economic Analysis (3) Mathematical analysis of economic theory and
problems. Constrained maxima and minima, linear and nonlinear programming, elementary dif-

ferential and difference equations, and economic applications. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisites: two semesters of calculus.

19.522 Econometrics (3) Theory of economic statistics and development of statistical models
to be applied to economic data. Probability theory, statistical criteria, hypothesis testing, corre-

laton and regression analysis, and analysis of variance; emphasis on application to economic
data. Usually offered every term. Pz-ereQu/s/fe.- 41.211.

19.525 Political Economy of International Finance (3) Balance of payments accounts, mod-
ern theories concerning interrelations between price level, balance of payments, and capital

movements. Foreign exchange markets, foreign investments, and capital movements. Interna-

tional financial organizations. International monetary system and its reform; neoimperialism.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 1 9.306, 19.311, and 1 9.501

.

19.530 Central Banking (3) Structure and operations of central banks of selected countries.

Monetary and regulatory policies as they relate to banking systems. Relationships of monetary
and regulatory policies with macroeconomic objectives. Nature of foreign exhange policies and
effect of policies on exchange rates and international money and credit flows. Prerequisites:

19.301,19.306

19.531 Financial Markets (3) Institutional and theoretical aspects of creating, holding, and ex-

changing financial assets, i.e. money, credit instruments, and equities. Special attention given to

the liabilities created by financial intermediaries and to the role of government in financial mar-

kets. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 19.300, 19.301, and 19.306.
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19.532 Monetary Theory and Policy (3) Relation of money and other financial assets to prices,

output, and interest rates. Special emphasis given to the demand and supply of money and to

government monetary policy. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 19.300, 19.301, 19.306.

19.533 Development Banking (3) Role and functions of specializing in development financing,

including public, private, and mixed development banks. Analysis of their respective advantages

and disadvantages in light of past experience. Relations of development banks to money and

capital markets— competitiveness and compatibility with other financial institutions; sources of

funds; use of funds; autonomous and syndicated operations; management sociopolitical evalu-

ations; fund management and project supervision; loan repayment and successive financing and

development banking as instruments of development promotion. Prerequisites: 19.500 and

19.501.

19.541 Public Economics I (3) Rationale for existence of public sector. Theory of public goods.

Theory of taxation. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 19.500 and 19.501, or permission of

instructor.

19.542 Public Economics II (3) Analysis of public expenditure. Cost-benefit analysis, budgeting,

fiscal policy. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 9.541 or permission of department.

19.544 Survey of Urban Political Economy (3) Economic functions of cities; pollution, metro-

politan decentralization, urban growth and development, transportation, urban morphology, hous-

ing markets and discrimination, land-use patterns, urban renewal, and local government finance.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 1 9.500 or permission of instructor.

19.546 Industrial Organization (3) Theoretical and empirical investigation of structure of in-

dustrial markets and behavior of business firms in United States. Evaluation of welfare implica-

tions of current market structures, business behavior, and related government policies. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: 19.300 or permission of instructor.

19.551 International Economic Theory (3) Theory of international specialization, world trade

and development, commercial policy, and balance of payments. Usually offered every fall. Pre-

requisites: 1 9.300 and 1 9.301

.

19.552 Structure and Operation of the Soviet Economy (3) Rate of economic growth and

changing structure of the economy with emphasis on period since 1928. Conditioning factors.

Planning techniques and procedures. International economic relations. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 19.100.

19.553 Economic Problems of Southern Asia: Survey (3) Analyzes major economic features,

problems and policies, especially as they relate to modernization process in region that includes

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia,

Singapore, Indonesia, and Philippines. Prerequisite: permission of department.

19.554 Economic Problems of Southern Asia: Case Studies- Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singa-

pore (3) Analyses, comparisons and contrasts, especially as related to modernization in econ-

omies of three countries. Especially recommended for students wishing intensive study in eco-

nomic development, or in countries concerned. Prerequisite: permission of department.

19.555 Political Economy of Latin American Development: Theories Versus Realities

(3) Review of development theory. Structural problems; economic, social and political institu-

tions. External dependency and internal instability; trade, foreign investment, aid, unemployment,

population, and technology. Role of integration. Current fiscal and monetary policies. Prerequi-

sites: 1 9.307 and 1 9.301 or 1 9.300, or permission of department.

19.558 Current International Economic Problems (3) Lecture and discussion course dealing

with international trade policy. International economic cooperation and integration, international

factor movements (migration, foreign loans, foreign aid) and international monetary system and

its reform. Particular attention paid to international economic problems of low-income countries

and to U.S. foreign economic policy. Prerequisite: 19.31

1

19.559 Patterns and Problems of Economic Development in Asia (3) Examination of economic

development, its history, trends, and problems in Japan, China, and formerly colonized areas,

especially India, Pakistan, and Indonesia. Looks for lessons in Japanese experience and those

of more or less socialized countries, and those of more or less open economies. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

19.560 Economic Development (3) Patterns, theories, and models of economic development of
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advanced and underdeveloped econonnies. Some historical theories and approaches to economic

development. Theoretical concepts and issues in development planning. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: 19.300, 19.301 or 19.603.

19.561 Development Planning (3) Concerned with both macro and micro aspects of develop-

ment planning. Both plan formulation and implementation considered. Theory compared with

actual experience. Considers selected developed, less developed, socialists, and mixed economy
countries in Africa, Asia, and Europe as well as the Americas. Prerequisite: permission of de-

partment.

19.571 Labor Economics: Theory (3) Theories used to explain emergence of labor organization;

history of development of labor organization; theories of exploitation and alienation; contemporary

theories of wages, employment, and prices; collective bargaining in a comparative context; im-

pact collective bargaining on the American economy; theories and empirical studies of wage
differentials. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 19.300, and 19.301.

19.590 Independent Reading Course in Economics (1 -6)*

Graduate Courses

19.603 Introduction to Economic Theory (3) An intensive introduction to the major analytical

tools of price theory and income theory. No credit toward degrees in the Department of Eco-

nomics. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.101.

19.690 Independent Study Project IN Economics (1-6)*

1 9.691 Independent Research Internship (1 €)

19.702 Macroeconomic Analysis (3) Macroeconomic models. Theories of inflation. Monetary

and fiscal theories. Theories of growth. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 19.501,

41.211.

19.703 MiCROECONOMic Analysis (3) Theory of demand. Theory of production and distribution.

Theory of supply. Introduction to general equilibrium analysis. Usually offered every fall. Prereq-

uisites: ^ 9.500A^2^^.

19.704 Seminar in Economic Thought (3) Special topics in the history of economic thought with

emphasis on problems of methodology and philosophy. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

19.504.

19.706 Seminar in Political Economy (3) Seminar treats contemporary political economic anal-

ysis of monopoly capitalism. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 19.506 or permission of

department.

19.709 Seminar in Economic History (3) Selected topics and research in economic history:

American and European. Prerequisites: 1 9.507 and 1 9.508.

19.721 Mathematical Economic Analysis (3) Advanced mathematical tools for analysis. Sys-

tems of difference and differential equations, dynamic optimization techniques such as calculus

of variations and optimal control theory, and economic applications. Prerequisite: 19.521.

19.722 Statistical Foundations OF Econometrics (3) Topics in distribution theory, including the

binomial, gamma, Poisson, and normal distributions. Methods of estimation and hypothesis test-

ing. Selected topics in linear algebra. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: undergraduate

statistics and 41 .211 or knowledge of integral calculus.

19.723 Econometric Methods (3) The two variable multivariable regression model and the var-

iations on the standard model including: serial correlation, heteroskedasticity, multicollinearity,

stochastic regressors, dummy variables, etc. Simultaneous equation models: estimation and iden-

tification. Special topics as time permits. Computer applications. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 19,722 or equivalent.

19.770 Seminar in Economic Theory: Price (3) Theory of market structure and performance.

Capital theory and theory of economic growth. Welfare economics. General equilibrium theory.

Prerequisites: 19.500 or 19.703, 41 .21 1

.

"See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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19.771 Seminar in Economic Theory: Income (3) Advanced analysis of problems in income de-

termination and economic growth. Discussion and supervised research. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

19.772 Seminar in Economic Theory: Welfare (3) Advanced analysis of problems in welfare

economics. Discussion and supervised research. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

19.780 Seminar in Monetary Economics (3) Concentration on selected topics in monetary theory

with a critical evaluation of the literature in this area. Examples of possible areas of concentration

include rational expectations, central bank control of money and interest rates, the lead-lag

structure between monetary aggregates and the price level, and the determination of the real

and nominal rates of interest. Prerequisite: 1 9.532 or permission of department.

19.783 Seminar in National Economic Policy (3) Economic aspects of leading problems in pub-

lic policy. Formulation of national economic policy; planning principles and the data bases. Dis-

cussion and supervised research. Prerequisite: open to advanced Ph.D. students and as terminal

seminar for M.A. candidates. Others by permission of department.

19.784 Seminar in International Trade and Finance (3) Beginning with international economic
problems of low-income countries, deals with major current problems of the international econ-

omy, including trade problems and policies, foreign aid, foreign investment, economic integration,

U.S. balance of payments, and international monetary system. Prerequisite: 19.551 or permission

of department.

19.785 Seminar in Mathematical Economics (3) Application of mathematical methods to study

of economics. Advanced study of static and dynamic models. Prerequisites: 19.521, 41.222, and
41 .223 or permission of department.

19.786. Seminar in Econometrics (3) Advanced quantitative analysis. Construction of stochastic

economic models. Problems of specification, estimation, verification, and prediction. Prerequisite:

19.723.

19.787 Seminar in Public Economics (3) Discussion of the role of taxation and government ex-

penditure. Optimal tax structure. Optimal public expenditure. Role of fiscal policy in stabilization

and growth. Prerequisites: 19.541 and 19.542 or permission of department.

19.788 Seminar in Economic Development (3) Trends in living standards economic planning pro-

grams, capital formation, industrial-agricultural techniques, monetary and fiscal structures, in-

come distribution, and foreign trade of underdeveloped countries. Prerequisite: 19.307 or 19.560.

19.790 Seminar in Current Labor Economics (3) Explorations in current labor issues: public

policy towards labor unions; the economics of human capital; measurement and analyses of

income distribution; poverty measurement and analyses; unemployment and manpower policy;

current labor and manpower issues. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 19.300 and
19.301.

19.791 Seminar IN Comparative Socialist Development (3) USSR, Eastern Europe, People's Re-

public of China, and selected Third World countries as models of socialist development. Economic
aspects of ideology, structure of economy, planning and management in industry and agriculture,

etc. Class relies heavily on outside speakers who are experts on the areas studied. Usually

offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 1 9.560 or equivalent.

19.797 Independent Research: Master's Thesis Seminar (1-6) Usually offered every term.

19.799 Independent Research: Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1-24) Usually offered every

term.
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School of

Education
Dean Basil P. Korin

Full-Time Faculty

Professor S. Burr (Emeritus), J. W. Devor (Emeritus), C. A. Gross (Emeritus), B. A. Hodinko, F.

Holliday (Emeritus), T. J. Landers, P. D. Leedy (Emeritus), N. J. Long, D. R. Thomas, R. Whitfield,

W. Warnat
Associate Professor F. J. Barros, R. J. Chinnis, F. E. Huber, C. Messersmith, D. D. Miller, J. D.

Robinson, D. Sadker, M. Sadker, D. Sansbury, S. Smith, C. Van Way (Emeritus)

The School of Education offers a variety of programs at the graduate and undergraduate levels.

Undergraduates may major in early childhood and elementary education, or take a second major

in secondary education. On graduation, they are certified to teach in most states because of the

school's widely recognized accreditation rating. An undergraduate program v^/ith a major in spe-

cial education is also offered.

Undergraduates who wish nonteaching careers in education may explore professional careers

in education associations, local and federal government agencies, publishing, education for the

handicapped, and other related fields. This may be done through the Washington Internship in

Education. Both the teacher preparation programs and the Washington Internship in Education

program benefit from the rich resources of the Washington area, which is the site of the head-

quarters of many national education organizations, the education agencies of the federal gov-

ernment, and several urban and suburban school systems.

Students who wish to pursue graduate studies may select from several programs. The Special

Education program for the emotionally disturbed recently won the American Association of Col-

leges for Teacher Education (AACTE) award as one of the oustanding programs in the United

States. The graduate programs in Learning Disabilities emphasize a close and continuing rela-

tionship with local schools. Master's, doctoral, and education specialist degrees are offered in

the Educational Administration and Supervision program. The Counseling and Student Develop-

ment graduate programs prepare students for counseling-oriented careers in public schools,

colleges, and universities as well as other related institutions.

Undergraduate Program in Early Childhood and
Elementary Education

Admission to the Program Admission to the university does not automatically admit one to

a program in teacher education.

Continuous Selection Criteria (1) Anyone desiring admission must enroll in the first of a se-

quence of professional education courses: 21.300 and 21.320. Enrollment in these precedes
formal application to a teacher education program. Early Childhood and Elementary Education

majors normally enroll in these courses during the sophomore year, while those planning to teach

in secondary schools must enroll in these courses not later than the fall semester of the junior

year.

(2) Prior to enrollment in either 21.340 or 21.350, the student submits his application to the

school for admission to a teacher education program. Application forms are available at the

School of Education. Admission requirements at this stage are (a) a cumulative grade-point av-

erage of 2.50 or better, (b) recommendation by 21.300 and 21.320 instructors, and (c) recom-

mendation by the student's academic advisor.

(3) To remain in a teacher education program, a student must maintain a cumulative grade-point

average of 2.50 or better.

Set 21 .300, 21 .320, 21 .350, 21 .351 , 21 .352, 21 .353, 21 .371 , and 21 .444.

Requirements

Required Five of the following courses: 05.380, 21.250, 21.345, 21.390, 21.427,

Options 21.581, 21.582, 49.310, 49.330, 49.335, 67.340, 67.342, and 67.480, or

other courses approved by the Elementary Education Advisor in the School

of Education.
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Related (1) Nine semester hours in humanities chosen from literature, art, music.

Requirements philosophy, religion, and the performing arts. (2) 15.160 and 15.161 in chem-
istry, and the coordinated laboratories 21.160 and 21.161 (21.580 with per-

mission of school) in education. One mathematics course is required. (3)

Nine semester hours in the social science chosen from anthropology, eco-

nomics, history, government, international studies, psychology, and soci-

ology. (4) An academic concentration of at least six courses other than

education courses is required. These six courses may be taken in any one
department or in interdisciplinary combinations such as behavioral sci-

ences, the humanities, and the natural sciences and mathematics. They
may overlap with courses taken to satisfy the humanities, natural sciences

and mathematics, and social sciences requirements stated above.

Recommenda- Completion of this program is required to meet most state certification

tions requirements in early childhood and elementary education. Even though

the professional aspects of the program have been carefully designed,

graduation does not assure one a position as a fully certified teacher. The

American University does not license one to teach in any given state; such

certifications are issued only by a state government agency. The student

is responsible for selecting courses to obtain a certification in his chosen

state. Certification requirements should be examined no later than the be-

ginning of the student's sophomore year. The elementan/ education pro-

gram is approved by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Ed-

ucation (f^CATE). States recognizing such accreditation guarantee certifi-

cation to students of NCATE approved programs. Counsult advisor

regarding certification matters.

Transportation to Schools It is the responsibility of each student to pro-

vide transportation, either public or private, to his student aide, methods,

and teaching assignments.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Early Child-

hood and Elementary Education.

Undergraduate Program in Special Education

Admission to the Program Admission to the university does not automatically admit one to

a program in teacher education. Students admitted to this program must first apply and be

admitted to the undergraduate program in early childhood and elementary education. The same
admissions criteria apply to both programs.

Set In addition to meeting the set requirements for the early childhood and

Requirements elementary education major, special education majors are required to take

21.330, 21.504, 21.402, 21.502, 21.448 (replaces seven semester hours of

21.444), and 21.541.

Required Same as for the early childhood and elementary education major.

Options

Related In addition to meeting the related requirements for the early childhood and

Requirements elementary education major, special education majors are required to take

57.250.

Recommenda- Teacher certification is not granted by any university, for teacher licensing

tions is the responsibility of each state. Even though the professional aspects of

the program have been carefully designed, graduation is not a guarantee

of teacher certification. The student is required to choose a state or states

in which he wishes to become certified. The student may be required to

enroll in an additional course or courses in order to meet state certification

standards. These standards may vary from state to state. Certification re-

quirements should be examined no later than the beginning of the sopho-

more year. Consult an education advisor regarding certification matters.
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Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Special

Education.

Undergraduate Program in Secondary Education

Tracks students major in the field in which they plan to teach and take a second major in

Secondary Education.

Admission to the Program See the admission requirements for the major in Early Childhood

and Elementary Education.

Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Related
Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

21 .300 and 21 .320 (to be taken concurrently), 21 .340, and 21 .445 or 21 .446.

21.371 or 21.571 is required for those planning to teach English or social

studies, and is highly recommended for other majors in secondary educa-

tion.

Students must complete a major in the field which they plan to teach.

Transportation to Schools It is the responsibility of each student to provide

his own transportation to student aide, methods, and teaching assignments.

Individual requests for specific school assignments cannot be honored.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science with

one major in the field they plan to teach and a second major in Secondary Education.

Master's Programs in Education: Master of Education

Admission to the Program Applicants should have an undergraduate degree with an overall

grade-point average of 2.75 (on a 4.00 scale) based on the last 60 semester hours of work, and
a 3.00 or better in education or other major field of specialization, and a satisfactory score on

the Graduate Record Apititude Examination or the Miller Analogies Test. Additional admission

requirements may be imposed for concentration in certain areas of study.

Course The minimum requirement for the M.Ed, degree is 33 semester hours. Can-

Requirements didates select a major from the following: Counseling, Student Development
in Higher Education, Educational Administration, Physical Education, and
Special Education (with empahsis in either learning disabilities or emotional

disturbance). Course work then consists of: (1) 6 semester hours in psy-

chology of education, history of education, sociology of education, philos-

ophy of education, curriculum construction, or analysis of teaching: (2) 15

semester hours in the major field; (3) 21.790; (4) 3 semester hours in sta-

tistics or tests and measurements; and (5) 6 additional semester hours.

Note: In addition to 21.790, 3 additional semester hours of research, prac-

ticum, or internship are to be included in each student's program.

Special Master of Education Program for Training Teachers of Emotionally Dis-

Opportunities turbed Children. Beginning in July, 1969, the United States Office of Edu-

cation Bureau of Handicapped Children funded an experimental program
designed to train graduate students with no former undergraduate educa-

tion background to teach emotionally disturbed children. A unique char-

acteristic of this 12 month program is that the trainee spends a summer
session at The American University campus taking courses from the School

of Education, with the following nine months at a District of Columbia area

public school, in an intensive 50-hour week internship-seminar program.

Upon completion of this program, the graduates are awarded an M.Ed,

degree with a major in Special Education, and meet certification require-

ments to teach emotionally disturbed children. Fellowships are available.

For futher information, write: Project Director, M.Ed. Program for Training
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Teachers of Emotionally Disturbed Children, School of Education, Roper
Hall, The American University, Washington, D.C. 20016.

Examinations Consult the program advisor for details of comprehensive examination re-

quirements

Thesis Consult the program advisor for details of thesis requirements.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Education with a major in Coun-

seling, Student Development in Higher Education, Educational Administration, Physical Educa-

tion, Special Education: Emotionally Disturbed, or Special Education: Learning Disabilities.

Master's Program in Education: IVIaster of Arts

Admission to the Program Same as for the Master of Education.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of course \Nork is required. Candidates

Requirements select one of the following three options in order to complete the course

requirements.

Option A For students with teaching certification. (1) 3 semester hours of

21.525 or approved equivalent. (2) 3 semester hours in 21.790, (3) 15 se-

mester hours in a department outside the School of Education at the 500-

. level or above, and (4)9 semester hours in the School of Education.

Option B For students without teaching certification who wish to obtain

certification. (1) 3 semester hours in foundations of education, (2) 3 se-

mester hours in psychology of education, (3) 6 semester hours of student

teaching, (4) 3 semester hours of teaching methods, (5) 12 semester hours

in a department outside the School of Education, and (6) 3 semester hours

of electives.

Option C For students wishing a general education program. (1 ) 3 semester

hours in 21 .525 or approved equivalent, (2) 3 semester hours in 21 .790, and

(3) 24 additional semester hours of which at least 9 must be in the School

of Education.

Note All course work must be approved by an advisor and must include

three semester hours of research, practicum, or internship in addition to

21.790.

Special Students should consult a School of Education advisor. A program for stu-

Opportunities dents interested in training for Montessori education is available.

Examinations One comprehensive examination is required.

Thesis Consult the program advisor for details of thesis requirements.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Education.

Master's Program in Science Teaching

For information about the interdepartmental Master of Science in Science Teaching degree

program, see Interdepartmental Science in this publication.

Education Specialist Program in Educational Administration

and Supervision

Admission to the Program The program is designed for students who desire to follow an

organized plan of graduate work beyond the master's degree but who are not planning to enter

a doctoral program. Admission requirements are the same as those for the doctoral programs.
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Course
Requirements

Examinations

The total Ed.S. program must include a minimum of 30 semester hours

beyond the master's degree work and must include 24 semester hours of

course work and 6 semester hours of independent study or an internship.

A plan of study must be approved by the major faculty advisor before the

completion of 1 2 semester hours of course work.

One comprehensive examination in Educational Administration and Super-

vision.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Education Specialist with a major in Educa-

tional Administration and Supervision.

Doctoral Programs in Education

Majors The School of Education accepts candidates for the degrees of Doctor of Education

and Doctor of Philosophy with majors in the following areas of study: Counseling and Student

Development, Educational Administration, Special Education, Mathematics Education (Ph.D.

only), and Science Education (Ph.D. only).

Admission to the Program a bachelor's degree and, in most cases, a master's degree are

required for entrance to a doctoral program. In order to gain admission, students should have

achieved a satisfactory score on the Graduate Record Aptitude Examination or the f\/!iller Anal-

ogies Test and a grade-point average on previous graduate and undergraduate work which is

acceptable to the School of Education. Specific standards may be obtained from the School of

Education.

Course No amount of course v>/ork by itself will earn the doctorate, but a minimum
Requirements of 72 semester hours of graduate credit beyond the bachelor's degree is

required of all candidates, with at least 12 of these hours being devoted to

the dissertation. The course work must include 21.790 and one graduate

level course in statistical methods. Students whose dissertations will involve

quantitative research are required to take additional course work in statis-

tics. Specific courses may also be necessary for certain doctoral study

areas.

Tools Ph.D. candidates must satisfy one tool of research requirement in statistics

and a second in either computer languages, a foreign language, or mana-

gerial accounting. Ed.D. candidates must satisfy one tool of research re-

quirement in statistics, computer language, a foreign language, or mana-

gerial accounting.

Examinations A qualifying examination must be taken before completion of 24 hours of

course work. All candidates are required to pass three written comprehen-

sive examinations and one oral comprehensive examination. Requirements

for the written examinations in the various fields of study are:

Counseling and Student Development 21.011 Counseling, 21.017 Stu-

dent Development, one additional examination either within or outside the

School of Education.

Educational Administration 21.012 Educational Administration, one ex-

amination in business administration or public administration, and one ad-

ditional examination either within the School of Education or in some other

unit of The American University.

Mathematics Education Refer to the Department of Mathematics, Statis-

tics, and Computer Science section of this publication for information on

this major.

Science Education Refer to the School of Education for counseling on

required examinations. See also the Interdepartmental Science section of

this publication.
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Special Education 21.016 Learning Disabilites, 21.015 Ennotional Disturb-

ances, one additional examination either within or outside the School ot

Education.

Candidates should consult their advisors concerning the connprehensive

exanninations. The candidate must make the necessary arrangements with

the appropriate department for examinations taken outside the School of

Education. Possible comprehensive areas outside the school include, but

are not limited to: clinical psychology, history, management, sociology, gov-

ernment, and statistics.

Dissertation Each candidate must satisfactorily complete and orally defend a disserta-

tion which has been directed by a member of the full-time faculty.

Degree Objective students receive either a degree of Doctor of Education or Doctor of

Philosophy with a major in Counseling and Student Development, Educational Administration,

Special Education, Mathematics Education (Ph.D. only), or Science Education (Ph.D. only).

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

21.160, 21.161 Teaching Science to the Handicapped Child, Laboratory I, II (1), (1) Offers stu-

dent the opportunity to develop skills in the laboratory approach for teaching science to both

normal and handicapped children—the blind, deaf, and emotionally disturbed. Consists of labo-

ratory experiments, a teaching practicum, and related seminars with experts in the field. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisites: 15.160 and 15.161 to be taken concurrently.

21.210 Rights of Children: Educational Controversy • S (3) Current issues in equity for chil-

dren and youth; particular emphasis on controversies in educational equity. Such topics as chil-

dren under the law, child abuse, juvenile justice, student rights, desegregation of schools, busing,

"mainstreaming," and general federal policy regarding children and youth are featured.

21.250 Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers (3) Basic mathematical concepts con-

sidered, providing an opportunity to acquire an understanding and appreciation of the structure

of elementary school mathematics. Tutorial experiences encouraged. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: open to second semester freshmen and higher.

21.287 Sexism in School and Society • S (3) Analysis of sex discrimination with emphasis on

educational institutions. Topics include textbooks, school counseling, sex-segregated schools,

school personnel behavior, vocational education, and physical education and athletics. Exami-

nation of recent corrective attempts including attempts to develop sex-fair textbooks, legal ac-

tions such as Title IX of the 1972 education amendments, and case studies of model school

districts.

21.300 Foundations of Education • S (3) Emphasis on the contemporary nature of American

education, with special focus on racism, sexism, finance, governance, innovations, and the social

context of American education. Lecture, discussion group, and one half-(fey per week field ex-

perience in schools. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 57.100 or 57.1 10; sophmore stand-

ing, 2.30 grade-point average; must be taken concurrently with 21 .320.

21.320 Psychology OF Education (3) Psychological problems encountered in learning. Nature

and control of learning; theories of motivation; development of skills and knowledge; pupil eval-

uation of tests and management; creative learning and critical thinking. Lecture, small group

discussion, and one half-day of field experience in schools per week. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 57.100 or 57.110, grade-point average of 2.30, and sophmore standing; must be

taken concurrently with 21 .300.

21.330 Microteaching Laboratory for Mainstreaming the Exceptional Child (3) Offers stu-

dents the opportunity to develop and refine teaching skills to work effectively with both normal

and handicapped students in a mainstreaming situation. Students practice identified skills within

a mircoteaching clinic and receive supervisory feedback for skill improvement. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisites: 21 .300, 21 .320.

21.340 Methods and Materials in Secondary Education: General and Special: English, Social
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Studies, Mathematics, and Foreign languages (3) General methods, materials, and applications

to special school subject fields. Laboratory experiences in the university classroom and in area
secondary schools. Students provide their own transportation to field experience assignments.
Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.320, or equivalent, grade-point average
2.50 (3.00 in the major).

21.342 Methods of Teaching in Secondary Schools (3) General teaching methods; some op-

portunity to apply principles to certain specialized subject matter fields. Laboratory experiences
in secondary schools in Washington area and in use of educational resources. Students provide

their own transportation to field experience assignments. Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.321, and
grade-point average of 2.50.

21.345 CHILDREN'S Literature • A (3) Literature and poetry related to interests and abilities of

children and young adults. A study of tradebooks and related materials from viewpont of their

value in development process of the individual. Techniques and aids for stimulating reading

interests. Use of tradebooks and poetry in school curriculum.

21.350 The Teaching of mathematics in Early Childhood and Elementary Education

(2) Materials and methods for use in teaching elementary school mathematics. Laboratory ex-

periences in university classroom, in area elementary school, and in the use of other educational

resources. Students provide their own transportation to field experience assignments. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.320 or equivalent; admission to the program; grade-

point average of 2.50 or higher.

21.351 The Teaching of Language Arts in Early Childhood and Elementary Education

(2) Analysis and discussion of strategies for the teaching of language arts in the elementary

school. Emphasis is on approaches for teaching reading, speaking, and writing skills for elemen-

tary school students. There is practical application of teaching approaches in micro-teaching

settings and in a field component based in local elementary schools. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.320 or equivalent; admission to the program; grade-point average of

2.50 or higher.

21.352 The Teaching of Social Studies in Early Childhood and Elementary Education

(2) Lecture, discussion, and practical application of materials and skills appropriate for social

studies education of children, preschool through grade six. Field work and practice teaching in

local schools. Students must provide their own transportation. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisites: 21.300, 21.320 or equivalent; admission to the program; grade-point average of 2.50

or higher.

21.353 The Teaching of Reading in Early Childhood and Elementary Education (3) Students,

through their active participation in the university classroom and subsequent application of knowl-

edge in the field, become familiar with and learn to appreciate the major reading approaches
and accompanying materials currently used in public schools. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisites: 21.300, 21.320 or equivalent; admission to the program; grade-point average of 2.50

or higher

21.371 Theories of Reading: Diagnosis and Remediation (3) Equips student with knowledge of

how to teach reading to children. Student learns how to carefully and competently evaluate

children's unique strengths and weaknesses, and then take advantage of this information in

planning reading programs for children. Usually offered every term

21.390 Independent Reading Course IN Education (1-6)*

21.398 Department Honors, Junior Year (3)

21 .399 Department Honors, Senior Year (3)

21.402 Methods of Teaching Children with Learning Disabilities (3) Provides introduction to

procedures in special education with emphasis on learning disabilities. Attention to perceptual

and cognitive development of children and adolescents, their academic and behavioral problems.

Emphasis on teaching through children's strengths and interests; remedial approaches for their

weaknesses; special techniques of management. Usually offered every term.

21.427 Inner City Education • S (3) Introduction to urban development and urban schools.

Issues of equality and teaching strategies for diverse urban children and youth. School organi-

*See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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zation to meet urban problems. Five hours of field work per week required. Usually offered every

term.

21.444 Student Teaching; Early Childhood and Elementary (8-15) Observation and teaching,

grades kindergarten through six. Conferences with cooperating teachers and University super-

visor. Seminars. Students must provide own transportation. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisites: senior standing; admission to student teaching; successful completion of 21.350 through

21.353.

21.445 Student TEACHING: Secondary Schools (9-15) Observation, participation, and teaching

in grades seven through twelve. Conferences with University supervisor and seminars at frequent

intervals. Students provide own transportation to assignments. 15 semester hours require 15

weeks of student teaching and are to be taken by those who have previously completed 21.340

or equivalent (only exception: foreign language requires only 12 weeks). For those who take

21.340 or equivalent concurrently, 12 semester hours may be taken which require 12 weeks of

student teaching. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.320, 21.340 or equivalent;

grade-point average of 2.50 (3.00 for major), and admission to a program in teacher education.

Applications for student teaching must have been submitted by October 1 or March 1 for the

following semester. Note: Offered fall semester for Englisti. social studies, mathematics, and

sciences. All secondary student teaching is offered once a year, excluding foreign language,

music, and physical education. Consult school for details.

21.446 Elementary and/or Secondary Student Teaching; Art, Music, Dance, and Physical Ed-

ucation (9-15) Students desiring kindergarten through twelfth grade certification enroll in 21 .466

to arrange student teaching in both elementary and secondary schools. Minimum of eight weeks

or total fifteen weeks of student teaching must be completed at each level.

21.448 Student Teaching in a Special Education Classroom (7) Observation and teaching in a

special education classroom. Conferences with cooperating teachers and university supervisor.

Seminars. Students must provide their own transportation. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisites: senior standing, admission to student teaching, successful completion of 21 .350 through

21.353.

21.474 Educational Reform; Myth or Reality? • S (3) Analysis of historical developments in

American education from standpoint of "educational reform." Traditional and radical interpret-

ations of American educational history; such contemporary issues in school reform as decen-

tralization, community control, "deschooling society," and alternative schools are areas for dis-

cussion.

21.490 Independent Study Project IN Education (1-6)*

21.491 Internship in Education (6-9) Students participate in the professional activities of se-

lected educational organizations or agencies in Washington, D.C., or the surrounding area. Stu-

dents gain experience in nonteaching occupations that are integrally related to education and

gain skills in educational research and curriculum or program development and dissemination.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 21.300, 21.320, appropriate course from 21.350

through 21.353; junior or senior standing, recommendations, interviews, 3.00 grade-point aver-

age.

21 .498 Department Honors, Senior Year (3)

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

21 .501 Language Arts and Social Studies Curricula in Special Education (2) Examines relation

between teacher and his curriculum and learner and his need system. First semester concen-

trates on language arts and social studies including recognition of teaching of reading as crucial

educational responsibility, insight into reading process in relation to principles of learning and

child development, materials and techniques for specific learning outcomes, role of language in

child's life and interrelationships among various phases of language arts. Practicum experience

includes teaching a curriculum under videotape supervision.

21 .502 Methods of Teaching Children with Behavior Problems (2-3) Psychoeducational meth-

*See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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ods of understanding and managing inappropriate classroonn behavior. Techniques such as

groups, problem solving, role playing, and videotape analysis of behavior. Prerequisite: students

must be special education majors.

21 .503 Theories and Practices in Special Education (2-3) Theories and methods of reeducating

emotionally disturbed children such as psychodynamic behavioral, psychoeducational, educa-

tional, and ecological models. Case conferences, guest lectures, group discussion and videotape

analysis used as teaching techniques.

21.504 Methods OF Psychoeducational Assessment I (2-3) Designed to develop appreciation of

assessment process by which one attempts to understand meaning of a child's behavior. Ex-

amines critical issues and concepts in measurement of behavior, data interpretation, psychoe-

ducational programming and follow-up evaluation. Practicum experiences include observation

and participation in classroom activities, group and individual testing, and psychoeducational

case conferences.

21.505 Methods of Studying Group Behavior in Special Education (2) Designed along lines of

process group. Under careful direction of a trained group specialist, trainees have opportunity

to explore interpersonal and intrapersonal communications and understand how groups function.

Experiences are related to role of a classroom teacher in special education.

21.506 Mathematics and Science Curricula in Special Education (2) Basic material in mathe-

matics and science through readings, demonstrations, educational games and laboratory exer-

cises. All material developed is implemented in trainees' classroom. Practicum experience in-

cludes videotaping of classroom lessons.

21.508 Theories and Methods of Urban Education Curriculum (2-3) Involves procedures, dy-

namics and content of inner-city education and way in which this system affects exceptional

children who have emotional disturbances. Process of employing this curriculum is implemented
through theory and application of methods through practicum experience.

21 .509 Methods of Remediation in Special Education (2) Reviews remedial principles of teach-

ing children with learning problems. Basic phonetic approaches, construction and administration

of informal reading and developmental skills inventories, and teaching programs for skill devel-

opment. Practicum experience includes individual and group obsenv'ation and teaching, lesson

planning, supen/isory conferences, developing teaching resource file, and during second semes-

ter tutoring three times a week.

21.510 Philosophy of Education (3) Examination of thought of leading philosophers on educa-

tion: Plato, Dewey, and of contemporary schools in philosophy of education such as existentialism

and analytic philosophy. Usually offered every fall.

21.511 History of Education in Western Culture (3) Consideration of educational ideas and
institutions in Greco-Roman culture, Christian Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Atlantic nations

since 1789; with emphasis on intellectual, social, religious, economic, and political factors shap-

ing educational development

21.512 History of Education in the United States (3) European inheritance in colonial educa-

tion; development of American educational ideas and institutions during nineteenth century. Pro-

gressive epoch, and postprogressive period; emphasis on intellectual, social, religious, economic,

and political factors shaping American education. Usually offered every spring.

21.513 History of Higher Education in the United States (3) European universities in Middle

Ages. English Reformation, and nineteenth century American colleges and universities beginning

with Harvard College, but concentrating on history of American higher education since 1869.

Usually offered every fall.

21.514 Philosophical Issues in Higher Education (3) Application of analytical philosophical

skills to significant issues in higher education (issues such as accountability, academic freedom,

social role of university, and equal educational opportunity).

21.515 Comparative Philosophies of Education (3) Consideration of four influential philosophies

of education (idealism, realism, instrumentalism, existentialism) through analytical examination

of works of several major philosophers (Plato, Aristotle, Dewey, et al.).

21.516 Education and Modern Social Problems (3) Introduction to educational sociology. Anal-

ysis of interrelation of schools and society, with emphasis on modern social problems and effect

on education.
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21.519 Contemporary Issues in Children's Literature (3) Analysis of various genres in chil-

dren's literature and of the way contemporary issues are reflected in children's books from

preschool through adolescence. Topics analyzed include the portrayal of minority groups, women,
the elderly, changing family life styles, death and dying, war and peace, and others. Usually

offered every term.

21.520 Advanced Psychology of Education (3) Psychological principles and research having

special relevance to education, including a consideration of motivation, attitudes, mental abilities,

and the psychology of school subjects.

21.521 Mental Health in Schools (3) Analysis of factors promoting mental health, considera-

tion of application of mental health concepts to the educational setting.

21.522 Evaluation of Student Progress (3) Selection, construction, administration, scoring,

interpretation, and uses of standardized measuring instruments and informal teacher-made tests

in evaluating student progress.

21.525 Introduction to Statistics, Tests, and Measurement (3) Introduction to descriptive and

inferential statistics and to tests and measurement. Topics include: measures of centrality, dis-

persion, and association, statistical distributions; tests of hypotheses; problems of measurement;
achievement, aptitude, and behavior tests; and student evaluation. Usually offered every term.

21.530 The Teacher and Educational Administration (3) Administrative duties and relations of

the teacher with reference to guidance, curriculum, and financial responsibilities. Includes con-

sideration of school work involving cooperation between or among teachers, supervisors, and
administrative officers. Prerequisites: 2^ .300 and appropriate 300-level methods courses.

21.531 Introduction TO School Administration (3) Introduction to profession; organization and
administration of American education at national, state and district school levels; emphasis on

school principalship.

21.539 Administrative Effectiveness Workshop (3) An instrumented theory-based skills-orient-

ed workshop for administrators dealing with concepts of administrative effectiveness, adminis-

trative style awareness, style flexibility, situational diagnosis skills, and team skills. Offered only

in a series of eight-hour days, usually Saturdays. Consult instructor before registration for pre-

workshop assignment.

21.541 Foundations of Special Education for Exceptional Children (3) Characteristics of ex-

ceptional children and of problems in providing educational programs to meet their needs. Pre-

requisites: 2^.300, 21 .320, and appropriate 300-level methods courses.

21.551 Introduction to Counseling (3) Designed to give beginning students an overview of

fields of counseling guidance and psychotherapy. Experience in interviewing skills; information

on basic theories of personality, psychotherapy, and counseling. Discussions on roles and qual-

ifications of counselors in various settings and levels of training; issues of ethics and confiden-

tiality are reviewed. Course a preprequisite to all other courses in counseling program. Prereq-

uisites: graduate standing and permission of instructor; one course in personality theory is rec-

ommended.

21.552 Analysis of the Individual for Counseling (3) Overview of appraisal methods and how
such methods relate to counseling. Attention given to the interpretation of test data with emphasis

on intelligence and LLD measures. Exploration of techniques of psychodiagnostic interviewing

and mental status examinations. Prerequisites: 21.551 and graduate standing in education or

psychology.

21 .553 Techniques and Theories of Counseling in Education (3) Counseling theories and tech-

niques. Examination of contemporary theories of counseling, personality, and psychotherapy;

discussion of techniques and issues in counseling; practice interviewing and counseling using

specific techniques and methods. Prerequisites: 21.551 and 21.552; graduate standing in edu-

cation or psychology.

21.554 Theory AND Technique OF Vocational-Career Counseling (3) Administration and inter-

pretation of vocational testing; methods and techniques of preparing and presenting occupational

information; research and theories of vocational choice; theories and practices in placement.

Prerequisites: graduate standing in education and permission of instructor.

21.555 Group Counseling and Guidance (3) Examination of major aspects of group process,

dynamics of group interaction, and functions of therapeutic group leadership. Exploration of these
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issues through class lectures and discussions and by becoming an experiential group. Prereq-

uisites: 2^.55^,2^.553.

21 .558 PsYCHODYNAMics OF FAMILY LiFE (3) An investigation of the psychodynamics of family life,

the normal developmental stages of families, and the variety of maladaptive responses to family

crises. Usually offered every fall.

21.561 Introduction to Student Development in Higher Education (3) Philosophical, psycho-

logical, and sociological bases for student personnel administration. Emphasis on admission,

orientation, counseling, judiciary functions, student activities, financial aids, housing, health serv-

ices, career counseling and placement in student personnel services in higher education. Usually

offered every fall.

21.566 Seminar: Cultural Factors in Higher Education (3) Study of the college student and his

culture. Emphasis placed on assessment and evaluation of phenomena in collegiate setting to

gain insight into cultural dynamics that bear on student development. Usually offered every

summer.

21 .571 Foundations of Reading Diagnosis and Remediation (3) Broad considerations underlying

teaching of reading with special emphasis on reading disability and problems of retarded reader.

Prerequisites: 21 .300, 21 .320 or equivalent.

21.572 Developmental Reading (3) Consideration of reading as a developmental phenomenon.
Begins with prelanguage experiences of infancy and considers each linguistic stage of basic

causes for reading disability and characteristics of each developmental stage of reader from

childhood to maturity of adulthood. Prerequisite: 21 .571

.

21.580 The Teaching of Science in Early Childhood and Elementary Education (3) Methods,

materials, and curricula used in elementary school science; basic laboratory skills; safety and
legal aspects; field trips; and field experiences. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 21 .300,

21 .320 or equivalent; admission to program; grade-point average 2.50 or higher.

21.581 Physical Science for Elementary Teachers (3) Basic physical science with special ref-

erence to science knowledge required of elementary school teachers; laboratory experiences

provided. Usually offered every fall.

21 .582 Biological Science for Elementary School Teachers (3) Basic biology with special ref-

erence to science knowledge required of elementary school teachers; laboratory experiences

and field trips provided. Usually offered every spring.

21.583 Curriculum Construction I (3) Psychological, cultural, and educational bases of ele-

mentary and secondary school curriculum and higher education. Practice in construction of

curricular materials. Usually offered every fall.

21.584 Curriculum and Supervision in Science Education (3) Historical and philosophical de-

velopments of science education; curriculum trends; preservice and in-service education; and
administrative and instructional issues of interest to individuals in elementary, secondary, and
college teaching. Usually offered every spring.

21.585 Environmental Education (3) Purposes of environmental education; processes in deter-

mining the environmental status of a community; environmental curricula for elementary school

through college; and modes of instruction. May be substituted by 90.540. See listing under En-

vironment and Marine Science. Usually offered every summer.

21.586 Curriculum and Supervision in Mathematics Education (3) History and development of

mathematics education and curriculum development, preservice and in-service education for

mathematics teachers; special problems area (student option); field experience.

21.587 Analysis of Classroom Teaching (3) For administrators, supervisors, and classroom

teachers. Acquaints students with the research on teacher effectiveness and provides a frame-

work for analysis of teaching styles and strategies. Student encouraged to broaden his own
repertoire of teaching behavior as well as refine his perceptions of instructional interaction.

21.588 Clarifying Personal Values in Education (3) Experiential course designed for educator

and others involved in helping professions. Theory, experiences, and strategies which help to

clarify personal values. Focus on decision making, finding alternative skills from which to choose,

and consequences of the choice. Adaptation of clarifying processes to various educational en-

vironments.
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21.590 Independent Reading Course IN Education (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

21.605 Methods of Psychoeducational Assessment II (3) Continuation of material in 21.504.

Provides trainees with opportunity to explore techniques of interpersonal and intrapersonal group

communication and understanding. Efforts made to relate these explorations to psychological

role of teaching. Prerequisite: 2^.504.

21.607 Research Methods in Special Education (3) Consists of a review of basic research de-

signs which are used in special education with particular emphasis in developing an interdisci-

plinary research case study. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: admission to graduate pro-

gram in special education: emotionally disturbed.

21.622 Developmental Psychology (3) Psychological, physiological, and sociological aspects

of human development stressing applicability to educator and educative process.

21.623 Learning Theories in Education (3) Study of classical and recent theories of learning.

Selected research in human learning and principles of learning process.

21.626 Computer Applications for Educational Research (3) Introduction to data coding and

transformations; strategies for use of complex analytic techniques, such as multivariate factor

analysis; analysis and interpretation of existing data using computer software.

21.627 Advanced Tests and Measurements (3) Advanced course to give professional compe-

tency in development and use of educational and psychological tests and scales. Application of

principles of measurement and scaling to both standardized tests and instruments under exper-

imental development.

21.631 School-Community Relations (3) Aspects of developing and maintaining successful re-

lationships between school administrator, staff, faculty, students, parents, and community.

21.632 Problems in Educational Management (3) Case study approach to study of internal

school management problems. Problem solving models employed in simulated and real situations.

21.633 Business and Fiscal Administration for Schools (3) Principles and practices involved

in financing public education at federal, state and local levels. Taxes, bonds, budgets, purchasing

systems, accounting systems, and other aspects of school business administration are covered.

Pre/'equ/s/fe.- 21.531.

21.634 Essentials of School Law (3) Study of laws affecting education in United States, with

special reference to District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia. Prerequisite: 21 .531

.

21.635 Administrative and Organizational Theory in Education (3) Review of historical and

contemporary developments in administrative and organizational theory and research. A thorough

multidisciplinary exploration of literature in leader and organizational behavior and effectiveness.

21.636 Systems-Based Administrative Processes in Education (3) Study of administrative proc-

esses with emphasis on organizing, planning, decision making, communication, delegation, and

evaluation. Applications of systems theory, model building simulation, MBO, PPBS, PERT, CPM,

OR, OD, and other management tools in education at all levels.

21.637 School Personnel Administration (3) Development of school personnel policies, needs

assessment, recruitment, selection, hiring, placement, classification, certification, contracts, ten-

ure, separation, salary schedule, personnel welfare, staff development, and union relations. Pre-

requisite: 2^ .53^

.

21.638 School Facilities Planning (3) Principles and procedures involved in relating educa-

tional philosophies, objectives, curriculum, resources, and projected pupil population to the de-

velopment of physical facilities. Techniques for needs assessment, development of educational

specifications, site selection, finance, and evaluation. Roles of administrators, teachers, con-

sultants, architect, board, and community. Prerequisite: 2^.53^ .

21.639 Administration of Educational Media (3) Assists college and school administrators in

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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acquiring knowledge and skills involved in planning, financing, supervising, staffing and equipping

of educational media services at all levels.

21.641 Developing Organizational Models in Special Education (3) Selected technologies

drawn from system planning. Selection based on applicability to education, concerning classroom

and clinical planning.

21.643 Early Education for Handicapped Children (3) Conceptual rationale for early interven-

tion. Learning processes in infancy and early childhood. Teaching tactics for exceptional pre-

school children. Evaluation of early intervention programs.

21.644 Diagnosis and Correction of Learning Disabilities (3) Diagnosing general and specific

learning disabilities. Developmental and remedial techniques for correction of learning disabili-

ties. Clinical experience. Prerequisites: 21 .520, 21 .525, and permission of instructor.

21.645 Learning Disabilities I (3) Examines neurological and developmental aspects of learning

disabilities. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

21.646 Learning Disabilities II (3) Develops diagnostic capabilities in order to select and design

materials and programs for learning-disabled children and youth. Prerequisite: 21 .645.

21.650 Psychopathology I (3) Overview of counseling, psychotherapy, and psychopathology

from a neoanalytic framework. Issues center around the etiology, psychopathology, symptomol-

ogy, and remediation of disordered behavior. Prerequisites: doctoral standing in counseling or

clinical psychology; a course in personality theory and psychotherapy; permission of instructor.

21.655 Advanced Group Counseling (3) Critical examination of client-centered, analytic, trans-

actional, and behavioral approaches to group treatment through readings, films, tapes and sim-

ulated group experience. Prerequisites: 21 .555 and permission of instructor.

21.656 Advanced Psychological Evaluation (3) Advanced clinical interpretation of selected

psychodiagnostic instruments. Students expected to be familiar with administration, scoring, and
basic interpretation of WAIS/WISC and Rorschach in addition to other clinical psychodiagnostic

instruments. Students present test protocols to discuss finer aspects of advanced clinical inter-

pretation and how these data are used in counseling relationship. Prerequisites: 21.552, 21.650,

and 57.651 or the equivalents; doctoral standing in counselor education or clinical psychology;

permission of instructor.

21.657 Supervision of Counseling (3-6) Comparison of various theoretical models underlying

supervision. Students become directly involved in supervising paraprofessionals and master de-

gree students as they develop their own skills. Prerequisites: 21.659; admission to the doctoral

program in counseling; permission of instructor.

21 .658 Family Systems and Family Therapy (3) Family is conceptualized as a system. Particular

emphasis is placed on interaction pattern between family members, family crises, diagnosis, and
family treatment theories and interventions. Particular emphasis is placed on Conjoint and Mul-

tiple Impact Therapy approaches, as well as other interdisciplinary and ecological systems of

family therapy. Prerequisites: 21.551, 21.553, graduate standing in counseling or psychology;

permission of instructor. A course in group counseling is recommended.

21.659 Practicum in Counseling (3-6) Master's Degree Students: 250 hours per three semester
hours. Students encouraged (not required) to take course for six semester hours. Students are

placed in schools or community agencies, depending on individual's needs and experiences, for

approximately three and one-half days per week and return to university for half-day seminar.

Systematic development of counseling skills and practical experiences are emphasized. Students

must make application for fall semester practicum by July 1 5 and for spring semester by Novem-
ber 15. Doctoral Degree Students: Limited semester sequential experience (fall then spring)

available to doctoral students. Practicum provides opportunities to observe and participate in

many of university Counseling Center's activities. Systematic training using Ivey-Carkhuff model
as well as training in behavioral and analytic techniques. Students must make application for fall

semester practicum by July 15. May be repeated once for credit with permission of instructor.

Prerequisites: master's students: counseling core courses and permission of instructor; doctoral

students: counseling core courses; doctoral standing, and permission of instructor.

21.662 Organizational and Administration of Guidance Services (3) Principles, procedures,

and practices in organization and administration of guidance services. Special attention to se-

lecting staff, in-service training of staff, organizational patterns, ways of initiating a guidance
program, and means of evaluating the program.
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21.663 The Community College (3) Community college in United States. Attention focused on

organizational patterns, diversity of function, student and faculty, and current problems, of two-

year institution. Usually offered every summer.

21.664 Principles of College Teaching (3) Study of teaching on college level. Emphasis on

teaching process, college teacher, college student, teaching styles, research, instructional tech-

nology and microteaching sessions. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

21.665 Organization and Administration in Higher Education (3) Theory and practice of or-

ganization and administration in higher education. Emphasis on management and leadership,

academic affairs, planning techniques, accountability, collective bargaining, legal aspects, busi-

ness and financial administration, and accounting and reporting in administration in higher edu-

cation. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

21.666 Legal Aspects of Higher Education (3) For advanced graduate students pursuing de-

grees as administrators in higher education. Study of student-institutional relationship, institu-

tional judicial systems, student rights, records, and campus due-process issues.

21.668 Critique of Institutional Research in Higher Education (3) Critical examination of

prominent institutional research in major divisions of higher education. Reports of Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education especially highlighted. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

21.671 Advanced Seminar in Reading (3) Acquaints students vi^ith basic studies and theoretical

frameworks relating to language and psycholinguistics in relation to reading, psychology, and

physiology of reading, sociology of reading, and instruction and curriculum development in read-

ing.

21 .673 The Diagnosis of Reading Disability (3) Diagnosing causes of reading disability and pre-

scribing proper treatment. Practicum work with children who exhibit reading disability. Prereq-

uisites: 2^.520, 21.571, 21.572, and permission of instructor.

21.676 The New Sex Education and Counseling (3) Didactic and experimental course to enable

teachers and counselors to develop skills in teaching and counseling in human sexuality for

grades kindergarten through graduate school.

21.677 Workshop in Sex Counseling Skills (3) Development of group and individual counseling

skills essential to counseling of parents, youths, and adults on sex-related problems.

21.678 Advanced Studies in Human Sexuality (3) Study of literature, research, historical, and

cross-cultural aspects of human sexuality as an interdisciplinary study.

21.679 Institute ON Reading and Learning Disabilities (3) Guided experiences in remedial read-

ing; diagnosis and correction of learning disabilities with children and youth. To be taken in

conjunction with 21.673 and 21.644; thus providing students with work toward meeting require-

ments for teachers of special education, reading specialists, psychologists, counselors, and

classroom teachers.

21.682 School and Supervision (3) For prospective and in-service supervisors for elementary

and secondary schools. Purposes, principles, and techniques for supervision. Prerequisites: qual-

ification for a teacher's certificate and/or teacher experience.

21.683 Supervision of Student Teachers (3) Guidance for supervising teachers and others in

work with student teachers. Purposes, principles, and techniques of supervision. Prerequisites:

qualification for a teacher's certificate and/or teaching experience.

21.684 Curriculum Construction II (3) Application of curriculum theory and principles to con-

struction of elementary, secondary, and college curriculum guides. Exploration of changes and

innovations in instructional programs of schools. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite:

21.583 or equivalent.

21 .690 Independent Study Project in Education (1 -6)*

21 .691 Externship-Counseling Psychology (1-6)

21.705 Seminar in Emotional Disturbance (3) For doctoral students dealing with current theo-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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ries and practices in reeducating emotionally disturbed children and youth. Focus on psychoe-

ducational research reported by National Institutes ot Mental Health, Children's Bureau, Bureau
of the Handicapped, and Council of Exceptional Children Clearing House System.

21.758 Advanced Family Counseling (3) An experimental and didactic seminar focused on the

techniques of helping individuals, couples, and families to resolve conflicts through the use of

family counseling and therapy. Prerequisite: 21 .658.

21.765 Seminar in Student Development in Higher Education (3) Critique of issues and prob-

lems in contemporary programs of student personnel administration. Usually offered every fall

and every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

21.769 Practicum in Student Development (3-6) For advanced students in student personnel

services in higher education. Students are assigned to area or areas of a program of student

personnel services for exploratory administrative cases and research experience. May be re-

peated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

21.790 Educational Research (3) Fundamentals, methodology, and materials for educational

research. Required of all students. Prerequisites: 21.525 or equivalent, and admission to a grad-

uate degree program in education.

21.791 Research Seminar in Education (3) Seminar-type course in which a comprehensive re-

search paper is required. Designed especially for M.Ed, candidates. A letter grade of B or better

required to receive credit for this course. Prerequisite: 21 .790.

21.792 In-Service Training Project: Internship in Education (3-12) Internships in cooperating

local school systems as integral part of degree programs in areas such as administration, reading,

special education, emotional disturbance, and teaching. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

advisor's approval.

21.797 Masters Thesis Seminar (1-6) At least three semester hours required of all students

working on a master's thesis. Usually offered every term.

21.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (3-12) Total of 12 semester hours are required of all

students working on doctoral dissertations. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: to the 21 .799

sequence is 21 .790 or its equivalent and advancement to candidacy.

English Language Institute

Director Robert P. Fox

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor R. P. Fox
Associate Professor E. I. Burkart, M. A. G. Hood, G. S. Mancill

Assistant Professor E. K. Oktay

Langauge Specialists J. A. Adams, M. L. Arnaudet, M. E. Barrett, G. Couts, P. Phillips, A. H.

Roberts, C. Romett, J. A. Roy, C. Schaeffer, M. Shulman, E. Smith, L. S. Spear, R. E. Wineberg,

F. Zorojew

The English Langauge Institute offers programs in English as a second language. These programs,

which are offered during the fall, spring, and summer terms, include English workshops available

on intensive and semi-intensive bases at all levels of proficiency. The workshops are designed

to meet the specific English language needs of foreign students and members of Washington's

international community.

All workshops are conducted on a fourteen-week basis during the fall and spring semesters, and

on an eight-week basis during the summer. Normally, students may enroll only at the beginning

of a session and are expected to devote full-time study to the English language.

For those students admitted to degree programs in the university, the institute offers courses in

composition and reading at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The institute also offers a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Linguistics.
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English Language Training

Admission to the Program students may apply directly to the institute by filing an application

form in the English Language Institute office, Room 200, McKinley Building. The Office of Inter-

national Admissions refers newly admitted international students to the institute for testing and

placement at the beginning of each semester or session. Once tested, students are placed in

classes appropriate to the level of their English proficiency.

Set English Language Institute evaluations determine the required course se-

Requirements quence and the number of courses which may be taken outside the institute.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. The objective of the English as a

second language program is to provide the nonnative speaker of English with the opportunity to

improve his English language skills to the extent that English is no longer a barrier to academic

work.

Master's Program in Linguistics

Admission to the Program Requires university minimal standards (see Admission Informa-

tion in this publication), a 3.00 grade-point average in the undergraduate major, and two academic
letters of reference.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work to include

Requirements 74.550, 74.551 , 74.552, 74.553, and 74.555.

Examinations Qualifying Examination An interview before an appointed committee to

evaluate the student's preparedness for the written comprehensive exam-

ination.

Comprehensive Examination A written examination in the field of 74.001

General Linguistics, based on the core courses (74.550, 74.551, 74.552,

74.553, and 74.555) and additional courses and reading lists as required.

Thesis Tliesis Option Six semester hours of M.S. thesis seminar(s) and oral de-

fense of the thesis, and one 700-level seminar.

Nontliesis Option Six semester hours of concentration in theoretical lin-

guistics, applied linguistics, or teaching English to speakers of other lan-

guages. Two 700-level seminars; with permission, one seminar may be re-

placed by an individual research project.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Linguistics.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

74.110 English Workshop I: Intensive Basic English (For International Students) (8) Basic

English for students with little or no knowledge of English. Main emphasis on oral English and

includes intensive practice of English grammar and pronunciation. Usually offered every fall and

every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.111 Summer English Workshop I: Intensive Basic English (For International Students)

(5) Basic English for students with little or no knowledge of English. Main emphasis on oral

English and includes intensive practice of English grammar and pronunciation. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.120 English Workshop II: Intensive Intermediate English (For international Students)

(8) Designed for intermediate students of English. Emphasizes pronunciation and the more com-

plex structures of English as well as the development of basic reading and writing skills. Usually

offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by

placement test only.
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74.121 Summer English Workshop II: Intensive Intermediate English (For International Stu-

dents) (5) Designed for intermediate students of Englisfi. Emphasizes pronunciation and the

more complex structures of English, as well as the development of basic reading and writing

skills. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by

placement test only.

74.130 English Workshop III: Intensive High-Intermediate English (For International Stu-

dents) (8) Intensive course in English for more advanced students; equal emphasis on reading,

writing, speaking, and listening. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.131 Summer English Workshop ill: Intensive High-Intermediate English (For International

Students) (5) Intensive course in English for more advanced students; equal emphasis on read-

ing, writing, speaking, and listening. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by

placement test only.

74.140 English Workshop IV: Semi-Intensive Advanced English (For International Students)

(5) Semi-intensive course in English for advanced students; emphasis on mastery of the pronun-

ciation, grammatical structures, and writing features of English; advanced reading selections for

increased comprehension and speed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a non-

standard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.141 Summer English Workshop IV: Intensive Advanced English (For International Stu-

dents) (5) Intensive course in English for advanced students; emphasis on mastery of pronun-

ciation, grammatical structures, and writing features of English; advanced reading selections for

increased comprehension and speed. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.151 Summer English Workshop V: Semi-Intensive Advanced English (For International Stu-

dents) (4) Semi-intensive course in English for advanced students: emphasis on mastery of the

pronunciation, grammatical structures, and writing features of English; advanced reading selec-

tions for increased comprehension and speed. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.162 Evening English Workshop: Low Intermediate I (For International Students) (4) Semi-

intensive, low-intermediate level course in English with equal emphasis on speaking, listening,

and reading skills; some attention to development of writing skills. Usually offered every fall. Has

a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.163 Evening English Workshop: Low Intermediate II (For International Students)

(4) Continuation of 74.162. Usually offered every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prereq-

uisite: admission by placement test only.

74.164 Evening English Workshop: Intermediate I (For International Students) (4) Semi-in-

tensive, intermediate level course in English with equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and

reading skills; some attention to development of writing skills. Usually offered every fall. Has a

nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.165 Evening English Workshop: Intermediate II (For International Students) (4) Continua-

tion of 74.164. Usually offered every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admis-

sion by placement test only.

74.166 Evening English Workshop: Advanced I (For International Students) (4) Semi-inten-

sive, advanced level course in English with equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and reading

skills; some attention to development of waiting skills. Usually offered every fall. Has a nonstand-

ard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.167 Evening English Workshop: Advanced II (For International Students) (4) Continuation

of 74.166. Usually offered every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission

by placement test only.

74.170 Saturday English Workshop (For International Students) (1) Intermediate level

course in English. Equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and reading skills; some attention to

development of writing skills. Language laboratory practice included. May be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.182 Summer Evening English Workshop: Low-Intermediate (For International Students)
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(3) Semi-intensive, low-intermediate level course with equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and
reading skills; some attention to development of writing skills. Usually offered every summer.
Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.183 Summer Evening Workshop: Intermediate (For International Students) (3) Semi-inten-

sive, intermediate level course with equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and reading skills;

some attention to development of writing skills. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.184 Summer Evening English Workshop: Advanced (For International Students) (3) Semi-

intensive, advanced level course with equal emphasis on speaking, listening, and reading skills;

some attention to development of writing skills. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.200 Composition and Reading I (For International Students) (3) International students

whose competence in English makes them eligible for college-level work are assigned to this

section so that attention can be given to their special language problems. The emphasis is on
reading and writing. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.201 Composition and Reading II (For International Students) (3) A continuation of 74.200;

emphasis on library and research techniques. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission

by placement test only.

74.390 Independent Reading Course in English (1-6)*

74.490 Independent Study Project in English (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

74.500 Reading and Composition for Graduate Students I (3) Restricted to graduate interna-

tional students. Emphasis on library and research techniques and methods of technical writing.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: admission by placement test only.

74.501 Reading and Composition for Graduate Students II (3) Continuation of 74.500 with em-
phasis on writing a research paper. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: admission by
placement test only.

74.550 Principles OF Linguistics I (3) Introduction to scientific study of language, with emphasis
on structural linguistics. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

74.551 Principles of Linguistics II (3) Introduction to study of language change, classification

of languages, and linguistic reconstruction. Readings, problems, and class discussions. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 74.550.

74.552 Linguistic Structure I: Phonetics and Phonemics (3) Techniques of describing speech
sounds in terms of articulary movements and formulas. Practice in hearing and transcribing

phonetic sounds using tape recordings. Basic premises underlying phonemic analysis and prac-

tical procedures for arriving at phonemes of a language. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

74.550, which may be taken concurrently.

74.553 Linguistic Structure II: Morphology and Syntax (3) Problems in analysis and descrip-

tion of morphological data. Introduction to transformational generative grammar. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 74.552.

74.554 Structure of Modern American English (3) Systematic examination of English phonol-

ogy and grammar as well as regional and social aspects of American English. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 74.550 or permission of instructor.

74.555 History of Linguistics (3) Linguistic theories from the Greeks to modern times. Great

linguists and their schools of thought. Development of American linguistics. Usually offered every

spring.

74.557 Applied Linguistics: Methodology of Foreign Language Teaching (3) Comparison of

various methods of language teaching. Principles underlying structural method of language teach-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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ing. Application of linguistics in preparation of teaching materials. Audiovisual aids. Usually of-

fered every spring.

74.558 Teaching English as a Foreign Language (3) Methods of teaching English as a foreign

language: development of teaching materials; discussion of textbooks, lesson planning, and prob-

lems of foreign student. Portion devoted to practical work; writing materials and presenting them

orally for class critique. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 74.550 and 74.554.

74.559 Theory and Construction of Grammars (3) Emphasis is on construction of grammars

as defining devices to characterize languages. Automata equivalent to various types of grammars

are considered, as well as mathematical relations among grammars. Types of languages consid-

ered are mathematical, logical, computational, and two-dimensional, in addition to natural lan-

guage. Prerequisite: 74.553 which may be taken concurrently.

74.590 Independent Reading Course in English (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

74.600 Linguistic Structure III: Theories of Syntax (3) Introduction to and comparison of var-

ious models on syntactic analysis. Prerequisite: 74.553.

74.605 Semantics (3) History of semantic theory. Semantic changes, reflecting cultural change.

Ambiguity of meaning. Metaphors. Synonymy. Etymologies. World-field theory. Structural seman-

tics versus historical semantics.

74.690 Independent Study Project in English (1-6)*

74.710 Seminar in Linguistics (3) Reports and critical discussion on various theoretical and

practical problems in scientific study of language, methodology in linguistic research, and other

pertinent linguistic subjects. Different content in fall and spring. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

Environmental and Marine Science
Director Michael Champ, Department of Biology

Associate Director Robert J. Chinnis, School of Education

Associate Director William Banta, Department of Biology

The American University offers a wide array of field courses in environmental, marine, nautical,

and oceanographic sciences. During the regular academic year students may participate in

course work available on campus (in addition to the courses listed in this section, see courses

listed under Biology and the Center for Technology and Administration) and through the Consor-

tium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area. Complementary to these are the Sum-

mer Field Program offered through The Marine Science Consortium at Wallops Island, Virginia,

and the Sea Semester, which provides year-round offerings off campus, at Woods Hole, Mas-

sachusetts.

Summer Field Program The Marine Science Consortium has two field laboratories: (1) The

Wallops Island Marine Science Center (WIMSC) and (2) The Lake Erie Marine Science Center

(LEMSC), and a field station at Lewes, Delaware, for support operations of the 90-foot R.V.

Annandale, an oceanographic research vessel.

The Wallops Island Marine Science Center is located on the southern Atlantic coast of the

Delmarva Peninsula just south of the Maryland-Virginia state line. The laboratories are adjacent

to the Wallops Island Base of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), about

15 miles from the town of Chincoteague, Virginia. The laboratories are located in an area with

immediate access to representatives of nearly every major local environment. Freshwater lakes,

streams, marshes, and swamps abound; forest, meadows, and cultivated fields are adjacent to

the center; marine environments include extensive salt marshes, sandy shores, docks and pilings,

estuaries, lagoons (Chesapeake Bay, Chincoteague Bay, and the Atlantic Ocean).

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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The Lake Erie Marine Science Center, located in Erie, Pennsylvania, was established in 1975 and
utilizes the facilities of nearby Gannon College and a small lakef ront property opposite the famous
Presqu'lsle State Park.

Both laboratories have complete dormitory, cafeteria, and seagoing facilities. There are about

ten vessels for classes, the largest of which is the 90 foot R.V. Annandale, floating oceangraphic

laboratory with a crew of five and space for 10 students and scientists. Students live at the site

and take only one course in a three-week session; they may register for as many as five three-

week courses during any one summer. Professors usually live at the laboratories allowing im-

mediate access and close student-teacher contact.

Courses are fully accredited and may be applied toward degree programs in many departments.

Many are open to students without prerequisites, and field courses may apply as prerequisites

to other courses. This enables laymen and even some advanced high school students to enroll.

Through 90.500, graduate students may attend undergraduate courses as part of the require-

ments for graduate credit in the subject. Classes begin in mid-May and are in five three-week

sessions through August.

For additional information, class schedules, application, and special registration forms, contact

the Marine Science Program, c/o Department of Biology, MS-4, The American University, Wash-
ington, D.C., telephone (202) 686-21 77 or 2091

.

Sea Semester This program offers courses on shore and at sea. It is based at Woods Hole,

Massachusetts. The American University is one of four universities currently involved in this

unique program. For additional information please contact the Director of Environmental and
Marine Science.

Undergraduate Program in Environnnental Studies

Admission to the Program Formal admission requires that the student have a previously

declared major. The program is available only as a second major.

Set 90.100, 90.101,90.102,90.200,90.300, and 90.400.

Requirements

Related A minimum of 18 additional semester hours (at least six courses) in related

Requirements environmental course work. No more than 6 hours of the additional work

may be counted toward both the first major and the second environmental

studies major. At least 9 hours not counted toward the primary major must

be at the 300-level or above. At least 9 of the 18 hours must be chosen in

consultation with the program director to form a concentration within the

environmental area, e.g., marine environment, human ecology, energy, en-

vironmental management.

Recommenda- Students interested in this program should contact the program director at

tions an early date so that a program of study can be designed to fit the require-

ments of both majors.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science with

a primary major from another department and a second major in Environmental Studies.

Courses in Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

90.100 Natural History • N (4) Designed to familiarize nonscience majors with the broad phys-

ical and biological aspects of our environment. Emphasis on: common organisms and their eco-

logical relationships; the various sciences and social aspects of environmental disruption; envi-

ronmental assessment; and field and laboratory experiences. Required of Environmental Studies

major. Usually offered every fall.

90.101 Environmental Science I
• N (3) Principles of natural science as these relate to the

structure and function of the human body and the immediate home environment of the average

American citizen. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 90.100 or permission of instructor.
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90.102 Environmental Science II • N (3) Principles of natural science as these relate to sani-

tation management in urban communities for the protection of human health and welfare and

the maintenance of the quality of life as this is defined in the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1970. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 90.^0^

90.110 Introduction to Oceanography (3) Physical, chemical, biological, and geological as-

pects of oceans. Emphasis on laboratory and at-sea assignments. At Wallops Island. Usually

offered every summer.

90.181 Introduction to Limnology (3) Morphology and evolution of lakes and streams; physical

and chemical characteristics of inland waters; aquatic biota with emphasis on the microscopic

forms and their ecology; annual temperature cycle; water quality; laboratories about equally

divided into field and beach; functional relationships are stressed. Usually offered every summer.

90.200 Perspectives on Environmental Crises • S (3) Survey of typical environmental problems

facing man. Ecological, technological, economic, and cultural implications of environmental prob-

lems are considered. Topics include: Energy Crisis, Oil Pollution, Economic Growth, Water Pol-

lution, Population and World Food Supply. Designed to serve as introductory course for environ-

mental majors. Nonmajors may take it as an elective.

90.205 Introduction to Marine Science (3) A team-taught, two-part course. A description of the

various marine organisms and their habitats with emphasis on the North Atlantic rocky coast (Dr.

Judy Capuzzo, WHOI). Marine microbial ecology, encompasses productivity, food chains, and

nutrient cycling (Dr. Joel G. Goldman, WHOI). Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission

of marine science director.

90.206 Man and the Sea (2) Man's use of the sea, economics, resources, state and federal

regulations, and coastal zone management. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission

of director of marine science.

90.207 Introduction to Nautical Science (3) Seamanship: ropes and cordage, theory of sail,

maneuvering, ship construction and marine engineering (diesel engines), lights and shapes and

International Rules of the Road, navigation (celestial and electronics), and tides and currents.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of the director of marine science.

90.208 Marine Science Laboratory (4) Students stand rotating oceanographic watches (8-10

hours per day) carrying out the ship's research program under the direction of the chief scientist.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of the marine science director.

90.209 Nautical Science Laboratory (4) Students stand rotating crew watches, assigned the

following responsibilities: small boat handling, sail theory and practice, marlinspike seamanship,

helmsmanship, piloting and ship handling under sail. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

permission of marine science director.

90.211 Field Methods in Oceanography (3) Marine environment field work to instruct in use

and application of standard oceanographic instruments and sampling devices; independent re-

search through the initial stages of scientific project. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every

summer. Prerequisite: 90.1 1 or permission of marine science director.

90.212 Marine Navigation (3) Art and science of safely bringing a boat from one position to

another in body of water. Topics covered include piloting (navigation within sight of land), radio

bearings by radio direction finder, LORAN, OMEGA, electronic navigation, radar, celestial navi-

gation, circles of position, celestial fix, Greenwich Mean Time, Greenwich hour angle. At Wallops

Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: four years high school math or permission

of marine science director.

90.221 Marine Invertebrates (3) Invertebrate phyla: development, reproduction, structure,

function, and classification. Laboratory and field experience in collection, preservation, and clas-

sification. At Wallops Island, Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: one year biology or

permission of marine science director.

90.241 Marine Biology (3) Plant and animal life in marine environment. Emphasis on physical,

chemical, and environmental factors affecting the biota in intertidal, open-water, and benthic

habitats. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisites: botany and zoology or

permission of Marine Science director.

90.250 Management OF Wetland Wildlife (3) Ecology and management of wetland wildlife, par-
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ticularly of freshwater marshes and saltwater marshes. Special emphasis on ecosystem ap-

proach. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer.

90.260 Marine Ecology (3) Relationship of plants and animals to physical, chemical, and bio-

logical factors. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: one year of biology

or permission of Marine Science director.

90.270 Scuba Diving (3) Lectures, pool training, open water check-out, advanced techniques,

hookah diving, and specialty diving. NAUI Diver Certification. Students buy approved gear at

reduced rates when classes begin. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequi-

sites: swimming ability and good health (standard diving physical form required).

90.280 Field Biology (3) Principles of ecology and natural history of selected plants and animals

in terrestrial, freshwater and marine environment. Course is suitable for nonscience majors. At

Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer.

90.281 Field Methods in Limnology (3) Introduces the student to techniques used in the dy-

namic study of physical, chemical, and biological parameters of lakes. At Lake Erie. Usually

offered every summer.

90.283 Aquatic Ecology (3) Laboratory and field oriented. A few lectures presented to empha-
size the basic ecological principles of community ecology, special emphasis placed on deleterious

factors of the environment and how they effect community structure and function. At Lake Erie.

Usually offered every summer.

90.298 Topics in Marine Science (3) Selection of individual topic courses developed to present

introductory information in a specific area of study: Mariculture Field Trip, Behavior of Marine

Organisms, and Sailing and Seamanship. At Wallops Island. May be repeated for credit within

the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: based on
each individual course.

90.300 Environmental Studies Colloquium (2) Designed to expose student to ideas, concepts,

and theories with discussion and interaction with prominent leaders in environmental field. At-

tendance, outside readings and reaction papers are required. May be repeated for credit.

90.331 Chemical Oceanography (3) Treatement of wide range of oceanic chemical phenomena,
including salinity and age of oceans, sources and residence times of chemical constituents in

sea water, geo-chemical cycles of nutrients, application of isotopes to paleotemperature analysis,

carbon dioxide/carbonate system in oceans, mineral resources, and trace elements. Sampling

and laboratory analysis techniques. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequis-

ities: 90. 1 1 and one year of chemistry or permission of Marine Science director.

90.342 Marine Botany (3) Marine and marine fringe plants of the Middle Atlantic Coast; tax-

onomy, ecology, distribution, life histories, physiology, and economic status. Collecting, preserv-

ing, identifying, and herbarium cataloging stressed. Exercises in plant ecology, deep core pollen

analysis, and marine microbiology included. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer.
Prerequisites: biology, botany, or permission of Marine Science director.

90.343 Marine Icthyology (3) Marine fishes, morphology, anatomy, physiology, systematics,

behavior, zoogeography, life histories, and speciation. At Wallops Island/Florida field trip. Usually

offered every summer. Prerequisite: general zoology.

90.334 Anatomy of Marine Chordates (3) Trends in evolution of various vetebrate lines. Dis-

section of representative marine vertebrates, particularly those collected live on field trips. At

Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: six hours of biology, including zo-

ology.

90.345 Ornithology (3) Introduces student to avian fauna of seacoast, and enables comparison
with inland species. Lectures on distribution, beiiavior, physiology, and anatomy of birds. At

Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: biology or permission of Marine

Science director.

90.362 Marine Geology (3) Structuralandsedimentary environments of continental shelf, slope,

and ocean basin. Crustal structure of the earth and its relation to sedimentary record and geologic

history of the oceans is examined. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequi-

sites: 90. 110 and physical geology or permission of Marine Science director.

90.364 Physical Oceanography (3) Physical and chemical properties of sea water, ocean cur-
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rents, interaction of sea and atmosphere. Physics of sea and sea floor. At Wallops Island. Usually

offered every summer. Prerequisites: 90.110, year of physics and calculus or permission of

Marine Science director.

90.382 Geology of the Great Lakes (3) Origin and classification of lakes; morphology and me-

chanics of lake basins and water; geologic history of the Great Lakes; laboratories dominate over

lecture material with fieldwork and practical experience stressed. At Lake Erie. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisite: physical geology.

90.384 Ecology and Taxonomy of Marsh Plants of Great Lake Region (3) Designed to identify

the fresh water marsh plants of the Lake Erie region. Consists of fieldtrips to marsh areas; plants

collected and identified through the use of standard keys. Each plant is studied in its ecological

habitat and its importance in food webs is emphasized. At Lake Erie. Usually offered every

summer. Prerequisite: general botany.

90.398 Development OF Marine Organisms (3) Study of development patterns, processes, and
principles of marine animals, including special patterns specific for marine invertebrates and
vertebrate types. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: biology or zo-

ology including laboratory work.

90.400 Environmental Studies Senior Research Project (3) Students conduct an interdiscipli-

nary environmental research project which is under the direction of environmental studies major

advisor and primary advisor. Project includes preparation of a final report and presentation in a

seminar.

90.420 Marine Micropaleontology (3) Living representatives of microorganisms important in

fossil record. Emphasis on taxonomy, morphology, evolution and ecology of the Foraminifera

(Sarcodina). Other groups considered. Sample collecting, preparation, and analysis. At Wallops

Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: geology or biology or permission of Marine

Science director.

90.431 Ecology of Marine Plankton (3) Phytoplankton and zooplankton in marine and brackish

environments. Qualitative or quantitative comparisons made between planktonic populations or

various types of habitats in relation to primary and secondary productivity. At Wallops Island.

Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: one year of biology.

90.458 Exploration Methods in Marine Geology (3) Geophysical and geologic instruments and

techniques used to study bottom topography and geology. Emphasis on basic geophysical and

geologic instruments. At Wallops Island. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: physical

geology and one year of mathematics or permission of Marine Science director.

90.459 Coastal Geomorphology (3) Coastal geomorphology with emphasis on Late Cenozoic

and Pleistocence sea-level changes in response to world-wide continental glaciation. Field studies

of Pleistocene deposits and weathering of these deposits. At Wallops Island. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisite: one year of geology.

90.481 Great Lakes Plankton (3) Study of the populations, identification techniques, distribu-

tional ecology, and community functions of the plankton of the Great Lakes. Emphasis on field

and laboratory techniques; lectures coordinated with the topics covered in laboratory work. At

Lake Erie. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: one year of biology.

90.483 Ichthyology of the Great Lakes (3) General principals of ichthyology including evolu-

tion, anatomy, physiology, reproduction, development, behavior, ecology, and biogeography.

Freshwater fishes emphasized with greatest emphasis on fishes of temperate North America.

Laboratories include field trips to various sites in Lake Erie and its tributaries and experience in

sampling techniques, identification, aging, stomach content analysis, and general anatomy. At

Lake Erie. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: one year of biology.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

90.500 Problems in Marine Science (1-9) Option A: Student elects to take 200-400-level work in

which he desires advanced work and completes in addition to those requirements an approved

project in area under direction of instructor. Option B: Independent research project. Proposal

must be approved by academic advisor and the Marine Science Consortium. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisite: graduate or undergraduate with advanced standing using one of two

options.
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90.520 Marine Microbiology (3) Methods of collection involving sterile sannple isolation, en-

richment culturing, and techniques for identification of marine bacteria, yeasts, and fungi. Phys-

iological nature of marine water with reference to effect on microbial populations. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisite: course in general microbiology.

90.530 Coastal Sedimentation (3) Study of depositional environments of marine dominated

shorelines; their processes, sediments, sedimentary facies, and models for recognizing ancient

counterparts in rock record; growth and development of barrier island-tidal deltas. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisite: introductory course in sedimentation or marine geology or permis-

sion of Marine Science director.

90.540 Environmental Science Education (3) Designed primarily for elementary school teach-

ers. Study of environment from the seashore and wetlands to deciduous forest; various aspects

of environmental improvements; environmental education curricula in schools; extensive field

work, project. No special training required. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite graduate

standing or permission of Marine Science director.

90.570 Marine Pollution Research Cruise (3) Oceanographic Pollution Cruise seven days

aboard the R. V. Annandale to investigate the effects of ocean disposal of municipal and industrial

wastes on chemical, physical, and biological oceanographic parameters. Investigations con-

ducted before, during, and after the dumping with fate and behavior (dispersion and degradation)

studies of pollutants. Procedures, techniques, and equipment prepared and standardized prior to

cruise and final project report required. Prerequisites: 90.211, 90.331, or Biological Oceanogra-

phy, or previous cruise and permission of Marine Science director.

90.598 Advanced Topics in Marine Science (3) A selection of individual topics courses devel-

oped to present advanced information in a specific area of study such as: Physical Oceanography

of the Near Shore Zone. Water and Waste Water Problems in Coastal Areas, and Physical Ocean-

ography. At Wallops Island. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be

different. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: based on individual topics offered.

History
Chairman JamesA. Malloy, Jr.

Full-Time Faculty

Professor C Anthon (Emeritus), R. Beisner, D. Brandenburg, R. Brown, H. Davis (University

Professor Emeritus), J. Finan, D. Gondos (Emeritus), J. Joughin, E. Posner(Emeritus)

Associate Professor V. French, 1. Klein, A. Litchman, J. Malloy, C. McLaughlin

Assistant Professor R. Breitman, A. Kraut, J. Minihan, T. Murphy.

History is the record of what the present age finds worthy of note in previous times. It covers the

full range of human endeavor: the arts and the sciences; politics and the spread of political ideas

across boundaries of space and time; economic and technological change; the relationships of

individuals and groups to their communities and cultures. Anyone concerned with the contem-

porary world cannot comprehend its problems without some awareness of how it differs from

the past eras.

As part of the humanities, history includes all forms of creative thought and expression. At the

same time, it requires as much rigor in the use of evidence and as much precision of expression

in analysis as any social science.

Undergraduate Program in History

Admission to the Program students must be approved by the department for formal ad-

mission to the major.

Set 29.480.

Requirements

Required One course in ancient or medieval history; one course in Russian, Asian,

Options African, or Latin American history; one course in United States History at

the 300-level or above; and one course in European or British history at the
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Related

Requirements

Special

Opportunities

300-level or above. Additional courses to nnake a total of 39 semester hours

in history.

12 semester hours outside the department at the 300-level or above in

substantially theoretical courses.

Honors in History; Dorothy DitterGondos Award; internships.

Degree Objective students receiveadegreeof Bachelor of Arts with a major in History.

Master's Program in History

Admission to the Program Requirements: results of the Graduate Record Examination (Ver-

bal and Quantitative Aptitude); letters of recommendation from two professors with whom work

was taken recently; substantial beginning in one foreign language; and favorable judgment of the

department's Graduate Committee,

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

A total of 30 semester hours including two colloquia (6 semester hours) and
two research seminars (6 semester hours). Courses may be selected to

fulfill either (1) a single-field program in ancient, United States, British, mod-
ern European, Latin America, or Russian history, or (2) two-field programs
with a major field (18 semester hours) and a minor field (12 semester hours).

Internships at the National Archives.

Intermediate level college background in one foreign language or equiva-

lent.

One comprehensive examination.

The thesis requirement is satisfied by two substantial research papers done
in research seminars.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in History.

Doctoral Program in History

Admission to the Program Requirements: completion of the M.A. degree in history or in a

related field; substantial beginning in one foreign language; results of the Graduate Record Ex-

amination (Verbal and Quantitative Aptitude); letters of recommendation from two professors with

whom work was taken recently; and favorable judgment of the department's Graduate Committee.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunites

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

A total of 42 semester hours including one colloquium (3 semester hours),

two research seminars (6 semester hours), and a minimum of 12 hours of

dissertation seminar.

Internships at the National Archives.

After completion of comprehensive examinations and at the time of ap-

proval of the dissertation proposal.

Two foreign languages or one foreign language and quantitative methods
or statistics.

Four comprehensive examinations, three written and one oral. Comprehen-
sive examinations are offered in the areas of ancient history. United States

history, modern European history, British history, Latin American history,

Russian history, and diplomatic history. One comprehensive examination

must be in one of the following: an historical field outside the student's
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main subject area of concentration, a comparative or cross-disciplinary

field, or a field in another discipline.

Dissertation Required, and oral defense thereof.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in History.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

29.100 Historians and the Living Past • A (3) What we believe happened in the past, whether

true or not has an influence on what we believe we see today, and what we decide to do in the

future. Course explores how the past lives in the present, how we investigate the past, the societal

and personal values of studying history. Usually offered every fall.

29.103 Treasures from Antiquity: Time and the Relevance of Civilization • A (3) Survey of

some of the major cultural achievements of Egypt, Greece, Rome, asking why these treasures

"speak" to modern man and how individuals relate to other cultures. Emphasis on examination

of personal reactions to the culture of unfamiliar civilizations and relation of antiquity to contem-

porary society.

29.105 The Twentieth Century World • A (3) Surveys and brings together main trends in twen-

tieth century world history, and examines key problems of our times. Among topics are: changing

cultures in West and East; world communism; international tensions and world wars; capitalism,

socialism and the development of the welfare state; independence and change in Africa and

Asia; and population and development problems. Usually offered every fall.

29.106 Modern Europe I
• A, 8(3) Survey of the years 1500 to 1814, emphasis on revolutionary

changes in Europe's place in the world, in beliefs about man and God, and in control over physical

nature. The "invention" of the modern nation-state in the French Revolution and Napoleonic era.

Usually offered every term.

29.107 Modern Europe II • A,S (3) Survey of the years from 1815 to the present, exploring why
clocks cannot be turned back and the worldwide consequences of nationalism combined with

industrialization; analysis of the conflict between middle-class domination and awakening work-

ing-class consciousness, of technology run wild, of retreat from reason, and of two world wars,

as the bases for understanding today's shrunken Europe and the warring in ex-colonial lands.

Usually offered every term.

29.201 The Ancient World; The Ancient Near East • A (3) Sumer, Akkad, Babylonia, Egypt,

Israel, and the Hittites, Assyria, Persia. Especial attention to the worldview of these civilizations

and their enduring influence on modern society. Usually offered alternate fails.

29.202 The Ancient World: Greece • A (3) From Minoan Crete through Alexander the Great.

Especial attention to literary and artistic masterpieces in their historical settings. Emphasis on

ancient sources. Usually offered alternate springs.

29.203 The Ancient World: Rome • A (3) From the Etruscans through Constantine. Especial

attention to the interplay of constitution and empire and changing views of ethical conduct.

Emphasis on ancient sources. Usually offered alternate falls.

29.204 Medieval Europe • A (3) Exploration of the distinctive medieval worldview as well as

consideration of the organization of economic and political institutions, the relationship of secular

and ecclesiastical authority, and the creation of new social and religious ideals during the mil-

lenium that bridges antiquity and modernity. Usually offered alternate springs.

29.207 History of the United States I • A,S (3) Survey of American history from the founding

of the colonies to the Civil War. Includes social and intellectual as well as political history. Analysis

of both the development of stable institutions and the forces of division and instability. Usually

offered every term.

29.208 History of the United States II • A,S (3) Survey of American history from the end of

the Civil War to the present. "Modernization" of America and resulting problems. Growth of U.S.

power in international affairs. Roots and development of social and political change in America.

Usually offered every term.
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29.209 Women in Twentieth Century America • A,S (3) An analysis of change and continuity in

the recent experience of American women. Includes such themes as the women's suffrage

movement, the demise of feminism in the 1920s, the women's liberation movement, male liber-

ation, women in the economy and politics, sexual attitudes, practices and roles, and family life.

29.210 Ethnic Experience in America • A,S (3) A topical examination of the role of ethnicity in

American society, including the debate over whether the United States is an ethnic melting pot

or an arena of conflict of diverse racial and religious groups. Issues include immigration, theories

of assimilation, development of ghettoes, and persistence of ethnic consciousness.

29.211 American Seekers of Change • A (3) A biographical approach to radicalism and reform

in the United States. The lives and thoughts of such prominent advocates of social, political, or

economic change as Thomas Paine, William Lloyd Garrison, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Martin

Luther King, J r., are examined, largely with use of primary sources.

29.221 History of England I • A,S (3) Political, social and cultural developments in England to

1689. Parliament, common law, civil war, plague, rebellion, concepts of kingship, and the conflict

of church and state. Usually offered every fall.

29.222 History of England II • A,S (3) Great Britian since 1689. The rise and fall of the British

Empire; cabinet government and limited monarchy; working-class politics and the welfare state;

industrialization and mass culture. Usually offered every spring.

29.231 The Emergence OF Modern Russia 1462-1881 • A,S(3) Survey of Muscovite and Imperial

Russian history with emphasis on autocracy, fate of peasantry, economic and cultural develop-

ments, and the expansion of the Russian state. Usually offered every fall.

29.232 Revolutionary and Soviet Russia, 1881-1976 • A,S (3) Focus on the Russian revolution-

ary movement, rise of industrialization, revolutions of 1905 and 1917, and internal political, social

and economic development of Soviet Russia. Usually offered every spring.

29.238 France since 1 760 • S (3) Main lines of development into politics, society, and economic

life. Conflicts between tradition and innovation and between authority and liberty. Survival of pre-

Revolutionary characteristics. The marraige in modern times between political radicalism and

social conservatism. Twentieth century collapse and France's striking revival since World War
II. Usually offered alternate years.

29.239 Modern Germany since 1848 • A (3) The revolutions of 1848 fail to unify Germany.

Bismarck and the Prussian army succeed. The new Germany produces Prussian militarism,

socialism, youth movements, and an unsuccessful Weimar Republic. Hitler's Germany; World

War II; Germany divided. Usually offered alternate years.

29.241 Colonial Latin America • A (3) Conquest and change in Indian civilization; imperial

politics; race and class; Indian labor and the Black legend; imperial economic relations; imperial

reform and revolution. Usually offered every fall.

29.242 Latin American since Independence • A (3) Problems in creating nations; miltarism, dic-

tatorship, and democracy; sources of underdevelopment; reform and revolution in twentieth cen-

tury. Usually offered every spring.

29.250 Modern Asia • A,S (3) History and culture of the great Asian civilizations during past

two centuries. Analyzes Asian societies at time of advent of the West in Asia and Western impact,

cultural and social change, rise of Asian nationalism, recent revolutions, politics, and international

relations.

29.260 Arms and the Man: War and Society • A (3) War's impact on nations, societies, and

individuals throughout history. The roots of war. The experience of war. The explanation and

justification of war. The artistic and literary representation and expression of war. The efforts to

abolish war. The future of war.

29.270 How TO Think: Critical Analysis in the Social Sciences • S (3) The basic conceptual

tools necessary for mastering a discipline or thinking for oneself. How do you critically analyze

a book or article? How do you frame questions? How do you prove something? Despite much
talk about teaching critical thinking, issues like these may not be raised throughout a student's

career.

29.300 Ancient Studies • A (3) Topical and chronological courses in ancient history; Greece in

the Age of Tyrants; Classical Greece; Alexander the Great; The Burden of Success—The Failure
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of the Roman Republic; Principate to Patriarchy—The Roman Empire; Comparative Causes of

War in Ancient Historiography; Major Personalities of Classical Antiquity; Silent Peoples of Antiq-

uity—Women, Children, and Slaves. May meet jointly with 29.600. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

29.310 The Ancient Regime in Europe • A (3) Attention to the "new" or total history of the late

sixteenth century and of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Europe; demography, family

and society, climate, disease, famine, and economic life. May meet jointly with 29.610. Usually

offered alternate years.

29.311 Into Modernity: The Eighteenth Century (3) Political, social, economic and technolog-

ical change in eighteenth century Europe with attention to the Atlantic world. The eighteenth

century as prelude to revolution. May meet jointly with 29.611. Usually offered alternate years.

29.312 Era of the French Revolution • A (3) Examination of the French Revolution of the late

eighteenth century; first, as a French phenomenon and, second, as an aspect of Western history

in general. May meet jointly with 29.61 2. Usually offered alternate years.

29.314 Eastern Europe since 1815 • 8 (3) Examines the impact of nationalism, the fate of the

peasantry, ethnic hostilities, World War I, the emergence of nation states, and the Soviet domi-

nation of Eastern Europe. May meet jointly with 29.61 4. Usually offered alternate years.

29.317 Weimar Germany • A (3) This is the Germany described in the movie "Cabaret." Cultural

and political themes are stressed; Thomas Mann, Bertholt Brecht, Marlene Dietrich, Rosa Lux-

emburg, General Hindenburg, and Adolf Hitler are among the major figures; expressionism, com-
munism, and fascism confront the republican establishment. Prerequisite: background in Euro-

pean history, politics, culture, or German language.

29.318 Nazi Germany • S (3) The political, social, and economic conditions that made it possible

for Hitler to take power. The nature of Nazi rule. World War II from the Nazi side and the Holocaust

from that of the Jews. May meet jointly with 29.61 8.

29.319 European Diplomacy and War: Napoleon to Hitler • 8 (3) Traces European diplomacy

and war from the Napoleonic era through Metternich, the Crimean War, Italian and German
unification, the Bismarckian system, world imperialism, the two world wars and peace settle-

ments. Particular attention to the nature of international relations and the balance of power. May
meet jointly with29.619.

29.321 Social Effects of European Industrialization • 8 (3) Shifts in work styles and changes
in the quality of life with the mechanization of production in England and on the continent. Effects

on rural and urban life. Focus on alterations in social structure and on individual experiences.

Time-lags in industrializing among states and their possible social significance. May meet jointly

with 29.621 . Usually offered alternate years.

29.325 DeGaulle's Republic and Beyond • S (3) Tradition and innovation in the Fifth Republic,

emphasis on parties, interest groups, and social structure in the recent French past. Foreign and
domestic turning points—as in 1958, 1962, and 1968— and changes since 1969 in a France

without DeGaulle. May meet jointly with 29.625. Usually offered alternate years.

29.326 European Society in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries • A,S (3) Relationships

among traditional social groups and the emergence of new classes, new cultural patterns, and
new aspirations. Impact of altered birth and death rates, urban organization, technology, edu-

cation, and other forces stimulating change. New grievances, mass culture, and the growth of

alienation. Interest groups, the consumer society, and the "New Europe". May meet jointly with

29.626. Usually offered alternate years.

29.327 Twentieth Century Europe • A,S (3) This century Europe has experienced two major

wars, one wave of communist revolution, a violent reaction in the form of fascism, and the horror

of mass extermination. Yet Europe today is quite prosperous, and there are better links between
the Western countries and their communist counterparts in the East than we could have imagined

two decades ago. There is something in the European past that gives the continent a certain

resilience. May meet jointly with 29.627. Usually offered alternate years.

29.329 European Thought and Ideology • A (3) Topical and chronological studies offered on a

rotational basis. Examples include; The Enlightenment; Marx to Weber; Freud to Sartre; European
Communism; and European Liberalism.

29.331 Modern Revolutions • A (3) Discusses the theory, patterns, and practice of twentieth
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century revolutions; and the revolutionary tradition stennnning from the Enlightenment, French

Revolution, and Marxism. Then treats in detail the Russian, Nazi, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Cuban
revolutions, and considers the impact of revolutions and the revolutionary potential of modern
industrial societies. May meet jointly with 29.631 . Usually offered alternate years.

29.332 Contemporary Historical Studies • S (3) Topical courses offered on rotational and
occasional bases: Democracy and Totalitarianism; Imperialism, Racism, and the Third World.

Psychohistory. Twentieth Century World Diplomacy; and Political Assassinations in Europe. May
meet jointly with 29.632. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

29.333 Tudor-Stuart England • A (3) England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Top-

ics examined include the Protestant Reformation in England, the Conflict between King and
Parliament, the Civil War, Puritanism, and the Glorious Revolution. May meet jointly with 29.633.

29.334 Victorian England • A (3) Examines the many threats to traditional beliefs and social

patterns that emerged in the nineteenth century. Subjects considered include the impact of

DanA/inism on religion, the emergence of working-class politics, the campaign for female suffrage,

discontent in Ireland, and the growth of empire. May meet jointly with 29.634

29.335 Twentieth Century England • A (3) Has England declined to a third-rate power? The
course analyzes England's changing status in the twentieth century; the rise to prominence of

the Labour Party, the depression, the experience of World War II; loss of empire, and contem-

porary British culture. May meet jointly with 29.635.

29.336 History of Ireland • A (3) Survey of Irish history from the Gaelic invasions to the pres-

ent, focusing on the development of Irish cultural and national identity. May meet jointly with

29.636.

29.337 British Studies • A,S (3) Topical and chronological courses in British history, offered on

a rotating basis, at least one per semester: Hanoverian England; Edwardian England; The British

Working-Class Experience; Popular Culture in Modern Britian; Popular Rebels in Britian. May
meet jointly with 29.637. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term.

29.340 Latin American Studies • A (3) Topical and chronological courses in Latin American
history offered on a rotational basis: Diplomatic History of Latin America; Twentieth Century

Diplomacy of the Great Powers of Latin America; Latin American intellectual History. May meet
jointly with 29.640. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term.

29.345 Russian Studies • S (3) Topical and chronological courses in Russian history, offered on

a rotating basis. Russian Social History; Russian Revolutionary Tradition; USSR: Dissidents and
Dictators; Russia and the West, 1472-1900; Russia in War and Revolution, 1855-1917; Twentieth

Century Russian Diplomacy; and Nineteenth Century Russian Literature and Society. May meet
jointly with 29.645. Each course offered at least once every two years. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

29.355 Asian Studies • A (3) Topical and chronological courses in Asian history: China: Con-

fucius to Mao; History of Japan; and India and the West. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different. Offered occasionally as faculty resources permit.

29.356 India: The Great Tradition • A (3) Broad survey, by topics, not chronological, of Indian

civilization through period of Moghul rule, ending in eighteenth century. Discussions center on

such themes as kingship, social organization, laws, religious thought, economic institutions, aes-

thetics, and external relations. Diversified readings expose students to contributions of major

historians working in fields covered. May meet jointly with 29.656. Offered occasionally as faculty

resources permit.

29.357 Modern India • A (3) At end of Moghul rule India gradually entered modern phase of its

history. Traces this progression in politics (under British auspices), in social change (under Indian

sponsorship), and in terms of economic behavior and international relationships. Theme is an

effort to grasp meaning of contemporary Indian civilization through study of its recent past. May
meet jointly with 29.657. Offered occassionaly as faculty resources permit.

29.360 Colonial America • A (3) Covers the period from 1492 to 1763. Traces the founding and

development of England's North American colonies, emphasizing the original impulses and meth-

ods of colonization; Indian peoples and conflict; non-English immigration; the genesis and African
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background of the slave trade and slavery; and the creation of a donninant English culture in an

ethnically and racially diversified society. May meet jointly with 29.660. Usually offered every

year.

29.361 Era of American Revolution • A (3) In-depth study of political and social history of the

American Revolution, emphasizing such topics as the genesis of the revolutionary conflict, the

revolution as a "republican revolution"; the revolution's ideological and social results and their

impact abroad; and the formation of the fedeal constitution as the revolution's finest transforming

accomplishment. May meet jointly with 29.661

.

29.362 The New Republic • A (3) Covers the period 1789-1850. Traces the new republic's po-

litical consolidation during its first critical decades; its physical, economic, and political trans-

formation by continental expansion, the transportation and industrial revolutions, and the creation

of a mass democracy; and the first confrontations over slavery in 1832-33 and 1848-50. May
meet jointly with 29.662.

29.363 Civil War AND Reconstruction • A (3) Chronological coverage from the Compromise of

1850 to the final withdrawal of federal troops from the South in 1877. Topics include antebellum

reform, sectional conflict, black slavery, secession, and postwar racial and political problems.

Political and social issues are emphasized, rather than a narrative of battles and skirmishes. May
meet jointly with 29.663. Usually offered alternate falls.

29.364 The South since Reconstruction • A (3) The tripartite theme is the South's struggle with

the issues of integration, separation, and self-definition since the Civil War. Specific attention is

focused on reconstruction and redemption, race relations, violence, the rise and fall of the "Solid

South," and the "New South" of Jimmy Carter. Usually offered alternate springs.

29.365 Emergence of Modern America • S (3) Drawing on history and related disciplines, con-

siders themes in the modernization of America; the rise of corporations, the influx of immigrants

from southern and eastern Europe, the rejection of traditional philosophy, the sexual revolution,

technological innovation, and the new politics of race. May meet jointly with 29.665.

29.366 Twentieth Century America • A,S (3) Life in the twentieth century is different from all

other periods of our past. To understand why requires an examination of the explosion of science

and technology, the growth of government, America's increasing involvement in the world, the

multiplication of protest and liberation movements, the new politics, and neo-Keynesian econom-
ics. May meet jointly with 29.666.

29.367 Turning Points in American Diplomatic History • A (3) A selective one-semester survey

emphasizing those episodes in the history of American foreign relations that were especially

important in influencing persistent patterns in this nation's role in international relations. Possible

examples: Neutrality in 1793, War of 1812, Spanish-American War, World War I, Pearl Harbor,

Cuban Missile Crisis, and Vietnam. May meet jointly with 29.667.

29.368 World War II: The American Experience • A,S (3) How the United States got into World
War II, its diplomatic strategy, and decisions. United States military efforts and leadership. The
experience of G.I. Joe. Society and politics at home. Ending the war and approach of the Cold

War. Films, television, tapes, and guest speakers. May meet jointly with 29.668. Usually offered

alternate falls.

29.369 Other Wars: Cold, Korean, and Vietnam • A,S (3) Origins and development of the Cold

War. "Revolution" of American diplomacy in the Truman administration (Truman Doctrine, Mar-

shall Plan, and NATO). Korean War. The Vietnam disaster. Diplomacy, military history, dissent,

and the impact of the "other wars" on American politics, economy, intellectual life, and society

at large. Visual media and guest speakers. May meet jointly with 29.669. Usually offered alternate

falls.

29.370 Quantification in History (3) Presumes no mathematical or statistical expertise. Ex-

plores the application of statistical procedures as they affect historical research. Includes both

theory and historical examples. May meet jointly with 29.670.

29.371 The Imperial Presidency (3) May meet jointly with 29.671.

29.372 The City in History I • A (3) Urban development from Ur to the present. Emphasis on

physical planning, the city as a creative environment, economic development, and the city's role

in history.

29.373 The City in History II • A (3) The American city in comparative context. Its developments
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from the seventeenth century to the present. Emphasis on economic development, physical

planning, the park movement, the spread of suburbs, and the impact of transportation.

29.374 History of American Thought I
• A (3) Great American thinkers in their social and

philosophical contexts from the Puritans to the romantics. May meet jointly with 29.674.

29.375 History of American Thought II • A (3) Great American thinkers in their social and
philosophical contexts from the Social Danwinists to the present. May meet jointly with 29.675.

29.376 American Social History I
• S (3) A chronological approach to social factors in American

national development from the colonial period to the Civil War. Issues include family structure,

immigration, slavery, ethnicity, westward expansion, and sectionalism.

29.377 American Social History II • S (3) Examination of American society as it has evolved

since the Civil War. Topics include modernization, industrialization, immigration, and the post-

World War II crises; fragmentation of the nuclear family, urban decay, and racial conflict.

29.378 Growth and Process in American History • S (3) Topical and chronological courses

stressing continuities and long-range developments in American history, offered on a rotating

basis. Topics include: Black Consciousness in American; The Idea of Corruption in American

Politics; The South—Settlement to Civil War; and Sport, Pageantry, and Ritual in American Cul-

ture. May meet jointly with 29.678. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every term.

29.380 History of Archival Administration (3) Nature of archives and concepts of archival

administration. Comparative survey of history and present practices in principal countries of the

world, with special emphasis on United States. Meets jointly with 29.680. Usually offered every

fall.

29.381 Administration of Modern Archives (3) Nature, value, and use of public and private

archives. Principles and techniques for appraisal, preservation, arrangement, description, and

reference service for archives, personal papers, and historical manuscripts. Survey of American

archival agencies. Meets jointly with 29.681 . Usually offered every spring.

29.390 Independent Reading Course in History (1-6)*

29.480 Major Seminar (6) Methods and materials for historical research and writing, with spe-

cial emphasis on resources in the Washington area. Students design, research, and prepare a

historical research paper. Required of majors in history. Should be taken during the spring se-

mester of the junior year or during the senior year. Usually offered every term.

29.490 Independent Study Project IN History (1-6)*

29.491 Internship (1-6) Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

29.550 Institute in Administration of Modern Archives (3) Nature, value, and use of public and

private archives. Principles and techniques for appraisal, preservation, arrangement, description,

and reference for archives, personal papers, and historical manuscripts. Offered by the Depart-

ment of History in conjunction with National Archives and Records Service, Usually offered every

term.

29.590 Independent Reading Course in History (1 -6)*

Graduate Courses

Courses numbered 29.600 through 29.681 meet jointly with courses at the 300-level. Registration

at the 600-level implies graduate level assignments and higher expectations regarding perform-

ance.

29.600 Ancient Studies (3) See 29.300 for description. May meet jointly with 29.300. May be

repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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29.610 The Ancient Regime in Europe (3) See 29.310 for description. May meet jointly with

29.310. Usually offered alternate years.

29.611 Into Modernity: The Eighteenth Century (3) See 29.311 for description. May meet joint-

ly with 29.311.

29.612 Era of the French Revolution (3) See 29.312 for description. May meet jointly with

29.312, Usually offered alternate years.

29.614 Eastern Europe since 181 5 (3) See 29.314 for description. May meet jointly with 29.314.

Usually offered alternate years.

29.617 Weimar Germany (3) See 29.31 7 for description. May meet jointly with 29.31 7.

29.618 Nazi Germany (3) See 29.318 for description. May meet jointly with 29.318.

29.619 European Diplomacy and War: Napoleon to Hitler (3) See 29.319 for description. May
meetjointly with 29.319.

29.621 Social Effects OF European Industrialization (3) See 29.321 for description. May meet

jointly with 29.321 . Usually offered alternate years.

29.625 DeGaulle's Republic and Beyond (3) See 29.325 for description. May meet jointly with

29.325. Usually offered alternate years.

29.626 European Society in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (3) See 29.326 for de-

scription. May meet jointly with 29.326. Usually offered alternate years.

29.627 Twentieth Century Europe (3) See 29.327 for descirption. May meet jointly with 29.327.

Usually offered alternate years.

29.629 European Thought and Ideology (3) See 29.329 for description. May meet jointly with

29.329. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered

every term.

29.631 Modern Revolutions (3) See 29.331 for description. May meet jointly with 29.331

.

29.632 Contemporary Historical Studies (3) See 29.332 for description. May meet jointly with

29.332. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

29.633 Tudor-Stuart England (3) See 29.333 for description. May meet jointly with 29.333.

29.634 Victorian England (3) See 29.334 for description. May meet jointly with 29.334.

29.635 Twentieth Century England (3) See 29.335 for description. May meet jointly with

29.335.

29.636 History OF Ireland (3) See 29.336 for description. May meetjointly with 29.336.

29.637 British Studies (3) See 29.337 for description. May meet jointly with 29.337. May be

repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

29.640 Latin American Studies (3) See 29.340 for description. May meet jointly with 29.340.

May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every

term.

29.645 Russian Studies (3) See 29.345 for description. May meet jointly with 29.345. May be

repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

29.656 India: the Great Tradition (3) See 29.356 for description. May meet jointly with 29.356

29.657 Modern India (3) See 29.357 for description. May meetjointly with 29.357.

29.660 Colonial America (3) See 29.360 for description. May meet jointly with 29.360. Usually

offered every year.
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29.661 Era of the American Revolution (3) See 29.361 for description. May meet jointly with

29.361.

29.662 The New Republic (3) See 29.362 for description. May meet jointly with 29.362.

29.663 Civil War and Reconstruction (3) See 29.363 for description. May meet jointly with

29.363. Usually offered alternate falls.

29.664 The South since Reconstruction (3) See 29.364 for description. May meet jointly with

29.364.

29.665 Emergence of Modern America (3) See 29.365 for description. May meet jointly with

29.365.

29.666 Twentieth Century America (3) See 29.366 for description. May meet jointly with 29.366.

29.667 Turning Points in American Diplomatic History (3) See 29.367 for description. May
meet jointly with 29.367.

29.668 World War II: The American Experience (3) See 29.368 for description. May meet jointly

with 29.368. Usually offered alternate falls.

29.669 Other Wars: Cold, Korea and Vietnam (3) See 29.369 for description. May meet jointly

with 29.369. Usually offered alternate falls.

29.670 Quantification IN History (3) See 29.370 for description. May meet jointly with 29.370.

29.671 The Imperial Presidency (3) May meet jointly with 29.371.

29.674 History of American Thought I (3) See 29.374 for description. May meet jointly with

29.374.

29.675 History of American Thought II (3) See 29.375 for description. May meet jointly with

29.375.

29.678 Grov^h-h and Process in American History (3) See 29.378 for description. May meet

jointly with 29.378. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term.

29.680 History of Archival Administration (3) See 29.380 for description. Meets jointly with

29.380. Usually offered every fall.

29.681 Administration of Modern Archives (3) See 29.381 for description. May meet jointly

with 29.381 . Usually offered every spring.

29.690 Independent Study Project in History (1 -6)*

29.691 Internship (1-6) Usually offered every fall and every spring.

COLLOQUIA

29.721 Colloquium in Modern Western European History I (3) Assumes the student's familar-

ity with factual data and concentrates on historiographical problems in early modern European

history from the late fifteenth century to 1815.

29.722 Colloquium in Modern Western European History II (3) Assumes the student's famil-

iarity with factual data and concentrates on historiographical problems in European history from

1815 to the present.

29.723 Colloquium in British History I (3) Assumes the student's familiarity with factual data

and concentrates on historiographical problems in British history, fifteenth century to 1688. Of-

fered occassionally according to demand and availability of faculty.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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29.724 Colloquium in British History II (3) Assumes the student's familiarity with factual data

and concentrates on historiographical problems in British history 1688 to the present. Offered

occassionaly according to demand and availability of faculty.

29.725 Colloquium in Russian History 1 (3) Study of Russian source nnaterial, bibliography, and
major historiographical schools from Ancient Russia to the present. Offered occasionally ac-

cording to demand and availability of faculty.

29.726 Colloquium in Russian History II (3) Examination of the principal historiographical con-

troversies and issues in Russian history from the Norman conquest to the role of Stalin. Offered

occasionally according to demand and availability of faculty.

29.727 Colloquium in United States History I: To 1865 (3) Assumes the student's familiarity

with factual data, and concentrates on analyzing important historiographical disputes and de-

velopments on the central themes of U.S. history to the end of the Civil War. Usually offered

every year.

29.728 Colloquium in United States History 11: Since 1865 (3) Assumes the student's familiarity

with factual data, and concentrates on analyzing important historiographical disputes and de-

velopments on the central themes of U.S. history from 1 865 to the present. Usually offered every

year.

RESEARCH SEMINARS

29.751 Research Seminar in European History (3) Identification and development of research

topics. Sources and their evaluation. Research techniques and problems. Writing and argumen-

tation. All students research and write substantial papers based largely on primary sources.

Some Ph.D. candidates use course to develop dissertation proposals. Usually offered every term.

29.752 Research Seminar in United States History (3) Identification and development of re-

search topics. Sources and their evaluation. Research techniques and problems. Writing and

argumentation. All students research and write substantial papers based largely on primary

sources. Some Ph.D. candidates use course to develop dissertation proposals. Usually offered

every term.

29.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (3-12) Usually offered every term.

Interdepartmental Science
Coordinator Matthew F. Norton, Department of Chemistry

Faculty Faculties of the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Statistics, and Com-
puter Science, Physics, Psychology, and the School of Education.

Undergraduate Program in Distributed Science

Tracks Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, and Psychology.

Admission TOTHE Program No unique admission requirements.

Required A minimum of 60 semester hours of courses in combined science or corn-

Options bined mathematics and science fields. The distribution must include at

least: (1) 26 semester hours in one area of science or mathematics; (2) 12

semester hours in a second area of science or mathematics; (3) 8 semester

hours in a third area of science or mathematics; (4) 8 semester hours in a

fourth area of science or mathematics; and (5) 6 additional semester hours

in either (1) or (2).

The following may not be used as credit toward meeting the requirements

for this major; 09.120, 15.101, 15.160, 15.161, 41.175, 41.176, 41.211,

41 .212, 51 .1 01 , 51 .203, 51 .204, and 51 .210.

Related 41.221 and 41.222. Two courses selected from anthropology, economics.

Requirements philosophy, 40.280, 40.281, and 57.1 00.
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Recommenda-
tions

Courses should be taken in the sequence specified by each department.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Distrib-

uted Science.

See Also Undergraduate program in environmental studies under Environmental and Marine

Science in the publication.

Master's Program in Science Teaching

Tracks The degree involves course work in science and mathematics as well as in education,

with a main concentration in a single science area.

Admission TOTHE Program The degree of fvl.S.S.T. is administered jointly by the departments

of the sciences, the Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, and the

School of Education. A student interested in this program should consult the chairman of the

Department of Chemistry, the dean of the School of Education, and the chairman of the science

or mathematics department in which he plans to concentrate. The chairman of that department

will assign an advisor. Students must have completed either the Graduate Record Examination

orthe Miller Analogies Test. Two letters of recommendation are required.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work with at least

Requirements 6 hours taken in the field of concentration. The student's undergraduate

and graduate courses in the area of concentration must total a minimum
of 32 semester hours.

Related (1) A minimum of eight semester hours in a second science field. (2) One
Requirements year of college mathematics (algebra and analytic geometry or equivalent)

taken either before entering the M.S.S.T. program or as an additional course

for no graduate credit along with the courses taken for graduate credit. (3)

Six semester hours of graduate courses in education on consultation with

the M.S.S.T. advisor in the School of Education. These courses should be

related to one of the comprehensive examinations in education. The com-

prehensive fields in education may be selected from the following areas:

History and Philosophy of Education, Psychology of Education, and Science

Education.

A maximum of 12 semester hours of courses from the 300-400 levels may
be applied toward the requirements for this degree. These courses may be

selected from 09.304, 09.335, 09.340, 09.341, 09.356, 41.310, 41.321,

41 .322, 40.340, 40.341 , 41 .474, 51 .330, 51 .350, and 51 .370.

Advancement to The student must file for advancement to candidancy on completion of 12

Candidacy graduate semester hours.

Examinations One comprehensive examination in education and one in the area of con-

centration.

Thesis Students must complete a nonthesis option as approved by the faculty

advisor.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science in Science Teaching with

a major in Science Teaching.

Note Also See the master's degree programs in the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Math-

ematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, Physics, and Psychology, and the School of Educa-

tion.
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Doctoral Program in Science Education

Tracks This is a joint degree program offered by tlie Scliool of Education and the departments

of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. Specific programs are under joint supervision of the School

of Education and the chairman of the Department of Chemistry.

Admission to the Program a master's degree in education or a science from an approved

institution and approval of the School of Education, the chairman of the Department of Chemistry,

and of the science department of the prospective concentration.

Course The following education courses prior to or as a part of the program; 21 .520,

Requirements 21.623, 21.790, 21.792, 21.583, 21.584, 21.585, and 6 semester hours of

21.799. Each student must complete appropriate background courses and

a minimum of 15 semester hours of core courses in a field of science.

Biology core courses are 09.524, 09.531 , and 09.730. Chemistry core cours-

es are 15.520, 15.521, 15.600, 15.601, 15.551, 15.560, and 15.561. Earth

sciences core courses, administered by the Department of Chemistry, \n\\\

be determined at the time of initial advisement. Physics core courses are

51.631, 51.651, and 51.670.

Advancement to The student is required to file for advancement to candidacy on completing

Candidacy nine semester hours. Qualification requires a v/ritten and/or an oral exam-
ination administered by the advisors following completion of prerequisites.

Tools Two tools of research from among; education statistics or statistics, com-

puter science, French, German, Russian, or Spanish.

Examinations 21.022, 21.029, and either two comprehensive examinations in biology or

physics or three points on two cumulative examinations in chemistry.

Dissertation A written dissertation must be presented and defended orally; the topic

must be one which crosses both the field of education and one of the

sciences. The committee will include three full-time faculty members, either

one in education and two in the sciences or vice versa.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Science

Education.

Note Also Doctoral degrees in the School of Education, the Department of Chemistry, and
the Department of Physics.

Jewish Studies
Director GershonGreenberg

Full-Time Faculty

Associate Professor G. Greenberg (Philosophy and Religion)

Assistant Professor E. Joyce (Literature)

The study of Jews and Judaism explores the experience and consciousness of those who have

considered themselves Jewish, from the patriarch Abraham to the present. It reaches into their

changing world views, especially as related to the rest of humanity, as expressed in literature,

sociohistorical events, philosophy and theology. The objective data studied may be applied to

both preprofessional internship activity and to subjective identity.

Morris Gewirz Series in Jewish Thought Estabiised in 1975 through a grant from the

family of the late Morris Gewirz, noted Washington Jewish philanthropist, in memory of his com-

mitment to Jewish education. The series includes a two-semester survey of the development of

Jewish thought (61 .320 and 61 .321) and specialized studies such as philosophy of Jewish history

and modern Jewish philosophy.

Dr. Everett and Marian Gordon Studies in Judaism's Interfaith Dimensions
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Established in 1976 through a grant from noted Washington orthopedic surgeon Dr. Everett

Gordon and his wife Marian. Provision is made for courses and lectures which uncover the

common roots of Western religion and compare Judaism with Christianity and Islam.

Dr. Everett and Marian Gordon Scholarship Awards in Jewish Studies Also estab-

lished in 1976 through a grant from noted Washington orthopedic surgeon Dr. Everett Gordon

and his wife Marian. Funding is provided for awards for and printing of outstanding senior theses

in Jewish studies and/or scholarships for classroom performance by students concentrating in

the field, with preference to students without previous backgrounds in Jewish studies.

Undergraduate Program in Jewish Studies

Admission to the Program No previous background is necessary or implied. For admission,

applicants are requested to delineate a course of study, senior thesis area of research, and

graduate school andyor career goals.

Set 34.481.

Requirements

Required (1) Two courses in ancient through medieval period from among 61.320,

Options 34.301, 34.305, and 61.150, or equivalents approved by Jewish Studies

Program faculty. (2) Two courses in the modern-contemporary period from

among 61 .321 , 34.302, and 34.306, or equivalents approved by Jewish Stud-

ies Program faculty. (3) Two courses from among 34.101, 34.491, and

37.328, or other electives approved by Jewish Studies Program faculty.

Related 36.128, 36.129, 36.228, and 36.229, or equivalent proficiency in Hebrew as

Requirements approved by Jewish Studies Program faculty.

Special (1) As special track with non-Jewish Studies major: coordinated with major

Opportunities field of study, e.g., Jewish sociology, Jewish studies and international re-

lations. Requirements include Required Options listed above. (2) Internship:

Preprofessional experience providing exposure to possible Judaica-related

careers. (3) Senior thesis: Preparation for and admission to graduate school

and/or professional position.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Jewish

Studies.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

34.101 Introduction to Jews and Judaism • A (3) Introduction to varieties of Jewish experience

and thought through the study of Orthodoxy, Reform, Conservative, and mystical Judaism in

modern America. Coordination with Washington Hebrew Congregation Sunday Scholar Series.

Usually offered every fall.

34.211 Humanity and Jewish Identity • A (3) An endeavor to delineate Jewish identity in the

past,come to grips with the present fragile American Jew, and then formulate a new Jewish

identity for the future. The following questions are included: How does Judaism compare with

Christianity and Islam? How may traditional Jewish ritual be evaluated? What impact do the

holocaust, the state of Israel, and modern American Jewish college students have for the Judaism

of the future?

34.228 Judaism, Jesus and, Muhammed • A (3) Deals with the concepts of Judaism as they relate

to non-Jews. Considers Judaism's role in world history, the common roots and goals of Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam: what Christianity and Islam say to Judaism; and how society and politics

have affected relationships between the three religious groups. Usually offered every fall.

34.285 Building a Nation: The Case of Israel • S (3) Development of the modern state of Israel

from concept to reality over the last half century. How and why have Israel's Jewish citizens,

who are of widely diverse backgrounds, come to Israel (Palestine) and integrated to develop a
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nation? How have Israel's Arab citizens dealt with their dilemma of living in a state at war with

the nation to which they belong? Guest speakers and embassy visits.

34.301 Hebrew Legend, Poetry and Drama • A (3) Survey of varieties of postbiblical literature,

including biblical interpretation, legend, legal texts, poetry, and folklore through the Middle Ages.

Attention given to literary styles, social context, and patterns of literary development. Usually

offered alternate falls.

34.302 Shtetl, Holocaust, America: Literary Responses • A (3) Varieties of Jewish literary

expression in the modern period, focusing on the experiences in Eastern Europe, the death-camp,

and within American culture. Usually offered altnernate springs.

34.305 Jewish History: Bible, Babylon, and Christian Europe • A (3) Historical survey of the

Jewish people from Abraham through Spanish expulsion. Attention to social, political, and eco-

nomic dimensions of life in ancient Palestine, Temple destruction, communal life in Babylon,

Medieval European ghettos, and crusades. Usually offered alternate falls.

34.306 Modern Jewish History • S (3) Historical survey from 1492 to present. Experiences of

Jews in Northern Europe, Turkey, North Africa, Poland, France, Germany, Israel, Soviet Union,

and America. Usually offered alternate springs.

34.390 Independent Reading Course in Jewish Studies (1 -6)*

34.401 Special Studies in Jewish Literature • A (3) Each term one dominant theme or period

in the history of Jewish and/or Hebrew literature is studied. Topics include Holocaust Literature,

Modern Hebrew Poetry, Jewish Liturgy and Song, Yiddish Literature, and Legends and Folktales.

May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be differenL

34.405 Jewish History of the Talmudic Period • 8(3) Cultural, social, and economic conditions

of communities in Babylon, Palestine, North Africa, and Europe from 500 B.C. until 1000 A.D.

Topics include community structures, relations with Arabs and European Christians, and daily life

of average Jew. Prerequisite: 34.1 01

.

34.406 Medieval Jewish History (3) Jewish life from 1000 to 1750. Impact of Christianity on

Judaism, as seen through persecutions, crusades, and economic and social relationships. De-

velopment of Jewish communities in Eastern and Western Europe, Africa, and South America.

Jewish life styles and self-government. Prerequisite: 34.1 01

.

34.409 Special Studies in Jewish Politics and Law • S (3) Topics rotate to include comparative

Jewish law, modern Israeli law, and Jewish law in Christian society. May be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every spring.

34.481 Senior Seminar in Jewish Studies (3) Preparation of a major research paper in an area

selected by Jewish Studies majors. Class sessions provide instruction in research methods and

tools. Results are presented at a public forum at the end of the term. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisites: All other Jewish Studies Program major requirements.

34.490 Independent Study Project in Jewish Studies (1 -6)*

34.491 Internship in Jewish Studies (3-6) Introduction to Judaica-related professions through

practical experience: political research, philanthropy, journalism, social work, education, librari-

anship, rabbinate, and synagogue administration. Usually offered every term.

Note Also Consult the Department of History section of this publication for course 29.201,

which may be taken for credit toward a Jewish studies major.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Language and Foreign Studies
Chairman Bruno F.Stembruckner

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor V. Medish, B. F. Steinbruckner
Associate Professor M. Betts, V. Borkovec, M. Charbonneaux, J. Goldin. G. Huberman, H.

Pineda, 0. Salazar

Assistant Professor J. Wisman
InstructorH. Shepanek

In an increasingly complex world of cultural awareness, the study of foreign languages, litera-

tures, and cultures is of great importance. Learning about the ways in which other nations live

and think furthers and enhances the understanding between peoples and cultures. The Depart-

ment of Language and Foreign Studies offers a variety of fields of study dealing with foreign

languages and cultures: French Studies, German Studies, Russian Studies, Spanish and Latin

American Studies; a joint area and language program with the School of International Service,

and a joint program with the School of Communication.

Undergraduate Programs in Language and Foreign Studies

Majors French, German, Russian, or Spanish Studies

Admission to the Programs Requires completion of the elementary and intermediate lan-

guage levels in the appropriate language. Requirements of elementary and intermediate language

course work may be waived if high school or other preparation warrants it.

Set (1) Intensive Elementary and Intermediate I and II; (2) Conversation and
Requirements Composition I, II, Hi, IV (if warranted by language proficiency, a portion or

all may be replaced with 500-level literature courses); (3) Civilization I and
II; (4) Three courses chosen from introductory linguistics courses, topics

courses, colloquia, or 500-level literature courses; (5) Internship or ap-

proved substitute.

A comprehensive examination is to be taken during the last semester.

Required A minimum of 15 semester hours from the following concentrations; (1)

Options major area studies at the 300-level or above. Including colloquia and liter-

ature; (2) a second foreign language; and (3) teacher training. At least three

of these courses must be In the department.

Recommenda- Students whose background requires entry Into the program at the ele-

tions mentary or intermediate level in the major language should take the appro-

priate Introduction to Culture and Introduction to Literature courses.

Special Language clubs. Proyecto Amistad (community projects), and Delta Phi

Opportunities Alpha (German National Honorary Society).

Degree Objectives students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in French,

German, Russian, or Spanish Studies.

Note Also The Department of Language and Foreign Studies faculty offers teacher education

courses through the School of Education.

Undergraduate Programs in Language and Area Studies

Majors The student may choose one of four different programs of study depending on his

language and area interest; French or GermanA/Vest European Area Studies, Russian/USSR Area
Studies, and Spanish/Latin American Area Studies.
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Admission to the Programs Freshmen and transfers are admitted to the Department of

Language and Foreign Studies or the School of International Service. They must achieve a B or

better cumulative grade-point average and determine their language and area before they are

formally recognized as majors.

Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Special

Opportunities

All students are required to take the following in the appropriate language:

(1) Intensive Elementary and Intermediate I and II, (2) Conversation and

Composition I and II or approved substitutes, (3) Civilization I and II.

(1) Eight additional courses relevant to the area of specialization, to be

selected by the student, in consultation with his advisor, from among those

offered in anthropology, economics, history, international relations, political

science, or 500-level literature and interdisciplinary courses and colloquia

in the Department of Language and Foreign Studies. The eight must be

distributed among two or more of these fields or disciplines and may not

include required prerequisites which are not specific to the area. (2) A total

of 15 semester hours must be taken in the Department of Language and

Foreign Studies, and a total of 15 semester hours must be taken in the

School of International Service, of which a minimum of 6 semester hours

must be in the area of specialization (they may be among the eight courses

listed above).

Language clubs.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in FrenchAA/est

European Area Studies, GermanAA/est European Area Studies, Russian/USSR Area Studies, or

Spanish/Latin American Area Studies.

Note Also This degree is administered jointly with the School of International Service.

Undergraduate Program in Foreign Language
and Communication Media

Tracks French, German, Russian, or Spanish combined with Broadcast Journalism, Print Jour-

nalism, Public Communication, or Visual Media.

Admission to the Program students are admitted to both the School of Communication and

the Department of Language and Foreign Studies.

Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

17.100and17.101.

(1) Three communication and media studies courses from the School of

Communication; (2) Two of the following 37.110, 37.130, and 37.140; (3)

One of the following 37.199, 37.200, or 37.300; (4) Five courses in one of

the four communication major tracks: Broadcast Journalism, Print Jour-

nalism, Public Communication, or Visual Media; and (5) five appropriate

language courses in Conversation and Composition I and II, Civilization I

and II, topics, or colloquia.

Note that competency at the intermediate level in the major language is

necessary prior to fulfilling the degree requirements.

Language clubs.

Degree Objective student receives a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Foreign

Language and Communication Media. A graduate year leading to a Master of Arts degree in

Foreign Language and Communication Media is offered by the Department of Language and

Foreign Studies. (See below).
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Master's Programs in Language and Foreign Studies.

Majors French, German, Russian, or Spanish Studies.

Admission to the Programs Requires proficiency in the appropriate language and culture

demonstrated either by a B.A. degree in that field of study or equivalent preparations.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of course work in the appropriate Ian-

Requirements guage.

Special Delta Phi Alpha (German National Honorary Society), language clubs.

Opportunities

Advancement to Completion of 12 semester hours v^ith 3.00 or better grade-point average

Candidacy on a 4.00 scale.

Examinations Comprehensive examination in appropriate language.

Thesis Six semester hours. (1) Thesis option: one 700-level seminar. Oral defense of the thesis

before an appointed committee. (2) Nonthesis option: two 700-level seminars for three semester

hours each.

Degree Objective students receive degree of Master of Arts with a major in French, German,
Russian, or Spanish Studies.

Master's Program in Foreign Language and
Communication Media

Tracks French, German, Russian, or Spanish.

Admission to the Program Requires a Bachelor of Arts in Foreign Language and Commu-
nication Media or an undergraduate major in communication with a minor in an appropriate

foreign language, or an undergraduate major in an appropriate foreign language with a minor in

communication. Two letters of recommendation are required if undergraduate degree was not

earned in the department.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours, including 17.503, 17.531, and one addi-

Requirements tional 500-level course in communication and media studies; four approved

500-level literature courses or colloquia in the appropriate language in the

Department of Language and Foreign Studies; and one independent study

project for media.

Special Delta Phi Alpha (German National Honorary Society), language clubs, and

Opportunities programs abroad.

Advancement to Completion of 12 semester hours with a B (3.00 on a 4.00 scale) or better

Candidacy grade-point average.

Examinations Comprehensive examination in appropriate foreign culture and media (in

foreign language).

Thesis Students must prepare a thesis or take 17.760 and appropriate 700-level

language seminar as a nonthesis option.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Foreign Lan-

guage and Communication Media.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

The basic undergraduate level courses offered by the department through its Language institute

are listed alphabetically by field of study below.
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Courses in the following languages are offered each acadennic year: French, German, Hebrew,

Japanese, Russian, and Spanish.

Courses in the following languages are offered on a rotating basis or by tutorial: Arabic, Chinese,

Czech, Danish, Dutch, Greek (Modern), Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Korean, Latvian,

Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian, Swedish, Thai, Vietnamese, and Yiddish.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

First Year 100-Level Intensive Elementary Courses Emphasis on mastering structure. Basics

of phonology and morphology. Situational approach. Perfection of audiolingual skills. Develop-

ment of good pronunciation and speech patterns through intensive drilling, fvlastery of writing

system and its orthographic devices through controlled vocabulary and reading. Memorization

techniques developed with audiovisual aids. Five clock hours per week of class instruction sup-

plemented by individual language and laboratory work.

Second Year 200-level Intensive Intermediate Courses Emphasis on cultural patterns and
contrasts between cultures. Refinement of basic language skills. Study of more complex gram-

matical structures. Introduction of syntax. Expansion of vocabulary within cultural context. Inten-

sive and extensive reading. Controlled writing projects. Transition from manipulation of patterns

to development of communicative skills. Appropriate use of audiovisuals. Five clock hours per

week of class instruction supplemented by individual language laboratory work.

Third Year 300-Level Courses Content lecture course on a selected topic. Taught in foreign

language. Designed for both majors and nonmajors. May be taken more than once for credit

provided different subject matters are covered. Completion of a specified number of "topics"

earns the student a special Use of Language Certificate.

Third Year 300-level Intensive Conversation and Composition Courses Emphasis on style

and style level. Expansion of vocabulary through extensive reading of literary excerpts, current

newspapers, magazines, assisted by a frequent use of audiovisual aids. Perfection of oral skills.

Review of difficult grammar structures. Imitation of literary styles.Creative use of language. Study

of semantic problems, idioms, cliches, and figurative speech. Five clock hours per week of class

instruction.

Fourth Year 400-level Civilization Courses Survey of a foreign civilization. Emphasis on the

historical development of literature. Topical lectures. Designed for both majors and nonmajors.

Fourth Year 400-Level Conversation and Composition Courses Perfection of audio-lingual

and reading-writing skills. Progression from controlled conversation and composition to free

speech and writing. Problems of style. Creative use of language. Designed especially for ma-
jors.Study of semantic problems, idioms, cliches, and figurative speech. Five clock hours of class

instruction per week.

ARABIC STUDIES

36.110 Arabic, Elementary I (3) Usually offered alternate falls.

36.111 Arabic, Elementary II (3) Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 36.1 10 or equiv-

alent.

36.210 Arabic, Intermediate I (3) Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequ/s/fe.- 36.111 or equiva-

lent.

36.211 Arabic, Intermediate II (3) Usually offered alternate springs. P^e^equisite:36.2^0 or

equivalent.

CHINESE STUDIES

36.112 Chinese, Elementary I (3) Usually offered every fall.

36.113 Chinese, Elementary II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.1 12 or equiva-

lent.

CZECH STUDIES

36.114 Czech, Elementary I (3)

36.115 Czech. Elementary II (3) PrereQu/s/fe.- 36.1 14 or equivalent.
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FRENCH STUDIES

36.122 French, Intensive Elementary I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall and every summer.

36.123 French, Intensive Elementary II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every summer.

Prerequisite: 36.1 22 or equivalent.

36.222 French, Intensive Intermediate I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall and every summer.

Prerequisite: 36.123 or equivalent.

36.223 French, Intensive, Intermediate II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every surrv

mer. Prerequisite: 36.222 or equivalent.

37.320 French Topics • A (3) Content courses taught in French on one of the following topics:

Survey of Arts, Political Life, Customs and Manners, The Younger Generation, Architecture,

Leisure and Entertainment, Provinces, The Woman, Rulers and Statesmen, Paris— Its Places and

Inhabitants, and France Today and Tommorrow. May be repeated for credit within the same
term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: two years of college

French or equivalent.

37.324 French Conversation and Composition I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

two years of college French or equivalent.

37.325 French Conversation and Composition II • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.324 or equivalent.

37.380 Vocabulary Enrichment (1) Supervised independent study with special French language

section. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: two years of college French or equivalent.

37.420 French Civilization I
• A, S (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: three years of

college French or equivalent.

37.421 French Civilization II • A, S (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: three years

of college French or equivalent.

37.424 French Conversation and Composition Mi • A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

three years of college French or equivalent.

37.425 French Conversation and Composition IV • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.424 or equivalent.

37.491 Practicum (3) Supervised work-study program with a special French language section.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: three years of college French or equivalent.

FOREIGN CULTURE(ln English)

37.110 Introduction to French Culture • A (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: no

language prerequisite.

37.112 Introduction to French Literature • A (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

no language prerequisite.

37.120 Introduction to German Culture • A (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: no

language prerequisite.

37.122 Introduction to German Literature • A (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

no language prerequisite.

37.130 Introduction to Russian Culture • A (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: no

language prerequisite.

37.132 Introduction to Russian Literature • A (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: no

language prerequisite.

37.140 Introduction to Spanish and Latin American Culture • A (3) Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: no language prerequisite.

37.142 Introduction to Spanish and Latin American Literature • A (3) Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: no language prerequisite.
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GERMAN STUDIES

36.124 German, Intensive Elementary I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall and every summer.

36.125 German, Intensive Elementary II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every summer.
Prerequisite: 36.124 or equivalent.

36.224 German, Intensive Intermediate I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall.

36.225 German, Intensive Intermediate 11 • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

36.224 or equivalent.

37.330 German Topics • A (3) Content course taught in German on following topics: Customs
and Manners, Lands and Regions, East and West, and Survey of Arts. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: two years of college German or

equivalent.

37.334 German Conversation and Composition I • A (6) Ususally offered every fall. Prerequisite:

two years of college German or equivalent.

37.335 German Conversation and Composition II • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.334 or equivalent.

37.380 Vocabulary Enrichment (1) Supervised independent study with special German lan-

guage section.May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same.
LIsually offered every term. Prerequiste: two years of college German or equivalent.

37.430 German Civilization I
• A, S (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: three years of

college German or equivalent.

37.431 German Civilization II • A, S (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: three years

of college German or equivalent.

37.434 German Conversation AND Composition III • A (6) Prerequ/s/fe.- 37.335 or equivalent.

37.435 German Conversation and Composition IV • A (6) Prerequisite: 37.434 or equivalent.

37.491 Practicum (3) Special German language work-study program section. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: three years of college German or equivalent.

GREEK STUDIES

36.126 Greek, Elementary I (3)

36.127 Greek, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.1 26 or equivalent.

HEBREW STUDIES

36.128 Hebrew, Elementary Modern I (3) Usually offered every fall.

36.129 Hebrew, Elementary Modern II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.128 or

equivalent.

36.228 Hebrew, Intermediate Modern I (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 36.129 or

equivalent.

36.229 Hebrew, Intermediate Modern II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.228

or equivalent.

37.328 Hebrew Topics (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: two years college Hebrew.

HINDI STUDIES

36.1 30 Hindi, Elementary I (3) Usually offered every fall.

36.131 Hindi, Elementary II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.130 or equivalent.

36.230 Hindi Intermediate I (3) May meet jointly with 36.630.

36.231 Hindi, Intermediate II (3) May meet jointly with 36.631.

HUNGARIAN STUDIES

36.1 23 Hungarian, Elementary I (3)
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36.133 Hungarian, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.1 32 or equivalent.

INDONESIAN STUDIES

36.1 34 Indonesian, Elementary I (3)

36.135 Indonesian, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.134 or equivalent.

JAPANESE STUDIES

36.136 Japanese, Elementary I (3) Usually offered every fall.

36.137 Japanese, Elementary II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.136 or equiv-

alent.

36.236 Japanese, Intermediate I (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 36.1 37 or equivalent.

36.237 Japanese, Intermediate II (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 36.236 or equiv-

alent.

37.336 Japanese Conversation and Composition I (3) Prerequisite: two years of college Japa-

nese.

37.337 Japanese Conversation AND Composition II (3) Pz-erequ/s/fe.- 37.336 or equivalent.

LATVIAN STUDIES

36.138 Latvian, Elementary I (3)

36.139 Latvian, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.1 38 or equivalent.

LANGUAGE THEORY (In English)

37.198 Language and Ethnicity • A,S (3) An introduction to sociolinguistics. How different

groups deal with language, witfi emphasis on different dialects in the United States: ethnic groups,

different social, economic, and intellectual levels. Also study of the differences in race—the

traditional assumptions about the nature of such differences and its consequences on educability.

Usually offered alternate springs.

37.199 International Vocabulary • A (3) Designed especially for students interested, avoca-

tionally and vocationally, in phenomenon of international vocabulary. Pronunciation, translitera-

tion, and contextual meaning of foreign words. Foreign names and terms. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: no language prerequisite.

37.200 Language and Mind I (3) Relationships between language and the mind. Theories of

language origins and language acquisition. How language helps one to think more clearly and
effectively. Uses of language. Speech defects and their importance in self-concept of the indi-

vidual. Usually offered every term.

37.210 Language and Mind II (3) Exploration of ways in which brain and mind work. Emphasis
on interrelationship between language, behavior, and the different states of mind. Major thrusts

are reviewing newest theories and newest discoveries of the mind of man, language development,
and control of the mind. Usually offered every term.

37.300 Introduction TO Language • A (3) Nature of language. Field of linguistics. Languages of

the world. Linguistic terminology. Relation of linguistics to other disciplines. Prerequisite: no
language prerequisite.

POLISH STUDIES

36.140 Polish, Elementary I (3)

36.141 Polish, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.140 or equivalent.

36.240 Polish, Intermediate I (3) Preregu/s/fe.- 36.141 or equivalent.

36.241 Polish, Intermediate II (3) Prerequisite: 36.240 or equivalent.

RUSSIAN STUDIES

36.142 Russian, Intensive Elementary I • A (6) Usually offered every fall and every summer.
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36.143 Russian, Intensive Elementary II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every summer.
Prerequisite: 36.1 42 or equivalent.

36.242 Russian Intensive Intermediate I • A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 36.143

or equivalent.

36.243 Russian, Intensive Intermediate II • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

36.242 or equivalent.

37.340 Russian Topics • A (3) Content courses taught in Russian on the following topics: Map
of the USSR, Political System, and The Press. May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic must be different. Prerequisite: two years of college Russian or equivalent.

37.344 Russian Conversation and Composition I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

two years of college Russian or equivalent.

37.345 Russian Conversation and Composition II • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.344 or equivalent.

37.380 Vocabulary Enrichment (1) Supervised independent study with special Russian lan-

guage section. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: two years of college Russian or equivalent.

37.440 Russian Civilization I • A, S (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: three years of

college Russian or equivalent.

37.441 Russian Civiliazation II • A, S (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: three years

of college Russian or equivalent.

37.444 Russian Conversation and Composition III • A (6) Prerequisite: three years of college

Russian or equivalent.

37.445 Russian Conversation and Composition IV • A (6) Prerequisite: 37.444 or equivalent.

37.491 Practicum (3) Special Russian language internships section. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: three years of college Russian or equivalent.

SPANISH STUDIES

36.152 Spanish. Intensive Elementary I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall.

36.153 Spanish, Intensive Elementary II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every summer.

Prerequisite: 36.1 52 or equivalent.

36.252 Spanish, Intensive Intermediate I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall and every summer.

Prerequisite: 36.153 or equivalent.

36.253 Spanish, Intensive Intermediate II • A (6) Usually offered every spring and every sum-

mer. Prerequisite: 36.252 or equivalent.

36.259 Practical Spanish for Careers • A (3) Offers a practical approach to the study of

Spanish for students who wish language as an auxiliary skill to further their career interests.

Also, helps to break the language barrier that exists between the ever-growing Spanish-speaking

communities in the United States and those who work with them in a variety of fields. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: intermediate level of Spanish proficiency.

37.350 Spanish Topics • A (3) Content course taught in Spanish on the following topics: Regions

of Spain, Social Scene in Latin America, Customs and Manners (Spain), Regionalism (Latin Amer-

ica), Survey of Latin American Arts, and Mexico's Culture. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: two years of college

Spanish or equivalent.

37.354 Spanish Conversation and Composition I
• A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

two years of college Spanish or equivalent.

37.355 Spanish Conversation and Composition II • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.354 or equivalent.

37.380 Vocabulary Enrichment (1) Supervised independent study with special Spanish lan-

guage section. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: two years of college Spanish or equivalent.
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37.450 Spanish (Hispanic) Civilization I • A,S (3) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: three

years of college Spanish or equivalent.

37.451 Spanish (Hispanic) Civilzation II • A,S (3) Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

three years of college Spanish or equivalent.

37.454 Spanish Conversation and Composition III • A (6) Usually offered every fall. Prerequi-

iste: 37.355 or equivalent.

37.455 Spanish Conversation and Composition IV • A (6) Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 37.454 or equivalent.

37.491 Practicum • A (1-6) Special Spanish language section—Proyecto Amistad: a community-
oriented work-study program offering a wide variety of experiences in teaching, social services,

etc. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

THAI STUDIES

36.194 Thai, Elementary I (3)

36.195 Thai, Elementary II (3) Prerequisite: 36.1 94 or equivalent.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

36.390 Independent Reading Course in Languages and Foreign Studies (1-6)*

36.490 Independent Study Project in Languages AND Foreign Studies (1-6)*

37.390 Independent Reading Course IN Languages AND Foreign Studies (1-6)*

37.398 Department Honors, Junior Year (1-6)

37.399 Department Honors, Junior Year (1-6)

37.490 Independent Study Project in Languages and Foreign Studies (1-6)

37.498 Department Honors, Senior Year (1-6)

37.499 Department Honors, Senior Year (1-6)

Note Also Consult the School of Education section of this publication for the following courses
that may be taken for credit toward a language major: 21 .340 and 21 .445.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

LANGUAGE TRAINING

37.510 Workshop in Foreign Language Teaching (1-3) Workshop dealing with practical prob-

lems of foreign language teaching. Designed especially for prospective language teachers and
teaching assistants. Usually offered every fall.

FRENCH STUDIES (In French)

37.520 French Structure (3) Contemporary and historical analysis of phonology, morphology,
and syntax of French.

37.521 History of the French Language (3) Study of French language through various stages
of its development

37.522 French Stylistics (3) Word choice and word grouping. Figurative speech. Rhetorical

figures. Grammatical elements of style. Style levels.

37.523 French Romanticism (3) Development of the Romantic movement in early nineteenth
century French literature. Analysis of sentiments of romanticists.

37.524 French Realism (3) Nineteenth century French literature from decline of romanticism to

turn of century. Periods of expression known as realism, naturalism, and symbolism.

*See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication.
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37.525 Contemporary French Literature (3) Course content changes each semester; ennpha-

sis on genre, movement, or major writers. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

37.526 The French Renaissance (3) Renaissance and humanistic movement in France in six-

teenth century. Rabelais, Pleiade, Ronsard, and Montaigne. Usually offered every fall.

37.527 Eighteenth Century France; Men and Ideas (3) Attitudes and ideas of age of enlight-

enment as reflected in Montesquieu, Diderot, Encyclopedists, Voltaire, and Rousseau. Usually

offered every spring.

37.529 Colloquium on France (3) Lectures, reports, and critical discussions on selected topics

pertaining to France's current role in international politics; cultural trends; economic problems.

In French. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered every term.

GERMAN STUDIES (In German)

37.530 German Structure and Problems in Teaching German (3) Problems in a descriptive anal-

ysis of German structure, and impact of new linguistic findings on practice of teaching German.

37.531 History of the German Language (3) Historic development of German language. Schol-

arly methods applied in diachronic linguistics.

37.532 German Stylistics (3) Style in general and German style features in particular. To fa-

miliarize student in theory with what constitutes style levels in nonartistic usage and also to make
him recognize elements of style in literary works of art.

37.533 Topics, Motifs, and Convention in German Literature (3) Understanding and application

of modern theoretical aspects reflecting present-day thinking in German literary criticism.

37.534 Colloquium on Germany (3) Lectures, reports, and critical discussions on selected top-

ics pertaining to Germany's current role in international politics, cultural trends, economic prob-

lems. In German. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered every term.

37.535 German Literature in the Middle Ages (3) Medieval literature in Germany from approx-

imately 900 to 1 400. Covers period vital to the understanding of German intellectual development.

Usually offered every fall.

37.536 German Literature of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (3) Content alter-

nates between the Barock period and Lessing and his time. Course may be taken for credit twice.

37.537 Classical Period in German Literature (3) Content alternates between Goethe and his

time and Schiller and his time. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

must be different. Usually offered every term.

37.538 Nineteenth Century German Literature (3) From romanticism to realism and subse-

quent developments to beginning of World War 1. Selected representatives such as Heine, Keller,

Storm, Stifter, Fontane, and the naturalists.

37.539 Contemporary German Literature (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis on

the novel, drama, or poetry. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every term.

RUSSIAN STUDIES (In Russian)

37.540 Russian Structure (3) Contemporary and historical analysis of phonology, morphology,

and syntax of Russian.

37.541 History of the Russian Language (3) Russian language through various stages of its

development.

37.542 Russian Stylistics (3) Word choice and word groupings. Figurative speech. Rhetorical

figures. Grammatical elements of style. Style levels.

37.543 Russian Classics (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis on life and works of

major writers. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term.
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37.544 Soviet Literature (3) Content changes each sennester; emphasis on one major genre or

period of Soviet literature. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must
be different. Usually offered every term.

37.545 Russian Drama (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis on a major period or

works of one outstanding Russian playwright. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic must be different.

37.546 Russian Poetry (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis on a major period or

works of one outstanding Russian poet. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic must be different.

37.549 Colloquium on Soviet Union (3) Lectures, reports, and critical discussions on Soviet

political system; Russian and USSR. Continuity and change. Communist semantics as propaganda
means; cultural scene. In Russian. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

SPANISH (LATIN AMERICAN) STUDIES (In Spanish)

37.550 Spanish Structure (3) Contemporary and historical analysis of phonology, morphology,

and syntax of Spanish.

37.551 History of the Spanish Language (3) Spanish language through various stages of its

development in Europe and America.

37.552 Spanish Stylistics (3) Word choice and word groupings. Figurative speech. Rhetorical

figures. Grammatical elements of style. Style levels.

37.553 Spanish Classics (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis on period of Spanish

literature from medieval epic to generation of 1898. May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall.

37.554 Classics of Latin American Literature (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis
on period of Spanish-American literature from colonial era to present time. May be repeated for

credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

37.555 Spanish Literature after the Civil War (3) Content changes each semester; emphasis
on major contemporary writer. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic

must be different.

37.556 Twentieth Century Latin American Novel (3) Content changes each semester; empha-
sis on major contemporary novelist. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic must be different.

37.559 Colloquium on Latin America (3) Lectures, reports, and critical discussions on peoples

and governments of Latin America; cultural trends, political, and economic problems; interna-

tional relations. Taught in Spanish. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must
be different. Usually offered every term.

GENERAL STUDIES

37.519 Visiting Scholar's Seminar (3) Seminar with flexible content pertaining to one or more
selected topics in foreign literatures, cultures, and linguistics. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different.

36.590 Independent Reading Course in Languages and Foreign Studies (1-6)*

37.590 Independent Reading Course in Languages and Foreign Studies (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

FRENCH STUDIES (In French)

37.702 Seminar in French Studies (3) Reports and critical discussion of research papers on

French literature. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be

different. Usually offered every term.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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GERMAN STUDIES (In German)

37.703 Seminar in German Studies (3) Reports and critical discussion of research papers of

German literature, f^ay be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered every term.

HINDI STUDIES

36.630 Intermediate Hindi Language Studies for Research I (3) May meet jointly with 36.230

but requires intensive research in addition to necessary language skills. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisites: 36.130, 36.131, and permission of instructor.

36.631 Intermediate Hindi Language Studies for Research II (3) May meet jointly with 36.231

but requires intensive research in addition to necessary language skills. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisites: 36.630 and permission of instructor.

RUSSIAN STUDIES (In Russian)

37.704 Seminar in Russian Studies (3) Reports and critical discussion of research papers on

Russian literature. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered every term.

SPANISH STUDIES (In Spanish)

37.705 Seminar in Spanish and Latin American Studies (3) Reports and critical discussion of

research papers on Spanish and Latin American literature. May be repeated for credit, but not

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

GENERAL STUDIES

36.690 Independent Study Project in Languages, Foreign Studies, and Linguistics (1-6)*

37.690 Independent Study Project in Language, Foreign Studies, and Linguistics (1-6)*

37.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6) May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

Literature
Chairman Rudolph von Abele

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor R. von Abele, C. M. Clark, D. Grumbach, P. Han, F. Kelly (Emeritus), E. L. Kessler, F.

King (Emeritus), C. R. Larson, M. Patton (Emeritus), J. A. Roberts, H. S. Taylor, F. Turaj. L.

Young (Emeritus)

Associate Professor C. B. Chabot, J. J. Jorgens, A. Lustig, R. Rubenstein, W. E. Stahr, S.

Yarnall, F, Zapatka

Assistant Professor A. P. Bean, L. Behrens, T. F. Cannon, Jr., J. E. Lewin, K. W. Moyer, J.

Radner

The Department of Literature is concerned with both literature and literacy. In the broadest

sense, literature is both part of a cultural tradition and a continuing way of comprehending
experience, and so is central to every student's education. The province of literature is reflected

in the department's offerings, which embrace a number of approaches, at the introductory,

advanced, and graduate levels, to the rich resources of written and oral tradition, as well as

courses which challenge the student to engage in creative expression. The department's goal is

to enlarge and enrich the individual's understanding and experience through the engagement of

the critical and creative intelligence, the emotions, and the imagination.

The department also offers, in cooperation with the School of Communication, a rigorous inter-

disciplinary curriculum in cinema studies, including film criticism, theory, and history. The pro-

gram supplements its screenings of 80-90 feature films each semester with classroom analysis

and access to reference works, filmmaking equipment, and other film resources.

*See description under General Curriculunn Information in this publication
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Undergraduate Program in Literature

Admission to the Program Formal admission to the major requires a 2.00 grade-point av-

erage and the approval of the department.

Set 23.140.

Requirements

Required (1) Three courses from the following surveys of literature: 23.210, 23.211,

Options 23.220, 23.221, 23.230, 23.231, and 23.240—of which one must be 23.210,

23.220, or 23.230. (2) Eight courses in 23.300-23.402 level courses (topics

courses in literature), including one in literature written before 1700 (other

than Shakespeare) and one in literature written between 1700 and 1900.

(3) Five courses offered by the department.

Special Independent study and research, and honors program.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Literature.

Undergraduate Program in Literature: Cinema Studies

Admission to the Program Formal admission to the major requires a 2.00 grade-point av-

erage and the approval of the Cinema Studies Committee.

Set 17.558, 1 7.559, 23.140, 23.275, 23.376, 23.377, 23.378, and 23.380.

Requirements

Required (1) 17.334 or 17.454 or 17.455. (2) 23.375 or 23.382 or 23.383 or 23.402.

Options (3) 17.51 1 or 17.512. (4) Three courses in literature other than 23.140. One
of these may be a course in foreign language literature. (5) A course in

theatre, dance, music, art, or photography.

Special Independent study, internships with area institutions, film related work with

Opportunities the program, work-study.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Literature:

Cinema Studies.

Master's Program in Literature

Tracks Literature or Creative Writing.

Admission to the Program Applicants for admission should have at least a 3.00 grade-point

average (on a 4.00 scale) in undergraduate literature courses. The Graduate Record Aptitude

Examination is recommended. An undergraduate major in literature is desirable, but applications

from candidates who have majored in other fields will also be considered, provided that sub-

stantial study of literature has been done. Two letters of recommendation are required. Part-time

as well as full-time students are welcome in the program.

Course (1) At least two graduate seminars (23.725, 23.726). With the permission

Requirements of the instructor, qualified M.A. students may be admitted to seminars of-

fered in the Ph.D. program. In addition, graduate seminar credit will be

given for participation in Folger Institute seminars.

(2) Eighteen additional hours of graduate seminars, advanced literature

courses (23.600 through 23.696), independent reading courses or study

projects, or independent study work coordinated with enrollment in "short

courses" in the Ph.D. program. With permission of the departmental advis-

or, a student may take up to 6 graduate semester hours outside the De-

partment of Literature.
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Advancement to

Candidacy

Examinations

Thesis

(3) Six additional semester hours in thesis preparation (see thesis require-

ment).

(1) Literature Track: None. (2) Creative Writing Tracl<: Completion of six

semester hours of graduate, course work; submission and departmental

approval of writing sample (through the Creative Writing Committee).

Two written comprehensive examinations. Usually taken in the final se-

mester of study. One part consists of a question prepared by the candidate

in close consultation with his or her advisor and approved by the Graduate
Studies Committee.

(1) Ttiesis Option: A two-semester project involving independent research

under faculty direction (three semester hours) and thesis writing (three se-

mester hours, 23.797).

(2) Nonthesis Option: Six additional semester hours of course work and a
15-20 page critical essay involving both research and independent thought.

The essay may represent a careful revision of a paper prepared in the

normal course of M.A. degree study.

(3) Creative Writing Tracl<: 23.700 or 23.701 or 23.702, and three semester
hours of 23.797, during which a substantial piece of creative writing is

prepared in lieu of a critical thesis.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Literature.

Master's Program in Film

Offered jointly by the Department of Literature and the School of Communication.

Admission to the Program a minimum undergraduate grade-point average (on a 4.00 scale)

of 3.00 for the last two years of study is required. Previous exposure to film study, film production,

or scriptwriting is not required, although all applicants are required to show evidence of profes-

sional commitment and career direction related to their program of study.

Although admission is not limited to full-time students, those admitted will be expected to com-
plete the program (33 semester hours) within an 1 8-month period.

Address initial inquiries to Master's Program in Film Committee, School of Communication.

A separate brochure within the application packet describes special additional information re-

quired of all applicants to this program and provides a more detailed explanation of the purpose
and content of the program. The required additional information (two copies) should be sent to

the Master's Program in Film Committee.

Further inquiries should be addressed to the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans

Affairs, to the Department of Literature or to the School of Communication.

Course The program requires a total of 33 semester hours to include courses in

Requirements film study, film production, and scriptwriting. Courses in related areas such
as television, photography, and performing arts may also be included.

Courses are selected from the following areas, with emphasis determined

by the student's interest: film theory, history and criticism, film production,

film education, and scriptwriting. All students are required to take Graduate

Seminar in the Moving Image, taught in conjunction with 17.334, prior to

commencement of their full program. This requirement may be waived if

the student has had adequate exposure to film at the undergraduate level.

Special The program draws heavily on the resources of Washington, D.C., for both

Opportunities film study and film production.

Advancement to The student is usually required to maintain continuous registration. A grade

Candidacy of B or better is required in Graduate Seminar in the Moving Image and

those courses taken for the thesis or nonthesis option.
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Examinations One comprehensive examination is required.

Thesis All students must include in their program either six semester hours of

thesis research (thesis option) or, in the case of students specializing in the

areas of scriptwriting or production, six hours involving an original creative

work (nonthesis option).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Film.

Note Also Film courses in both the Department of Literature and the School of Communica-
tion.

Doctoral Program in Literary Studies

Admission to the Program The Graduate Record Examination is recommended. At least

two letters of recommendation are required. Samples of previous academic work in literary study

(M.A. theses, term papers, etc.) are highly desirable. Whenever possible, an interview with the

Director of Doctoral Studies should be arranged.

Course A minimum of 72 semester hours including six seminars in literary theory,

Requirements metacriticsm, critical methodology, etc., to total 18 semester hours.

Special Flexible curriculum enabling candidates to design their own program struc-

Opportunities ture; individual tutorial guidance; four semesters of teaching, including op-

portunity to teach a course of the candidate's own invention; opportunity

for genuinely interdisciplinary study; a variety of short courses, six per year,

in subjects of interest to both candidates and faculty.

Advancement to Automatic at the time of admission to the program, but subject to yearly

Candidacy review.

Examinations Three oral examinations on the candidate's project paper proposals; three

oral examinations on the candidate's project papers (see Dissertation).

Dissertation The third of three yearly project papers counts as the equivalent of the

conventional dissertation. This paper must be approved by an examining
committee.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Literary

Studies.

Note Also Advanced courses in other disciplines may be taken for graduate credit as part of

the student's interdisciplinary program (with approval of both departments). Opportunities exist

for Consortium study and use of academic resources in Washington (Library of Congress, the

Folger seminars, etc.).

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

English for International Students See course offerings under English Language Institute.

BEGINNING LEVELCOURSES

23.100 Composition and Reading I (3) Training and practice in writing and critical reading. Con-
cepts of language and rhetoric as the basis for effective expression in English. Includes tech-

niques of library research, organization, and writing of a documented research paper. Usually

offered every term.

23.101 Composition and Reading II (3) Critical reading with related writing assignments. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: 23.100 or equivalent recommended for background.

23.102, 23.103 Composition and Reading I, II (3), (3) 23.102 and 23.103 are essentially the same
as 23.100 and 23.101. The same amount of semester hour credit is awarded upon completion.
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They are designed, however, for students who need special help in learning to write. The students

attend a workshop session each week in which the teacher provides extra instruction in the

specific areas in which individual students are having difficulties. Usually offered every term.

23.104 Freshman Seminars in Literature and Other Disciplines (3) An alternative to Composi-
tion and Reading courses listed above, emphasizing interdisciplinary topics. Students may wish

to consider the seminar as a means of fulfilling the University Composition and Reading require-

ment. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered every term.

23.130 Honors English I (3) Limited to first-year students, by invitation. Usually offered every

fall.

23.131 Honors English II (3) Limited to first-year students, by invitation. Usually offered every

spring.

23.140 Critical Reading • A (3) Concentration on means by which literary artists contemplate

and comprehend human experience, artistic techniques which shape and achieve form. Required

of all literature majors. Usually offered every term.

BASIC UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

23.200 Advanced Writing Workshop (3) Writing seminar with varying styles of writing stressed.

Special topics include: Expository Writing, Informational Writing. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 23.100 and 23.101 or equivalent. Usually offered every term.

23.201 Introduction to Creative Writing (3) Creative writing for beginning students who want

to write poetry, fiction, drama, reportage, and autobiography with specific assignments in each
category. With departmental permission, course may be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 23,100 and 23.101

or equivalent.

23.202 Introduction to the Creative Process in Literature • A (3) Students become involved

with three distinct varieties of literary experience—criticism, creative writing, and oral perform-

ance— in order to facilitate the development of a rich, integrated encounter between reader and
literary work, and to develop an understanding of the processes involved in the completion of

such a work.

23.210 Major American Writers I: An Introductory Survey • A (3) A study of the American
writers who exercised a formative, and indeed a continuing, influence on American letters and
intellectual life. An appraisal of their roles in the history of literature and thought and an esthetic

evaluation of their works. The colonial, national, and romantic periods. Usually offered every fall.

23.211 Major American Writers II: An Introductory Survey • A (3) A study of the American
writers who exercised a formative, and indeed a continuing, influence on American letters and
intellectual life. An appraisal of their roles in the history of literature and thought and an esthestic

evaluation of their work. The realist, naturalist, modern, and contemporary periods. Usually of-

fered every spring.

23.220 Major British Writers I: An Introductory Survey • A (3) Study of the principal writers

of the British tradition: Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Bacon, Donne, Milton, Dryden, Swift,

Pope, Johnson, and Boswell. Each writer is examined as a representative voice of his age and
as an individual artist. Usually offered every fall.

23.221 Major British Writers II: An Introductory Survey • A (3) Study of the principal writers

in the British tradition: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Tennyson, Browning, Ar-

nold, Shaw, Yeats, and Eliot. Each writer is examined as a representative voice of his age and

as an individual artist. Usually offered every spring.

23.230 Major European Writers I: An Introductory Survey • A (3) A study of selected conti-

nental writers from the Greeks to the seventeenth century. The method is chronological, with

attention given to the emergence and development of major literary forms. Usually offered every

fall.

23.231 Major European Writers II • A (3) An introductory survey of the major European writers

and literary periods from the eighteenth century to the twentieth century. Usually offered every

spring.

23.240 Major World Writers: Non-European (Survey) • A (3) A survey of non-Western literary
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works. Although the emphasis is on the contemporary period, a number of earlier works are also

included. Readings include fiction, poetry, and drama from Africa, Asia, and Latin America with

some supplementary material from Australia and Oceania. The course is designed to introduce

students to non-Western writers whose works are not generally included in courses which em-
phasize European and American writers. Usually offered every spring.

23.275 Critical Approach to the Cinema • A (3) An introduction to understanding movies. Crit-

ical and theoretical perspectives on the many forms of film art: nonfiction, animation, popular

genres, and independent films, etc. The relations of film to the other arts. Includes screenings,

readings, analysis, and an opportunity to make a Super 8 film. Usually offered every term.

It is suggested that students enrolling in 300-LEVEL courses have TAKEN AT LEAST

ONE LITERATURE COURSE FROM AMONG 23.140 AND/OR 23.2XX.

GENERAL UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

23.300 History of the English Language (3) Development of the language from Old English to

Modern English, with special studies on phonology, morphology, semantics, and vocabulary.

Meets jointly with 23.600.

STUDIES IN LITERARY FORM

23.301 Development of the Novel • A (3) Theory of the novel. A study of the form of the novel

in the West, from its beginnings on the European continent during the Renaissance (Cervantes
and Madame de LaFayette), through the New Novel (Robbe-Grillet). Readings in representative

novelists and critics of the genre. Meets jointly with 23.601

.

23.302 The Psychological Novel • A (3) In-depth study of selected novels by authors whose
fiction involves a central preoccupation with the workings of the mind; examination of adaptations

of form and narrative technique as well as psychological implications of the introspective and
interior modes; examination of central relationship between narrative strategies and meaning,
form, and idea. Meets jointly with 23.602.

23.303 The Short Story • A (3) Study of how major Continental, British, and American writers

have used and developed the short story form in single stories and in story-collections and cycles.

Emphasis on achievement of individual writers with some account of development through suc-

cessive literary movements and periods. Instruction in technique of analytical, critical reading of

the form. Meets jointly with 23.603.

23.304 Elements of Poetry • A (3) A detailed treatment of the various critical approaches to

poetry. Emphasis is on genre, form, figurative language, etc., not on literary history. Meets jointly

with 23.604.

23.305 Introduction to Folklore • A (3) A general survey of the forms of international and
American folklore, verbal and nonverbal: superstition, magic, proverbs, riddles, jokes, legends,

folktales, ballads, folk music, games, cures, calendar customs, folk religion, crafts and folk art

Some films and field trip assignments as well as lecture and discussion. Course is designed for

majors and nonmajors. Meets jointly with 23.605.

23.306 Folktales, Ballads, and Epics • A (3) Some major forms of American and international

storytelling. What they are; how, why, and where they are performed; what they mean to audi-

ences; how they relate to written literature. Meets jointly with 23.606

23.307 Forms of Drama • A (3) A study of selected examples of major dramatic forms (tragedy,

comedy, tragicomedy) from the classical Greek period to the present. The plays studied as drama
and as cultural artifacts of the ages in which they were produced. Usually offered alternate falls.

Meets jointly with 23.607.

23.308 Modern Drama • A (3) Modern drama as written literature, beginning with Ibsen and
concluding with the most recent dramatic movements: theatre of the absurd, theatre of cruelty,

etc. Meets jointly with 23.608.

23.309 Autobiography and Biography • A (3) Introduction to nonfiction in form of selected

examples of autobiography and biography as literary modes. Meets jointly with 23.609.

23.310 Art OF Literary Journalism • A(3) Aworkshop, limited to twenty students, in which the

craft of reviewing books, plays, movies, TV, art, and music is practiced. Speakers who are
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professionals in each craft are invited to class. Clear expository writing is the aim, tied to estab-

lished criteria for sound critical approaches in journalisnn. Usually offered every spring. Meets
jointly with23.610.

READINGS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

23.314 Contemporary American Literature • A (3) An exploration of the fornnal and thematic

tendencies in recent American literature through readings of representative fiction, poetry, dra-

ma, and journalism. Meetsjointly with 23.614.

23.315 Nineteenth Century American Poetry • A (3) Focus on the poems of Whitman and
Dickinson, although other writers may be studied, in order to illuminate the period. Course not

primarily historical; it aims at relating the background to the works of art. Close reading of

individual texts is required. Usually offered alternate falls. Meets jointly with 23.61 5.

23.316 Nineteenth Century American Novel • A (3) Survey of American novel during the nine-

teenth century. Emphasis on literary evolution of a form as it expresses historical evolution of

national consciousness. Novelists studied include Hawthorne and Melville. Meets jointly with

23.616.

23.317 Nineteenth Century American Prose • A (3) Readings in nonfictive, nonpoetic litera-

ture—essays, addresses, journals, lectures, etc.— of the nineteenth century. The work of Emer-

son and Thoreau stressed. Usually offered alternate springs. Meets jointly with 23.617.

23.318 American Novelists at the Turn of the Century* A (3) Considers the characteristics of

turn-of-the-century fiction. Reading includes novels and shorter fiction: Henry James, Mark Twain,

William Dean Howells, Kate Chopin, Stephen Crane, Edith Wharton, and Sarah Orne Jewett.

Usually offered alternate falls. Meets jointly with 23.61 8.

23.319 Modern American Novel • A (3) Survey of American novel during modernist period.

Emphasis on literary evolution of a form as it expresses historical evolution of modern conscious-

ness. Novelists studied include Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and Faulkner, and may include such other

major figures as Stephen Crane, Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, Dos Passes, Nathanael West, and Henry
Miller. Meetsjointly with23.619.

23.320 American Poetry 1900-1 950* A (3) Treats in detail the poetry of such established figures

in modern American poetry as Eliot, Stevens, Frost, Pound, and Williams. The poets chosen may
differ from semester to semester; however, at least two of these names appear in every session.

Other poets of the period may be considered, at the discretion of the instructor. Usually offered

alternate falls. Meets jointly with 23.620.

23.321 Faulkner AND THE Literature OF THE South* A (3) Readings in the novels, stories, poetry,

and essays of the major figures (Southern Agrarians, Wolfe, W.A. Percy and especially Faulkner)

and their successors (O'Connor, Welty, and Walker Percy). Concern is with their art and with the

social conditions in which they flourished and their attitudes toward those conditions. Usually

offered alternate falls. Meets jointly with 23.621

23.322 Contemporary American Poetry • A (3) An examination of the chief poetic theories,

figures, and modes of American poetry since World War II. Meetsjointly with 23.622.

23.324 Black American Literature • A (3) Survey of Black American literature (major and minor

writers) from the poetry of Phyllis Wheatley and the slave narratives of the eighteenth century,

through recent fiction and autobiography (Toni Morrison and Malcolm X). Meets jointly with

23.624.

23.325 Fitzgerald and Hemingway • A (3) Study of the fiction of Fitzgerald and Hemingway with

emphasis on the common theme of loss in their work. The relationship between both and their

place within the literary period of the twenties and thirties, are explored; however, main emphasis

is thematic analysis of specific works. Meets jointly with 23.625.

READINGS IN BRITISH LITERATURE

23.330 Celtic Myth and Literature • A (3) Shows the vital importance of literature in all aspects

of early Indo-European society— religion, magic, government, law, education, etc.— includes

readings in history, archaeology, social structure, art, and myths, as well as major sagas and

poems of Ireland and Wales. Meets jointly with 23.630.

23.331 Chaucer • A (3) A study of the narrative art and moral vision of Chaucer's poetry.
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Directed readings in social, historical, and intellectual backgrounds. An introduction to the study

of medieval literature. Meets jointly with 23.631

.

23.332 Shakespeare I • A (3) Selected earlier plays. Usually offered every fall. Meets jointly

with 23.632.

23.333 Shakespeare II • A (3) Selected later plays. Usually offered every spring. Meets jointly

with 23.633.

23.334 Elizabethan Drama Excluding Shakespeare • A (3) An introduction to the drama from
1580-1642. Includes study of the two major non- Shakespearean dramatists, Christopher Marlowe
and Ben Jonson, and a selection from the work of other dramatists. Usually offered irregularly.

Meets jointly with 23.634.

23.335 Tudor and Stuart England • A (3) Nondramatic literature of the period 1 580-1 660, with

special emphasis on the poetry of Sidney, Spenser, Donne, and the Metaphysical and Cavalier

poets. Selections from Shakespeare and Milton included, as well as some prose. Meets jointly

with 23.635.

23.336 Milton • A (3) Focuses on Milton as a thinker and a poet. Selections from the prose

works are read and analyzed as background for Milton's thought. The majority of the semester
is devoted to a close reading of the poems, which are studied with a view toward tracing Milton's

development of form and his methods of projecting his world view. Meets jointly with 23.636.

23.337 Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama • A (3) A survey of English drama from the

Restoration (1660) to the latter part of the eighteenth century. The theatre and theatrical con-

ventions of the period. Such representative playwrights as Dryden, Wycherley, Congreve, Gold-

smith, and Sheridan considered. Meets jointly with 23.637.

23.338 The Eighteenth Century • A (3) Major writers and dominant forms in the neoclassical

tradition. Topics selected from the genres of prose satire, verse satire, the novel, comedy; authors

studied may include Swift, Pope, Fielding, Johnson. Usually offered alternate falls. Meets jointly

with 23.638.

23.339 British Fiction I • A (3) Novels such as Moll Flanders, Clarissa, Tom Jones, Tristram

Shandy, Emma, which aim to give images of how real people deal with themselves and others,

and which portray family life, street life, courtship difficulties, and moral dilemmas in seventeenth
and eighteenth century England, with a variety of attitudes and narrative techniques. Meets jointly

with 23.639.

23.340 British Fiction II • A (3) Authors like Dickens and Hardy, titles like Vanity Fair, Middle-

march, Wuthering Heights, exploring man's (and woman's) attempts to deal with powerful social

pressures, the attractions of money and success, characters' own individual impulses and needs,

and the eternal verities. Technique studied, as well as theme and character. Meets jointly with

23.640.

23.341 British Romantics • A (3) A study of some central figures in the English Romantic
Movement. Students should acquire knowledge of the elements and characteristics of this nine-

teenth century phenomenon that permeated European culture and influenced American artists

and writers. Attention to at least three of the following: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley,

Keats, Blake. Meets jointly with 23.641

.

23.342 The Victorians • A (3) Representative works of the Victorial Age in England, including

poems of Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold; at least two novels of the period; and nonfictional

prose of Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold, and Pater. Meets jointly with 23.642.

23.343 Modern British Fiction • A (3) Selected novels by twentieth century British writers.

Considers both the changing ideas and changing form of the novel in England, including matters
of technique, style, and social themes. Readings include novels by Joyce, Lawrence, Forster,

Woolf, Huxley, Fowles, Lessing, and others. Usually offered every fall. Meets jointly with 23.643.

23.344 Modern British Drama and Poetry • A (3) Main trends in British poetry and drama from
the period of World War I to the present. Reading and discussion of such representative poets

as Hardy, Yeats, Owen, Lawrence, Edith Sitwell, Thomas, Auden; and such representative play-

wrights as Shaw, Maugham, O'Casey, Eliot, Behan, Pinter. Usually offered alternate springs.

Meets jointly with 23.644.

23.345 The Irish Renaissance • A (3) Yeats, Joyce, Synge, O'Casey, Frank O'Connor, Liam
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O'Flaherty, and other major writers of the modern Anglo-Irish literary tradition. Some attention

is paid to the recent history of Ireland and to the relationship between literary and political

nationalist movements. Meets jointly with 23.645.

23.346 Studies in George Bernard Shaw • A (3) The complete Shaw: playwright, socialist, pam-
pheteer, revolutionist, creative evolutionist, and even poet. All the plays are read and as many
political and social works as seem practicable. In addition, parallel reading of biographical and
critical materials is assigned. Meets jointly with 23.646.

23.347 Studies in Joyce • A (3) Intensive exploration of selected items of the Joyce canon; texts

to vary from year to year. Some knowledge of Joyce's life and work highly desirable. Acquaintance
with late nineteenth and early twentieth century Anglo-Irish literature and with Irish history from
the Famine to the Treaty, desirable but not necessary. Meets jointly with 23.647.

23.348 Studies in D. H. Lawrence • A (3) A chronological reading of Lawrence's major poetry

and fiction in order to estimate his contribution to the development of poetic and narrative form

and in order to evaluate his advocacy of individual and social regeneration. Meets jointly with

23.648.

READINGS IN COMPARATIVE AND WORLD LITERATURE

23.360 Medieval Literature • A (3) The beginnings of literature in Western Europe. A study of

that literature as the definition, celebration, and examination of the aesthetic and ethical values

of medieval culture. Medieval epic, drama, lyric, and romance in translation. Meets jointly with

23.660

23.361 Directions in Modern Fiction • A (3) Selected fiction which embodies distinctive threads

of twentieth century fiction of several nationalities (American, English, French, German). Empha-
sis on underlying philosophical-psychological premises reflected in the works (such as existen-

tialism, myth) and on literary techniques and innovations (stream of consciousness, point of view,

chronology). Meets jointly with 23.661

.

23.362 Contemporary European Poetry • A (3) Examines selections of the poetry of Central

and Western Europe, Greece and Israel, in an effort to explore the concerns of a developing

international community of writers who have influenced a generation of American writers. A look

at the manifestations of political pressures in the poetry and consideration of historical and
literary antecedents. Meets jointly with 23.662.

23.363 French Literature • A (3) Introduction to the scope and range of French literature

(fiction, drama, poetry in translation) from the tenth century to the present. Among the writers

treated are Chretien de Troyes, Rabelais, Racine, Moliere, la Rochefoucauld, Voltaire, Hugo,

Balzac, Flaubert, Baudelaire, Proust, Malraux, andRobbe-Grillet. Meets jointly with 23.663.

23.364 Studies in Flaubert • A (3) Intensive exploration of selected items in the Flaubert canon.

Some acquaintance with nineteenth century French literature, art, and social history is desirable,

as is some degree of familiarity with the life and work of Flaubert himself. Meets jointly with

23.664.

23.365 German Literature • A (3) An introduction to the scope and rage of German literature

(fiction and drama in translation) from the medieval period to modern times. Writers dealt with

are chosen from among: Wolfram von Eschenbach, Gottfried von Strassburg, Lessing, Goethe,

Schiller, Buchner, E.T.A. Hoffmann, Fontane, Mann, Doblin, Brecht, Grass, and Boll. Meets jointly

with 23.665.

23.366 Studies in Thomas Mann • A (3) Intensive reading in selected major and minor works by
Thomas Mann, with occasional collateral readings of other twentieth century German novelists.

Meets jointly with 23.666.

23.367 Russian and Soviet Literature • A (3) An introduction to Russian and Soviet literature

(in translation) from the Middle Ages to the present. Meets jointly with 23.667.

23.368 DosTOEvsKY and Tolstoy • A (3) Intensive study of selected major and minor works of

Dostoevsky and Tolstoy. Authors treated individually but some comparative emphasis. Meets
jointly with 23.668.

23.369 The Novel in the Third World • A (3) A study of the novel from the Third World: Africa,

Asia, the Caribbean, the South Pacific, Latin America, and the Afro-American and native American
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minorities in the United States. Special ennphasis on the way culture dictates literary fornn. Meets

jointly with 23.669.

CINEMASTUDIES

23.375 Film and Literature • A (3) Adaptations of literature to film and film to literature. Shared

themes and techniques among storytelling arts. Psychological, social, and political implications

of analogous works of poetry, fiction, drama, and film. Usually offered every fall. Meets jointly

with 23.675. Laboratory fee.

23.376 National Cinema • A (3) Landmarks of the cinema from a particular country or region

such as France, Italy, Eastern Europe, Japan, and the United States. Screenings, readings, and

analysis, with attention to artistic movements, historical contexts, and clashing theories and

styles. Meets jointly with 23.676. Laboratory fee.

23.377 Popular Film Genres • A (3) An exploration of the traditions, conventions, and outstand-

ing films and filmmakers of a popular genre such as comedy, the western, the thriller, the musical,

the gangster film, science fiction, detective, or horror movies. Viewings, readings, discussions,

and written analyses. Usually offered every fall. May be repeated for credit within the same term:

content/topic must be different. Meets jointly with 23.677. Laboratory fee.

23.378 Major Filmmakers • A (3) Intensive study of one or two great directors such as Hitch-

cock, Antonioni, Fellini, Kurosawa, Ozu, Chaplin, Bergman, and Ford. Screenings, in-depth anal-

ysis, and critical readings designed to explore evolving personal style, aesthetic and social con-

text, and theoretical issues. Meets jointly with 23.678. Laboratory fee.

23.380 Independent Filmmakers • A (3) Underground, experimental, avant-garde, radical, and

personal films, usually short films made outside the established filmmaking industry. The freedom

in the choice of subject matter and techniques, the variety of modes and styles, and the sheer

intensity of works of Brakhage, Frampton, Belson, Warhol, Vertov, Dehren, and scores of others

destroy the myth that only commercial, feature-length films can be great films. Meets jointly with

23.680. Laboratory fee.

23.382 Shakespeare ON Film • A (3) Screenings, discussions, and analyses of about 12 films of

Shakespeare's plays, considering films as performances, films as interpretations, films as trans-

lations into a new medium. Zeffirelli's Taming of the Shrew and Romeo and Juliet, Brook's Lear,

Kozintsev's Ham/ef and Lear, Oliver's Henry \/, Kurosawa's Throne of Blood, PolansM s MacBeth,

etc. Usually offered alternate springs. Meets jointly with 23.682. Laboratory fee.

23.383 Film and Literature ON World War II "A (3) Films and books embodying the experience

of World War II. Study works from social and political points of view, and consider the cinematic

and literary strategies of works, such as Triumph of the Will, Chaplin's The Great Dictator,

Rossellini's Open City, Ophuls' The Sorrow and the Pity, Eisenstein's Potemkin and Nemec's
Diamonds of the Night. Usually offered alternate springs. Meets jointly with 23.683. Laboratory

fee.

CREATIVE WRITING

23.400 Creative WRITING: Fiction (3) A writing workshop with students reading their work aloud

and commenting on each other's efforts. The teacher reserves the right to have the last word.

Graduate students are expected to submit 12,500 words or more. With permission of instructor

may be repeated once for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Meets jointly with 23.700.

23.401 Creative Writing; Poetry (3) An intensive approach to the techniques of verse writing,

followed by several weeks of "workshop sessions" in which students' poems receive responses

from the whole class. With permission of instructor may be repeated once for credit, but not

within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor. Meets jointly with 23.701

.

23.402 Creative Writing: Film Script (3) An introduction to story writing and developing stories

for the screen. A study of the special contributions of the writer to the film art. Screenings,

reading, writing, and rewriting. With permission of instructor may be repeated once for credit,

but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor. Meets jointly with 23.702.
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HONORS, INTERNSHIPS, INDEPENDENTSTUDY

23.390 Independent Reading Course IN Literature (1-6)*

23.398 Departmental Honors, Junior Year (3)

23.399 Department Honors, Junior Year (3)

23.490 Independent Study Project in Literature (1 -6)*

23.491 Practical Internship in Literature (3) Practical work in writing and research for various

agencies and publications. Experience in apprentice teaching with private schools and diverse

groups. Project must be approved in advance by department chairman and/or undergraduate

advisor. Usually offered every term.

23.498 Department Honors, Senior Year (3)

23.499 Departmental Honors, Senior Year (3)

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

23.590 Independent Reading Course IN Literature (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

GENERAL GRADUATE COURSES

23.600 History of the English Language (3) See 23.300 for description. Meets jointly with

23.300.

STUDIES IN LITERARY FORM

23.601 Development OF the Novel (3) See 23.301 for description. Meets jointly with 23.301.

23.602 The Psychological Novel (3) See 23.302 for description. Meets jointly with 23.302.

23.603 The Short Story (3) See 23.303 for description. Meets jointly with 23.303.

23.604 Elements OF Poetry (3) See 23.304 for description. Meets jointly with 23.304.

23.605 Introduction TO Folklore (3) See 23.305 for description. Meets jointly with 23.305.

23.606 Folktales, Ballads, and Epics (3) See 23.306 for description. Meets jointly with 23.306.

23.607 Forms OF Drama (3) See 23.307 for description. Meets jointly with 23.307.

23.608 Modern Drama (3) See 23.308 for description. Meets jointly with 23.308.

23.609 Autobiography and Biography (3) See 23.309 for description. Meets jointly with 23.309.

23.610 Art of Literary Journalism (3) See 23.310 for description. Meets jointly with 23.310.

READINGS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

23.614 Contemporary American Literature (3) See 23.314 for description. Meets jointly with

23.314.

23.615 Nineteenth Century American Poetry (3) See 23.315 for description. Meets jointly with

23.315.

23.616 Nineteenth Century American Novel (3) See 23.316 for description. Meets jointly with

23.316.

23.617 Nineteenth Century American Prose (3) See 23.317 for description. Meets jointly with

23.317.

23.618 American Novelists at the Turn of the Century (3) See 23.318 for description. Meets

jointly with 23.318.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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23.619 Modern American Novel (3) See 23.31 9 for description. Meets jointly with 23.31 9.

23.620 American Poetry 1900-1950 (3) See 23.320 for description. Meets jointly with 23.320.

23.621 Faulkner and the Literature of the South (3) See 23.321 for description. Meets jointly

with 23.321.

23.622 Contemporary American Poetry (3) See 23.322 for description. Meets jointly with

23.322.

23.624 Black American Literature (3) See 23.324 for description. Meets jointly with 23.324.

23.625 Fitzgerald AND Hemingway (3) See 23.325 for description. Meets jointly with 23.325.

READINGS IN BRITISH LITERATURE

23.630 Celtic Myth AND Literature (3) See 23.330 for description. Meets jointly with 23.330.

23.631 Chaucer (3) See 23.331 for description. Meets jointly with 23.331.

23.632 Shakespeare I (3) See 23.332 for description. Meets jointly with 23.332.

23.633 Shakespeare II (3) See 23.333 for description. Meets jointly with 23.333.

23.634 Elizabethan Drama Excluding Shakespeare (3). See 23.334 for description. Meets jointly

with 23.334.

23.635 Tudor AND Stuart England (3) See 23.335 for description. Meets jointly with 23.335.

23.636 Milton (3) See 23.336 for description. Meets jointly with 23.336.

23.637 Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama (3) See 23.337 for description. Meets joint-

ly with 23.337.

23.638 The Eighteenth Century (3) See 23.338 for description. Meets jointly with 23.338.

23.639 British Fiction I (3) See 23.339 for description. Meets jointly with 23.339.

23.640 British Fiction 1 1 (3) See 23.340 for description. Meets jointly with 23.340.

23.641 British Romantics (3) See 23.341 for description. Meets jointly with 23.341.

23.642 The Victorians (3) See 23.342 for description. Meets jointly with 23.342.

23.643 Modern British Fiction (3) See 23.343 for description. Meets jointly with 23.343.

23 644 Modern British Drama and Poetry (3) See 23.344 for description. Meets jointly with

23.344.

23.645 The Irish Renaissance (3) See 23.345 for description. Meets jointly with 23.345.

23.646 Studies in George Bernard Shaw (3) See 23.346 for description. Meets jointly with

23.346.

23.647 Studies in Joyce (3) See 23.347 for description. Meets jointly with 23.347.

23.648 Studies IN D.H. Lawrence (3) See 23.348 for description. Meets jointly with 23.348.

READINGS IN COMPARATIVE AND WORLD LITERATURE

23.660 Medieval Literature (3) See 23.360 for description. Meets jointly with 23.360.

23.661 Directions in Modern Fiction (3) See 23.361 for description. Meets jointly with 23.361

.

23.662 Contemporary European Poetry (3) See 23.362 for description. Meets jointly with

23.362.

23.663 French Literature (3) See 23.363 for description. Meets jointly with 23.363.

23.664 Studies in Flaubert (3) See 23.364 for description. Meets jointly with 23.364.

23.665 German Literature (3) See 23.365 for description. Meets jointly with 23.365.

23.666 Studies in Thomas Mann (3) See 23.366 for description. Meets jointly with 23.366.

23.667 Russian and Soviet Literature (3) See 23.367 for description. Meets jointly with 23.367,
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23.668 DosTOEvsKY AND Tolstoy (3) See 23.368 for description. Meets jointly with 23.368.

23.669 The Novel in the Third World (3) See 23.369 for description. Meets jointly with 23.369.

CINEMA STUDIES

23.675 Film and Literature (3) See 23.375 for description. Meets jointly with 23.375. Laboratory

fee.

23.676 National Cinema (3) See 23.376 for description. Meets jointly with 23.376. Laboratory

fee.

23.677 Popular Film Genres (3) See 23.377 for description. Meets jointly with 23.377. Labora-

tory fee.

23.678 Major Filmmakers (3) See 23.378 for description. Meets jointly with 23.378. Laboratory

fee.

23.680 Independent Filmmakers (3) See 23.380 for description. Meets jointly with 23.380. Lab-

oratory fee.

23.682 Shakespeare on Film (3) See 23.382 for description. Meets jointly with 23.382. Labora-

tory fee.

23.683 Film and Literature on World War II (3) See 23.383 for description. Meets jointly with

23.383. Laboratory fee.

CREATIVE WRITING

23.700 Creative WRITING: Fiction (3) See 23.400 for description. Meets jointly with 23.400.

23.701 Creative Writing: Poetry (3) See 23.401 for description. Meets jointly with 23.401

.

23.702 CreativeWriting: Film Script (3) See 23.402 for description. Meets jointly with 23.402.

INTERNSHIPS, INDEPENDENT STUDY

23.690 Independent Study Project in Literature (1-6)*

23.691 In-service Training in College Teaching (1-6) Usually offered every ternn.

23.725 Studies in Literary Modes (3) Graduate seminar. A study of various kinds of literary

expression. Topic changed yearly. Previous topics have included The Connie Vision, Short Amer-
ican Fiction, The Introspective Novel, Formal Theory of the Novel, Tragedy, etc. May be repeated

for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

23.726 Studies in Major Writers (3) Graduate seminar. A study of the works of one or two
selected writers. Topic changed yearly. Previous topics have included Shakespeare, Keats, Dick-

ens, Whitman, Eliot, Yeats, and Melville. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic

must be different. Usually offered every term.

23.750, 23.751 Theory of Literary Criticism I, II (3), (3) Readings in critical and metacritical

theory designed to provide a conspectus of leading critical and metacritical positions of the

period since 1950. Required of all Ph.D. candidates. Open to other graduate students by permis-

sion of instructor.

23.753 Studies in Literary Criticism I: Canonic Method (3) Intensive study of the complete can-

on of a major author; investigation of the methodology and theory of such study. Required of all

Ph.D. candidates. Open to other graduate students by permission of instructor.

23.754 Studies in Literary Criticism II: Generic Method (3) Intensive study of theory of genre

and of representative works in one major genre (narrative, lyric, drama) over a selected time

period. Required of all Ph.D. candidates. Open to other graduate students by permission of

instructor.

23.755 Studies in Literary Criticism III: Historical Method (3) Intensive study of a selected

major literary period (e.g.. Renaissance) or movement (e.g., realism), and of the theoretical as-

pects of periodization in literary and cultural history. Required of all Ph.D. candidates. Open to

other graduate students by permission of instructor.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in tfiis publication.
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23.758 Approaches to Interdisciplinary Study (3) Investigation of such questions as: What is

the rationale for interdisciplinary study? How can one most fruitfully conceptualize the relations

among the fields thus yoked? Should we thematize other disciplines as we appropriate them for

literary study, or should we ground literary study in them? How can interdisciplinary work be
most effectively presented in the classroom? Required of all Ph.D. candidates. Open to other

graduate students by permission of instructor.

23.759 Metacriticism (3) Study of the nature of criticism, its rationale, its logic, its inherent

characteristics. Asks how criticism is like and unlike literary performance on the one hand, and
how, on the other, it is like and unlike the ordinary activities in which all must engage in carrying

out their lives. Required of all Ph.D. candidates. Open to other graduate students by permission

of instructor.

23.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6)

23.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1-6)

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer
Science
Chairman Mary w. Gray

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor D. S. Crosby, M. W. Gray, R. A. Holzsager, W. W. Jacobs, B. P. Korin, N. Macon, G.

S. Quinn (Emeritus), H. Rosenblatt, S. H. Schot, J. H. Smith (Emeritus)

Associate Professor A. M. Barron, J. Blum, I. L. Chang, M. Freeman, E. B. McCue, J. S. Sunley

Assistant Professor R, Jernigan, W. G. Kolata, C. T. Machlin, S. Parker, H. Wilson

The department is unusual in that it combines the three fields of mathematics, statistics, and

computer science. This allows a student with an interest in the mathematical sciences to choose

a program within a single department which particularly suits his own needs and to change the

emphasis of his program without loss of time. Because of its location in the Washington, D. C,
area, the department is in one of the greatest applied mathematical science areas in the world.

Mathematics Mathematics may be studied as an intellectual discipline for its own sake, as

pure mathematics, or as a professional tool for application to the problems of other disciplines.

Majors in mathematics will receive firm grounding in the theory and techniques of algebra,

analysis, and other fields as a basis for further work in pure or applied mathematics, and for

graduate studies. The major in applied mathematics offers training in mathematical problem-

solving techniques without emphasis on abstract theory. This program is not as firm a foundation

for graduate work as the mathematics major, but is tailored to the student who will need to apply

mathematical, statistical, and computer methods to practical problems.

Statistics statistics is concerned with the collection, organization, analysis, interpretation,

and presentation of information which can be stated in numerical form. A student majoring in

statistics has two tracks available. Those who intend to continue with graduate work in statistics

or those with an interest in the theory of statistical methods would follow the sequence for

mathematical statistics which requires a strong background in mathematics. Students wishing

an emphasis in the use of statistical techniques should follow the sequence for applied statistics.

The latter program is especially appropriate as a secondary emphasis for students who have a

strong interest in the field of application.

Computer Science Computer science deals with computers and computing, including the

organization of computers, languages used in communicating with them, problem analysis, al-

gorithm development, and applications in a multitude of disciplines. The computer science pro-

gram offers two tracks. Students who desire a concentrated exposure to computer science, or

who intend to do graduate work in computer science, elect the computer science major. Students

who intend to use their computer science knowledge and skill in conjunction with another dis-

cipline, elect the applied computer science emphasis within the computer science major. The
two programs share a set of core courses which insure a balanced presentation of the practical
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and theoretical aspects of computer science. These programs provide the student with a back-

ground which may form the basis for professional employment as a systems programmer, sys-

tems analyst, scientific programmer, applications programmer, or for graduate study.

Undergraduate Program in Computer Science

Tracks Computer Science or Applied Computer Science.

Admission to the Program Requires a 2.00 cumulative grade-point average, the completion

of 41.221 and 41.222, or 41.211 and 41.212 with a grade of C or better, and completion of 40.280

and 40.281 with a grade of C or better.

Set Computer Science: 40.280, 40.281, 40.340, 40.341, 40.540, and 42.202.

Requirements Applied Computer Science: 40.280, 40.281 , 40.340, 40.341 , 40.460, 40.540

and 42.202.

Required CompuferSc/ence.- 41.211 and 41.212, or 41.221 and 41.222; at least three

Options additional courses approved by the student's advisor from the following list:

40.460, 40.541, 40.550, 40.565, 40.566, 40.568, 40.570, 40.582, 40.583,

40.584, 40.585, 40.587, 40.596 (nonrecurring selected topics), 41.560,

41.561, 41.562, and 41.563; and two additional courses in the department

approved by the student's advisor. Applied Computer Science: 41.21 1 and

41.212, or 41.221 and 41.222; and two additional courses in the department

approved by the student's advisor.

Related The applied computer science track requires three courses in field of ap-

Requirements plication to be selected in consultation with the student's advisor.

Recommenda- Students expecting to pursue graduate study in computer science should

tions elect the computer science track.

Special Undergraduate assistantships and work study arrangements with govern-

Opportunities ment agencies and private firms are available.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Computer

Science.

Undergraduate Program in Mathematics

Admission to the Program Requires a 2.00 cumulative grade-point average and the com-
pletion of 41 .221 , 41 .222, and 41 .223 with a grade of C or better.

Set 41.221, 41.222, 41.223, 41.310, 41.322, 41.512, 41.513, 41.520 and41.521.

Requirements

Required Three courses selected from 41.321, 41.440, 40.460, 40.550, 41.474,

Options 41 .502, 41 .503, 41 .515, 41 .540, 41 .550, 41 .551 , and 42.502.

Related Three courses in a field of application, to be selected in consultation with

Requirements the advisor. This requirement may be waived for students with more than

one major in this department and for students obtaining secondary teaching

certification in mathematics.

Recommenda- Students, especially those planning graduate work in mathematics, are en-

tions couraged to select additional courses in consultation with the appropriate

advisor.

Special Undergraduate assistantships, and work study arrangements with govern-

Opportunities ment agencies and private firms are available.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Mathe-

matics.
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Undergraduate Program in Applied Mathematics

Tracks Physical Science or Computer Science.

Admission to the Program Requires a 2.00 cumulative grade-point average and the com-
pletion of 41 ,221 , 41 .222, and 41 .223 with a grade of C or better.

Set 41.221,41.222,41.223.41.310, and41.322.
Requirements

Required Physical Sciences: 41.321, 41.550, 41.551, and four additional courses in

Options the department, approved by the advisor. Computer Science: 40.280,

40.281 , 40.460, and four additional courses in the department, approved by
the advisor.

Related Three courses in a field of application, to be selected in consultation with

Requirements the advisor. This requirement may be waived for students with more than

one major in this department and for students obtaining secondary teaching

certification in mathematics.

Special Undergraduate assistantships and work study arrangements with govern-

Opportunities ment agencies and private firms are available.

Degree Objective Students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Applied

Mathematics.

Undergraduate Program in Statistics

Tracks Mathematical statistics or Applied statistics.

Admission to the Program Admission to the program in mathematical statistics requires

the completion of 41.221, 41.222, 41.223 with grades of C or better. Admission to the program
in applied statistics requires the completion of 41.211 and 41.212 with grades of C or better. A
2.00 cumulative grade-point average is required for admission to either program

Set Mathematical Statistics: 41.221, 41.222, 41.223, 41.310, 41.322, 41.474,

Requirements and 42.502. Applied Statistics: 41.211, 41.212, 42.202, 40.260 or 40.280,

41.310,41.474, and42.502.

Required Mathematical Statistics: two additional courses selected from 42.530,

Options 42.531, 42.515, 42.516, 41.574, 42.510, and 42.511; three additional de-

partmental courses. Applied Statistics: either 42.300, 42.518, or 42.514;

four additional approved departmental courses.

Related Applied Statistics: At least five approved courses in a related field, such as
Requirements anthropology, psychology, sociology, economics, biology, business admin-

istration, or computer science. The five courses may be selected from more
than one teaching unit.

Recommenda- Students planning graduate work in statistics should select the track in

tions mathematical statistics.

Special Undergraduate assistantships and work study arrangements with govern-

Opportunities ment agencies and private firms are available.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Statistics.

Combined Undergraduate Graduate Program in Computer
Science

Admission to the Program This program enables qualified undergraduates to earn, within

a five-year period, both a bachelor's and a master's degree in computer science. Undergraduate
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majors in computer science at The American University must apply to this program before the

end of the first half of the senior year. Students with a grade-point average of at least 3.20 on a

4.00 scale In computer science courses required for the B.S. degree (through the first half of the

senior year), and an approved thesis or research project proposal, are eligible to apply.

Course Students must complete (1) all of the requirements for the B.S. degree w/lth

Requirements a major In computer science, (2) six computer science courses at the 500-

level or above (not Including 40.520 or 40.521) and (3) six semester hours

of master's thesis project credit.

Tools A tool of research IS required.

Examinations A comprehensive examination is required.

Thesis The student must write a master's thesis of sufficient scope to earn six

semester hours of graduate credit, or the student must complete six se-

mester hours of an Independent research project.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science and a degree of Master

of Science with a major in Computer Science.

Master's Program in ComputerScience

Admission to the Program Requires an adequate undergraduate preparation or experience

in computer science. Students entering the program without the appropriate background will be

expected to take certain undergraduate courses as remedial work.

Course 40.520, 40.521, 40.540, three additional computer science courses at the

Requirements 500-level or above, and two additional courses in computer science, math-

ematics, statistics, or a related field. These course selections are all subject

to advance approval by the student's advisor.

Special Graduate assistantships and work study arrangements with government

Opportunities agencies and private firms available.

Tools A tool of research is required.

Examinations A comprehensive examination is required.

Thesis The student must write a master's thesis of sufficient scope to earn six

semester hours of graduate credit, or the student must complete six se-

mester hours of independent research project.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Computer
Science.

Master's Program in Mathematics

Admission to the Program Requires an undergraduate degree in mathematics. Students

entering the M.A. program without the appropriate background will be expected to take certain

undergraduate courses as remedial work.

Course Thesis Option: 24 approved graduate semester hours in mathematics and
Requirements statistics plus six hours of 41 .797. Nonthesis Option: 24 approved graduate

semester hours plus 6 hours of 41.700. Topic of study in 41.700 to be

chosen by consultation between student and faculty member.

Special Graduate assistantships and work-study arrangements with government

Opportunities agencies and private firms are available.

Tools Proficiency is required in Russian, German, French, or computer language.

Examinations The student must take a written comprehensive examination in one of the

following fields: mathematics or applied mathematics.
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Thesis In the thesis option, an oral defense of the thesis is mandatory. In the

nonthesis option, an oral presentation of the research work is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Mathematics.

Master's Program in Statistics

Tracks Mathematical Statistics and Applied Statistics

Admission to the Program students win be expected to have an adequate background in

the mathematical sciences. Students entering the M.A. program without the appropriate back-

ground Will be expected to take certain undergraduate courses as remedial work.

Course While specific courses are not required, a minimum of 30 approved grad-

Requirements uate semester hours, including a thesis or research project is required.

Special A student may take up to 12 semester hours as an independent research
Opportunities project, including work-study arrangements. Graduate assistantships are

available. A student with an adequate background can complete a M.A. in

two years attending class two evenings a week.

Tools Proficiency is required in Russian, German, French, or computer language.

Examinations The student must take a written comprehensive examination (administered

in two parts) in one of the following fields: Mathematical Statistics: 42.001

Statistical Theory and Probability. Applied Statistics: 42.005 Statistical The-

ory and Applications.

Thesis In the thesis option, an oral defense of thesis is mandatory. In the nonthesis

option, an oral presentation of the research work is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Statistics

Doctoral Program in Mathematics

Admission to the Program Two letters of recommendation are required.

Course
Requirements

Tools

Examinations

Dissertation

Minimum of 72 semester hours of approved graduate work is required,

including 12 semester hours in 41 .799.

Proficiency is required in two tools of research chosen from French, Ger-

man, Russian, and computer language.

A qualifying examination must be taken before completion of 24 semester
hours of course work in the doctoral program. Four comprehensive ex-

aminations are required, three written and one oral. The fields for the written

examinations are: 41.005 Real and Complex Variables and 41.006 Modern
Algebra and Linear Algebra: and a third field chosen from the following:

41.018 Numerical Analysis: 41.019 Theory of Numbers: 41.023 Stochastic

Processes; 41.024 Theory of Probability; 41.026 Topology; 41.027 Applied

Mathematics; 41.028 Operations Research; 41.029 Probability and Statis-

tics; 41 .030 Computer Science.

A dissertation directed by a full-time faculty member and an oral defense

of the dissertation are required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Math-

ematics.
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Doctoral Program in Statistics

Admission to the Program Two letters of recommendation are required.

Course Minimum of 72 semester hours of approved graduate work is required,

Requirements including 1 2 semester hours in 41 .799.

Tools Proficiency is required in two tools of research chosen from French, Ger-

man, Russian, and a computer language.

Examination A qualifying examination must be taken before completion of 24 semester
hours of course work in the doctoral program. Four comprehensive ex-

aminations are required, three written and one oral. The fields for the written

examinations are: 42.002 Advanced Statistical Theory (administered in two
parts) and 41.024 Probability; and a third field chosen from the following:

42.028 Linear Estimation; 42.029 Multivariate Analysis; 42.030 Decision

Theory; 42.020 Theory of Sampling; 41 .023 Stochastic Processes.

Dissertation A dissertation directed by a full-time faculty member and an oral defense

of the dissertation are required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Statis-

tics.

Doctoral Program in Mathematics Education

Admission to the Program Master's degree in either education or mathematics and two

letters of recommendation are required.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work in addition to

Requirements credit earned for the master's degree are required. An additional 12 se-

mester hours of Doctoral Dissertation xx.799 are required, 6 of which must
be earned through the Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Com-
puter Science, and 6 through the School of Education. The department and
school should be consulted with respect to the specific course require-

ments which must be satisfied in mathematics and education.

Tools Proficiency is required in two tools of research. One tool must be statistics

(given by the Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Sci-

ence). The second tool may be selected from French, German, Russian,

and computer language.

Examinations Four comprehensive examinations are required. The two examinations ad-

ministered by the School of Education are: 21 .022 Psychology of Education

and 21 .031 Mathematics Education. The two examinations administered by

the Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science are:

41.070 Mathematics for Mathematics Education and 41.072 Oral Exami-

nation in Mathematics.

Dissertation The dissertation must be directed by a full-time faculty member and an oral

defense of the dissertation is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Math-

ematics Education.

Courses of Instruction

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Undergraduate Courses
40.166 Social and Cultural Implications of Computers • N (3) History and applications of
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computing. Potential benefits and risks of connputing to society are discussed. A ternn paper or

project required. Prerequisite: 41 .150 or two years of high school nnathematics.

40.260 Introduction to Computing • N (4) Provides a general introduction to connputing for

students who wish to understand how computers work, how computers affect their lives, and

how computers are used in the student's own discipline. Basic programming skills are developed

by the presentation and use of one or more programming languages. This course does not serve

as prerequisite for 40.281 or other advanced computer science courses. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 41 .1 50 or three years of high school mathematics.

40.280, 40.281 Introduction to Computer Science I, II • N (4), (4) Rigorous introduction to

computer science. Fundamental concepts of computer science and computer programming

skills. Programs written in high level languages and in assembly language of a simple computer.

Topics include gross-level computer organization, information representation, algorithms and

their representations, problem analysis, basic data structures, details of computer organization,

assemblers, loaders, and the relation between higher level languages and assembly language.

Required for all higher level computer science courses. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

41 .1 50 or three years of high school mathematics.

40.340, 40.341 Programming, Programming Languages, and Data Structures I, II • N (3),

(3) Several high level programming languages are presented through a systematic investigation

of their features and the data structures necessary to support their implementation. One or more

programs written in the languages presented including some of significant size and complexity.

Problem solving, programming techniques, and choice of data structures are emphasized so that

the student is able to deal effectively with a variety of situations. Languages studied are chosen

from among Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I, SN0B0L4, LISP, APL, GPSS, Algol 68, Simscript,

and others. 40.340 usually offered every fall; 40.341 usually offered every spring. Prerequisites:

40.280 and 40.281.

40.390 Independent Reading Course IN Computer Science (1-6)*

40.460 Introduction to Numerical Methods • N (3) Introduction to numerical algorithms funda-

mental to scientific computation. Includes elementary discussion of error, solution of polynomial

equations, and solution of systems of algebraic equations. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisites: 40.281 , 41 .212 or 41 .222

40.490 Independent Study Project in Computer Science (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

40 520,40.521 Graduate Survey OF Computer Science 1, 11(3), (3) A wide variety of programming

techniques, programming languages, and data structures are presented; and many programming

projects are completed by each student. Intended to provide the necessary background for, and

prerequisite to, many other graduate courses in computer science. Required of all students in

the f^.S. in Computer Science program. Not open to students with credit in 40.340 and 40.341.

40.520 usually offered every fall; 40.521 usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 40.280 and

40.281 , or equivalent, and graduate status.

40.540 Computer System Organization and Programming (3) Focus on a detailed investigation

of the structure of a modern computing system. Alternative computer organizations are discussed

so that students gain some appreciation for the range of possible design choices. An important

component of the course is a substantial amount of assembly language programming. Assembly

and linking and loading are presented in detail. The relation between system software and com-

puter organization is discussed. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 40.340 or 40.520 (or

graduate standing and 40.520 concurrently).

40.541 Computer Architecture (2) Presents the essential notions of computer system design

by investigating a wide range of historic, existing, and proposed computer architectures. Topics

discussed include meta representation, data representation, instructions and addressing, inter-

pretation and control, memory hierarchies, specialized computers, multiple computers, reliability,

and system design evaluation. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 40.540.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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40.550 Discrete Structures (3) Selection of mathematical topics relevant to computer science:

sets and relations, graphs, groups and group codes, combinatorics, formal logic, number theory,

finite state machines, and methods of solving numerical problems. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisites: graduate standing or 40.281 and 41 .212 or 41.222.

40.565 Operating Systems (3) Historical background; operating system functions and com-

cepts; processes, processor allocation, memory management, virtual memory, I/O and files,

protection; design and implementation. Several existing operating systems discussed, and groups

of students design and implement their own operating systems. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisites: 40.52^ and 40.540 or 40.341 and 40.540.

40.566 Introduction to Compilers (3) Emphasizes the techniques required to design and im-

plement compilers. Topics include lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and generation of efficient

object code. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 40.521 and 40.540 or 40.341 and 40.540.

40.568 Artificial Intelligence (3) Application of computers to tasks that usually are considered

to demand human intelligence: game playing, problem solving, learning, pattern recognition,

understanding. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 40.550.

40.570 Data Management Systems (3) Presents a survey of data management system history,

principles, and applications. Topics include basic concepts, storage concepts, the relational,

hierarchical and network approaches, and security and integrity. Several existing data manage-

ment systems are studied. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 40.521 and 40.540 or 40.341

and 40.540.

40.582 Automata Theory (3) Automata and their related algebraic structures, properties of reg-

ular events, properties of subclasses of regular events, decomposition of finite automata, struc-

tural and behavioral aspects of finite automata. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite:

40.550.

40.583 Formal Languages (3) Definition of formal language; finite representation for language;

regular, context-free, context sensitive, and type grammars; types of automata, both deter-

ministic and nondeterministic, including pushdown automata, stack automata, and Turing ma-

chines; properties of classes of languages; decidability results. Usually offered alternate springs.

Pre /-equ/s/fe.- 40.582.

40.584 Computer Graphics (3) Overview of display technology; cathode ray tubes (CRT), digital

control of CRT's, other displays, applications, interactive devices, hard copy, graphics systems

design. Graphics software: high level languages for graphics, programming interactive devices,

display files, design of graphics systems, transformations in two and three dimensions, gray

scales, color. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 40.521 and 40.540 or 40.341 and

40.540.

40.585 Theorem Proving (3) The study of techniques that enable mathematical theorems to be

proved by computers. Logic, formal proof schema, theorem proving by means-end analysis,

semantic trees, the resolution principle, the strategy problem. Application to problem solving.

Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 40.520 and 40.568 or 40.340 and 40.568.

40.587 Computer Workshop (3) Individual computer application project presented by the stu-

dent. Evaluation of project, including class evaluation, is on the basis of the quality of design, its

articulation, and the evaluation of the project itself. A minimum of written material includes a

formal project proposal, periodic progress reports specified in the proposal, a brief survey of the

purpose, plan, and goal of the project, profile of uses and users, description of the work, speci-

fications for operation, and demonstration or illustration of its use. Usually offered alternate

springs. Prerequ/s/fes.- 40.521 and 40.540 or 40.341 and 40.540.

40.590 Independent Reading Course in Computer Science (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

40.690 Independent Study Project in Computer Science (1 -6)*

40.700 Seminar in Computer Science (1-6) May be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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40.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar in Computer Science (3-6)

MATHEMATICS

Undergraduate Courses

41.121 Basic Arithmetic (1) Intended for students with inadequate bacl<ground for other courses

in mathematics. Placement testing is available from the Department of Mathematics, Statistics,

and Computer Science. This course may not be used to fulfill the mathematics requirements for

any degree program. Usually offered every term.

41.122 Basic Algebra (2) Intended for students with inadquate background for other courses

in mathematics. Placement testing is available from the Department of Mathematics, Statistics,

and Computer Science. This course may not be used to fulfill the mathematics requirements for

any degree program. Usually offered every term.

41.123 Intermediate Algebra (1) Intended for students with inadequate background for other

courses in mathematics. Placement testing is available from the Department of Mathematics,

Statistics, and Computer Science. This course may not be used to fufill the mathematics require-

ments for any degree program. Usually offered every term.

41.124 Basic Trigonometry (1) Intended for students with inadequate background for other

courses in mathematics. Placement testing is available from the Department of Mathematics,

Statistics, and Computer Science. This course may not be used to fulfill the mathematics re-

quirements for any degree program. Usually offered every term.

41.125 Basic Geometry (1) Intended for students with inadequate background for other courses

in mathematics. Placement testing is available from the Department Mathematics, Statistics, and

Computer Science. This course may not be used to fulfill the mathematics requirements for any

degree program. Usually offered every term.

41.150 Finite Mathematics • N (3) Sets, real numbers, solution of equations, inequalities, prob-

ability, functions, elementary linear algebra. Applications to biology, business, and social sci-

ences. No credit toward mathematics major. Students may not receive credit for both 41.150

and 41 .1 70. Usually offered every term.

41.170 Fundamentals OF Mathematics • N (3) Fundamentals of sets, functions, algebra, and

trigonometry intended for students planning to continue in 41.221. Students may not receive

credit for both 41.170 and 41.150. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: three years of high

school mathmatics.

41.175, 41.176 The Nature of Mathematics I, II • N (3), (3) Nontechnical course, interplay of

mathematics with natural, social, and physical sciences and humanities.

41.211 Applied Calculus I
• N (4) Continuity, limits, differentiation, and integration. Applications

to biological, social, and environmental sciences and business. Brief study of matrices and matrix

operations. No credit toward a mathematics, mathematical statistics, or applied mathematics

major, but together with 41.212 meets calculus requirement for applied statistics or computer

science majors. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: A'l^ 50 or permission of instructor.

41.212 Applied Calculus II • N (3) Calculus of several variables, matrices, series, and differ-

ential equations. Applications to biological, social, and environmental sciences and business. No
credit toward mathematics, mathematical statistics, or applied mathematics major, but together

with 41 .21 1 meets requirement for applied statistics or computer science majors. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 4^.2^ 1 or 41 .221

.

41.221 Calculus I
• N (4) Real numbers; coordinate systems; functions; limits and continuity;

differentiation and applications; trigonometric functions; indefinite and definite integration and

applications; fundamental theorem of integral calculus. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

41.170or four years of high school mathematics.

41.222 Calculus II • N (4) Techniques of integration; calculus of transcendental functions;

infinite series; power series representations; analytic geometry. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 41 .221

.

41.223 Calculus III • N (4) Vectors; functions of several variables; partial differentiation; mul-

tiple integrals. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 41 .222.
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41.310 Linear Algebra • N (3) Vector spaces, systems of linear equations, solutions by nna-

trices, deternninants, linear transformations, and algebraic forms. Usually offered every spring

and every summer. Prerequisite: 4^ .2^2 or 4^ 222 or taken concurrently with 41 .222.

41.321 Differential Equations • N (3) First-order first-degree equations, linear equations of nth

order with constant coefficients, Laplace transforms, applications of mechanics and electrical

circuits, special equations of higher order, and solution in series. Usually offered every fall and

every summer. Prerequisite: 41 .223 or taken concurrently.

41.322 Calculus IV • N (3) Point sets in several variables, partial derivatives, Lagrange multi-

pliers, Jacobians, implicit and inverse transformation theorem, quadratic forms, vectors and line

integrals, theorems of Green, Gauss, and Stokes. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

41.223.

41 .390 Independent Reading Course in Mathematics (1 -6)*

41.440 Geometry • N (3) Selected topics in differential, projective, or non-Euclidean geometry.

41.474 Probability • N (3) Algebra of sets; probability in discrete sample spaces; combinatorial

analysis; random variables; binomial, Poisson, normal and other distributions; applications. Usu-

ally offered every spring. Prerequisite: 41.212 or41.222.

41.480 History of Mathematics • N (3) Mathematics in antiquity: Egypt, Mesopotamia, and

ancient Greece. Renaissance and mathematics since 1600. Historical development of geometry,

algebra, and calculus. Rigorization of analysis. Non-Euclidean geometry and axiomatics. Selected

topics in modern mathematics.

41.490 IndependentStudy Project IN Mathematics (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

41.502, 41.503 Foundations OF Mathematics (3), (3) Introduction to symbolic logic, axiomatics,

set theory, and transfinite numbers. Peano's axioms, Dedekind cuts, number systems, and phi-

losophy of mathematics. Not for graduate credit in mathematics. Recommended for teachers.

Prerequisite: junior or higher status in mathematics or computer science.

41.510 Matrix Theory for Applications (3) Vector spaces, linear transformations, similarity,

rational and classical canonical forms, unitary spaces, unitary equivalence, quadratic forms,

congruence, rings of matrices, matrix representations of groups and algebras, applications to

statistics, physics, and other fields. Not intended for graduate students in mathematics. Usually

offered ever summer. Pz-ereQu/s/fe.' 41 .310.

41.512, 41.513 Introduction TO Modern Algebra I, II (3), (3) Groups, rings, vector spaces and

modules, fields, and Galois theory. 41.512 usually offered every fall; 41.513 usually offered every

spring. P/-erequ/s/fe.' 41 .310 or permission of instructor.

41.515 Number Theory (3) Divisibility; fundamental theorem of arithmetic; congruences; arith-

metic functions; diophantine equations; quadratic residues; sums of squares; partitions. Usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: A^.222.

41.518 Linear Programming (3) Theoretical, computational, and applied areas. Topics include:

convex sets, linear inequalities, extreme-point solutions, the simplex algorithm, duality problems,

the transportation problem and method of solution, applications and theory of games. Prerequi-

site: A^.3^0 or permission of department.

41.519 Advanced Topics in Mathematical Programming (3) Revised simplex algorithm, dual-

simplex algorithm, integer programming, solution of large-scale systems, the decomposition al-

gorithm, nonlinear programming, network analysis, parametric programming, and sensitivity anal-

ysis. PrereQu/s/fe.' 41 .51 8 or permission of department.

41.520, 41.521 Introduction to Analysis I, II (3), (3) Analysis in Euclidean and metric spaces;

point sets; completeness; convergence; continuity; differentiability; integration. 41.520 usually

offered every fall; 41 .521 usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 4^ .322.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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41.523 Ordinary Differential Equations (3) Topics from existence theorems, Riccati equa-

tions, solutions in power series, regular and irregular singular points, two-point boundary-value

problems, Sturm-Liouville theory, and orthogonal functions. Prerequisite: 4^.32^ .

41.524 Partial Differential Equations (3) First and second order linear equations, type, char-

acteristics, reduction to normal forms, separation of variables, Poisson's formula, and Green's

function. Prerequisite: A'\.32^.

41.528 DiFFERENTiABLE MANIFOLDS (3) Differentiable manifolds, vectors, tensors, and differential

forms. Frobenius theorems, Riemannian geometry, and Lie groups. Prerequisites: 41.310 and
41.520.

41.540 Topology (3) Topological spaces, continuity, compactness, connectedness, and metric

spaces. Prerequisite: 4^.322.

41.550 Complex Variables for Applications (3) Complex variables. Cauchy's theorem and in-

tegral formulas. Residue theorem and contour integration. Conformal mapping. Fourier series,

integrals, transforms, and inverse transforms. Laplace transform methods. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisite: 4^.223.

41.551 Mathematics for Physics (3) Oscillatory systems and normal modes. Eigenvalues and
diagonalization of matrices. Wave equation. Vibrating strings and membranes. Orthogonal func-

tions. Heat equation. Laplace's equation. Green's function. Variational methods. Tensors. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: A^ .321

.

41.560 Numerical Analysis: Basic Problems (3) Iterative solution of nonlinear equations. Spe-

cial methods for polynomials. Basic theory of polynomial approximation. Usually offered alternate

falls. Prerequisites: 41 .460 and either 41 .321 or 41 .322.

41.561 Numerical Analysis: Algebra (3) Norms of vectors and matrices. Numerical solution of

linear systems. Matrix inversion. Computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Usually offered

alternate springs. Prerequisite: 4^.560.

41.562 Numerical Analysis: Analysis (3) Numerical quadrature and linear difference equations.

Consistency, convergence, and stability. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 41 .560.

41 .563 Selected Topics in Numerical Analysis (3) Special topics are selected from such areas

as partial differential equations or numerical approximation. Usually offered alternate springs.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

41.574 Theory OF Probability I (3) Measure theory, Lebesque integral, random variables, dis-

tribution functions, generating and characteristic functions, special distibutions and statistics,

and limit theorems. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 41.322 and 41.474 or permission of

instructor.

41.576 Mathematical Methods of Operations Research (3) Short review of probability theory,

Laplace transforms as used in probability theory. Stochastic processes and their use in industrial

problems. Queuing theory, birth-death processes, other models where interarrival or service-time

distributions are nonexponential, Inventory theory; linear and dynamic programming under un-

certainty. Prerequ/s/fes.- 4 1.474 and 42.502.

41 .590 Independent Reading Course in Mathematics (1 -6)*

Graduate Courses

41.610 Advanced Linear Algebra (3) Matrix theory, introdution to multilinear algebra, tensor

products, orthogonal spaces, classical groups, algebras, projective geometry, infinite dimensional

spaces. Prerequisite: 41.512.

41.612, 41.613, 41.614 Modern Algebra I, II, III (3) (3) (3) Selected topics from group theory:

isomorphism, Sylow theorems, classification of groups, solvable and nilpotent groups, p-groups,

direct products, free groups, and extensions. Ring theory: ideal theory in commutative rings,

factorization theory, Noetherian and Artinian rings, Wedderburn-Artin theorem, Jacobson radical,

and algebras. Field theory: extensions, Galois theory, Kummer theory, valuations, Dedekind fields,

and algebraic number theory. Pe/'egu/s/fe.'41.512.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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41.616 HoMOLOGiCAL Algebra (3) Homology, cohomology, homological dimension, Ext and Tor,

spectral sequences, category theory. Prerquisite: 4^.5^3.

41.620, 41.621 Analytic Functions I, II (3), (3) Differentiation and integration of complex-valued

functions, analyticity, Cauchy's theorems. Laurent series, singularities, contour integration and
residue calculus, conformal mapping, analytic continuation and Weierstrass and Mittag-Letfler's

theorems. 41.620 usually offered alternate falls; 41.621 usually offered alternate springs. Pre-

requisite: A^ .52^

.

41.624 Advanced Topics in Complex Variables (3) Topics from: Conformal mapping and Rie-

mann mapping theorem, schlicht functions and distortion theorems, Riemann surfaces and uni-

formization, entire functions, normal families, elliptic functions, and automorphic functions. Pre-

requisite: 4^ .62^

.

41.625 Calculus OF Variations (3) Extremization of tunctionals. Euler, Legendre, Weierstrass

and Jacobi necessary conditions. Sufficient conditions for w/eak and strong extrema. Extremal

field and Hilbert's invariant integral. Isoperimetric problems and inequalities. Direct methods.

Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 4^.55^ .

41.626 Integral Equations (3) Fredholm equations and theorems. Neumann series, resolvent

degenerate kernels. Hilbert-Schmidt theory, symmetric kernels, eigenfunction expansions, prop-

erties and estimation of eigenvalues. Application to boundary value problems. Singular integral

equations. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequ/s/fe.- 41 .551

.

41.630 Measure AND Integration (3) Measurability; integration and convergence theorems. Lp

spaces, modes of convergence, differentiation, and introduction to probability. Usually offered

alternate falls. Prerequisite: 4^ .521

.

41.631 Functional Analysis (3) Banach and Hilbert spaces; Hahn-Banach, open mapping,

closed-graph, and uniform boundedness theorems; introduction to spectral theory. Usually of-

fered alternate springs. Prerequisite: A^.630.

41.632 Advanced Topics in Real Variables (3) Locally convex spaces, duality theory, operator

theory, and Fourier analysis. Prerequisite: 4^ .63^

.

41.641, 41.642 Algebra Topology I, II (3), (3) (I) Covering spaces, fundamental groups, sur-

faces, and introduction to homology. Prerequisites: 41.540, 41.512.(11) Homology groups, higher

homotopy groups, fixed point theorems, and manifolds. Prerequ/s/fe.- 41 .641

.

41.654 Partial Differential Equations of Mathematical Physics I (3) Second order hyperbolic

equations, characteristics, Cauchy and Goursat problems, Riemann's method, and quasilinear

equations. Legendre transformation, wave equation in n-dimensions, spherical means, Hada-

mard's method. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequ/s/fe.- 4 1.524 or 41.551.

41.655 Partial Differential Equations of Mathematical Physics II (3) Second order elliptic,

parabolic, and mixed equations, problems of Dirichlet and Neumann, Green's function, potentials

of volume and surface distributions, diffusion phenomena, and Tricomi's equation. Usually offered

alternate springs. Prerequisite: 41 .654.

41.656 Mathematical Theory OF Fluid Dynamics I (3) Basic kinematic and dynamics concepts,

incompressible fluids, vorticity and circulation theorems, potential and stream function, plane

and axially symmetric f low/s, conformal mapping, aerofoils, vortex lines and streets, jets, and free

streamline problems. Prerequ/s/fe.- 41 .551

.

41.657 Mathematical Theory of Fluid Dynamics II (3) Dynamics and thermodynamics of com-

pressible fluids subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows, Prandtl-Busemann method, Hodograph
method, shock waves, viscous fluids, boundary layer theory, and turbulence. Prerequisite: 4^.656.

41.690 Independent Study Project IN Mathematics (1-6)*

41.700 Seminar in Mathematics (1-6) Research in mathematics, involving individual projects.

May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered

every term.

41 .797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar in Mathematics (3-6)

41 .799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar in Mathematics (3-1 2)

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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STATISTICS

Undergraduate Courses

42.202 Basic Statistics • N (4) Classification of data, averages, dispersion, probability, fre-

quency distributions, confidence intervals, tests of significance, nonparametric techniques, sinn-

ple regression and correlation. A package of statistical computer programs is used in the analysis

of various statistical techniques. Separate sections are made available for biology, business and

economics, psychology and education, sociology and government majors. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 41.150 or permission of instructor.

42.300 Business Statistics • N (3) Estimation, inference, multiple regression, and correlation.

Elementary decision theory. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 42.202.

42.301 Psychological Statistics • N (3) Estimation, inference, special methods of two variable

correlation, multiple regression and correlation, design of samples and experiments, contingency

tables, and nonparametric techiques. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 42.202.

42.390 Independent Reading Course in Statistics (1-6)*

42.400 Managerial Statistics* N (3) Frequency distributions; averages; dispersion; probability;

making decisions under uncertainty; inferences about means; proportions and differences; simple

and multiple regression. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 41.150 or graduate status.

42.490 Independent Study Project IN Statistics (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

42.502 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (3) Probability, probability distributions, sam-

pling, sampling distributions, introduction to the theory of point estimation, and statistical infer-

ence including confidence intervals and hypothesis testing. (Not open for credit to graduate

students in mathematics or statistics.) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 41.212 or equiv-

alent; 42.202 and 41 .474 are recommended.

42.510, 42.511 Theory of Sampling I, II (3), (3) Mathematical development of basic principles

of survey design including methods for determining expected value, bias, variance and mean
square error; simple random, systematic, stratified, cluster, multistage, and double sampling;

unbiased, ratio, regression, and composite estimation; optimum allocation of resources; con-

trolled and other nonsimple methods of selection; introduction to measurement error; comparison

of alternative designs. 42.510 usually offered alternate falls; 42.511 usually offered alternate

springs. Prerequisite: 42.502 or equivalent.

42.514 Methodology: General (3) Averages, dispersion, probability, sampling, approach to nor-

mality; simple and multiple regression; tests and confidence intervals for means, proportions,

differences, regression coefficients; nonparametric statistics; analysis of variance. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisite: 42.202 or equivalent.

42.515 Regression (3) Simple and multiple regression; least squares; curve fitting; graphic tech-

niques; tests and confidence intervals for regression coefficients. Prerequisite: 42.514 or equiv-

alent.

42.516 Design of Experiments (3) Designing and analyzing results of balanced experiments;

Simple analysis of variance; components of variance; analysis of covariance; related topics.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 42.51 4 or equivalent.

42.517 Special Topics in Statistical Methodology (3) Alternating topics in statistics treated

from applied viewpoint. Subjects considered: sampling, multivariate techniques, factor analysis,

etc. Prerequisite: 42.514 or equivalent.

42.518 Psychological Statistics (3) Methods appropriate for analyzing data of psychological

research; estimation; testing; regression; analysis of variance and covariance; interval estimates

and significance tests; related topics. Prerequisite: 42.202 or 42.514.

•See description under General Curriculunn Infornnation In this publication.
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42.519 NoNPARAMETRic STATISTICS (3) Application of nonparametric techniques in the analysis of

social science data with ennphasis on tests appropriate for data having interval, nonninal, and
ordinal scales. Prerequisite: 42.514 or permission of instructor.

42.526, 42.527 Mathematical Statistics Laboratory I, II (1), (1) Topics covered are extensions

and applications of subjects studied concurrently in 42.530 and 42.531. 42.526 usually offered

every fall; 42.527 usually offered every spring. Corequisite: 42.530 and 42.531

.

42.530, 42.531 Mathematical Statistics I, II (3), (3) Distribution of randonn variables and func-

tions of randonn variables, generating functions, order statistics, point estimation, maximum li-

kelihood, confidence intervals, tests of hypotheses (Neyman-Pearson, likelihood ratio, etc.) linear

regression, and analysis of variance. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites:

41 .322, 42.502 or equivalent, 41.310.

42.584 Introduction to Stochastic Processes (3) Introduction to random walks, Markov chains

and processes, Poisson processes, recurrent events, birth and death processes, and related

topics. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 41 .574 or equivalent.

42.590 Independent Reading Course in Statistics (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

42.600 Advanced Mathematical Statistics I (3) Theory of estimation, properties of estimators,

large sample properties and techniques, and applications. Usually offered every fall. Prerequi-

sites: 42.531 , 41 .574 (may be concurrent).

42.601 Advanced Mathematical Statistics II (3) Mathematical foundations of statistical theory,

special topics in mathematical statistics. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 42.600.

42.604, 42.605 Statistical Decision Theory I, II (3), (3) Convex sets and functions; minimax
theorem; statistical games; utility and principles of choice; strategies; complete classes; Bayes
procedures; principles of invariance, sequential procedures; related topics. 42.604 usually offered

alternate falls; 42.605 offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 42.600 (may be taken concurrently).

42.610 Statistical Inference I (3) Development and applications of testing theory. Prerequisite:

42.600.

42.611 Statistical Inference II (3) Methods of statistical inference, advanced topics in esti-

mation, and tests of hypotheses. Prerequisite: 42.610.

42.620, 42.621 Multivariate Analysis I, II (3), (3) Multivariate normal distribution, Hotelling's T;

Wilks' likelihood ratio criterion; other test statistics; classification problems; principal compo-
nents; canonical correlation; general multivariate regression and experimental designs; related

topics. 42.620 usually offered alternate falls; 42.621 usually offered alternate springs. Prerequi-

sites: 41 .510; 42.600 (may be taken concurrently).

42.670, 42.671 Linear Estimation I, II (3), (3) General linear hypothesis; least squares estimation;

Gauss-Markov theorem; regression; analysis of variance; multiple comparisons; analysis of co-

variance; factorial designs; randomized blocks; other experimental designs; effects of departures

from assumptions. 42.670 usually offered alternate falls; 42.671 offered alternate springs. Pre-

requisites: 41 .510, 42.600 (may be taken concurrently).

42.674, 42.675 Advanced Probability and Stochastic Processes I, II (3), (3) Limit theorems;

infinitely divisible distributions; conditioning; martingales; Markov processes, normal processes

stationary processes, and related topics. 42.674 usually offered alternate falls; 42.675 usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 41 .574, 42.584.

42.690 Independent Study Project in Statistics (1-6)*

42.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar in Statistics (3-6)

42.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar Statistics (3-1 2)

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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Department of Performing Arts:

Dance, Music, and Theatre
Chairman Charles F. Crowder

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor C. Crowder, E. S. Hayes (Emeritus), A. Mandel, V. Mason, J. L. McLain (Emeritus), N.

W. Prevots, G. C. Schuetze Jr., G. Smith, E. Vrenios.

Associate Professor K. Baker, E. Monk-Daley, H. Voss
Assistant Professor C. B. Andrews, M. Andrews, B. Baronovic, J. Hindman, H. Mardirosian, V.

Morris, H. Patrick, J. Sapayevski

Instructor L. Trowbridge.

The Department of Performing Arts has complete major programs in each of its arts disciplines

and has developed a unique, highly individualized interdisciplinary curriculum. The interdiscipli-

nary program is aimed at providing course work and counseling in five areas of development:
performing technique/craft, the building of creative maturation, theory and history, the arts in the

social structure, and teaching the arts. The interdisciplinary thrust of the program provides the

student with conceptual awareness not only in the major area but also in the relationships of

that field to artistic components in the other parts.

The American University Academy of Performing Arts The summer program, orga-

nized and directed by the Department of Performing Arts, has the continuing focus of high quality

professional training and peformance opportunities for high school and college students and
artists in dance, music, and theatre. Well-known artists and professional companies are in resi-

dence for two four-week sessions each summer.

Special Programs: Academy for the Performing Arts

Tracks Dance, Music, Theatre, and Creative Writing

Admission to the Program This special four-week summer institute program draws students
from all parts of the country to study performing arts in intensive workshop formats under the

direct tutelage of distinguished professional performing artists. The program is open to advanced
high school students as well as undergraduate and graduate level students, with students grouped
according to ability level in the technique classes.

Enrollment in all programs closes early. Students are accepted in order of application date.

Further information and application forms may be obtained by contacting thd Department of

Performing Arts: Dance, Music, and Theatre.

Required With advice from the faculty, students enroll in various workshops to meet
Options their interests and ability levels: 48.480, 48.481, 48.482, 48.584, 48.680,

48.681, and 48.682.

Special Various opportunities are made available to perform and to observe profes-

Opportunities sional performance both on campus and in Washington, D.C.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students may earn up to four

semester hours of undergraduate or graduate credit in each four-week session.

Undergraduate Program in Dance: Bachelor of Arts

Admission to the Program Requires some previous dance training and demonstrated talent

in the dance field during a one-year probationary period.

Set 67.385, 67.397, 67.400, 67.410, 67.41 1 . 67.412, 67.506, and two four-week

Requirements sessions in the summer Academy for the Performing Arts (on campus). A
minimum of one course in dance technique is required each semester that

the student is in residence; this is to include two courses in ballet.
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Required
Options

Related
Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

Required electives within the department are determined on the basis of

close counseling with the advisor, depending on the student's area of em-
phasis.

Those students preparing for teacher certification must take 21.300,

21.320, 21.446, and 57.100 or 57.1 10.

Consult the department for more complete details.

Junior and senior honors and internships for selected students.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Performing

Arts: Dance.

Undergraduate Program in Music: Bachelor of Arts

Admission to the Program Musical ability in the areas of performance and theory must be
demonstrated during a first-year probationary period.

Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

(1)67.120, 67.121, 67.124,67.125, 67.224, 67.225, 67.230, 67.231, 67.324,

and 67.325, any of which may be waived by examination; (2) four semesters

of applied music (68.131, 68.132); (3) two semesters of 67.142, 67.143,

67.144, or 67.146; (4) and two semesters in any faculty-conducted ensem-
ble.

Nine semester hours of electives in music.

Students intending to pursue graduate work in music are advised to fulfill

the more extensive requirements of the B.Mus. or B.M.Ed, degrees.

Honors work in the junior and senior year.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Music.

Undergraduate Program in Music: Bachelor of Music

Tracks Composition, Music History, Performance, Theory. (Included under Performance are

conducting and accompanying, as well as vocal and instrumental performance.)

Admission to the Program Musical ability in the areas of performance and theory must be
demonstrated during a first-year probationary period.

Set (1) 67.120, 67.121, 67.124, 67.125, 67.224, 67.225, 67.230, 67.231, 67.324

Requirements through 67.328, 67.335, and 67.336, any of which may be waived by ex-

amination; (2) half-recital; (3) registration in major applied music area in

semester recital is given; (4) and participation in one faculty-conducted

ensemble for each semester of full-time attendance here (or the equivalent

for part-time attendance), one half or more of this participation being in

67.142, 67.143, 67.144, or 67.146.

Required (1) Composition Track: Two semesters of 68.444 and 67.524. (2) Music
Options History Track: three of the following: 67.520, 67.531 through 67.536. (3)

Performance Track: 67.543, 67.544, and 68.434; full (senior) recital as well

as half (junior) recital. (4) Theory Track: 67.524, and 68.444.

Recommenda- Registration in major applied area each semester. Reading knowledge of

tions German for music history specialists. Study of French, German, and Italian

diction for voice and accompanying specialists.
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Special Honors work in the junior and senior years, including 68.334 (full junior

Opportunities recital).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Music with a nnajor in Music.

Undergraduate Program in Music: Bachelor of Music Education

Tracks Vocal Music Education, Instrumental Music Education,

Admission to the Program Vocal music education specialists must have as their major

instrument either voice, keyboard, or guitar, and either voice or keyboard as their minor instru-

ment (voice for guitar majors). Instrumental music education specialists must play an orchestral

instrument at a major level on admission or play their senior half-recital on an orchestral instru-

ment. Musical ability in the areas of performance and theory must be demonstrated during a

first-year probationary period.

Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

Same as for the Bachelor of Music degree, plus 21 .300, 21 .320, and 67.343.

(1) Vocal Music Education Track: one of the following: 21.444 and 67.342;

21.445 and 67.343; or 21.446, 67.342, and 67.343. (2) Instrumental Music
Education Track: 68.100 (in four areas: brass, woodwinds, strings, and per-

cussion), 67.341 and 21 .446.

Registration in major applied music area each semester, with the possible

exception of the semester devoted to student teaching. Present senior half-

recital in the semester prior to student teaching.

Honors work in the junior and senior years.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Music Education with a major in

Music Education.

Undergraduate Program in Theatre

Admission to the Program Requires some previous theatre experience and demonstrated
talent in the theatre field during a one-year probationary period.

Set
Requirements

Required

Options

Related
Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

67.150, 67.250, 67.251, 67.352, 67.365, 67.366, 67.397, and two four-week

sessions in the summer Academy for the Performing Arts (on campus); a

total of four semester hours in theatre practica (no more than one hour per

semester) as approved by theatre faculty and a total of six semester hours

in technical/design areas (may include independent study and practice in

these areas).

The remainder of departmental course requirements are determined on the

basis of close counsel with the advisor. Course requirements may be ad-

justed to meet the individual talents and work of each student.

Those students preparing for teacher certification must take: 21.300,

21.320, and 21.446.

Consult the department for more complete details.

Junior and senior honors and internships for selected students.

Degree OjeCTIVE students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Performing

Arts: Theatre.
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Master's Program in Dance

Admission to the Program Requires a bachelor's degree with 8-10 courses in undergrad-

uate dance, theatre, or music, one-half of which must be in dance or its equivalent. Equivalent

training is understood to be four to six years experience in a professional company or organi-

zation. Students entering the program with this background will be asked for an interview, at

which time any deficiencies will be determined. Two letters of recommendation are required.

"Provisional" admission may be granted and is removed at the completion of 12 semester hours

work with a grade-point average of 3.25 on a 4.00 scale.

Course 67.602 or 67.604, 67.600, 67.613, and 67.610; two courses from multipro-

Requirements gram or arts management listings at 500-level or above; one four-week

session in the summer Academy of Performing Arts (on campus); and the

remainder of courses from the performing arts listings as determined by
the student with the advisor. The M.A. degree in dance is a 36 semester
hour degree. Students are urged to structure their degree program to de-

velop individual talent and may do so in close counsel with the advisor.

Advancement to On completion of 12-18 semester hours with a grade-point average of 3.00

Candidacy or better, removal of undergraduate deficiencies, if any, and with the written

recommendation of the student's faculty advisor, the student is expected

to submit the appropriate form for advancement to candidacy.

Examinations A four-hour written comprehensive examination will be given covering three

areas as determined by the student and advisor.

Thesis 67.797 or 67.798 is required. The nonthesis option may be a performance
in the area of the student's specializaion, e.g., choreography or dance per-

formance. The student's thesis proposal or nonthesis proposal must be

approved by the advisor and the department Graduate Studies Committee
before work begins.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Performing

Arts; Dance.

Master's Program in Music

Tracks Composition, Musicology, Performance, and Theory. (Included under Performance are

conduction and accompanying, as well as vocal and instrumental performance.)

Admission to the programs Composition specialists must submit three or more original

works of differing types. Two letters of recommendation are required. Performance specialists

must audition, either in person or by tape recording. Depending on prior experience, a student

may be admitted with deficiencies, which must be removed by appropriate course work or by

waiver examination. During the first week of graduate work all new students are required to take

the Graduate Placement Examination in Theory and History, unless waived by the director of

music, to determine possible deficiencies in these basic areas.

Course (1) Composition Track: 67.524, 67.737, and electives to complete 24 se-

Requirements mester hours of course work. (2) Musicology Track: 67.536; four or more
of the following: (graduate-level music history and literature courses)

67.520, 67.531 through 67.535, 67.731, 67.732, and 67.736; and electives

to complete 24 semester hours of course work. (3) Performance Track:

67.536, 67.543, 67.544; 4-6 semester hours of applied music at the graduate

level (67.527 for conducting specialists); and electives to complete 24 se-

mester hours of course work. (4) Theory Track: 67.524 (fugue), 67.536;

three or more of the following: 67.524 (other than fugue), 67.734, 67,735,

and 67.737; and electives to complete 24 semester hours of course work.

All Tracks Electives may not include more than four semester hours of

67.545; more than four semester hours of graduate-level applied music (six

for performance majors); or more than six semester hours of graduate-level

nonmusic courses (such courses must be approved in advance by the de-

partment chairman).
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Special Information regarding graduate assistantships in nnusic is available fronn

Opportunities the department.

Advancement to On the completion of 12-18 semester hours (with a grade-point average of

Candidacy 3.00 or higher on a 4.00 scale), removal of undergraduate deficiencies (if

any), and with the written recommendation of the student's faculty advisor,

the student is expected to request and submit the appropriate form for

advancement to candidacy.

Tools Proficiency in German, French, or an approved substitute, is required of

students writing a musicology thesis.

Examinations A four-hour comprehensive examination will be given covering three areas

as determined by the student and advisor.

Thesis All tracks: six semester hours of thesis or an approved substitute are re-

quired. Composition Track: 67.798 (a large composition). {2) Musicology

Track: 67.797. (3) Performance Track: 67.798 or 67.749. (4) Theory Track:

67.797.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Music.

Master's Program in Music Education

Admission to the Program At the present time no new students are being admitted to this

program. For the most current information on the status of the program consult the department.

Master's Program in Tlieatre

Admission to the Program Requires a bachelor's degree (with 8-10 courses in undergrad-

uate dance, theater, or music, one-half of which must be in theatre) or its equivalent. Equivalent

training is understood to be four to six years experience in a professional company or organi-

zation. Students entering the program with this background will be asked for an interview at

which time any deficiencies will be determined. Two letters of recommendation are required.

Provisional admission may be granted and is removed at the completion of 12 semester hours

work with a grade-point average of 3.25 on a 4.00 scale.

Course 67.565, 67.665, 67.666, 67.650, and 67.682; two courses from multiprogram

Requirements or arts management listings; two four-week sessions in the summer Acad-

emy of Performing Arts (on campus); and the remainder of courses from

performing arts listings as determined by student with advisor. The M.A.

degree in theatre is a 36 semester hour degree. Students are urged to

structure their degree program so as to develop individual talent and may
do so in close counsel with the advisor.

On completion of 12-18 semester hours with a grade-point average of 3.00

or better on a 4.00 scale, removal of undergraduate deficiencies, if any,

and with the written recommendation of the student's faculty advisor, the

student is expected to submit the appropriate form for advancement to

candidacy.

A four-hour comprehensive examination will be given covering three areas

as determined by the student and advisor.

Thesis 67.797 or 67.798 is required. The nonthesis option may be a performance

in the area of the student's specialization, e.g., directing, acting. The stu-

dent's thesis proposal or nonthesis proposal must be approved by the ad-

visor and the department Graduate Studies Committee before work begins.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Performing

Arts: Theatre.

Advancement to

Candidacy

Examination
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Master's Program in Arts Management
Admission to the Program Requires a bachelor's degree (with 8-10 courses in undergrad-

uate theatre, dance, or nnusic, one-third of which nnust be in advanced work) or its equivalent.

Equivalent training is understood to be four to six years experience in a professional company
or organization. Students entering the program with this background will be asked for an interview

at which time any deficiencies will be determined. Two letters of recommendation are required.

Provisional admission may be granted and is removed at the completion of 12 semester hours

work with a grade-point average of 3.25 on a 4,00 scale.

Course (1 ) 67.570, 67.571 , 67.572, 67.573, and Creative Theories and Criticism; (2)

Requirements Two electives in nonmanagerial arts-related topics; and (3) the remainder

from courses in business administration, public relations, or public admin-

istration. The M.A. in arts management is a 45 semester hour degree. The
course requirements in the Department of Performing Arts (above) are flex-

ible depending on the candidate's prior training and experience.

Advancement to On completion of 12-18 semester hours with a grade-point average of 3.00

Candidacy or better on a 4.00 scale, removal of undergraduate deficiencies, if any,

and with the written recommendation of the student's faculty advisor, the

student is expected to submit the appropriate form for advancement to

candidacy.

Examination A four-hour comprehensive examination will be given covering three areas:

arts management, public relations, and an art area of specialization.

Thesis 67.797 or67.798 is required.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Performing

Arts; Arts Management.

Courses of Instruction

MULTIPROGRAM COURSES

Undergraduate Courses

67.181 Stage Make-up (1) Introduction to stage make-up. Basics of stage make-up; make-up
material, make-up lists, color charts, facial anatomy, and corrective make-up. Usually offered

every spring.

67.185 Performance and the Whole Person • A (3) Performance as act that involves and re-

veals the whole person. Investigation of several nontraditional training systems which are psy-

chophysically oriented. Lectures, seminar discussion, and participatory workshops. No previous

experience in performance is necessary.

67.385 Music FOR Dance and Theatre (3) Development of an awareness of rhythms and under-

standing of basic elements of time; application to dance composition and accompaniment.

67.390 Independent Reading Course in Performing Arts (1-6)*

67.397 Selected Topics: Semester Theme Project • A (3) Open to students of any discipline

seeking innovative approach for investigation of the arts in context of social, economic, and
political milieu of such selected periods of history, as America in the 1950s and 1960s; Germany
Between the Wars, etc. Historical period for investigation changed each semester and major

departmental stage production selected from works of the period. Meets jointly with 67,697. May
be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered

every fall and every spring.

67.398, 67.399 Departmental Honors, Junior Year (1-6), (1-6) May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.480 Explorations of Artistic Elements (1) Explorations of concepts of space, light, color,

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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movement, and sound in their elemental interactions as artistic/projective factors. Meets jointly

with 67.680. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

67.490 Independent Study Project in Performing Arts (1-6)*

67.491 Performing Arts: iNTERNSHiPS(1-6) Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.498, 67.499 Departmental Honors, Senior Year (1-6), (1-6) May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

67.585 Creative Theories and Criticism in Performing Arts (3) Investigates then develops a
series of aesthetic and critical constructs which apply to the interrelationship among the per-

forming arts and criticism of them. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor for other than majors.

67.586 The Community and the Arts (3) Designed for student performing in places other than

the concert hall. Students study community situations, community groups, community programs,
and nature of the community performance situation. Usually offered every spring.

67.590 Independent Reading Course in Performing Arts (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

67.680 Explorations of Artistic Elements (3) See 67.480 for description. Meets joinly with

67.480.

67.682 Research Seminar in Performing Arts (3) Study and practice in methods of research
and writing. Research problems vary from semester to semester. Required seminar for all grad-

uate degree students in theatre program.

67.690 Independent Study Project in Performing Arts (1-6)*

67.691 Performing Arts: Internship (1-6) Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.697 Selected Topics: Semester Theme Project (3) See 67.397 for description. Meets jointly

with 67.397.

67.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6) Usually offered every term.

67.798 NoNTHESis Option Seminar (3-6) Usually offered every term.

DANCE

Undergraduate Courses

67.100 Introduction to Performing Arts: Dance • A (3) Designed for the student in any dis-

cipline wishing acquaintance with dance as art form (ballet and modern). No previous knowledge
of dance is required. Usually offered every fall,

67.102 Modern Dance I
• A (2) Development of the ability to communicate through movement.

With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit within the same term; different repertoire

is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.104 Beginning Ballet (2) Development of technical skills in classical ballet vocabulary. With

permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different

repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.200 Methods of Teaching Dance (2) Development of skills, techniques, and methods of

teaching dance.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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67.202 Modern Dance II (2) Continuation of 67.102. Section for majors and nonmajors. With

permission of instructor may be repeated for credit within the same term; different repertoire is

assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 67.102 or permission of in-

structor.

67.204 Intermediate Ballet (2) Development of technical skills and performance ability in clas-

sical ballet vocabulary. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Prerequisite: beginning ballet or permission of instructor.

67.302 Modern Dance III (2) Continuation of 67.202. Meets jointly with 67.602. With permission

of instructor may be repeated for credit within the same term; different repertoire is assumed.
Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 67.202 or permission of instructor.

67.305 History and Philosophy of Dance I
• A (3) Understanding and appreciation of the con-

tribution of dance to cultural development of mankind. Meets jointly with 67.605. Usually offered

every fail and every spring.

67.306 History and Philosophy of Dance II (3) Presents a chronological background, nature

and direction of movement, and choreographic/performance theories in dance from the beginning

of the twentieth century through the late 1950s. Meets jointly with 67.606. Usually offered every

fall.

67.307 History and Philosophy of Dance III (3) Analyzes the trends of dance in the United

States in the period of the 1960s and 1970s; writings of contemporary dance authorities are used

as source material. Usually offered every fall. Meets jointly with 67.107. Prerequisite: 67.305 or

67.306 or permission of instructor.

67.400 Advanced Methods of Teaching Dance (3) Understanding value of dance education, and
development of approaches to teaching dance at various age levels. Meets jointly with 67.600.

Usually offered every spring.

67.404 Advanced Ballet (2) Provides advanced ballet exercises and movement sequences to

increase technical skill and personal expression. Meets jointly with 67.604. With permission of

instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different repertoire is as-

sumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 67.204 or permission of instruc-

tor.

67.410 Workshop in Dance Production (3) Development of techniques and provision of expe-

rience in various phases of dance production. Repertory and improvisation. Meets jointly with

67.610. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.411 Composition of Dance I (3) Discovery of a rich movement vocabulary and techniques of

choreography. Meets jointly with 67.611. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

67.412 Composition of Dance 11 (3) Continuation of 67.411. Meets jointly with 67.612. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.41 1 or permission of instructor.

67.413 Composition of Dance ill (3) Continuation of 67.412. Meets jointly with 67.613. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: 67.412 or permission of instructor.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

67.506 Dynamic Alignment and Principles of Movement (3) Study of the human body in motion

with particular attention to the individual. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: Permission

of instructor.

67.507 Effort/Shape (3) Usually offered every fall.

67.508 Labanotation (3) Study of recording movement through a system of symbols developed

by Rudolph von Laban. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
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Graduate Courses

67.600 Advanced Methods OF Teaching Dance (3) See 67.400 for description. Meets jointly with

67.400.

67.602 Modern Dance III (3) See 67.302 for descirption. Meets jointly with 67.302.

67.604 Advanced Ballet (3) See 67.404 for description. Meets jointly with 67.404.

67.605 History and Philosophy of Dance I (3) See 67.305 for description. Meets jointly with

67.305.

67.606 History and Philosophy of Dance II (3) See 67.306 for description. Meets jointly with

67.306.

67.607 History and Philosophy of Dance 111 (3) See 67.307 for description. Meets jointly with

67.307.

67.610 Workshop in Dance Production (3) See 67.41 for description. Meets jointly with 67.41 0.

67.611 Composition OF Dance I (3) See 67.411 for description. Meets jointly with 67.411.

67.612 Composition of Dance II (3) See 67.41 2 for description. Meets jointly with 67.412.

67.613 CompositionofDanceIII(3) See 67.41 3 for description. Meets jointly 67.41 3.

MUSIC

Undergraduate Courses

67.120 The Language and Literature of Music I
• A (3) A fundamental introduction to nnusic

aimed at increasing the musical awareness of any university student who wishes to be acquainted

with standard concert pieces from all periods and performing styles. The course assumes no

music theory or performing experience, but the ability to read music is helpful. Usually offered

every fall.

67.121 The Language and Literature of Music 11 • A (3) A course designed to investigate the

music of less well known composers and forms as well as early music and twentieth century

music. A course aimed at expanding the knowledge of music beyond that of the standard concert

repetoire. Usually offered every spring.

67.122 The Evolution of Jazz and Rock • A (3) Cultural sources and growth of divergent stylistic

characteristics of jazz and rock through past 1 00 years.

67.123 Selected Topics IN Music* A (3) Study of preselected area, such as orchestral, chamber,

opera. American, folk, and twentieth century music, etc. Previous offering have included: Music,

Performance, and Society; Beethoven—The Hero Individual in Music. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.124 Music Theory I: Basic Harmony and Analysis • A (3) The triad and seventh chords with

their inversions, harmonic function and progression, cadences, four-part harmonization, simple

modulation using secondary dominants, and pivot chords. Includes ear-training and sight-reading

laboratory. Usually offered every fall.

67.125 Music Theory II: Continuing Harmony • A (3) Classical harmonic structure including

chromatically altered chords. Consideration of form by analysis and composition. Includes ear-

training and sight-reading laboratory. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.1 24.

67.126 Music Theory for Nonmajors • A (3) A study of rhythm, modes, scales, intervals,

chords, and basic musical forms. Usually offered every term.

67.142 University Chorale (1) Prepares and presents major works of choral literature. With

permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different

repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: audition.

67.143 University Singers (2) Small, highly selected, traveling choral ensemble which presents

both sacred and secular programs. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: audition.
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67.144 University Orchestra (1) Concerts, sight reading, and study of selected connpositions.

Open to all students, faculty, and staff. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every

spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

67.145 Instrumental Ensembles (1) String, mixed, and wind ensembles, and jazz workshop.

Open to students, faculty, and staff. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisite: permission of instructor.

67.146 Symphonic Wind Ensemble (1) Symphonic band which presents several concerts during

the year. Tour is occasionally included in the schedule. With permission of instructor may be
repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: audition and permission of instructor.

67.224 Music Theory III: Modal Counterpoint • A (3) Investigation of monodic and contrapuntal

writing from Gregorian chant through Palestrina by analysis and composition. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: 67.125.

67.225 Music Theory IV: Counterpoint/Fugue • A (3) Contrapuntal writing and analysis of the

invention, chorale-prelude, fugue, and other imitative forms. Usually offered every spring. Pre-

requisite: 67.22A.

67.230 History of Music I
• A (3) Music in Western civilization from ancient times to seven-

teenth century, including brief survey of primitive and oriental music. Illustrated with slides and
recordings. Usually offered every fall and every summer. Prerequisite: one year (preferably two)

of music theory or permission of instructor.

67.231 History of Music II • A (3) Music in Western civilization from eighteenth century to

present. Illustrated with slides and recordings. Usually offered every spring and every summer.
Prerequisite: 67.230 or permission of instructor.

67.324 Music Theory V Analysis/Advanced Harmonic Forms (3) Music from the late classic

and romantic periods examined through analysis and composition. Usually offered every fall.

PrereQu/s/fe.- 67.225.

67.325 Music Theory VI: The Twentieth Century (3) Diverse styles and theoretical attitudes of

the twentieth century examined through analysis and composition. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequ/s/fe.- 67.324.

67.326 Orchestration (3) Scoring for various chamber ensembles and full orchestra. Analysis

of orchestration practice of composers from classic era to present. Usually offered every fall.

P/-e/-equ/s/fe.- 67.225.

67.327 Conducting I (2) Practical study of basic conducting technique: emphasis on choral

conducting. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 67.225 or permission of instructor.

67.328 Conducting II (2) Orchestral and band conducting; score reading and interpretation.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.327.

67.335 Keyboard Skills I (2) Beginning piano through free improvisation with the use of inter-

vals, scales, and simple chords; harmonization of melodies, figured bass, transposition, and
(some) modulation. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 68.100 or equivalent piano training.

67.336 Keyboard Skills II (2) Continuation of 67.335 in harmonization of melodies, figured bass,

and modulations. Work includes open and closed score reading and the extension of traditional

diatonic harmony with chromaticism. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.335 or per-

mission of instructor.

67.340 Music for Elementary School Teachers (3) Technical background and methods of pre-

sentation for elementary classroom teacher to use in teaching music. Primarily for elementary

education majors; students majoring in music may not include this course as credit toward
degree.

67.341 Instrumental Music in the Elementary and Secondary School (3) Practical application

of theoretical concepts in planning and presentation of instrumental music. Examination and
development of materials, classroom management, and control. Observation trips to area

schools.
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67.342 General Music in the Elementary School (3) Study and development of materials and

methods used by elementary classroom music specialist. Observation in area schools.

67.343 General Music in the Secondary School (3) Teaching music to adolescents in junior

and senior high school general music classes.

63.344 Vocal Music in the Secondary School (3) Vocal and choral techniques in junior and

senior high school. Study and development of methods and materials. Rehearsal management
and organization of choral music program.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

67.520 Studies in Music Literature (3) Survey of preselected area, such as chamber, orchestral,

keyboard, or choral music, etc. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not

within the same term, different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

67.231 or concurrent registration.

67.524 Studies in Music Theory (3) In-depth studies in specific areas of theoretical concern,

such as fugue, electronic music, chance versus control as compositional principles; and tech-

niques of variation. May be repeated for credit, but not v^ithin the same term; topic must be

different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 67.325.

67.527 Advanced Conducting (3) Conductor's role in preparation and presentation of more com-

plex mastenworks. Students are expected to participate in laboratory conducting experiences.

With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different

repertoire assumed. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 67.327 and 67.328 or equiv-

alent.

67.531 Music of the Baroque Era (3) Advanced study of European music of the seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries. Comprehensive coverage of styles and forms, illustrated with

slides and recordings. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 67.230 or equivalent.

67.532 Music of the Classical Era (3) Grov^/th of new idioms and forms from the early eight-

eenth to the early nineteenth century. Illustrated with slides and recordings. Usually offered

alternate springs. Prerequisite: 67.23^ or equivalent.

67.533 Music of the Romantic Period (3) Historical and cultural background; intensive study of

the composers and works of the period; emphasis on individual styles; nationalism, program

music. Prerequisite: 67.23^ or equivalent.

67.534 Music of the Twentieth Century (3) Chronological survey of musical styles and ideas

from 1900 to the present, with the emphasis on a few selected composers. Illustrated with slides

and recordings. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: 67.231 or equivalent.

67.535 Studies in Music History (3) History of preselected area, such as opera, music theory,

musical instruments, etc. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 67.231 or concurrent registration.

67.536 Introduction to Musicology (3) Methods and tools of research. Class project, oral report

and written paper. Transcription of vocal notations and instrumental tabulatures. Survey of schol-

arly editions, periodicals, and reference works in the major European languages. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisites: 67.230, 67.231 , or equivalent.

67.540 Introduction to Graduate Study in Music Education (3) Research techniques and ma-

terials designed to acquaint the practicing music educator with useful findings and applicable

methods. Bibliography and library references. Usually offered every spring.

67.541 Music Education Seminar (Vocal, General, Instrumental) (3) Advanced study of a spe-

cific, preselected area in music education. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 67.341 or 67.342 as applicable.

67.542 The Psychology of Music (3) Insight into man's responses to music and music as art

object via investigation of psychological, philosophical, and acoustical data. Prerequisite: per-

mission of instructor.

67.543 Pedagogy I (2) Seminar to explore concepts of vocal and instrumental performance and

their application to teaching in private studio. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.
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67.544 Peadagogy II (2) Survey of literature and teaching of instrumental and vocal techniques.

Usually offered every spring.

67.545 Chamber Ensembles (1) Performance in particular areas of music literature by small,

select groups, including Collegium Musicum. Vocal and instrumental sections. Emphasis on ba-

roque, renaissance, and medieval music, using departmental collection of lutes, viol, recorders,

cromornes, cornetti, sackbuts, harpsichords, etc. May be taken four times for credit by graduate

students. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: audition.

67.546 Internship in Music (3) Practical professional experience for selected students who work
with cooperating agency directly in their professional field under faculty guidance and supervi-

sion. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

Graduate Courses

67.731 Medieval Music (3) Advanced study of European music from the early Christian era to

the beginning of the fifteenth century. Emphasis on stylistic and notational problems, primary

sources, and bibliography. Illustrated with slides and recordings. Written paper and taped listening

assignments. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 67.230 or equivalent.

67.732 Renaissance Music (3) Comprehensive survey of European music of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. Emphasis on stylistic innovations, primary sources and bibliography. Usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 67.230 or equivalent.

67.734 MUSIC; Twentieth Century Counterpoint (3) Study, through analysis, of important con-

trapuntal styles of the past seventy years. Study of practical creative writing problems in each

Style. Prerequisite: 67.325.

67.735 MusiC: Analytical Studies (3) Analysis of specified works, composers, styles, idioms,

and forms. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.325.

67.736 MusicoLOGY Seminar (3) Advanced study in preselected areas, such as performance

practices, early notation, the Italian madrigal, etc. May be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 67.536 or equivalent.

67.740 Supervision and Administration of Music Education (3) Nature and scope of supervi-

sion, supervisory relationships, procedures, and techniques; organization and improvement of

music curricula, administration of music programs and development of evaluative criteria.

67.749 Research Performance Lecture Recital (3-6) Research topics for M.A. candidates in

performance who must present a lecture-recital. Work includes intensive private instrumental or

vocal study and research in lecture topic area. May not be taken concurrently with applied music

classes or before the M.A. recital requirement has been completed. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

MUSIC: APPLIED MUSIC

Undergraduate Courses

68.100 Class Instrumental Study (1) Beginning study in an announced area (piano; guitar; re-

corder; various orchestral brass; woodwind, string; and percussion instruments). May be repeated

for credit on another instrument or— in the case of piano or guitar— for a second semester at a

more advanced level. Serves to prepare the beginning student for private study. May be repeated

for credit within the same term; repertoire must be different.

68.101 Class Vocal Study (1) Basic principles of singing. May be repeated for a second se-

mester at a more advanced level. Serves to prepare the beginning student for private study, for

more effective choral singing, etc. Usually offered every term.

68.121 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (1) Limited to students not majoring in music or

music majors on secondary instruments. Usually offered every term. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate. Prerequisites: 6Q.100 for instruments, 68.1 01 for voice, or permission of instructor.
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68.1 22 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (2) Limited to students not majoring in nnusic. With
permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term: different

repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate.

68.131 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (1) Limited to students majoring in music. With
permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different

repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate.

68.132 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (2) Limited to students majoring in music. With

permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term: different

repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate.

68.334 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (4) Enrollment limited. Recital required. With per-

mission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; different repertoire

is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequi-

sites: audition and permission of department chairman.

68.434 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (4) Enrollment limited. Recital required. May be
repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every

fall and every spring. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisites: audition and permission of

department chairman.

68.444 Private Study: Composition (3) Individually supervised practice in writing short compo-
sitions in specified small forms. Assignments adapted to individual needs and talents of students.

Usually offered every term. May be repeated once for credit. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

Prerequisite: 67.225 or permission of instructor.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

68.531 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (1) Directed at nonperformance major. Admission

predicated on completion of secono year of undergraduate applied music major requirements

and audition. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; different repertoire is assumed Usually offered every term. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

68.532 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (2) Directed at nonperformance major. Admission

predicated on completion of the second year of undergraduate applied music major requirements

and audition. With permission of instructor may be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Has a non-

standard tuition rate.

68.534 Studio Accompanying (2) Provides piano student practical studio experience with singers

and instrumentalists: includes two supervised hours (lessons) and four preparation hours per

week. Required of all piano performance majors. With permission of instructor may be repeated

for credit, but not within the same term; different repertoire is assumed. Usually offered every

fall and every spring. Prerequisite: audition, consisting of sight reading and performance of two

songs handed out a week in advance of audition. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

Graduate Courses

68.791 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (1) May be repeated up to six hours by a master's

degree candidate in performance. Otners limited to four hours. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term: topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate. Prerequisite: written permission from department.

68.792 Private Instrumental or Vocal Study (2) May be repeated up to six hours by master's

degree candidate in performance. Others limited to four hours. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: written permission from the department.
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THEATRE

Undergraduate Courses

67.150 Introduction TO Performing ARTS: Theatre • A (3) Designed to give any student general

overview of performing and theatrical arts, at the sanne time investigating the role of theatre in

society. Usually offered every spring.

67.151 Theatre: The Interdisciplinary Art* A (3) Interdisciplinary course structured to explore

arts, humanities, social sciences, and physical sciences as viewed through, and as utilized by,

theatrical art (Freshman Module course). Usually offered every fall.

67.155 Oral Interpretation • A (3) Analysis, interpretation, and practice in expressive reading

of literature to develop ability to share literature with an audience. Usually offered every term.

67.250 Individual Creative Expression • A (3) Investigation and exploration of the innate cre-

ative capacities of individuals and attempt to stimulate and broaden each student's creative

capabilities. Work includes improvisation, mimetic expression, theatre games, and imagination

expansion. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.251 Basic Acting Techniques (3) Designed to provide the student with the basic foundations

of performance skills. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the

same. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.260 Principles of Production I • A (3) The purpose of this course is to give the student

experience in working with construction, drawing, and lighting concepts in the technical areas of

production. Usually offered every fall.

67.261 Principles of Production II (3) Provides the student with the working knowledge and
practical experience in the following areas of theatre design: scene design, costume design,

stage lighting, props, and make-up. It provides introductory exposure to these areas. Usually

offered every spring.

67.262 Costume Design for Performing Arts (3) Introduction to multifaceted problems of de-

signing costumes for the human form on stage: investigation of historical and contemporary
traditions. Usually offered every spring.

67.350 Theatre: Performance Techniques I (3) Planned from performance point of view. Inte-

grates works and talents of actor, director, and writer, and introduces student to the total the-

atrical experience. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the

same. Usually offered every fall.

67.351 Theatre: Performance Techniques II (3) Continuation of 67.350. May be repeated for

credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 67.350 or permission of instructor.

67.352 Beginning Directing I (3) A studio course providing training in both the theory and prac-

tice of blocking and play analysis for the beginning director. Arena, proscenium, and environ-

mental staging are considered. Usually offered every fall.

67.354 Stage Movement (3) Analysis and understanding of the body movement as actor's visual

means of communication with an audience.

67.355 Speech and Voice for the Theatre (3) Intended primarily for theatre majors concerned
with development of effective techniques of voice and diction.

67.360 Theatre: Production Techniques (3) Designed to provide exposure to and exploration of

all visual, auditory, and management phases of theatre and performing arts. Areas covered

include all phases of theatrical design and construction, management, publicity/public relations,

and the visual arts. Usually offered every fall.

67.362 Lighting Design (3) Lighting instruments, control boards, and the use of lighting as an

integral part of design for the performing arts. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: per-

mission of instructor.

67.365 World Theatre I
• A (3) Historical pattern of theatre as art form and social function

from its earliest appearance through the Renaissance. Meets jointly with 67.655. Usually offered

every fall.
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67.366 World Theatre II • A (3) Historical pattern of theatre as art form and social function

from Baroque to present. Meets jointly with 67.666. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

67.365

67.367 Modern American Theatre and Drama • A (3) American drama from O'Neill to the pres-

ent.

67.450 Rotating Topics in Acting/Directing (3) Designed for advanced undergraduate or grad-

uate student who wishes to study varying and special problems approached from perspective of

director. Emphasis on various approaches to performance material and preparation techniques.

Meets jointly with 67.650. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

67.462 Costume Design (3) Study of the history and design of theatrical costumes from late

sixteenth century to the present. Meets joinly with 67.561

.

67.463 Advanced Scene Design (3) Fundamentals of design for the performing arts; preparation

of sketches and drawings based on the principal styles and periods in performing arts. Meets
jointly with 67.663. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

67.551 Advanced Acting (3) Seminar laboratory course dealing with the advanced study of

actor's problems with particular emphasis on various theatrical styles.

67.552 Advanced Directing (3) Seminar laboratory course in problems of directing plays for

theatre.

67.555 TV Performance I (3) Trains students in the crafts necessary to act in the special frame-

work of the TV media; includes work in lighting, make-up, movement, single and multiple camera
acting techniques. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 67.351 or permission of instructor.

67.556 TV Performance II (3) Continues the TV media craft training for actors/directors; and

expands the repertoire to include location shooting, commercial spot techniques, radio work, and
interviewing and documentary techniques. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.555 or

permission of instructor.

67.557 Creative WRITERS' Performance Laboratory (3) Focuses on the interaction among the

creators of works for the stage: writers, directors, and actors. Roles are exchanged; writers

place themselves in the actors place, etc. Emphasis is on creative process and product. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: some experience in writing, acting, or directing or permission

of instructor.

67.561 Advanced Costume Design (3) See 67.462 for description. Meets jointly with 67.462.

67.564 Advanced Playwriting (3) Theory and practice of advanced techniques of dramatic writ-

ing for theatre.

67.565 Seminar in Dramatic Theory and Criticism (3) An investigation of modern acting and

directing theories, the concepts and criteria for modern criticism in this field, and the major

figures propounding them. Usually offered ev -y spring.

67.566 Seminar in Theatre History (3) Intensive study of one or more topics in the broad range

of theatre history through discussion, oral presentation, and written assignments. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

67.567 History of American Theatre (3) Theatre in American as a cultural force from colonial

period to present.

67.568 Seminar in Methods of Teaching Theatre (3) Designed to acquaint the prospective the-

atre teacher with philosophy, theory, practice, and methods of theatre education. Usually offered

every spring.

67.569 Seminar in Theatre (3) Problems in items of theatrical presentation of theatre history.

Topics are announced the semester the course is offered. May be repeated for credit, but not

within the same term; topic must be different.
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Graduate Courses

67.650 Rotating Topics in Acting/Directing (3) See 67.450 for description. Meets jointly with

67.450.

67.660 Problems in Theatrical Design (3) Special design problems to meet the interests of

individual students in design for drama, ballet, and opera.

67.663 Advanced Scene Design (3) See 67.463 for description. Meets jointly with 67.463.

67.665 World Theatre I (3) See 67.365 for description. Meets jointly with 67.365.

67.666 World Theatre 1 1 (3) See 67.366 for description. Meets jointly with 67.366.

ARTS MANAGEMENT

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

67.570 Survey of Arts Management (3) Study of various facets of management in the arts;

contracts, logistics, and organization, etc. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

67.571 Promotion and Public Relations for Performing Arts (3) Examination of the (new and
old) techniques of audience development for arts institutions as well as exploration and strength-

ening of the basic promotion and public relations skills. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

67.572 Case Studies in Performing Arts Management (3) Explores in-depth three major areas

of arts management: grants and fund raising, box office and income, and general administration.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 67.570 or permission of instructor.

67.573 Artistic and Organizational Planning in Managing the Performing Arts (3) Designed
to study arts organizations and their structures. Study is divided into four areas of concentration;

structure, organization, centers, and councils. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 67.570 or

permission of instructor.

ACADEMY FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Undergraduate Courses

48.390 Independent Reading Course: Academy for the Performing Arts (1 -6)*

48.480 Academy Dance Program (1-4) Intensive workshops with professional dancers. Individual

classes include all levels of modern dance technique and composition of dance. Other classes

may include lighting, tai chi, mime, ballet, dance therapy, costuming, and yoga. Exact program
varies each summer. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be the same.
Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.481 Academy Music Program (1-4) A series of workshops for the musician—concentrations

vary from summer to summer and have included workshops in Choral Conducting, Voice, Com-
posing, guitar, Orff Schulwerk, and Kodaly. May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic may be the same. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.482 Academy Theatre Program (1-4) Intensive workshops with professional acting compa-
nies. Emphasis is on a variety of theatre techniques. Classes include scene study, voice work-

shop, directing techniques, and other topics which may change from summer to summer. May
be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every

summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.490 IndependentStudy Project: Academy FOR the Performing Arts (1-6)*

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

48.584 WRITER'S Conference (3) A six-day conference for students and teacfiers, beginning and
advanced writers, interested in poetry and fiction. Faculty changes fronn sumnner to summer.
Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.590 Independent Reading Course: Academy for the Performing Arts (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

48.680 Academy Dance Program (1-4) Advanced intensive workshops with professional dan-

cers. Individual classes include modern dance technique and composition of dance. Other class-

es may include lighting, anatomy for dancers, ballet, music for dance, tap, and jazz. Exact

program varies each summer. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be
the same. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.681 Academy Music Program (1-4) A series of advanced workshops for the musician and
teacher. Concentrations vary from summer to summer and have included workshops in Choral

Conducting, Voice, Composing, Guitar, Orff Schulwerk, and Kodaly. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every summer. Has a nonstandard

tuition rate.

48.682 Academy Theatre Program (1-4) Advanced intensive workshops with visiting profession-

al acting companies. Emphasis is on a variety of theatre techniques. Classes include scene study,

voice workshop, directing techniques, and other topics which may change from summer to

summer. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually

offered every summer. Has a nonstandard tuition rate.

48.690 Independent Study Project: Academy for the Performing Arts (1-6)*

Philosophy and Religion
Chairman Charley D. Hardwick

Full-Time Faculty

Professor H. A. Durfee (William Frazer McDowell Professor), T. R. Rosche, R. Simonds

Associate Professor G. Greenberg, C. D. Hardwick, D. F. T. Rodier, P. H. Scribner, C. S. J.

White

Philosophy analyzes the nature and the meaning of the ultimate theoretical principles in terms

of which we explain our existence. It considers such questions as the nature of the real, the

problem of value, the criteria of the true, the logical principles of explanation; and approaches

these questions through the historical literature and contemporary developments. In addition to

those who major in the field, many students find this a helpful minor concentration in order to

deal with the theoretical issues that arise in their major disciplines.

The study of religion deals with the literature, history, theology, theories, and practices associated

with the world's major religious traditions. Courses are offered in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam,

as well as substantial offerings in non-Western religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism. Op-

portunities are provided for studying the impact of religious traditions on contemporary society

and the interplay of modern religious, scientific, and cultural movements.

Undergraduate Program in Philosophy

Tracks Regular or Honors

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and new transfer students.

Admission is through a formal declaration of major.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Required Regular Track: 30 semester hours in philosophy (may include 9 hours in

Options religion) with at least a grade of C (2.00) or P (Pass) in all major or major-

related courses and 9 additional semester hours at the 300-level or above
in a single department with the same grade requirements as above.

Honors Track: (1) 30 semester hours in philosophy, including 60.100,

60.300, and 60.301, and may include up to 9 hours in religion at the 300-

level or above. No more than 9 semester hours in major or related courses
may be taken on a pass-fail basis.

(2) Related Courses: 9 additional semester hours at the 300-level or above
in a single department or area.

(3) In the senior year students either take six semester hours of 60.498 and
prepare a senior thesis or choose to take a final comprehensive examina-

tion, one part of which is based upon an acceptable research paper. The
six hours of 60.498 may be counted toward the requirements listed above.

(4) Language Requirement: One language through the intermediate level:

French, German, Greek, or Latin. Another language may be offered, with

permission, if related to the student's research interests.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Philosophy.

In addition to the major, students in the honors track receive Departmental Honors in Philosophy.

Undergraduate Program in Religion

Tracks Regular or Honors

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and new transfer students.

Admission is through a formal declaration of major.

Required Regular Track: 30 semester hours in religion (may include 9 hours in phi-

Options losophy and/or Jewish studies) and 9 addition semester hours at the 300-

level or above in a single department. The student may take as many cours-

es as he wishes for a P (Pass) grade.

Honors Track: (1) 30 semester hours in religion to include 9 hours from

among 61.150, 61.170, 61.180, and 61.270; 61.183; 3 additional hours from

among advanced level courses in non-Judeo-Christian religious traditions;

1 5 additional hours in religion which may include up to 9 hours in philosophy

or Jewish studies or both at the 300-level or above. No more than 9 se-

mester hours may be taken on a pass-fail basis.

(2) Related Courses: Nine additional hours at the 300-level or above in a

single department.

(3) In the senior year students take either six semester hours of 61.498

and prepare a senior thesis or choose to take a final comprehensive ex-

amination, one part of which will be based on an acceptable research paper.

The six hours of 61.498 may be counted toward the requirements listed

above.

(4) One language through the intermediate level: French, German, Spanish,

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or Sanskrit. Another language may be offered, with

permission, if related to one's research interests.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Religion. In

addition to the major, students in the honors track receive Departmental Honors in Religion.

Master's Program in Philosophy

Admission to the Program The candidate must meet the minimum university requirements
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for admission to graduate study as set forth elsewhere in this publication. Two letters of rec-

omnnendation and the GRE Aptitude and Advanced are required.

Course
Requirennents

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

Minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including six

hours of 60.797.

Successful completion of 12 semester hours of graduate work.

Proficiency examination in either French or German.

One eight-hour examination in philosophy (administered on two days, four

hours each day). Examination fields 60.01 A and 60.01 B.

Thesis and oral defense of thesis.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Philosophy.

Note Also Upon application, students satisfactorily completing all requirements for the Ph.D.

in Philosophy except the dissertation will receive a Master of Arts degree with a major in Philos-

ophy.

Master's Program in Religious Studies

Admission to the Program The candidate must meet the minimum university requirements

for admission to graduate study as set forth elsewhere in this publication. Two letters of rec-

ommendation are required. The GRE Aptitude is recommended.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

Minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including 6

hours of 61.797.

61.692 and 61.694; intensive study of selected problems in religious

thought. With faculty permission, student attends undergraduate class in

selected problem. Student also meets individually with professor for addi-

tional intensive tutorial work. Register for 61.694 if graduate degree is in

religious studies; 61.692 has been designed for graduate students in other

fields who wish to do interdisciplinary work in religious studies.

Successful completion of 1 2 semester hours of graduate work.

Proficiency in one of the following: French, German, Greek, or Hebrew.

Three written examinations: one in History of Christian Thought (61.021)

—

with special emphasis on a selected classical figure; one in History of Re-

ligions (61.003)—with special emphasis on a selected non-Christian and

non-Jewish religion; one in English Bible (61.004)—with special emphasis

on a selected author.

Thesis and oral defense of thesis.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Religious

Studies.

Master's Program in the History of Religions

Tracks The Hindu Tradition

Admission to the Program Suitable background in religious and/or South Asian studies.

Applications made directly to the Department of Philosophy and Religion. GRE Aptitude recom-

mended. Two letters of recommendation required.

Course 30 semester hours of approved graduate level course work at the member
Requirements universities of the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropol-
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Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

Thesis

itan Area. Within these 30 hours the following courses are required; George
Washington University course Rel. 159, Georgetown University course 095-

108, The Catholic University of America course 970, and The American
University course 61.694, and one course in methodology. Also included

are 6 semester hours of Master's Thesis Seminar at the student's home
university (for American University students, this is 61 .797).

Successful completion of 12 semester hours of graduate work.

An examination in either French or German (another modern language may
be substituted with approval); at least two semesters of either Sanskrit or

Hindi. (When appropriate, this requirement may be waived by examination.)

Comprehensive examination with the following three components, given

during the last semester of course work; methods in the study of religions;

the Hindu tradition; thematic comparisons between the Hindu tradition and
at least one other tradition of the student's choice.

Thesis on one particular aspect of the Hindu tradition, submitted during the

final semester of course work.

Degree Objective student receives a degree of Master of Arts with a major in the History of

Religions.

Doctoral Program in Philosophy

Admission to the Program it is recommended that the student have a superior undergrad-

uate record and take the Graduate Record Examination including the philosophy examination.

Two letters of recommendation are required.

Course 72 semester hours, including from 1 2 to 24 hours of 60.799.

Requirements

Special The student may take from 3 to 1 2 semester hours of 60.702 each semester

Opportunities for special tutorial instruction in place of course registration.

Advancement to Completion of written examination, comprehensive examination papers, or-

Candidacy al comprehensive, and tool requirements.

Tools Proficiency examination in French or German, and 60.650. Language pro-

ficiency may be demonstrated by passing the Graduate Student Foreign

Language Test (GSFLT), or by course work through intermediate level with

B or better, or by tool of research examination.

Examinations (1) Within the first 24 semester hours of course work, a written eight hour

comprehensive examination (60.090—four hours in History of Philosophy

and four hours of Systematic Philosophy).

(2) Written comprehensive examination papers on three essentially differ-

ent topics approved by the department; a philosopher (60.085), a movement
(60.080), a period (60.075), and/or a problem in metaphysics (60.015), phi-

losophy of science (60.030), philosophy of religion (60.025), social philoso-

phy (60.035), ethics (60.020), logic (60.011) and/or epistemology (60.012).

(3) An oral comprehensive examination in an area selected by the student.

Dissertation Dissertation and oral defense of dissertation.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Philos-

ophy.
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Courses of Instruction

PHILOSOPHY

Undergraduate Courses

60.100 Introduction to Logic • A (3) Basic principles of inductive and deductive reasoning.

Tests and exercises supplemented by readings and discussions on history, philosophy, and ap-

plications of logic. Usually offered every term.

60.101 Introduction to Philosophy • A (3) Questions man has asked about himself, the v\/orld,

and the origin, purpose, and destiny of life; representative answers given by the great thinkers.

Recent course sections have included: Reality and Value; Perspective in Living; God, Man, and
the Universe; Zen and the Art of Motorcyle Maintenance; Moral Choices in Contemporary Society.

Usually offered every term.

60.102 Philosophies Men Live By • A (3) Selected philosophers in the history of Western thought

and their relevance to human existence.

HISTORY OF IDEAS

60.300 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy • A (3) History of Western philosophy from earliest

period through sixteenth century. Understanding the various philosophers in terms of general

cultural milieu. History of philosophy during this period interpreted in terms of formation of clas-

sical worldview/ and accommodation of this world picture to requirements of Judaism, Christianity,

and Islam. No previous philosophic training assumed, and nonphilosophy majors encouraged to

correlate history of philosophy with historical aspects of own discipline. Meets jointly with 60.600.

Usually offered every fall.

60.301 Modern Philosophy from Bacon to Hegel • A (3) Development of modern Western
philosophical ideas studied in relation to the scientific, cultural, and political environment of

seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe. No previous course work in philosophy required, but

students will find it helpful to have taken 60.300. Meets jointly with 60.601. Usually offered every

spring.

60.302. Recent Philosophy since Hegel • A (3) Philosophers from Hegel to contemporary ex-

istentialism and linguistic analysis. Not open to freshmen. Meets jointly with 60.602. Usually

offered alternate falls.

60.303 American Philosophy • A (3) Backgrounds and substance of American philosophy since

colonial times. Role of philosophical ideas, European and indigenous, in growth of American

culture. Meets jointly with 60.603. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: one course in

philosophy.

MAJOR PHILOSOPHERS AND MOVEMENTS

60.310 The Classical Period • A (3) Regularly recurring topics; The Pre-Socratics, Plato, Aris-

totle, Neo-Platonism, and Augustine. Meets jointly with 60.610. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 60.300

or permission of instructor.

60.311 Modern European Movements • A (3) Regularly recurring topics: The British Empiricists;

Continential Rationalists; Kant; Hegel; and Post-Hegelian Idealism. Meets jointly with 60.611. May
be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 60.301 or permission of instructor.

60.312 Recent and Contemporary Philosophers • A (3) Regularly recurring topics; Nietzsche,

Kierkegaard, Husserl, Naturalism, French Existentialism, German Existentialism, Post-Existential

Phenomenology, Analytic Philosophy, Analytic Philosophy and Phenomenology. Meets jointly with

60.612. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: two courses in philosophy or permission of instructor.

60.313 Studies in Oriental Philosophy • A (3) Regularly recurring topics: Buddhist Philosophy,

Chinese Philosophy. Meets jointly with 60.613. May be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term; topic must be different. Usually offered alternate springs.
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PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIETY

60.320 Ethics • A (3) Inquiry into the principles of moral evaluation, their relation to factual

judgment and individual and social behavior. Evaluation of traditional schools and theories of

ethics. Meets jointly v\/ith 60.620. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: one course in philoso-

phy.

60.321 Philosophy, Politics, and Society • A, S (3) Theories about the nature of society and
justification of social institutions; critical study of such selected social problems as control of

technology and the environment, education, militarism, racism, imperialism, civil disobedience,

rebellion, and revolution. Meets jointly with 60.621. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

one course in philosophy.

60.322 Philosophy and the Law • A, S (3) Investigation of some leading philosophical theories

of the nature and functions of law, and relationship of these theories to legal traditions them-

selves. Meets jointly with 60.622. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: one course in

philosophy.

60.323 Moral Issues in Journalism, Business, and Government • A (3) Moral issues ranging

from censorship of pornography and objectivity in reporting to corporate responsibility, the ethics

of advertising and business practices, and the organization of technology and labor are discussed

in detail. The pervading theme of the course is to reflect on the ways of arguing about these

issues. Usually offered every term.

PHILOSOPHY AND THE ARTS

60.330 Aesthetics • A (3) Philosophical theories of meaning and value of art in Western culture,

illustrated by reference to specific works of literature, drama, painting, sculpture, architecture,

and music. Students majoring in artistic fields encouraged to do interdisciplinary projects dealing

with application of aesthetic theory to materials in their own fields. Meets jointly with 60.630.

Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: one course in philosophy.

60.331 Romanticism • A (3) Exploration of some main themes in philosophical writings of late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries associated with the Romantic movement in literature

and the arts. Readings in Rousseau, de Stael, Kant, Schiller, Fichte, Schelling, Chateaubriand,

Schopenhauer, and others. First ten weeks devoted to lecture-discussions on philosophical

themes in these writings. Students are expected to develop projects relating these themes to

materials in their own major field of interest. Some of these projects presented and discussed

in the latter part of the course. Meets jointly with 60.631 . Usually offered alternate falls.

PHILOSOPHY AND THE SCIENCES

60.340 Philosophy of Science • A, N (3) Fundamental questions about the logic of scientific

theory, the process of discovery, and the relations between scientific and philosophical concepts.

Meets jointly with 60.640. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 60.100 or permission of

instructor.

60.341 Philosophy of the Social Sciences • A, S (3) Includes the nature of explanation, extent

of prediction, use of theories, applicability of the methods of natural sciences in the social

sciences, and objectivity and value neutrality of social scientific knowledge. Meets jointly with

60.641. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: one course in philosophy or permission of

instructor.

SYSTEMATIC PHILOSOPHY AND ANALYSIS

60.350 Modern Deductive Logic • A (3) Introduction to modern symbolic methods in deductive

reasoning. Some discussion of the merits of competing systems and the philosophical issues

involved. No special knowledge of mathematics required. Meets jointly with 60.650. Usually of-

fered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 60.1 00 or permission of instructor.

60.351 Logical Analysis • A (3) Application of logical theory to philosophical discourse. Includes

concept of truth, propositions, theory of descriptions, existential import, moral and deontic func-

tions. Meets jointly with 60.651 . Prerequisite: 60.350.

60.352 Epistemology • A (3) One of the following topics: Knowledge and Belief, Memory and

the Past, Meaning and Meaningfulness, Thought and Feeling, and Observation in the Social

Sciences. Meets jointly with 60.652. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;
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topic must be different. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: two courses in philosophy

or permission of instructor.

60.253 Metaphysics • A (3) Oneof the following topics: Mind and Soul, The Concept of Freedom,
Analysis and Explanation of Action, and Metaphysics and Metaphilosophy. Meets jointly with

60.653. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: two courses in philosophy or permission of instructor.

60.354 Ethics and Metaethics • A (3) One of the following topics: Analytic Ethics, The Bound-

aries of Ethics, and Existential Behavior. Meets jointly with 60.654. May be repeated for credit,

but not within the same term: topic must be different. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

two courses in philosophy or permission of instructor.

60.355 Philosophy of Religion • A, S (3) Study of leading contemporary movements in philos-

ophy of religion. Meets jointly with 60.655. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: two cours-

es in philosophy or permission of instructor.

60.390 Independent Reading Course IN Philosophy (1-6)*

60.490 Independent Study Project in Philosophy (1-6)*

60.498 Honors Project in Philosophy (3-6) May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: departmental permission.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

60.590 Independent Reading Course IN Philosophy (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

60.600 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy (3) See 60.300 for description. Meets jointly with

60.300.

60.601 Modern Philosophy from Bacon to Hegel (3) See 60.301 for description. Meets jointly

with 60.301.

60.602 Recent Philosophy since Hegel (3) See 60.302 for description. Meets jointly with 60.302.

60.603. American Philosophy (3) See 60.303 for description. Meets jointly with 60.303.

60.610 The Classical Period (3) See60.310 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.310.

60.611 Modern European Movements (3) See 60.311 for description. Meets jointly with 60.311.

60.612 Recent and Contemporary Philosophers (3) See 60.312 for description. Meets jointly

with 60.31 2.

60.613 Studies in Oriental Philosophy (3) See 60.313 for description. Meets jointly with 60.313.

60.620 Ethics (3) See 60.320 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.320.

60.621 Philosophy, Politics, and Society (3) See 60.321 for description. Meets jointly with

60.321.

60.622 Philosophy and THE Law (3) See 60.322 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.322.

60.630 Aesthetics (3) See 60.330 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.330.

60.631 Romanticism (3) See 60.331 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.331.

60.640 Philosophy OF Science (3) See 60.340 for description. Meets jointly with 60.340.

60.641 Philosophy of the Social Sciences (3) See 60.341 for description. Meets jointly with

60.341.

60.650 Modern Deductive Logic (3) See 60.350 for description. Meets jointly with 60.350.

60.651 Logical Analysis (3) See60.351 for description. Meetsjointly with 60.351.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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60.652 Epistemology (3) See 60.352 for description. Meets jointly with 60.352.

60.653 Metaphysics (3) See 60.353 for description. Meets jointly with 60.353.

60.654 EthicsandMetaethics(3) See 60.354 for description. Meets jointly with 60.354.

60.655 Philosophy OF Religion (3) See 60.355 for description. Meets jointly with 60.355.

60.690 Independent Study Project in Philosophy (1-6)*

60.702 Graduate Seminar in Philosophy (3-12) Intensive study of selected philosophical prob-

lems under individual direction. Multiple registrations of three semester hours each through

maximum of 12 hours are permitted during a semester. Topics: History of Philosophy, Metaphis-

ics, Logic, Epistemology, Philosophy of Science, Value Theory, Philosophy of Religion, Social

Philosophy, and Eastern Philosophy. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must

be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: four courses in philosophy.

60.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (3-6) Directed research of M.A. thesis proposal. May be re-

peated for credit within the same term. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of

chairman.

60.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1-24) Directed reseach of Ph.D. dissertation proposal.

May be repeated for credit within the same term. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: per-

mission of chairman.

RELIGION

Undergraduate Courses

61.150 BiBiCAL Hebrew Scriptures • A (3) Emphasis on substantive content of the Old Testa-

ment. Special attention to historical and cultural background of the text. Usually offered alternate

falls.

61.170 Introduction TO the New Testament* A (3) Literary, historical, and theological study of

New Testament. Particular attention to Jesus, Paul, and development of Christian movement.
Usually offered alternate springs.

61.180 Introduction to Religious Thought • A (3) Investigation of nature of religion and of

differing methodologies for study of religion. Emphasis on problems of religion and society, man's
attempt to understand his nature and destiny, religion and the quest for wholeness, and modern
man and the question of transcendence. Usually offered every fall.

61.183 Comparative Religion • A, S (3) Historical-religious study of world's major religions:

Shinto, Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and including

attention to basic problems in understanding someone else's religion. Course includes films, slide

lectures, field trips, and guest lectures. Usually offered every fall.

61.270 Religious Heritage of the West • A (3) Consideration of contribution of Western reli-

gious heritage of developing ethos of Western man, from Mesopotamian, Greek, and Jewish roots

through rise of Christianity and Islam to Middle Ages, Reformation, and beginnings of modern
secularization process. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.300 Contemporary Religious Thought • A (3) Examination of major currents in nineteenth

and twentieth century Jewish and Christian religious thought. Includes origins of religious exis-

tentialism, rise of modern atheism, conflict with natural and social sciences, influence of histor-

ical-critical method, development of religious liberalism, and the twentieth century reaction of

neo-orthodoxy and "crisis theology." Usually offered alternate falls.

61.304 Philosophies of the East I
• A (3) Introduces the student to special world views of India

from the Veda through the modern period. Emphasis on the development of individual approaches
and understanding. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.305 PhilosophiesoftheEastII • A (3) Introducesthestudent to special world views of Islam

from the Quran to the modern period. Emphasis on the development of individual approaches
and understanding. Usually offered alternate springs.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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61.306 Oriental Thought in Literature • A (3) Acclaimed literary works of the Hindus, Bud-
dhists, Muslims, Shintoists, and others read in context of culture, religious, and philosophical self-

revelation. Includes field trips to art galleries and other kinds of cultural experiences, where
possible, to enhance appreciation of oriental setting. Usually offered every spring.

61.320 Rabbinic Minds and Jewish Mystics • A (3) Morris Gewirz Series in Jewish Thought.

Classical and Medieval Judaism. Dominant motifs in rabbinic thought: God, man, and world;

Torah, Shechinah, the rabbi, and piety. Rabbinic and medieval mysticism: Merkabah, Solomon
Ibn Gabirol, Chassidism, and Shabbethai Zevi. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.321 Modern Jewish Thought • A (3) Morris Gerwirz Series in Jewish Thought. Representa-

tive currents in Jewish thought from 1800 to the present: philosophy of history (Graetz), reform

(Maimon, Geiger), Zionism (Hess), mysticism (Kook, Heschel), and orthodoxy (Soloveichik). Usu-

ally offered alternate springs.

61.330 Traditional African Thought • A (3) Three aims: To understand the traditional African

experience in areas of life values, approach to natural phenomena, explanation of life events,

and cultural art forms; to compare this African experience with the "Western" outlook; to face

the problem of evaluation of cultural standards. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.331 Judaism and Christianity • A (3) Basic issues in biblical and postbiblical literature of

Judaism and Christianity, such as nature of covenant, messiah, kingdom-state, law, faith, etc.

Usually offered alternate springs.

61.333 Peace and Change A Personal and Social Equation • A (3) Investigation of peace lit-

erature (e.g. Lao-tzu, Gandhi, Thoreau, King, et al.). Emphasizing programmatic results for indi-

vidual and social change; experimentation in small groups. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.340 The Disinherited Mind: Modern Religion and Secularization • A (3) Effects of process-

es of secularization on human consciousness in the nineteenth and twentieth centures. Concept

of the "disinherited mind" is explored in terms of crisis of meaning, fragmentation of identity,

nihilism, and anomie. Expressions of this consciousness in philosophy, theology, art and literature

are examined. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.341 Radical Theology and the Search for a New Religious Life-Style • A (3) Examination

of contemporary religious responses to "crisis of religious meaning" in modernity. Included are

radical Jewish and Christian theologies, death of God movement, secular and humanistic "reli-

gions," the counterculture and the interest in the occult and Eastern religions in the contemporary

West. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.342 Freud and Culture • S (3) Study of classical psychoanalytic theory and its influence on

twentieth century culture (especially in such fields as anthropology, sociology, religion, and lit-

erature). Usually offered alternate springs.

61.343 Depth Psychology and Religion (3) Exploration of influence of depth psychology on

twentieth century religious understanding, seeing it (1) as a way depth psychology has explained

religion and (2) as a way contemporary thinkers (theologians and nontheologians) have sought to

understand and express the integrity of religious meaning. Freudian, neo-Freudian, existential,

and Jungian forms of depth psychology examined.

61 ,345 Relativism and Modern Religious Thought (3) Examination of the influence of relativism

and sociological context of knowledge on nineteenth and twentieth century religious meaning.

Emphasis on exploring the presuppositions of relativism in its sociological, historical, scientific,

and philosophical dimensions as these have influenced theological formulation.

61.360 Jesus: Prophet, miracle Worker, Madman? • A (3) Attempt to develop method by which

to uncover life and teachings of the historical Jesus; to compare these findings with other early

and recent Jewish and Christian portraits of Jesus. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.361 Paul, THE Jew, AND Earliest Christianity • A (3) Analysis of the life and literature of this

early Christian with special emphasis on his relation both to Pharisaic Judaism and the Hellenistic

thought; modern interpretations also read. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.362 The Literature of Rabbinic Judaism, Hellenized Romans, and Early Christian Fathers

Compared (3) Typological approach through readings in Mishnah and Talmud of post-Biblical

Judaism, Gnostic and Hermetic Roman literature, and early postbiblical Christian church fathers;

investigations of modern equivalents of these three types.
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61.363 Messianism and Hope; Ancient and Modern • A (3) Analysis of forms of hope in Bible,

ancient (e.g. Plato, Augustine, et. al.) and nnodern (e.g. Marx, Saint Simon, sectarians, et al.)

writers; emphasis on roots for human hope both in evaluations of the self and society.

61.370 Islam (3) Hundreds of millions of people adhere to Islam, described sometimes as world's

fastest growing religion. Students examine historical origins, prophet Muhammad, Quran, and

other formative elements underlying modern Muslim situation. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.371 The Saint: A Systematic Approach (3) Striking segment of religious history turns on

spiritual experience of gifted religious specialists, sometimes called saints. Discuss and compare

the phenomena and sprituality of sainthood to clarify the nature of this human category. Usually

offered alternate springs.

61 .372 The Religion of Greece and the Mediterranean World (3) Religion of Greece from pre-

history of Byzantine times provides the focus for examination of development of religious history

in Eastern and African regions of the Mediterranean. Usually offered alternate springs.

61.373 Hinduism (3) This amazingly vital, age-old religion has more than once extended its in-

fluence to a religion of truly worldwide significance. Origins, early literature, and main expressions

of Hinduism (including Yoga, Bhakti, and cult of the Divine Mother) presented. Students develop

topics of their own interest. Usually offered every spring.

61.374 The Religion OF Latin America BEFORE THE Conquest (3) Aztec, Mayan, and Inca religious

cultures flourished just prior to the time of Spanish Conquista. Aspects of this history, relevant

to ail American peoples, examined with some reference to American Indian religious experience

outside Latin America. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.381 Methodology for the Study of Religion • A,S (3) Controversialists argue either there

is or is not something unique about religion, inexplicable in other terms. Methodologies drawn

from history of religion itself and from various social sciences (sociology, anthropology, and

psychoanalysis) are examined. By exploring both sides of the issue, students are aided in de-

veloping techniques for study in history of religions. Usually offered alternate falls.

61.386 Topics in Religious Discussion (3) Examination of important problems, thinkers, and is-

sues in classical and contemporary religious thought. Recent offerings have included: Thought

of Reinhold Niebuhr, Philosophical Theology of Paul Tillich, Thought of Rudolf Bultmann, God
Talk, Problem of God, Social Scientific Study of Religion in Small Group Process, New Religious

Movements, Occult World, Johannine Literature, The Catholic Tradition, and Prophets and Poli-

tics. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered every term.

61.390 Independent Reading Course IN Religion (1-6)*

61.490 Independent Study Project IN Religion (1-6)*

61.498 Honors Project IN Religion (3-6) Usually offered every term. Prez-equ/s/fe.- departmental

permission.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

61.590 Independent Reading Course IN Religion (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

61.690 Independent Study Project in Religion (1-6)*

61.692, 61.694 Graduate Seminar in Religious Studies (3-1 2), (3-12) Intensive study of selected

problems in religious thought. With faculty permission, student attends undergraduate class in

selected problem at time scheduled for that course. Student also meets individually with professor

for additional tutorial work. Register for 61.694 if graduate degree is in Religious Studies; 61.692

has been designed for graduate students in other fields who wish to do interdisciplinary work in

religious studies. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: departmental permission.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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61.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (3-6) Directed research on M.A. thesis proposal. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisite: permission of chairman.

Physical Education
Chairman Robert H. Frailey

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor R. H. Frailey, D. S. Geiser, V. E. Hawke(Emeritus), J. W. Hubbel
Associate Professor B. G. Coward, J. D. Frady, R. C. Karch, R. E. McFeeter, L. G. Nyce, B. J.

Reimann
Assistant Professor P. Mehlert, J. R. Rogers

Through a wide variety of activity courses, the Department of Physical Education offers each
student the opportunity to develop a high degree of organic and neuromiuscular function; to bring

about intellectual, social, and cultural learning; to develop emotional control; and to acquire skills

in the life-time sports. A student wishing to major in the area of physical education will find that

the distribution of courses and activities of the department will lead to preparation in various

specialities, basic preparation for which is the biological sciences, education, sociology, psy-

chology, and business administration. Emphasis is placed on basic movement skills, individual

and team sports, and the techniques at the elementary and/or secondary levels. The physical

education major has the option of earning either a B.A. or a B.S. degree, the latter requiring

prerequisites and courses for teacher certification. The student is also encouraged to explore

the interdisciplinary relationships between courses of this department and those of other schools

and departments of the university.

Undergraduate Programs in Physical Education

Tracks Physical Education, Health Education, and Athletic Administration, Coaching, and Rec-

reational Leadership.

Admission to the Programs The major program is designed to accommodate both freshmen

and transfer students. Students must be approved by the department for formal admission to the

major.

Set (1) All Tracks: 49.315

Requirements

(2) B.S. in Physical Education: 49.210, 49.217, 49.221, 49.330, 49.335,

49.421 , 49.424, 49.425, and 49.500.

(3) B.A. in Physical Education: 49.221, 49.324, 49.330, 49.421, 49.424,

49.425,49.500, and 49.550.

(4) Health Education: 49.330, 49.425, and 49.510.

(5) Athletic Administration, Coaching, and Recreational Leadership: 49.221

,

49,324, 49.421, and49.550.

Required (1) B.S. in Physical Education: 49.100 to 49.199 (a minimum of four activ-

Options ities must be taken), 49.211 to 49.219 (a minimum of five units must be

taken, one of which must be 49.21 7).

(2) B.A. in Physical Education: 49.100 to 49.1 99 (a minimum of four activities

must betaken).

(3) Health Education: 49.421 (for those preparing to teach).

(4) Athletic Administration, Coaching, and Recreational Leadership: 49.211

to 49.21 9 (a minimum of two activities must be taken).

Related (1) B.S. in Physical Education: 09.101, 09.332, 21.300, 21.320, 21.446, and
Requirements 57.100.
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(2) B.A. in Physical Education: 09.101 , and 09.332.

Special Internships in selected recreational activities for exceptional children in

Opportunities physical education in public and private institutions, and in specialized pro-

grams within governmental agencies.

Recommenda- The Bachelor of Science degree prepares the student to meet certification

tions requirements for teaching physical education. The Bachelor of Arts degree

offers the student competencies in the major with the exception of the

professional courses.

Degree Objective students receive either a degree of Bachelor of Science or a degree of

Bachelor of Arts (according to track selected) with a major in Physical Education.

Master's Program in Physical Education

Admission to the Program This program is offered through the School of Education. To be

admitted, a student must be a graduate of an accredited college or university; have an overall

undergraduate grade-point average of 2.75 (on a 4.00 scale) based on the last 60 semester hours

of undergraduate work, or have deomonstrated the capacity to do graduate level work; have a

B average or its equivalent in physical education or education undergraduate work; and take the

Graduate Record Examination or Miller Analogies Test.

Course In the School of Education: 21.520, 21.525, 21.790, 21.791 or 21.792, and

Requirements 21.587 or one other graduate course in the School of Education. In the

Department of Physical Education: 49.500, 49.530, 49.610, 49.620, 49.560

or 49.565, and one additional physical education course chosen from

49.520, 49.550, 49.560, 49.565, and 49.570.

Special Internships in selected recreational activities for exceptional children, in

Opportunities physical education in public and private institutions, and in specialized pro-

grams within governmental agencies.

Examinations Students must satisfactorily complete one written comprehensive exami-

nation in the field of physical education,

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Education with a major in Physical

Education.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses
49.100 Swimming I (2) Development of basic skills and personal safety in swimming. For non-

swimmers. Usually offered every term.

49.101 Swimming II (2) Continuation of 49.100. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: inter-

mediate level.

49.102 LiFESAViNG (2) Development of safety skills, use of lifesaving equipment, and techniques

of swimming rescues. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 49.1 01 or permission of instructor.

49.103 Skindiving and Survival Swimming (2) Basic techniques of skindiving and survival swim-
ming.

49.104 Scuba (2) Techniques in use of self-contained underwater breathing apparatus. Prereq-

uisite: 49. 1 03 or permission of instructor of 49. 1 03.

49.105 Springboard Diving (2) Development of beginning and advanced diving skills.

49.106 Synchronized Swimming (2) Skills and techniques of individual figures, partner stunts,

and formations; choreography and production of original routines.

49.107 Small Craft I (2) Development of basic skills in small craft handling. Prerequisite: per-

mission of instructor.
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49.108 Small Craft II (2) Continuation of 49.107. Red Cross Instructor's Certificate may be
obtained. Prerequisite: 49.107 or permission of instructor.

49.110 Bowling I (2) Development of basic skills in bowling. Usually offered every term.

49.111 Bowling II (2) Continuation of 49.110. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 49.110
or equivalent experience in tenpin bowling.

49.120 Karate I (2) Development of basic defensive skills of karate. Usually offered every term.

49.122 Karate II (2) Continuation of 49.120 with emphasis on karate as a sport. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 49.1 20 or permission of instructor.

49.124 Wrestling (2) Development of wrestling skills.

49.140 Fencing I (2) Development of basic skills of foil fencing. Usually offered every term.

49.141 Fencing II (2) Continuation of 49.140 with emphasis on competition. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 49.1 40 or permission of instructor.

49.150 Golf I (2) Development of basic skills of golf. Usually offered every term.

49.151 Golf II (2) Continuation of 49.150 with emphasis on actual participation on the golf

course. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 49.1 50 or prior instruction.

49.160 Trampoline and Floor Exercise I (2) Development of basic skills of trampoline, tumbling,

and floor exercise. Usually offered every fall.

49.161 Trampoline and Floor Exercise II (2) Continuation of 49.160. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: A9 A 60 or permission of instructor.

49.162 Gymnastics/Apparatus I (2) Development of basic skills of gynmastic apparatus work.

Usually offered every fall.

49.163 Gymnastics/Apparatus II (2) Continuation of 49.162. Usually offered every spring. Pre-

requisite: 49.1 62 or permission of instructor.

49.170 Recreational Activities (2) Development of skills of selected individual, dual, and team
activities with emphasis on seasonal sports. Content varies. May be repeated for credit within

the same term; topic must be different.

49.171 Horseback Riding (2) Development of equestrian skills. May be repeated for credit, but

not within the same term; content of instruction must be different. Usually offered every term.

49.174 Folk and Square Dance (2) Development of skills and understanding of dances of var-

ious cultures including ethnic dances of this country.

49.180 Tennis I (2) Development of basic skill of tennis. Usually offered every term.

49.181 Tennis II (2) Continuation of 49.180. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 49.180 or

permission of instructor.

49.182 Tennis III (2) Continuation of 49.1 81 . For advanced players. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequ/s/le.- 49. 181 or permission of instructor.

49.190 Fitness Workshop I (2) Usually offered every term.

49.191 Fitness Workshop II (2) Continuation of 49.190. Usually offered every spring. Prerequi-

site: 49.1 90 or permission of instructor.

49.195 Weight Training (2) Development of weight training skills. Usually offered every term.

LECTURE COURSES

49.210 Methods and Materials in Physical Education (4) Principles and techniques of instruc-

tion applicable to physical education at elementary and secondary school levels. Includes labo-

ratory work. Usually offered every spring.

49.21

1

Techniques of Hockey/Physical Conditioning (2) Development of skills, techniques, and

methods of teaching both activities. Usually offered alternate falls.

49.212 Techniques of Soccer/Volleyball (2) Development of skills, techniques, and methods

of teaching each sport, including rules and organization. Usually offered alternate falls.
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49.213 Techniques OF BasketballVSoftball (2) Development of skills, techniques, and methods
of teaching each sport including rules and team organization. Usually offered alternate springs.

49.214 Techniques of Gymnastics/Track and Field (2) Development of skills, techniques, and
methods of teaching both activities. Usually offered alternate springs.

49.215 Methods of Teaching Swimming (2) Development of skills, techniques, and methods of

teaching swimming and coaching. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

49.216 Techniques OF FootballVWrestling (2) Development of skills, techniques, and methods
of teaching each sport including rules and team organization. Usually offered alternate falls.

49.217 Methods of Teaching Individual, Dual, and Recreational Activities (2) Development of

skills, techniques and methods of teaching individual and dual sports and recreational activities.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 49.21 or permission of instructor.

49.218 Techniques of Officiating (2) Rules and officiating techniques of selected sports. Su-

pervised practice in officiating.

49.221 Foundations and History of Physical Education and Sport (3) Introduction to profes-

sions of health education, physical education, and recreation. Historical growth and development
of physical education and competitive sport. Usually offered every spring.

49.301 Water Safety (3) Preparation for teaching swimming and diving. Techniques of aquatic

safety leading to Red Cross Water Safety Instructor's Certificate. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: senior lifesaving.

49.310 Elementary School Rhythmic Activities (3) Survey of materials and methods of teaching

fundamental movement rhythms and singing games at elementary school level. Usually offered

every fall.

49.315 Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries (4) Introduction to the basic concepts and
techniques in the prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of sports injuries; implications for

conducting adapted physical education program at secondary school level. Practical application

of first aid therapeutic measures. Usually offered every spring.

49.324 Principles and Psychology of Coaching (3) Principles and techniques of coaching ath-

letic teams; emphasis on psychology of teaching and motivating athletes. Usually offered every

fall.

49.330 Health and Safety (3) Fundamentals of health education for prospective teachers. Usu-

ally offered every fall.

49.335 Elementary School Movement Education (3) Survey and application of physical edu-

cation instruction and movement exploration for elementary school children. Usually offered

every spring.

49.340 Camping and Outdoor Education (3) Philosophical bases of camp instruction and out-

door education and implications for curriculum. Theory and practice of techniques for camping.
Field trips and observations arranged. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

49.350 Sailing and Seamanship (3) Principles and techniques of sailing and seamanship. Em-
phasis on special skills relating to navigation, small and large boat handling, environmental and
marine protection, and use of public boating facilities. Usually offered every term.

49.390 Independent Reading Course IN Physical Education (1-6)*

49.421 Organization and Administration of Health, Physical Education, and Athletics

(3) Principles of organizing and administering health, physical education, and athletic programs.
Consideration of personnel, schedules, equipment, facilities, curriculum, and related problems.

Usually offered every fall.

49.424 Kinesiology (3) Mechanical principles as they apply to performance of motor skills, and
physiological changes as they occur in the body during and after activity. Usually offered every
fall.

*See description under General Curriculum Information In ttils publication.
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49.425 Physiology of Exercise (3) Study of physical and biochemical phenomena that are as-

sociated with exercise. Usually offered every spring.

49.490 Independent Study Project IN Physical Education (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses
49.500 Measurement and Evaluation in Health and Physical Education (3) Purposes and prin-

ciples of measurement and evaluation in health and physical education. Survey of selected tests

and basic statistical techniques for interpretation of results. Usually offered every fall.

49.510 Health Education (3) Survey and interpretation of current trends and thinking in health

education. Usually offered alternate springs.

49.520 Current Problems, Trends, and Research in Physical Education (3) Identification of

current problems in the profession, and a survey and interpretation of research and trends
pertaining to them. Content varies with each semester. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different.

49.530 Curriculum in Physical Education (3) Principles and procedures of curriculum devel-

opment in physical education.

49.550 Recreation Programs (3) Survey of agencies and programs in field of recreation with

attention to principles and techniques for conducting these programs. Usually offered every fall.

49.560 Psychology of Sport (3) Investigation of behavioral patterns of people in a variety of

athletic and physical activity settings.

49.565 Sociology of Sport (3) Investigation of sport as a sociocultural phenomenon. Usually

offered every spring.

49.570 Elementary Physical Education (3) Investigation of new and innovative methods and
materials in teaching basic movements through motor, manipulative, and stability skills at the

elementary school level.

49.590 Independent Reading Course IN Physical Education (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

49.601 Workshop in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (3) Investigation of a specific

timely topic in the area of health, physical education, or recreation. Content varies with each
semester. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

49.610 Planning Facilities for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (3) Principles, cri-

teria, and standards used in planning facilities for health, physical education, and recreation.

49.620 Philosophy of Physical Education (3) Exploration of depth of eclectic rationale of phys-

ical education.

49.690 Independent Study Project IN Physical Education (1-6)*

Physics
Chairman Richard B.Kay.

Full-Time Faculty

Professor R. Berendzen, E. Callen, B. T. Chertok, M. Harrison, R. B. Kay, H. Reiss, R. Segnan,

R, V. Waterhouse, J. A. White

Associate Professor H. Leidecker, Jr.

Senior Research Scieritist Z.Bay

"See description under General Curriculum Information in ttiis publication.
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The department offers undergraduate degrees in physics and audio technology, and the fvl.S. and

Ph.D. degrees in physics.

Physics and Physics Programs Physics is the study of the properties of the physical uni-

verse— gravitation, electricity and magnetisnn, atomic and nuclear structure, and aggregate mat-

ter. Faculty and students perform research in nuclear and high energy physics, critical opalesc-

ence, magnetism, atomic collisions, physical optics, acoustics, quantum statistics, and high in-

tensity electromagnetic radiation. All students are encouraged to participate in research.

The B.S. degree prepares the student for employment in industry and government, and for ad-

mission into graduate M.S. and Ph.D. programs. The B.A. degree has fewer physics course

requirements and allows a more multidisciplinary approach, including options in biology, chem-

istry, and computer and environmental sciences.

Experimental and theoretical research projects are available for graduate students. The Ph.D.

degree is offered for those students who have performed exceptionally in their M.S. work and

who have obtained the sponsorship of one faculty members who will be the student's major

professor.

Audio Technology The B.S. in audio technology is a multidisciplinary program taught in co-

operation with the School of Communication, Department of Performing Arts, and Audio-Visual

Services. The program concentrates on the technology of sound; it is broad-based and includes

overview courses in mass media, music theory, and theatre production. Students completing this

course of study are prepared for the professional position of audio engineer.

Undergraduate Program in Physics: Bachelor of Arts

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. For-

mal admission to the program requires a 2.00 grade-point average and approval of the department

undergraduate advisors.

Set 51 .222, 51 .223, 51 .330, and 51 .350.

Requirements

Required 51 .218, and 51 .219 or 51 .220, and 51 .221 . At least three courses from the

Options following are required: 51 .101 , 51 .203, 51 .204, 51 .205, and 51 .206.

Related 15.120, 15.121, 15.130, and 15.131, or equivalents; 41.150, 41.211,41.212

Requirements or41.170, 41.221, and 41.222.

Special Cooperative Education Program with agencies and laboratories in the

Opportunities Washington area.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Physics.

Undergraduate Program in Physics: Bachelor of Science

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. For-

mal admission to the program requires a 2.00 grade-point average and approval of the department
undergraduate advisor.

Set 51 .220, 51 .221 , 51 .222, 51 .223, 51 .330, 51 .350, 51 370, and 51 .452. Note:

Requirements 51 .220 and 51 .221 may be waived by students with exceptional high school

preparation.

Required 51 .560 or 51.565.

Options

Related 15.120, 15.121, 15.130, and 15.131 or equivalents; 41.170, 41.221, 41.222,

Requirements and41.223.

Recommenda- 51 .530, 51 .551 , 51 .570, 51 .572, 51 .573, 51 .574, 41 .321 , 41 .550, and 41 .551

tions are recommended for graduate preparation; 09.101, 09.102, 40.280,
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40.281, 51.212 and 51.213, or equivalents are reconnmended for all stu-

dents.

Special Senior year projects. Cooperative Education Progrann with agencies and
Opportunities laboratories in the Washington area.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Physics.

Undergraduate Program in Audio Technology

Admission to the Program The department counsels freshmen and transfer students. For-

mal admission to the program requires a 2.00 grade-point average and the approval of the

department undergraduate advisor.

Set 51 .201 , 51 .210, 51 .212, 51 .21 3, 51 .360, 51 .410, and 51 .480.

Requirements

Required 51.101 or51.104

Options

Related 17.100, 17.384, 41.122, 41.170, 67.126, 67.260, 67.360, 67.362, and68.122
Requirements (electronic music).

Special Internships at active professional recording studios, radio, and television

Opportunities stations and theatres.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in Audio
Technology.

Master's Program in Physics

Admission to the Program Approval of the department graduate advisors is required. Two
letters of recommendation are required unless the previous degree was earned in the department.

The department counsels entering graduate students.

Course A minimum of 30 semester hours to include; 41 .550, 41 .551 , 51 .530, 51 .551

,

Requirements 51.560 or 51.565, and 51.570, plus two elective courses at the 600-level

selected from among the following: 51.631, 51.651, 51.670, and 51.671.

Examinations Two written comprehensive examinations: 51.001 Mechanics, Thermal and

statistical Physics, Mathematical Physics: 51.002 Electromagnetism, Quan-

tum Mechanics, Applications.

Thesis An approved thesis (51.797) or six semester hours of advanced work ap-

proved by the department graduate advisors.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Physics.

Doctoral Program in Physics

Admission to the Program Approval of the department graduate advisors is required. Two
letters of recommendation are required unless the previous degree was earned in the department.

The department counsels entering graduate students.

Course A minimum of 72 semester hours of graduate work to include: 51.631,

Requirements 51.651, 51.670 and 51.671, and a minimum of 12 semester hours of 51.799

(see Dissertation below).

Advancement to Completion of the qualifying examination and approval of the dissertation

Candidacy proposal by the department graduate advisors.
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Tools Proficiency in a language or computer science, or another tool deemed
appropriate by the student's dissertation committee.

Examinations The M.S. comprehensive examinations, 51.001 and 51.002, both passed
with distinction. Four approved comprehensive examinations: 51.005,

51.006, 51.007, and 51.008 (oral) covering the subject area of the disser-

tation and material relevant to the area of research. The examinations

51 .001 and 51 .002 may be substituted for 51 .005.

Dissertation The dissertation should be prepared in consultation with the student's dis-

sertation committee and must be approved by that committee and the de-

partment graduate advisors.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Physics.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

51.101 Sound, Light, and The Arts • N (3) Sound and hearing; music— traditional, electronic

and rock; light and vision; color, images, eye, and the camera; recording and reproduction of

sound and light; the broadcast media. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: lively curiosity.

51.104 Sound and Music • N (3) Nature of sound, musical sound and noise, hearing and the

ear, noise pollution, traditional musical instruments, electronic music, hi-fi stereo, and quadra-
phonic. Prerequisite: lively curiosity.

51.106 Astronomy • N (3) How big is the universe? What is in it? How old is it, and how long

will it endure? Is there (other) intelligent life in space? Nonmathematical discussion of relativity

theory, normal stars, pulsars, and black holes. Space travel and contact among galactic civili-

zations. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: lively curiosity.

51.110 The Ascent OF Man: A Scientific Viewpont (3) Survey of the role of science in the cultural

evolution of man from the earliest times to the present day. Scientific discoveries and their

application to human affairs are emphasized. Achievements of Copernicus, Darwin, Mendel, and
Einstein, inter alia, considered. Course is designed for nonscience majors and is nonmathemat-
ical. Usually offered every spring.

51.201 Fundamentals OF Audio Technology • N (3) Anatomy of audio components; generation,

transmission and detection of sound; properties of sound; electricity and magnetism with appli-

cations to transducers, preamplifiers, amplifiers, tuners, and tape decks; electromagnetic waves,
AM, FM, and PM modulation, elements of AM and FM tuners. Prerequisite: permission of instruc-

tor.

51.203 Science AND Public Affairs • N(3) Authoritarianism (religion and "communism") versus
science; Einstein, A-bombs, and NASA; population, pollution, and politics; public health, morals,

birth control, abortion, artificial insemination, and eugenics; XYY, organ transplants, and drugs;

electronic surveillance and rights of privacy; computers and data banks; traffic. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: lively concern.

51.204 Population, Resources and the Energy Crisis • N (3) Population growth: models of

population evolution; energy resources; fossil fuels, nuclear fission and fusion power, and solar

energy; air and water resources; climate alternations, planned and unplanned; food resources;

the "green revolution," food from the sea, pesticides, and fertilizers. Prerequisite: a lively con-

cern.

51.205 Arms Control, Politics and Science • N (3) The military, technology, and national se-

curity— an historic view; nuclear and thermonuclear weapons; the cold war and the strategic

arms race; LTB treaty, a case study; the present controversy on ABM and MIRV systems; SALT;
the political and economic aspects of armament and disarmament. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: lively concern.

51.206 Physics and Paraphysics • N (3) Science has two major dimensions: content and pro-

cess. Focuses on the process of science as applied to paraphysical topics including ESP, Kirlian

photography, astrology, biorhythms and biofeedback, and plant communication. The validity of

these phenomena is tested by objective experimentation in the laboratory.
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51.210 Elementary Physics; The Way Things Work • N (3) The basic concepts of physics ap-

plied to the automobile and other forms of transportation, home heating, electrical appliances,

communication systems, and other applications in everyday life. Usually offered every term.

51.212 Electronics I (4) One hour of lecture and three hours of laboratory. Develops electronic

fundamentals needed for understanding audio and/or AC circuits. Covers voltage, resistance,

inductance, capacitance, simple circuit theory, tuned circuits, power supplies. Usually offered

every fall. Pre/'equ;s/fes.-51.201, 51.210, three years of high school mathematics.

51.213 Electronics II (4) One hour of lecture and three hours of laboratory. Continuation of

51.212. Semiconductor devices, electron tubes, basic amplifiers, operational amplifiers, oscilla-

tors. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 5^.2^2.

51.218 Elements of College Physics Without Calculus I
• N (3) Basic physical concepts in

the structure of matter and the macroscopic world; mechanics and electricity, atomic physics,

waves and oscillations, molecules and heat. Usually offered every fall.

51.219 Elements of College Physics without Calculus II • N (3) Basic physical concepts in

structure of matter and macroscopic world; electromagnetism, light, relativity, nuclear physics,

and structure of solids. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 51 .218.

51.220 Introduction to University Physics with Calculus I
• N (3) Basic physical concepts in

the structure of matter and the macroscopic world; mechanics and electricity, atomic physics,

waves and oscillations, and molecules and heat. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 41.170

and41.221.

51.221 Introduction to University Physics with Calculus II • N (3) Basic physical concepts in

structure of matter and macroscopic world; electromagnetism, light, relativity, nuclear physics,

and structure of solids. Usually offered every spring. Prerquisite: 51 .220, 41 .221

.

51.222 Open Laboratory in Physics I
• N (2) Selected experiments to accompany 51.220. Ex-

periments partially selected according to student's interest and performed weekly at a time

convenient to the student, during the open hours of the laboratory. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: 51 .220 or 51.218 or concurrent registration.

51.223 Open Laboratory in Physics II • N (3) Selected experiments to accompany 51.221. Ex-

periments partially selected according to student's interest and performed weekly at a time

convenient to the student, during the open hours of the laboratory. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 51.221 or 51.219 or concurrent registration.

51.312 Nuclear Energy • N (3) Need and the problem; nuclear power in year 2000; physical

description of nuclear fission, fusion, and radioactivity; technology of reactors; radiation as en-

vironmental problem; prospects for controlled thermonuclear fusion reactors.

51.330 Basic Concepts in Mechanics (4) Vector analysis. Newton's laws, and dynamics of par-

ticles. Harmonic oscillator. Conservative systems. Gravitational forces and potential. Central

fields and the motions of planets and satellites. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 51.221;

either 41 .221 or 41 .222 or concurrent registration.

51.350 Basic Concepts in Electromagnetism (3) Electrostatics, potential theory, magnetic

fields. Faraday and Ampere's laws, dielectric magnetic media, and Maxwell's equations. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: 51 .330 or concurrent registration.

51.360 The Third Class Broadcast Operator License (3) The object of the course is to prepare

the students for the third class broadcast operator exam. The course covers the material required

for the exam: basic law, basic operating practice, the fundamentals, modulation, operating pow-

ers, AM and FM stations, malfunctions, and documents and logs. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 51 .213 or permission of instructor.

51.370 Basic Concepts in Modern Physics (3) Electrons, protons, and structure of matter, a

historic view; the Rutherford-Bohr atom, elements of quantum mechanics and its applications to

atomic, nuclear, and solid state physics. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 51 .330.

51.390 Independent Reading Course in Physics (1-6)*

51.410 Sound Studio Techniques and Practice (3) Course covers multitrack recording tech-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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niques as applied to professional sound studio systems. Includes studio consoles, magnetic tape

recording, signal processing equipment, room acoustics, noise reduction systems; multitrack

record alignment, test equipment. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 51.213 or permission

of instructor.

51.452 Advanced Laboratory (3) Lectures and laboratory experience. Students plan and com-
plete experiments in electronics and other laboratory techniques that fit background and previous

training. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

51.480 The First Class Broadcast Operator License (3) Advanced course to prepare the stu-

dent for the radiotelephone first class examination. Subject matter includes audio broadcast

systems, modulated transmitters, receivers, antennas and transminimum lines, frequency meas-
urements, ultra-high frequency circuits. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 51.213 or

permission of instructor.

51.490 Independent Study Project IN Physics (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

51.530 Mechanics (3) Newtonian dynamics; Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's equations; cen-

tral force motion; rigid body dynamics; oscillating motion; Hamilton's equations and phase space;

Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 51 .330.

51.531 Waves, Oscillations and Acoustics (3) Vibrating systems and dynamical analogies. So-

lutions of wave equation in various coordinate systems. Radiation, reflection, refraction and
diffraction of waves. Transients and random noise. Prerequisites: 51 .330, and 41 .321

.

51.551 Electromagnetism (3) Maxwell's equations and electromagnetic waves, reflection and
refraction, interaction of light with matter, interference phenomena, and Huygen-Kirchoff diffrac-

tion theory. Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction, grating, and optical instruments. Prerequisite:

51.350.

51.560 Basic Concepts in Thermodynamics (3) Thermal properties of gaseous and condensed
phases of matter. Heat, temperature, the first and second laws of thermodynamics, reversibility,

entropy, thermodynamic potentials, changes of phase, and kinetic theory of gases. Usually of-

fered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 51 .350.

51.565 Basic Concepts in Statistical Physics (3) Statistical description of matter. Distribution

functions, phase space, ensembles, statistical interpretation of thermodynamics, effects of quan-

tization, Maxwell-Boltzman, Fermi-Dirac, and Bose-Einstein statistics. Usually offered alternate

springs.

51.570 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics (3) Wave mechanics; Schroedinger equation; po-

tential barriers and potential wells; harmonic oscillator; operators; eigenfunctions; eigenvalues;

degeneracies; angular momentum; hydrogen atom. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

51.370.

51.572 Atomic Physics (3) Review of elementary quantum mechanics, time independent and
time dependent perturbation theory, magnetic moments, spin, identical particles, multielectron

atoms, transition rates and selection rules, and collision theory. Prerequisite: 51 .570.

51.573 Nuclear Particle Physics (3) Systematic presentation of physics of nuclei and nucleon

and their interactions. Includes the two-nucleon force, systematics of stable nuclei, radioactivity,

and the fundamental interactions. Prerequisite: 51 .570.

51.574 Introduction to Solid State Physics (3) Crystallography, lattices, thermal properties of

solids, free electron theory of metals, band theory of solids, conductivity of metals, insulators

and semiconductors, dielectric and magnetic properties, and superconductors. Prerequisite:

51.570.

51.590 Independent Reading Course IN Physics{1-6)*

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Graduate Courses

51.631 Theoretical Mechanics (3) Elasticity, fluid mechanics and acoustics, relativistic nne-

chanics, Hamiltonian nnechanics and canonical transformations, Hamilton-Jacobi theory, and
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian densities. Prerequisite: 51 .530.

51.651 Electromagnetic Theory (3) Electric and magnetic fields, boundary value problems, die-

lectric, and magnetic media. Maxwell's equations, radiation and propagation of electromagnetic

waves. Relativistic formulation of fields and potentials, Lienard-Wiechert potentials, dispersion,

scattering, diffraction, and physical optics. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 51 .551

.

51.670 Quantum Mechanics I (3) Experimental background to quantum mechanics, Schroedin-

ger equation, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, one-dimensional problems; WKB approximations;

general principles of wave mechanics; central potentials, hydrogen atom, scattering. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: 51 .572 or concurrent registration.

51.671 Quantum Mechanics II (3) General formalism of quantum theory; angular momentum and
spin; identical particles; stationary perturbations, time-dependent perturbation theory, and vari-

ational method. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 51 .670

51.690 Independent Study Project in Physics (1-6)*

51.710 Solid State Physics I (3) Lattice periodicity, Bloch's theorem, lattice vibrations, energy
bands, Fermi statistics, Pauli parmagnetism, Hartee and Hartee-Fock equations, screening, plas-

ma oscillations, dielectric function and impurity states. Prerequisites: 51.560, 51.573, 51.671.

51.711 Solid State Physics II (3) Group theory, Boltzman equation, electrical conductivity. Hall

effect, megneto-resistance, de Haas-van Alphen oscillations, magnetism, and superconductivity.

Prerequ/s/fe.- 51.710.

51.720 Advanced Quantum Mechanics I (3) Lorentz group; Dirac and Klein-Gordon equation,

Lorentz convariance; S-matrix, propagator theory, Feynman diagrams; applications; formal theory

of scattering. Prerequisite: 51 .671

.

51.721 Advanced Quantum Mechanics II (3) Lagrangian field theory; quantization of free fields,

interactions; S-matrix theory, covariant perturbation theory, applications to quantum electrodyn-

amics and meson problems; dispersion relations; renormalization. Prerequisite: 51 .720.

51.724 Nuclear Theory I (3) Invariants, the deuteron, nucleon-nucleon problem, effective-range

theory, nucleon-electron interaction, nucleon-nucleus interactions at low and high energies, and
the electromagnetic interaction including isotopic spin. Prerequisite: 51 .573, 51 .671

.

51.725 Nuclear Theory II (3) Nuclear shell model, many body theory of nuclei with correlations,

Hartee-Fock equation and quasi particles, collective nuclear motion, nuclear reactions including

U- and R-matrix methods and pion physics. Prerequisite: 51 .724.

51.780 Research Seminar in Physics (3-6) Various topics in advanced physics with contents

selected according to need. May be repeated for credit either within the same term with a

different content/topic or not within the same term, but with the same content/topic. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

51 .797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6)

51 .799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1-6)

Pre-Engineering
Pre-EngINEERING Advisory Council R. E. McFeeter (Associate Dean for Undergraduate

Affairs), F. Carson (Chemistry), B. Clark (Biology), R. Segnan (Physics), H. V\/ilson (Mathematics)

For the many students studying in the fields of mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and

distributed sciences who are potential engineering students. The American University has estab-

lished cooperative five-year programs within the School of Engineering and Applied Science,

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, and with the College of Engineering, University of

Maryland. Students spend three years on The American University campus concentrating in one

of the major fields in the College of Arts and Sciences. Students must work very closely with a

faculty advisor and seek counsel from the Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer
Science, the science departments, or the dean's office. If the designated official at The American
University recommends the student, there is guaranteed admission to the engineering program
after the completion of the junior year. After a satisfactory fourth year at the cooperating engi-

neering school, the bachelor's degree is awarded by The American University, The fifth year

provides for the completion of a second major in one of the engineering fields.

Undergraduate Cooperative Engineering Program with

Wasliington University

Majors a student interested in the profession of engineering is advised to major in either

mathematics or science. Although the university has a cooperative program, it has no formal

engineering major.

Admission to the Program The Sever institute of Technology of the School of Engineering

and Applied Science at Washington University will consider a student only if he/she has 60
semester hours of transferrable credit with a minimum grade-point average of B— , and is rec-

ommended by the designated official at The American University.

Set Two courses of English composition; calculus through differential equa-

Requirennents tions; physics in a two-course sequence employing calculus, including lab-

oratory; chemistry in a two-course sequence, including laboratory; at least

18 semester hours of humanities and social sciences; at least 9 semester

hours in one department, including one area of concentration at the junior

or senior level.

Required One course of computer programming for all but electrical engineers. Two-

Options course sequence in organic chemistry required for chemical engineering

only.

Related If the one upper level area of humanities or social sciences has not been
Requirements completed, there will be some elective opportunities in each major curric-

ulum during the last two years.

Recommenda- A student interested in pre-engineering should consult the associate dean
tions for undergraduate affairs for counseling and assignment to an appropriate

advisor no later than the end of the freshman year. Basic courses must be

completed satisfactorily during the three years of of study in order to be

able to complete the requirements for an engineering degree in five years.

Special A student may also plan such combined degree programs as B.A.-B.S.-M.S.

Opportunities and B.A.-B.S.-M.B.A, by allowing six years for such programs.

Degree Objective After a satisfactory fourth year at Washington University, a student re-

ceives a bachelor's degree with a major in the previously declared field from The American
University.

Note Also Courses with grades below C will not transfer to Washington University. All curricula

are recognized and accredited by the Engineers Council for Professional Development except

that of applied mathematics and computer science, which is not recognized as an engineering

area and hence not included in the accreditation.

Undergraduate Dual-Program witli the University of Maryland

Majors a student interested in the profession of engineering is advised to major in mathe-
matics or science. Although the university has a cooperative program, it has no formal engi-

neering major.
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Admission to the Program Admission to the College of Engineering of the University of

Maryland is guaranteed to the dual-degree student who has (1) completed the recommended
dual-degree program at The American University with a cumulative grade-point average of 2.00

or better on a 4.00 scale and (2) is recommended by the designated official at The American
University.

Set One year of general chemistry with laboratory; two or three years of math-

Requirements emetics, including calculus and differential equations; two years of physics,

including a year of general physics with laboratory and more in-depth study

in mechanics and in electromagnetism or thermodynamics; one course in

computer programming; two courses in English composition; and at least

five courses in humanities and social sciences.

Required A student who wishes to major in chemical engineering should also include

Options ayear of organic chemistry.

Recommenda- A student interested in pre-engineering should consult the Associate Dean
tions for Undergraduate Affairs for counseling and assignment to an appropriate

advisor no later than the end of the freshman year. Basic courses must be

completed satisfactorily during the first three years of study in order to be

able to complete the requirements for an engineering degree in five years.

Degree Objective After a satisfactory fourth year at the University of Maryland, a student

receives a bachelor's degree with a major in the previously declared field from The American

University.

Note Also a student who enters the University of Maryland in the dual-degree program will

have all credit which is applicable to The American University degree transferred to the College

of Engineering. A student at The American University is advised that 30 semester hours with

grades of C (2.00) or better from the College of Engineering, University of Maryland, will be

acceptable on transfer to fulfill The American University undergraduate requirements.

Pre-Law
Pre-Law Advising College of Arts and Sciences Office of the Dean—Academic Counselors;

College of Arts and Sciences Departmental Faculty Advisors.

It is important that the pre-law student understand law schools' educational philosophy. As the

Law School Admission Bulletin states:

"Any course, regardless of field, that helps you develop clear and systematic think-

ing, command of the English language, and a broad understanding of our society

constitutes sound preparation for the study of law. Thus, law schools do not rec-

ommend specific undergraduate majors for pre-law students."

The pre-law student should also realize that admission to law school is highly selective. A student

contemplating a career in law should plan his undergraduate study so that he acquires a solid

academic background. To enter the profession he should be a scholar who plans to continue

learning throughout his lifetime.

Undergraduate Program in Pre-Law

Majors The student aspiring to the profession of law may select any major he wishes. The
university has no prescribed pre-law majors.

Admission to the Program The student interested in pre-law training follows the normal

procedure for declaring a major in one of the schools or departments or in gaining approval of

an interdisciplinary program of study.

Set By the end of his sophomore year, the pre-law student chooses an aca-

Requirements demic major. He must satisfy the requirements, related fields, and tool

subjects in this major as specified by his department as or approved in a

valid interdisciplinary program. Whatever the choice of major, the pre-law

student should undergird his major program with a broad distribution of
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courses in mathematics, natural sciences, social sciences, and the hu-

manities.

Required Course requirement options would depend on the major the student choos-

Options es.

Recommenda- Courses recommended by law schools include literature and upper level

tions writing courses; history, political science, accounting, economics, mathe-

matics, or any other courses demanding analytical thinking or verbal pro-

ficiency. Past experience indicates that some students have found 60.100,

42.202, 10.201, and 17.1 10 helpful.

The Law School Admission Test (LSAT) is required of every applicant to law

school. It is strongly recommended that this test be taken in July before

the senior year. With this test date, the student can get an idea of his

prospects and possibly retake the examination in October or, if necessary,

make some alternative plans. The student may register through the univer-

sity Counseling Center to take the test on The American University campus.
He should register six weeks before test date. The Law School Admissions
Bulletin, available in the university Counseling Center, and in the Office of

the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, answers many questions concern-

ing law schools. The Pre-Law Handbook is helpful in describing law schools

and their requirements. This handbook is available in the Office of the Dean
and in The American University Bookstore.

Only the student with a very high cumulative grade-point average and a

high LSAT score should consider law. If a student's grade-point average
(through his junior year) is less than 3.00 and his LSAT scores are below

600, he should be thinking of alternatives to law school.

Special Before each LSAT, the university sponsors an LSAT Workshop. This seven-

Opportunities session workshop is a review course for the kinds of material that the test

will cover: mathematics, logic, business decisions, reading skills, and writ-

ing skills, plus "test-wiseness," dealing with the anxiety of the test situation

and the importance of setting up alternatives. The LSAT Workshop is limited

to 1 5 persons; there is a nominal fee to cover materials.

Degree Objective students receive a bachelor's degree with a major in the field of the stu-

dent's choice.

Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry
Preprofessional Advisory Committee t. s. Cantreii (Chemistry), R. Kay (Physics), W.
Schoenfisch (Biology).

Careers in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine require a bachelor's degree plus a grad-

uate medical degree. Most pre-medicine, pre-dentistry, or pre-veterinary students take an un-

dergraduate major in one of the sciences, although with careful planning a student can major in

any discipline. Nationally, and at The American University, approximately 30% of the students

gain entrance to a professional school. Thus a student should recognize that admission to medical

school is highly selective and he should be prepared, with the help of personal counseling and
program advising, to select reasonable alternatives as career objectives. Faculty members on
the Preprofesional Advisory Committee provide academic guidance and assist the student in

seeking admission to a medical school on graduation.

Undergraduate Programs in Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry

Majors The basic pre-medical pattern applies to pre-dental students, as well as to those in-

terested in veterinary medicine and related fields. The professional schools require a minimum
of three years of undergraduate studies and strongly recommend completion of the bachelor's

degree. A pre-medical or pre-dental program may be carried out in connection with a major
course of study in any discipline of the student's choosing.

Admission to the Program The interested student follows the normal procedure for declar-

ing a major.
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Set (1) Freshman Year (a) fall semester: 09.101, 15.120, 15.121, 23.100, and
Requirements 41.150; (b) spring sennester: 09.102, 15.130, 15.131, 23.101, and 41.211.

(2) Sophomore Year (a) fall semester: 15.310, 15.312, 51.220, 51.222, and
electives. (b) spring semester: 15.320, 15.322, 51.221, 51.223, and elec-

tives.

Electives should be chosen in consultation with the advisor.

Required Students adequately prepared to take 41.21 1 or 41 .221 are advised to sub-

Options stitute one of these for 41.150. Consult advisor for selection of appropriate

mathematics courses. Students taking either 41.211 or 41.221 would take

either 41 .21 2 or 41 .222 in the spring semester.

Related Options Depends on the major.

Recommenda- it is strongly recommended that students take all of the above courses

tions during their first three years of study. In this way, they are better prepared

to take the l\/ledical College Test (MCAT) or Dental College Admission Test

(DCAT) at the end of their third year of college or at the beginning of the

fourth year. Medical schools take note of the sequence and timing of cours-

es taken in the pre-medical program. They look with skepticism on programs
which delay important course work such as physics or organic chemistry

into the senior year of study. Further, the closer together the core material

is taken, the more organized the student can be in taking the MCAT tests.

The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) publishes an Ad-

missions Requirements Handbook on pre-medical programs and the re-

quirements for admission to AAMC approved medical schools. Students are

urged to study a copy of this publication which may be ordered through the

Association of American Medical Colleges, 1 Dupont Circle, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036.

Degree Objective students receive a bachelor's degree with a major in the field of their

choice.

Psychology
Chairman Elliott McGinnies

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor J. J. Boren, C. B. Ferster, A. Leventhal, E. McGinnies, M. Rioch (Emeritus), B. M.

Slotnick, S. J. Weiss
Associate Professor A. Berman, J. J. Gray, B. McCarthy, A. Silberberg, C. Weissbrod, B. Yates

Assistant Professor S. R. Parker, A. L. Riley

The undergraduate program in the Department of Psychology is designed to offer the student

the opportunity to appreciate psychology's diversity and its applications. Courses are offered in

clinical, social, developmental, and experimental psychology. Advanced special topic courses in

these and related areas are frequently available. Students may design programs that approach

psychology as a social science, a natural science, or some combination of the two. Advanced
students have the opportunity to become actively involved in social and experimental research,

in the design and analysis of experiments, and in paraprofessional counseling. During the junior

and senior years, majors are encouraged to take small, specialized seminars and engage in

supervised independent study. Undergraduate majors also have opportunities for internship ex-

perience with community mental health agencies and may participate in ongoing research within

the department. The program is sufficiently flexible and broad to satisfy career goals and provide

a solid background for graduate study.

Affiliations Washington, D.C, Veterans Administration Hospital, Baltimore Veterans Admin-

istration Hospital, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Community Psychiatric Center (Bethesda), Georgetown
University Hospital (Department of Pediatrics), Kennedy Institute (Baltimore), Children's Hospital

Psychiatric Institute (New York City), McLean Hospital (Boston), Veterans Administration Hospital
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(Prescott, Arizona), University of Oregon Medical School. Institute for Behavioral Research, Cath-

olic University Department of Psychology, Cleveland University Hospital (Case Western Reserve),

and Area "B" Community Mental Health Center.

Undergraduate Program in Psychology

Admission to the Program students must apply to, and be approved by, the department for

formal admission to the major.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Related
requirements

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

(1) General Track 57.100

(2) Career Track 57.1 00 and 57.480.

(1) General Track Six semester hours from 57.100, 57.303, 57.313, 57.360,

57.370, 57.480; 6 hours from 57.210, 57.250, 57.317, 57.330, 57.340,

57.350, 57.430; and 18 additional hours in psychology selected in consul-

tation with a departmental advisor.

(2) Career Track Six semester hours below the 500-level and 3 hours at

the 500-level from 57.110, 57.303, 57.313. 57.360, 57.370, 57.501, 57.503,

57.512, 57.513, 57.530, 57.540, 57.550; 6 hours below the 500-level and 3

hours at the 500-level from 57.210, 57.250, 57.307, 57.317, 57.330. 57.340,

57.350, 57.430, 57.450, 57.502, 57.504, 57.509, 57.510, 57.250, 57.560;

and 9 additional hours in psychology selected in consultation with a de-

partmental advisor.

(1) General Track 42.202.

(2) Career Track 42.202.

Students considering graduate studies in psychology are advised to pursue

the career program. They should also include in their curriculum additional

courses in the natural or social sciences and in mathematics or statistics.

Students may participate in an honors program. Students are encouraged

to work with faculty members on an individual basis, gaining research or

practicum experience under course numbers 57.390 and 57.490. Advanced
students should consider specialized seminars offered under 57.497 as well

as all 500-level courses.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Psychology.

Note Also students wishing a B.S. degree in Psychology must complete 60 semester hours,

or more (of the 120 semester hours necessary to earn a bachelor's degree) in psychology-related

disciplines, including anthropology, biology, chemistry, economics, linguistics, mathematics, phi-

losophy, physics, and sociology. Otherwise, the degree awarded will be a B.A.

Master's Program in Psychology

Tracks Experimental. Clinical, and Social Psychology

Admission to the Program Admission to the program is based on Graduate Record Exam-
ination scores, prior academic performance, and two letters of recommendation.

Course Eight graduate level psychology courses and six semester hours of thesis

Requirements research. Required courses include one course in statistics and 57.550 or

57.601.

Advancement to Satisfactory performance in course work (at least a B average must be
Candidacy maintained with no more than one C). completion of thesis research, sat-

isfactory performance in an oral examination concerning the content of the

thesis, and completion of one comprehensive examination.
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Examinations (1) Oral defense of thesis research; (2) completion of one comprehensive
examination. The nature of the examination is arranged between the stu-

dent and the student's advisor, the examination may be written or oral.

Thesis The master's thesis will involve an original research project. It will be de-

signed and carried out by the student and will demonstrate competency in

research and an understanding of the substantive issues in the specific

area encompassed by the thesis.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Psychology.

Note Also students may receive credit for graduate level course work taken outside the

Department of Psychology. Courses relevant to the student's special area of study may be taken

through the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area.

Doctoral Program in Psychology

Tracks Clinical Psychology, Social Psychology, and Experimental Psychology.

Admission to the Program Admission to the program is based on Graduate Record Exam-
ination scores, prior academic performance, and letters of recommendation. Those applicants

judged to be among the top 20 or 25 are invited for an interview, and the final selection is based
on all information, including the interview. Students are admitted for full-time study only.

Course 18 graduate level courses, 6 semester hours of master's level thesis re-

Requirements search, and 12 semester hours of dissertation research. Students in ex-

perimental or social psychology must take 57.550, two courses in statistics

and two courses which are clearly outside the area of experimental and
social psychology. Students in clinical psychology must take 57.601,

57.691 , 57.692, and two courses that are clearly outside the area of clinical

psychology.

In the fourth year, the clinical student will serve an internship in an appro-

priate setting outside the university. Special research opportunities in lat)-

oratories at the National Institute of Health and related research institutions

are available for students in social and experimental psychology.

Satisfactory performance in course work (at least a B average must be

maintained with no more than one C), completion of thesis and dissertation

research, oral defense of thesis and dissertation, and completion of two
tools and four comprehensive examinations.

Two tools are required but do not result in course credit required for the

degree. The tool requirement is flexible and can be met in a variety of ways:

(1) demonstration of a knowledge of Russian or German; (2) demonstration

of mastery in a computer program language; (3) satisfactory completion of

one graduate course offered by another department at The American Uni-

versity or by nonpsychology departments of the Consortium Universities;

(4) service in one clinical institute which is approximately equal in time and

difficulty to a full course: and (5) supervised tool training in other settings

when approved by the student's advisor and the departmental chairman.

Examinations All students are required to complete four comprehensive examinations

outlined by their advisors or other faculty members. These assignments are

designed to be more comprehensive and professional than conventional

comprehensive examinations. They involve students in the kinds of activi-

ties they will later engage in as professional psychologists. At least one of

the four comprehensives must be oral and at least two must be written.

Dissertation A written proposal of the dissertation is to be submitted to the dissertation

committee by the middle of the second semester of the third year. The
original proposal, or a revision thereof, should meet the requirements of

the committee by the end of the second semester. This allows adequate

Special

Opportunities

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools
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time for the completion of a quality dissertation even if initial experimen-

tation turns out to be exploratory in nature.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Psy-

chology,

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

57.100 Introductory Survey of Psychology • S (3) Survey of various fields of psychology w/ith

emphasis on research discoveries. Particular topical emphases and instructional procedures may
vary for different sections; consult psychology department regarding this information. Usually

offered every term.

57.110 Behavior Principles • S (3) Emphasizes the general principles of experimental analysis

of behavior, such as reinforcement, punishment, stimulus control, and verbal behavior. Such
issues as behavior modification, emotional illness, punishment and law, social behavior, as well

as the sociophilosophicai issues surrounding the use of behavioral control are considered. Usually

offered every term.

57.210 Self-Control • S (3) Review and application of principles of congnitive-behavioral self-

control for actualization of personal goals. Self-management research is reviewed in weight loss,

studying, self-esteem, smoking cessation, drug addition, depression, time-management, and en-

joying oneself. Students conduct self-modification projects in group settings. Usually offered

every fall.

57.250 Developmental Psychology (3) Introduction to development from infancy through ado-

lescence. Emphasis on theory and research in normal development: genetics, growth, and ma-

turation; sensation and perception; motivation; cognitive and social functioning. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 57.100 or 57.1 10

57.303 Perception and Judgement • N (3) An introductory discussion of why things appear as

they do. Consideration of the physical character of the world and our physiological apparatus for

sensing it. Emphasis is on the psychological aspects of perceptions and on the science that

studies them. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: 42.202; 57,1 00.

57.307 Crisis Intervention (3) Techniques and methods of emergency intervention for acute

behavioral disturbances (e.g. drug reaction, depression, and suicide). Includes practicum expe-

rience for which screening and training are required. Theme topic of course changes each
semester. With permission of the department may be repeated for credit, but not within the same
term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

57.313 Biological Bases of Behavior • N (3) Provides students with a general introduction to

the function of the nervous and endocrine systems and their role in sensory and perceptual

processes, motivation, conditioning, memory, and abnormal behavior. Usually offered alter-

nate falls. Prerequisite: one course in psychology.

57.317 Paraprofessional Services: Training and Applications (3) Offers instruction and service

in peer counseling and related research activities. Includes training in basic communication and
counseling skills, followed by additional intensive training in one specialty area: Hotline or Com-
panion Program. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: sophomore standing and permission

of instructor.

57.330 Theories OF Personality • S (3) Review of theories and research related to personality

development. Issues covered include attachment during infancy, identification, moral develop-

ment, social cognition, and sex differences. Usually offered every term. Prerequiste: 57.100 or

57.110.

57.340 Social Psychology • S (3) The study of individual behavior as influenced by and dem-
onstrated in the presence of other people. Contemporary theory and research in such areas as:

obedience and leadership; altruism and violence; cooperation and competition; persuasion and
attitude change; and attraction and sexual behavior. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

57.100or57,110.

57.350 Abnormal Psychology • S (3) Study of neuroses, psychology, organic disorders, child-
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hood disorders, etc. through lecture, discussion films, demonstrations, debates, and dramatiza-

tions. Usually offered every term. Pre/'equ/s/fe.-57.l00or57.ll0.

57.360 The Evolution of Behavior • N (3) A general overview of approaches to the study of

animal and human behavior with an emphasis on the explanation of these behaviors in light of

ecology and evolution. Specific topics include aggression, language, sex differences, intelligence,

development, learning, and instinct, etc Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 57.100 or

57.110,

57.370 Learning and Motivation • N (3) Research and theory in animal and human learning.

Covers classical and instrumental conditioning, concept formation, verbal learning, memory and
the contribution of learning to emotion and motivation. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

Introductory Psychology.

57.390 Independent Reading Course in Psychology (1-6)*

57.405 Teaching Seminar (3) Applications of behavior principles to teaching. Experiential non-

directively led seminar. Course combines the study of group process, principles of learning, and
general topics in education. Prerequ/s/fe.- 57.1 00 or 57.1 10.

57.411 Advanced Developmental Psychology • S (3) Contemporary view of modern concepts,

theories, and research of child development. Prerequisite: 57.250 or permission of instructor.

57.430 Human Sexual Behavior • S (3) Provides overview of various aspects of human sexual

behavior, including basic physiological knowledge, sex education, sexual myths, premarital and
marital sexual behavior, homosexuality, pornography, etc. Emphasis on psychological aspects of

sex and sexuality. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: one introductory course in psychol-

ogy.

57.450 Behavior Therapy with Children • S (3) Assessment and therapeutic intervention with

behaviorally disturbed children. Behavioral techniques such as positive reinforcement, shaping,

desensitization, and modeling are stressed. Short lectures and discussion. Each class member
works intensively with a retarded or emotionally disturbed child. Prerequisite: 57.100 or 57.1 10.

57.460 Child Rearing Practices and the Training of Parents • S (3) Consideration and com-
bination of approaches to rearing of normal children. Methods of treating disruptive, retarded

and institutionalized children are covered. Students carry out a project during the term. Prereq-

uisite: two courses in psychology, one of which should be 57.250 or equivalent.

57.480 Experimental Psychology • 8 (4) Data and research methods in core areas of psy-

chology. Review of experimental design. Individual and group experiments. Usually offered every

term. Prez-equ/s/fes; 57.100 or 57.1 10, 42.202.

57.490 Independent Study Project in Psychology (1-6)*

57.497 Advanced Topics in Psychology • S (3) Individual sections cover specific advanced
topics in psychology and vary from semester to semester. Each section is an intensive course

in a specialized area of psychology. Enrollment is limited. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: junior or senior

standing, three psychology courses, and permission of instructor.

Graduateand Advanced Undergraduate Courses

57.501 Physiological Psychology (3) Anatomical and physiological substrata of behavior. Usu-

ally offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: junior standing, two departmental courses, and per-

mission of instructor.

57.502 History and Systems of Psychology (3) Philosophical and scientific background of mod-
ern psychology and contemporary problems of theory construction. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisites: one introductory course and senior standing.

57.503 Sensation and Perception (3) Sensory and complex perceptual processes discussed in

light of contemporary theories in research. Knowledge of basic statistics desirable. Usually of-

fered alternate falls. Prerequisites: two departmental courses.

'See description under General Currlculunn Information in this publication.
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57.504 Group Process (3) Concepts and theories about groups considered in relation to actual

groups and organizations with which students have been involved. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: junior standing and permission of instructor.

57.508 Field Observation and Anaysis of the Behavior of the Mentally III (3) Weekly period

of observation and participation under supervision, followed by senninar discussion of observation

and experience. Prerequisite: 57.1 10.

57.509 Tests and Measures (3) Theory of mental tests; validity, reliability, and item analysis.

Survey of representative tests of ability, personnel selection, aptitude, interests, and personality.

Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 42.202 or equivalent; 57.100 and one additional

psychology course.

57.510 LEARNING: PRINCIPLES AND HUMAN APPLICATIONS (3) Study of behavioral procedures dis-

covered from laboratory research and application of these procedures to education, psychothera-

py, and other problems in human affairs. Prerequisites: junior standing and two courses in psy-

chology.

57.512 Human Learning: Verbal Behavior (3) Principles applied to verbal behavior including

consciousness, thinking, self-perception, and use of behavioral framework for understanding

linguistic approaches to language. Prerequisite: 57.1 10.

57.513 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY: THE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON BEHAVIOR (3) Basic principles Of phar-

macology, drug-behavior interactions, and the effects of prominent "psychotropic" drugs. Where-
as clinical findings are considered, emphasis is on laboratory studies of various drugs. Usually

offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: two courses in psychology, one of which should be 57.1 10

or 57.510 or equivalent course in laboratory studies of behavior.

57.514 Industrial Psychology (3) Application of psychological principles to world of work. Top-

ics include selection, training, evaluation, leadership, motivation, decision-making, job attitudes

and satisfaction, organizational structure and theory, and human factors. Usually offered every

spring.

57.520 ThePsychologyofDeath, Suicide, AND Life-Threatening Behavior (3) Death, mourning,

depression, suicide, and self-destructive behaviors are studied from psychological, societal, phil-

osophical, religious, legal, and practical viewpoints. Special emphasis is on the theoretical, de-

velopmental, and clinical aspects of these phenomena, as well as their influence on survivors

and interpersonal supports. The major emphasis is on the impact and prevention of suicidal

behavior. Both literature and experimental research are required.

57.530 Conditioning and Learning (3) Advanced analysis of operations and principles devel-

oped through the systematic study of classical and operant conditioning. Seminar for advanced
graduate students in psychology. Takes up selected topics primarily within the area of operant

conditioning. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 57.1 10 or 57.330 or graduate stand-

ing.

57.540 Quantitative Models of Behavior (3) Review of efforts to bring mathematical methods
to bear on psychological problems from nineteenth century to present. Prerequisites: 57.100 and
42.202.

57.550 Foundations of Experimental Research (3) Experimental psychology emphasizing the

fundamentals of experimental design: students carry out experiments during the term. Usually

offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: 57.480 or graduate standing.

57.560 Advanced Child Psychology (3) Focus on current theoretical and research issues in

child psychology, areas of emphasis include socialization, affective development, and cognitive

development. Students, from their readings and discussion, critically analyze existing data and
formulate questions for further investigation. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: 42.202,

57.250, and 57.480.

57.590 Independent Reading Course IN Psychology (1-6)*

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Graduate Courses

57.601 Experimental Foundations of Clinical Psychology (3) General introduction to clinical

psychology emphasizing its scientific roots and methods of clinical research. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: graduate standing.

57.609 Ethics and Professional Practices (3) Deals with theoretical and conceptual questions

as well as social problems in area of ethics and professional practice. Specifically, ethical stand-

ards, codes, and legislation of psychologists and related professions and ethical problems of

community mental health are examined. Usually offered every summer.

57.610 Theories of and Instrumentation in the Behavioral Sciences (3) Practical experience
in design and construction of electromechanical and electronic laboratory equipment. Limited to

psychology department graduate students.

57.630 Systems of Psychotherapy (3) Study of major nontheoretical approaches to psycho-

therapy, including psychoanalytic, Rogerian, rational-emotive, Gestalt, existential, etc. Usually

offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.650 Assessment of Intellectual Functions (3) Examination of representative individual tests

and their theoretical bases and laboratory practice in administration, scoring, and interpretation

of these tests. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.651 Personality Testing (3) Study of representative personality tests and projective tech-

niques: laboratory practice in administration, scoring, and interpretation of these tests. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.670 Advanced Social Psychology (3) Psychological factors in human social behavior. Ex-

amination of research literature with emphasis on design and methodology. Consideration given

to theoretical problems in social behavior as well as to current trends in experimentation. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.690 Independent Study Project IN Psychology (1-6)*

57.691 Practicum Training I (3) Practice in skills related to counseling-psychotherapy by sys-

tematic exposure to critical elements in interview situation through supervision and guided ob-

servational experience. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.692 Practicum Training II (3) Continuation of Practicum Training I. Usually offered every
spring.

57.693 Practicum Training III (3) Supervision in individual and group psychotherapy from psy-

chodynamic point of view. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

57.694 Practicum Training IV (3) Continuationof Practicum III. Usually offered every spring.

57.695 Behavior Therapy Practicum (3) Observation and supervision in individual behavior tech-

niques. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

57.698 Directed Research (3-6) Consult psychology department. f\/lay be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term.

57.791 Clinical Seminar in Psychotherapy I (3) Usually offered every fall.

57.792 Clinical Seminar in Psychotherapy II (3) Usually offered every spring.

57.795 MASTER'S Thesis Independent Study (3-6) Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: open
to graduate students whose thesis proposal has been approved by department.

57.797 MASTER'S Thesis Seminar (1-6)

57.798 Doctoral Dissertation Independent Study (6-12) May be repeated for credit within the
same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: open to graduate
students whose dissertation proposal has been approved by department.

57.799 Doctoral Dissertation Seminar (1 -1 2)

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Sociology
Chairman Muriel G. Cantor

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor M. Cantor, F. Lorinner (Emeritus), A. Motz, J. Scott, A. Van der Slice (Emeritus)

Associate Professor S. Farsoun, B. Kaplan, G. Mueller, K. Petersen, J, Siegenthaler

Assistant Professor E. Chow, R. David, K. Kusterer,

Sociology is a disciplined attempt to understand how individuals, through their collective actions,

create (and change) patterns of social relations and how, in turn, these social relations influence

their lives. In their search for understanding, sociologists focus on many levels of analysis—from

societies as component parts of wider systems to individuals as participants in two-person groups.

They also study a wide variety of substantive areas—from family life to political change to the

social organization of cities. This quest for knowledge is viewed both as an end in itself and as

a pathway for informed social changes.

The graduate program in the department emphasizes sociological theory, social research, macro-

sociology, social psychology, social stratification, and the sociology of work, occupations, and
organizations. The undergraduate program requires majors to pursue core sequences in socio-

logical theory and social research, and offers students an opportunity to explore a wide range of

perspectives and substantive interests.

Consult the Department of Sociology for detailed descriptions of undergraduate and graduate

degree programs.

Undergraduate Program in Sociology

Admission to the Program students must be approved by the department for formal ad-

mission to the major.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

65.200, 65.410, 65.41 1 , 65.420, and 65.421

.

15 semester hours of electives in sociology, including 12 hours at the 300-

level or above and 3 hours at the 500-level. 6 semester hours of electives

beyond the introductory level selected from one of the following areas:

anthropology, computer science, economics, history, statistics, philosophy,

political science, and psychology. Electives should be selected in consul-

tation with a departmental advisor.

(1) All majors: Complete 65.200 and at least one 300-level elective in so-

ciology before the junior year. Complete 65.41 0, 64.41 1 , 65.420, and 65.421

during junior year. Choose sociology electives from at least two of the

following areas: macrosociology (65.x3x), social psychology (65.x4x), social

stratification (65.x5x), work, occupations, and organizations (65.x6x), and
other (65. x8x).

(2)Majors interested in graduate study in sociology or related fields: At least

one course in statistics. Additional sociology electives from several areas.

(3) Majors interested in careers in social research after completion of bach-

elor's degree: Select 65.490 as sociology elective after completing 65.420

and 65.421 . Select statistics or computer science as related field.

(4) Majors interested in careers in social work. Select 65.491 as sociology

elective in junior or senior year. Take at least two courses in social psy-

chology area (65.x4x) as sociology electives. Select psychology as related

field.

Two undergraduate assistantships, carrying a stipend of $250 and a work

commitment of seven hours per week, are awarded each semester to de-

clared majors with at least a 3.00 overall grade-point average, who have

completed 1 1 or more semester hours of course work in sociology. Consult

tbe department for details.
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Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Sociology.

Master's Program in Sociology

Admission to the Program Admission to the master's program is at the discretion of the

department's Graduate Committee. Admission with full standing requires a 3.00 average (on a

4.00 scale) in the undergraduate major, at least 12 semester hours of approved sociology courses

(undergraduate or graduate) with a grade of B or better, and letters of recommendation from

three persons able to evaluate the applicant's potential for graduate study in sociology. Provi-

sional admission may be extended in certain cases where the above standards are not fully met.

The M.A. program is sequenced for students beginning their graduate program in the fall se-

mester. M.A. candidates accepted for spring admission may have special problems that should

be resolved with the department before beginning the course work.

Course Minimum of 30 semester hours of approved graduate work, including a

Requirements research requirement of 6 hours. On approval, a portion of the residence

requirement may be satisfied by courses offered by other members of the

Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area.

Six courses are required: 65.610, 65.611, 65.620, 65.621, and two courses

in one field of concentration selected from the following: macrosociology,

social psychology, social stratification, and work, occupations and organi-

zations.

Tools Competency in statistics must be demonstrated by satisfactory perform-

ance on a statistics tool examination designated by the Department of

Sociology, or by passing a graduate level statistics course (3 semester

hours) approved by the department.

Examinations Satisfactory performance on two comprehensive examinations, one in

methods of social research (65.020) and one in sociological theory (65.010).

Full-time students must take the examinations in sociological theory and

methods of social research in August before beginning their second year

in the degree program. Part-time students must take one of the two ex-

aminations in August before beginning their second year in the degree

program and the other in August before beginning their third year of study.

Research The first three hours of the six-semester hour research requirement may
Requirements be satisfied by completing (a) an advanced seminar in research methods,

(b) an advanced seminar in the student's field of concentration, or (c) an

independent study course in the field of concentration. To satisfy the sec-

ond half of the research requirement, the student must enroll in 65.795

under the guidance of a professor of his choice and complete a substantial

research report on a topic related to the field of concentration.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Sociology.

Doctoral Program in Sociology

Admission to the Program Admission to the doctoral program is at the discretion of the

department's Graduate Committee. Admission in full-standing requires completion of 12 or more
semester hours of approved graduate level course work in sociology with a grade-point average

of better than 3.00 on a 4.00 scale, and letters of recommendation from three persons able to

evaluate the applicant's potential for doctoral study in sociology. Provisional admission may be

extended in certain cases where the above standards are not fully met. Note: The awarding of

an M.A. degree from this department does not automatically qualify a student for acceptance

into the doctoral program.

Students who have not completed 12 semester hours of graduate level course work in sociology,

as required, are encouraged to apply to the master's degree program. If admitted to that program,

they may later petition the department's Graduate Committee for transfer to the Ph.D. program.
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This requires completion of the M.A. comprehensive examinations, a grade-point average of

better than 3.00 (on a 4.00 scale) in courses completed as M.A. candidates, and letters of

recommendation from three faculty members.

The Ph.D. program is sequenced for students beginning their graduate program in the fall se-

mester. Ph.D. candidates accepted for spring admission may have special problems that should

be resolved with the department before beginning course work.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Tools

Examinations

Minimum of 72 semester hours of approved graduate work, including 12 to

24 hours of directed study on the dissertation, is required. Students entering

the Ph.D. program with M.A. degrees earned elsewhere must complete at

least 30 semester hours of graduate work in residence at The American
University, plus 12 hours of dissertation credit.

Ten courses are required: 65.610, 65.611, 65.620, 65.621, 65.710, 65.720,

and two courses in each of two fields of concentration.

Full-time students must complete 65.61 0, 65.61 1 , 65.620, and 65.621 during

their first year in the degree program. Part-time students must complete

the sequence in either 65.610-65.611 (theory) or 65.620-65.621 (methods)

during their first year and the other sequence during their second year. The
basic sequence requirement in theory or methods may be waived for stu-

dents who receive a grade of satisfactory on the theory or methods com-
prehensive examination taken in August prior to the semester in which they

are required to begin the sequence (see Examinations below).

Required courses in field of concentration: At least one of the doctoral

candidate's two fields of concentration must be selected from the following:

Macrosociology (65.030), Social Psychology (65.040), Social Stratification

(65.050), and Work, Occupations, and Organizations (65.060). Subject to

departmental approval, the candidate may offer as one of his or her fields

of concentration a special area not in the above listing (65.080).

The department cooperates with Wesley Theological Seminary in offering

a Ph.D. in Sociology with a track in Society and Religion. Applicants for

admission must meet the requirements of the university and the Depart-

ment of Sociology, and be recommended by Wesley Theological Seminary.

Consult the Department of Sociology and Wesley Theological Seminary for

futher information about this program.

Before submitting a dissertation, the candidate must demonstrate profi-

ciency in: (1) a language approved by the department, and (2) statistics for

social research. Consult the department for details on how to demonstrate
proficiency in both tool areas.

Satisfactory performance on four comprehensive examinations, one in so-

ciological theory, one in methods of social research, and one each in two

other fields of concentration is required. At least one of these examinations

in the student's field of concentration must be oral.

Examinations in theory and methods: Full-time students must take the com-

prehensive examinations in sociological theory and methods of social re-

search in August before beginning their second year in the degree program.

Part-time students must take one of the two examinations in August before

beginning their second year in the degree program and the other before

beginning their third year of study. A maximum of three attempts on these

examinations is permitted to doctoral students: One taken prior to enroll-

ment in the required sequence (see Required Courses above), one taken in

the first examination period after completion of the required sequence, and

one taken in the next examination period.

Satisfactory performance on the comprehensive examinations in theory and
methods will qualify the doctoral candidate to continue in the Ph.D. pro

gram.

The comprehensive examination requirement in theory and methods of so

I
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cial research will be waived for students who complete the M.A. compre-
hensive examination requirement at The American University in the Fail

1976 examination period or therafter, providing that this requirement was
satisfied no more than three years prior to admission to the Ph.D. program.

Dissertation Capping the requirements is the dissertation, together with the required

oral examination of the dissertation in which the candidate may be ques-

tioned over the general field of his research. The candidate must have

completed all academic requirements for the degree before the oral ex-

amination Is held.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Soci-

ology.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

65.200 Introduction to Sociology • S (3) This is a general prerequisite to all 300-and 400-level

sociology courses. Fundamental characteristics of social relationships. Culture, personality, pop-

ulation, and ecology; social Institutions and processes; and cultural change. Usually offered every

term.

65.201 Marriage and Family Living (3) Recent changes In American family; modern dating,

mate-selection, engagement, early marital adjustment, communication, money, working wife, sex,

and in-law problems. Not open to first semester freshmen. Usually offered every term.

65.202 Jobs and Careers • S (3) How recent changes In the economy are creating new prob-

lems and opportunities. Topics include unemployment and the job market; work satisfaction and
alienation, equal opportunity, bureaucratization and deprofessionalizatlon, unions. Designed to

help students understand the work situations they may face. Usually offered every term.

65.203 Educational Planning Seminar (3) Students construct a portfolio that identifies their

prior experiential learning. Course Is required for all students admitted to the APEL program and

is limited to those students. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: admission to APEL program.

65.330 Introduction to Social Change • S (3) Analysis of the causes, processes, and conse-

quences of social change. Critical examination of theories of social change In context of com-
prehensive analysis. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.331 Political Sociology • S (3) Systematic analyses of contributions of classical sociolog-

ical writers to theory and research in politics. Methods and techniques useful In examining po-

litical behavior and institutions. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of

instructor.

65.332 Law and Social Order • S (3) Functions of law in society; social origins and development

of political authority around human rights. Changing role of law in modern democratic state.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.333 Comparative Social Systems • S (3) Comparative analysis of contemporary societies,

social institutions, value systems, formal and Informal organizations, Integration and cohenslve-

ness, and relationships with other societies. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 65.200 or

permission of instructor.

65.340 Social Interaction • S (3) Sociological perspective of the interrelationship between in-

dividuals and group. Socialization roles In small and complex organization, mass communication,

and social movements. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instruc-

tor.

65.341 Collective Behavior • S (3) Analysis of crowd, mass, and public behavior. Relationship

to social movements of modern times. Role of leadership in various kinds of collective behavior.

Factors and processes in emergence of social order. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.342 Social Psychology of Intergroup Tensions • S (3) Intergroup prejudice and its relation

to other aspects of personality and social behavior. Recent research on the determinants of
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intergroup attitudes. Techniques for the reduction of intergroup tension. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 65.200 or pernnission of instructor.

65.350 Introduction to Social Stratification • S (3) Major theories and related empirical stud-

ies of stratification; sources and consequences of mobility; and relationship of stratification to

life-style, political power, and personality. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or

permission of instructor.

65.351 Race and Ethnic Relations • S (3) Sociological examination of relationships between

and within racial and ethnic groups; analysis of social causes of prejudice and discrimination.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.352 Position of Women in the Social Order • S (3) Location and description of women in

population. Nature and extent of prejudice and discrimination against women. Impact and sig-

nificance of female equality on social order. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.200

or permission of the instructor.

65.353, 65.354 Sociology of the Afro-American I, II • S (3), (3) Examinations of racism in

Europe. Process of Afro-American's assimillation into U.S. culture. Negro institutions, business,

leadership, education, literature, music, migration, poverty, discrimination, and demand for equal-

ity. 65.353 usually offered every fall. 65.354 usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.200 or

permission of instructor. 65.353 is prerequisite to65.354.

65.360 Work AND Workers • S (3) The application of sociological concepts to the organization

and day-to-day processes of human working activity. Work examined in historical and contem-

porary perspectives. Includes motivation toward and resistance to work activity. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.380 Religion and Society • S (3) Concepts, methods, and techniques in sociological analysis

of religion. Historical, comparative and functional approaches to religion. Emphasis on European
and American Christianity. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of in-

structor.

65.382 The Family • S (3) Varying forms and functions of family organization in different soci-

eties. Evolution of American family patterns. Family and personality formation. Contemporary
social changes influencing family life. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or per-

mission of instructor.

65.383 American Society • S (3) Analysis of contemporary American social institutions. Amer-

ican social system in historical perspective, value system, ethnic composition, formal and infor-

mal structures. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.384 Deviance and Social Control • S (3) Analysis of social problems created by technical

and cultural change. Theories of deviance systematically analyzed in relationship to societal

control. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.385 Population • S (3) Survey of world population trends. Introduction to methods of anal-

ysis. Determinants and consequcences of variations in fertility, mortality, and migration. Prereq-

uisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.387 Urban Sociology • S (3) Analysis of contemporary social existence in cities. Study of

development, theories, and problems of urban life. Comparative and research perspectives.

Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.388 Sociology of Urban Youth • S (3) Centers on the life-styles and the role of youth in the

urban community. Individual and societal dilemmas revolving around population characteristics,

family forms, labor market, schooling, mass media, and bilingual, ethnic and/or behavioral sub-

cultures discussed in terms of sociological and educational theories and research. Usually of-

fered every fall. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.389 Human Ecology • S (3) Relation of environment to distribution of population and to social

structure and culture. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.390 Independent Reading Course in Sociology (1 -6)*

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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65.410 Classical Sociological Theory (3) Historical background of theories, concepts, and
methods of sociology; emergence and characteristics of most significant sociological systems.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor.

65.41

1

Contemporary Sociological Theory (3) Systematic analysis of modern sociological the-

ories and schools of thought. Logic and procedures of theory construction. Usually offered every

term. P/-e/'eQu/s/fe.-65.410.

65.420, 65.421 Introduction to Social Research Methods I, II (4), (4) Introduction to nature,

methods, principles, and techniques of scientific social research. Critical review of types of

investigations, with accent on field research. In addition to regular class meetings, a weekly 50-

minute laboratory-consultation session is required, time to be arranged by the instructor. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: 65.200 or permission of instructor. Students taking 65.421 must
have taken 65.420 from the same instructor.

65.489 Major Seminar in Sociology (3) May be repeated for credit but not within the same
term; topic must be different. Prerequisites:: 65.410, 65.41 1 , 65.420, 65.421

.

65.490 IndependentStudy Project IN Sociology (1-6)*

65.491 Internship (3-6) Internship in social service or social research agencies. Internships in

social research agencies require completion of 65.420 and 65.421. May be repeated for credit

but not within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

65.530 Macrosociology (3) Historical and comparative analysis of whole societies. Study of the

structures of whole societies, of relations among societies, and of world systems. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: graduate standing or three courses in sociology.

65.531 Regional Studies in Social Change (3) Topical courses examining social change in dif-

ferent areas of the world as a cause and consequence of economic development. Emphasis on

the social impact of governmental or corporate politices. Examples include: Latin America and
the Middle East. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Prerequisite: graduate standing or three courses in sociology.

65.540 Social Psychology: Sociological Perspectives (3) Sociological perspectives of the in-

terrelationships between person and group; concepts, theories, and methods. Interaction be-

tween social structural variables and personality development, adult socialization and aging,

collective behavior, and intergroup relations. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: graduate

status or three courses in sociology.

65.550 Studies in Social Stratification and Mobility (3) Class, status, and power relations in

society. Caste, estate, social class, and social mobility. Theories and research findings of current

importance. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: graduate standing or three courses in

sociology.

65.560 Work: Sociological Perspectives (3) Relationship between social structure, occupa-

tional structure, and the kinds of work available; the organization of work, and the way people

carry out their work. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: graduate standing or three courses

in sociology.

65.581 Social Aspects of Mass Communication (3) Communication of ideas in modern society.

Special attention to current empirical research on mass media in relation to sociological theory.

65.590 Independent Reading Course in Sociology (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

65.610 History of Sociological Theory (3) Comparative study of major theorists in the nine-

teenth and twenteith centuries. Usually offered every fall.

"See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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65.611 Modern Sociological Theory (3) Systematic analysis of modern sociological theories

and major schools of social thought. Problems of theory construction. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 65.6^0.

65.620, 65.621 Social Research I, II (3), (3) Conceptual and procedural aspects of the research

process with some accent on quantitative methods. Formulation and specification of research

questions, development of research designs, translation of plans into action (measurement, data

collection, data processing, and preparation of research reports). 65.620 usually offered every

fall; 65.621 usually offered every spring.

65.630 Conflict and Change: Macrosociological Perspectives (3) Analysis of sociopolitical

processes in the development of national, regional, and world systems. Study of the formation

of social movements in this context. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.530 or per-

mission of instructor.

65.640 Theories of Social Psychology (3) Analysis and criticism of selected theories dealing

with the nature of human nature, personality, group influences, and interaction. Consideration of

symbolic interaction, attribution theory, role theory, and Freudian theories. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisite: 65.540 or permission of instructor.

65.650 Class and Stratum: Organization and Consciousness (3) Comparative analysis of the

formation, organization, conflict, and consciousness of classes and strata. Includes analysis of

associated belief systems. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 65.550 or permission of the

instructor.

65.660 Sociology of Work and Organizations (3) Work and workers in historical and compar-
ative perspective. Workers' organizations and consciousness. Current trends and issues in work
and work organization. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 65.560 or permission of the

instructor.

65.690 Independent Study Project in Sociology (1-6)*

65.691 Internship (3) (Vlay be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: graduate standing.

65.710 Seminar in Sociological Theory (3) Intensive study of selected areas or schools of so-

ciological thought. Emphasis on use of primary source materials. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

65.720 Seminar in Social Research (3) Advanced study in selected methodological approaches
and research techniques in social research. May be repeated for credit within the same term;

topic must be different. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

65.730 Seminar in Macrosociology (3) Consideration of theoretical and methodological prob-

lems in the field. Preparation of related research reports. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: permission of

the instructor.

65.740 Seminar in Social Psychology (3) Consideration of recent theoretical and methodolog-

ical advances in social psychology. Critical analysis of concepts and research. May be repeated

for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered alternate springs. Pre-

requisite: permission of the instructor.

65.750 Seminar in Social Stratification (3) Exploration and criticism of theoretical and meth-

odological apsects of the field. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

65.760 Seminar on Work, Occupations and Organization (3) Consideration of thoretical and
methodological issues in the fields; preparation of research reports. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisite: per-

mission of the instructor.

65.795 MASTER'S Research; Independent Study in Sociology (3) Directed individual master's

research carried on under supervision of faculty member selected by student. Preparation of a

substantial research report on topic related to student's field of concentration. Prerequisite:

permission of instructor.

'See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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65.797 MASTER'S Thesis IndependentStudy(1-6)

65.799 Doctoral Dissertation Independent Study (1-12) Directed individual dissertation re-

search carried on under supervision of the student's dissertation committee chairman. Prereq-
uisite: open to graduate students whose dissertation proposal has been approved by the depart-
ment.





School of

Business Administration

Dean Herbert E.Striner

Assistant Dean for Academic Programs Sterling D, Whitley

Assistant Dean for Program Development Herbert P. Stutts

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor C. I. Bartfeld, T. V. DiBacco, M. L. Fair (Emeritus), H. Glazer, J. E. Hampton, L. L.

Karadbil, E. R. Lehman, C. H. Madden, H. Martyn (Emeritus), J. Owens, N. G. Photias (Emeritus),

M. Robinson (Emeritus), R. H. Rush, R. M. Sachs, M. Seldin, H. E. Striner, H. B. Weiss (Emeritus)

S.D.Whitley

Associate Professor G. R. Allen, H. K. Baker, D. R. Brenner, K. L. Burns, R. M. Burr, J. R. Butts,

R. Einhorn, N. M. Gandhi, R. H. Gorman, W. E. Halal, S. R. Holmberg, J. Kokus, Jr., D. T.

Moore, M. P. Pujol, H. Rosenthal, J. C. Seigle, V. Selman, J. H. Sood, R. M. Springer, Jr., M.

Struelens

Assistant Professor G. E. Biles, M. H, Bowers, G. F. Bulmash, A. D. Cao, F. J. Girard, D. E.

Herold, S. H. Ivison, P. E. Jacoby, R. W. Kopprasch, M. A. Mass, E. M. Pierce, K. H. Rabin, V.

S. Rymer, H. M. Schilit, P. Shen
Instructor H. N. Singer, G. B. Yumkas

The School of Business Administration prepares men and women for careers as executives and

specialists in business and other complex organizations. The school concentrates on these func-

tions: (1) to provide students with a firm base of liberal education; (2) to provide a common body

of knowledge in business administration; (3) to offer areas of specialization; (4) to associate

closely with other schools and colleges of the university to enrich the understanding of its stu-

dents; (5) to develop in its students the ability to project their thinking into the future by seeing

business not only in the present, but also in relation to the past; and (6) to have each student

leave school with a coherent and ever-developing personal philosophy of business, an under-

standing of the ever-changing technological world in which one lives, and a firm awareness of

one's social responsibility.

The School of Business Administration provides career counseling and placement services to its

graduate students.

Instruction and Research The school centers its activity around two themes: (1) the busi-

ness person as planner, decision maker, implementer, and controller of operations in a business

firm; and (2) the business person as an analyst of the social, economic, and political environment.

Center for Research and Documentation on the European Community (CER-
DEC) Established in 1971 and housed in the School of Business Administration, CERDEC has

been granted the status of Center for European Documentation by the authorities of the European

Community in Brussels.

265
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The center provides academic guidance for courses and research in the field of European inte-

gration. It encourages teaching on the Common Market through available undergraduate and
graduate programs. Another function of CERDEC is to see that the various publications from the

institutions of the European Community are made available on a daily basis to interested students

on the campus as v^eW as those from other schools of the Consortium of Universities of the

Washington Metropolitan Area.

Undergraduate Programs in Business Administration

Majors Accounting, Professional Accounting, Business Economics, Computer Systems, Fi-

nance, Marketing, Personnel, Urban Development, and Procurement, Acquisition, and Grants

Management.

Admission to the Programs students must be approved by the various departments of the

school for admission into a major. The school recommends that this be accomplished before the

student registers for the junior year.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Related

Requirements

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

All students must complete the SBA primary core of 24 semester hours

consisting of 10.201, 10.240, 10.241, 10.353, 10.355, 10.365, 10.458, and
11.300.

All students must complete the SBA secondary core of 9 semester hours

and an SBA major of 1 5 semester hours. The major programs are:

(1) Accounting: 10.340, 10.341, 10.345, 10.440, and 10.443.

(2) Professional Accounting: 10.340, 10.341, 10.345, 10.440, 10.441,

10.443, 10.444, and 10.449.

(3) Business Economics: 19.301 or 19.31 1 and three courses from 19.300-

19.499.

(4) Computer Systems: 40.280, 40.281, plus three courses selected by the

advisor depending upon the student's goals.

(5) Finance: 19.306, 10.340, 10.464, 10.468, and 10.469.

(6) Marketing: 11.301, 11.302, 11.401, 11.402, plus one from 11.411,

11.414, 11.436, and 11.438.

(7) Personnel: ^0.38^, 10.452, 10.492, 10.493, plus one elective.

(8) Urban Development: 1 1 .470, 1 1 .471 , 1 1 .472, 1 1 .476, and 1 1 .477.

(9) Procurement, Acquisition, and Grants Management: 11.481, 11.482,

and three additional courses selected in consultation with the faculty ad-

visor.

All students must take a minimum of 48 semester hours outside SBA, in-

cluding: (1) 23.100, 23.101, 41.150, 40.260, 42.202, 19.101, and 19.102: (2)

one of the following: 03.201, 57.110, and 65.200: (3) 3 additional semester

hours in mathematics, statistics, computer science, or one of the natural

sciences: (4) 12 additional semester hours in humanities: and (5) 6 additional

semester hours in liberal arts.

Students planning to take the CPA examination or pursue a Master of Sci-

ence degree with a major in Accounting should take the Professional Ac-

counting major.

Advanced standing is available to certified public accountants, members of

the bar, and American Institute of Banking students. Consult the assistant

dean for academic affairs for details. Cooperative education experiences

are available as electives in the last three semesters of the program.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administra-

tion with a major in Accounting, Professional Accounting, Business Economics, Computer Sys-
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tems, Finance, Marketing, Personnel, Urban Developnnent, or Procurement, Acquisition, and
Grants Management.

Master's Programs in Business Administration:

Master of Business Administration

Majors students select one of the following majors: Accounting (requires previous accounting

background), Business-Government Relations, Personnel and Industrial Relations, Finance, In-

ternational Business, Managerial Economics, Marketing, Operations Analysis, and Real Estate

and Urban Development. Other specially developed majors are possible.

Admission to the Program a satisfactory score on the Graduate Management Admission
Test (GMAT) and a satisfactory grade-point average for the last two years of academic work.

Students with non-English-speaking backgrounds must be certified by the English Language In-

stitute (ELI) and must be interviewed by the assistant dean for academic affairs and a full-time

faculty member from the student's proposed major field.

Special M.B.A. Option This option is for graduates of business schools at regionally accredited

universities who have received a degree within the past three years and have: a grade-point

average of at least 3.00; a 3.40 grade-point average for business and economics courses, a

GMAT score of at least 525; and have completed a "common body of business knowledge" in

the undergraduate curriculum, per the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business

(AACSB) standards. Up to eight core or business elective courses in the M.B.A. may be waived

without examination, and with no replacement courses necessary. Only full-time students will be
eligible. The program could be completed within one year.

Course (1) Core First Stage: 10.603, 10.606, 10.607, 10.610, 10.611, and 11.601.

Requirements (2) Core Second Stage: 10.604, or 10.653, 10.605, 10.612, 10.614, and
1 1 .627. (3) Core Third Stage: (after 45 semester hours of course work com-
pleted) 10.755 or 11.792. (4) Electives: no more than four courses in the

major; four others approved by the advisor (may be outside SBA).

Normal electives in the majors are (1) Accounting: 10.634, 10.652, 10.710,

and 10.711. (2) Business-Government Relations: 10.680, 10.701, 10.705,

and 10.706. (3) Personnel and Industrial Relations: 10.791 , 10.792, and two
from 10.690, 10.694, 10.695, and 10.697. (4) Finance: 11.628, 11.629, and
11.726. (5) International Business: 10.669, 11.628, 11.629, and 11.726. (6)

Managerial Economics: four courses prescribed by the advisor. (7) Mar-

i<eting: 11.602, 11.603, 11.604, and 11.701. (8) Operations Analysis: See
Special Opportunites below. (9) Real Estate and Urban Development:

1 1 .684, 1 1 .685, 1 1 .776, and 1 1 .679.

Special The degree may be obtained on a part-time basis attending evening classes.

Opportunites

Special areas of concentration may be arranged to include study in other

departments or schools of the university. The faculty will also consider

special reading and project courses to meet individual problems.

Operations Analysis: This program uses an interdisciplinary approach to

present a balance between specific quantitative-technical fields, manage-
ment, and related areas. Students take 11.795 and three other courses

selected from offerings within the university on the basis of their suitability

to the individual student as determined in consultation with the faculty ad-

visor.

Tools The GMAT supplies evidence of aptitude in verbal and quantitative skills.

Qualification in accounting and statistics is supplied in the core courses.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Business Administration with a

major in Accounting, Business-Government Relations, Personnel and Industrial Relations, Fi-

nance, International Business, Managerial Economics, Marketing, Operations Analysis, or Real

Estate and Urban Development.
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Master's Program in Accounting: Master of Science

Admission to the Program The requirements for admission are the same as those specified

for the M.B.A. degree, which is described above.

Course Total (maximum) courses: 10.345,* 10.440,* 10.449,* 10.603, 10.605,

Requirements 10.606, 10.610, 10.611, 10.634,** 10.639,** 10.648, 10.650, 10.651,

10.652,** 10.710,** 10.711,** and 11.601. (*Undergraduate credit only;

function as prerequisite courses for the M.S. **Required by all students).

Curriculum will be arranged by the faculty advisor depending on each stu-

dent's background. Program may vary from a minimum of 30 semester
hours to a maximum of 51 semester hours. Those students with under-

graduate majors in accounting may be able to reduce the total semester
hour requirement to as little as 36. Those with varying backgrounds will be

advised individually.

Tools The GMAT supplies evidence of aptitude in verbal and quantitative skills.

Qualification in the common body of business knowledge is supplied in the

required courses.

Examinations One written comprehensive examination, plus field problem and oral ex-

amination, required upon completion of the program (or during the final

course work).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Accounting.

Master's Program in Public Relations:

Master of Science

Admission to the Program Satisfactory score on the Graduate Record Examination and a

3.00 grade-point average in the last two years of undergraduate work.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Advancement to

Candidacy

Tools

Examinations

(?; Core (to total 12 semester hours); 11.650, 13.655, 13.658 or 13.659, and
13.656 or 11,651 or 13.657. (2) Electives (to total 15 semester hours) from

the following: 10.604, 10.680, 10.701, 11.605, 11.651, 11.652, 11.653,

13.656, 13.657, 13.578, 13.659, 13.660, 13.661, 13.662, 13.663, 13.740,

and 54.600.

Degree may be completed on a part-time basis in the extended-campus
program.

After completion of at least 15 semester hours in the program and fulfill-

ment of conditions in the graduate admission notice. Students with ad-

vanced standing should apply before the sum of all credit exceeds 24 se-

mester hours.

The ORE supplies evidence of required skills. It is desirable that students

be proficient typists.

One written comprehensive examination on the entire program is required

not earlier than the last session of course work.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Sciences with a major in Public

Relations.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Master's Program in Real Estate and Urban Developnnent:

Master of Science

Admission to the Program The requirements for admission are the same as those specified

for the M.B.A. degree, which is described above.

Course (1) Core courses: 10.603, 10.605, 10.606, 10.607, 10.610, 1 1.601, and either

Requirements 10.755 or 11.792. (2) Major courses: 11.578, 11.679, 11.683, 11.684,

1 1 .685, 1 1 .776, and one of the following: 1 1 .565, 54.680, or 54.684,

Special Internship in urban and real estate problems, by arrangement with the fac-

Opportunities ulty.

Advancement to After completion of at least 15 semester hours in the program and fulfill-

Candidacy ment of the conditions in the graduate admission notice. Students with

advanced standing should apply before the sum of all credit exceeds 24
semester hours.

Examinations One written comprehensive examination covering all course work, field

problem, and an oral examination, not earlier than the final semester of

course work.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in Real Estate

and Urban Development.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

10.201 Business Law (3) Scope of business law. Individual, business, and legal relationships.

Legal concepts, philosophy, and functions. Federal and state court systems. Survey coverage of

contracts, sales, agency, business forms, and property. Introduction to negotiable instruments.

Usually offered every term,

10.202 Advanced Business Law (3) Specific in-depth coverage of functions, form, and content

of commercial paper. Law of real and personal property. Legal bibliography. In-depth study of

legal requirements of business. Case research. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.201.

10.212 Personal Finance (3) Investigation into the principles of personal financial management.
Major topics include budgeting, consumerism, taxes, credit, savings and savings instruments,

insurance (life, health, automobile, fire and property), housing, investments (stocks, bonds, mutual

funds, annuities, and real estate), and estate planning. Usually offered every term.

10.240 Principles OF Accounting I (3) Basic principles underlying financial statements. Assets,

equities, and income measurement. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: sophomore stand-

ing.

10.241 Principles of Accounting II (3) Continuation of 10.240. Introduction to fundamentals of

management accounting for planning and control. Uses of accounting data. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 10.240.

10.340 Intermediate Accounting I (3) Valuation of assets and equities. Measurement of busi-

ness income. Generally accepted accounting principles. Financial statements and analysis. Usu-

ally offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.241 and junior standing.

10.341 Intermediate Accounting II (3) Continuation of 10.340. Selected specific topics covering

accounting issuances by the APB and FASB. Financial statements and analysis. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 10.340.

10.345 Cost Accounting (3) Uses of accounting data for planning and control and decision

making. Budgets and standard costs. Concepts and techniques. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 10.241 and junior standing.
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10.353 Organizational Behavior (3) Survey of field of management intended to acquaint stu-

dent with current management theories, research, and practice. Course content represents syn-

thesis of behavioral sciences providing broad frameworl< of management. Main topics include

organizational goals and responsibilities, models, decision theory, planning, control, organization,

motivation, leadership, group behavior, conflict, and organizational change. Usually offered every

term.

10.354 Business Applications of Computers, Mathematics, and Statistics (3) Application of

mathematical and statistical techniques to the solution of business problems. Emphasis on the

application of such techniques as regression, test of significance, elementary decision theory,

and linear programming using the computer. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 41.150,

40.260,42.202.

10.355 Quantitative Analysis/Operations Management (3) Fundamental concepts associated

with operations management. Introduction to operations research and management science and
its interdisciplinary aspects. Basic elements of decision theory, inventory models. LP, PERT/CPM,
production models, waiting lines, etc. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: junior standing;

all SBA requirements in economics, mathematics, statistics, and computer science.

10.365 Corporate Finance (3) Introduction to business finance: acquisition and use of short-

term funds and long-term capital; overview of money and capital markets; management of asset,

liability and capital accounts; financial analysis and time value of money; cash, operating and
long-range budgeting; leasing; corporate securities; dividend policy; cost of capital. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisites: 10.241 and junior standing.

10.381 Introduction to Personnel Administration (3) To understand the principles and oper-

ations of personnel administration and industrial relations systems in organizations by analyzing

and applying theoretical concepts to functional situations. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: \ur\\or standing.

19.390 Independent Reading Course IN Business Administration (1-6)*

10.440 Advanced Accounting (3) Theory and practices of accounting for partnerships; consol-

idated financial statements, business combinations, and selected topics in fiduciary accounting.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.341

.

10.441 Accounting Theory (3) Structure and overview of accounting theory. Specific topics

such as multinationals and foreign exchange. Current issues and controversies. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.440.

10.443 Taxation I (3) Introduction to federal income tax on individuals, partnerships, and cor-

porations. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.240, 10.241, and junior status.

10.444 Taxation II (3) Selected topics in federal income tax for individuals, partnerships, and

corporations. Specialized areas such as estates and trusts. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisites: 10.340 and 10.443.

10.449 Auditing (3) Auditing objectives and standards. Auditing procedures. Audit workpapers.

Tests and sampling in auditing. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.341

.

10.452 Business Responsibility in American Society (3) Conceptual and historical framework in

which the American firm performs its role as an institution of the community. Special focus on

interrelationship between business responsibility and the public policy process. Heavy emphasis
on student participation, cases. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: junior standing.

10.458 Applications in Management (3) Provides problem-solving environment that is intended

to integrate knowledge in functional areas of business and to simulate immediate management
experiences. Various methods intended to simulate management environment may be employed,

including use of case studies, computerized management games, and consultant roles with busi-

ness firms. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: senior standing.

10.464 Financial Markets and Institutions (3) In-depth study of history, purposes, functions,

and organizations of the short-term money market and long-term capital market. Presents an

integrated view of the participating institutions and the markets in which they operate, their

investment constraints, and resulting portfolios. The role of the Federal Reserve System is ex-

amined. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 10.365, 19.306.

•See description under General Curriculunn Inlofmation in this publication.
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10.468 Financial Decision Making (3) In-depth investigation of the investnnent, financing, and
dividend policy decisions of the financial manager. Case studies and a financial simulation are

used to provide the student with an opportunity to make and see the impact of financial decisions.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.365.

10.469 Investment Analysis (4) Investment objectives. Methods of appraising corporate equity

and debt securities, municipals, mutual funds, and listed options. Includes technical analysis,

random walk theory, and the role of institutional investors. Participating in Stock Market Institute's

Performance Game. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.365.

10.490 Independent Study Project in Business Administration (1-6)*

10.492 Industrial Relations Administration (3) An analysis of the concepts of principles of

various collective bargaining processes by emphasizing the historical, legal, economic, social

and behavioral dynamics of union management relationships in both the private and public sec-

tors. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.381.

10.493 Problems in Personnel Administration (3) Uses problems and case histories in order

to develop decision making proficiency in the functional areas of personnel administration and
industrial relations. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.492.

11.300 Principles of Marketing (3) The role and importance of marketing philosophy of modern
business management. Interrelationships among marketing, production, transportation, and total

economy. With a macroapproach, emphasizes social and economic aspects of marketing, and
identifies prevailing concepts, functions, institutions, and terminology. Explains relationships

among consumers, business, and government. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 19.101,

19.102, and junior standing.

11.301 Marketing Analysis and Buyer Behavior (3) Marketing research principles and proc-

esses helping to find out why consumers buy. Research planning, data collection, analysis, in-

terpretation, and presentation methods. Emphasis on consumer behavior theories. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisites: 42.202 and 1 1 .300.

11.302 International Marketing (3) The concepts and practices of marketing across bounda-

ries of nation states, and the modifications and adaptations required in the marketing program

to meet the different problems and challenges involved in the activity. Usually offered every term.

Prerequ/s/fe.- 11.300.

11.381 Contract Law I (3) Introduction to government contract law; the organization of the

federal government; general principles and authority; contract law as it relates to negotiation,

funding, and to contractors; specifications and work statements; inspection; correction of de-

fects; delivery; acceptance and warranties. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.210.

11.390 Independent Reading Course in Business Administration (1-6)*

11.401 Marketing Research (3) Practical applications of marketing research principles and
processes in case studies and projects with emphasis placed on sales, nev^/ products, promotion,

and consumer research. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 1 .301 and 42.300.

11.402 Marketing Problems (3) Role of marketing management in business. Practical applica-

tions of marketing thought and theory in decision making for the marketplace, and in-depth

analysis of marketing problems. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 11.401 and senior

standing.

11.411 Advertising and Promotion (3) An analytical view of advertising's role in society and

business. Emphasis on how promotional campaigns are planned, created, and budgeted for; how
advertising works to inform buyers, promote sales, and persuade people to buy. Designed to

provide understanding of advertising's challenges to the business world. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 1 1 .300.

11.414 Fundamentals of International Business (3) Survey of the nature, methods, and extent

of international trade and investment and the cultural, economic, legal, and political environments

within which these activities take place. Important trends and vital current issues are examined
against the relevant conceptual background. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 11.300.

*See description under General Curriculum information in this publication.
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11.436 Retailing Management (3) The role and importance of retailing in a nnodern marketing

oriented society. Concerned with the basic principles and techniques of retail merchandising and
store operation. Emphasis is on the major adaptations that managers of retailing institutions have
had to make in response to the requirements of a dynamic environment. Usually offered alternate

springs. Prerequisite: 1 1 .300.

11.438 Distribution Systems (3) Analysis and planning of marketing channels and physical dis-

tribution. Examines distribution systems serving consumer, industrial, government, and interna-

tional markets. Includes both products and services, and considers view/points of manufacturers,

wholesalers, and retailers. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisites: 11.300 and 11.301.

11.460 Institute on Property Management I (3) Management of commercial, residential prop-

erty. Rental values, neighborhood analysis, tenant selection, leasing, tenant and owner relation-

ships. Final examination may be substituted for regular examination for Course No. 1 of Institute

of Real Estate Management. Has institute fee in addition to tuition. Usually offered every term.

11.461 Instituted Real Estate Appraisal VIM (3) Official Study Course VIII of American Institute

of Real Estate Appraisers. Applied principles and techniques for valuation of single family resi-

dential properties. Basic terminology and concepts, case studies. Usually offered every fall. Has
institute fee in addition to tuition. Prerequisite: basic real estate experience.

11.470 Urban Development (3) Economic and other objectives in an urban society. The function

of an urban economy and forces affecting urban development. Analyses of societal change,

market operations, and public facilities management. Discusses rapidly changing society and
associated land uses. Role of markets and government provision of public facilities. Usually

offered every term.

11.471 Housing Economics and Policy (3) The housing sector in the national economy, opera-

tion of housing markets, and mortgage markets. The role of the private sector. Housing goals

and policies and alternative programs to meet housing needs. Local government control thorugh

building codes and zoning. Current housing issues. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

11.470.

11.472 Residential Development Process (3) Historical perspective of land and property de-

velopment; the economics of real estate housing development at the national, local, and site or

parcel levels; multifamily, condominium, and factory-built housing construction; site selection,

land planning, market analysis, zoning, building codes, construction techniques and materials,

financing, merchandising, and management. Usually offered every spring.

11.476 Real Estate Investment Strategy (3) Investment objectives, risks, and rewards. Re-

source characteristics and administration. Development decision and analysis, mortgage finance,

cost and availability of funds, location analysis, property analysis, and valuation. Usually offered

every term.

11.477 Real Estate Transactions (3) Principles and practices of listing real property, agreement
of sale, title transfer of ownership and interests; drawing documents; contracts, deeds, leases,

financing, other instruments. Private and public property rights, liens, taxes, assessments, other

claims on real estate. Mathematical computations and practice forms. Helpful for state and D.C.

licensing examinations for salespersons and brokers. Usually offered every term.

11.481 Government Contract Law (3) The law as applied to government procurement and fed-

eral assistance programs. Derivation of contract and federal assistance law from the Constitution,

statutes, executive orders, regulation, court decisions, and administrative rulings. Application of

law to each step of the federal procurement and federal assistance process. Usually offered

every term.

11.482 Introduction to Acquisition and Logistics Management (3) The management of mater-

ials and services in a business or government organization. Production and operations; fore-

casting and market analysis; procurement and purchasing; physical supply; inventory valuation;

and transportation. Usually offered every fall.

11.483 Principles OF Procurement AND Federal Assistance Management (3) The management
of acquisition, procurement, and federal assistance by both the government and private sectors.

Includes organizations and procedures; requirements; budgeting; government marketing by pri-

vate sector; negotiations; proposal preparation; types of contracts and federal assistance; polit-

ical environment; and special considerations, such as small business and equal opportunity.

Usually offered every spring.
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.484 Cost and Price Analysis in Procurement (3) Cost and price analysis from ihe viewpoint

of both government and private sectors in procurement and federal assistance. Principles gov-

erning and determination of allowable, allocable, and reasonable contract costs— both direct and
indirect; contractor costs and price considerations; and cost considerations of federal assistance

recipients. Case studies. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 10.345.

11.485 Contract Administration (3) The management of government contracts in the post-

award phase. The legal basis for contract oversight; quality assurance; reliability and maintain-

ability; production controls; financing; cost controls; value engineering; contract termination and
disputes. Usually offered every spring.

11.486 Management of Federal Assistance (3) The history and growth of federal assistance

programs; federal-nonfederal relations as seen from the perspective of intergovernmental rela-

tions; methods and techniques in federal assistance; the issue of federal management; requesting

federal assistance; and procurement under federal assistance. Usually offered every spring.

11.487 Procurement Theory and Practice (3) The analysis of current developments in procure-

ment by federal, state, and local governments. Study of program and project management in the

acquisition cycle. Presentation of a series of case studies to underline the importance and use

of procurement tools and techniques. Usually offered every fall.

11.488 Advanced Government Contract Law (3) The study and analysis of current develop-

ments in government contract and federal assistance law from the point of view of the manager.

Includes patents; copyrights; trade secrets; labor policy and practice; government-owned prop-

erty; disputes; application of the Uniform Commercial Code; warranties; legal restrictions on

spending; and international procurement actions. Usually offered every fall.

11.490 Independent Study Project in Business Administration (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

10.554 Problems and Promise of Productivity (3) Meaning and measurement of productivity at

the levels of the firm and the nation in both the public and private sectors, and its significance

in the progress of international economic and social development. Comparison of U.S. and foreign

productivity enhancing practices and programs. Usually offered every spring.

10.590 Independent Reading Course in Business Administration (1 -6)*

11.561 Institute on Property Management II (3) Advanced analysis of multiunit apartments,

office buildings, shopping centers. Legal, tax, and financing aspects. Regional analysis and urban

redevelopment. Creative management. Final examination may be substituted for regular course

examination for Course No. 2 of the Institute of Real Estate Management on payment of a special

fee. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 1 .460 or graduate standing.

11.563 Institute on Real Estate Appraisal IA (3) Official Study Course No. lA of American
Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. Nature of real estate value; basic principles, methods, and
techniques. Satisfactory grade accepted by Appraisal Institute in lieu of required examination

No. IA. Usually offered every fall. Has institute fee in addition to tuition. Prerequisites: completion
of one real estate course one year equivalent experience and permission of program director.

11.564 Institute on Real Estate Appraisal IB (3) Official Study Course No. IB of American
Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. Nature of real estate value: income approach to value and

capitalization. Satisfactory grade accepted by Appraisal Institute in lieu of required examination

No. IB. Usually offered every spring. Has institute fee in addition to tuition. Prerequisite: 11.563

or passing AIREA Examination IA.

11.565 Institute on Real Estate Appraisal II (3) Case study Course II of American Institute of

Real Estate Appraisers. Urban properties: appraising procedures, capitalization techniques, case

studies, and problems. Credit applicable toward membership in Institute. Usually offered every

fall. Has institute fee in addition to tuition. Prerequisite: 11.563 and 11.564 or passing AIREA
Examination IA and Examination IB.

"See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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11.566 Institute on Property Management IV (3) Advanced analysis of office building. Devel-

oping, leasing, and management. Feasibility studies. Financing. Leasing techniques. Tenant suite

development. Parking, Remodeling. Final examination may be substituted for regular course

examination for Course IV of the Institute of Real Estate Management by payment of a special

fee. Usually offered every fall. Has institute fee in addition to tuition. Prerequisite: 11.460 or

graduate standing or permission of Real Estate and U rban Development program director.

11.578 Real Estate Law (3) Survey of history and philosophy of real estate, concepts and prin-

ciples, legal relationships and functions of law of real estate. Specific coverage of rights, fixtures,

ownership, conveyance, acquisition, mortgages, agreements of sale, brokerage, landlord-tenant,

zoning, eminent domain, and government regulations. Case study and research; field research.

Usually offered every term.

11.590 Independent Reading Course IN Business Administration (1-6)*

11.592 Internship in Urban and Real Estate Problems (3) By arrangement with director or as-

sociate director. Usually offered every term.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC RELATIONS

1 3.590 Independent Reading Course in Public Relations (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

10.603 Managerial Accounting (3) Fundamentals, with concentration on the uses of accounting

as a tool of management. Designed to give an understanding of the strengths and limitations of

accounting as an information system. Topics have been selected from both financial and man-
agerial aspects of accounting which focus on the underlying conceptual framework of accounting,

the role of accounting in management planning and control, and the usefulness of accounting

data for evaluating the results of operations and in the decision making process. Usually offered

every term.

10.604 Business in its Social Environment (3) Analysis of the firm in its social setting. History

of business in its social and legal environment. Relationship of business to the social, political,

and economic philosophies, institutions, and groups which comprise its environment. Impact of

its environment on the present and future status of the firm. Usually offered every term.

10.605 Financial Management (3) Rigorous examination of financial management theory viewed
from both corporation as user of funds and investor as supplier of funds. Emphasis on interde-

pendency between security analysis and cost of funds to corporation; introduction to security

analysis, cost of capital, capital budgeting, and portfolio problems for the corporation and the

investor. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.603.

10.606 Managerial Statistics (3) Statistical tools applied to the analysis and resolution of man-
agerial problems. Use of standard computer programs. Usually offered every term.

10.607 Decision Sciences for Management (3) Introduction of quantitative methods of opera-

tions research and its interdisciplinary aspects. Formulation and analysis of decision problems
in terms of mathematical models appropriate to an environment of certainty and uncertainty.

Emphasis on applications. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.606 or equivalent.

10.610 Organizational Theory AND Behavior (3) Examination of organization theory and human
behavior within organizations. Topics include: authority and leadership, motivation and morale,

work groups and group dynamics, communication, informal systems, planning and management
by objectives, concepts of organizational development, organizational structure and processes,

systems approach, decision making, control systems and organizational conflict and change.
Usually offered every term.

10.611 Managerial Economics (3) Fundamental analytical tools of economics applicable to de-

cision making. Research of empirical and theoretical studies, evaluation of their application to

economic analysis in management. Usually offered every term.

"See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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10.612 Business Economics (3) Macroeconomics analysis, study of determinants of national

income, output, employment, and price levels. Covers national income accounting and classical

as well as Keynesian economic models. Fiscal and monetary policy. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: 10.611.

10.614 Operations and Systems Management (3) The production process as an input-output

model, emphasizing analysis rather than description. Production and quality control techniques
are evaluated as operational decision tools. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: satisfactory

completion of all first-stage M.B.A. courses or equivalent,

10.634 Accounting Information Systems (3) Conceptual framework and modern techniques of

analysis, designing, and implementing accounting information systems. Evaluation of computer
and noncomputer based information systems for organizations of various types and sizes. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

10.639 Managerial Accounting and Business Policy (3) Integration of managerial aspects of

accounting, business policy, and the managerial functions of strategic decision making, planning,

and control. Consideration of both quantitative and behavioral aspects. Case methodology. Usu-

ally offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

10.648 Legal Concepts of Business Organizations (3) An intensive introduction to the nature

of the law and the legal system. Usually offered every term.

10.650 Financial Accounting (3) Conceptual framework, methodological approaches, and prob-

lematic applications of financial accounting theory. Emphasis on the relationship between gen-

erally accepted accounting principles and the preparation of financial statements. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 10.603 or permission of department chairman.

10.651 Federal Income Taxation (3) A study of federal income tax laws relating to invididuals,

partnerships, and corporations. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.603 or permission

of department chairman.

10.652 Auditing (3) An advanced auditing course covering selected auditing topics and con-

cepts at a level of sophistication and depth beyond that possible in a basic course. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 10.449.

10.653 Business-Government Relations (3) Government impact on business decisions. Statu-

tory requirements, government regulations, control and promotion of business. Corporate political

activity. Current and future issues in business-government relations. Guest lecturers. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

10.665 Financial Statement Analysis (3) Appraisal of prevailing techniques of statement anal-

ysis. Significance of "generally accepted accounting principles" Development of meaningful

analytic methods from viewpoint of financial management. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: 10.605.

10.666 Long-Term Capital Management (3) In-depth examination of the investment, financing,

and dividend policy decisions of the firm. Emphasis on theoretical and applied techniques through
case analysis and a financial simulation. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.605.

10.667 Working Capital Management (3) Managerial knowledge of money market from view-

point of financial manager in meeting short-term requirements and investing temporarily excess
idle funds; means of investing idle funds commensurate with risk and return; emphasis on tech-

niques used in management of corporate, short-term investment portfolio. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 10.605.

10.668 Advanced Investment Analysis (3) Critical evaluation of current methods of securities

analysis and selection. Investment theories and timing. Portfolio construction and management.
Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 10.605.

10.669 International Finance (3) Financial management of multinational enterprises. Topics

include the international monetary system, institutional factors in multinational business finance,

financial decision making in multinational firms, and international capital markets. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 10.605.

10.671 Commercial Banking Policies (3) Factors determining management policies, and serv-

ices offered by individual banks. Internal; capital resources, market development, profitability of
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functions, relations to other banl<s. External; governnnent regulation, economic conditions. For

present and prospective bank officers. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 0.605.

10.680 Regulation and Control of Business: Theory and Practice (3) Theory and practice of

government regulation and control of business. Antitrust, administrative enforcement, and rule

making. Impact of regulation and control on decision making. Future trends in regulation and

control. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 10.604 or 10.653.

10.690 Independent Study Project in Business Administration (1-6)*

10.694 Seminar in Personnel Resources Training and Development (3) Analyzes current prob-

lems and issues in personnel training and development at all organizational levels, with emphasis

on middle management development. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

10.695 The Legal Environment of Industrial Regulations (3) Examines the legal regulation of

collective bargaining by analyzing legislative acts, judicial decisions, and administrative deter-

minations that define rights and govern behavior of employers and unions in contemporary in-

dustrial society. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

10.697 Collective Bargaining in the Private Sector (3) Examines management and union phi-

losophies, strategies, and tactics in the collective bargaining process through the use of case

studies. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 1 0.695 or permission of the instructor.

10.701 Seminar in Corporate Public Affairs (3) Corporation in its political environment. Cor-

porate political and community problems. Mission of the public affairs department and program.

Washington and state capitol representation. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 10.604 or

10.653.

10.705 Seminar in Current Business-Government Relations Problems (3) In-depth study of cur-

rent problems involving business and government relations. Topics to be determined. Individual

study and research. Emphasis on effect of current problems on corporate-government relations.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 1 0.604 or 1 0.653.

10.706 Seminar in Corporate-Government Policy (3) Philosophy and practice of business de-

cisions influenced by public policy. Emphasis on case problems. Reading and individual research

into in-depth analysis of the concepts and issues of private enterprise and public policy. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of instructor,

10.710 Contemporary Accounting Problems (3) Considers the nature of current accounting

principles and the theoretical foundation and conflicts relating to selected contemporary prob-

lems in accounting. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

10.711 Seminar in Accounting Theory (3) Development of accounting theory. Analysis of cur-

rent accounting problems and reviews of relevant literature. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: ^0.7^0.

10.755 Management of the Enterprise (3) Application of theory and practice to simulated prob-

lems in general management. Involvement in problem-solving environment intended to integrate

knowledge in various functional areas of business and provides direct management experience.

Provides opportunities to study and experience process of introducing planned organizational

change. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: completion of graduate core course require-

ments or permission of instructor.

10.765 Seminar in Finance (3) Rigorous examination of current issues and recent developments
in corporate financial management, investments, and commercial banking. Review of literature

to cover total area of business finance. Usually offered every spring and every summer. Prereq-

uisite: four advanced finance courses or permission of department chairman.

10.791 Issues in Personnel Resources Administration (3) Analyzes functional issues and cur-

rent developments in administering personnel resources of contemporary private sector orga-

nizations. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

10.792 Seminar in Industrial Relations Administration (3) To conduct independent research
into current problems, issues, and developments in industrial relations administration. Prerequi-

site: permission of instructor.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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10.795 Personnel Resource Planning (3) To survey the concepts and techniques of personnel

resource planning, with special ennphasis on projections of nnanpower requirennents. Usually

offered every summer. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

11.601. Marketing Management (3) Introduction to advanced theory and systems-oriented an-

alytical methodology required for effective marketing management decision making. Viewpoint

is that of marketing executive whose responsibility is coordination of objectives and resources

of firm, whose strategies and tactics relate to the basic administrative processes of analysis,

organization, planning and control. Usually offered every term.

11.602 Consumer Behavior (3) Examines various processes and factors which influence con-

sumer motivation and behavior. Explores consumer decision making processes and their mar-

keting implications. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 11.601 or permission of instructor.

11.603 Industrial AND Consumer Markets (3) Covers nature and extent of markets for industrial

and consumer goods and services; methods of anticipating and meeting industrial, governmental,
institutional, and consumer needs; market targeting, development of marketing mixes. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 1 .601 or permission of instructor.

11.604 Research for Marketing Management (3) Emphasis on underlying scientific principles

and processes that make marketing research an applied science. Information collection, inter-

pretation, and presentation for shaping marketing objectives, policies, and planning. Emphasis
on the application of concepts, methods, and knowledge of the quantitative and behavioral dis-

ciplines. These learning objectives facilitated through research projects. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 10.606, 1 1 .602, and 1 1 .603.

11.605 Promotion Management (3) Problems involved in management of promotional operations

in the firm including advertising, sales promotion, merchandising, personal selling, public rela-

tions, and institutional promotion (individually, and as integrated into strategically coordinated

promotional programs) are approached from managerial point of view. Course foundational for

students seeking careers in sales, advertising, or public relations. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: 1 1 .601 or permission of instructor.

11.606 Distribution Channels Management (3) Examines marketing managerial issues and
problems in distribution through use of an integrated channel of distribution approach. Investi-

gation of problems involved in trade channels for goods and services, and subsequent manage-
ment of those channels for optimum efficiency. Viewpoints of manufacturer, wholesaler, and
retailer represented. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 1 .603.

11.607 Problems in Pricing (3) Product development and planning. Cost analysis. Pricing poli-

cies and practices in marketing of goods and services. New product introductions and life cycle

planning. Product modification. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 1 .603.

11.627 Manager in the International Economy (3) The study from a managerial aspect, the

practices, and principles involved in conducting business across national boundaries; the prin-

ciples of international agreements and the considerations resulting from the environmental dif-

ferences among nations. Usually offered every term.

11.628 International Marketing (3) Origins and development of marketing; modern advanced-

country technology; international deployment of market research, physical distribution manage-
ment, sales personnel selection, training and supervision methods; media selection; advertising

themes and methods of presentation; planning and projective budgeting. Usually offered every

fall.

11.629 The Multinational Firm (3) History, legal environment, organization and control, finance,

marketing, production and procurement, research and development, personnel, business-gov-

ernment and business-public relations. Usually offered every spring.

11.640 Research Methods in Business (3) Principles of acquiring and processing data and pre-

senting information. Variety of research methods surveyed to analyze form of hypothesis devel-

opment, methods of experimental design and approaches to data reduction and interpretation.

Application to data analysis of business problems. Students design, process, and evaluate re-

search proposals. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: completion of all first-stage M.B.A.

courses or equivalent.
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11.650 Principles OF Public Relations (3) Historical development of public relations, econonnic

and social factors in relations between public and media in formation of public opinion. Case

studies of current practices. Usually offered every term.

11.651 Public Relations in Business (3) Case studies in business and industrial relationships

with various publics, e.g., labor, trade, dealer, customer, stockholder, and community. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 1 .650.

11.652 Promotional Campaigns (3) Case studies of promotional methods of business, govern-

ment and social organizations; development of promotional campaigns by each student for an

institution in Washington, D.C. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 1 .650.

11.653 Public Relations Abroad (3) Problems of public relations in international affairs; case

studies of American business public relations practices in other countries. Prerequisite: 11.650.

11.679 Housing Economics and Community Development (3) Demand and supply of residential

development and public facilities and improvements. Economic base, location theory, the role of

the private marketplace, and coordination of public processes. The operation of housing markets,

urban rehabilitation and restoration, neighbhorhood change. Washington metropolitan area case

studies and research. Basic foundation course. Usually offered every fall.

11.683 Real Estate Market Analysis (3) Analysis of real estate demand and supply in local

market. Sources of information. Analysis of population, changing city, and housing markets.

Forecasting. Usually offered every spring.

11.684 Real Estate Finance and Investments (3) Financing methods. Sources and uses of pri-

vate funds, mortgage markets, and federal-sponsored agencies. Alternative mortgage instru-

ments and creative investment techniques. Financing income producing, investment quality, as

well as speculative real estate. Selected case studies and research. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequ/s/fe; 10.605.

11.685 Land Use and Development (3) The property development process by the private sector.

Land values and uses. Location problems and opportunities for household, business, and industry.

Changes in land use patterns produce by market forces and public policies. The study of "quality"

projects produced in the private marketplace. Usually offered every spring.

11.690 Independenp Study Project in Business Administration (1-6)*

11.701 Seminar in Marketing Theory (3) Capstone course for advanced degree in marketing

and intended to ensure full understanding of concepts and theories of marketing and their inter-

relations in application; knowledge of current research and advanced in the field; to develop skill

in critical evaluation of the concepts and theories and their application in solving business prob-

lems. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman.

11.726 Seminar in International Business (3) Actual experiences of identified companies (to

permit follow-up) and of public bodies (port authorities, planning commissions, tourist promotion

associations). Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 1 1 .629.

11.776 Seminar in Real Estate and Urban Development (3) Capstone seminar dealing with prob-

lems of managing real estate resources and related business enterprises. Management of urban

development process in context of doing business in a changing environment. Decision making

in an uncertain economy. Individual field research projects. Required for all graduate real estate

majors. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of senior professor of real estate.

11.792 Seminar in Management Planning and Control (3) Concepts and requirements of plan-

ning and control systems. Analytical tools required for output-oriented program structure. Appli-

cation of measurements to management information systems with emphasis on interdependence

between quantitative and behavioral fields. Comparison between market and nonmarket oriented

budgetary processes. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: completion of all first-stage M.B.A.

courses or equivalent.

11.794 Simulation and Gaming (3) Models and model building; simulations of continuous and
discrete systems; business games. Comparisons evaluated between analytical models and sim-

ulations. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: completion of all first-stage M.B.A. courses
or equivalent.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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11.795 Seminar in Operations Analysis (2) Capstone seminar centered around real-life research
projects. Students formulate and complete operational applications of management science tech-

niques. Supervised research and discussions. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: instruc-

tor's permission.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC RELATIONS

13.655 Public Relations Law (3) Legal implications and consequences of work of the public

relations practitioner. Law that practitioner must be aware of to do his work intelligently. Usually

offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 1 .650.

13.656 Public Relations and Government (3) Analysis of public information programs conduct-

ed by governmental agencies to influence various publics and institutions on key government
issues. Intensive research and journalistic reporting of actual programs in Washington, D.C.,

during the semester. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 1 1.650.

13.657 Public Relations for Nonprofit Organizations (3) Public relations practice of labor,

farm, welfare, hospital, and educational institutions. How the nonprofit sector interacts with

business, government, and the media. Usually offered every term.

13.658 Publicity and Print Media (3) Designed to teach basics of publicity writing, including the

preparation of press releases, magazine query letters, article outlines, and articles and speech
research and writing. Usually offered every fall.

13.659 Publicity and Audiovisual Media (3) Designed to teach basics of publicity writing includ-

ing preparation of press releases, spot announcements for radio and television, and techniques

in preparing audio and visual material for radio and television use. Usually offered every spring.

13.660 Propaganda and Persuasion (3) Attitudes and public opinion; how they have been influ-

enced in past and present through propaganda techniques. Specific topics include formation of

attitudes, attitude change, nature of public opinion, public opinion measurement, how PR prac-

titioner attempts to persuade, historical uses of propaganda. Usually offered every spring. Pre-

requisite: 1 1 .650.

13.661 History of Public Relations (3) Development of public relations in U.S. during twentieth

century; pioneer PR practitioners and their philosophies; study of different approaches to the

practice. Usually offered every fall.

13.662 Photography for the Practitioner (3) Enhancing public relations efforts through pho-

tography. Developing creative and technical skills in photography for the house publications,

annual reports, brochures, and news releases. Usually offered every fall.

13.663 Public Opinion Polling Research (3) An intensive study of nature of public opinion,

cross-section surveys, structure of questionnaires, and analysis of data. Practical experience in

constructing and carrying out a model public opinion poll. Usually offered every spring.

13.690 Independent Study Project in Public Relations (1-6)*

13.740 Seminar in Public Relations (3) Formulation of policies for long-range public relations

programs. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of director of public relations pro-

gram.

13.789 Public Relations Research Methods (3) Fundamentals of research in public relations.

Required of all master's degree candidates. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: permission

of instructor.

13.792 Directed Research in Public Relations (3) Application of research methods to study of

a specific problem in public relations. Required of all master's degree candidates. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: grade of B or better in 1 3.789.

•See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication.
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The Division of Continuing Education serves the educational needs of adults who seek profes-

sional or personal advancement through full- or part-time study. Some adults work with the

Division of Continuing Education to complete a degree. Many students take courses to meet
professional requirements of their career field, and others take courses for personal enrichment.

The Division of Continuing Education offers a wide range of academic programs geared to meet
highly diversified student needs. These programs include certificates on undergraduate and grad-

uate levels and informal seminars and workshops. The certificate programs are offered for spec-

ialized preparation in a particular career field. Under certain conditions, certificate work may be
applied toward the awarding of a degree.

Degree Programs The Division of Continuing Education offers associate and bachelor's de-

grees in general studies through the College of Arts and Sciences. Interested students should

contact the division for detailed information and advisement.

Mobility Clause The Division of Continuing Education assists highly mobile students to take

advantage of more flexible residency requirements in order to complete undergraduate degrees

at locations distant from The American University campus. See details in the general studies

degree programs section below.

Undergraduate Certificate Programs The Division of Continuing Education, in cooper-

ation with other schools and departments of The American University, offers undergraduate

certificate programs in Computer Systems Applications, Real Estate, Career Development, Ac-

counting, and Procurement, Acquisitions, and Grants Management.

Graduate Certificate Programs The Division of Continuing Education, in cooperation with

other schools and departments of The American U niversity, offers graduate certificate programs

in Applied Economics, Public Relations, Government Public Information, Professional Develop-

ment, Real Estate and U rban Development, Science/Technology Policy and Administration, Com-
puter Systems Applications, Management Information Systems, Operations Research, Scientific

and Technical Information Systems, and Environmental Systems Management (with further spe-

cialization in either Ocean Affairs or Toxic and Hazardous Materials).

Certificates of Advanced Graduate Study The Division of Continuing Education, in co-

operation with other schools and departments of The American University, offers certificates of

advanced graduate study in Computer Systems Applications, Operations Research, Scientific

and Technical Information Systems, Management Information Systems, Science/Technology Pol-
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icy and Administration, and Environmental Systems Management (with further specialization in

Ocean Affairs or Toxic and Hazardous Materials).

Courses by Newspaper, Radio, and Television The Division of Continuing Education spon-

sors credit courses offered by the communication media which can be pursued on an individual

basis.

Informal Seminars and Workshops The Division of Continuing Education sponsor various

learning experiences offered throughout the year to meet the changing needs of the community.

Continuing Education Units (CEU's) areawardedfor many of these learning experiences.

Extended-Campus Offerings The Division of Continuing Education administers the offering

of credit courses and informal seminars and workshops throughout the Washington metropolitan

area. The various programs are designed to meet the educational and personal enrichment needs
of students who wish to attend the University on a part-time basis at a center near their home
or place of work.

STRIDE Through its STRIDE program, the Division of Continuing Education offers integrated

academic programs for employee-sponsored students who lack the educational qualifications for

promotion within their organization. Degree and nondegree programs in all the colleges and
schools of the university are open to qualified STRIDE participants. STRIDE/AU serves as a focal

point for participating agencies or industries and provides academic counseling, placement test-

ing, and tutorial services for all STRIDE students.

APEL Assessment of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL) is a unique program for adults with

diverse personal and career accomplishments and little or no college experience. APEL students

earn college credit for learning acquired through work, voluntary activities, leisure pursuits, and
other life experiences. Two courses are required: Issues. Ideas, and Words (three semester
hours), offered by the Department of Literature, and Educational Planning Seminar (three se-

mester hours), offered by the Department of Sociology. APEL students develop written portfolios

to be assessed for credit by university faculty. The credit earned can lessen the time and cost

of an undergraduate degree from The American U niversity.

Summer Sessions The Office of Summer Sessions administers five separate sessions of day-

time and evening courses offered on campus during the summer months, as well as numerous
study abroad offerings, the Vacation College, and other special activities. Students may select

from over 500 intensive courses and from more than 30 academic disciplines. Courses carry

regular university course credit and may be taken in degree or nondegree status.

Undergraduate Program in General Studies: Associate in Arts

Admission to the Program Any student admitted to degree status at The American Univer-

sity is eligible for admission to this program. This program is designed to serve the educational

needs of high school graduates who seek professional or personal advancement through either

full- or part-time study.

Required Students must fulfill the university English requirement, the university dis-

Options tributive requirement, and accrue a total of 60 semester hours of course

work with a cumulative grade-point average of 2.00 (C) or better.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Associate in Arts with a major in General
Studies.

Undergraduate Progrann in General Studies: Bachelor of General
Studies

Admission to the Program Any student admitted to degree status at The American Univer-

sity is eligible for admission to this program. This program is designed to serve the educational
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needs of high school graduates who seek professional or personal advancement through either

full- or part-time study.

Required In addition to satisfying the university English and distributive requirements,
Options students must complete two declared areas of concentration, each con-

sisting of a minimum of 15 semester hours from a single teaching unit of

the university and including at least 6 semester hours at the 300-level or

above. Specific courses for each area of concentration are selected in

consultation with an academic advisor. Students must earn a grade of C or

better in all courses taken to satisfy this requirement.

Special Students in this program may exercise the Mobility Clause option in lieu of

Opportunities satisfying the standard university residence requirement. This option pro-

vides that if the student moves to a location in excess of a 75-mile radius

from the university's campus, the student may complete the degree pro-

gram at an American University approved institution and still receive an
American University degree. The only restriction is that eight courses must
be completed at The American University, four of which must be courses
at the 300-level in the primary area, at some time during the program. A
retention fee must be paid to The American University for each semester
during which the student pursues the program at another institution or is

inactive.

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities, acting in be-

half of the American Council on Education and the Department of Defense,
has designated The American University as a Serviceman's Opportunity
College (SOC).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of General Studies with a major in

General Studies.

Undergraduate Certificate in Computer Systems Applications

Admission to the Program Open to students with high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma (GED).

Course 10.240, 41.150, 55.310, 55.337, 42.202, 55.360, and three semester hours
Requirements from 55.333, 55.334, or 55.335; nine semester hours from 55.331 , 55.431

,

55.436, 55.438, 55.460, and 55.461

.

Special f^ost courses are offered at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive an Undergraduate Certificate in Computer Systems Ap-

plications.

Undergraduate Certificate in Real Estate

Admission to the Program Open to students with a high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma(GED).

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 19.101, 11.470, 11.471, or 11.472, and 11.476. (2)

Requirements Advanced Courses: 1 1 .477, 1 1 .578, 1 1 .460 or 1 1 .563, or 1 1 .566, and 1 1 .561

or 11.564. (3) Internship optional. Arrangements are made through the real

estate faculty of the School of Business Administration.

Degree Objective students receive an Undergraduate Certificate in Real Estate.
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Undergraduate Certificate in Career Developement

Admission to the Program Open to students with a high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma(GED)

Course 23.100, 23.101 (or approved equivalent), and 18 additional elective semes-

Requirements ter hours.

Degree Objective students receive an U ndergraduate Cerif icate in Career Development

Undergraduate Certificate in Accounting

Admission to the Program Open to students with a high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma (GED).

Course (1) Required: 10.201, 10.240, 10.241, 10.340, 10.341, 10.345, 10.440, and
Requirements 10.443. (2) Electives available for waived required courses: 10.202, 10.365,

10.441,10.444, and 10.449.

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate in Accounting.

Undergraduate Certificate in Procurement, Acquisition,

and Grants Management
Admission to the Program open to students with a high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma(GED).

Course 11.481, 11.482, 11.483, 11.484, 11.485, 11.486, 11.487, and 11.488, and
Requirements six semester hours of electives.

Degree Objective Students receive a Certificate in Procurement, Acquisition, and Grants Man-
agement.

Graduate Certificate in Applied Economics
Admission to the Program Open to students with a bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Prerequisites: 19.101, 19.102, 19.300, 19.301, and 19.310 (or 42.202)

Requirements (May be waived on basis of prior education or experience.) (2) Graduate

Courses: 19.500, 19.501, 19.522, plus three semester hours from 19.532,

19.541, 19.544, 19.551, 19.560, and 19.571: and three semester hours from

19.510, 19.521, 10.603, 10.604, 10.605, and 19.785. (Other approved elec-

tives may be substituted.)

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Applied Economics.

Graduate Certificate in Public Relations

Admission to the Program Open to students with bachelor's degree, basic writing skills,

and ability to type.

Course 11.650, 11652, 13.658 (or 13.659), and six semester hours from 11.651,

Requirements 1 1 .653, 1 3.655, 1 3.656, 1 3.657, 1 3.660, and 1 3.661

.

Special All courses are offered at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Public Relations.
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Graduate Certificate in Government Public Information

Admission to the Program Open to students with bachelor's degree, basic writing skills,

and ability to type.

Course 11,650, 13.655, 13.656, and six sennester hours from 11.651, 11.652,
Requirements 1 1 .653, 1 3.657, 1 3.658, 1 3.659, 1 3.660, and 1 3.661

.

Special All courses are offered at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Government Public Information.

Graduate Certificate in Professional Development
Admission to the Program Open to students with a bachelor's degree.

Course 15 graduate semester hours, designed for professional development of stu-

Requirements dent in consultation with a DOE academic advisor.

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Professional Development.

Graduate Certificate in Real Estate and Urban Development
Admission to the Program Open to students with a bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 11.477, 11.566 or 11.460 or 11.563, and 11.578.

Requirements May be waived by persons with equivalent course work or experience. (2)

Advanced Courses: 11.561 or 11.564, 11.679, 11.683, 11.684, 11.685, and
11.776. (3) Internship: (three semester hours) optional. Arrangements are

made through the real estate faculty of the School of Business Administra-

tion.

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Real Estate and Urban Devel-

opment.

Graduate Certificate in Science/Technology Policy

and Administration

Admission to the Program Open to students with bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 55.411 (or 41.150), 42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Graduate
Requirements Courses: 55.51 1 and 55.570, plus nine semester hours from 55.51 3, 55.571

,

55.670, 55.671 , 55.672, and 55.673.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Science/Technology Policy and
Administration.

Graduate Certificate in Computer Systems Applications

Admission to the Program open to students with bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 and

Requirements 42.400; 55.310 and 55.333 or alternatives may be waived for the student

who has had substantial experience in computer applications. (2) Graduate
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Courses: six semester hours from 55.511 and 55.530, and nine semester

hours from 55.531 , 55.537, 55.630, 55.632, 55.633, 55.635, and 55.637.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Computer Systems Applications.

Graduate Certificate in Management Information Systems

Admission to to Program open to students with bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 and

Requirements 42.400; 55.310 and 55.333 or alternatives may be waived for the student

who has had substantial experience in computer applications. (2) Graduate

Courses: 55.511, 55.530, 55.600, and nine semester hours from 55.560,

55.561 , 55.562, 55.563, 55.660, 55.661 , and 55.665.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Management Information Sys-

tems.

Graduate Certificate in Operations Research

Admission to the Program open to students with bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 41.222, 42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Graduate Courses:

Requirements 55.511, 55.542, and nine semester hours from 55.632, 55.641, 55.642,

55.645 and 55.646.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Operations Research.

Graduate Certificate in Scientific and
Technical Information Systems

Admission to the Program Open to students with bachelor's degree.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 and

Requirements 42.400; 55.310 and 55.333 or alternatives may be waived for student who
has had substantial experience in computer applications. (2) Graduate

Courses: 55.511, 55.530, and nine semester hours from 55.550, 55.650,

55.652, 55.653, 55.654, and 55.657.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Scientific and Technical Infor-

mation Systems.

Graduate Certificate in Environmental Systems Management
Tracks General Environmental Systems Management, Toxic Substances and Hazardous Ma-
terials, and Ocean Affairs.
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Admission to the Program Open to anyone with a bachelor's degree and an adequate
background in natural sciences.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 or 55.334 or 55.335, and 42.300 or

42.400. These courses nnay be waived for students with comparable field

experience or course work. (2) Graduate Courses: 55.511 and (a) General
Environmental Systems Management: 55,580, 55.582, 55.583, 55.588,
55.589, 55.683, 55.685, 55.686, and 55.780; (b) Toxic Substances and Haz-
ardous Materials: 55.584, 55.588, 55.589, 55.680, 55.681, 55.682, 55.683,
55.688, and 55.780; (c) Ocean Affairs: 55.581, 55.583, 55.584, 55.586,
55.587, 55.589, 55.683, 55.685, and 55.686. Independent reading courses
may be arranged with permission of the program director and substituted
for one or two of the field courses.

Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a Graduate Certificate in Environmental Systems Man-
agement.

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Scientific and
Technical Information Systems

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, not necessarily in the
same field as the certificate.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1 ) Foundation Courses: 55.31 0, 55.333 (or 55.335), 55.41 1 (or 41 . 1 50), and
42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Main Field of Concentration: 1 5 semester hours taken
from the scientific and technical information systems field (may include up
to six semester hours of independent research). (3) Minor Field of Concen-
tration: nine semester hours taken from any CTA field or from other Amer-
ican University schools or departments. (4) Electives: six semester hours
as approved by the scientific and technical information systems program
director.

Many courses available at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Scientific

and Technical Information Systems.

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Operations Research

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, not necessarily in the

same field as the certificate.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1) Foundation Courses: 41.222, 42.400 (or 42.300), (2) Graduate Courses:

(a) Main Field of Concentration: 15 semesters hours taken from the oper-

ations research field (may include up to 6 semester hours of independent

research), (b) Minor Field of Concentration: 9 semester hours taken from
any CTA field or from approved programs in other American University

schools and departments, (c) Electives: 6 semester hours as approved by
the operations research program director.

Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Operations

Research.
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Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in

Computer Systems Applications

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, not necessarily in the

same field as the certificate.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 (or

41.150,) and 42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Graduate Courses: (a) Main Field of

Concentration: 15 semester hours taken from the computer systems appli-

cations field (may include up to 6 semester hours of independent research),

(b) Minor Field of Concentration: 9 semester hours taken from any CTA field

or from approved programs in other American University schools and de-

partments, (c) Electives: 6 semester hours as approved by the computer
systems applications program director.

Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Computer
Systems Applications.

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in

Environmental Systems Management
Tracks General Environmental Systems Management, Toxic and Hazardous Materials, and

Ocean Affairs.

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, plus an adequate
background in basic undergraduate science courses.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 (or

41.150), and 42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Graduate Courses: (a) Main Field of

Concentration: 15 semester hours taken from one of the following areas:

environmental systems management, ocean affairs, toxic substances and
hazardous materials (may include up to 6 semester hours of independent

research). (3) Minor Field of Concentration: 9 semester hours taken from

any CTA field or from approved programs in other schools and departments.

Electives: 6 semester hours as approved by the environmental systems

management program director.

Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Environ-

mental Systems Management.

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in

Science/Technology Policy and Administration

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, not necessarily in the

same field as the certificate

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

(1) Foundation Course: 55.511. (2) Graduate Courses: (a) Main Field of

Concentration: 1 2 semester hours taken from the science/technology policy

and administration field (may include up to 6 semester hours of independent

research), (b) Minor Field of Concentration: 9 semester hours from any CTA
field or from approved programs in other American University schools and

departments, (c) Electives: 6 semester hours as approved by the science/

technology policy and administration program director.

Most courses available at extended-campus locations.
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Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Science/

Teclnnology Policy and Adnninistration.

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in

Management Information Systems

Admission to the Program Open to students with a master's degree, not necessarily in the

same field as the certificate.

Course (1) Foundation Courses: 55.310, 55.333 (or 55.334 or 55.335), 55.411 or

Requirements (41.150), 42.400 (or 42.300). (2) Graduate Courses: (a) Major field of Con-

centration: 15 semester hours taken from management information sys-

tems field (may include up to 6 semester hours of independent research).

(b) Minor Field of Concentration: 9 semester hours taken from approved

programs in other American University schools and departments, (c) Elec-

tives: 6 semester hours as approved by the Management Information Sys-

tems Program Director.

Special Most courses available at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective students receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Management
Information Systems.

Courses by Radio, Newspaper, and Television

Courses by Radio The Division of Continuing Education offers four fully accredited courses

via The American University radio station, WAMU-FM, 88.5 on the dial. Previous topics in this

series include three courses geared to a basic scientific understanding of the natural and man-

made environment and a multidisciplinary course in women's issues. Courses by radio are usually

available every semester.

Courses by Newspaper Under a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities and

in conjunction with local newspapers, the Division of Continuing Education presents, as available,

courses by newspaper. For example, a recent 16-week series of Washington Posf articles entitled

"Oceans: Our Continuing Frontiers" provided the foundation for one of these courses. In addition

to weekly newspaper articles, students use study guides and texts and are required to participate

in monthly on-campus conferences— usually on Saturday mornings. Courses by newspaper usu-

ally carry full undergraduate credit.

Courses by Television Television courses for credit will be offered periodically by the Division

of Continuing Education in cooperation with a local Public Broadcasting System station. Previous

courses by television were based on such popular series as "The Ascent of Man" and "The

Adams Chronicles."
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Washington College of

Law

Interim Dean Nicholas N.Kittrie

Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs

Associate Dean Bert B. Lockwood, J r.

Director of Clinical Programs Elliotts. Milstein

Director of Institute forAdvanced Studies in Justice Nicholas N. Kittrie

Law Librarian Patrick E. Kehoe

A Unique Law School The Washington College of Law was founded in 1896. With a present

full-tinne faculty of 27 and a student body of 800, The American University's law school has one
of the lowest student-faculty ratios in the country. Each of the first-year sections has no more
than 75 students and in the second and third year the average class size is only 38. The resulting

opportunity for faculty-student interaction leads to an open and cooperative atmosphere which
is conducive to a high quality legal education.

Connected with the law school is one of the country's largest law-related research centers. The
Institute for Advanced Studies in Justice offers opportunities to faculty and students to participate

in its applied research programs, designed to improve the quality of justice in America.

A Unique Location to Study Law The nation's capital is an ideal place to study law, and
The American University's attractive campus in the northwest section of the city is located only

a short distance from the Congress, the Supreme Court, the United States Court of Appeals, the

Federal District Court, and the Maryland, Virginia, and District of Columbia courts. Having head-

quarters in the capital are most federal agencies and departments of government, including the

Departments of Justice, Labor, Commerce, Health, Education and Welfare, and the Securities

and Exchange Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the Internal Revenue Service, and
the Federal Communications Commission. Important international organizations are found here:

the World Bank, the Organization of American States, etc. Many of the nation's major law firms

are based in Washington.

Taking advantage of this natural setting for legal study and work, The American University law

school offers many unique courses taught by its full-time faculty and by specialists who are

members of the adjunct faculty. Clinical, field, and internship components are available in various

courts, government agencies, and law offices, and students who are interested in specialization

may take up to 1 8 semester hours of approved independent study under close faculty supervision.

For second and third year students interested in part-time law-related jobs, the Placement Office

receives numerous requests for such help from law firms and government agencies.

A Unique Law Program The American University law school has a strong national and in-

ternational focus in law, offering a broad range of electives and clinics in addition to the basic

courses which are necessary for the state bar examinations. With one of the oldest and most

thoroughly supervised clinical programs in the country, the law school permits students to handle
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criminal and civil cases, to participate in prosecution and defense work, or to represent innnates

in prison disciplinary board proceedings. Under the field component program students may also

choose to intern in various government agencies.

The basic first-year classes are taught in the traditional Socratic, case, and problem methods.

In addition, first-year students take an intensive seminar in legal research and writing taught by

attorneys from leading law firms or government agencies. Upperclass courses are fully elective

and include a wide variety of teaching styles and formats, including seminars, field studies,

clinical courses, and independent studies. The faculty stands ready to advise and guide students

in their selection of a program of study.

The rich curriculum allows student specialization in private, public, and international law. For

those seeking additional enrichment and opportunities, a joint J.D./M.A. degree in foreign affairs

is offered. Other joint degree programs are being planned, including a J.D./M.B.A. and J.D./M.S.

in criminal justice(judicial administration).

For the past several years the law school has conducted a summer law program abroad. Both

its students and those from other schools are invited to participate.

A Unique Group of Law Students a national, heterogenous student body, American Uni-

versity law students hail from some 40 states and 1 40 undergraduate colleges. Forty-five percent

of the recent entering class is women. The students at American are actively involved in nu-

merous organizations, including law review, moot court. Student Bar Association, Matrix (law

school paper), Pantages (law school film society), Black American Law Student Association

(BALSA), Women's Law Collective, International LawSociety, and LaRaza.

Working actively on behalf of all students, the Placement Office's efficient operations have re-

sulted in a high rate of success.

Admissions The law school receives 3,1 00 applications for 225 places.

Average LSAT of our students is 635 and average grade-point average is 3.20.

The Admissions Committee uses a rolling admissions process and sends out decisions when
made.

There are limited places for transfer and unclassified students.

Financial aid, based upon need, is available in the form of scholarships and loans.

Second and third year students with high academic records are eligible for Dean's Fellowships.

Applicants may arrange for a personal interview after their applications are complete, but inter-

views are not required.



Lucy Webb Hayes School for

Nursing

Dean Laura B. Kummer

Full-Time Faculty

Professor L. B. Kummer
Associate Professor D. Y. Mosley, N. Davenport, G. L. Dhillon, P. 0. Finn, J. Gimble, L. B.

Neiswender, M. R. Randall

Assistant Professor J. Sands, D. Sell, J. Hallal, H. U. Black

The faculty of the Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing believes that the profession of nursing

(1) is a practice discipline which has as its fundamental concern the optimal quality of human
life; (2) consists of dynamically interrelated theoretical and service components; (3) strives to

prevent illness, promote, maintain, and restore health; and (4) continues to meet those needs
which support the dignity of the individual when health cannot be maintained.

The nursing program prepares graduates who are expected to demonstrate beginning compe-
tencies to: (1) provide direct and indirect nursing services to individuals, families, and groups
through the use of the nursing process, which includes functioning in the roles of advocate,

collaborator, coordinator/supervisor, and teacher/counselor; (2) function in episodic and distrib-

utive settings; (3) assume the responsibilities incumbent on a professional person; and (4) un-

dertake advanced education in areas of nursing.

The School of Nursing is associated with selected and approved health care agencies as sites

for clinical practice. These are: Sibley Memorial Hospital, Children's Hospital, National Medical

Center, Columbia Hospital for Women, Psychiatric Institute for the District of Columbia, Northern

Virginia Mental Health Institute, George Washington University Hospital, and the Montgomery
County Health Department.

Undergraduate Program in Nursing

Admission to the Program students are admitted to the program when they are admitted

to the School of Nursing.

The following is a suggested curricular plan. Alternative detailed plans are available from the

School of Nursing.

Set (1) Fresiiman Year: Fall—no nursing courses (see related requirements be-

Requirements: low); Spring— no nursing courses(see related requirements below).

(2) Sophomore Year: Fall—46.200 and 46.241; Spring—46.201 and 46.210.

(3) Junior Year: Fall—46.300 and 46.450; Spring—46.310 and 46.320.

(4) Senior Year: Fall—46.340 and 46.400; Spring—46.41 and 46.420.
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Related (1) Freshman Year: Fall— 15.120, 15.121, 23.100, 09.101, and a social sci-

Requirements ence elective; Spring— 15.310, 15.131, 23.101, social science elective, and
an arts and humanities elective; Summer—09.340 and 09.341

.

(2) Sophomore Year: Fall—09.330; Spring—09.331

(3) Junior Year: Fall— an arts and humanities elective: Spring— no non-

nursing courses(see set requirements above).

(4) Senior Year: Fall— no nonnursing courses (see set requirements above);

Spring— an arts and humanities elective or social science elective.

Degree Objective students receive a Bachelor of Science with a major in Nursing.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

46.200 Nursing I (8) An introduction to the study of practice of professional nursing. Through

the application of the nursing process, man's basic needs, especially as they relate to his dynamic
interrelationship with the environment, are studied. Health needs of families and a community
are introduced. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 15.120, 15.121, 09.101, 15.130, 15.131,

09.340, 09.341 , sophomore standing in nursing.

46.201 Nursing II (8) Exploration of selected health problems of adults undergoing medical or

surgical therapy. Man's adaptive capacity, his homeokinetic mechanisms, and relevant patho-

physiology are discussed. Utilization of the nursing process in administering care to adults is

emphasized. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 46.200, 09.330.

46.210 Dynamics of Human Relationships (3) Psychoanalytic concepts relevant to human de-

velopment, nurse-patient relationships, and nursing care practices are explored. An overview of

the scope, study, and practice of group work is presented. Group dynamic and group process

framework is used in analyzing small group experiences. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisites: A6.200. concurrent with 46.201 (whenever possible).

46.240 Nutrition Needs and Modern Food • N (3) Normal nutrition studied in relation to needs
of the individual and demands of world population. Current social, ecological, and economic
problems discussed in light of world food needs. Questions about pesticides, food additives, food

analogs, "natural" and "organic" foods are given consideration. Usually offered every fall and
every spring. Prerequisite: open to all university students.

46.241 Normal Nutrition (3) Individualized programmed course designed to correlate labora-

tory experiences of 46.200 with study of normal nutritional needs of humans. Student proceeds

at own pace, designs own service projects, and contracts for a grade. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: nursing majors only.

46.300 Nursing III (10) Continuation of 46.201. Care of patients whose adaptive capacities are

threatened by acute or chronic medical or surgical problems. Relevant pathophysiology, the use
of the nursing process, and the nurse's role in relation to the total plan of care are discussed.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 46.201 , 46.210.

46.310 Nursing of Children (8) Study of current pediatric nursing care based on principles of

growth and development of individual from infancy through adolescence in health and illness.

Special emphasis on helping individual and family cope with effects of illness. Usually offered

every fall and every spring. Prerequ/s/fes.- 46.2 10 and 46.300.

46.320 Nursing the Childbearing Family (8) Family centered nursing care during the maternity

cycle. Student has the opportunity to help meet needs of the family in the prenatal, intranatal,

and postnatal periods. Special emphasis on teaching and anticipatory guidance. Usually offered

every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: junior standing in the school of nursing.

46.340 Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing (8) Interpersonal process whereby professional

nurse practitioner assists an individual and/or groups, family or community to promote mental

health, prevent mental illness, and help those afflicted cope with the stress of mental illness and
assist them toward health. Emphasis given the therapeutic nurse-patient relationship, psychiatric
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nursing theory, and principles. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites: 46.210,

46.300.

46.390 Independent Reading Course in Nursing (1-6)*

46.400 Community Health Nursing (8) Knowledge and skills essential for performance of

protessional nursing roies in community neaitn. Introouctory level content in methoaoiogy of

community health: organization and delivery of community health services; social and political

processes influencing health of communities. Laboratory experiences emphasize using the nurs-

ing process in community health nursing. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 46.220 and
46.340 (or taken concurrently with 46.340) and senior standing.

46.410 Problem Analysis in Patient Care (3) Approaches to solving propiems presented by

acutely or chronically ill patients requiring emergency or intensive care nursing to maintain or

restore ability to adapt to stress. Physiological and psychological factors examined are those

causing sensory deprivation/overload, cardiac, respiratory, renal, and neurological imbalance.

Usually offered every spring and every summer. Prerequisites: 46.200, 46.201 , 46.300, and senior

standing.

46.420 Organization of Patient Care Services (3) Principles of leadership and management
and their application to the organization of patient care. Attention to the dynamics of working

relationships with professional and auxiliary personnel. Laboratory experiences to begin the tran-

sition to the working professional role. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: senior standing

in the School of Nursing.

46.450 Introduction to Research in Nursing (3) An overview of basic terminology, techniques,

and essential components of research with application to the profession of nursing. Students are

predisposed to increase skills in the evaluation of nursing research and to participate in selected

studies. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: junior standing or permission of instructor.

46.490 Independent Study Project in Nursing (1-6)*

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

46.590 Independent Reading Course IN Nursing (1-6)*

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.





College of

Public Affairs

Acting DEAN A. LeeFritschier

Associate Dean for Administration Richard L. Aooerson
Associate for Program Planning
Director, Office of Sponsored Research and Continuing Education Dwight Ink

Dean, School of Justice Richard A. Myren
Director, Center for Tecfinology and Administration John M. Richardson. Jr.

Acting Dean, Sctiool of Government and Public Administration Glynn L. Wood
Dean, Sctiool of International Service Gregory B. vyolfe

The College of Public Affairs is committed to the development and maintenance of distinguished

educational and research programs in the field of public affairs. Through its four components

—

the School of Government and Public Administration, the School of International Sen/ice. the

Center for Technology and Administration, and the School of Justice—the college provides the

organizational unity for a comprehensive and conceptually unified approach to the study of public

affairs at every level— international, national, and local. Each program within the college is

designed to serve particular career interests, but all are multidisciplinary, issue and policy-

oriented, and uniquely adapted to the educational opportunities inherent in the metropolitan

Washington location

Washington is an excellent laboratory for studying public affairs. The setting provides daily vivid

evidence of the interrelationships of domestic and foreign politics and the political, economic,

and environmental forces shaping public affairs and public policy both at home and abroad.

Students have the opportunity to interact with practitioners in the art of policy making. Internships

in private and public organizations lend a practical dimension to the academic programs. Wash-
ington's facilities for scholarly research and personal enrichment include such governmental

institutions as the Library of Congress, the National Archives, and the Smithsonian Institution,

not to mention many specialized departmental and agency libraries.

The College of Public Affairs, drawing on the facilities of the university, the Consortium of Uni-

versities of the Washington Metropolitan Area, and the Washington, D.C., community, offers a

unique combination of resources for study and practical experience in the field of public affairs.

The college offers a comprehensive range of academic and professional programs leading to

degrees at the associate, bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels.

Through its Office of Sponsored Research and Continuing Education, the college offers a wide

variety of credit and noncredit institutes in the areas of criminal justice, international studies,

government, and technology. Most institutes are three to five days in length and offered on the

university campus. Heavy emphasis is placed on offering innovative institutes and programs that

require special facilities and outside speakers.

The Faculty The college has more than 70 full-time faculty members, including nationally
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recognized scholars and others distinguished by their records of public service. Augmenting the

full-time faculty, is an adjunct faculty of eminent governmental officials and other public affairs

practitioners who bring to the classroom the special insight acquired from their professional

experience.

For full-time faculty, see faculty listings with each school and center that follows.

Internships and Cooperative Education Opportunities in Washington The college

provides many opportunities for qualified students to work for course credit as interns in various

governmental political, and private organizations. These opportunities are designed to give stu-

dents practical involvement in political processes or action programs. For example, a student

might work for a congressman, senator, the Department of State, or for other organizations

directly concerned with domestic or international policy. Students may also participate in coop-

erative education programs that combine course credit and practical experience. See the Coop-

eratve Education Program section in this publication.

Independent Study Projects The College of Public Affairs encourages students to en^ge
in independent study projects related to their particular field of interest. These usually take the

form of reading, research and often field work in the Washington area, and are arranged directly

with a faculty member. Course credit is given.

Career and Professional Opportunities a public affairs education prepares students for

a variety of public service careers. Graduates serve public or private agencies where they assist

in creating or implementing policy alternatives. Some teach public administration, public man-
agement, political science, or governmental courses at universities, colleges, or secondary
schools. Others seek those broader opportunities in professions not formally related to their

degree program. Alumni are currently serving as city managers, urban planners, lav^ers, labor

negotiators, police and correction officers, college professors, systems analysts, interpreters,

newspaper editors, foreign service officers, and elected government officials.

Honorary Societies The College of Public Affairs encourages and recognizes both academic
and professional achievement by students and alumni through membership in the local chapters

of national honorary societies. Pi Sigma Alpha, the National Political Science Honor Society,

founded in 1920 is open to selected juniors, seniors, and graduate students majoring in political

science or international relations. Pi Alpha Alpha is the recently established National Honorary
Society for Public Affairs and Administration. The College of Public Affairs has one of the eighteen

charter chapters. Juniors, seniors, and graudate students enrolled in all divisions of the college

are eligible for consideration with a B -f average.

Undergraduate Study Undergraduate students may plan their academic programs to meet
personalized learning objectives within university and college requirements. While pursuing a

degree program in one of the four units of the College of Public Affairs, a student is encouraged
and strongly advised to examine the course offerings of the other units. A multidisciplinary ed-

ucation is increasingly required to meet the ever changing nature of the public affairs profession.

Special Semester PrograN/1S The College of Public Affairs offers a series of special pro-

grams, each of which consitutes a full semester's course work. These programs include the

Washington Semester, Washington Urban Semester, Washington Justice Semester, Foreign Pol-

icy Semester, and International Development Semester. The Washington Semester is operated
through a cooperative agreement with 140-member colleges and universities across the country

and, under its auspices, students from those member institutions may attend the other three

special semester programs as well. It and the Washingtin U rban Semester utilize the Washington
location for intensive field study and research into aspects of government policy and process. A
particularly innovative educational approach is employed in the Foreign Policy Semester and the

Internatinal Development Semester which permit a group of students, guided by a team of pro-

fessors, to concentrate exclusively on a specific topic or theme during a one semester module.

See more detailed special semesters information in the School of Government and Public Admin-
istration, the School of International Service and the School of Justice sections in this publication.

Study Abroad The College of Public Affairs provides opportunities for study abroad ranging

from the traditional Junior Year Abroad to special programs such as the Year Abroad in Israel.

In addition, the summer sessions include courses, workshops, and tours abroad which are rel-

evant to the curricula of the college.
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Graduate Study The graduate degree programs in the College of Public Affairs serve a num-
ber of diverse educational needs. The largest number of master's programs educate for specific

professional careers in government and other not-for-profit organizations at local, national, and
international levels. These programs emphasize managerial, analytical, and conceptual skills

necessary for professional success in the public service. Other master's programs provide the

student with a general understanding of the academic disciplines related to public affairs. Doc-
toral programs are designed to prepare uniquely qualified individuals for professional appoint-

ments in teaching, scholarly research, and executive management; and are offered in the three

fields of political science, public administration, and international studies.

School of

Government and Public Administration
Acting Dean Glynn l. Wood

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor G. M. Bonham, R. P. Boynton, R. E. Clearly, C. B. Earle, A. L. Fritschler, C. H. Good-
man, J. J. Hanus, H. Herman. M. Meadows, E. V. Mittlebeeler, A. Perlmutter, N. S. Preston, E.

S. Robinson, B. H. Ross, M. Segal, R. G. Smolka, M. P. Walker

Distinguished Adjunt Professor in Residence M. Comarow, B. Rosen
Associate Professor C. Bryant, D. H. Koehler, R. A. Lane, L. Langbein, H. Lieber, H. E. McCurdy,

B. F. Norton, R. Schramm, J. A. Thurber, G. L. Wood, D. G. Zauderer

Assistant Professor M. A. Greene, S. Hammond, D. W. Taylor, R. D. Whitman
Professor Emeritus R. M. Bray, E. H. DeLong (Dean Emeritus), W. Y. Elliot, L. H. Hattery, H. H.

Roth

The School of Government and Public Administration makes use of the special opportunities of

the Washington, D.C., location for the teaching and study of political science and public admin-

istration.

The school's undergraduate program focuses on government and public affairs as an aspect of

a broad, liberal arts education. It prepares the student for an englightened role in national and

community affairs. This program leads to a career in public affairs at a junior professional level.

It provides a solid and comprehensive foundation for the student who plans to pursue further

education before entering a career in public affairs or politics, governmental administration, law,

teaching, or research.

The graduate program is designed to prepare students for academic or professional careers in

public affairs. The master's and doctoral programs in political science and public administration

are flexible in order to meet the educational needs of a diversified student population.

Undergraduate Program in Political Science

Admission to the Program New freshmen and transfer students are admitted through the

university's Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veterans Affairs. Current students who wish

to transfer into the school or develop a double major, should have a 2.00 grade-point average

and the approval of the Undergraduate Academic Advisor.

Set 53.120.

Requirements

Required (1) Three semester hours each of political theory (53.x0x), comparative

Options politics (53.x3x), and international relations or foreign policy (33.xxx). (2)

Three hours of social science research methods or any statistics course

that meets distributive requirement in the natural and mathematical sci-

ences. (3) Six semester hours at the 400 or 500-level.

Students enrolled in the honors program may take more. A maximum of six

hours total from internships, cooperative education, independent study, in-

dependent reading, and Washington Semester programs may be applied to

these requirements.
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Related Twelve semester hours to be distributed over three ot the following five

Requirements cognate disciplines; international relations or foreign policy, history, eco-

nomics, sociology, and psychology.

Special Internships, honors program, independent study, and Washington Semester
Opportunities programs.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Political

Science.

Note Also Political science major may count up to three international studies courses offered

by the School of International Service, in addition to 33.201, as part of their major and related

course requirements. Students using two School of International Service courses under the major

are limited to one School of international Service course under related course requirements

Undergraduate Program in Urban Affairs

Admission to the Program New freshmen and transfer students are admitted through the

university's Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veteran's Affairs. Current students who wish

to transfer into the department, or develop a double major, should have a 2.00 grade-point

average and the approval of the Undergraduate Academic Advisor.

Set 53.120.

Requirements

Required (a) Four of the following courses, including two from the first four and any

Options two others: 53.240, 29.372, 19.315,65.387,73.201,55.589.21.427,03.336,

and 1 1 .470. (b) Six semester hours of urban internship are required, (c) One
research methodology course chosen from 10.355, 19.310, 53.310, 55.310,

53.510, 65.420, or 42.202. (d) Either the School of Government and Public

Administration Urban Affairs Laboratory or an approved 400-level seminar

in another discipline, (e) Seven related-field courses at the 300-level or

above chosen from among the following: administration of justice, American
studies, anthropology, business administration, economics, education, gov-

ernment, history, sociology, technology and adminstration. A list of ac-

ceptable courses is available in the School of Government and Public

Administration Undergraduate Office.

Special Urban affairs majors may apply to the Urban Semester and, if accepted,

Opportunities register for it in lieu of two related field courses, the Urban Affairs Labo-

ratory, seminar, and one internship course.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Urban Affairs.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Programs in American Na-

tional Government and Urban Affairs

Admission to the Programs These special one semester programs draw on the unique

environment of Washingtin, D.C., to offer students a full program of seminars with decision

makers and people involved in the policy process; an internship in a governmental office or with

an interest group; and either a research project or a course elective from regular university

offerings. The program is open to students of The American University and students of affiliated

institutions from across the country. Requirements for admission to the program are: (1) nomi-

naton by a Washington Semester faculty representative; (2) minimal 2.50 grade-point average on
a 4.00 scale; (3) at least one course in American national government or its equivalent; and (4)

senior, junior, or second semester sophomore status at time of participation. The selection proc-

ess is competitive.

Set (1) American National Government: 56.410, 56.411, and 56.412. (2) Urban
Requirements Affairs: 56.413, 56.414, and 56.415.
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Required Asa fourth course, students may elect either 56.416 or a regular American
Options University course from among evening offerings.

Degree Objective These programs do not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate
credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Undergraduate Special Program: Washington Summer Seminar
Admission to the Program This special two-week summer program introduces high school
students to government in action in Washington, D,C., through seminars with practitioners in

public affairs, with those seeking to influence policy, and with faculty who observe the process.
A student must be nominated by his guidance counselor or social studies teacher and have a C +
or better grade-point average.

Set 56.100.

Requirements

Special Students are exposed to cultural performances in Washington as part of

Opportunities the program.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students earn two semester hours
of undergraduate credit that may be applied toward the requirements for an undergraduate
degree.

Undergraduate Special Program: Semester in London

Admission to the Program The program is open on a competitive basis to juniors and sen-

iors. The minimum grade-point average for consideration is 2.75 on a 4.00 scale. Academic
excellence and an ability to adapt to another culture are essential. Three letters of recommerv
dation and an interview are required.

Set 56.430.

Requirements

Special Students live with a British family for duration of the semester. Ample time

Opportunities is provided for independent travel, and two special day excursions outside

of London are included. Students enjoy library and student union privileges

at The University of London.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students receive 15 semester

hours of undergraduate credit that may be applied toward the requirements for an undergraduate

degree.

Combined Undergraduate-Graduate Program in Political

Science (B.A./M.A.) or Public Administration (B.A./M.P.A.)

Tracks This program enables qualified undergraduates to earn, within a five-year period, both

a bachelor's degree with a major in any related discipline and a master's degree with a major in

political science or public administration. This is accomplished by allowing certain specified

graduate-level courses to be applied to the requirements of both degrees.

Admission to the Program students are admitted to the undergraduate major program of

their choice according to the admission requirements of that program. Admission to the combined

B.A./M.A. or B.A./M.P.A. program requires junior standing, a 3.00 cumulative grade-point average,

a completed application form (forms available from the School of Government and Public Admin-

istration Undergraduate Program Office), a written faculty recommendation, an essay on the

student's interest and abilities in political science or public administration, and an interview with

the School of Government and Public Administration Director of Undergraduate Programs.
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Course School of Government and PubHc Adnninistration program advisors work

Requirements with students to combine the bachelor's and master's degree requirements

into a single continuous plan of study. Students must satisfy the course

requirements for a bachelor's degree with a major in any related discipline

plus the course requirements for either the M.A. degree with major in Po-

litical Science or the M.P.A. degree. For the B.A./M.A. students must take

53.650 and may apply this course to the requirements of both degrees. For

the B.A./M.P.A., students must take the 54.610 and three other courses
specified by School of Government and Public Administration program ad-

visors and may apply these to the requirements of both degrees.

Recommenda- Recommended preparatory courses for the B.A./M.A. program would in-

tions elude course work in economics and statistics. Recommended preparatory

courses for the B.A./M.P.A. program would include course work in econom-
ics, statistics, computer science, accounting, writing and other communi-
cation skills, and undergraduate internships, and related work experience.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a designated under-

graduate major and a degree of Master of Arts with a major in Political Science or a degree of

Master of Public Administration with a major in Public Administration.

Note Also Acceptance and participation in the B.A./M.A. or B.A./M.P.A. program does not

mean automatic acceptance into the respective graduate program. Application for admission to

the graduate program through the Office of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Veteran's Affairs will

be necessary in the last undergraduate semester. If a 3.00 cumulative grade-point average is

maintained, a student can expect to be admitted to the master's program.

Master's Program in Political Science

Tracks American Politics, Policy Analysis, Comparative Politics and Economics, Comparative
Politics and Policy Analysis, Political Theory, and Public Law.

Admission to the Program The minimum requirement for admission to the M.A. program is

a B average or better in the last 60 semester hours of undergraduate work. Provisional admission

may be granted on a lower academic record, or on the basis of 12 semester hours of graduate

level work done in nondegree status with a better than B average. The Graduate Record Exam-
ination is required for full-time applicants who wish to be considered for financial aid.

Course 33 semester hours.

Requirements

American Politics (a) Required 53.650, 53.611, 53.610. (b) Major Field: 9

semester hours from 53.651, 53.652, 53.653, 53.654, 53.655, 53.656, and
53.670. (c) Second Field: Up to 15 semester hours selected from a variety

of areas in political science or from other disciplines.

Policy Analysis (a) Required: 53.650, 53.614, and 53.610. (b) Major Field:

9 semester hours—53.682, 53.683, and 54.604. (c) Second Field; 15 se-

mester hours taken in a substantive policy area and/or from another dis-

cipline in the university.

Political Theory, Public Law (a) Required: 53.650, 53.610, one political

theory course, (b) Major Field: 12 semester hours from the political theory

or public law specialization area, (c) Second Field: Four Courses (12 hours)

in a logically related area in political science, or from other disciplines

within the university.

Comparative Politics and Policy Analysis (a) Required: 53.650, 53.610,

one political theory course, (b) Major Field: 6 semester hours from 53.630,

53.631, or 33.685. Six hours from the comparative politics and policy anal-

ysis specialization, (c) Second Field: Four courses (12 hours) in a logically

related area in political science, or from other disciplines within the uni-

versity.
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Comparative Politics and Economics (a) Required: 53.630, 53.610, and
19.603. (b) Major and Second Fields: 12 semester hours chosen from cours-

es in the comparative politics field, and 12 hours chosen from specific

courses in the Department of Economics.

Special An internship may be substituted for up to six hours of the second field

Opportunities courses. If the internship option is selected, students must register for

52.698.

Examinations In each option of the M.A. in Political Science, a written comprehensive
examination in the major field is required. The examinations last four hours.

One retake of the examination is permitted. Deadlines for spring, summer,
and fall examinations are January 31, April 30, and September 30, respec-

tively.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of IVIaster of Arts with a major in Political Sci-

ence.

Master's Program in Public Administration

Tracks Governmental Management, Urban Affairs, Public Policy Analysis, Organization Devel-

opment, Health Care Management, Financial Management, International Affairs, Political Sci-

ence, and Management Sciences.

Admission to the Program The minimum requirement for admission to the M.P.A. program
is a B average or better in the last 60 semester hours of undergraduate work. Provisional ad-

mission may be granted with the proviso that a better than B average is attained in the first 12

semester hours of graduate work. The Graduate Record Examination is required for those full-

time applicants who wish to be considered for financial aid.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Examinations

Forty-two semester hours.

(1) Required: 54.601, 54.602, 54.610; three of the following: 53.675, 54.612,

54.630, 54.631, and 54.650.

(2) One 54.618 workshop: Effective Writing, Computer Applications, Gov-

ernmental Accounting, Group and Personal Interactions, and others as an-

nounced each semester.

(3) Specialization (15-21 semester hours): A combination of courses from

one or more of the tracks listed above or from other teaching units in the

university to form other options such as business administration or arts

management.

An internship may be substituted for up to six semester hours of the spe-

cialization courses, if the intership option is selected, students must register

for 52.698.

One written comprehensive examination, lasting four hours, covers the re-

quired courses listed above. Deadlines for spring, summer, and fall exam-

inations are January 31 , April 30, and September 30, respectively.

Degree Objectives students receive a degree of Master of Public Administration with a major

in Public Administration.

Doctoral Programs in Political Science and Public Administration

Tracks American Government and Political Behavior, Comparative Government and Politics,

Political Theory, Public Law, Public Policy Analysis, Governmental Management, Organization

Development, and Urban Affairs.
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Admission to the Program Applicants will be considered and admitted only for the fall se-

mester of each year. February 1 is the deadline for application for admission. All applicants must

submit scores from the verbal and quantitative sections of the Graduate Record Examination.

The normal minimum for consideration is a 3.20 grade-point average in all previous academic
work. Preference will be given to applicants for full-time study, although highly qualified students

may be admitted on a part-time basis.

Course The following courses are required; 53.611, 53.613, 53.614. and one course

Requirements in political theory. The remaining courses should be chosen in preparation

for three written comprehensive examinations and to fulfill the course re-

quirement of the noncomprehensive field.

Advancement to Advancement to candidacy must be completed not later than the semester
Candidacy m which the student has completed 18 semester hours of graduate work.

Completion of the core methodology requirements with grades of B or better

and an external examination covering this material are the minimum quali-

fications for advancement to candidacy.

Tools Statistics is required as the first tool of research for all doctoral candidates,

and is certified through completion of 53.614 with a grade B or better. The
second tool must be chosen from a list available in the School of Govern-

ment and Public Administration Graduate Office.

Examinations Written examinations are required covering three comprehensive fields, at

least two of which are to be chosen from the tracks lised above. A third

related field may be chosen from another teaching unit of the university,

provided that it exists as a doctoral field in that unit. An oral comprehensive
examination is also required.

Dissertation After the proposal is approved by three faculty members the dissertation

is undertaken through registration for 12 semester hours of dissertation

seminar. When it has been determined that the dissertation is acceptable,

the candidate must publicly defend his manuscript in an oral examination.

The committee determines conclusively at this point whether the disserta-

tion and examination are acceptable.

The dissertation must consist of high quality original research directly rel-

evant to the student's doctoral program. A proposal may be rejected for

unacceptability of subject, inadequacy of the proposed concept and ap-

proach of the research, or because there is no full-time School of Govern-

ment and Public Administration faculty member who is academically com-
petent and available to supervise the project proposal. If the student is

unable to fulfill any of these requirements, his candidacy may be terminated

at this time.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of'Philosophy with a major in Political

Science or Public Administration.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

POLITICAL THEORY

53.100 Introduction to Political Science (Honors) (3-4) Two-semester course combining a

study of major political thinkers and political science methodology with an analysis of contem-

porary political issues. Emphasis on American and comparative political institutions and behavior.

Students register for the same course number both semesters. Usually offered every term. May
be repeated for credit but not within the same term; topic may be the same. Prerequisite: by

invitation.

53.200 Great Issues of Political Thought • S (3) Philosophical controversies about major po-

litical problems and concepts, such as justice, freedom, authority, community, dissent. Usually

offered every term.

J
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53.300 Modern Political Thought • S (3) Intensive analysis of the works of major political

theorists from the sixteenth to the twentieth century; applications to current questions of theory

and method. Included are : l\/lachiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Montesqueieu, Rousseau, Mills, Hegel,

Marx, and others. Honors sections available. Usually offered every term.

53.301 Classical Political Thought • S (3) An in-depth approach to theory beginning with the

pre-Socratics, extending through the Platonic dialogues, Aristotle, Roman civil theory and major
medieval trends of thought. Usually offered every fall.

53.302 American Political Thought • S (3) Major concepts, ideas, and theories on the nature

and operation of American politics and government. Provides a conceptual and analytic focus

for students studying American politics. Usually offered every spring.

53.400 Individualism and Technological Society • S (3) An interdisciplinary seminar which
draws on sociopolitical philosophy to look at individualism in contemporary society. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisite: one course in political theory or philosophy.

53.401 Contemporary Political Ideologies (3) Background and major issues of twentieth cen-

tury political thought; concept, nature, and functions of ideology; major contemporary doctrines.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: course in history of ideas, philosophy, or theory recom-

mended.

53.402 Theories of Political Community (3) The impact of the city, as concept and as empirical

reality on the development of Western political thought; implications for urban studies of the

major theories from ancient Greece to contemporary social science. Prerequisite: a course in

political theory or philosophy or history of ideas.

53.403 Politics and the Cinema (3) Helps students gain an understanding and appreciation of

several major concepts in political theory. Through analysis of the images and symbols inherent

in contemporary motion pictures, students are able to consider not only the developed political

ideologies, but also the psychological dimensions of political action and inaction. Usually offered

every spring.

POLITICAL RESEARCH

53.310 Introduction to Political Research • S (3) An introduction to political science research,

including the logic of analysis, research design and the basics of quantitative analysis. Application

of data gathering and analytic and statistical techniques to contemporary political problems.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: at least one course in political science.

AMERICAN POLITICS

53.120 Introduction to American Politics • S (3) Survey of American political process. Includes

an analysis of pluralism, constitutional bases of government; political participation and elections;

and the major national institutions involved in policymaking. Fall semester includes field trip

assignments to acquaint students with the policy process in Washington. Usually offered every

term.

53.220 Presidential Politics • S (3) Role of the presidency in the political system including

presidential power, personality, response to public opinion, interaction with the Cabinet, the

bureaucracy. Congress, and political parties. Usually offered every term.

53.221 Elections and Voting Behavior • S (3) Elections and electoral behavior. Role of public

opinion, interest groups, social movements, and political parties in plural societies. Problems in

political participation, communication, representation and leadership. Usually offered every term.

53.320 Political Behavior • S (3) Social psychological approaches to the study of voting be-

havior and elite decision making. Topics include the nature and sources of political beliefs and

values, small group behavior. Honors sections available. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

an introductory course in American politics, psychology, or sociology.

53.321 Congress and Legislative Behavior • S (3) The study of congressional behavior. Con-

gress as an institution, and its role in the policymaking process. Includes field research on Capitol

Hill. Honors sections available. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 53A20.

53.322 American Political Parties • S (3) Approaches to American political parties: party or-

ganization; party in electorate and government, and party reform and future of American parties.
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Includes research on parties in Washington. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 53.120 or

53.221.

53.323 Government and Public Policy • S (3) Analysis of the policynnaking process. Special

focus on domestic policy in such areas as energy, environment, health, education, welfare, and
economics. Recommended as a prerequisite for seminars on the politics of policy formation.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 53.120.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

53.230 Comparative Politics: Change, Leadership, Participation • S (3) An introduction to basic

concepts used to compare political systems and to understand political change. Particular focus

on the nature of politics, pow/er and authority, political order and change, and participation.

Usually offered every term.

53.231 Third World Politics • S (3) Political order and change in selected countries in Africa,

Latin American, and Asia, emphasizing nation building, ideology, development and the role of the

military.

53.330 Politics of Industrial Societies • S (3) Comparative study of participation, public policy,

and the policymaking process in industrial societies. Impact of technology and science on human
values and social change. Honors seminars available.

53.331 Interdependence, Scarcity, and Power (3) Political and administrative issues raised by
the growing interdependence of nations mutually confronting global scarcities of essential com-
modities. The politics of scarcity. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: one course in

economics and one in either international relations or comparative politics.

53.430 Authoritarian Regimes: Generals, Presidents, and Kings (3) Politics, theory, and prac-

tice of modern totalitarian and authoritarian systems. An analysis of communism, facism, nazism,

corporatism and praetorianism. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: course in comparative
politics or relevant history course.

53.431 Revolution and Violence (3) Revolution and violence looked at from the individual per-

spective. The empirical theories of social psychology and psychoanalysis are used to investigate

the sources of discontent that lead to attempts at violent political change. Prerequisite: course
in comparative politics or political behavior.

53.432 Intellectuals and Dissent in Industrial Societies (3) A study of intellectuals as advisors

and participants in the policymaking process of industrial and postindustrial societies. Social

control, political dissent, and individual freedom in selected countries. Prerequisites: a course in

political behavior and one in comparative politics.

URBAN AFFAIRS

53.240 Metropolitan Politics • S (3) growth of cities and metropolitan areas. Evolution of city

and its surrounding areas as focus of public policy. Analysis of decision making techniques,

intergovernmental relations, and ethnic politics. Implications of financial resources and suburban
attitudes on metropolitan politics and policymaking. Usually offered every term.

53.340 Federalism (3) Constitutional and functional interrelationships of national, state, and lo-

cal government. Concepts of federalism in various dimensions of American life. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: 53.120 or 53.240.

53.341 Urban Planning (3) Survey course of urban planning, with focus on such contemporary
planning issues as housing, transportation, energy, environment, regionalism, and community
participation. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 53. 1 20 or 53.240.

53.440 Urban Affairs Seminar (3) Field research, class representations, and readings on con-

temporary urban problems; includes study of decentralization, citizen participation, urban bu-

reaucracy, service delivery systems. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: at least 12 hours
of courses included in urban affairs major.

53.441 Urban Public Finance (3) Building on a model of the urban economic system, the course
examines problems of service provision and finance faced by central cities and suburban com-
munities. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: course in economics and one in urban
affairs group.
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53.442 Field Study in State Government (3) A study of policymaking in states, focusing on the
offices of governor and legislature. Excursions to nearby state capitols. Usually offered every
fall. Prerequisite: 53.120 or 53.240.

54.480 Topics in Urban Affairs (3) Special topics in urban affairs. Examples include; Urban
Planning; Suburban Politics; Urban Affairs Seminar; State Government; Urban Finance. Usually

offered every term. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

PUBLIC LAW

53.250 Law and the Political System • S (3) Basic concepts of law and American legal system.
Analysis of role of courts, their action and processes, in policymaking process. Problems of law
enforcement and correctional system. Usually offered every term.

53.350 American Constitutional Development (3) Nature of constitutionalism and role of con-

stitutional interpretation; judicial power and review. Consideration of important Supreme Court
decisions and their impact on development of the American political system. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 53.120 or 53.240 or 53.302.

53.351 Civil Rights and Liberties (3) Analytical treatment of Supreme Court decision making in

area of civil liberties. Emphasis on the First and the Fourteenth Amendements, including consti-

tutional doctrines, current trends, and prospective problems. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: a course in American politics, political theory, or public law.

53.450 Political Jurisprudence and Theories of Law (3) Study of various schools of law; natural

law, positive law, utilitarianism, and sociology of law. Emphasis on relationship between law and
the political process. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: a law-related or political theory

course.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

53.260 Administrative Politics • S (3) A general introduction to American public administration

and the executive branch of government. Emphasis on the politics of administration, the rela-

tionship of the bureaucracy with clientele groups. Congress, the White House, and the public.

Usually offered every term.

53.360 Bureaucratic Power and Decision Making (3) An introduction to the theory of govern-

mental decision making and bureaucratic behavior. Organizational structure; the role of the

bureaucracy in policymaking. Sources of bureaucratic power; agency interaction; personnel;

differences in agency and bureaucratic power; decision making typologies. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 53.120 or 53.260.

53.460 The Machiavellians and Modern Organization (3) Theories of organizations, and their

role in the political process from a scientific management approach to a humanistic one. The

relationship between bureaucratic decision making and politics. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: a course in public administration or political theory sequence.

INTERNSHIPS AND INDEPENDENT STUDY

53.390 Independent Reading Courses in Government (1-6)*

53.490 Independent Study Project in Government (1-6)*

53.491 Undergraduate Internship (6) Specially arranged with director of undergraduate aca-

demic counseling (SGPA) in interest groups, congressional offices, and government agencies.

Includes a weekly seminar. Usually offered every term.

53.499 Honors Research in Political Science (3)

WASHINGTON SEMESTER AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

56.100 Washington Summer Seminar (2) Special course fot advanced college credit for high

school junior and seniors. Systematic field study of major components of American national

government and political processes that support and affect it. Examination of selected policy

issues. Usually offered every summer.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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56.410 Washington Semester Seminar I (4) Selected students from cooperating institutions and
The American University, under tine arrangement of the Washington Semester Program, the U.S.

Government in action through seminars, conferences, lectures, and guided seminar evaluations

of experience. The research project is an individual analytical report prepared under the guidance
and counseling of the academic directors of the program. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

selection, must be taken concurrently with 56.41 1 and 56.41 2.

56.411 Washington Semester Seminar I! (4) Same as 56.410. Usually offered every fall. Pre-

requisites: elections, must be taken concurrently with 56.410 and 56.412.

56.412 Washington Semester Research Project (4) Same as 56.410. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: must be taken concurrently with 56.410 and 56.41 1.

56.413 Urban Semester Seminar I (4) Selected students from other colleges, including consor-

tium schools and member institutions of the Washington Semester Program as well as qualified

undergraduates from The American University, study urban problems and politics of intergovern-

mental policymaking in urban areas. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: must be taken con-

currently with 56.414 and 56.415.

56.414 Urban Semester Seminar II (4) Same as 56.413. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

must be taken concurrently with 56.41 3 and 56.41 5.

56.415 Urban Semester Seminar III (4) Same as 56.413. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

must be taken concurrently with 56.413 and 56.414.

56.416 Washington Semester Internship (2) Open only to students in the Washington and Urban
semesters, as arranged with their academic directors.

56.430 London Semester (3) Seminar meetings with British public officials and observers of the

British political process. Topics in British culture include art in London and the architecture of

London taught by British instructors. Students enroll in several sections of this course. Usually

offered every fall.

GRADUATE AND ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
POLITICAL THEORY

53.500 Marxist and Non-Marxist Socialist Thought (3) An in-depth approach to Marx's contri-

butions to social and political science, as well as the economics and revolutionary theory, using

primary texts. A reevaluation of the historical and contemporary implications of Marxism. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisite: a course in political theory or European intellectual history.

53.501 Comparative Political Theory (3) A comparative approach to traditional and modern
works in the political theory of Asian, African and European civilizations, emphasizing their utility

and relevance to contemporary political analysis. Prerequisite: a course in political theory or

philosophy.

POLITICAL RESEARCH

53.510 Survey Research Methods (3) Students receive training and experience in all phases of

survey research, including question wording, sampling, interviewing, coding, keypunching, and
computer analysis. An actual poll, a telephone survey, conducted during the semester. Usually

offered every spring.

AMERICAN POLITICS

53.520 Research Workshops in American Politics (3) Research seminars in specific areas of

American politics. Examples include: Parties and Interest Groups, Parties, Defense Policy, Politics

of Cancer. Prerequisite: SGPA major or graduate student.

53.521 Advanced Studies in Elections (3) Advanced seminars in such election issues as Cam-
paign Management, Campaign Finance, Elections and Voting Behavior. Prerequisite: SGPA major

or graduate student.

53.522 Studies in Political Behavior (3) Examples include; Personality and Politics, Political

Socialization.
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53.523 Advanced Studies on the Presidency (3) Examples include: The Presidency in Transition.

Presidential Power and Public Policy. May be repeated for credit within the same term: topic

must be different. Prerequisite: at least one course in American politics.

53.524 Congressional Studies (3) Example include: Congress in Transition, Information Sources
on the Hill. Congressional-Executive Relations, Legislative Research Skills, and Legislative Rules
and Procedures. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

53.530 Urbanization Process: Migrants, Squatters, and Power (3) Migration and social and
political change in Third World urban areas. Prerequisite: course in comparative politics or

graduate standing.

53.531 Ethnic Conflict and Political Change (3) An analysis of the dimensions and causes of

ethnic conflict, primarily in Third World nations. Prerequisite: a course in comparative politics or

graduate standing.

53.532 Welfare Policies: Europe and United States (3) Comparative study of distributive and
redistributive policies of industrial and postindustrial societies. Housing, health, energy, social

securtiy systems, and other selected emphases. Prerequisite: a course in American public policy

or comparative politics.

53.533 Community Change in the Third World (3) The processes of community change. Focus
on issues of community autonomy; national authority; community decision making. Includes case
studies of selected communities in Third World nations and the role of international agencies

in community change. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: course in comparative politics or

international relations.

PUBLIC LAW

53.550 Women and the Law (3) Major court decisions and federal legislation affecting women
in the areas of employment discrimination, education, domestic relations, reproductive control,

the criminal justice system, and the securing of equal rights through the ERA. Emphasis on the

social and political issues involved as well as the effectiveness of present litigation. Usually of-

fered every spring. Prerequisite: course in public law.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

53.590 Independent Reading Course in Government and Political Science (1-6)*

54.590 Independent Reading Course in Public Administration (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

POLITICAL THEORY

53.600 Modern Political Theory (3) Political science as systematic inquiry, through intensive

analysis of works of major political theorists from Machiavelli to twentieth century; applications

to current questions of theory and method. Usually offered every term.

53.608 Early Political Thought (3) Major thinkers, theorists, and trends from Greek, Roman,

and Medieval eras.

POLITICAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

53.610 Introduction to Quantitative Methods in Political Science (3) Application of tech-

niques of bivariate analysis to measurement of political behavior; particular emphasis on tech-

niques of relevance for political scientists and students of public administration. Usually offered

every term.

53.611 Political Research (3) Analysis and investigation of political and social problems. Em-

phasis on theory construction as guide to research formulation, appropriate methods of research,

and on empirical testing of research questions. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 53.650.

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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53.612 Conduct of Political Inquiry and Research I (3) Concepts, approaches, and method-

ologies of political science research; philosophy of science, scientific modes of inquiry, and
sociology of knowledge; research design, theory, and measurement; application of the computer;

methods and techniques of analysis. Usually offered every fall.

53.613 The Conduct of Political Inquiry and Research II (3) Introduction to systematic and
formal theory; sets, counting, and probability; vectors; economic bases of political behavior;

game theory. Usually offered every spring.

53.614 Quantitative Methods in Political Science (3) Application of techniques of multivariate

analysis to measurement of political behavior. Usually offered every fall.

AMERICAN POLITICS

53.650 Political Analysis (3) Introduction to major issues and controversies in political science;

their relevance to contemporary political analysis; the relation of the following factors to public

policy and political change: political development, participation, power, bureaucracies, and po-

litical parties; selected perspectives from related social sciences when applicable. Required

course for new students in M.A. degree programs. Usually offered every term.

53.651 The Legislative Process (3) Function of legislative branch in American governmental

system; emphasis on congress and comparative consideration of state legislature. Usually of-

fered every term.

53.652 The Presidency and the Executive Branch (3) Analysis of presidential roles and function

of federal executive branch; problems of presidential personality, executive-legislative relations,

and policy formation.

53.653 American Federalism (3) Constitutional and functional interrelationships of national,

state, and local government; concept of federalism in various dimensions of American life, com-
parison of the role of states in the American federal system. Usually offered every fall and every

summer.

53.654 Political Attitudes and Public Opinion (3) Alternative explanations of political attitudes

and behavior; political socialization; personality; sources of beliefs and behavior; theories of

opinion change; small groups and political behavior; effects of communication on attitudes. Usu-

ally offered every spring.

53.655 Political Parties, Interest Groups and Lobbying (3) Approaches to study of American
political parties; party organization; party in electorate and in government; party reform and the

future of American parties; interest group behavior; interaction with parties, elites, and executive

agencies and the Congress.

53.656 Voting Behavior, Elections and Campaigns (3) Political participation and behavior in

U.S. primaries and elections; management of campaigns; mass media and political organizations.

53.657 American Public Policy (3) Analysis of role of government in formulating and imple-

menting policies related to education, socialization, individual and group conduct, redistribution

of benefits and burdens; introduction to policy analysis. Usually offered every fall.

53.659 Studies in American Politics (3) Topical courses in American politics. Examples include

Reform of Congress, Congressional Research, and Electoral Reform. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

53.660 Advanced Seminar in American Politics (3) Advanced seminar offerings such as Positive

Political Theory. Usually offered every spring.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

53.630 Comparative Politics and Policy Analysis (3) An overview of comparative political anal-

ysis as it relates to the fields of development and international relations. The evolution of the

field, current directions of major research, and variables in the policy process. Usually offered

every fall.

53.631 DevelopmentalConflicts and Political Change (3) A study of the causes and conse-

quences of political and economic development. Begins with Marx and Weber. Examines political

problems such as scarcity, marginality, and powerlessness. Analyzes interdependent sovereignty

and cooperation, as well as the trade-off between equity and growth, using a comparative meth-
odology. Usually offered every spring.
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53.632 Comparative Urban Politics (3) Comparative and cross-national study of urban politics

and government, with special attention to the problems of migration, planning, political partici-

pation; urban policies compared and contrasted in their impact on urban growth problems.

53.637 Comparative Politics: Countries (3) Special topics dealing with the Soviet Union, West-
ern Europe, the Middle East. Africa, Communist China, Japan, and others.

53.639 Studies in Comparative Politics (3) Selected problems in comparative politics such as
problems in Comparative Public Administration and Comparative Policy Analysis. May be re-

peated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

PUBLIC LAW

53.670 Judicial Process and Policymaking (3) Basic concepts of jurisprudence of American
legal system; analysis of federal, state, and local judicial processes and decision making; actors

and roles in judicial process.

53.674 Constitutional Law and Politics (3) Involvement of American courts in such issues as
legitimacy, conflict resolution, and representation; courts as political actors with respect to fed-

eralism; powers and limitations on government; advancement of individual and group interest

and rights.

53.675 Administrative Law (3) Legal context of public administration; emphasis on empower-
ment process, exercise of administrative powers, and judicial review of administrative actions.

Usually offered every term.

POLICY ANALYSIS

53.682 Foundations of Policy Analysis: Metropolitan and National (3) Distributional effects,

externalities, role of risk and uncertainty in policy analysis; criteria for choice, normative roles

for analysis and use of information and social welfare criteria in making policy decisions. Usually

offered every term.

53.683 Design of Policy Research (3) Introduction to experimental, quasi-experimental, and

nonexperimental research designs; evoluation of alternative designs for policy research; use of

data-collection techniques, sources, survey research, aggregate data analysis, use of regularly

published U.S. Government economic, business, housing, and population data. Usually offered

every spring.

53.684 Public Affairs Laboratory (3) Investigation of special topics to be arranged indepen-

dently with designated faculty.

54.601 Methods of Problem Solving I (3) Introduces students to the way in which analytical

techniques can be used to solve problems in policy analysis and public administration. Emphasis

on problem definition, choosing appropriate techniques, and understanding the limits of quanti-

tative approaches. Usually offered every term.

54.602 Methods of Problem Solving II (3) Continuation of 54.601 . Students improve their ability

to analyze and solve public problems using analytical techniques. Usually offered every term.

54.604 Public Program Evaluation (3) Introduction to the elements of policy and program anal-

ysis for public program managers. Three components of the course are; consideration of nor-

mative criteria for program evaluation; introduction to systematic strategies for assessing and

measuring effect of program elements and policy changes on outcomes; introduction to the logic

and limitations. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT

54.610 Public Management (3) Problems of management in public agencies—the activities of

public managers; the different types of government agencies, their settings and tasks; the ad-

ministrative methods and strategies used by public managers; and the applicability of these

methods under different conditions. Usually offered every term.

54.611 Organization Planning and Control (3) Provides an introduction to planning theory; an

overview of efforts at governmental planning in the United States; an analysis of the techniques

used to develop and implement organization planning and control systems; and an examination

of individual and group resistance to planning and the implications of this for public administration.

Usually offered every term. Prerequiste: 54.610.
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54.612 Politics of Administration (3) Examination of the external activities of public agencies;

their relations with other agencies, with legislative bodies, with interest groups, citizens, advisory

committees, and other levels of government. Also focuses on the mechanisms for holding public

administrators accountable, e.g., legislative oversight, sunshine and sunset laws, reorganization,

the press, etc. Usually offered every term.

54.613 Administration of International Programs (3) Examines the organizational and admin-
istrative problems of program management in an interdependent world. Focuses on the admin-

istration of government programs in developing countries and the management of various inter-

national organizations. Analysis of the effect of development programs and the consequences of

adopting alternative management strategies. Usually offered every spring.

54.618 Management Workshop (2-3) Designed to provide professional training in a number of

specific management skills, such as effective writing and computer applications. Along with other

designated workshops, laboratories, and institutes, it satisfies the management skills requirement

in the M.P.A. program. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every term.

54.619 Studies in Governmental Management (3) Studies in topical subjects in governmental
management. Examples include reorganization, forecasting and managing change, and admin-

istrative problem solving. Usually offered every term.

KEY EXECUTIVE PROGRAM

54.620 Career Development for Key Executives (3) Participants examine their professional in-

terests and needs and develop strategies for improving job performance and satisfaction. Stu-

dents construct an agenda for their career development and devise a plan to achieve these

objectives. Data drawn from the seminar are used to tailor part of the Key Executive curriculum.

Has nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in the Key Executive Pro-

gram.

54.621 Public Management for Key Executives (3) Examination of the environments, technol-

ogies, and strategies which characterize professional public management in a variety of orga-

nizational settings. A clinical approach to the problems of governmental management at all levels.

Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequiste: open only to participants in the Key Executive Pro-

gram.

54.622 Leadership for Public Management for Key Executives (3) Focuses on the leadership

capabilities of each class member. Combines individual learning instruments, group experiences,

and relevant theory so that managers can examine their own styles as leaders and members of

task group, all within the context of their participation as managers in a public bureaucracy. Has
a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in the Key Executive Program.

54.623 Methods of Problem Solving for Key Executives (3) Methods of analysis and inference

applicable to problems of management. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequiste: open only

to participants in the Key Executive Program.

54.624 Public Financial Management for Key Executives (3) The study of public finance for

management practitioners from the perspective of economics and administration: economic con-

cepts; alternative taxing modes and distributional impacts; financing on credit in the public sector;

intergovernmental fiscal transfer mechanisms; the analysis of demand for public services; finan-

cial mechanisms and the potential for income redistribution; assessment policy and administra-

tion; financial planning and forecasting; capital improvements and programming. Has a nonstand-

ard tuition rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in the Key Executive Program.

54.625 Practicum for Management for Key Executive Analysis and Evaluation (3) Application

of methods of analysis and inference to problems of management. Students are asked to (1)

interpret and evaluate data and reports relating to their agencies, and (2) design and execute
research dealing with a problem of management in their agencies. Has a nonstandard tuition

rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in Key Executive Program.

54.626 Administrative Law for Key Executives (3) The empowerment process. Vesting of pow-
ers in administrative agencies; constitutionality of the delegation of legislative power; problems
of agency action unauthorized by law; disclosure; problems of agency action beyond authority;

controls of agencies exercised by Congress; controls by the president. Acquisition of information;

quasi-legislative action in rule-making Freedom of Information Act; EEOC, etc. Has a nonstandard
tuition rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in the Key Executive Program.
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54.627 Politics of Administration for Key Executives (3) The political context of public admin-
istration for management practitioners. Processes by which policy is formulated, implemented
and evaluated in the American Federal System. Governmental institutions, powers, and relation-

ships. Factors (political, economic and social) in the environment which condition processes of

decision making. Case studies and outside speakers. Has a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite:

open only to participants in the Key Executive Program.

54.628 Management Skill Modules for Key Executives (2) Participants in the Key Executive

Program select four skill modules they wish to be taught. Suggested options include contract

management, human interaction laboratory, computer systems literacy, budget presentation,

managing conflict, labor negotiation skills, and others. Students enroll in two of the four modules:

a student may choose to take both modules in either the summer or the fall, or one in the summer
and one in the fall. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Has
a nonstandard tuition rate. Prerequisite: open only to participants in the Key Executive Program.

PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

54.630 Public Managerial Economics (3) Introduces students to microeconomic theory as a

framework for understanding the problems of public managers. Resource scarcity, consumer
behavior, production, cost, economics of efficient management, operation of product markets

under competition and monopoly, labor markets, market failure, and public goods are examined.

Must be taken before further courses in financial management. Usually offered every term.

54.631 Financing Government Services (3) The theory and practice of public finance and rev-

enue administration. Emphasis on state and local government. Examines efficiency and equity

criteria, externalities, public goods, interjurisdictional spillovers, user charges, grants-in-aids, and
various kinds of taxes. Different methods of financing are related to different kinds of services.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 54.630 or equivalent.

54.632 Governmental Budgeting (3) A comprehensive overview of why budgeting exists, how
the process works, and who the mam actors are. Decision making theories: resource allocation

strategies; program evaluation methodologies; quantitative aids, legislative and intergovernmen-

tal relation processes; organization and personnel needs: economic ramifications of alternate

fiscal and spending priorities politics. Usually offered every term.

54.635 Public Financial Decisions (3) How to analyze and evaluate government capital ex-

penditure and borrowing decisions. Public investment analysis, cost/benefit analysis, cash man-

agement, purchasing and inventory control, managing collections and receivables, and methods
of raising and retiring debt. Prerequisite: 54.630 or equivalent.

54.636 Public Financial Analysis (3) How to analyze the financial health of state and local

governments and other public organizations and develop remedies for financial problems. Finan-

cial condition is related to expenditure, revenue, and borrowing decisions; the economic base

and needs of the community; capital markets; public employees: and the overall economic sys-

tem. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers. Prerequisites: two courses in public

financial management.

54.639 Studies in Financial Management (3) Topical course offerings in financial management.

Examples include regulatory policy, commercial banking, and public policy. Usually offered every

term.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

54.650 Leadership for Public Management (3) Analysis of individual student's potential or ac-

tual leadership style and capacity in public agencies through group experiences, relevant theory,

and individual learning instruments. Usually offered every term.

54.652 Introduction to Organization Development (3) Introduction to strategies and tech-

niques from the behavioral sciences that are used to improve the effectiveness of individuals,

teams, and organizations. Data collection and feedback, group process observation, team build-

ing, conflict management, and structural interventions are reviewed and practiced along with

current applications, trends, and professional issues. Usually offered every term.

54.654 Organization Diagnosis and Intervention (3) An examination of the design and conduct

of diagnostic studies of work teams through the use of behavioral science tools. Emphasis on

data collection, feedback, and evaluation. Surveys various theories and techniques of organiza-
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tional intervention. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: one foundation level course in orga-

nization development or equivalent.

54.655 Consultation Skills for Managers (3) Combination of theory and practice in building

skills needed in helping students to address "people problems" creatively: focus on various

aspects of consultation role, such as building a climate for change, interviewing skills, generating

and analyzing information, and principles for giving and receiving help. Role of consultation as

an aspect of the manager's responsibilities. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: one foun-

dation level course in organization development or equivalent.

54.657 Institute on Group and Personal Interaction (3) Specialized program emphasizing ex-

periential learning and discussion of underlying theories. Usually offered every term.

54.658 Conflict Resolution for Managers (3) The nature of conflict and its use in interper-

sonal, intergroup, and interorganizational settings. Includes identification of alternative approach-

es to dealing with conflict, early identification of incipient conflict, prevention of destructive

conflict, and skills needed to serve as a consultant to others seeking to resolve conflict among
themselves. Prerequisite: one foundation level course in organization development or equivalent.

54.661 Administrative Behavior (3) Develops the student's understanding of human problems
and behavior in organizations, and introduces methods for dealing with these problems. The
psychological basis of individual behavior, group behavior, human motivation, power, communi-
cation, conflict, and organizational change are among topics discussed.

54.663 Human Resources Management (3) The effective use of human skills and resources in

modern organizations. Topics include training programs to upgrade skills and abilities, manpower
planning, productivity, job enrichment, and assessment, with an emphasis on the application of

current research findings in the field. Usually offered every fall and alternate summers. Prereq-

uisite: one foundation level course in the field or equivalent.

54.665 Public Personnel Administration (3) Managerial processes for dealing with govern-

mental personnel; recruitment, personnel development classification, performance testing, griev-

ences. employment opportunities, and labor-management systems; civil service systems and
their alternatives. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

54.667 Labor Relations in Public Employment (3) Changing patterns of relationships among
public employers, employees, and organizations of public employees; methods and implications

of collective bargaining in public sector. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

54.669 Studies in Human Resources and Organization Development (3) Selected topics in hu-

man resource management and organization development; career development, equal opportu-

nity employment, organization theory, human problems, and current issues in personnel admin-

istration.

HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT

54.670 Politics and Contemporary Health Issues (3) Selected major issues and directions in

national health policy examined from the perspective of both political dynamics and systematic

policy analysis. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

54.671 Health and Human Service Systems (3) Service and control components of the health

service system, the practices they employ, interactions with one another and with other human
service delivery systems. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

54.672 Health and the Community (3) Analysis of the values and behavior of individuals and
groups with regard to health practices and to the development and use of service resources at

the community level. Usually offered every spring and alternate summers.

54.673 Health Program Planning and Evaluation (3) The study and application of planning and
evaluation techniques through case studies in program design and measurement of program
outcome. Usually offered every fall.

URBAN AFFAIRS

54.680 Urban Politics (3) Introduction to study of urban affairs; analysis of selected problems
related to population change, and urban bureaucratic responsiveness; analysis of alternative

governmental forms; metropolitan decision making; intergovernmental relations. Usually offered

every term.
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54.681 Metropolitian Analysis (3) Interdisciplinary course in developnnent of new approaches
and methods for analyzing policy decisions in metropolitan areas; focus on theoretical and em-
pirical applications of social science to urban public policy. Usually offered every spring.

54.682 Managing Urban Growth (3) Examination of casual factors associated with urban
growth; analysis and evaluation of alternative mechanisms for managing growth in urban and
metropolitan areas; specific attention to legal, economic, and political aspects of the problem.

Usually offered every term.

54.684 Urban Planning (3) Examines the tools and practice of urban planning and its role in

shaping the urban environment. Topics include long-range comprehensive planning, neighbor-

hood adaptations, new towns, metropolitan regions, planning for rural development and econom-
ically depressed regions, and planning for housing, transportation and community facility pro-

grams. Usually offered every term.

54.686 Intergovernmental Relations (3) Analyzes the political, fiscal, and adminstrative rela-

tionships which help to shape the complex intergovernmental system. Federal, state, local and
other jurisdictions are examined in light of their impact on the intergovernmental system. Usually

offered every spring.

54.687 Urban Management (3) Examination of council-manager relationships, work force staff-

ing and development, the budget and community goals, as well as ethical example and control

and external and regional effectiveness. Usually offered every fall.

54.689 Studies in Urban Affairs (3) Topical course offerings in urban affairs. Examples include:

Neighborhood Government, Evaluating Urban Services, Problems of State Government Organi-

zation and Administration, Urban Housing Policy, and Science and Technology for Urban Admin-
istration. Usually offered every term.

SPECIAL COURSES AND INTERNSHIPS

53.690 Independent Study Project in Government and Political Science (1-6)*

54.690 Independent Study Project in Public Administration (1-6)*

54.691 Graduate Internships in National, State, and Local Government, or Research Orga-

nizations (3) Arrangements for scheduling work assignments in participation, observation, and

research, and seminar integration under cooperative supervision of government or research

director and member of school faculty. Usually offered every term.

54.698 Graduate Internship Seminar (3) Application of organizational theory to analysis of be-

hf-.vioral dynamics in host agencies. Usually offered every term.

54.710 Seminar in Public Administration (3) A survey of the theory and practice of public admin-

istration for doctoral students and M.P.A. students doing advanced study of the field.

School of

International Service
Dean Gregory B. Wolfe

Full-Time Faculty

Professor G. M. Bonham, T. A. Couloumbis, J. J. Finan, R. W. Gregg, C. H. Heimsath, A. D. Mott,

H. Mowlana, F. J. Piotrow, D. D. Randall, A. A. Said, J. J. Sisco, A. R. Taylor, B. B. Tyson, A.

L. Vilakazi, L. W. Wadsworth (Grazier Memorial Professor of International Law), M. P. Walker,

L.C.Wilson, G.B.Wolfe
Associate Professor S. H. Arnold, L. Clarke, S. D. Cohen, W. C. Cromwell, L. L. Lubrano, N. G.

Onuf, A. Suhrke, L.Wood
Assistant Professor L. D.. Howell

Visiting Professor H. R. Cottam, R. Manglapus, S. Sober

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Professor Emeritus M. E. Bradshaw, W. Y. Elliott (Univ. Emer.), R. H. Gabriel (Univ. Emer.), E.

S. Griffith (Univ. Emer.), G. L. Harris, W. G. Hunsberger, M. D. Irish, K. P. Landon, M. F. Lindsey,

P. B. Potter, H. M. Randall, D. V. Sandifer, S. L. Sharp (Univ. Emer.)

.

The School of International Service offers programs and concentrations in international relations,

foreign area and cross-national studies, policy analysis, and international development. Its fields

of study include international law and organization, international communication. United States

and comparative foreign policy, regional international systems, and comparative government and

politics. The approach is at once disciplinary, multidisciplinary, and interdisciplinary. It draws

upon the faculty resources of the entire university, including those in anthropology, economics,

history, languages and linguistics, philosophy and religion, and political science. Moreover, the

school consciously integrates the several disciplines, giving a broad approach to the study of

international affairs. In these endeavors, the large and varied faculty of The American University

in international studies is complemented by faculty resources of the Consortium of Universities

of the Washington Metropolitan Area.

Special features of the School of International Service include the opportunity for independent

study projects and internships drawing on the outstanding resources of the Washington area.

The school serves as a focal point for a comprehensive program in Latin American studies offered

through the consortium of universities. The World Human Needs Program offers special oppor-

tunities for the study of various world human needs problems, the interrelationships among them,

and strategies for dealing with them in a human context. Further information on these special

features is available from the dean of the school.

Center for Asian Studies The center coordinates Asian studies throughout the university

and administers those programs on Asia offered by the School of International Service. Programs

are available at the undergraduate, master's, and doctoral levels, with emphasis on South Asia,

Southeast Asia, and East Asia (China and Japan). The programs of the Center for Asian Studies

utilize not only the resources of The American University but also those of other members of the

consortium of universities.

The center will award a Certificate of Asian Study to every student on completion of a degree

program which has included a significant emphasis in Asian studies. Undergraduates who wish

to qualify for the certificate must complete, satisfactorily, four or more courses on Asia or in an

Asian language. Graduate students who wish to qualify for the certificate must complete, satis-

factorily, at least one area related comprehensive examination, appropriate degree level area

language certification, and a substantial research paper, thesis, or dissertation dealing v^ith the

area.

For further information, write to the Director, Center for Asian Studies, School for Service Inter-

national Service, The American University, Washington, D.C., 20016.

Pitman B. Potter Center for World Order The Pitman b. Potter Center for world Order

was established in 1974 to coordinate course offerings related to the problems of peace and

world order from a variety of disciplines: to sponsor lectures and seminars related to these fields;

and to facilitate research projects by serving as an informational and resource base for the

Washington, D.C., area.

Although no specific series of courses has been laid down for a degree program in world order,

a student who desires to pursue such a program would, under current university regulations, be

permitted to arrange an interdisciplinary degree at either the B.A. or the M.A. level. For further

information, contact the Director, The Pitman B. Potter Center for World Order, The American
University, Washington, D.C., 20016.

Undergraduate Program in International Studies

Admission to the Program Candidates for admission to the school must present evidence

of excellent personal and academic qualifications. Eligibility for freshman admission considera-

tion normally requires at least a B average in secondary school. Other factors considered are

leadership qualities, character, and personal interests. Students from other regionally accredited

collegiate institutions and students in other majors at The American University who have com-

pleted the first semester of the freshman year should maintain at least a cumulative B grade-

point average in order to be eligible to apply for transfer to the school.
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Set
Requirements

Required
Options

Special

Opportunities

33.202,33.151,33.152, 19.101, and 19.102.

(1) One from the following: 33.161, 33.162, 33.164, or 33.165; (2) one from
trie following; 33.100 or 53.100; (3) and three additional courses in two of

the three following fields; international relations, foreign area and cross-
national studies, and policy analysis; (4) tool requirement; a modern lan-

guage through the intermediate level or a two semester quantitative se-
quence, 33.307 and 33.513.

Senior honors, internships, modular semesters, and independent study or

research, Pan Ethnon, Foreign Policy Study Group, Envoy, and Diplomatic
Pouch.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in International
Studies.

Undergraduate Program in Language and Area Studies

Majors French/West European Area Studies, German/West European Area Studies, Russian/
USSR Area Studies, Spanish/Latin American Area Studies.

Admission to the Program Freshmen and transfers are admitted to the School of Interna-

tional Service or to the Department of Language and Foreign Studies. They must achieve a B
(3.00 on a 4.00 scale) or better cumulative grade-point average and determine their language
and area before they are formally recognized as majors.

Set All students are required to take the following courses in the appropriate
Requirements languages; (1) Intensive Elementary and Intermediate I and II or equivalent;

(2) Conversation and Composition I and II, or approved substitutes; (3) Civ-

ilization I and II.

Required (1) Eight additional courses relevant to the area of specialization to be
Options selected by the student in consultation with his advisor from among those

offered in anthropology, economics, history, international relations, political

science, or 500-level literature and interdisciplinary courses and colloquia

in the Department of Language and Foreign Studies. The eight must be
distributed among two or more of these fields or disciplines and may not

include required prerequisites which are not specific to the area; (2) A total

of 15 semester hours must be tal<en in the Department of Language and
Foreign Studies, and a total of 15 semester hours must be tal<en in the

School of International Service, of which a minimum of 6 semester hours
must be in the area of specialization (they may be among the eight courses
listed above).

Special International Relations Club, Pan Ethnon, Foreign Policy Study Group,

Opportunities foreign language clubs. Envoy, and Diplomatic Pouch.

Degree objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in French/West
European Area Studies, German/West European Area Studies, Russian/USSR Area Studies, or

Spanish/Latin American Area Studies.

Note Also This degree is administered jointly with the Department of Language and Foreign

Studies.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Programs in Foreign Policy

and International Development

Admission to the Programs Open to students from the V^ashington Semester colleges as
part of the Washington Semester program, as well as to juniors and seniors in good standing at
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The American University. Reconnmended prerequisite for tine foreign policy program is at least

one course in government or foreign affairs. Recommended prerequisite for the international

development program is at least one course in economics and tw/o or more courses in at least

one other social science or area studies field.

Set (1) Foreign Policy: 33.491, 33.492, and 33.493. (2) International Develop-

Requirements ment: 33.492 and 33.493.

Required As a fourth course students may elect either 33.494 or a regular course

Options from among the evening offerings at The American University. Students in

the international development program take 33.491 and 33.494. Other

American University courses related to development may be substituted

for either or both of these courses w/ith the approval of the advisor.

Degree Objective These programs do not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate

credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Master's Program in International Affairs

Admission to the Program Applicants must have a baccalaureate degree with a B average

in at least 24 semester hours of social science courses related to international relations. Students

who do not meet these minimal requirements will be expected to complete additional courses

specified at the time of admission. All applicants, including international students, are required

to tal<e the aptitude section of the Graduate Record Examination. Cultural factors are considered

in evaluating transcripts and examination results. Two letters of reference, evaluating under-

graduate performance and suitability for graduate study in international affairs, are required.

Students may apply for admission to any regular term, although fall semester admission is pre-

ferred.

Requests for the transfer of a maximum of six graduate semester hours from other institutions

will be considered after successful completion of nine semester hours in the primary field. Trans-

fer courses must have been completed within eight years prior to admission and be relevant to

the degree program.

Course
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Tools

Thirty semester hours are required. Appropriate courses must be complet-

ed to provide a primary and secondary field of study. The secondary field

must comprise at least four courses, including relevant transfer credit, in

a School of International Service field or one that is regularly offered in

another discipline. Listings of acceptable secondary field courses are avail-

able from the graduate counselor.

Six semester hours are devoted to thesis or nonthesis options. Certification

of a research tool is required.

Independent study courses, special lectures, and seminars enable students

to meet renowned scholars and practitioners of international relations to

discuss research and career interests. Internships for graduate credit are

given.

Candidates must pass an examination in a modern foreign language, sta-

tistics, or in another approved quantitative field that will serve as a tool of

research. In the case of foreign language. Department of State proficiency

standards are required— a "3-level" translation proficiency for European

languages and a "2-level" translation proficiency for other languages are

acceptable. Examinations are administered by the Department of Language

and Foreign Studies.

To complete the research tool in statistics, students are required to obtain

a minimum grade of B in 33.61 1 and 53.510. To complete the research tool

in computer programming (SPSS), students are required to obtain a mini-

mum grade of B in 33.611 and 33.513. In lieu of these courses for both

quantitative research tools students may opt to take and complete with a

B or better a written equivalency examination given in the highest course

at each level.
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Examinations Each student must satisfactorily complete one written comprehensive ex-

amination in a primary field of his choice. When three courses in the primary
field have been completed and graded, including relevant transfer courses,
the student will be eligible to take the comprehensive examination. All de-
ficiencies specified at the time of admission must be completed. A B av-

erage IS required. No incomplete grades in the examination field are ac-

ceptable. A list of comprehensive fields, examination deadlines, and other
information pertaining to comprehensives is available in the office of the
graduate counselor. No comprehensive examination is required in the sec-
ondary field.

Thesis A thesis or two substantial research papers are required (a total of six

semester hours in either case), if research papers are chosen, one must
be prepared in each field in conjunction with an advanced course or re-

search seminar in the field, or as an independent research project.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in International
Affairs.

Master's Program in International Communication
Admission to the Program in addition to the general admissions standards for the master's
program in international affairs, students applying for admission to this program must include a

strong major or minor in social and behavioral sciences or communication in their undergraduate
backgrounds. For further information, write to Director, Program in International Communication,
School of International Service, The American University, Washington, D.C., 20016.

Course 30 semester hours of graduate credit are required for the Master of Arts

Requirements in International Communication: (1) 33.640, 33.642, and either 33.643 or

33.644; (2) 9 hours in a related field; (3) 6 hours in methodology of research

or research seminars in international communication; and (4) 6 hours of

thesis or two substantial research papers (nonthesis options).

Special The School of International Service offers a summer program in Interna-

Opportunities tional Communication in London. Graduate and undergraduate students are

provided an opportunity to combine theoretical knowledge with practical

observation of communication in international relations. The program con-

sists of an intensive five-week schedule of activities which, with the coop-

eration of various British colleges and universities, includes seminars with

leading European experts in international communication. Credit earned in

the London program may be applied by students toward their degree pro-

gram.

Thesis A student may elect to submit a thesis (for six semester hours) or two
substantial research projects prepared in conjunction with two three hour

courses in the field, at least one of which must be completed in international

communication.

Examinations Students are required to take one written comprehensive examination in

international communication.

For additional information on the comprehensive examination, the require-

ments for a secondary field, and tool of research examination, refer to the

requirements for the master's program in international affairs.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major in International

Communication.

Master's Program in International Development

Admission to the Program See admission requirements for master's program in interna-

tional affairs.
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Course A total of 39 semester hours Is required, to be selected In the following

Requirements manner: (1) Basic Introductory Course: (3 hours) 33.601; (2) Core courses:

(9 hours) 33.637, 03.544, and 19.560 (note prerequisite: 19.603); (3) Skill

Courses: (6 hours) students select two of the following: 33.611, 33.513,

53.510, 53.650, and 53.660. (Note: other courses may be added to this

list—consult International development coordinator); (4) Specializations: (15

hours) students select any five development-related courses that apply di-

rectly to their particular interests (courses m'ay be combined in different

ways to meet individual needs. In consultation with a faculty advisor, e.g.,

development administration, community development and communication,
world human needs, and economic development); (5) Research require-

ment: (3 hours) a multidlsclplinary thesis in the area of specialization, su-

pervised by two members of the faculty; (6) Internship: (3 hours) an Intern-

ship with an organization concerned with international development Is re-

quired.

Special International Development Forum The School of International Service, In

Opportunities conjunction with the Washington, D.C., chapter of the Society for Interna-

tional Development, sponsors a weekly International Development Forum.

The forum invites noted scholars and policymakers to Interact on campus
with students, faculty, and members of the Washington development com-
munity in discussions of current issues In the International development
field.

Examinations One comprehensive examination Is required in the core courses.

For additional information on the comprehensive and tool of research ex-

aminations, refer to the requirements for the master's program in interna-

tional affairs.

Thesis A multidlsclplinary thesis, in the student's area of specialization, supervised

by two members of the faculty. Students must register for three semester
hours of 33.797.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts with a major In International

Development.

Note Also students not wishing to enroll In the M.A. program in international development,

but who are seeking a development emphasis, may elect the M.A. program in international affairs.

The student selecting that program may take one comprehensive examination In international

development and four courses In a secondary field recognized by SIS and approved by a faculty

advisor.

Doctoral Program in International Relations

Admission to the Program Applicants for the Ph.D. degree usually hold a master's degree
or its equivalent. However, students who have earned a bachelor's degree but do not have a

master's degree may be admitted. A cumulative grade-point average substantially above B in a

field relevant to International relations Is expected. The aptitude section of the Graduate Record
Examination Is required of all applicants, including foreign students. The school takes cultural

factors into account In making decisions. Applicants must supply at least two letters of reference

which evaluate both their graduate performance and their suitability for undertaking doctoral-

level study.

Applicants for the Ph.D. degree will be considered and admitted only for the fall semester of

each academic year. February 1 is the deadline for receiving applications and supporting ma-
terials. Although applicants for part-time doctoral study are eligible for admission, students are

strongly encouraged to devote at least one academic year of full-time study during the course
of their program.

Course A minimum of 72 semester hours of approved study is required for the

Requirements doctoral degree, of which 12 hours must be in 33.799. 33.611 is also re-

quired.
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A doctoral student may transfer up to 30 semester hours with a minimum
grade of B in each course. Previously earned M.A. credit will be accepted
toward the doctorate in proportion to its relevance to the student's overall

graduate program as determined by the selection of comprehensive fields

and dissertation subject. Requests for transfer of graduate credit from other

accredited institutions are considered at the time of advancement to can-
didacy. As a rule, an M.A. program, or other graduate work completed more
than eight years prior to the semester of admission, will not be considered.

Advancement to Advancement to candidacy must be completed not later than the semester
Candidacy in which the student has completed 18 semester hours of graduate work.

Any incomplete work or course deficiencies specified at the time of admis-

sion must be completed by the time of application for advancement to

candidacy. An average substantially better than B in all doctoral-level

course work is required. A student who is ineligible for advancement to

candidacy will not be permitted to continue in the program. Procedures and
other requirements for advancement to candidacy may be obtained from
the SIS graduate advisor.

Tools Candidates must pass a tool of research examination in one modern foreign

language or in statistics and quantitative analysis or in another quantitative

tool, to be approved at the time of advancement to candidacy.

In the case of a modern foreign language, the proficiency required for

European languages is "4-level," for East Asian languages "2-level," and
for other languages "3-level," according to the standards of the Foreign

Service Institute of the Department of State. Examinations are administered

by the Department of Language and Foreign Studies.

The research requirement in statistics may be satisfied by a minimum grade

of B in 33.611, 53.510, and 53.614. The research requirement in computer
programming may be satisfied by a minimum grade of B in 33.611, 33.513,

and either 40.260 or 55.333.

For the quantitative tools, the student has the option of passing with a B a

written equivalency examination given in the highest course at each level.

Examinations Students are required to choose one primary and two secondary fields. The
primary field and one of the secondary fields must be selected from among
School of International Service fields and must include international rela-

tions as either a primary or a secondary field. The other secondary field

may be another SIS field or an elective field. Students are expected to

demonstrate the relevance of the proposed field to their total program of

study. An oral comprehensive examination will be taken in the primary field.

Written examinations will be taken in both secondary fields.

To qualify for the comprehensive examinations, a student must have a B
average, no outstanding incomplete grades, and a passing grade on an oral

qualifying examination. After advancement to candidacy is accomplished,

students take 12 hours of course work prior to taking three comprehensive

examinations, one of which may be orally administered.

For a list of comprehensive fields and scheduling procedures, see the SIS

graduate counselor.

Dissertation Students register for 12 semester hours of doctoral dissertation supervi-

sion. The requirement is fulfilled by the completion of an acceptable dis-

sertation and by a successful defense of the dissertation in an oral exam-

ination. The dissertation standard requires high quality original research in

a subject which is directly related to the student's program emphasis.

Although the student is asked to present a general statement of his disser-

tation subject plans when applying for advancement to candidacy, the for-

mal proposal is presented for acceptance, and appointment of a faculty

dissertation committee, only after all comprehensive examinations have

been successfully completed.
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Degree Objective students receive a degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in Inter-

national Relations.

Note Also Grade-point requirennent: Doctoral students are expected to maintain a minimum
3.25 grade-point average on a 4.00 scale. A doctoral student who has not achieved the minimum
grade-point average by the time for advancement to candidacy will not be permitted to continue

further in the doctoral program. Should the grade average fall below the minimum requirement

at any time after advancement to candidacy, students are subject to dismissal from the university.

The minimum grade-point average shall constitute the minimum grade-point requirement for grad-

uation.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

WORLD CIVILIZATIONS, CROSS-NATIONAL, AND REGIONAL SYSTEMS

33.151 Western Tradition I (3) Origins in Judaism, Greek philosphy, and Roman law and admin-

istration. Phenomenon of growth and stagnation in classical, Islamic, and medieval Christian

civilization. Millennialism and change. Usually offered every fall.

33.152 Western Tradition II (3) Crisis of religious man, birth of scientific civilization, rationalism,

secularization, romantic reaction, and roots of the totalitarianisms of left and right. Usually offered

every spring.

33.161 Civilizations OF Asia I • A (3) Comparative study of the major historical, political, social,

and cultural traditions of Chinese, Japanese, Indian, and Southeast Asian peoples from the ear-

liest times until the coming of the European. Usually offered every fall.

33.162 Civilizations OF Asia II • A (3) Cultural, social, economic, and political change experi-

enced by the peoples of China, Japan, India, and Southeast Asia during and subsequent to the

period of European colonialism. Usually offered every spring.

33.164 Islamic Civilization • A (3) Introduction to the origins and character of classical Islamic

civilization and the dynamics of modernization of the Islamic societies of the Middle East. Usually

offered every term.

33.165 Civilizations OF Africa* A (3) Comparative study of the major historical, political, social,

and cultural traditions of Africa south of the Sahara. Usually offered every spring.

33.258 Contemporary Russia • 8 (3) Introduction to Russia: contemporary political culture and
its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots. Usually offered every term.

33.261 Contemporary East Asia • S (3) Introduction to East Asia: contemporary political culture

and its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots, with special attention to People's

Republic of China and Japan. Usually offered every spring.

33.262 Contemporary Southeast Asia • S (3) Introduction to Southeast Asia: contemporary
political culture and its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots.

33.263 Contemporary South Asia • S (3) Introduction to South Asia: contemporary political

culture and its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots, with special attention to India,

Bangladesh, Pakistan.

33.264 Contemporary Middle East • 8 (3) Introduction to Middle East: contemporary political

culture and its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots, with special attention to Arab
world. Usually offered every fall.

33.265 Contemporary Africa • 8 (3) Introduction to Africa: contemporary political culture and
its historical, economic, geographic, and social roots, with special attention to Africa south of

Sahara. Usually offered every fall.

33.276 Contemporary Latin America • 8 (3) Major political, social, and economic change in

Latin America, its foundations, factors accelerating and impeding it, and prospects and trends.

Usually offered every term.

33.355 The Relations OF West European Nations (3) World War II diplomacy affecting Europe's
postwar position, and the origins and development of the cold war in Europe; French and West
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German foreign policy and East-West diplomacy relating to Germany from World War II to the

present; European unity with emphasis on the European Community; U.S.-European relations and
issues of European security. Usually offered every spring.

33.359 Soviet Union in World Affairs (3) Analysis of recent and contemporary interstate re-

lations in zone of Soviet influence and place of the USSR in world affairs. Usually offered every
spring.

33.366 Asian Power Rivalries (3) International politics from Asian perspectives, with particular

attention to complex relationships among China, Soviet Union, India, and Japan. Usually offered

every fall.

33.379 Selected Topics in Regional International Systems (3) Issue oriented analysis of con-

temporary regional or interregional relations: Western Europe, Soviet Union, East Asia, Southeast
Asia, South Asia, Middle East, Africa, or Latin America. May be repeated for credit within the

same term; topic must be different.

33.479 Interdisciplinary Seminar: Selected Foreign Areas (3) Problem oriented interdiscipli-

nary seminars relating to one or more of the following areas: Western Europe, USSR, East Asia,

Southeast Asia, South Asia, Middle East, Africa, or Latin America. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different.

UNITED STATES AND COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS

33.280 Policy Analysis • 8 (3) Public policy formation and implementation. Emphasis on anal-

ysis, evaluation and forecasting in such policy areas as diplomacy, security, welfare, health,

education, environment, and finance. Major focus on United States, with some comparative

dimensions. Usually offered every fall.

33.381 Foreign Policies of the Great Powers (3) Analysis of the historical evolution and con-

temporary development of the foreign policies of the United States and the Soviet Union, including

the role of China in the foreign policies of each. Emphasis is on the interaction of the policies

and behavior of the major powers. Usually offered every fall.

33.382 The Analysis of United States Foreign Policy (3) Approaches to the study of American
foreign policy processes and decision making; the role of the president, the bureaucracy, the

Congress, and public opinion. Applications of U.S.-USSR relations. Usually offered every term.

33.384 American Defense and Security Policy (3) United States national security policy for-

mulation, including; organizational politics, NSC systems, state and defense departments, the

intelligence community, defense budgeting, weapons acquisition process, and executive-legis-

lative relations. Usually offered every fall.

33.385 United States Foreign Economic Policy (3) Survey and examination of the major factors

and issues in U.S. international economic relations in terms of trade-offs between political and
economic priorities; emphasis of U.S. international trade, financial development, energy, and

investment policy. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 19.101 or equivalent.

33.386 Comparative Foreign Policy (3) Policy formation and implementation of selected nation-

states, treated comparatively. Analysis of the impact of foreign policies of selected countries on

development, international stability, and environment. Usually offered every spring.

33.389 Selected Topics in Policy Analysis (3) Analysis of selected topics in public policy, with

special attention to diplomatic, security, economic, or environmental policies. May be repeated

for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 33.280 or permission of

instructor.

33.489 Seminar in Policy Analysis (3) Undergraduate research seminar focusing on selected

issues in foreign policy analysis: U.S. policy and the Eastern Mediterranean, linkage politics in

foreign policy formulation, foreign policy formulation in East Asia, Latin America, etc. May be

repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 33.280 or 33.386

or permission of instructor.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION

33.340 Foundations of International Communication (3) Examination of the sociology, psy-

chology, and anthropology which operate during transmission of ideas, perceptions, and feelings
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between and within cultures. Considers communications models, perception theories, cultural

contact and technological change, public opinion, propaganda, and logic systems.

33.349 Selected Topics in International Communication (3) Detailed consideration of selected

issues in the general field of international communication, cross-cultural problems of communi-
cation, research techniques in international communications, the role of the media in cross-

cultural communication. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

Prerequisite: 33.340.

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZATIONS

33.321 International Law (3) Analysis of institutionalized modes of international politics, with

emphasis on the nature and function of international law. Usually offered every term.

33.325 International Organization (3) Analysis of institutionalized modes of international poli-

tics, with emphasis on the nature and functions of international organization. Usually offered

every term.

33.329 Selected Topics in International Law and Organization (3) Consideration of specific

issues in international law and organization: space, the environment, the sea, and trade; the

international institutions set up to deal with these issues; regional organizations and their struc-

ture and operations. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND DIPLOMACY

33.100 Political Concepts • S (3) Interaction of normative and empirical theory. Examination

of such concepts as politics, power, authority, legitimacy, the state, nationalism, and conflict, as

well as their applicability to international and comparative politics and in policy analysis. Usually

offered every term.

33.202 World Politics (3) Analysis of international relations as a specific process. Examines
conflict and cooperation in international relations by analyzing such processes as diplomacy,

alliances, international law and organization, and other forms of interaction. Usually offered every

term.

33.301 Theoriesof International Politics (3) Majortrendsin recent thinking about international

relations, including systematic and behavioral modes of analysis. Examination of problems of

explanation and theory building in social sciences with special reference to international studies.

Usually offered every fall.

33.307 Quantitative Approaches to International Politics (3) Introduction to quantitative

measurement and statistical analysis in international relations research. Usually offered every

term.

33.319 Selected Topics IN International Politics (3) Analysis of specific themes in international

politics, crises of issues of contemporary concern, critical areas of diplomatic activity, e.g.,

southern Africa, Cyprus, arms limitation talks, and peacekeeping efforts. May be repeated for

credit within the same term; topic must be different.

33.409 Seminar in Current Issues in International Politics (3) Research seminar dealing with

current issues of importance in international affairs: the "new" world order, terrorism and na-

tional liberation movements, ideological issues in world politics, and discrete periods in world

politics.

33.418 Seminar in World Order (3) Intensive dialogue on problems of securing meaningful

world order, based on insights from such fields as ethics, ecology, geography, political economy,
sociology, physics, fiction and futurology. Reading, discussion, and guest speakers. Usually of-

fered alternate falls.

Note Also See courses in international economics and diplomatic history listed under the

departments of economics and history in this publication.

SPECIAL COURSES

33.390 Independent Reading Course IN International Studies (1-6)*

"See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication
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33.391 Internship IN International Affairs (1-12) Direct involvement in policynnaking process

through participation in government agency or nongovernmental organization. Credit varies de-

pending on nature of internship and number of hours involved. Usually offered every term.

33.490 Independent Study Project in International Studies (1-6)*

33.491, 33.492, 33.493, 33.494 Special Semesters in International Studies (4), (4), (4), (4)

Foreign Policy Semester Innovative approach to education which permits group of students,

guided by team of professors, to devote their entire efforts and attention for one semester to

specific theme of United States foreign policy formulation and implementation. Systematic study

of foreign policy emphasizes qualitative analysis; employs quantitative methods as appropriate.

All students actively participate in seminars, v\/orkshops, on-site observation, and individual and
joint research projects, and meet with foreign policy makers and influencers from government,

media, and other private sector and organizations. Internship optional. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: junior or senior standing and permission of the coordinator of the semester.

International Development Semester Innovative approach to education which permits group

of students, guided by team of professors, to devote their entire efforts and attention for one

semester to the specific theme of development. Integrates and synthesizes knowledge from

variety of fields and applies this multidisciplinary approach to the analysis of specific issues and

problems in fields of political, economic and social development. Ail students actively participate

in special seminars and conferences, individual and team research projects, on-site observation

and field investigations, simulation exercises, and computer-aided measurement and analysis of

development data. Internship optional. Usually offered every term. Pz-erequ/s/fes.' junior or senior

standing and permission of the coordinator of the semester.

33.498 Departmental Honors Senior Year (1-6) Usually offered every spring.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

WORLD CIVILIZATION, CROSS-NATIONAL, AND REGIONAL SYSTEMS

33.551 Politics and Society in Western Europe since 1945 (3) The political systems, values,

and sociological changes in West European society since 1945; an analysis of Europe in terms

both of nations and regions as well as different levels of development and economic organization.

Usually offered every fall.

33.552 Twentieth Century Political Ideas and Movements (3) Theory of mass psychology,

crowds, and political sects; role of intellectuals, including such thinkers as Mosca, Pareto, Le

Bon, and Michels; Max Weber's theory of bureaucracy and charisma; communism and French

intellectuals; National Socialism as charismatic-bureaucratic phenomenon. Transition, end of

ideology, and changing roles of intellectuals in advanced societies. Usually offered alternate

springs.

33.557 Foreign Policy Formulation in West European States (3) Analysis of foreign policy for-

mulation in major West European countries, including study of conditioning factors, instrumen-

talities, political parties, pressure groups and organizations, public media, and opinion. Usually

offered every spring.

53.558 Soviet Political System (3) Study of the Soviet political system and its relationship to

political culture and the formation of social values. Emphasis is on the Communist Party and the

interdependence of political and social behavior. Usually offered every fall.

33.561 Modern China (3) Emergence of China as world power, with emphasis on economic,

political, and social trends in People's Republic of China today. Usually offered alternate springs.

33.562 Modern Japan (3) Study of continuity and change in Japan's postwar society as con-

trasted with the prewar society. Usually offered alternate falls.

33.564 The Modern Arab World (3) Analysis of contemporary politics and international relations

in Arab world. Usually offered every fall.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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33.567, 33.568 International Relations of East Asia I, II (3), (3) Analysis of recent historical

and contemporary interstate relations in world affairs. Usually offered every ternn.

33.569 International Relations of Southeast Asia (3) Analysis of recent and contemporary

interstate relations in Souttneast Asia and place of Southeast Asia in world affairs. Usually offered

alternate springs,

33.570 International Relations of South Asia (3) Analysis of recent and contemporary inter-

state relations in South Asia and place of South Asia in world affairs. Usually offered alternate

falls.

33.571, 33.572 International Relations of the Middle East I, II (3), (3) Analysis of recent his-

torical and contemporary interstate relations in Middle East and North Africa and place of f\yiiddle

East in world affairs. Usually offered every term.

33.573, 33.574 International Relations of Africa I, 11 (3), (3) Analysis of recent history and

contemporary relations in Africa and the place of Africa in world affairs. Usually offered every

term.

33.577, 33.578 International Relations of Latin America I, II (3), (3) Analysis of recent and

contemporary interstate relations in Latin America and place of Latin America in world affairs.

33.579 Selected Regional and Country Studies (3) Intensive analysis of selected topics in con-

temporary international relations with regional or area focus. May be repeated for credit within

the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: appropriate regional course at 500- or 600-

level or equivalent.

UNITED STATES AND COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS

33.581 Schools of Thought in Contemporary United States Foreign Policy (3) Seminar ex-

amining disparate normative assumptions about United States foreign policy. A wide spectrum

of viewpoints is critically examined, and students are required to explore their own values as they

relate to foreign policy. Usually offered every spring.

33.582 Inter-American Summer in Washington (3-6) Drawing on Washington area resources

relating to Latin America and to inter-American affairs, e.g., OAS, Inter-American Development

Bank, USIA, AID, and the Latin American diplomatic community, the course examines selected

major issues in inter-American relations with a focus on (1) the contemporary role of the inter-

national and U.S. agencies and(2) the foreign policies of individual Latin American nations.

33.583 United States in World Affairs (3) Analysis of recent and contemporary interstate re-

lations in areas of American influence and place of United States in world affairs. Usually offered

every fall.

33.585 Contemporary United States Foreign Economic Policy (3) In-depth examination of the

major issues in contemporary U.S. foreign economic policy; intensive analysis of the economic

and political factors underlying U.S. postures and actions toward international trade, financial

development, energy, and monetary possessions. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite:

33.385 or 33.685.

33.588 International Conflict and Conflict Resolution (3) Emphasis on arms control: its

strengths and weaknesses. Examination of the military strategy-policy relationship, deterrence

theory, strategic posture and doctrines, and terrorism. Usually offered alternate falls.

WORLD HUMAN NEEDS AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

33.534 World Human Needs and International Planning (3) Interdisciplinary approach to world

human needs; social, economic, political, and moral implications of growing chasm between rich

and poor nations; world population growth, resources and environmental pollution; differences of

opportunity for food and health; housing, education, employment, social security, migration, and

brain-drain; implications of resentment and violence potentials; priority needs; problems and

possibilities of international planning. Usually offered every fall.

33.535 World Human Needs and International Adminstration (3) Consideration of problems of

international service and development agencies in field of world human needs, including relief,

economic assistance, and development. Presentations made by religious agencies. United Na-

tions, World Bank, and U.S. government program administrators. Consideration of other possi-

bilities for meeting future world human needs. Usually offered every spring.
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33.536 Special Studies in World Human Needs (3) Intensive analysis of selected topics in world
human needs. Topics have included world food resources and policy, international administration,

international planning, world population dynamics, disaster preparedness and relief, world hous-

ing, and world geography. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be
different.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND DIPLOMACY

33.504 Multinational Corporations (3) Study of structure and functions of multinational cor-

porations in global system and their developmental impact on other actors. Usually offered every
spring.

33.513 Computer Applications in International Relations Research (3) Focus on use of the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and multivariate statistical methods in inter-

national relations research. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 33.307 or 33.61 1

.

33.514 Survey Research Methodology (3) Survey method as principal tool in comparative pol-

itics research; applicability strengths and limitations. Techniques and problems of data collection,

data processing, and data analysis. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: a basic course in

statistics is highly recommended.

33.517 International Relations Between the Wars (3) Diplomacy of 1919-39 period with par-

ticular reference to Europe. Development and breakdown of French system, collective security,

fascism, Nazism, communism, Soviet Union, and role of United States in European affairs.

33.518 Diplomacy of World War II (3) Reviews the foreign policies of the Axis countries (Ger-

many, Italy, and Japan) and the major Allied Powers (U.S., U.K., USSR, France, and China).

Analyzes international conferences and agreements leading to the Potsdam Conference and
organization of the U.N. Relates wartime diplomatic developments to current issues in interna-

tional relations. Usually offered every fall.

33.519 Special Studies in International Politics (3) Intensive analysis of selected topics in

contemporary international relations. Topics have included population dynamics, war crimes,

ethnicity and international politics, Chinese ideology, reform and revolution in Latin America, etc.

May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every

term.

33.590 Independent Reading Course in International Studies (1-6)*

Graduate Courses

WORLD CIVILIZATION, CROSS-NATIONAL, AND REGIONAL SYSTEMS

33.655 International Relations of Western Europe (3) World War II diplomacy affecting Eu-

rope's postwar position and the origins and development of the cold war in Europe; European

security; West German foreign policy and East-West diplomacy relating to Germany from World

War II to the contemporary period; French foreign policy through the Gaullist period. Usually

offered every fall.

33.656 Contemporary International Relations OF Western Europe (3) Theoretical approaches

to the study of European integration; evolution of West European unity since World War II with

emphasis on the European Community and United States-West European relations from the 1 960s

and contemporary issues of European security. Usually offered every spring,

33.659 International Relations of the Soviet Union (3) Analysis of recent and contemporary

interstate relations in areas of Soviet influence and place of USSR in world affairs. Usually offered

every fall.

33.679 Seminar in Regional International Systems (3) Research seminar focusing on regional

and country issues relating to world affairs: Politics of Dependency in Latin America, Brazil in

World Politics, Iran in World Politics, and War and Peace in the Middle East. May be taken for

credit within the same term; topic must be different.

*See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication.
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33.760 Colloquium in Regional International Systems (3) Intensive dialogue among faculty

members and doctoral students in regional international systems field. Some M.A. students ad-

mitted with permission. Reading and discussion of literature and ideas in an aspect of the field

announced in advance by the Office of Graduate Studies, SIS.

UNITED STATES AND COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS

33.682 United States Foreign Policy (3) Analysis of American foreign policy, diplomatic proc-

ess, including role of President, Congress, Department of State, and other agencies in foreign

policymaking. Usually offered every spring.

33.684 National Security Policy (3) Principal elements of U.S. national security policy, includ-

ing policy making, implementation, and control; civilian-military, military-industrial, and executive-

legislative relations; interaction of security policy of United States and other powers. Usually

offered every fall.

33.685 Analysis of United States Foreign Economic Policy (3) Analysis of the elements and
nature of the principal American international trade, financial, development, energy, and invest-

ment policies. Issues examined in the context of foreign and domestic economic and political

considerations. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 19.100, 19.311 or equivalent.

33.686 Comparative Foreign Policy Analysis (3) Psychological, political, societal, and system-

atic components of foreign policy processes and decision making examined comparatively. Usu-

ally offered every spring.

33.687 Organizational Elements of Foreign Policy (3) Analysis of the role and impact of or-

ganizational dynamics and bureaucratic behavior on the formulation, substance, and conduct of

U.S. foreign policy. Examination of the evolution of principal U.S. foreign policy institutions and
proposals for organizational reform and rationalization. Usually offered every spring.

33.688 Administration of International Programs (3) Comparative analysis of national and
international administrative processes and problems, focusing on the administration of the foreign

policies of United States and of selected United Nations programs. Usually offered every fall.

33.689 Seminar in Foreign Policy Analysis (3) Graduate research seminar focusing on selected

issues or approaches and methodologies; Soviet Scientists and Science Policy, Cognitive Map-
ping in International Relations, Social Indicators and Their Use in Foreign Policy Research. Ivlay

be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite: 33.682 or

33.685.

33.780 Colloquium on United States and Comparative Foreign Policy (3) Intensive dialogue

among faculty members and doctoral students in U.S. and comparative foreign policy field. Some
M.A. students admitted with permission. Reading and discussion of literature and ideas in an
aspect of the field announced in advance by Office of Graduate Studies, SIS. Preparatory for

comprehensive examination. Usually offered every fall.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION

33.640 International Communication (3) Concepts, theories, and problems of international

communication in terms of individual group behavior as presented in social and behavioral sci-

ences. Usually offered every fall.

33.641 Psychological and Cultural Bases of International Politics (3) Phenomena and prob-

lems of international political behavior in terms of underlying psychological and cultural forces.

Theory of international politics from behavioral science point of view. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite:.33.340 or 33.640.

33.642 Cross-Cultural Communication (3) Contribution of relevant social and behavioral sci-

ences to study of intercultural and cross-cultural communication. Culture as communication and

analysis of value-systems as essential in communication. Usually offered alternate springs. Pre-

requisite: 33.640 or equivalent.

33.643 Communication and Political Development (3) Theories and models of communication
and political development. Communication patterns and political socialization in modernization

process. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

33.644 Communication and Social and Economic Development (3) Communication as instru-

ment of social and economic development. Uses of communication for national integration, social
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change, and diffusion of innovation. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: permission of

instructor.

33.740 Colloquium in International Communication (3) Intensive dialogue among faculty mem-
bers and doctoral students in international communication field. Some M.A. students admitted
with permission. Reading and discussion of literature and ideas in an aspect of the field an-
nounced in advance by Office of Graduate Studies, SIS. Preparatory for comprehensive exami-
nations. Usually offered every spring.

WORLD HUMAN NEEDS AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

33.637 International Development (3) Overview of alternative theories and definitions of de-
velopment as expressed in the major international institutions (aid agencies, cartels, multinational

corporations) concerned with the transfer of resources. Considers the dilemmas of the "change-
agent" in working for development and examines the major development issues. Usually offered
every term.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS (OFFERED JOINTLY WITH THE SCHOOL OF
GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION)

53.630 Comparative Politics and Policy Analysis (3) An overview of comparative political anal-

ysis as it relates to the fields of development and international relations. The evolution of the

field, current directions of major research, and variables in the policy process. Usually offered

every fall.

53.631 Developmental Conflicts and Political Change (3) A study of the causes and conse-
quences of political and economic development. Begins with Marx and Weber. Examines political

conflicts such as scarcity, marginality, and powerlessness. Analyzes interdependent sovereignty

and cooperation, as well as the trade-off between equity and growth, using a comparative meth-
odology. Usually offered every spring.

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZATIONS

33.621 International Law and the Legal Order (3) Nature and functions of international taw in

interstate relations, with emphasis on recent trends in scholarship, as well as cases, documents,
and other original materials. Usually offered every fall.

33.625 World Organization and World Order (3) Origins, purposes, principles, organization,

activities, and circumstances of the League of Nations. United Nations and allied models of

future world order. Theoretical aspects emphasized. Usually offered every spring.

33.729 Research Seminar in International Law and Organization (3) Research seminar orga-

nized according to need around a substantive problem focus, a technique focus, or a more
general focus. Preparatory for comprehensive examination. May be repeated for credit, but not

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisites: 33.621

or 33.625.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND DIPLOMACY

33.601 Foci of Analysis in International Relations (3) Problem identification, definition of

boundaries of the field, development of normative and analytic goals, and establishment of prior-

ities. Usually offered every term.

33.603 Systematic International Relations (3) Examination of alternative quantitative analyti-

cal perspectives, selection of appropriate methods and development of research plans. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 33.61 1 or permission of instructor.

33.607 Workshop in International Relations (3)

33.609 Seminar in International Relations (3) Organization may vary according to need around

substantive focus, technique focus, or more general focus. Prerequisites: 33.601 and 33.603 or

equivalent.

33.611 Conduct of Political Inquiry and Research (3) Introduction to research design, quan-

titative measurement, and statistical analysis in international relations research. Usually offered

every term.

33.710 Colloquium in International Relations (3) Intensive dialogue among faculty members
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and doctoral students in the international relations field. Some M.A. students admitted with per-

mission. Reading and discussion of literature and ideas in an aspect of field announced in ad-

vance by the Office of Graduate Students, SIS. Preparatory for comprehensive examination.

SPECIAL COURSES

33.690 Independent Study Project IN International Studies (1-6)*

33.691 Internship in International Affairs (1-12) Direct involvement in policymaking process

through participation in governmental agency or nongovernmental organization. Credit varies

depending on nature of internship and number of hours involved. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: permission of coordinator of internships, SIS.

33.797 MASTER'S Thesis Supervision (1-6) Usually offered every term.

33.799 Doctoral Dissertation Supervision (1-12)

School of

Justice
Dean Richard a. Myren

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Professor R. A. Myren, J. H. Reiman, A. S. Trebach
Associate Professor J. Goldsmith, J. C. Meyer, D. J. Saari, R. I. Weiner, E. C. Viano

Assistant Professor M. Aultman, J. C. Meyer, R. Johnson, L. Shelley, D. Smith

Instructor S. Katzenelson

The School of Justice offers educational programs leading to a certificate (30 semester hours), an
associate (60 semester hours), a Bachelor of Arts (120 semester hours), or a Master of Science

(30 semester hours) degree in the Administration of Justice. These programs explicitly recognize

that a comprehensive knov/ledge of the administration of justice is multidisciplinary in nature. The
school's curriculum provides a base knowledge of all institutions operating in the criminal justice

system (law enforcement, courts, and corrections). It draws from many perspectives— literature,

social sciences, law, humanities, and public administration, among others, to foster greater

understanding of justice systems: why and how they relate to one another, and what impact they

have on society. Students enrolled in the school's programs may pursue studies on a full-time or

part-time basis, on campus and off campus, in either a degree or nondegree capacity.

Undergraduate Program in the Administration of Justice: Certifi-

cate

Admission to the Program Open to students with a high school diploma or Graduate Equiv-

alency Diploma (GED). The certificate is designed primarily for part-time nondegree students who
do not have current plans to pursue a degree and who are employed by governmental agencies

involved in the administration of justice, civil and criminal. The curriculum introduces the student

to basic concepts underlying the system for the administration of justice in contemporary Amer-
ican society.

Course 23.100 or approved equivalent, 23.101 or approved equivalent, 57.100 or

Requirements 57.110, 65.200, 73.103, 73.104, 73.205, 73.206, and six semester hours of

electives.

Special Most courses are also offered at extended-campus locations.

Opportunities

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students receive a Certificate in

theAdministration of Justice.

•See description under General Curriculunri Information in this publication.
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Undergraduate Program in the Administration of Justice:

Associate Degree

Admission to the Program Open to all undergraduate degree students.

73.103, 73.104, 73.205, 73.206, 73.307, and 73.308.Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Related

Requirements

Special

Opportunities

Six additional semester hours from any undergraduate course with a 73.

course number code.

This degree requires a total of 60 semester hours, including satisfaction of

the university composition and reading and distributive requirements.

57,100 or 57.1 10, and 65.200.

f^ost courses are also offered at extended-campus locations.

Degree Objective Students receive a degree of Associate in the Administration of Justice

with a major in the Administration of Justice.

Undergraduate Program in the Administration of Justice:

Bachelor of Arts.

Admission to the Program Open to all undergraduate degree students.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Related
Requirements

Special

Opportunities

73.103, 73.104, 73.205, 73.206, 73.307, and73.308.

(1) Six semester hours from the following law enforcement area: 73.210,

73.211, 73.311, 73.313, 73.315, 73.320, 73.321, 73.411, 73.510, 73.511,

73.515, 73.516, and 73.517. (2) Six semester hours from the following cor-

rections area: 73.230, 73.330, 73.331, 73.430, 73.431, 73.530, 73.532,

75.535, 73.536, and 73.537. (3) Three semester hours from the following

judicial administration area: 73.340, 73.341, 73.440, and 73.540. (4) Three
semester hours from the following justice, morality, and society area:

73.251, 73.253, 73.312, 73.351, 73.352, 73.402, 73.450, 73.453, 73.454

73.455, 73.456, 73.458, 73.463, 73.501, 73.502, 73.503, 73.550, 73.551,

73.552, 73.554, and 73.557. (5) Twelve additional semester hours from any

of the four areas listed above.

Students must take at least 60 semester hours of course work, including

57.100 or 57.1 10, and 65.200, from outside the School of Justice.

Internships, independent study, cooperative education, and the Washington

Semester in Justice Studies. Most courses are also offered at extended

campus locations.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in the Admin-

istration of Justice.

Undergraduate Washington Semester Program in Justice System
Studies

Admission to the Program This special one semester program draws on the unique envi-

ronment of Washington, D.C., to provide students with a realistic picture of the processes of the

criminal justice system (law enforcement, courts, and corrections); the interrelationships between

the institutions operating in that system; the problems of civil justice systems; and local, national,

and internatonal levels of the justice system through seminars, internships, and independent
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research projects. The program is open to students of The American University and students of

affiliated institutions across the country. Requirements for admission to the program are: (1)

applicant is majoring in criminal justice or related social science disciplines; (2) nomination by

two Washington Semester faculty representatives: (3) minimal 2.50 grade-point average on a

4.00 scale; and (4) senior, junior, or second semester sophomore status at the time of partici-

pation.

Set

Requirements

Required
Options

Special

Opportunities

73.491,73.492, and 73.493.

As their fourth course, students may elect either 73.490 or a regular Amer-
ican University course.

Internships; discussions with justice officials at all levels of government;

and field trips to justice agencies.

Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Students earn undergraduate

credit that may be applied toward the requirements for a bachelor's degree.

Master's Program in the Administration of Justice

Tracks Justice, Morality, and Society; Justice System Planning and Organization; Courts; Cor-

rections; and Law Enforcement

Admission to the Program a background of relevant undergraduate preparation in the social,

behavioral, and administrative or managerial sciences is preferred, but not absolutely required

All applicants are evaluated on the basis of scholastic achievement in their last 60 semester
hours of undergraduate work, pertinent work experience, and letters of recommendation from

professors or employers. The Graduate Record Examination verbal and quantitative aptitude

tests, a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution, and two letters of recommendation are

required.

Course
Requirements

Required
Options

Special

Opportunities

Examinations

73.680 and 73.681 . In addition students select 24 semester hours of course

work of the 30 hours required for completion of the degree.

Areas of specialization: (1) Justice, Morality and Society Track: 73.501,

73.502, 73.503, 73.506, 73.552, 73.554, 73.557, 73.580, 73.601, 73.652,

and 73.775. (2) Justice System Planning and Organization Track: 73.505,

73.508, 73.550, 73.551 , 73.555, 73.580, 73.602, 73.616, 73.646, and 73.775.

(3) Courts Track: 73.540, 73.545, 73.546, 73.547, and 73.775. (4) Correc-

tions Track: 73.530, 73.532, 73.535, 73.536, 73.537, 73.580, 73.608, 73.630,

73.632, 73.635, 73.636, 73.637, 73.638, 73.639, and 73.775. (5) Law En-

forcement Track: 73.510, 73.511, 73.515, 73.516, 73.517, 73.580, 73.603,

73.615, 73.621 , 73.622, 73.660, and 73.775.

Internships and cooperative education.

Students are tested for (1) their knowledge of the criminal justice system
as a whole, and their understanding of the moral implications of criminal

justice policy and practice, and (2) for their in-depth mastery of their field

of concentration.

Successful completion of a four and one-half hour written examination or

completion of courses 73.604 and 73.605, with the required grade of B
(3.00) or better in each course is required for the successful completion of

the general comprehensive examination in justice studies.

Comprehensive examination in the field of concentration may take either

of the following forms: (1 ) Completion of a three-hour written comprehensive
examination prepared and graded by faculty members teaching in the stu-

dent's field of concentration; or (2) Completion of a one-hour oral compre-
hensive examination in a specialty area in connection with defense of a

master's essay. The essay must be supervised by two faculty members, at
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least one of whom teaches in the student's field of concentration. Both the
essay proposal and the completed essay must be approved in writing by
the two supervising faculty members. The student must successfully defend
his essay during a one-hour oral examination in the student's field of con-
centration given by a committee of two faculty members in the specialty
area, at least one of whom was not one of the essay supervisors. The two
supervisors and the two examiners must unanimously confirm in writing the
satisfactory passing of the essay and oral comprehensive examination be-
fore acceptance and certification of completion of the requirement can
occur.

Thesis Two research courses are required in lieu of a thesis; 73.680 and 73.681
(independent study cannot be used to satisfy this requirement). Students
who have previous training in statistical methods may elect to take a two
semester (six semester hours) research methods-statistics sequence from
among those designated by the School of Justice instead of 73.680 and
73.681. These courses may be offered by the Center for Technology and
Administration, the Department of Sociology, the Department of

Mathmetics, Statistics, and Computer Science, or by other American
University departments or schools.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science with a major in the Ad-
minstration of Justice.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

73.103 Introduction to Problems of Justice • S (3) Introduction to political, legal, economic,
and social problems of justice emphasizing crime, deviance, and other conduct resulting in such
socially disapproved labels as mentally ill, delinquent, criminal and others. Discussion of the

moral and theoretical issues involved and mechanisms for remedying injustice and controlling

socially disapproved behavior. Usually offered every term.

73.104 Introduction to Systems of Justice • S (3) An overview of the formal mechanisms of

social control as manifested by the components of the criminal justice system (legislatures,

planning agencies, policy, courts and corrections), civil justice systems, and such other mech-
anisms as civil commitment; analysis of alternatives to formal processing that include diversion,

pretrial screening and dispute settlement programs. Usually offered every term.

73.201 The Administration of Justice and the Communht • S (3) Role of administration of jus-

tice in life of community, including impact of community on system for administration of justice

and system's response. Community perception of police, courts, and corrections; concepts of

community relations and public relations. Community control. Effects of prejudice and discrimi-

nation, and problems of justice in inner city. Usually offered every term.

73.205 History AND Philosophy OF Criminology • S (3) Development of theories of criminology

and criminal justice over the course of human history with special attention to the period from

1700 to the present; critical review and evaluation of contemporary knowledge and theories of

crime. Usually offered every term.

73.206 SocialJusticeand Deviant Behavior • S (3) Systematic consideration of conformity and
deviance in light of broader issues of social justice (poverty, racism, sexism, alienation, etc.), of

interactions among persons and groups that engage in and sanction deviance, of the role of

ideology in the definition of deviance, and of the social policy consequences of deviance defini-

tion. Usually offered every term.

73.210 Administrative Concepts in Law Enforcement and Public Safety i (3) Basic principles

of administration and management as applied to police function. Emphasis on police organization

and management, staff function, and police role. Usually offered every fall.

73.211 Administrative Concepts in Law Enforcement and Public Safety II (3) Police operations

including patrol, investigation, traffic, juvenile, and special operations. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite: 73.210.
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73.320 Contemporary Corrections in the United States • S (3) Survey of current correctional

thought and practices in the Annerican evolution of nnodern correctional practices in United

States. Overview of correctional treatment in different types of institutions and community. Usu-

ally offered every term.

73.251 Alcoholism and Society • S (3) Analysis of alcholic in terms of social processes which

produce him. Society's cultural values, social pressures, response to alcholic by spouse, family,

legal systems, and effects of such reactions examined. Cross-cultural data used. Usually offered

every term.

73.253 Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime • S (3) Development of individual through child-

hood and adolescence as it relates to delinquency and crime; special characteristics of juvenile

and youthful criminality; current principles, policies, and practices for its prevention and control.

Factors producing delinquency. Juvenile detention, juvenile court, training schools, and threat-

ment of the offender. Usually offered every term.

73.254 History and Philosophy of Criminology • S (3) Introduction to history of criminological

thought, including traditional and contemporary schools of thought. Usually offered every term.

73.265 Introduction to the Logic of Law and Social Sciences • S (3) Use and appreciation of

forms of logical reasoning and scientific method as applied in law and in social science to

problems of the administration of justice. Specific problems in area of justice illustrating basic

principles of logic and applied logic. Includes essentials of basic logic such as induction, deduc-

tion, truth, fallacies, argument, and validity, but extends to application of logic to decision making

and to scientific method.

73.307 Justice and Law • S (3) Introduction to the historical development, theory, principles,

and content of criminal and civil law and to their interrelationships; exploration of "due process",

"rule of law", and the role of the Constitution in protecting rights and limiting the actions of both

civil and criminal justice agencies. Usually offered every term.

73.308 Justice and Morality • S (3) Analysis of moral issues involved in administration of justice

in society, emphasizing the nature of human rights and the ideal of justice; of moral consequences
of official control actions taken by lawmakers, justice system careerists, and others involved in

definition of crime and deprivation of liberty, stressing "morals offenses." Usually offered every

term. Prerequisite: 60. 1 01

.

73.310 Traffic Planning and Control (3) Urban transportation problems, emphasizing prob-

lems of safe and efficient movement of vehicular traffic. Application of systems concepts to

traffic planning. Social, economic, and political implications of traffic planning. Traffic laws and
their administration.

73.311 Introduction to Forensic Science (3) Scientific analysis and identification of evidence,

identification of documents, special police techniques, interpretation of medical reports, and
preparation of reports. Usually offered every term.

73.312 Drugs and Society • S (3) Examination of processes by which people in various societies

come to use "mind-altering substances," including caffeine, alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines,
barbiturates, hallucinogens, and narcotics. Societal response to drugs and drug use. Assumptions
and problems attendant upon identifying drug use as a medical or criminal problem. Social and
political meanings of drug abuse and addiction. Rehabilitation, education, and other methods of

controlling drug use. Usually offered every term.

73.313 Organized Crime • S (3) Organized crime in United States; its impact on society; the
need for integrated response by people, government, and business. Organized crime as social
subculture. Analysis of socioeconomic and political aspects of organized crime, emphasis on
internal controls and external relations with various political and economic sectors of society.
Usually offered every term.

73.315 White Collar and Commercial Crime • S (3) White collar and commercial crime in

America: economic and fiscal implications, enforcement problems, fraudulent association, bank-
ruptcy fraud, monopoly and coercive competitive practices, and illegal use of securities and
credit cards. Focus on problems of theoretical criminology presented by white collar crime.
Usually offered every term.

73.320 Criminal Procedure (3) Procedural aspects of criminal law; processes of enforcement,
investigation, pretrial procedure, trial procedure and sentencing, posttrial motions, appeals, re-

I
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views, and remedies. Focus on police practices emphasizing arrest, searcin and seizure, bail,

preventive detention, interrogation, right to counsel, incompetency, and the insanity defense.

Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 73.307.

73.321 Evidence (3) Analysis of the rules of evidence applicable in criminal cases, including:

presumptions and inference; direct and cricumstantial evidence; real evidence; testimonial knov\/l-

edge and opinions evidence; character evidence; the hearsay rule and its exceptions; documen-

tary evidence; confessions, admissions and privilege against self-incrimination; illegally obtained

evidence, witnesses and former testimony. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: 73.307 and

73.320.

73.330 Institutional Corrections (3) Systematic analysis of correctional processes in juvenile

and adult institutions. Usually offered every term.

73.331 Corrections in the Community • S (3) Probation and parole supervision concepts, prere-

lease planning, caseload classification techniques, use of probation case-aides, community treat-

ment centers, and neighborhood treatment centers. Auxiliary services such as employment,

mental health, and vocational counseling. Usually offered every term.

73.340 Judicial Administration: Criminal (3) Management of criminal process to assure all con-

stitutional rights. Administrative relationships of courts with agencies and individuals involved in

criminal justice process: defendents; police and criminal investigation agencies; prosecutors and

defense counsel; bail agencies; probation officers; correctional agencies. Grand jury procedures.

Petit jury procedures. Protection of integrity of judicial process. Usually offered every term.

73.341 Judicial Administration: Civil (3) Problems peculiar to civil litigation; personal injury;

probate, small claims, and landlord and tenant. Protracted litigation. Devices for narrowing issues

and expediting litigation. Alternatives to judicial process for dispute resolution. Judicial manage-

ment problems: record keeping, calendar management, and jury service. Administrative relation-

ships of court to other agencies and to public. Usually offered every term.

73.351 Individuals, Institutions, and Justice IN America • S(3) Examinationof suitability of U.S.

system of justice for dealing with institutions by comparing the present status of institutions, and

individuals in the system of justice. Criteria for assessing abuses and improvements suggested

by the public interest, and legal, political, and research action groups.

73.352 Psychiatry AND the Law • S (3) Survey of basic psychiatric principles including contem-

porary views of causes, manifestations, patterns, and treatments of psychiatric and behavioral

disorders; trends in use of psychiatric resources in dealing with deviant behavior within and

without criminal justice system. Areas examined include incompetence as bar to trial, insanity

as defense, civil commitment, drug addiction, alcoholism, psychiatry in processing and treatment

of juvenile offenders, and rehabilitative efforts of corrections system. Usually offered every term.

73.390 Independent Reading Course in the Administration of Justice (1 -6)*

73.402 Administrative Justice • 8 (3) Enforcement of private and public rights and duties by

agencies in nonjudicial sector of government and by private agencies, social security agencies,

welfare agencies, mediation and arbitration groups, housing agencies, rate-fixing authorities, and

utility commissions. Equality of treatment and due process problems in such agencies. Study of

nonjudicial techniques and alternatives in dispute-resolution.

73.411 Problems in Forensic Science (3) Detailed examination of specific problem areas in-

volving case studies of investigative techniques, practices, and procedures with emphasis on

scientific application thereto. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 73.31 1

.

73.430 Administration of Correctional Institutions (3) Analysis of basic organization and ob-

jectives of correctional agency. Specific principles covering areas of staff development; rela-

tionships of treatment, custodial, and support staffs; institutional design; and management. Usu-

ally offered every term.

73.431 The Prison Community • 8 (3) Social organization in correctional institutions. Inquiry into

nature, organiazation, and aims of the penal system and its effect on groups with which it deals.

Interaction between groups within institutions. Usually offered every term.

73.440 Data Processing in Judicial Administration (3) Introduction to concepts of data organi-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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zations and processing; their application to judicial administration; and survey of capabilities and

linnitations of computer technology in judicial administration and court management including

large volume transactions, jury management, docketing, calendar management, assignment, and

legal research.

73.450 Prevention of Crime and Delinquency • S (3) Concept of prevention, programs of pre-

diction, sources of data on high delinquency and criminality areas, and community action projects

as prevention services. Usually offered every term.

73.453 Civil Disorder • S (3) Close study of Report of the National Advisory Commissior) on

Civil Disorders. Historical review/ of civil disorders in United States; issues involved, actions taken

in response to disorder, and ultimate resolutions of issues. Special implications of contemporary

disorders for administration of justice in United States. Usually offered every term.

73.454 Violence in America • S (3) Analysis of violence in American with emphasis on various

ideologies and events that bring out or slacken violence, such as social movements, depressions,

war, and political repression.

73.455 Etiology of Crime • 8 (3) Analysis of contemporary theories of economic, political,

social, and psychological factors contributing to deviance, including poverty, cultural deprivation

and conflict, alcoholism and drug addiction, sexual deviation, social and political injustice, gam-
bling, and political corruption.

73.456 Crimes without Victims • S (3) Selected topics pertaining to crimes without victims.

Examples: gambling, sexual deviation, and prostitution.

73.458 The Juvenile and the Law • S (3) Special legal status of the juvenile. Protective services,

incompetence to enter contracts. Compulsory education. Child labor laws. In loco parentis actions

by state and private institutions. Juvenile and family court movement, with emphasis on noncri-

minal aspects of administration of juvenile justice: guardianship, dependency, neglect, child sup-

port, paternity, and adoption. Usually offered every term.

73.463 The Free Press and the Administration of Justice • S (3) Examination of constitutional

guarantee of freedom of press as it pertains to special problems in administration of justice. Free

press and law enforcement, fair trial, and correctional processes. Problems of administrative

secrecy, national security, and right to privacy. Usually offered every spring.

73.490 Independent Study Project in the Administration of Justice (1 -6)*

73.491 Internship (1-6) Provides student with actual experience in administration of justice

through assignment to enforcement, judicial, or correctional agencies under joint supervision of

agency officials and university instructor. Usually offered every term.

73.492 Washington Justice Seminar I: A National and Intergovernmental Perspective

(4) Classroom section of a double seminar on national and intergovernmental perspectives on
justice systems, civil and criminal. Each session presents a given content area in terms of theory

and operational principles; explores the roles of all three branches of government in creation and
operation of justice systems in federations. Usually offered every fall, and every spring.

73.493 Washington Justice Seminar II: A National and Intergovernmental Perspective

(4) Laboratory section of a double seminar features field visits with discussions led by agency
personnel regarding the intergovernmental roles of their agencies as they operate as segments
of or impact on justice systems; the theory and operational principles covered in Part I of the

double seminar. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses
73.501 The Concept of Justice (3) Major philosophical contributions to definition of justice.

Attempts are made to analyze relationship of ideal of justice to concrete situations in which issue

of justice (civil, criminal, or political) arises.

73.502 The Concept of Law (3) Analysis of major philosophical approaches to problem of mean-
ing, function, and necessity of law in society. Concept of law in society. Concept of law is

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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examined in its relationship to values, custom, power, and social change, as well as to social

theory.

73.503 Concepts of Social Control (3) Empirical and philosophical evaluation of theories of

control of deviance in society. Justification of society's right to punish its members, problem of

punishment versus reform, as well as theories of rehabilitation, are among issues examined.
Usually offered every fall.

73.505 Concepts in Criminal Justice Management (3) Concentrated survey of the field of admin-

istration of justice and science of management as applied to it.

73.506 Justice, Law, and Radicalism (3) Quality of social justice in American and meaning of

radical critique of contemporary society, such as that of Black Panthers, SDS, New Left, and Old

Left.

73.508 Seminar in Management of Criminal Justice Agencies (3) Selected topics in manage-
ment of criminal justice agencies. Examples; executive development, training programs in crim-

inal justice administration, professionalization, role of the supervisor and middle manager, utili-

zation of offender as agency manpower, probation and parole, and police-labor management
problems.

73.510 The Police and the Political System (3) Analysis of police function as instrument of

public policy in the United States. Relationship of police to public and private agencies. Consti-

tutional and pragmatic limitations on law enforcement problems of federalism; policy discretion

and selective enforcement, minimum standards, community control and political feasibility. Re-

lationship of police function to social and economic policy. Due process as requirement for

ordered liberty. Usually offered every term.

73.511 Innovation in Law Enforcement: Practice and Theory (3) Systematic review of theories

underlying attempts at innovation in law enforcement in highly urbanized and metropolitan com-

munities, with special attention to technologically based programs, deployment of specialists,

training programs, and utilization of advances in the social and applied sciences. Usually offered

every spring.

73.515 Policymaking in Law Enforcement (3) Organizational structure of public service agen-

cies, budgeting, personnel selection and training, decision making, comprehensive planning,

interagency relations and intergovernmental relations, as related to law enforcement manage-
ment, studied through the use of case studies and planning models.

73.516 New Directions in Law Enforcement Management (3) Detailed analysis of new ap-

proaches to special problem areas, such as causes of crime, selective enforcement, community

involvement, professional and ethical standards, the mentally ill, crime without victims, juvenile

delinquency, and narcotics, as affected by law enforcement management techniques.

73.517 Seminar in Law Enforcement Management (3) New technologies and special problems

in law enforcement management and policymaking.

73.530 Survey in Corrections (3) Course examines some of the critical normative (moral and

value) and policy questions in the corrections field. Emphasis is on the underlying goals, philo-

sophies, and ideologies influencing correctional policy and correctional practice. Usually offered

every fall.

73.532 Innovation in Corrections: Practice and Theory (3) Persistent trends in contemporary

corrections; pressures for change, centers of change, and case studies of innovation. Usually

offered every spring.

73.535 Institutional Treatment of Offenders (3) Development of frame of reference for ra-

tional treatment of offenders through description, examination, and practice of treatment meth-

ods. Analysis of methods employed by correctional institutions to prepare inmates for reentry

into their environment upon release. Lectures, seminar discussions, readings, workshops, and

discussions with actual offenders.

73.536 Administration of Correctional Institutions (3) Analysis of essentials in institutional

administration as they relate to correctional agencies. Investigation of interrelationship between

organizational behavior and treatment programs. Examination of factors involved in correctional

decision making and innovative management techniques through lectures, readings, and work-

shops.
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73.537 Seminar in Correctional Administration (3) Consideration of major problems encoun-

tered in administration of correctional institutions.

73.540 Survey in Judicial Administration (3) Survey of judicial systems with particular emphasis

on urban court problems. Focus with national perspective on descriptive analysis of judicial

systems and their legal, social, and political environments. Analysis and discussion of social,

legal, and political issues related to judicial systems; review of basic trends in this sector of

government. Judicial officers invited to participate in discussions. Usually offered every term.

73.545 Judicial Administration and Court Management (3) Examination of state-of-the-art of

court management and of selected relevant topics in judicial administration. Exploration of major

trends in judicial court environment. Study of general, civil, criminal, financial and intergovern-

mental elements of courts. Consideration of organizational theory, role theory, and social science-

related findings relevant to executive decision making in court systems. Review and discussion

of advanced governmental personnel systems.

73.546 Modern Technology and Management in Judicial Administration (3) Study of modern
technology including cybernetics and systems theory from managerial perspective. Review and

analysis of recent advances in document management, including theory, costs, and managerial

implications. Study of judicial environment and radical political action. Tavistock application

groups and research proposal development.

73.547 Seminar in Court Management (3) New technologies and special problems in court man-
agement.

73.550 Problems in the Exercise of Institutional Authority (3) Designed to develop partici-

pant's insight into problems of authority relationships at work in institutions. Emphasis on inter-

relations of objectives, structures, intergroup and intragroup dynamics and their effects on per-

sonal and organizational growth and development. Focus of learning is on problems encountered
in exercise of authority, based on competence, power, or both, and responsibilities of individual

and institution.

73.551 Action Methods and Crisis Intervention (3) Understanding behavior of individuals over

whom justice officials exercise authority—using psychodrama and action method techniques.

73.552 Political Crime (3) Conceptual, sociological, and historical study of crimes in political

realm, such as revolution, assassination, espionage, acts of civil disokjedience, and protest.

Attempt made to understand significance and sources of contemporary political crime, and re-

sponse to it. Usually offered every fall.

73.554 Theories in Criminology (3) Historical and analytical review of theories in criminology

and their relationship to contemporary ideas.

73.555 Comparative Justice Studies (3-6) On-site review of theories and practices of crime and
criminal justice systems of other countries, including: crime, justice, and heroin in England;

correctional innovations in Scandinavia; administration of justice in England, Sweden, Denmark,
and the Netherlands.

73.557 ViCTOMOLOGY (3) Intentional and unintentional behavior of victims of offenses that trigger

their own victimization and other relationships to criminal acts explored. Historical review of

victimology as special area of study in criminology. Current status of academic studies, and U.S.

and foreign legislative and nonjudicial programs concerned with victims of crimes also receive

consideration.

73.580 Seminar in the Administration of Justice (3) Consideration of major problems encoun-
tered in administration of justice. Examples: protest in contemporary urban society; theories of

prejudice and discrimination; social justice in a planned society; national crime control strategies;

Marxian social theory and the concept of justice; police corruption; the American legal system;
crime, drugs, and public policy.

73.590 Independent Reading Course in the Administration of Justice (1-6)*

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Graduate Courses

73.600 Graduate Survey in the Administration of Justice (3) Major problems involved in admin-
istration of justice in the United States. Emphasis on relationships betv\/een major components
of system for the administration of justice: police, courts, and corrections.

73.601 Moral Issues in Criminal Justice (3) Discussion and analysis of moral issues and their

relationships to the criminal justice system.

73.602 Comprehensive Criminal Justice Planning (3) Application of planning concepts to de-

velopment of comprehensive law enforcement plans under Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968. Integration of plans of police, judicial, and correctional agencies into com-
prehensive crime reduction plan. Identification and definition of objectives. Identification and
comparison of alternative courses of action. Resource analysis. Cost-benefit analysis. Identifi-

cation and quantification of outputs. Criteria for program evaluation. Use of models.

73.603 Community Control of Law Enforcement (3) Research seminar to develop information

on various means being used in United States to assert and maintain community control over

law enforcement agencies, particularly major urban police departments. Police review boards,

civilian advisory councils, and police-community relations programs. Police reaction to civilian

review. Related problems of community control of other bodies of local government, such as

school boards, street and park commissions, zoning boards, and planning commissions. Public

review of judicial performance.

73.604 Graduate Survey in the Administration of Justice: Theoretical Issues (3) Consideration

of the nature and sources of injustice, crime and deviance generally; of the variety of social

control mechanisms including legal system; of the role of ideology and the problems of legitimacy,

authority and responsibility of justice system design and operations. Usually offered every term.

73.605 Graduate Survey in the Administration of Justice: Processes (3) Consideration of crim-

inal justice systems as entities and of the actual organization and operation of the governmental

units that create and administer the criminal law, including specific practices of those agencies.

Usually offered every term.

73.608 The Institutionalization of Juvenile Justice Services (3) Exploration of social organi-

zation of juvenile justice programs from interactionist perspective. Historical review of purposes

and practices of programs, as in law enforcement and juvenile courts, and ways in which they

contribute to increase in crime and delinquency as opposed to their reduction. Organizational

goals, theory of office, informal organizations within organization, and personal belief systems of

organizational members examined as affect delivery of services and sacrifice of clients in proc-

ess.

73.615 Comparative Police Systems (3) Critical comparative study of different police systems

in United States with those of selected industrialized foreign countries; includes administration,

organization, objectives, and principal functions. Analysis of kinds and levels of controls over

police function and relationships of police to people. Public and police perception of police role

within various police systems. Usually offered every fall.

73.616 Intergovernmental Relations in the Administration of Justice (3) Constitutional bases

for distinction between federal, state and local law enforcement functions. Cooperation and

conflict in subject-matter areas of shared enforcement responsibility. Comparative organization

of state and federal enforcement agencies. Federal support activities, including enforcement,

technical and information services. Federal program assistant under Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act of 1968.

73.621 The Constitution and Police Administration (3) Constitutional standards and police

practices. Contrast between "due process" and "crime control" models of criminal justice sys-

tem. Analysis of Supreme Court decisions on arrest, search and seizure, wiretapping and eaves-

dropping, entrapment, interrogation and confessions, and lineups. Usually offered every fall.

73.622 The Constitution and Criminal Procedure (3) Constitutional standards and operation of

criminal justice system, excluding police practices. Bail, decision to prosecute, scope of prose-

cution, grand jury proceedings, preliminary hearings, right to counsel, right to speedy trial, plea

bargining, discovery and disclosure, jury trial, trial by newspaper, double jeopardy, and posttrial

proceedings. Usually offered every spring.

73.630 The Law of Corrections (3) Process of law from conviction to release from restraint in
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its relation to correctional principles and practices. Included: function of courts, probation, cor-

rections, and parole; civil rights of convicted and restoration of tiiose lost, and procedures relating

to comnnitment, fines, and writs. Usually offered every spring.

73.632 Correctional Decision Making (3) Decision making as problem-solving process by man-

agers and workers in correctional setting described and analyzed, with particular attention to

reciprocal relationship between decision maker and his organization. Attributes of decision maker

and offender, techniques of organizational adaptation, and environemntal variables which may
influence decision making process are explored. Usually offered every spring.

73.635 Comparative Correctional System (3) Current approaches in control and treatment of

juvenile and adult offenders in United States and other countries. Usually offered every fall.

73.636 Administrative Management in Corrections (3) Identification and analysis of problems

and issues confronting the manager in correctional setting. Styles of management, decision

making, and problem solving are explored. Laboratory method of learning used. Usually offered

every fall.

73.637 Interviewing and Counseling in Criminal Justice (3) Purpose and principles of effective

intervewing. Analysis of individual problems in social functioning and the process of problem

solving with criminal justice clients. Emphasis on learning to help unmotivated involuntary clients.

Usually offered every spring.

73.638 Group Counseling in Corrections (3) Analysis of major theoretical models for under-

standing group behavior in correctional settings. Usually offered every fall.

73.639 Practicum: Seminar in Group Relations (3) Advanced course designed to provide prac-

tical experiences for criminal justice students and to learn about their own and others' behavior

in group situations.

73.646 Understanding Organizational Behavior (3) Concepts and tools derived from disci-

plines of cultural anthropology, social psychology, sociology, and psychoanalysis utilized to en-

hance student's understanding of behavior at work, both intra- or interorgranizationally, e.g., in

business, church, government, hospitals, industry, prisons, schools, military, and labor unions,

etc.

72.652 Sociology OF Law (3) Consideration of how social values and preferences are embodied
in law, both substantive and procedural. Law as diagnostic tool to uncover structural precondi-

tions which are generally tacit or less readily observable. Comparative data and cross-cultural

information used.

73.660 Civil Rights Enforcement (3) Critical evaluation of the adequacy of mechanisms devel-

oped for assurance of civil rights in contemporary America. Enforcement problems pertaining to

administration of justice, voting, equal employment, housing, public facilities, public accommo-
dations, and educational opportunity.

73.665 Problems in Legal and Social Scientific Methodology (3) Critical comparison of legal

and social scientific methodologies with emphasis on their future as complementary procedures
for understanding and articulating social justice. Object to suggest improved bases for legal and
social science approaches to problems of justice.

73.670 Action Research and Justice Management (3) Principles and techniques of social sci-

ence research as applied to the management of action programs in criminal justice field.

73.671 Research Techniques and Methodologies (3) Practical application of social service the-

ories to problems in the justice field. Development of sophistication in the use of research meth-
odologies on actual cases and problems.

73.680 Introduction to Social Research (3) Introduction to social research methods as applied

to administration of justice. Emphasis on basic assumptions underlying social science research
methods and role of social research in analysis, interpretation, and clarification of problems of

the justice system. Also deals with design and execution of research projects, including analysis

of relationship between researcher and those he studies. Introduction to scientific method of

development of social theory and solution to social problems. Usually offered every term.

73.681 The Role of Research in Criminal Justice Administration (3) Basic aims, processes,
and limitations of research in criminal justice agencies explored to acquaint those with mana-
gerial and supervisory responsibilities with appropriate place and function of agency-based re-
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search. Techniques for development and supervision of in-house research and control over out-

side researchers who come into the organization examined in terms of organizational mainte-

nance and philosophy, ethics, and appropriate use of and control over the dissemination of

research findings. Usually offered every term.

73.690 Independent Study Project in the Administration of Justice (1 -6)*

73.691 Internship (1-6) Provides students with actual experience in administration of justice

through assignment to enforcement, judicial, or correctional agencies under joint supervision of

agency officials and university instructors. Usually offered every term.

73.775 Seminar in the Administration of Justice (3-6) Consideration of major problems en-

countered in administration of justice. Examples: problems in judicial administration; alternatives

to use of the judicial process; concepts of justice; philosophy of punishment and rehabilitation;

success models in criminal justice management; law and the behavioral sciences; family diag-

nosis and intervention for probabation and parole personnel; the police state; court administration

and complex organization theory; Marxian critique of criminal justice; court management. Usually

offered every term.

Technology and Administration
Director John M. Richardson, Jr.

Full-Time Faculty

Professor L. H. Mattery, W. Kennevan (Emeritus), M. C. Sager, I. D. Welt

Associate Professor R. A. Bassler, W. H. Gammon (Emeritus), D. W. Malone, J. M. Richardson,

Jr., M. I. Rosenberg (Emeritus)

Assistant Professor M. A. Greene, H. P. Hoplin

Instructor M. R. Weiss, C. M. Bright

The Center for Technology and Administration embodies The American University's commitment

to understanding and solving problems which arise out of the interrelationship between people,

organizations, information, and technology. The discipline, technology of management, has

evolved from the acceptance of the electronic digital computer with its associated communica-

tions capabilities, as well as from the emergence of a broad and substantial quantitative theory

of the properties, structure, and flow of information. It approaches problems in all fields involving

information transfer, transformation, and storage. It includes, but is not limited to, the use of

computers in systems analysis, systems dynamics, statistics, computer assisted instruction, com-

mand and control systems, data systems, information storage and retrieval, simulation and mod-

eling, and quantitative policy analysis.

Undergraduate Program in Technology of

Management: Computer Systems Applications

Admission to the Program Requires a 2.00 cumulative grade-point average in all courses

attempted at The American University as well as in courses accepted for transfer from other

institutions. Admission to the major also requires the completion, either at The American Uni-

versity or acceptable equivalent transfer credit, of the following courses, each with a C or better

grade: 41.150, 41.221, 42.202, 42.300, 10.240, 10.241, 55.310, and 55.471, and completion of

two from 55.333, 55.334, or 55.335.

Set 41.150, 41.211, 42.202, 42.300, 10.240, 10.241, 55.310, 55.471, 55.331,

Requirements 55.360, 55.431 , 55.432, and 55.460.

Required (1) Six semester hours from 55.333, 55.334, or 55.335. (2) Select 21 se-

Options mester hours from 55.337, 55.390, 55.433, 55.434, 55.435, 55.436, 55.438,

55.440, 55.450, 55.461 , 55.481 , 55.490, or 55.491

.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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Related Major should select related courses with the help of his faculty advisor.

Requirements

Special Undergraduate assistantships and work-study arrangements with govern-

Opportunities ment agencies and private firms are possible.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Science in Technology of Man-

agement with a major in Computer Systems Applications.

Master's Program in Technology of Management

Tracks Computer Systems Applications, Operations Research, Scientific and Technical Infor-

mation Systems, Management Information Systems, Science/Technology Policy and Administra-

tion, and Environmental Systems Management.

Admission to the Program Candidates applying for admission to the Master of Science in

Technology of Management program must have a bachelor's degree from an accredited college

or university and an undergraduate grade-point average of 2.50 or better. Admission through

registration as a nondegree student and the completion of four or more graduate level courses

with a grade-point average of 3.5 or better, in the Center for Technology and Administration, may
be granted to those students who do not meet minimum standards for admission.

Course The M.S.T.M. degree requires completion of all foundation requirements or

Requirements their equivalent and completion of 36 graduate semester hours in core

requirements, field requirements, and thesis requirements.

Foundation Requirements Foundation requirements or their equivalent

should be completed before taking graduate level courses in the Master of

Science in Technology of Management program. No graduate credit is given

for foundation courses, (a) Operations Researcii: 41 .222, 42.300 or 42.400;

(b) All Otner Fields (tracks): 55,310, 55.333 or 55.334 or 55.335, 55.411 or

42.400 or 42.300.

Core Requirements (a) Computer Systems Applications and Management
Information Systems: 55.511, 55.530. (b) Scientific and Technical Informa-

tion Systems: 55.512, 55.530. (c) Science/Technology Policy and Adminis-

tration: 55.511 or 55.513, 55.570. (d) Operations Research: 55.511 or

55.514, 55.542 or equivalent, (e) Environmental Systems Management:
55.511,55.589.

Field Requirements (a) Candidates taking the two field option must com-

plete four courses and the seminar in the main field and four courses in

the minor field. The remaining elective courses must be approved by the

candidate's advisor, (b) Candidates taking the one field option must com-

plete six courses and the seminar in the main field; two additional courses

must be taken in a related field; the remaining elective courses must be

approved by the candidate's advisor, (c) Candidates taking the special field

option must take four courses and the seminar in the main field and an

approved sequence of four or more courses in the special field as desig-

nated by the department or school offering the field. Special fields can often

be designed to meet the particular needs of students.

The technology and management course fields are: (a) Computer Systems

Applications: 55.531, 55.532, 55.533, 55.534, 55.537, 55.630, 55.632.

55.633, 55.635, 55.637, 55.730 (required for main field), (b) Operations Re-

search: 55.641, 55.642, 55.644, 55.645, 55.646, 55.647, 55.740 (required

for main field), (c) Management Information Systems: 55.515, 55.560,

55.561, 55.562, 55.563, 55.660, 55.661, 55.665, 55.760 (required for main

field), (d) Scientific and Technical Information Systems: 55.550, 55.650,

55.652, 55.653, 55.654, 55.656, 55.657, 55.750 (required for main field), (e)

Scientific/Technology Policy and Administration: 55.571, 55.670, 55.671,

55.672, 55.673, 55.770 (required for main field, (f) Environmental Systems
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Management: (a) General Environmental Systems Management: Required
Courses—55.580. 55.582, 55.584, 55.589, 55.780. (b) Ocean Affairs: Re-

quired Courses—55.581, 55.584, 55.586, 55.587, 55.780. (c) Toxic and
Hazardous Materials: Required Courses—55.584, 55.680, 55.681, 55.682,

55.780. Optional Courses for all majors in Environmental Systems
Management—55.683, 55.685.

With the approval of their advisor, students may also select electives from
the numerous dial access reading courses which are available in the field

of environmental systems management.

Special CTA has a relatively small cadre of full-time faculty. Because of this, many
Opportunities of the advanced courses in the program are taught by members of the

adjunct faculty who hold senior positions in the fields of operations re-

search, science policy, environmental management, information
science, and computer systems applications in the Washington area. Many
students in the program are also actively involved in these fields. Conse-
quently the presentation of material in the classroom is regularly leavened
with the practical experiences of both faculty and student. In addition, this

means that many of the projects conducted by students as part of the

program can be directly job-related.

Examination Students must successfully complete one comprehensive examination in

the main field of concentration.

Thesis Students must complete a thesis in the subject matter related to the main
field of concentration or independent research projects totaling six semes-
ter hours, or at least one research oriented course at the 600-level plus the

seminar in the main field of concentration.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Science in Technology of Man-
agement with a major in Technology of Management.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

55.310 Introduction to Data Processing • S (3) Provides a working knowledge of the history

and scope of data information processing and computer information science applications. An
applied overview of computer systems components, introductory higher level language program-

ming, systems analysis, and computer systems applications. Should precede courses in computer
programming, management information systems, and analytical management science tech-

niques. Usually offered every term.

55.331 Introduction to Computer Design • N (3) An oven/iew of various elements comprising

computer systems. Provides a broad introduction to computer architecture. Examines underlying

mathematical and physical concepts inherent in any computer system. Develops both hardware

and software aspects of computer systems, including interdependencies of input, output, arith-

metic, logic, memory, and control functions of digital computers. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisite: 55.3^0.

55.333 Computer Programming: FORTRAN • N (3) Basic concepts of computer programming

using FORTRAN, a programming language primarily, but not exclusively, applied to mathematical

and scientific applications. Programs are written by the students and run on the computer. Usually

offered every term.

55.334 Computer Programming; COBOL (3) Basic concepts of computer programming using

COBOL, a programming language, primarily directed to the application of business and data

processing problems. Programs are written by the students and run on the computer. Usually

offered every fall and spring.

55.335 Computer Programming: PL/1 • N (3) Basic concepts of computer programming using

PL/1, the newest of the "high level" programming languages. It has features that make it appli-

cable for both business and mathematical/scientific applications. Programs are written by the

students and run on the computer. Usually offered every fall and every spring.
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55.337 Problem Analysis • N (3) Develops the fundamental ideas involved in the reduction of

problenns to computable form. Students learn the elements of BASIC and the use of remote real-

time terminals and construct and program simple algorithms for sorting, arithmetic and logical

games, and such management procedures as PERT. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite:

55.31 or may be taken concurrently.

55.360 Management AND THE Computer • S (3) Develops the concept of the computer as a tool

of management. Examines the present and future capabilities in effective management utilization

and exploitations of computer techniques within a business enterprise. Usually offered every fall

and spring. Prerequisite: 55.3^0.

55.390 Independent Reading Course in Technology and Administration (1-6)*

55.411 Introduction to Management Mathematics (3) The emphasis is on the use of quantita-

tive methods in decision making. Designed for advanced undergraduates, the objective is to

provide the student with working knowledge of mathematical reasoning that is basic to the new
and powerful analytical tools of management decision making. Usually offered every term.

55.430 Computer Systems Applications for Management • S (3) Provides thorough foundation

computer usage from several managerial viewpoints. Provides a strong business and public

administration systems orientation. Examines uses of the computer as a management tool, which

itself requires careful management. An opportunity to appreciate the computer's potential as

well as its limitations. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: upper division

standing with majors related to business, management, public administration, etc., or permission

of instructor.

55.431 Documentation of Programs and Systems (3) Provides the basis and supporting ration-

ale for complete, clear, and concise documentation needed by organizational and project man-

agers, analysts, and programmers. Directed toward study and application of tools and techniques

for use by technical and management people in establishing and evaluating documentation prac-

tices. Management commitment and organizational structure are examined. Usually offered every

fall and every spring. Prerequ/s/fes.' 55.310 and 55.333 or 55.334 or 55.335.

55.432 Introduction to Simulation and Modeling • N (3) Theory and practical applications of

simulation approaches to the study of systems such as, but not limited to, economics, ecology,

public administration, business, and transportation. Monte Carlo analysis including generation of

random variables, use of appropriate statistical tools, and model validation are examined. Stu-

dents participate in model building. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 55.310, 42.300 and
competence in a high-level programming language.

55.433 Advanced FORTRAN Techniques (3) An examination of current methods for the suc-

cessful implementation of FORTRAN systems using advanced programming philosophies. Usually

offered every spring. Prerequisite: 55.333 or permission of instructor.

55.434 Advanced COBOL Techniques (3) Application of current advanced programming tech-

niques to the solution of COBOL programming problems. Usually offered every spring. Prereq-

uisite: 55.334 or permission of instructor.

55.435 Advanced PL/I Techniques (3) Designed to fit the needs of the computer professional

charged with responsibilities in design and implementation of information processing applications.

The impact of recent programming philosophies and techniques with respect to PL/1 are exann-

ined. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 55.335 or permission of instructor.

55.436 Computer Operating Systems Management (3) Covers fundamentals of operating sys-

tems management techniques directed toward optimum use of computer systems resources.

Communications with operating systems and relationships between users and systems in data

processing are discussed. Selected topics areas include job control languages, accessing meth-

ods, libraries, debugging, and multiprogramming. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Prerequisites: 55.31 and 55.333 or 55.334 or 55.335 or permission of instructor.

55.438 Microprocessors and Computer Peripheral Devices (3) Microprocessor hardware and
software techniques are examined with emphasis on computer peripheral applications. Channels,
communications media, coding techniques, and software needed for systems aspects of periph-

erals are studied. Current views of input-output devices, point-of-sale devices, voice input re-

*See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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sponse, and OCR devices are among the nnany techniques covered. Usually offered every spring.

Prerequisite: 55.33^.

55.440 Operations Research Concepts • N (3) The scientific method, problem definition, sta-

tistical decision theory, model building, implementation and control of solutions, and individual

projects. Prerequisites: 42.300 and 4 1 .2 1 1

.

55.450 Information Storage and Retrieval • S (3) Elementary introduction to the application

of the computer in handling scientific, technical, and scholarly literature. The role of the modern
information center in providing management v^^ith relevant and up-to-date information "back-up"
for decision making is emphasized. Designed for all students involved in information processing,

not data-processing.

55.460 Applied Systems Design (3) Provides basic background in the fundamentals of systems
analysis, design, implementation, and utilization. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Prerequisite: 55.360 or permission of instructor.

55.461 Human Factors in Systems Design (3) Effect of systems design and its requirements on
human behavior and development in business organization. Prerequisite: 55.460.

55.471 Fundamentals of Technology of Management • S (3) Basic analysis of functions of

managers who may become involved in dynamics of change brought about by advancing tech-

nology. Study of interface between administration and technology. Prerequisite: 55.310.

55.490 Independent Study Project in Technology and Administration (1-6)*

55.491 Internship (1-6) Various projects. Prerequisite: permission of appropriate program direc-

tor.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

55.511 The Systems Approach (3) introduction to the use of a holistic approach for structuring

and solving complex decision problems in the private and public sectors. In addition, the course

applies system analytical concepts to the management and theory of organizations. Usually

offered every term.

55.512 Introduction to Cybernetics and Systems Science (3) Introduction to the abstraction of

cybernetics. Operational aspects of human intellect are translated into machine simulation and
examined for validity of communication and control. The man-machine symbiosis is studied as

a means to augment man's capability to solve complex problems, tvlathematical explanations are

kept to a minimum.

ADVANCED COURSES

55.513 Change and the Managerial Process (3) Effects of technological and scientific devel-

opment on the operations of the public or private administrative establishment. Implications for

tfie managerial unit of the information and cybernetic revolutions and modern technological

instruments and methods for the performance of societal and administrative functions. Reciprocal

effects of managerial requirements on the technological development. Prerequisite: 55.51 1

.

55.514 Operations Research Approach (3) Concepts, applicability, limitations, and frontiers of

operations research. Decision making, problem definition, model building, marginal analysis, and

utility. Provides material basic to further study of operations research. Usually offered every

term. Prerequisites: A'i .222 and 42.300 or 42.400.

55.515 Human Relations Aspects of Management Systems (3) Expands awareness of human
processes and develops leadership skills in communications and group activities. Gains knowl-

edge of the impact of human factors in designing, implementing, and managing large complex

systems. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 55.51 1

.

55.530 Real-Time Systems (3) Practical coverage of large-scale, on-line, real-time systems de-

sign, implementation, and management. Stresses management and management understanding

of technical aspects of on-line systems. Attention directed to hardware and software capabilities,

teleprocessing concepts, distributed systems, man-machine factors, queuing theory, simulation

•See description under General Curriculum Information In this publication.
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tools, systems planning and control, security, and privacy. Usually offered every term. Pre-

requisites: 55.310, 55.41 1 and 42.300 or 42.400.

55.531 Computer Design and Comparative Systems (3) Develops an understanding of number

systems, Boolean algebra, and the logical design and organization of the digital computer and its

functional components. Emphasis is on the analysis and comparison of various design alterna-

tives and in analyzing the major architectural features of current small, medium, and large com-

mercial computer technology. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 55.530.

55.532 Advanced Programming Management (3) A study of the software development process.

Contemporary techniques and philosophies of software design and implementation are examined.

Research projects encompass the topic areas of organizing personnel and the stylized techniques

of design and implementation. An extensive review of periodical literature is required. Usually

offered every summer. Prerequisites: 55.310 and competence in FORTRAN, COBOL or PL/1

.

55.533 Concepts in Computer Communication (3) Reviews the rapid growth of computer com-

munication and surveys the current developments. Networks and related problems are examined

in terms of existing and proposed networks, their design problems, and software aspects. Dis-

tributed systems are considered. Includes the distribution of intelligence through files, data bases,

and peripherals. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: 55.31 0.

55.534 Minicomputer Applications for Management (3) Data processing management oriented

study of the capabilities and limitations of minicomputers in business applications. Course ex-

plains when, where, and how minicomputers should be used to support modern systems. Presents

a comparative analysis of the major architectural features of current minicomputers, including

software, hardware, peripheral devices, and environmental support requirements. Usually offered

every summer. Prerequisites: 55.310 or equivalent and competence in one programming lan-

guage and permission of program director.

55.537 Computer Languages in Simulation (3) Includes theory underlying simulation technology,

statistical techniques for collecting data, techniques for drawing random samples from statistical

distributions, building simulation models, verification and validity checking models, and the study

of existing large-scale simulation models. Practical experience through student development of

simulation models using SIMSCRIPT and GPSS computer simulation languages. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 55.432, or 55.632, or 55.642.

55.540 Operations Research in Management (3) Overview of general field of operations re-

search and its role in the decision making process. Modeling techniques and applications of a

variety of prototype problems are covered. Mathematics employed limited to elementary algebra

and statistics, stresses the quantitative approach. Not to be taken if operations research is a

comprehensive field. Prerequisite: 42.300 or 42.400.

55.542 Probability and Statistics for Management Decisions (3) Basic probability and statis-

tics. Sampling, hypothesis testing, regression, analysis and correlation, analysis of variance, and

nonparametric tests. Prerequisites: 41 ,222 and 42.300 or 42.400.

55.550 Survey of Information Science and Technology (3) Introduction to communication

practices in scientific and scholarly fields emphasizing role of mechanized methods including

computer. Techniques of word processing are featured, such as information storage and retrieval,

reprography and computerized photocomposition. Designed for both users of modern data banks

and managers of information systems. Prerequisite for other courses. Usually offered every term.

55.560 Systems Design for Management (3) Opportunity to develop and defend specific man-

agement sciences techniques against both hypothetical and actual operations and problem areas.

Use of case studies, group discussions, and projects. Develops firm understanding of relation-

ships and dependence upon interdisciplinary approaches to problem recognition, definition, de-

velopment of alternatives and ultimate selection of optimum solution. Usually offered every fall

and every spring. Prerequisites: 55.51 1 and 55.530.

55.561 Management of Automatic Data Processing Systems (3) Examination of unique prob-

lems, functions, and requirements of data processing management. Within role of this manage-
ment, planning, installation, operation and organization of computer facility examined. Executive

interaction stressed, specifically in decision making, planning, and evaluation functions. The
course content is developed through lectures and reports. Usually offered every fall and every

spring. Prerequisite: 55.530.

55.562 Management of Institutional Records Systems: Creation (3) Nature and functions of
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records and record systems, in relation to total organization and administrative process. Reviews
kinds and respective functions of institutional paper and paperw/ork, but gives primary emphasis
to development and installation of a records management program. Usually offered every fall.

55.563 Management of Institutional Records Systems: Maintenance and Retention
(3) Principles, methods, and techniques of records management in the maintenance and reten-

tion phases. A continuation of the material in 55.562. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite-
55.562.

55.570 Management of Research and Engineering (3) Basic course on management of re-

search and engineering organization. Discussion of the full spectrum of elements in such an
organization, utilization of resources, comparison of government and business, establishment of

procedures and methodologies for effective and efficient operations. Prerequisite: permission of

program director.

55.571 Technological Forecasting and Assessment (3) Review of principal methodologies of

technological forecasting involving establishment of long range goals definable in technical terms,
and consequent preferred means of achieving them; usefulness and limitations from the viewpoint
of practitioner as well as manager. Relationship planning, technological transfer, and assessment.
Case studies. Prerequisites: 55.41 1 , 55.570 or permission of program director.

55.580 Environmental Analysis Through Environmental Impact Statements (3) Introduction to

administrative and analytic processes involved in preparation and review of environmental impact
statements. The multidisciplinary assessment called for in an EIS is discussed and practical

applications carried out in class. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 55.589.

55.581 Engineering Principles and Marine Management (3) Provides a general overview of

ocean engineering. Concentration on basic oceanography, ships and offshore facilities, sub-

mersibles and habitats, pollution control, marine environmental instrumentation, coastal and
shoreline engineering, ocean energy, marine mining, and fishery technology. Usually offered

every spring. Prerequisite: 55.584.

55.582 Environmental Law and Administration (3) Governmental management of air, water,

and land systemic complexes with reference to control laws and regulatory statutes at federal,

state, and local levels. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 55.589.

55.583 Energy, Technology and the Human Environment (3) Lectures are directed toward the

technological issues which underlie present supply capabilities for most energy sources: domes-
tic energy supply and demand ratios; environmental effects of energy supply and use; the federal

government's energy organization. Instruction by radio (WA(\/IU-FM). Usually offered every other

semester.

55.584 Water, Technology, and the Human Environment (3) Directed toward the technological

issues surrounding water use. Multidisciplinary, by necessity, because all aspects of human and
biotic survival on this planet are inextricably woven together in water use. Lectures incorporate

concepts from many academic areas, including ecology, technology, economics, law, and polit-

ical dynamics. Instruction by radio (WAMU-FM). Usually offered every other semester.

55.586 Coastal and Estuarine Environments (3) Review of physical, chemical, and biotic in-

terrelationships in these special ecological zones; basic problems in management of these areas

with respect to political and economic overtones. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 55.584.

55.587 Law of the Sea (3) Principles of ocean law to inform managers of kinds of legal issues

with which they might be confronted in this aspect of ocean affairs management. Usually offered

every fall. Prerequisite: 55.584.

55.588 Dial Access Series in Environmental Systems Management (3) These courses may be

taken at student's convenience in language laboratory. Films and tapes available there. Study

guides obtained from the Environmental Systems Management office. Students are required to

schedule three oral interviews with the instructor during the semester. May be repeated for credit

within the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term.

Air Pollution Problems Health effects on human and other biotic systems; laws and control

measures.

Practical Scientific and Teciinical Writing Basic principles for preparation of all kinds of

materials used in working world: speeches, progress reports, executive summaries, and other

programmed learning materials.
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Parasitic Disease: Socioeconomic Effect on Developing Nations Analysis of parasitic or-

ganisms and effects of diseases they produce on human, natural, and technological environ-

ments. Usually offered every term.

Human Biology Discussion of the systems of the human body; cell structure; nutrition; em-

bryology.

Malnutrition, Mental Retardation, Public Administration Economic, political, genetic, and

environmental issues fundamental to understanding of societal issues in relation to mental re-

tardation.

Ecology of Comparative Biotic Systems Anatomy and physiology of biota, and their relation-

ships to natural and technological environments.

Pollution Problems in Environmental Management General overview/ of issues fundamental

to environmental problems of land, air, and water.

Housing Problems in Environmental Systems Management Professional presentations on

social, economic, and technological situation in housing management area and its environmental

impact.

55.589 Ecology and the Human Environment (3) Fundamental information on ecology and many
related topics— health and drugs; food additives; nuclear and fossil energy; pesticides and food;

the politics of pollution. Instruction by radio (WAMU-FM). Usually offered every term.

55.590 Independent Reading Course in Technology and Administration (1 -6)*

GRADUATE COURSES

55.630 Computer Applications for Public Managers (3) An examination of the relationship of

computers to public administration functions. Principal thrust toward applications. Includes cur-

rent and future computer technology and its impact on managers in the public sector. Issues

examined include privacy, security, human factors, resource management, budgeting and cost

control, and computer resource selection. Usually offered every term.

55.632 Simulation and Modeling (3) Design and implementation of simulation models for sys-

tems design and analysis. Emphasis on discrete stochastic systems and real-world business and
government problems including resource allocation, queuing, inventory control, and industrial

production. Overview of principal simulation languages and their applicability to problem solving.

Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites: 55.530 and 42.300 or 42.400 and
competence in one programming language.

55.633 Programming Systems and Language (3) Examination of basic attributes of major class-

es of programming languages and systems. Characteristics that describe basic differences be-

tween types of languages emphasized. Roles of various operating systems briefly examined; as

well as problems of operating systems design, and implementation. Usually offered every term.

Prerequisites: 55.333 or 55,334 or 55.335, and 55.530.

55.635 Workshops in Computer Systems Applications (3) Coverage of current topics in com-
puter systems applications. Typical topics are: Data Base Management Systems, Distributed

Systems, Evaluation and Selection of Computer Systems, Privacy and Security, and Performance
Evaluation. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be different. Usually

offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisites: 55.5^ 1 and 55.530.

55.637 Operating Systems (3) Examines operating systems concepts for management comput-
er systems including resource allocation, data management, communications management, and
performance evaluation subsystems. Covers interactions of operating system's constituent sub-

systems and popular methods of implementation. Structures a general operating system encom-
passing classical methods and several popular operating systems. Extensive research in the

literature required. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 55.633.

55.640 Systems Analysis/Operations Research in Public Administration (3) Introduction to

systems analysis/operations research. Solution of decision making problems at operations and
policy making levels of international, national, and local governing bodies, using the scientific

method. Evaluation of particular solutions. Not to be taken as a field course in the operations
research master's comprehensive field. Usually offered every spring.

*See description under General Curriculum Infornnation in this publication
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55.641 Methods OF Operations Research I (3) Mathematical techniques in operations research.

Linear and nonlinear progrannnning, game theory, and inventory theory. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisites: 55.514 and 55.542.

55.642 Methods of Operations Research II (3) Mathematical techniques in operations re-

search. Role of selected probability distributions in OR, queuing theory and applications, Markov
processes, dynamic programming and extensions and integrating Markov processes, and se-

lected problems in simulations. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: 55.641 or concurrent
registration.

55.644 Workshop in Operations Research: A Practicum (3) Individual and/or group projects

involving actual problems. An opportunity for students to practice operations research either on
problems of their own choosing or problems presented to them by the instructor. Guided expe-

rience in problem formulation, data collection, model building as appropriate, and in making final

recommendations. Prerequisite: permission of the program director or the instructor.

55.645 Workshop in Operations Research: Advanced Methodology (3) Designed to (a) cover

some topics not taken up in 55.642; (b) go into selected topics already covered more intensively;

and (c) to give students an opportunity to select one or two topics for special treatment. Prereq-

uisite: 55.642 or concurrent registration.

55.646 Cost-Benefit Analysis (3) Examination of the techniques used to evaluate nonmarket
oriented goods and services. Prerequisites: 55.542 and 41 .222.

55.647 Project Management (3) An introduction to the technology of project planning and man-
agement with special emphasis on large-scale projects and programs. Sources of information

concerning funding organizations. Planning and scheduling techniques including PERT, Gantt

charts, LOB and DELTA charts. Special management problems associated with scientific and

technical projects. Prerequisites: permission of 55.514 recommended.

55.650 Natural Language Data Processing (3) Computational methods for extracting indices

and abstracts from natural language texts, including survey of such methods for communicating

technical information. Applications of information theory and modern linguistics. Computer pro-

cedures for natural language editing, parsing, information selection and storage, vocabulary

control and retrieval. Designed for scientific and technical information majors. Usually offered

every term. Prerequisite: 55.550.

55.652 On-Line Interactive Systems (3) Specifically concerns bibliographically-based informa-

tion systems, not ADPS. Equipment available, file design and organization, searching philosophy

and procedures. Factors affecting performance criteria and operating experiences are discussed.

Instruction and training of users and human factors are considered. Document delivery, cost

performance and future requirements are stressed. Usually offered every term.

55.653 Concepts of Abstracting and Indexing (3) Practical introduction to the abstracting art

and survey of the abstracting and indexing area of information handling. Classification and in-

dexing theories and systems, involving both manual and computerized approaches. Topics cov-

ered include keywords, thesaurus-building and use, universal decimal classification system and

modern data banks. For information services management. Usually offered every term. Prereq-

uisite: 55.550.

55.654 Computers and Micrographics (3) Review of modern micrographic systems for infor-

mation storage and retrieval. Indexing and classification (theory, concepts, and techniques),

search aids and automated retrieval. Computer output microfilming. Ancillary technologies. Mi-

crographic and computer standards, systems specifications and requirement matching. User

needs, economics, component selection, system design, and marketing are discussed. Future

projection of industry. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite: 55.550 or permission of the

instructor.

55.656 Publication Techniques (3) The economics of scholarly publication with emphasis on

the central role of the computer in reducing time-lag, facilitating update and cutting costs. The

symbiotic relationship between computer-aided photocomposition (including COM— computer-

output to microfilm), and information storage and retrieval services are emphasized. For man-

agers of publications. Prerequisite: 55.550

55.657 Chemical Notations Systems (3) Specifically designed for chemists and others interest-

ed in the development and management of information systems involving chemical structures.

Encoding of such structures so that they can be handled by computerized systems is stressed.
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Existing information systems are evaluated, including those in the drug, pesticide, and environ-

mental pollution areas. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisites: 55.550 and background in organic

chemistry.

55.660 Management Information and Reporting Systems (3) Provides an understanding of the

complexity of an integrated information system and its components. Covers system design, de-

velopment, application, utilization, and evaluation. Various philosophies concerning the manner

and degree of depth and breadth of the integrated management information system approach

reviewed. Usually offered every fall and every spring and alternate summers. Prerequisite:

55.560.

55.661 Telecommunications and Management Information Systems (3) To develop understand-

ing and perspective in the relationships of data communications and management information

systems. To determine current state-of-the-art and probable future developments in data com-
munications systems. Usually offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 55.530 or per-

mission of the instructor.

55.665 Workshop IN Management Information Systems (3) Advanced management information

systems applications with emphasis on special projects and case studies. Usually offered every

fall and every spring. Prerequisite: 55.660.

55.670 The Politics and Economics of Research and Development (3) Magnitude, character-

istics, and politicoeconomic significance of the research and development economy of the United

States, and, comparatively, of other countries. Structure and nature of the U.S. research industry.

Government-business defense economy. Governmental nonmilitary research. Business and in-

dustrial research. Trends and forecasts. National resources allocation, and other political and
economic problems. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

55.671 Research and Development in the Total Organization (3) Criteria for top management:
(a) capabilities of scientific, technological, and social science research; (b) utilization for needs
of the specific organization; (c) definition of research and development requirements, determi-

nation of budget; (d) evaluation of success and contribution to organizational objectives; (e)

conversion of research and development results into governmental or business applications,

products or processes. Prerequisite: 55.570.

55.672 Scientific and Engineering Manpower (3) In-depth study of scientific and engineering

manpower stressing role of individual in the research and development environment and his

interface with the total resource of which he is a part. Impact of the innovative forces at work.

For advanced graduate students. Prerequisites: 55.570 and at least one other research and
development course.

55.673 Planning and Control of Research and Development Operations (3) In-depth study of

role of today's research and development manager. Review of operational policies and goals.

Forecasting, planning, and programming techniques and analysis methodology. Exercise of "val-

ue judgements." Intended for the advanced graduate student. Prerequisites: 55.570 and at least

one other research and development course.

55.680 Introduction to Toxic Materials (3) Examines and analyzes past and present biopolitical

decisions in the context of specific resource and policy impact. Biopolitical resource management
decisions with indirect and direct wildlife implications as related to toxic and hazardous materials

considered. Both actual and hypothetical decision processes scrutinized in terms of predictability

and consequence. Prerequisite: 55.584.

55.681 Pesticide Degradation in the Environment (3) Metabolism of pesticides and other haz-

ardous materials is reviewed. The type of reaction, degradation by class, effects of ultraviolet

and sun light, and general differences and similarities between metabolism of plants and animals
is discussed. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: 55.584.

55.682 Federal Regulations for Toxic Materials (3) Describes values and hazards of agricul-

tural chemicals and other environmental pollutants; integrated crop management. Discusses and
relates statutes, regulations, laws, and environmental quality. Usually offered every spring. Pre-

requisite: 55.584.

55.683 Pollution Abatement Potentials (3) In-depth study of three major contributors to envi-

ronmental systemic pollution: agriculture, industry, and municipal wastes, with emphasis on re-

routes and recycling. Prerequisites: two courses in environmental systems management.
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55.685 Workshop in Environmental Systems Management (3) Topics scheduled as warranted
by current interest, faculty availability, and composition of student body. Focus on individual

environmental problems and may involve field investigations. Rotating topics include Water Pol-

lution, Marine Systems Management, Environmental Modeling, Urban Environmental Planning,

Environmental Economics. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic must be
different. Usually offered every spring and every summer. Prerequisite: two courses in environ-

mental systems management.

55.686 Conservation and Environmental Management; Resource Recovery (3) Preservation of

natural ecosystemic balance in limnological, marine, and terrestrial environments through public

administration at federal, state, and local levels; through public education and through monitoring

systems such as tagging of biotic species; radiation devices; weather regulation; etc. Usually

offered every fall. Prerequisites: three courses in environmental systems management.

55.687 Conservation and Environmental Management: Toxic Substances (3) Assessment of

toxicological and ecological implications of toxic substances, aquatic contaminants, and restrict-

ed use pesticides. Registration and regulation of pesticides, water pollutants, and toxic sub-

stances, environmental impact assessment, biological interactions with physical and chemical
factors, analyses of integrated pest control, pollution abatement, fish and wildlife management
and conservation practices are emphasized. Usually offered alternate falls. Prerequisites: three

courses in environmental systems management.

55.688 Conservation and Environmental Management: Predator Management (3) Deals with

theories and policies involved in management of wildlife: grizzly bears, coyotes, wolves, and other

animals commonly termed predators, by examining legal implications and differences involved

in accommodating private and/or interest groups and government in establishing programs con-

cerning control, as well as conservation of such animals. Usually offered alternate falls. Prereq-

uisite: three courses in environmental systems management.

55.690 IndependentStudy Project IN Technology and Administration (1-6)*

55.730 Seminar in Computer Systems Applications (3) A synthesis of all aspects of computer
systems applications. Involves an intensive review of the literature of the field. Students are

expected to participate actively in seminar discussions and to produce several reading and
research products. Required of all students in the computer systems applications track. Usually

offered every fall and every spring. Prerequisite: permission of the program director.

55.740 Seminar in Operations Research (3) Critical review of literature and practice of opera-

tions research. Special attention is given to problems associated with implementation of opera-

tions research techniques and perspectives in private and public sector problem solving. Students

are responsible for weekly literature abstracts and a term project or paper. Final course required

for all students in the operations research track. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

Prerequisite: permission of program director.

55.750 Seminar in Scientific and Technical Information Systems (3) The last course in the

scientific and technical information systems program and required of all students in that track.

Students are required to present research reports before the class orally and then to write them

up as if for publication in scholarly journals. Reviews of the recent literature are also required.

May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different. Prerequisite:

permission of the program director.

55.760 Seminar in Management Information Systems (3) To improve understanding and per-

spective in the theory and substance of management information systems. To extend critical

reading in the literature of the field. To improve understanding and skills in research methodology.

Usually offered every fail and every spring. Prerequisite: permission of the program director.

55.770 Seminar in Science/Technology Policy and Administration (Master's) (3) For course

content, see 55.673. Offered for students whose program requires a seminar in lieu of a thesis

for a master's degree. Prerequisites: 55.570, at least one other research and development

course, and permission of program director.

55.775 Seminar in Science/Technology Policy and Administration (Doctoral) (3) Critical re-

view of literature pertinent to modern research and development management, intended to de-

velop within research and development executive a clear grasp of applicability of current knowl-

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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edge of problem solving. Intended for very advanced graduate students. Prerequisite: pernnission

of program director.

55.780 Seminar in Environmental Systems Management (3) Specific industries, geographic lo-

cations, and interferent materials analyzed in-depth in relation to their particular production-

pollution contribution. Special topics change as warranted by current interests, faculty availability,

and composition of student body. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: four courses in

environmental systems management and permission of program director.
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Special University Programs
for Study and Research

Faculty of

Community Studies
Director RhodaG. weit

Director, Latino Institute Armando Rendon

FuLL-TiME Faculty

Associate Professor G. R. Weaver
Assistant Professor R. Ralph, A. Rendon

The Faculty of Community Studies offers a 30 semester hour undergraduate Certificate in Com-
munity Development and a 60 semester hour Associate in General Studies degree. The program

dravi/s together the resources of an urban university and the community to provide development

courses in basic academic skills and community related courses. All courses are fully accredited,

transferable, and open to all university students.

The curriculum is designed to serve the educational needs of adults who seek professional or

personal advancement through full- or part-time study, credit or noncredit. Academic diagnostic

and counseling services are available to assist the student in planning his academic program.

The required developmental courses are designed to meet the needs of students who may have

been out of school for a number of years. The community-related courses bring together the

experiences of the inner-city student with traditional academic disciplines. Areas of concentration

include community development, day care administration, business management, and commu-
nication. Students taking community studies courses are subject to the same academic standards

to which all American University students are held.

Pride/American University Institute The institute provides tuition aid for students enrolled

in the Community Studies program who meet the following criteria: clearly defined academic

need, well-established financial need, high school graduation, or one year's absence from high

school, 18 years of age, and at least one year's residency in the Washington metropolitan area.

Latino Institute The Latino institute confronts the problems of Spanish-speaking Americans

in higher education, taking into consideration cultural and language differences. All other criteria

for admission are the same as for the Pride/American University Institute which awards the tuition

aid.

Certificate in Community Development The Certificate in Community Development in-

cludes nine required courses and one elective in the community studies curriculum. Required

courses may be waived by examination or permission of advisor.

353
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Associate Degree in General Studies students transfer courses connpleted in the certif-

icate program to their associate degree program and continue until they have completed a total

of sixteen courses. Students may either select general courses or concentrate in the areas of

community development, day care administration, business management, or communication. All

courses must be taken within the community studies curriculum unless students are exempted

by their academic advisor.

Undergraduate Program in Connmunity Studies

Tracks Community Development, Day Care Administration, Business Management, and Com-
munication.

Admission to the Program students must be approved by the department for formal ad-

mission to the program.

Set (1)AII Tracks: 71.100, 71.101, 71.102, 71.105, 71.106, 71.108, 71.109, and

Requirements one of the following 71.110, 71.112 or 71.114. (2) Community Development:

71.115, 71.221, 71.222, 71.223, 71.230, and 71.231. (3) Day Care Admin-
istration: 71.115. 71.232, 71.440, 71.441, 71.442, and 71.443. (4) Business

Management: 71.113, 71.210, 71.212, and 71.213. (5) Communication:
71.103, 71.104, 71.224, and 71.225.

Required (1)AII tracl<s: one of the following 71.111, 71.113, or 71.115. (2) Community
Options Development: 71 .201 or 71 . 1 1 9. (3; Day Care Administration: none. (4) Busi-

ness Management: none. (5) Communication: none.

Degree Objective On completion of 10 courses, students receive a Certificate in General
Studies. On completion of 60 semester hours, including satisfaction of the university English

requirement (see 71.100 and 71.101 below) and distributive requirement, students receive a

degree of Associate in Arts with a major in General Studies.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

71.100 Language Skills (3) Provides students with such basic language arts skills as reading,

sentence structure, vocabulary building, spelling, and usage. Instruction individual and intensive.

Students may register for the course on a pass-fail basis. Usually offered every term.

71.101 Communications I (3) Diagnoses the student's problems in written expression; improves
his skills in critical reading and expository writing; introduces language psychology. Readings
include patterned essays, stories, and poems. Students write a number of essays. Fulfills uni-

versity English requirement 23.100. Usually offered every term.

71.102 Communications II (3) Continuation of 71.101. Continues improvement of reading and
writing skills along with application of language psychology to inner-city experiences. Readings
include a novel and shorter works. Writing assignments include a research paper, a number of

essays, and some creative writing. Completes the university's English requirement. Usually of-

fered every term. Prerequisite: 71 .101

.

71.103 The Philosophy of Communication: Writing (3) Students develop their individual writing

styles and their philosophy of expression.

71.104 The Philosophy of Communication; Critical Reading and Thinking (3) Involves aware-
ness of what, really happens between an author and his reader in the reading process. Students
do close analysis of a number of essays and several books.

71.105 Mathematics Skills (3) Develops and improves basic mathematical skills; includes such
topics as basic operations with rational numbers and decimals, exponents, percentages, ele-

mentary theory of sets, and first degree equations in one variable. Usually offered every term.

71.106 Introduction to Academic Discipline (3) Equips the student with the habits and skills

necessary to achieve success in academic course work and independent study. Language skills
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are essential to this process and therefore are stressed as well as reading and research tech-

niques. Usually offered every term.

71.108 Introduction to the Social Sciences (3) Introduces students to social sciences and their

application and approach to specific problenns. Issue oriented, interdisciplinary course involving

psychology, econonnics, and sociology. Usually offered every ternn.

71.109 Study Skills/Orientation (3) Orients students to the university and fosters study skills

needed by nontraditional students in an academic setting. Note-taking skills, problem-solving

techniques, and term paper v\/riting are stressed. Students are introduced to people, places, and

events on campus. Usually offered every term.

71.110 Fabric of Social Structure: Psychology I (3) Introductory psychology, with cross-cul-

tural emphasis using experience of the students. Social and abnormal psychology, development

theory, and psychology of the black experience. Usually offered alternate falls.

71.111 Fabric OF Social Structure; Psychology II (3) Familiarizes students with basic concepts

of abnormal and social psychology. Relates psychology to the inner-city experience. Usually

offered alternate falls and alternate summers. Prerequlsite:7^.^^0.

71.112 Fabric of Social Structure Economics I (3) Stresses basic economic theory including

supply and demand, scarcity, elasticity and monetary, fiscal, and incomes policies. Usually of-

fered alternate falls and alternate summers.

71.113 Fabric OF Social Structure Economics II (3) Reviews basic economic theory, marginal

analysis (theory of the firm), and concentrates on several current economic problem areas with

theoretical implications and applications. Usually offered alternate falls and alternate summers.

Prerequisite: 71.1 12.

71.114 Fabric of Social Structure Sociology I (3) Concentrates on introductory survey of

sociology focusing on societal institutions that serve or fail to serve the central city. Usually

offered alternate falls and alternate summers.

71.115 Fabric of Social Structure Sociology II (3) Examines specific social issues of impor-

tance in inner-city experience. Usually offered alternate falls and alternate summers. Prerequ'h

s/fe.- 71.114.

71.119 The Latino in American Thought and Culture (3) Emphasizes current experience and

trends of the Latino (persons of Spanish heritage) in the United States with focus on developing

insights and understanding the Latino's role in local and national affairs. Probes such issues as

cultural identity, politics, economic development, and future of Latino peoples. Usually offered

every spring.

71.201 Black Cultural Heritage (3) Acquaints student with American roots in Africa; shows

how African culture has affected the Americans. Emphasizes historical, musical, literary, artistic,

and scientific contributions of black Americans. Requires reading of African and American works.

Usually offered every term.

71.202 Social Dynamics (3) Stresses sociology of inner-city communities with reference to so-

cial movements and institutions, urban problems, law enforcement, and community development.

71.210 Accounting Principles I (2) Introduces basic techniques of record keeping and account-

ing. Usually offered alternate falls.

71.211 Salesmanship (3) Examines techniques of salesmanship and marketing as they relate to

inner-city economic development and creation of a relevant and effective sales force.

71.212 Accounting Principles II (2) Stresses those aspects of accounting that should be es-

pecially useful in the central city. Usually offered alternate springs. Prerequisite: 7 ^.2^0.

71.213 Accounting Principles III (3) Continuation of course 71 .212. Prerequisite: 7^.2^2.

71.220 The Educational Institution (3) Makes students aware of existing structures of educa-

tion in public and private elementary, secondary, and university institutions in urban areas. Em-

phasis is on minority education.

71.221 Law and the Community (3) Emphasizes law as it relates to inner-city residents, and

introduces students to the police department as a social institution. Usually offered every fall.

71.222 Community Organization (3) Acquaints students with the principles and techniques of
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community organization. Stresses practical applications as they relate to minority communities.

Usually offered every term.

71.223 Politics and Society (3) Introduces students to political processes and to their relation-

ship with conflict and cross-cultural interactions. Usually offered every spring.

71.224 Development OF Effective Oral Communication I (3) Provides intensive skill develop-

ment in oral communication in order to improve quality and effectiveness of spoken language.

Includes speeches on selected topics of contemporary interest. Usually offered every fall.

71.225 Development OF Effective Oral Communication II (3) Provides opportunities for students

to focus on issues of contemporary interest. Emphasizes the use of appropriate levels of lan-

guage, logical organization of ideas, and the competent use of speech. Deals v\/ith the oral

language problems of minorities. Usually offered every spring.

71.230 Consumer Education (3) Provides basic know/ledge of buying, selling, and consumer

principles. Stresses practical application.

71.231 Lay Advocacy (3) Makes students aware of their rights under the Constitution, and en-

ables them to use law as a tool. Designed to meet general legal needs of inner-city residents.

Usually offered every fall.

71.232 Principles of Counseling (3) Considers basic theories of counseling, and development

of basic counseling skills for both laymen and professionals. Geared toward methods of coun-

seling inner-city residents. Usually offered every fall and every spring.

71.233 Techniques OF Management (3) Examines strategies of management in relation to com-

munity organizations.

71 .390 Independent Reading Course in Community Studies (1-6)*

71.440 Day Care Administration (3) Introduces students to establishment and implementation

of successful day care center.

71.441 Child Psychology: Day Care Application (3) Provides insight into development with em-

phasis on cognitive and social learning. Designed for child care workers.

71.442 Education in Day Care Schools (3) Explores early childhood education at successful

day care centers.

71.443 Day Care Health Program (3) Examines those aspects of health necessary for suc-

cessful administration of day care program. Stresses performance of personnel in terms of

health.

71.490 Independent Study Project in Community Studies (1-6)*

Cooperative Education Program
Director Patricia T. van der Vorm

Coordinators T. Grant, N. Jones, S. Larson, A. K. Nichols.

Full-time faculty from several university departments serve as faculty coordinators for the Co-

operative Education Program to guide and evaluate the experiential learning of co-op students.

In order to broaden both liberal education and professional training, the Cooperative Education

Program provides students with guided field experience in jobs related to their general education

and/or specific career goals. Participants may include one or more periods of work experience

(usually full-time and paid) in their programs of study and earn degree credit for demonstrated

experiential learning. Co-op jobs may be with private business, industry, local, state or federal

government, or community and social service organizations. Experiential education allows stu-

dents to test previously acquired skills and academic learning in the laboratory of the world of

work; it also provides for entirely new learning opportunities. Co-op experience enables students

to explore career possibilities, make career decisions, and prepare for entry into the job market.

Regardless of the student's specific objectives for co-op experience, personal development,

acquisition of independent learning skills, and a somewhat better balanced education are signif-

icant results of the program.

*See description under General Curriculunn Information in this publication.
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Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in Cooperative Education

Admission to the Program The program is open to all full-time undergraduate and graduate

degree students in the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Public Affairs, the School of

Business Administration and the Lucy Webb Hayes School of Nursing. Applicants must be in

good academic standing (2.00 grade-point average) and must obtain the approval of the appro-

priate academic advisors. Freshmen, transfer, and graduate students in their first semester of

attendance at the university are ineligible for placement. Additional specific admission criteria

may be stipulated by schools or departments. Students are required to attend an orientation

session, complete application and resume forms, obtain approval signatures, and have an inter-

view/ with a co-op program coordinator. Qualified candidates are then referred to, and interviev/ed

by, suitable employers. Students register in the program only if selected for a position. Application

to the program does not imply a guarantee of placement, nor does it obligate students to accept

offers of employment. However, once placed, a student must complete all employment and

academic obligations agreed to at the time of registration, unless a specific written release is

obtained from the director of cooperative education, on recommendation of the faculty coordi-

nator.

Required
Options

Recommenda-
tions

Special

Opportunities

Students enroll in 00.391 or 00.691 during work placement periods. Full-

time placements may be for six-month periods (July through December or

January through June) or for four-month periods (September through De-

cember, January through April, and May through August). Single-term place-

ments and part-time placements may also be approved.

All jobs are reviewed and approved for credit by faculty coordinators. The

credit value generally depends on the duration of the work periods and is

determined by the director. Students are required to demonstrate what they

have learned by means of written journals, papers, reports, portfolios, con-

ferences, or seminars. Specific requirements are set by faculty coordina-

tors and tailored to individual experience.

Students working full time under the program are considered to be full-time

students by the university, and they may take no more than two additional

courses during the co-op work term.

Students opting for alternating or multiple placements must use summer

sessions to complete degree programs within the usual time, or they may

choose to extend their programs.

Cooperative Education College Work-Study Program This program provides

off-campus placements to undergraduate and graduate students who qual-

ify for federal financial aid. Applicants must complete an American Univer-

sity financial aid application and either the Parents' Confidential Statement

(PCS) or the Financial Aid Form (FAF). College work-study funds are award-

ed to subsidize salaries for co-op jobs offered by a variety of nonprofit

public interest employers.

Cooperative Education in the Federal Government These experiences offer

co-op students, employed by executive branch agencies, special eligibility

for noncompetitive appointments to career positions, on successful of their

co-op assignments. At the undergraduate level initial placement are open

to sophomores and juniors only. In some cases, agencies pay for books,

tuition, and fees, as well as salary.

Cooperative Education/Project Start This program is operated by the De-

partment of Health, Education and Welfare for rehabilitated ex-offenders.

Agencies pay costs of tuition, books, and fees. Students are obligated to

accept employment upon graduation, or reimburse tuition.

The Federal Summer Intern Program This program provides summer em-

ployment in federal government agencies to undergraduate and graduate

students. Students apply through, and are nominated by, the Cooperative

Education Program for designated positions. However, they must compete

with nominees from other colleges across the country. Federal summer

interns are eligible to earn credit under the co-op program.
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Degree Objective This program does not lead to a degree. Credit earned in the Cooperative

Education Program may be applied as major-related or general electives to baccalaureate and

master's degree programs. Undergraduate students may earn up to 18 semester hours in the

program. Graduate students must be placed in jobs specifically related to their major fields, and

they may earn up to six semester hours in the program, subject to the approval of their academic

advisors.

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate

00.391 Cooperative Education Field Experience (0-9) May be repeated for credit, but not within

the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: completion of

30 semester hours of college courses and permission of director.

Graduate Courses

00.691 Cooperative Education Field Experience (0-9) May be repeated for credit, but not w/ithin

the same term; topic must be different. Usually offered every term. Prerequisites: completion of

nine semester hours of course work and permission of director.

Center for

Financial IVIanagement
Director Raymond Einhorn

Full-Time Faculty ah full-time faculty are from the faculty of the sponsoring schools, the

School of Business Administration and the School of Government and Public Administration. See
the respective sections of this publication.

The center has established the Institute for Applied Public Financial Management to respond to

the need for developing professional financial managers for federal, state, and local government.
It is also designed for officials holding operating management positions where financial manage-
ment is important.

By emphasizing the practical applications of concepts and principles in each course, the program
assists the student in developing an operational capability to deal with complex problems. Each
course is newly designed to meet the needs of the governmental organizations represented by
the students in each class, which is limited to 22 students. Projects in Managerial Problem
Solving, a six semester hour course combination, provides a laboratory for students to resolve

the practical problems of their organizations.

Students are full-time employees who attend classes for six consecutive semesters, including

two summers. The resources of the School of Business Administration and the School of Gov-
ernment and Public Administration are used in curriculum design, staffing, and the supervision

of projects.

Masters Program in Applied Public Financial Management
Admission to the Program students are nominated for the program by their respective

federal agencies, state agencies, counties, and cities. Nominations are based on work perform-
ance and potential development. University minimum standards require students to have a 2.50
(on a 4.00 scale) grade-point average in the last 60 semester hours of undergraduate education.
All applicants must take the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT), which measures
aptitude, not knowledge. However, work performance will be an important factor in selection.

The GMAT and work experience will be used to build an academic profile of the student for

counseling purposes.

Course (1) Nine core courses: 28.604, 28.606, 28.608, 28.610, 28,612, 28.614,

Requirements 28.616, 28.618, and 28.620. (2) Courses required for some agencies: 28.602
or 28.609; courses in banking and seminars in finance are required by some
agencies. (3) Projects in Managerial Problem Solving: 28.621, 28.622. (4)
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Three option courses selected by students and their governnnentai organi-

zations in fields such as financial management; governmental management;
land use, planning, and management; and management science.

Special With advance notice, the Institute for Applied Public Financial Management
Opportunities will offer specialized courses for one or a group of federal agencies or local

governments.

Tools All core courses and the Projects in Managerial Problem Solving are de-

veloped on the basis of the needs, problems, and objectives of the students

and their employer organizations, and are taught on an applied basis. The
emphasis on practical applications in each of these courses requires par-

ticipation of employers, and students' access to the data and officials of

their respective governmental units.

Examinations A student will be required to perform satisfactorily on oral and written pre-

sentations on the work done in the Projects in Managerial Problem Solving.

Thesis In lieu of a thesis, each student presents a report in oral and written form

on the work done in connection with the Projects in Managerial Problem

Solving. The student will be expected to know the conceptual basis of the

problem and to demonstrate a capacity to apply knowledge and to execute

duties effectively.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Public Financial Management with

a major in Applied Public Financial Management. This degree is awarded jointly by the School of

Business Administration and the School of Government and Public Administration.

Courses of Instruction

Graduate Courses

28.602 Systems Theory and Analysis (3) Underlying philosophy and conceptual framework of

systems theory analysis. Understanding analytical capabilities required for output-oriented pro-

gram structures; operational constraints. Management information systems. Introduction to con-

cepts of utilization of computers as management tools, including cases in students' organizations.

Prerequisite: approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.604 Public Management (3) Environments, technologies, and strategies which characterize

professional public management. Examination of context in which students' organizations oper-

ate, including institutional constraints and forces for growth and change. Functions of adminis-

trative systems in governments. Task-force investigations and reports for students' own agencies.

Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.606 Managerial Macroeconomics (3) Study of determinants of national income, consump-

tion, interest rates, investment, government spending and taxation, and monetary and fiscal

policy, in a theoretical as well as an applied context for decision making in the student's agency

or local government. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: approval by Center for Financial

Management.

28.608 Managerial Accounting and Budgeting (3) Premises, principles, and selected proce-

dures for financial accounting for industry and federal and local governments. Accounting for

decision making in students' organizations. Emphasis on viewpoints of users, including operating

and budget officials. Auditing function is integrated in accounting and budgeting discussions.

Projects in problem areas identified by students and their organization. Usually offered every

spring. Prerequisite:approva\ by the Center for Financial Management.

28.609 Management Information Systems (3) Practical knowledge needed for development, im-

plementation, operation, and maintenance of unified management information systems. Environ-

mental problems in applying new management tools. Planning programs and management infor-

mation systems. Case histories of federal and local governments' design and use are reviewed.

Students investigate and initiate designs of MIS for own organizations. Usually offered every fall.

Prerequisite: approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.610 Public Finance (3) Theoretical basis of federal, state, and local finance; working knowl-

edge of techniques for utilization generally and in student's organization. Taxation sources and
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principles, expenditures, debt management, and budget processes are covered. (Course ex

panded for some classes to include corporate finance, financing of business firms, capital in-

struments, cost of capital, and money markets.) Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: approval

by the Center for Financial Management.

28.612 Managerial Microeconomics (3) Tools of economic analysis applied to problems in such

areas as government regulation, urban decline, and program evaluation. Fundamental concepts

of demand theory, forecasting, elasticity, and productivity measurements. Applications of re-

source allocation measurement within context of areas in which students have worked or will

work. Case studies or projects are utilized. Usually offered every summer. Prerequisite: approval

by the Center for Financial Management.

28.614 Human Behavior and Leadership (3) Development of students' ability to understand and

manage effectively human relationships in organizational settings. Major concepts, theories, and

research studies are explored. Self-discovery of principles of human interaction and fostering a

self-understanding of the students' working relationships in his organization. Students participate

in projects for presentation to their organizational units. Usually offered every spring. Prerequi-

site: approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.616 Quantitative Methods for Public Management (3) Introduction to understanding and

use of advanced statistical and quantitative techniques. Utilization of analytical and logical meth-

ods in developing reliable conclusions from incomplete information. Introduction of computer

usage. Specific applications are made to problems in students' agencies and local governments.

Presentations made in certain cases to sponsoring governmental units. Usually offered every

fall. Prerequisite: approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.618 Political Dynamics of Public Administration (3) Analysis of decision making processes

in governmental policymaking. Relationship of national, state, and local governments. Study of

interaction of politics and administration on all levels of government. Students trace political and
administrative issues through the intergovernmental system with applications to their own or-

ganizations. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: approval by the Center for Financial Man-
agement.

28.620 Public Program Evaluation (3) Techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of public

programs. General criteria used to judge programs; tradeoffs. Problems of measuring effective-

ness. Design of evaluation studies. Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis; problems of

attaching monetary values to programmatic inputs and outcomes. Students apply tools of pro-

gram evaluation in areas of their own interest. Usually offered every spring. Prerequisite: approval

by the Center for Financial Management.

28.621, 28.622 Projects in Managerial Problem Solving I, II (3), (3) Participating organizations

and their students identify complex projects for improvements needed to resolve significant

problems. Each student is assigned to a project to test capability as a practitioner. Projects are

daytime courses since access is needed to officials, records, and other data. Successful per-

formance in practical financial management projects is an essential ingredient of institute pro-

gram, and a major factor in obtaining the degree. Usually offered every term. Prerequisite:

approval by the Center for Financial Management.

28.690 Independent Study Project in Applied Public Financial Management (1-6)*

Note Also: See the School of Business Administration and the School of Government and
Public Administration sections in this publication for examples of courses that may be taken for

credit towards the Master of Public Financial Management degree, with approval of the Center
for Financial Management. Two current illustrations are 1 0.765 and 54.639.

Interdisciplinary Studies
Chairman, Senate Committee on Interdisciplinary Studies (Elected Annually by Uni-

versity Senate)

Academic Counselor/Coordinator G. F. Struzynski

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication
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The Office of Interdisciplinary Studies is both an end in itself—counseling students in the for-

mation of undergraduate and graduate, fornnal and infornnai interdisciplinary majors; and a mech-
anism—assisting faculty and students with ideas, programs, and projects of an interdisciplinary

nature. The following material on interdisciplinary programs and courses at The American Uni-

versity is thus under constant revision with new listings added periodically. Up-to-date information

on all interdisciplinary activities can be acquired from the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies, The
American University, Washington, D.C., 20016.

Undergraduate Program in Interdisciplinary Studies

Majors individually designed majors focused on an interdisciplinary theme.

Admission to the Program This program is designed for students who wish to construct

their own major program of study in accordance with their needs, capabilities, and interests. The
initiative in formulating an interdisciplinary major is left to the student. The student has the

responsibility to determine the central concept around which the program is constructed and to

formulate in writing a list of all courses— major, related, and tool—which are to serve as require-

ments for the program. The student must secure the advice and program approval of three full-

time faculty members, at least one from each of the two or more disciplines involved in the

interdisciplinary field. The faculty members will assist the student in setting up course require-

ments and will act as faculty advisors in their respective areas.

As a rule, final written application to the program and interviews should be made no later than

the first semester of the junior year and no earlier than the second semester of the sophomore
year. Students must have at least a 2.50 grade-point average to be accepted.

Required All programs must include at least 45 semester hours selected to comprise

Options an academically sound area of concentration defined by a central concept.

The area of concentration may not be the focus of any current degree

program offered by The American University, and the central concept must

be interdisciplinary in character. A random collection of interesting courses

taken from several departments does not constitute an acceptable inter-

disciplinary program. Each program should be designed to give the student

the fundamental skills and background knowledge relevant to the specific

interdisciplinary area. Courses which a student has already taken at The

American University, or which The American University has accepted in

transfer, may be counted as part of the interdisciplinary major requirements

when they are clearly within the proposed interdisciplinary field.

39 of these 45 semester hours must be selected from appropriate depart-

ments and schools according to their relevance to the proposed interdis-

ciplinary theme. A minimum of 30 hours must be upper level (300 or above),

and it is usually advisable to include at least two 500-level courses.

The remaining six hours for the major must be special courses, independent

study projects under the direction of the major advisor, constructed to unite

the various aspects of the interdisciplinary program. With the advisor's

approval, the student may substitute an internship course under the direc-

tion of the major advisor, a senior seminar, a 500-level seminar, or coop-

erative education experience for one or both of the two special courses.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science with

a major in Interdisciplinary Studies: (approved title of the central concept).

Minors individually designed minors focused on an interdisciplinary theme.

Admission to the Program Admission to an interdisciplinary minor is governed by the same

considerations as stated above for interdisciplinary majors except that approval is reqired by two

rather than three faculty members. The academic counselor for interdisciplinary studies is avail-

able to assist students in formulating interdisciplinary minor programs.

Required (1) Interdisciplinary minors must include at least 24 semester hours of

Options course work selected to substantiate an academically sound, unified, and
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well defined program. The area of concentration may not be the focus of

any current degree major program offered by The American University, and
the central concept must be interdisciplinary in nature. At least 12 semester
hours of this program must be taken at the 300 or 400 course level.

(2) In addition to the 24 hours of course work the student may unify the

minor by taking 3 hours of independent study or research, senior seminars,

or cooperative education experience focused on the central concept of his

minor field.

(3) No more than six semester hours of courses used to satisfy the distrib-

utive requirement may be offered to satisfy the requirements for the inter-

disciplinary minor.

(4) Courses used to satisfy the university English requirement may not be

used to satisfy the requirements for the interdisciplinary minor.

Degree Objective students receive a notation on their permanent record indicating the par-

ticular title of their interdisciplinary minor.

Undergraduate Program in Comnnunication, Legal Institutions,

Economics, and Government (CLEG)

Admission to the Program This formal interdisciplinary program is designed for students

who want a breadth of background necessary to participate effectively in decison making for

public affairs and the practical training necessary to deal with social problems in public issues.

Admission requires a 2.00 grade-point average and approval by the CLEG faculty advisor. All

arrangements for the major should be made no later than the first semester of the junior year.

Set 17.201,73.103, 19.101, 19.102, 75.449, and 75.491.

Requirements

Required (1) Two of the following: 17.110, 17.550, or 17.560. (2) 53.100, 53.300. (3)

Options One of the following: 53.120, 53.351, or 53.323. (4) 53.250 or 53.351. (5) 24
additional semester hours, including 12 hours at the 300-level or above,

selected from a list of approved courses in communication, legal institu-

tions, economics, and government. The list of approved courses is available

from the office of Interdisciplinary Studies. Students must choose these 21

additional hours so that their total program includes 9 hours from each
CLEG area.

Recommenda- Students desiring further study should consider master's level programs
tions available in communication, economics, government, administration of jus-

tice, and public administration, and the academic possibilities available by

developing an individually designed interdisciplinary masters program. Par-

ticipation in the law school's summer Law Institute Abroad program (by

permission).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts with a major in Interdisci-

plinary Studies; Communication, Legal Institutions, Economics, and Government.

Undergraduate Program in Law and Society

Admission to the Program This formal interdisciplinary program is designed for students
who anticipate further education and/or careers in law and law-related areas, as well as in the

social sciences and humanities.

Admission to the program requires a minimum grade-point average of 2.00 and formal approval
by one of the program faculty advisors. All arrangements for the major should be made no later

than the first semester of the junior year.
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Set 73.101,73.220, 19.101, 19.102, 53.370 or 53.372, 65.332, and 75.440.

Requirements

Required Students must select, in consultation with their program advisor, an addi-

Options tional nine courses from an approved list of law and society courses in the

following areas: law and the city, law and economics, criminal justice, legal

systems—normative, comparative legal systems, theoretical foundations

of law, and law and public policy. This list of approved courses can be

obtained from the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies.

Recommenda- Students are advised to select some of their elective courses from related

tions areas such as history, anthropology, and philosophy. Participation in the

law school's summer Law Institute Abroad program (by permission).

Special Independent study projects, internships, and 500-level seminars are avail-

Opportunities able on the list of aproved law and society courses.

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies:

Law and Society.

Master's Progam in Interdisciplinary Studies

Majors individually designed majors focused on an interdisciplinary theme.

Admission to the Program Graduate students interested in establishing an individually con-

structed interdisciplinary master program must first be admitted to a school or college of the

university. In applying for admission, the prospective graduate student may inform the faculty

and teaching units of his interdisciplinary goals. In this manner the student unofficially explores

the possibilities of obtaining faculty support for the desired interdisciplinary program.

Graduate students interested in this program should complete an application form available in

Office of Interdisciplinary Studies. This completed form, along with a written statement of the

concept of the program, and the letter of admittance into a school or department of the university

will serve as the admission packet for entrance to the program.

Once this packet receives approval by the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies and the dean of the

college to which the student has been admitted, it will serve as the official record of the

student's interdisciplinary master's program.

All programs must have the approval of three full-time faculty members, at least one from each

of the two or more disciplines which may be involved in the interdisciplinary field. This respon-

sibility for securing the advice and signature of the three faculty members is left with the student,

in consultation with the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies. The student should select one of the

faculty advisors as the primary advisor, and the primary advisor must be from the admitting

school (or department if the student is admitted by the College of Arts and Sciences).

Course The individually designed interdisciplinary master program allows graduate

Requirements students to design their own M.A. or M.S. program built around a central

theme that cuts across various disciplines. Every program must compre-

hend an academically sound area of concentration defined by a central

concept. The area of study must not duplicate the program of any master's

degree currently offered by the university. The central concept, the de-

scription of the area or areas of concentration, must be explained in a

written statement attached to the application for approval of the master's

program.

The university requires a minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate work

for the master's degree, including 6 hours of research credit, either in

writing a thesis or in completeing special research oriented seminars. At

least 24 hours, including the thesis or research sequence, must be com-

pleted in residence, and the courses, which may be offered by several

different departments, should be selected to support and encompass the

interdisciplinary area of study.

Examinations The subject and scope of the comprehensive examination must be deter-
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mined by the student and his advisors at the time of initial approval of the

interdisciplinary field. A statement detailing the provisions for the exami-

nation (who will draw it up, areas covered, and who will evaluate it) must

be submitted with the application to the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies.

Unless otherwise indicated, the faculty who approve the program takes

responsibility for drawing up, administering, and evaluating the comprehen-

sive examination.

Thesis The research requirement (six semester hours of graduate credit) may be

satisfied in either of two ways: (1) the writing of thesis (practicum) or (2)

completion of two research oriented seminars at the 600- or 700-levels with

a grade of B or better. These research oriented courses should serve as

unifying courses to the elements of the program. The application section

of this option must specify which option has been chosen and indicate

which courses will be taken (on a nonthesis option), or the subject of the

thesis and members of the thesis committee (on a thesis option).

Degree Objective students receive a degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science with a

major in Interdisciplinary Studies: (approved title of the central concept.)

Courses of Instruction

Undergraduate Courses

75.270 Seminar in Human Communication • A (3) Available only through registration in First

Year Module on Human Communication.

75.410 Special Module in British Culture (3-6) Designed to enhance cross-cultural awareness
of London Semester students. Modules cover several different disciplines during any one se-

mester. These are modules that focus on different aspects of British culture, e.g., art in London.

Designed to enhance themes developed in British politics and society seminars of the London
Semester. Open to juniors and seniors in any major who are in the London Semester. Two
sections. Students must take both. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term;

topic must be different. Usually offered every fall. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

75.440 Legal Reasoning (3) Introduction for upper division undergraduates. Students absorb
scholars' and judges' descriptions of analysis and decision in law; practice legal reasoning them-
selves through analysis of appellate decisions, statutes, and U.S. Constitution; study procedural

and organizational components of the American legal system; and choose one of several selected

areas on which to concentrate and synthesize their learning process by developing reasoned
written arguments regarding the preselected issue. May be repeated for credit, but not within the

same term; topic may be the same. Usually offered every fall.

75.449 CLEG Senior Seminar (3) Senior seminar provides students in this program and any
analogous programs with a capstone to the study of communications, legal institutions, econom-
ics, and government. The student applies and extends his knowledge of these fields, and uses
reading, research, interviews, and seminar projects to discuss changing topics relevant to this

area of study. May be repeated for credit, but not within the same term; topic must be different.

Usually offered every spring.

75.490 Independent Study Project in Interdisciplinary Studies (1-6)*

75.491 Internship (1-6) May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be the

same. Usually offered every term.

Graduate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses
75.549 Law and Policy Institute Abroad (3) Designed to give students an opportunity to en-

hance their legal education through special focus on comparative and international law issues.

Conducted in English in a number of countries and on a number of changing topics. American

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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and local faculties; classroom and independent study. May be repeated for credit within the sanne

ternn; topic nnust be different. Usually offered every summer. Has nonstandard tuition rate.

75.563 Women in Today's Environment (1-3) A multidisciplinary course that includes the eco-

nomic, biological, psychological, sociological, anthropological, and political aspects of women's
activities in today's American life-style. There are 22 lectures in this radio lecture course. Stu-

dents must develop a comprehensive portfolio according to the study guide provided. Taught by
university faculty and guest lecturers. May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic

may be the same. Usually offered every fall.

75.590 Independent Reading Course in Interdisciplinary Studies (1 -6)*

Graduate Courses

75.690 Independent Study Project in Interdisciplinary Studies (1-6)*

74.691 Internship (1-6) May be repeated for credit within the same term; topic may be the

same.

75.700 The Folger Seminar in Renaissance and Eighteenth Century Studies (3) Each semester
three graduate seminars are offered. Graduate students at The American University are eligible

to participate and should consult either the chairman of the university's Interdisciplinary Studies

Committee or the literature department's director of M.A. studies. May be taken more than one
semester. Usually offered every term.

International Programs
Dean Mohammed Mughisuddin

The Dean for International Programs is responsible for (1) all international programs offered by

the university; (2) the initiation and development of programs, including study abroad, credit and

noncredit institutes, training programs, and exchange programs; (3) ascertaining the needs of

international students and the university as well as the administrative directions and policies

necessary to effectively implement the objectives of the university; and (4) ascertaining the

academic problems of international students at the university and with the appropriate academic

groups make recommendations to the university for change.

International Student Center This office provides specialized guidance and services de-

signed to meet the needs of international students. These services include the issuance of United

States immigration documents, assistance with financial, personal, social, academic, visa mat-

ters, and referral. The office also coordinates United States and foreign faculty exchange, pro-

vides initial guidance on study abroad, and academic credit internship for selected graduate and

undergraduate students.

International Programs Current special programs for overseas educational experiences

include the following:

The London Semester The semester in London, which is planned for the fall semester of each

academic year, is part of the undergraduate offerings of The American University. The London

program offers such courses as British Politics and Society, British Culture, British Economic

System, and British Arts and Architecture. Through seminar meetings with British public officals

and observers of the British scene, and through focused readings in preparation for these senv

inars, this offering is designed to foster a deeper understanding of the British political process

and policy development. Included in the coverage of British Politics and Society are Parliament,

the cabinet and ministries, political parties, interest groups, the media, and the judicial process.

The Rome Program All courses are taught in English and offered during the fall and spring

semester. They are regular American University courses and are taught by Americans, Italians,

and instructors of other nationalities chosen and approved by The American University. Courses

are offered in many fields, including history, art, political science, literature, sociology, mathe-

matics, and economics.

•See description under General Curriculum Information in this publication.
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The Copenhagen Semester After two and one-half weeks of intensive Danish language instruc-

tion, students can choose from a wide range of course offerings which possesses a special

Danish, Scandinavian, or European content and methods, e.g., Scandinavian Literature and Dra-

ma, European Integration, Society and Culture of the Greenland Eskimo, and Education in Den-

mark. All classes are taught in English. The program is offered during spring semesters.

In addition. The American University offers a variety of summer programs abroad in such coun-

tries as Great Britian, Egypt, Israel, Greece, Poland, and the USSR.

Washington Semester Programs
Executive Director David C. Brown

Established in 1 947, the Washington Semester Programs provide intercollegiate honors programs
for study in Washington, D.C., of various aspects of public affairs. More than 250 students from

over 160 colleges and The American University meet each semester to pursue full programs of

seminars with decision makers and people involved in the policy process; an internship in a

governmental office with an interest group; and either an intensive research project or a course

elective from regular university offerings. Students pursue a full semester of work from one of

the following eight programs.

The Washington Semester in American National Government This is the original pro-

gram offering and covers the American national governmental and political system as a whole.

It is taught by members of the faculty of the School of Government and Public Administration of

the College of Public Affairs.

The Washington Urban Semester Patterned on the Washington Semester, the Washington
Urban Semester is part of the program in urban affairs of the School of Government and Public

Administration and serves both the student body at The American University and the member
colleges of the Washington Semester programs. Emphasis is not on urban politics alone, but also

on policies of regional agencies, states, and the national government in urban matters, and the

politics of intergovernmental decision making in this field.

The Foreign Policy Semester Originating as the Washington international Semester in Fall

1970, the Foreign Policy Semester is offered by the faculty of the School of International Service

of the College of Public Affairs and, like the Urban Semester, is open to students both from The
American University and from member colleges. The Foreign Policy Semester provides its stu-

dents with an opportunity to observe and study the manifold governmental, international, and
private activities which contribute to the United States' posture in world affairs.

The International Development Semester Taught by the faculty of the School of inter-

national Service, the International Development Semester focuses on problems and policies of

less developed nations and their relations with the more advanced industrial countries. It is open
to students from The American University and from member schools in the Washington Semester
Programs.

The Washington Economic Policy Semester Offered by the faculty of the Department of

Economics of the College of Arts and Sciences, it is an intensive examination of the macro and
micro dimensions of the policy making process in the nation's capital. The program is designed
for students with an interest in the practical as well as the theoretical. The subject focus is on
stabilization policy in all of its aspects—theoretical, practical, and political; environmental eco-

nomics and the economics of the energy shortage; international economy and recent develop-

ments in the international monetary field and the impact of the multinational corporation. Addi-

tional topic areas include tax policy, poverty and the attempts to reduce poverty, antitrust actions

and the role of big business, and urban economic policy. It is open to students from The American
University and member colleges in the Washington Semester Programs.

The Washington Science and Technology Semester Offered by an interdisciplinary fac-

ulty of the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Public Affairs and focuses on insights

into the present state of science and technology in specific national problem areas, such as the

energy shortage, environmental pollution, nutrition, health, crime detection and deterrence, and
national defense. Other study areas include federal policy toward science, funding sources in
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the federal government, issuance of patents and licenses, the sources of scientific and technical

infornnation. and the roles of scientists, scientific societies, pressure groups, and the press in

policymaking. The program is designed for upper undergraduate students majoring in the natural

sciences, mathematics, and computer science. It is open to students from The American Uni-

versity and member colleges in the Washington Semester Program.

The Washington Semester in American Studies This special one-semester program
offers an integrated experience of Washington, D.C., through internships, research projects, and

a course in the historical development and cultural life of the city. The program is conducted by

the faculty of The American Studies Program in the College of Arts and Sciences. It is open to

students from The American University and member colleges in the Washington Semester
Program.

The Washington Justice Studies Semester Directed by the School of Justice, this

program provides a realistic picture of the processes of the criminal justice system. The program
focuses on the interrelationships between the institutions operating in the criminal justice system
(law enforcement, courts, corrections), the various occupational specialities: the problems of civil

justice systems: the role of research: and the local, national, and international levels of the justice

system.

Specific course requirements for each program are outlined in the appropriate college, school,

and department sections of this publication.

Other Programs
Institutes An institute is a specialized and intensive academic offering of the university de-

signed primarily for persons engaged in professional fields. Institute programs are developed in

consultation with specialists in business organizations, government agencies, and national as-

sociations located in Washington and consist of formal lectures and seminar discussions, field

and laboratory work, reading assignments, and research projects.

Individual institutes are listed under their appropriate academic units in this publication.

The Business Council for International Understanding (BCIU) Institute in 1958

the Business Council for International Understanding selected The American University as its

training institute to prepare U.S. and foreign business executives and their families to effectively

work and live in other cultures. The BCIU Institute provides workshops monthly for personnel

from international organizations and has more than 8,000 graduates living in 105 countries,

including Eastern Bloc countries. Programs consist of high-intensity language instruction in 21

languages, intercultural communications workshops for more than 100 countries, and area stud-

ies for 21 major regions. In-house programs are conducted for management and organization

development, government-business relations, intercultural communications training, and area/

country orientation. The faculty is composed of resource personnel from The American University

and other area universities, government agencies, international organizations, and international

business corporations.

For additional information, write to the Director, The BCIU institute. The American University,

Washington, DC. 20016.

The Graz Center The Association of Colleges and Universities InternationaMntercultural Stud-

ies, Inc.. (ACUIIS), is an organization of colleges and university concerned with the development

of international education through academic excellence and ethical motivation.

The programs of the association are designed to introduce students to foreign cultures in their

original environments. A well-balanced encounter with academic subjects and social opportuni-

ties encourages particpants to seek creative interpretation of contemporary problems. These

experiences are designed to prepare the student for understanding the concept of world citizen-

ship.

One of the principal projects of ACUIIS is the Graz Center. Graz Center classes are taught in

English at Graz University, a European university with a long and distinguished heritage. The 900-

year-old city of Graz was selected because its superb setting stimulates creative thinking and

deeper understanding of the past, and because Graz is a natural bridge between East and West.

Graz is especially well situated to promote communication with such countries as Yugoslavia,
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Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union. As a neutral country, Austria provides a base

for exchange of Ideas among the communities w/hich surround her borders.

For further Information on opportunities at Graz, contact the School of International Service, The

American University, Washington, D.C., 10016.

ROTC Research Officer Training Corps (ROTC) programs at Georgetown and Howard univer-

sities are available to American University students when they register through the Consortium of

universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area. Georgetown University offers Army ROTC
courses In military science. Howard University offers Air Force ROTC courses in aerospace

science. Students may enroll for zero through four semester hours credit per semester.

Drawing on his expertise in Middle East affairs,

American's president, Dr. Joseph J. Sisco,

formerly undersecretary of state for political

affairs, lectures a class.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Acad.—Academy
Admin.—Administration

Assist. Prof.— Assistant Professor

Assoc. Prof.—Associate Professor

Certif.—Certificate

Coll.—College

Dipl.— Diploma

Dir.— Director
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Emer.— Emeritus

Inst.— Institute

Instr.— Instructor

Prof.— Professor

Sch.— School
Univ.— University

Vist.— Visiting

Disciplines

Admin, of Justice—Administration of Justice

Amer. Studies—American Studies

Anthro.—Anthropology

Biol.— Biology

Bus. Admin.— Business Administration

Chem.—Chemistry

Comm.—Communication
Comnty. Studies—Community Studies

Econ.— Economics
Educ.— Education

English Lang.— English Language Institute

Govt, and Pub. Admin.—Government and Public Administration

Hist.— History

Internat. Service— International Service

J. Studies—Jewish Studies

Lang, and For. Studies— Language and Foreign Studies

Learning Ctr.— Learning Center

Lit.— Literature

Math,, Stat, and Comp. Sc.— Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Mus.— Music

Pert. Arts— Performing Arts

Phil, and Rel.— Philosophy and Religion

Physical Educ.— Physical Education

Phys.— Physics

Psych.— Psychology

Sociol.—Sociology

Tech. and Admin.—Technology and Administration

*Asterisk indicates department chairman or director

States and Cities
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Ark.—Arkansas
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Colo.—Colorado
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lo.— Iowa
Kans.—Kansas
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N.C.— North Carolina

N. Dak.— North Dakota
N.H.— New Hampshire
N.J.— NewJersey
N. Mex.—New Mexico

N.Y.— New York

O.—Ohio
Okla.—Oklahoma
Ore.—Oregon
Pa.— Pennsylvania

R.I.— Rhode Island

S.C—South Carolina

S. Dak.—South Dakota

Tenn.—Tennessee
Tex.—Texas
Ut.— Utah
Va.— Virginia

Vt.—Vermont
Wash.—Washington

W. Va.—West Virginia

Wise.—Wisconsin

Wyo.—Wyoming



1977-1978 Fulltime Faculty
THE FACULTY LIST BELOW COVERS THE 1 977-1 978 ACADEMIC YEAR ONLY

AARONSON, DAVID E. (1970), B. A., M. A., Ph.D., George

Wash. Univ.; LL.B., Harvard Univ.; LL.M., Georgetown Univ
;

Prof, of Law.

ABELE, RUDOLPH VON (1947). A.B , Ph D . Columbia Univ.;

Prof, of Lit.*

ABRAVANEL, EVELYN G. (1977), B.A , J.D., Case Western

Reserve Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Law.

ALDRIDGE, MARY H. (1955), B.S., Univ of Ga.; M.A., Duke

Univ.; PhD , Georgetown Univ.; Prof of Chem
ALLEN, GEORGE R. (1971), B S , 1*^ B.A., Univ. of Pittsburgh;

D.B.A., Ariz. State Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

ANDERSON, LAIRD B. (1973), B.S., Fla. State Univ.; I»^.A.,

The Amer Univ.; Asst Prof of Comm.

ANDERSON, RICHARD R. (1966), B.S., Lewis and Clark

Coll.; MS, PhD ,
Univ. of Md.; Assoc. Prof of Biol.

ANDREWS, CLIFFORD B. (1974), B.FA., Miami Univ.; M.A.,

George Wash. Univ.; Asst Prof of Pert. Arts.

ANDREWS, MEADE (1977), B.A., Mary Washington Coll.;

MA., Univ. of Md.; Ph.D., Univ of Ga.; Asst. Prof, of Perf. Arts.

ANTHON, CARL G. (1961), B.A., Univ. of Chic, M.A., Ph.D.,

Harvard Univ ; Prof. Emer. of Hist.

ARNOLD, STEVEN H. (1970), B.A., Occidental Coll.; M.A.,

Ph D., Johns Hopkins Univ.: Asst. Prof, of Internal. Service.

ATKINSON, LLOYD C. (1977), B.A., Univ. of Windsor; Ph.D.,

Univ. of Mich.; Vist. Assoc. Prof, of Econ.

AUERBACH, ROBERT (1976), B.A , M.A., Roosevelt Univ.;

M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Chic; Prof, of Econ.

AULTMAN, MADELINE G. (1977), B.A., M.A., Univ. of Tex.

(Arlington); Ph.D., Fla State Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Admin of Jus-

tice.

B

BAKER, HAROLD KENT (1975), B.S.B.A., Georgetown Univ.;

M.B.A., M.Ed., DBA, Univ. of Md.; Assoc Prof of Bus Admin.

BAKER, KENNETH (1966), B.A , M.A., Univ. of Kans.; Assoc.

Prof, of Pert Arts.

BAKER, SARAH M. (1945), Pa. Acad, of Fine Arts; Academie

Montparnasse; Phillips Mem. Gallery. Prof. Emer of Art

BANTA, WILLIAM C. (1970), B.A ,
Univ. of Calif (Berkeley);

Ph.D., Univ. of Sou. Calif; Assoc Prof, of Biol.

BARANOVIC, BORIS I. (1966), B.A., Amherst Coll.; M.F.A.,

Yale Univ ; Asst Prof, of Perf Arts

BARRETT, NANCY SMITH (1966), A.B , Goucher Coll.; M.A.,

Ph.D., Harvard Univ.; Prof of Econ.

BARRON, AUSTIN M. (1971), BS, CC.N Y.; M.S., Ph.D.,

Purdue Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Math., Stat. andComp. Sc

BARROS, FRANK J. (1974), B.A , St. Marys Seminary; MA.,

Ph.D., Catholic Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Educ and Asst Provost

for Acad. Devel.

BARTFELD, CHARLES I. (1966), M.B.A., Ph.D., Columbia

Univ.; Prof, of Bus. Admin.

BASSLER, RICHARD A. (1969), BS ,
Univ. of Colo.; M.S.,

George Wash. Univ.; Ph.D., Laurence Univ; Assoc. Prof, of

Tech and Admin.

BATCHELDER, MERRITT C. (1935), B.A., Hillsdale Coll.;

M.A., Columbia Univ.; Ph.D., lo. State Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Lit.

BEAN, ARTHUR P., JR. (1963), B.A., M.A., Univ. of Va.; M.S.,

Catholic Univ.; Asst Prof, of Lit.

BECHHOEFER, INAS. (1973), B.S., Simmons Coll.; M.S., The

Amer Univ.; Instr of Bus Admin.

BEHRENS, LAURENCE (1975), A.B , Brandeis Univ.; M.F.A.,

Columbia Univ.; Ph.D., U.C.L.A., Asst. Prof of Lit.

BEISNER, ROBERT L, (1965), M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Chic;

Prof, of Hist.

BERENDZEN, RICHARD (1974), B.S., M.I.T.; M.A., Ph.D.,

Harvard Univ.; Prof of Phys. and Univ Provost

BERMAN, ALAN L, (1969), B.A., Johns Hopkins Univ.; Ph.D..

Catholic Univ ; Assoc. Prof, of Psych

BETTS, MADELEINE (1969), B.A., M.A., Universite D'Ottawa;

Ph.D., Univ. of III.; Assoc. Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies.

BILES, GEORGE E. (1976), B.S.. U.S. Naval Acad.; A.M..

George Wash. Univ.; PhD , O. State Univ ; Asst. Prof, of Bus.

Admin.

BLACK, HELEN U. (1975), A.A., B.S.. Univ. of Calif. (Berke-

ley); M.S.. Univ. of Md.; Asst. Prof, of Nursing.

BLANCHARD, ROBERTO. (1965). B.S.J. . M.S.J. , Northwest-

ern Univ.; PhD
, Syracuse Univ.; Prof, of Comm. and Dean of

theSch. of Comm.

BLISS, EDWARD LYDSTON (1968), B.A., Yale Univ.; Prof.

Emer. of Comm.

BLUM, JOSEPH (1975), B.S., C.C.N. Y.; A.M., Ph.D., George

Wash Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Math., Stat. andComp Sc.

BODDY, RAFORD (1972), B.A., Univ. of Calif. (Riverside);

PhD , Univ. of Mich.; Assoc. Prof, of Econ.

BODINE, JOHN J. (1968), B.A., Univ. of Okla.; M.A., Ph.D.,

TulaneUniv.; Prof, of Anthro

BONHAM, G. MATTHEW (1972), B.A., Northwestern Univ.;

Ph.D., M.I.T.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

BOREN, JOHN (1969), B.A., Univ. of Tex.; M.A., Ph.D., Col-

umbia Univ.; Prof, of Psych

BORKOVEC, VERAZ. (1966), MA, HollinsColl.; M.A., Ph.D.,

The Amer. Univ ; Assoc Prof of Lang and For. Studies

BOWLES, W. DONALD (1957), B.A., Univ. of Wash.; M.A.,

Ph D., Columbia Univ.; Prof, of Econ.

BOYNTON, ROBERT P. (1969), A.B., Calvin Coll.; A.M.,

Ph.D., Univ. of Mich.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub Admin.

BRABANSKI, LOTHAR (1957), M.F.A., Berlin Acad. Of Fine

Arts; Assoc. Prof. Emer. of Art.

BRADSHAW, MARY E. (1950), B.A., Pa. Coll; M.A., Ph.D.,

Univ. of Wise; Prof Emer of Internal. Service.

BRANDENBURG, DAVID J. (1948), B.S., Bowdoin Coll.; M.A.,

PhD
,
Columbia Univ.; Prof, of Hist.

BRAY, RICHARD M. (1954), B.A., M.A., Univ. of Cola; Prof.

Emer. of Govt, and Pub. Admin

BREITMAN, RICHARD DAVID (1976), B.A., Yale Coll ; Ph.D.,

Harvard Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Hist.

BRENNER, DONALD R. (1971), B S., J D , O. State Univ.;

Assoc. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

BREYERE, EDWARD J. (1961), B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Univ. of

Md.; Prof, of Biol.

BRIGHT, CORNELIA M. (1978), B.A., Fla. A. and M. Univ.;

M.A., Univ. of Pa.; Instr. of Tech. and Admin.

BRODER, IVY (1975), B.A., Hunter Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D.. S.U.N.Y.

(Stony Brook); Asst. Prof, of Econ.

BROOKS, CHARLOTTE K. (1974), A.B., Howard Univ.; M.A.,

NY. Univ.; Asst. Prof of Comnty. Studies.

BROUDE, NORMA (1975), A.B., Hunter Coll.; M.A., Ph.D.,

Columbia Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Art.
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BROWN, ROGER H. (1965). A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Harvard Univ
;

Prof of Hist.

BRYANT, CORALIE (1967). A.B., Barnard Coll.; Ph.D.. Lon-

don Sch of Econ,, Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

BULMASH, GARY F. (1975), B.S.. M.B.A., DBA.. Univ of

Md : Asst Prof of Bus. Adnnin.

BURHOE, SUMNER O. (1956), B.S., Univ. of Mass.. MS,

Kans. State Univ,; PhD,. Harvard Univ.: Univ. Prof. Emer. of

Biol

BURKART, EDWARD I. (1962). B.S , MS .
Georgetown Univ.;

Ph D ,
Univ of Pa ; Assoc Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies,

BURKE, D. BARLOW, JR., (1970). A.B.. Harvard Coll., LLB,.

M C P .
Univ, of Pa , LLM.. Yale Univ.; Prof, of Law

BURKHART, GEOFFREY L (1968). B.A , Oakland Univ..

PhD,, Univ. of Rochester. Assoc. Prof, of Anthro

BURNS, KIRK L. (1968). B S,, US. Naval Acad.; MA., Univ

of Wash.; Ph D,. Univ of Pans; Assoc, Prof, of Bus. Admin.

BURR, SAMUEL ENGLE, JR. (1947). Litt. B., State Univ.. Rut-

gers; MA., Univ, of Wise; M.A.. Columbia Univ.; Ed.D.. Univ,

of Cincinnati; Prof, Emer. of Educ.

BUSH, GEORGE P. (1948), M.B.A., Harvard Univ.; M.A..

Ph D ,
The Amer, Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

BUTTS, JAMES R. (1964), B.S., V.P.I. ; M.S., N.Y. Univ.; As-

soc. Prof, of Bus. Admin.*

CALLEN, EARL R. (1968), A.B,, MA,, Univ. of Pa.; Ph.D.,

M.I T.Prof OfPhyS-

CANNON, THOMAS F., JR. (1972), A.B.. A.M., Boston Univ..

Ph D .
Univ of Va,; Asst, Prof, of Lit.

CANTOR, MURIEL G. (1968), B.A., MA.. Ph.D.. U.C.L.A.;

Prof, OfSociOl •

CANTRELL, THOMAS S. (1971). B.S.. M.S.. Univ, of S.C.

Ph.D., 0, State Univ,; Assoc. Prof, of Chem.

CAO, ANH DUNG (1976). B.S.. Ind. Univ., M.BA
,
The Amer

Univ.; DBA. George Wash. Univ., Asst. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

CARSON, FREDERICK W. (1970). B.S., M.I.T.: M.A., Wash
Univ.; Ph.D.. Univ. of Chic. Assoc. Prof, of Chem.

CHABOT, CHARLES B. (1971). B.A.. Colgate Univ.; MA,
Clark Univ.; PhD

, SU.N.Y. (Buffalo), Assoc. Prof, of Lit.

CHAMP, MICHAEL A. (1972). B.S.. M.S., Ph D., Tex. A & W
Univ.; Asst, Prof, of Biol.

CHANG, l-LOK (1970), B.S.. Calif. Inst, of Tech
;
PhD

. Cor-

nell Univ.; Assoc Prof of Math,. Stat, and Comp. Sc

CHARBONNEAUX, MARIE A. (1960), B.A., M.A., Univ. of

Paris; Etudes Pratiques d'Anglais. Sorbonne; Assoc. Prof, of

Lang and For Studies.

CHERTOK, BENSON T. (1966). B.S., M.S., MIT; Ph D., Bos-

ton Univ.; Prof, of Phys.

CHINNIS, ROBERT J. (1964). B.S., East Carolina Univ.; M
Ed . Univ of N.C

; Ed D .
Univ. of Md ; Assoc. Prof, of Educ

CHOW, ESTHER NGAN L. (1973), BS , Chinese Univ of

Hong Kong. MS.. Sou III Univ., M.S.. Ph D.. UCLA.; Asst

Prof, of Sociol-

CHRISTENSON, GORDON A. (1971). B.S. J.D., Univ of

Utah. S.J.D.. George Wash, Univ.; Prof of Law.

CHUNG, CHONG WOOK (1976). B.A.. Seoul National Univ.;

M.A.. Univ of Hawaii; MA,. Ph.D., Yale Univ.. Asst. Prof, of

Internal. Service

CLARK, CHARLES M. (1941). A.B , MA. Ph D., Cornell

Univ . Prof, of Lit.

CLARKE, BARBARA J. (1974), B.A., M.S., Univ. of Me .

Ph D . Tulane Univ . Asst. Prof, of Biol.

CLARKE, DUNCAN L. (1970), A.B., Clark Univ.; J.D.. Cornell

Univ
;
Ph D . Univ of Va ; Assoc. Prof, of Internal. Service

CLEARY, ROBERT E. (1965), B.A . MA . Montclair State

Coll
;
M.A.. Ph D . State Univ.. Rutgers; Prof, of Govt and Pub

Admin.

COHEN, STEPHEN (1975), B.A.. Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.;

MA. Syracuse Univ . Assoc Prof of Internal. Sen/ice.

COLE, LENORA (1973). B.S. State Univ Coll. at Buflalo;

M Ed , PhD,, SUN Y (Buffalo); Asst. Prof, of Educ.

CONBOY, RICHARD (1976). B A., M.P.A., Univ. of Dayton;

Inslr of Govt, and Pub, Admin.

CORRELL, ERNST (1929), Dr DEC Pubi,, Munich: Prof.

Emer of Econ.

COTTAM, HOWARD R. (1974). B S., Ph M ,
Ph.D., National

War CoH ; Vist Prof, Of Inlernat. Service

COULOUMBIS, THEODORE A. (1965). B.A.. Univ. of Conn.;

M A
,
Georgetown Univ , Ph D , The Amer, Univ,: Prof, of In-

terna! Service

COWARD, BILLY G. (1964), BS., B A.. MA,. The Amer. Univ.:

Assoc Prof of Physical Educ,

CRAWFORD, HORACE D. (1946), B A.. Emory Univ.; M.A.,

Ph D , The Amer Univ., Assoc, Prof, of Internal. Service.

CROSBY, DAVID S. (1966), B.A. The Amer. Univ.: M.A.,

PhD,. Univ of Ariz ; Prof, of Math., Stat, and Comp. Sc.

CROWDER, CHARLES F. (1967), B.M.. Lawrence Coll.: M.A.,

Columbia Univ
,
Prof of Pert. Arts.*

CUBBERLEY, ELIZABETH P. Prof. Emer. of Law.

D

DALEY, ELIZABETH M. (1972). B.A.. M.A., Tulane Univ.;

Ph D ,
Univ of Wise; Assoc Prof, of Pert, Arts.

DALTON, CLARE (1974). B A,. Oxford Univ.: LLM., Han/ard

Univ
; Assoc. Prof of Law,

D'ARISTA, ROBERT A. (1961). NY. Univ.; Columbia Univ.:

Academie Grand Chaumiere; Prof, of Art.

DAVENPORT, NANCY G. (1969). B S.N., M.S.N. , Duke Univ.:

Assoc Prof of Nursing.

DAVID, ROBERT L (1974), B.S., M.A., Ph.D.. Wash. Univ.;

Asst Prof of SOCIOI

DAVIS, HAROLD E. (1947). B.A . Hiram Coll.; M.A., Univ. of

Chic; Ph.D.. Case Western Reserve Univ.: Univ. Prof. Emer.

of Hist, and Internal, Service,

DELONG, EARL H. (1963). B.S.. M.A., Ph.D., Northwestern

Univ Prof and Dean Emer. of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

DERNBURG, THOMAS F. (1975), B.A
,
Swarthmore Coll.:

MA . PhD , Yale Univ,; Prof, of Econ.

DEVOR, JOHN W. (1956), B,A.. M.A., Univ. of Kans.; Ph.D.,

Univ of Chic ; Prof, Emer, of Educ,

DHILLON,GITA L. (1966). B, Sc. Christian Medical Coll. Hos-

Ditai. M Ed ,
Columbia Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Nursing.

DIBACCO, THOMAS V. (1965). B.A., Rollins Coll.; M.A.,

Ph D . The Amer. Univ . Prof, of Bus. Admin, and Dean for

Faculty Affairs-

DIENES, C. THOMAS (1970), J.D.. Ph.D.. Northwestern

Univ
,
Prof of Law

DITTENHOFER, MORTIMER A. (1976), B.A., Macalester

Coil ; MBA, Northwestern Univ.: Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; As-

soc Prof, of Bus Admin

DURFEE, HAROLD A. (1955), Ph.B., Univ. of Vt., B.D., Yale

Univ.; Ph.D., Columbia Univ.: William Frazier McDowell Prof

of Phil and Ret.

DWORKIN, NANCY (1974). BS., C.C N Y ; MA. NY. Univ.;

Ph D , Hofstra Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Educ.

EARLE, CHESTER, B. (1955). B A . Ph.D.. Univ. of Tex.: Prof.

of Govt, and Pub Admin.

EINHORN, RAYMOND (1973). B.S . Univ. of Fla.: M.S., Univ.

of III Assoc Prof of Bus Admin.

ELLIOTT, WILLIAM Y. (1962). B.A.. M.A ,
Vanderbilt Univ.;

Ph D , Yale Univ ; Univ Prof, Emer. of Inlernat, Service,

ENO, IRENE W. (1961), Certif.. Sackers Sch. of Design, Prof.

Emer. of Art.
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FAIR, MARVIN L. (1958), BA
,
Univ of O. M A . Ph D . O

State Univ . Prof Emer of Bus Admin

FARSOUN, SAMIH K. (1973). AB, Hamilton Coll. MA,
Ph D . Univ of Conn.; Assoc Prof of Soclol

FAYAD, MICHAEL L. (1977). B A . J D . Univ of Detroit; Vist

Asst Prof of Law

FEAGANS, HAZEL H. (1929), B A ,
George Wash Univ

.

M.A., The Amer Univ , Prof Emer of Lit

FELTUS, ALAN E, (1972). B FA, Cooper Union. M FA
, Yale

Univ . Asst Prof of Art

FERSTER, CHARLES B. (1969). OS . State Univ . Rutgers.

M A .
Ph D.. Columbia Univ.. Prof, of Psych

FINAN, JOHN J. (1961). A B . AM. Wash Univ ; Ph D . Har-

vard Univ
. Prof of Internal Service

FINN, PATRICIA ANN (1969), B.S.N , MSN, Catholic Univ,

Assoc Prof of Nursing

FISER, E. ARTHUR (1978), A B., Miami Univ . Asst Prof of

Math
, Stat ,

and Comp Sc

FOLEY, ROBERT T. (1967), B S . Univ. of Mass . MS. Lafay-

elteColl .
Ph D ,

Univ of Tex . Prof, of Chem
FOX, RICHARD H. (1970), AB , Northwestern Univ , Ph D ,

Univ of Hawaii; Assoc Prof of Biol
*

FOX, ROBERT P. (1971), B S , MS . Georgetown Univ . Ph D
,

Univ of III.. Assoc Prof- of English Lang*

FRADY, JAMES D., JR. (1964), B A, M.Ed .
Univ of N C ,

Assoc. Prof of Physical Educ

FRAILEY, ROBERT H. (1949). B,S , MA, The Amer Univ..

Prof of Physical Educ*

FRANK, JOHN G. Prof Emer of Lang, and For. Studies

FREEMAN, MARTIN (1971), BEE. Rensselaer Polytech

Inst., M S E E., Columbia Univ ; PhD ,
Univ. of Pa Assoc

Prof of Math , Stat and Comp Sc

FRENCH, VALERIE (1972), B A . Cornell Univ , MA, Ph D ,

U C L A , Assoc Prof of Hist

FRITSCHLER, A. LEE (1964). BA .
UnionColl ; M P A . Ph D .

Syracuse Univ . Prof of Govt, and Pub Admin, and Acting

Dean of the Coll. of Pub Affairs.

FURBER, LINCOLN M. (1977). B A Middieburg Coll . MS .

Columbia Univ . Assoc Prof of Comm.
FURROW, BARRY R. (1977). 8 A . J D ,

Harvard Univ . Vist.

Assoc Prof of Law

GABRIEL, RALPH H. (1958). BA . MA. Ph.D.. Yale Univ.,

Univ Prof Emer of Internal. Service

GAMMON, WILLIAM H. (1970), BA, DBA, George Wash
Univ , MA, The Amer. Univ.. Assoc Prof Emer. of Tech and

Admin

GANDHI, NATWAR M. (1977). B Com , LL B ,
Univ of Bom-

bay, MBA. Atlanta Univ . Ph D . La State Univ , Vist Assoc

Prof of Bus Admin

GARRARD, MARY D. (1964). B A . NewcombColl . MA. Rad-

cliffeColl.. Ph D. Johns Hopkins Univ.. Prof, of Art.

GATES, ROBERT F. (1946). Detroit Sch of Arts and Crafts,

Arts Students League of NY, Phillips Gallery, Colo Springs

Fine Arts Center. Prof, Emer of Art

GEISER, DANIEL S. (1966). B A . Juniata Coll . MA. Slate

Univ . Ed D .
Columbia Univ . Prof of Physical Educ

GIMBLE, JOSEPHINE G. (1966). BS. The Amer Univ.

MSN. Catholic Univ
; Assoc Prof of Nursing

GLAZER, HERBERT (1968). AB. AM .
Ph D ,

Boston Univ.

Prof of Bus Admin

GOLDIN, JESSICA W. (1966), B A . Long Island Univ
;
MA,

Columbia Univ , Assoc Prof of Lang and For Studies

GOLDMAN, ROBERT K. (1972). BA .
Univ of Pa.. J D . Univ

of Va , Assoc. Prof, of Law.

GOLDSMITH, JACK (1972). B A.. MA.. Univ of Calif (Berke-

ley). Ph D , U C L A . Assoc Prof of Admin of Justice

GOMBERG, DAVID A. (1976). BS . MA.. Roosevelt Univ.;

MS. D.Sc . Wash Univ . Asst Prof of Math . Slat and Comp.

Sc

GONDOS, DOROTHY D. (1947), BA . Swarthmore Coll.;

MA, Ph D ,
Univ of Pa ; Prof. Emer of Hist.

GOODMAN, CHARLES H. (1956), B SC , Wilson Teachers

Coll
,
M SC ,

Ph D , Pa State Univ , Prof, of Govt and Pub.

Admin

GORMAN, RONALD H. (1969). B B A . MBA. Univ of Cin-

cinnati. Ph D , State Univ.. Assoc. Prof, of Bus Admin.

GOTTESMAN, ALEXANDER M. (1973). BS . MA. George

Wash Univ
, Ed D . George PeabodyColl for Teachers; Assoc.

Prof of Educ.

GRACE, PHILIP M. (1976). B.B.A., MBA, Tex. Christian

Univ ; BS . Midwestern Univ : Asst. Prof, of Bus Admin

GRAHAM, MICHAEL T. (1973), BA , Univ of Pa ; M.F.A.,

Yale Univ ; Asst Prof, of Art,

GRAY, JAMES J. (1970), BA . Maryknoll Coll , MA., Ph.D.,

Fordham Univ., Assoc. Prof, of Psych

GRAY, MARY W. (1968). A B.. Hastings Coll ; MA. Ph.D.,

Univ of Kans . Prof of Math
, Stat and Comp Sc *

GREBE, STEPHEN C. (1976). A B.. Univ of Pa.; PhD , Univ.

of Tex ; Asst Prof of Biol

GREENBERG, GERSHON (1973). BA . Bard Coll . Ph D.,

Columbia Univ
, Assoc Prof of Phil and Rel. (J. Studies).*

GREENE, MICHAEL A. (1976). B.A.. Columbia Univ . Ph.D..

Carnegie-Mellon Univ .Asst. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

GREGG, ROBERT W. (1970). A B . Colgate Univ ; Ph.D., Cor-

nell Univ.; Prof, of Internal Service.

GRIFFITH, ERNEST S. (1958). A B . Hamilton Coll ; D Phil

.

Oxford Univ.; Prof and founding Dean Emer of Internal Serv-

ice.

GROSS, CHALMER A. (1959). B S . MS .
Univ of III ; PhD .

Univ of Chic . Prof. Emer of Educ

GRUMBACH, DORIS (1975). BA .
NY Univ ; M.A., Cornell

Univ . Prof of Lit

GUTTMAN, EGON (1968), LL.B., LL.M., Northwestern Univ.;

Prof of Law

H

HADARY, DORIS E. (1962). BS .
Univ. of III.. MS. Ph.D..

Univ of Wise ;
Prof of Chem.

HAHNEL, ROBIN ERIC (1976). B A,. Harvard Univ.; Instr. in

Econ.

HALAL, WILLIAM E. (1971). B S A E.. Purdue Univ
; M.B.A.,

Ph.D.. Univ of Calif (Berkeley). Assoc Prof of Bus. Admin.

HALLAL, JANICE C. (1973), B A , The Amer Univ , MSN..
Catholic Univ ; Asst. Prof of Nursing.

HALPERN, KATHERINE S. (1970), B.A.. Vassar Coll.. Ph.D.,

Univ ofChic . Prof, of Anthro

HAMMOND, SUSAN (1972), AB , Bryn Mawr Coll.; MA.,

PhD , Johns Hopkins Univ., Asst Prof, of Govt and Pub Ad-

min.

HAMPTON, JOSEPH E. (1961). BS. Univ of Fla ; M.A..

Ph D . O State Univ . Prof of Bus Admin

HAN, PIERRE (1964). BA. Catholic Univ.. MA. Ph.D. Col-

umbia Univ
,
Prof, of Lit

HANUS, JEROME J. (1966). B A .
Univ of Seattle. MA, Univ.

of Wash ; PhD .
Univ of Md . Prof of Govt and Pub Admin.

HARDWICK, CHARLEY D. (1967). BA. Sou Methodist

Univ . MA.. Drew Univ ; Ph D.. Yale Univ ; Assoc. Prof of Phil,

and Rel

HARE, VICTORIA J. CHOU (1976). B A . Lawrence Univ.;

MS ,
Ph D ,

Univ of Wise , Asst. Prof of Educ.

HARNDEN, GLENN P. (1969). AB . M.A.. Stanford Univ.; As-

soc Prof of Comm
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HARRIS, GEORGE L. (1965), B.A., Univ. of Wash.; Ph.D.,

Catholic Univ.; Prof Emer of Anthro. and Internal. Service.

HARRISON, MARK (1960), B.S.. North East Mo. State Coll.;

Ph.D., Catholic Univ.; Prof, of Phys.

HATTERY, LOWELL H. (1948), A.B., O. Univ.; Ph.D., The

Amer. Univ.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin, and Tech. and

Admin.

HAWKE, VIRGINIA E. (1950), B.S., M.A., O. State Univ.; Prof

Emer. of Physical Educ.

HAYES, EVELYN S. (1951), B.M., Univ. of Kans.; Prof. Emer.

of Mus.

HEARNE, DAVID W. (1973), A.B., Okla. Baptist Univ.; Asst.

Prof, of Comm.

HEIMSATH, CHARLES H. (1959), B.A., Ph.D., Yale Univ.;

M.I.A., Columbia Univ.; Prof, of Internal. Service.

HENDRIX, J. ALLEN (1965), B.A., East Tex. State Univ.; M.A.,

Univ. of Okla.; Ph.D., La. State Univ.; Prof, of Comm.
HERMAN, HAROLD (1975), B.B.A., C.C.N.Y.; M.P.A., Ph.D.,

Syracuse Univ.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

HEROLD, DAVID E. (1974), B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Minn;

Asst. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

HERZBRUN, HELENE M. (1959), B.A., Univ. of Chic; Prof,

of Art.*

HINDMAN, JAMES (1974), B.A., Loyola Univ.; M.A., Unlv of

Md.; PhD , Univ. of Ga.; Asst. Prof, of Pert. Arts.

HIRANO, MARJORIE Y. (1967), BE., Univ. of Haw/all; M.S..

III. Inst, of Tech.; Assoc. Prof, of Art.

HITLIN, ROBERT (1976), B.A., Brooklyn Coll.; M.A., Ph.D.,

Vanderbilt Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

HODINKO, BERNARD A. (1967), B.S., Calif. State Coll ; M.A.,

Unlv of W. Va.; Ed.D., Pa. State Univ.; Prof, of Educ.

HOLLIDAY, FRANCES (1959), B.S , Northwest Mo. State

Univ.; M.A., Univ. of Mo.; Ed.D., George Wash. Unlv ; Prof.

Emer. of Educ.

HOLMBERG, STEVEN R. (1977), B.S., Unlv. of Tulsa; M.B.A.,

D.B.A., Ind. Univ.; Vist. Assoc. Prof, of Bus. Admin

HOLZSAGER, RICHARD A. (1970), A.B., Columbia Univ.;

A.M., Ph.D., Harvard Univ.; Prof, of Math., Stat, and Comp. Sc.

HOOD, MARY ANN (1957), B.A., M.A., Mich. State Univ.;

M.A., The Amer. Univ.; Assoc Prof, of English Lang *

HOPLIN, HERMAN P. (1978), B.A., St. Cloud State Coll.;

MB. A., Syracuse Univ., MA, DBA., George Wash. Univ.;

Asst. Prof, of Tech and Admin.

HOWELL, LLEWELLYN D., JR. (1974). B.S., S.U.N.Y. (Brock-

port); M.A.. Fla. State Univ.; Ph.D., Syracuse Univ.; Asst. Prof,

of Internal. Service.

HUBBELL, JOSEPHINE W. (1962). B.S.. William and Mary
Coll.; M.A., State Univ. of lo.: Ph.D., NY. Univ.; Prof, of Phys-

ical Educ.

HUBER, FRANZ E. (1970), B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Unlv. of Mich.;

Assoc. Prof, of Educ.

HUBERMAN, GISELA (1971), B.A.. M.A., Ph.D., George
Wash. Univ.; Assoc. Prof of Lang, and For. Studies.

HUGSTAD, PAUL S. (1977), B.A., St. Olaf Coll.; M.B.A., Unlv.

of Ariz.; Ph.D., Univ. of Wise; VIst. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

HUNSBERGER, WARREN S. (1966), B.A., Ph.D., Yale Univ.;

Prof. Emer. of Econ. and Internal. Service.

HUSHBECK, JUDY (1977), B.A., The Amer. Univ.; Instr. in

Econ.

IRISH, MARIAN D. (1966), B.A., Barnard Coll.; M.A., Bryn
Maviir Coll.; Ph.D., Yale Univ.; Prof Emer. of Internal. Service.

ISMAIL, SHAIK L. (1976), B.A., BeloilColl.; M.P.A., The Amer.
Univ.; Instr. of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

IVISON, STERLING H., JR. (1974). B.S.. M.I.T.; M.B.A.. Har-

vard Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Bus. Admin

JACOBS, WALTER W. (1969), B.S., C.C.N.Y.; M.A., Ph.D.,

George Wash. Univ.; Prof, of Math., Stat, and Comp. Sc.

JACOBY, PHILIP F. (1972), A.B.. Boston Univ.; M.S., North-

w/eslern Univ., Asst. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

JAMES, LOUIS C. (1957), B.S., LL.B.. Univ. of Va.; M.A.,

LL.M., Columbia Unlv ; Prof. Emer. of Law.

JASZI, PETER A. (1976), A.B., J.D., Harvard Univ.; VIst. Asst.

Prof of Law

JOHNSON, ROBERT (1977), B.A., Fairfield Univ.; Ph.D.,

S.U.N.Y. (Albany); Asst. Prof of Admin, of Justice.

JORGENS, JACK J. (1975), B.A.. Carlelon Coll.; M.A.,

C.C.N.Y.; Ph.D., NY. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Lit.

JOUGHIN, JEAN T. (1959), B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Tex.;

Prof, of Hist.

JOYCE, ELLEN GEFFNER (1975), B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Unlv. of

Mich.; Asst. Prof, of Lit. (J. Studies).

K

KAPLAN, BARBARA H. (1968), B.A.. Ph.D., Melbourne Univ.;

Assoc. Prof, of Socio!

KARADBIL, LAURA L. (1958), B.S.B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D., The

Amer. Univ.; Prof, of Bus. Admin *

KARCH, ROBERT C. (1969), B.S.. Univ. of Md.; M.Ed., The

Amer. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Physical Educ.

KATZENELSON, SUSAN (1978), B.A., Unlv. of Tel Aviv; M.A.,

Unlv. of Pa.; Instr. in Admin, of Justice.

KAY, RICHARD B. (1967), B.S.. DruryColl.; M.S., Ph.D., Univ.

of Ark.; Prof, of Phys.*

KAYVAN, SAYEED (1977), B.A , M.A.. Unlv. of Tehran; Instr.

of Econ.

KECK, ANDREW S. (1946). B.A.. Williams Coll.; M.A.. M.F.A..

Princeton Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Art.

KEEPER, JANET (1975). B.S ,
Univ. of Tenn.; M.A., O. State

Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Comm.
KEHOE, PATRICK E. (1973), B.C.S., Seattle Univ.; J.D.,

M.L.L., Unlv of Wash.; Asst. Prof, of Law and Law Librarian.

KEIDEL, GLADYS C. (1973). B.S.. Keuka Coll.; M.S.N. . Cath-

olic Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Nursing.

KELLY, FAYE L. (1962), A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Fla.; Prof.

Emer. of Lit.

KENNEVAN, WALTER J. (1969), B.C.S., M.C.S., M.F.A.,

Catholic Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Tech. and Admin.

KERWIN, CORNELIUS (1975), B.A., The Amer. Univ.; M.A..

The Unlv. of R I ; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins Univ.; Asst. Prof of

Govt, and Pub. Admin.

KESSLER, EDWARD L. (1967), A.B., Univ. of Va.; M.A., Ph.D.,

State Univ., Rutgers; Prof, of Lit.

KEYS, JAMES M. (1977), B.A., St John's Coll.; M.A.. Unlv. of

Portland; PhD , Unlv. of Madrid; Assoc Prof, of Tech. and

Admin.

KING, A. ALLEN (1965). B.S.. LL.B.. Univ. of Tulsa; LL.M.,

Unlv. of Mich.; Prof of Law

KING FRANCES H. (1957), B.A., Western Coll., M.A., O. State

Univ., Rutgers; Prof. Emer of Lit.

KIRKMAN, LARRY (1967). B.A., Columbia Univ.; M.A., Har-

vard Univ . Asst. Prof, of Comm
KITTRIE, NICHOLAS N. (1964). LL.B.. M.A.. Univ. of Kans.;

LL.M.. S.J.D.. Georgetown Univ ; Prof, of Law and Acting Dean

of Wash. Coll. of Law.

KLEE, EARL B. (1975). B.A.. Calif. State Coll.; M.A.. San Fran-

cisco State Coll . Ph D . State Univ., NY. (Albany): Asst. Prof,

of Govt, and Pub. Admin

KLEIN, IRA N. (1968). B.S.. M.A.. PhD , Columbia Univ.; As-

soc. Prof, of Hist.

KLEIN, LESTER (1978). B.A.E . Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.;

M.A., The Amer. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Math., Stat., and Comp.

Sc.
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KOEHLER, DAVID H, (1970). B S., Univ of Wise; PhD , Syr-

acuse Univ , Assoc, Prof of Govt, and Pub. Admin,

KOKUS, JOHN, JR. (1969). B S., Univ of Calif. (Berkeley).

IvI.S.. Calif. State Univ., Ph.D., The/\mer. Univ.; Assoc. Prof,

of Bus Admin

KOLATA, WILLIAM G. (1976), B A . I^arquette Univ,, M A
,

PhD
.
Univ of l^d : Asst Prof of Ivlath

. Stat and Comp So

KOPPRASCH, ROBERT W. (1973). B.S.. tvl.S . Rensselaer

Polytech Inst : Instr. in Bus Admin.

KORIN, BASIL P. (1961). B A . Univ. of Conn.; MS, Stanford

Univ.; Ph.D.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof of Math . Stat, and

Comp. Sc. and Acting Dean of Sch of Educ

KOTZ, DAVID M. (1974). A B.. Harvard Univ; MA., Yale

Univ ; PhD , Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley); Asst Prof, of Econ

KRAUT, ALAN (1974). B A.. Hunter Coll.; M.A., Ph.D.. Cornell

Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Hist.

KUMMER, LAURA B. (1967). B S.N.E.. Univ. of Pittsburgh;

M.S.. Case Western Reserve Univ.; Ed.D.. Ind. Univ.; Prof of

Nursing and Dean of The Lucy Webb Hayes Sch. of Nursing.

KUSTERER, KEN C. (1973). B.A.. Yale Univ . MA.. Ph.D..

Wash. Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Sociol.

LANDERS, THOMAS J. (1970), B.A.. Ouchita Univ.; M.A..

Southwestern Univ.; PhD
. East Tex. State Univ.; Prof, of Educ

LANDMAN, RUTH H. (1965), A.B., Vassar Coll.; M.A., PhD,
Yale Univ.; Prof, of Anthro.*

LANDON, KENNETH P. (1965), B,A., Wheaton Coll.; Th.B.,

Princeton Univ.; M.A., Ph.D.. Univ. of Chic; Prof. Emer. of In-

ternal. Service.

LANGBEIN, LAURA IRWIN (1973), B.A., Oberlin Coll.; Ph.D..

Univ. of N.C.; Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

LANE, RUTH ALLEN (1967). B.S.. Simmons Coll.; Ph.D.,

Georgetown Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

LARGE, ROSS MARSH (1975). B.A.. Univ. of Mo.; M.S..

Wright State Univ.; Instr. in Econ

LARSON, CHARLES (1965), B.A., M.A., Univ, of Colo.; Ph.D.,

Ind. Univ ; Prof of Lit.

LEAP, WILLIAM L. (1970), B.A., Fla State Univ.; Ph.D.. Sou

Methodist Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Anthro.

LEEDY, PAUL D. (1961), A.B.. Dickinson Coll : M.A.. Univ. of

Pa.; Ph.D., NY Univ.; Prof. Emer of Educ.

LEHMAN, EDWARD R. (1970). B.S., S.U.N.Y (Albany);

M.B.A., PhD . NY Univ.; Prof of Bus. Admin •

LEIDECKER, HENNING W., JR. (1968), B.A., M.S., Ph.D.,

Catholic Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Phys.

LEVENTHAL, ALLAN M. (1968). B.A.. Lafayette Coll.; M.A..

Kent State Univ.; Ph.D., State Univ. of lo.; Prof, of Psych.

LEWIN, JANE E. (1974), B.A„ Radcliffe Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D.,

Boston Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Lit.

LICHTMAN, ALLEN J. (1973). B.A.. Brandeis Univ.; PhD
.

Harvard Univ.; Assoc. Prof of Hist

LIEBER, HARVEY (1969). B A.. Yeshiva Univ.; M.P.A., Syra-

cuse Univ.; Ph.D.. Columbia Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and

Pub. Admin.

LINCOLN, ALAN J. (1973), B.S., Mich. State Univ.; M.S

,

M.A.. PhD .
Univ. of Mass.; Asst. Prof, of Sociol.

LINDSAY, MICHAEL (1959). B.A.. M.A.. Oxford Univ.; Prof.

Emer. of Internal. Service.

LIVESAY, JAMES J., JR. (1977). B.A.. Harvard Univ.; M.A..

Duke Univ.; Ph.D.. Univ. of Calif. (Santa Cruz); Asst. Prof, of

Sociol.

LONG, NICHOLAS J. (1968), B.S , Wayne State Univ.; M.A.,

Ph.D., Univ. of Mich.; Prof, of Educ.

LORIMER, FRANK, (1938), B.A., Yale Univ.; B.D., Union The-

ological Seminary; M.A.. Univ. of Chic; Ph.D.. Columbia Univ.;

Prof. Emer. of Sociol.

LUBIC, ROBERT B. (1965). AB , LL B . Univ of Pittsburgh;

M P L.. Georgetown Univ ; Prof of Law.

LUBRANO, LINDA L. (1969). B A.. Hunter Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D.,

Ind Univ.; Assoc Prof, of Internal Service

LUSTIG, ARNOST (1973), MA, "Ing . Univ of Prague; As-

soc. Prof of Lit

LYONS, JOHN S. (1974), A.B.. Harvard Univ; Asst Prof of

Econ.

M
MACHLIN, CLAIRE T. (1965). BA.. Hunter Coll.; M.A..

George Wash Univ
; Asst Prof, of Math

.
Stat, and Comp. Sc.

MACON, NATHANIEL (1967). BA . M.A.. Ph.D., Univ of

N.C.; Prof, of Math
, Slat, and Comp. Sc.

MADDEN, CARL H. (1976), B.A., MA., Ph.D.. Univ. of Va.;

Prof, of Bus. Admin

MALLOY, JAMES A., JR. (1971). B.A.. Morris Harvey Coll.;

M.A., Ph.D.. O. State Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Hist.*

MALONE, DAVID, W. (1975), B.S.. M.S.. Univ. of Calif.

(Berkeley); Ph.D., MIT; Assoc. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

MANCILL, GRACE S. (1960), A.B., Cornell Univ; M.A.. The

Amer. Univ.; Ph.D., Georgetown Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Lang,

and For. Studies.

MANDEL, ALAN R. (1966), B S., M.S., Juilliard Sch. of Mus.;

Prof of Mus.

MANN, FRITZ KARL (1936). D.J.. Goettingen; Ph.D., Berlin

Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Econ.

MARDIROSIAN, HAIG (1976), B.M.. MM. DMA., Catholic

Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Mus.

MARTIN, MARY L. Prof Emer. of Law

MARTYN, HOWE (1961), B.A., Univ. of Toronto; M.A., Oxford

Univ ; Prof. Emer. of Bus. Admin.

MASON, VITO E. (1966), B.S.. NY. Univ.; M.S., Ithaca Coll.;

Prof, of Mus.

MASS, MICHAEL A. (1974), B.S., Univ. of Pa.; J.D.. George-

town Univ.; Asst. Prof of Bus. Admin.

MCCARTHY, BARRY W. (1969). B.A.. Loyola Univ.; M.A..

Ph.D.. Sou. III. Univ.; Assoc Prof, of Psych.

MCCUE, EDMUND B. (1964), A.B.. Union Coll.; M.S., Univ. of

Mich.; Ph.D., Carnegie Inst, of Tech.; Assoc. Prof, of Math.,

Stat, and Comp Sc.

MCCURDY, HOWARD E. (1968). B.A., M.A.. Univ. of Wash.;

Ph.D., Cornell Univ., Assoc. Prof of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

MCFEETER, RUTH (1955), B.S.. Beaver Coll.; M.A.. Columbia

Univ.; Assoc. Prof of Physical Educ. and Assoc. Dean, Coll. of

Arts and Sci.

MCGINNIES, ELLIOTT M. (1971), B.A., Univ. of Buffalo; M.A.,

Brown Univ.; Ph.D.. Harvard Univ.; Prof, of Psych.*

MCLAIN, JAMES L. (1935), B.A., George Wash. Univ.; Certif.,

Peabody Conservatory of Mus.; Prof. Emer. of Mus.

MCLAUGHLIN, CHARLES C. (1963). B.A.. Yale Univ.; M.A.,

Ph.D.. Harvard Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Hist. (Amer. Studies).

MCNETT, CHARLES W. (1967), B.A., Ph.D., Tulane Univ.;

Prof, of Anthro.

MEADOWS, MARTIN (1961), B.A., M.A.. Ph.D.. Univ. of Ore.;

Prof, of Govt and Pub. Admin.

MEDISH, VADIM (1963). B.A., Univ. of Pa.; M.A., Ph.D., The

Amer. Univ.; Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies.

MEHLEriT, PETER (1972), B.S., Boston Univ.; M.A.. The

Amer. Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Physical Educ.

MESSERSMITH, CRAIG E. (1969). BA , Hobarl Coll.; M.Ed.,

Ed.D., Pa. State Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Educ.

MEYER, JOHN C, JR. (1976), B.A.. S.U.N.Y. (Stony Brook);

M.A., Ph.D.. S.U.N.Y. (Albany); Asst. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

MILLER, DENNIS D. (1962), B.S.. Goshen Coll.; M.Ed., Kent

State Univ.; Ed.D., The Amer. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Educ.

MILSTEIN, ELLIOTTS. (1972). B.A., Univ. of Nev.; J.D., Univ.

of Conn.; LL.M.. Yale Univ.; Prof, of Law.
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MINIHAN, JANET O. (1975), B.A.. Bryn Mawr Coll.: MA,,

Ph.D.. Columbia Univ., Asst. Prof, of Hist.

MINTZ, STEVEN M. (1977), B S.. Long Island Unlv; MBA,
Syracuse Univ : Asst Prof, of Bus. Admin.

MITTLEBEELER, EMMET V. (1954), B.A , LLB ,
Univ. of

Louisville; M.A., Ph D., Univ. of Chic; Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

MOORE, DONALD, T. (1964), B.F.A ,
M.FA., 0. Univ: MA.

TheAmer Univ ; Assoc Prof of Bus. Admin

MOORE, HARVEY C. (1951), B.A., Univ of Del.; Ph.D.. Univ.

of N. Mex.; Prof, of Anthro.

MORELLA, ANTHONY C. (1961), A.B., Boston Univ.; J.D ,

TheAmer. Univ; Prof of Law and General Counsel.

MORRIS, CYNTHIA TAFT (1964), B A , Vassar Coll
; MS.

London Sch of Econ.; Ph.D.. Yale Univ.; Prof of Econ

MORRIS, VALERIE (1974), B.A., M.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Asst.

Prof of Pert Arts.*

MOSLEY, DORIS Y, (1976), B.S.. Dillard Univ.; M.S., Wash

Univ; M.Ed, Ed.D .
Columbia Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Nursing

and Asst. Dean, Sch. of Nursing.

MOTT, ALBERT D. (1958), B.A., M.A,, Univ of Mo; Ph.D..

Univ of Calif (Berkeley); Prof of Internat. Service.

MOTZ, ANNABELLE B. (1966), B.S., Univ. of Wise; M.A..

Ph D ,
Univ of Chic ; Prof, of Sociol.

MOWLANA, HAMID (1968), B A., MS, Ph D . Northwestern

Univ ;
Prof of Internat. Service.

MOYER, KERMITW. (1970), B.A., MA., Ph.D., Northwestern

Univ., Asst. Prof, of Lit.

MUELLER, GERT H, (1973), PhD
,
Univ of Munich, Assoc

Prof of Sociol

MUELLER, HUGO J. (1959), Ph.D., Univ. of Hamburg; Prof

Emer of Lang and For. Studies.

MULLER, RONALD (1968), B.S., M.A.. Univ. of Munich;

PhD ,
TheAmer Univ

, Assoc. Prof of Econ

MURPHY, TERENCE R. (1968), B.A., Univ of Chic, M.A.,

Roosevelt Univ.; Ph.D.. Northwestern Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Hist.

MUSSELL, KAY J. (1974), BA., MA., Ph D
,
Univ of lo; Asst

Prof of Lit. (Amer Studies).*

MYREN, RICHARD A. (1976), BS ,
Univ of Wise; LL B , Har-

vard Univ.; Prof of Admin, of Justice and Vist Prof of Law *

N

NASH, PHILLEO (1973), A.B., Umv. of Wise, PhD
.
Univ of

Chic , Prof. Emer of Anthro

NEISWENDER, LAVERNE B. (1968), BS N ,
Univ. of Kans.;

MSN, Univ of Md.; Assoc. Prof, of Nursing

NEWMAN, RALPH A., Prof. Emer. of Law

NOEL, HENRY M. (1963), Dr. d'Univ. Univ of Montpellier

M.A., Univ of Pa.; Assoc. Prof. Emer. of Lang, and For Studies

NORTON, BRUCE F. (1966), A.B., S.U.N.Y. (Albany); M.A.,

George Wash Univ.; Ph.D., Syracuse Univ.; Assoc Prof of

Govt and Pub. Admin.

NORTON, MATTHEW F, (1958), b A , M A., Ph.D., Columbia

Univ
;
Prof ofChem *

NYCE, LAWRENCE G., JR. (1963), BS , Lock Haven State

Coll.. M.A.. Univ. of Md.; Assoc. Prof, of Physical Educ.

o
OKTAY, ELENI K. (1961). B.A.. George Wash. Univ.; M.A.,

TheAmer. Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies.

OLDS, RUBERTA M. (1930). Ph.B . Univ of Chic ; MA, Col-

umbia Univ
: Prof. Emer of Lang, and For. Studies

ONUF, NICHOLAS G. (1970), B.A., PhD, Johns Hopkins

Univ
;
MA. Yale Univ

; Assoc. Prof, of Internat. Service

ORWANT, JACK E. (1970), B.A., MA., Univ. of Mich.; Ph.D..

Univ. of lo.; Assoc Prof, of Comm.
OWENS, JAMES (1961). B.A.. Loyola Univ.; M.A., Univ of

Chic; Ph.D.. Georgetown Univ.; Prof, of Bus. Admin*

OXMAN, MARK (1976), Certif of Merit, City and Guilds of

London Art Sch.; Asst. Prof, of Art.

PACE, STEPHEN (1975), Assoc Prof of Art.

PARKER, SCOTT R. (1974), A.B , MA, PhD.. Columbia

Univ.; Asst Prof, of Psych and Math., Stat. andComp. Sc
PATTON, MARY M. (1943). B.A., Kalamazoo Coll ; MA ,

Col-

umbia Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Lit.

PENAY, LUCIANO (1965), B A ,
MA, The Amer Univ.; As-

soc. Prof, of Art.

PERLMUTTER, AMOS (1972), B.A,, M.A., Ph.D.. Univ. of Cal-

if. (Berkeley); Prof, of Govt and Pub. Admin.

PETERSEN, KAREN (1970). B.A.. Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley);

M.A., Johns Hopkins Univ.; Ph.D., Columbia Univ.; Assoc. Prof,

of Sociol

PETROWITZ, HAROLD C. (1964), B.S.. Univ. of Mich.; J.D.,

LL.M., Columbia Univ.; Prof, of Law.

PHOTIAS, NIKOSG. (1955), B A., Athens Univ.; MBA., Han-

delschochschule, Koemgsberg; M.P.S., Ph.D.. Albertus Univ.;

Prof. Emer of Bus. Admin.

PIERCE, EDWARD M. (1976), B S.. U.S. Military Acad;

M.M.S., Command and General Staff Coll.; D.B.A.. George

Wash Univ.; Asst Prof of Bus. Admin.

PINEDA, HUGO (1959), B A
,
Ph M

,
PhD , George Wash.

Univ.; M.A., The Amer Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Lang, and For.

Studies.

PIOTROW, F. JACKSON (1963), B.A., Havertord Coll.; B.A.,

MA, D. Phil.. Oxford Univ
;
Prof. Of Internat. Service.

POSNER, ERNST (1939), Ph.D., Univ of Berlin; Prof. Emer

of Hist.

POTTER, PITMAN B. (1944), B A., MA., PhD . Harvard Univ.;

Prof Emer of Internat Service,

PRESTON, NATHANIELS. (1961), A.B.. Boston Univ.; M.A.,

Univ of Pa.; Ph.D., Princeton Univ.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

PREVOTS, NAIMA WALLENROD (1967), B.A, Brooklyn

Coll.; M.A., Univ. of Wise; Prof, of Pert. Arts.

PUJOL, MAURICE P. (1975), B B A, J D ,
Loyola Univ.; As-

soc. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

R

RABIN, KENNETH (1974). B.A., Cornell Univ.; MAT., Yale

Univ ; MA .
Univ of N.C.; Ph.D., George Peabody Coll.; Asst.

Prof of Bus Admin

RADNER, JOAN N. (1971), A.B.. Radcliffe Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D..

Harvard Univ.; Asst Prof, of Lit.

RALPH, RUTH S. (1975), B.A., Bethany CdL; M.A., Long Is-

land Univ.; Ph.D.. Univ. of Md.; Asst. Prof, of Comnty. Studies.

RANDALL, DARRELL D. (1962), B A., Nebr Wesleyan Univ.;

M.A., Columbia Univ.; Ph.D., Univ. of Chic, Prof, of Internat.

Service

RANDALL HAROLD M. (1959), BA., Parsons Coll.; M.A..

PhD
,
Georgetown Univ , Prof Emer of Internat. Service.

RANDALL MILDRED N. (1966), B S., M.S., Case Western

Reserve Univ.; Assoc Prof, of Nursing.

RAVENAL CAROL M. (1970), B A, Brooklyn Coll.; M.F.A.. O.

Univ.; Ph.D., Harvard Univ.; Assoc Prof, of Art.

REIMAN, JEFFREY H. (1970), BA, Queens Coll; M.A.,

Ph.D., Pa State Univ.; Prof of Admin, of Justice.

REIMANN, BARBARA J. (1967), B.S., Temple Univ.; M.A.,

Univ of Md ; Assoc Prof of Physical Educ,

RENDON, ARMANDO B. (1976), B A., SI Marys Coll.; M.A.,

Antioch Graduate Sch of Educ ; Asst. Prof of Comnty Studies.

RICE, FREDERICK A. H. (1963), B A., M.S., Dalhousie Univ.;

Ph.D., O State Univ.; Prof of Chem.

RICE, PAUL R. (1974). B.B.A.. Marshall Univ.; J.D., W. Va.

Univ.: LL.M.. Yale Univ.: Assoc. Prof, of Law.
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RICHARDSON, JOHN M. (1975), A B.. Dartmouth Coll.;

Ph D , Univ of Minn.: Assoc Prof of Tech and Admin *

RILEY, ANTHONY L. (1976). B A., Univ of N C . Ph.D.. Univ.

of Wash.: Asst Prof of Psych

RIOCH, MARGARET J. (1971). B A , Wellesley Coll.: MA
,

Wash Univ : Ph D Bryn Mawr Univ : Prof Emer of Psych

ROBERTS, JEANNE A. (1960), A B . Agnes Scott Coll : MA,
Univ of Pa : Ph D , Univ of Va : Prof, of Lit

ROBINSON, EDGAR S. (1953), B.A , Amherst Coll : MA.,

Ph D , Columbia Univ :
Prof of Govt and Pub Admin

ROBINSON, JOHN DAVID, II (1967), BA, M.A., Univ of

Tex
: Ed D., Univ of Mass.: Assoc Prof of Educ

ROBINSON, MYLES E. (1966), A B., AM ,
State Univ:

Ph.D ,
Northwestern Univ.: Prof. Emer. of Bus. Admin.

RODIER, DAVID F. T. (1967), B.A, Drury Coll: Ph D ,
Van-

derbilt Univ . Assoc Prof, of Phil and Rel.

ROGERS, JOSEPH R., Ill (1965), B S., Univ of Mass : M.Ed .

The Amer Univ : Asst Prof of Physical Educ.

ROSCHE, THEODORE R. (1960), B.A., Park Coll : B.D . Union

Theological Seminary; Ph.D.. Columbia Univ.; Prof of Phil, and

Rel.*

ROSCHER, NINAM. (1974). B.A . Univ of Del ; PhD , Purdue

Univ ; Assoc. Prof of Chem and Assoc. Dean. Coll of Arts

andSci

ROSEN, DAVID M. (1975), B A , Hofstra Univ ; Ph.D.. Univ.

of III .Asst Prof of Anthro

ROSENBERG, MARVIN I. (1965), 88, US. Naval Acad;

B.S., Naval Postgrad. Sch.: MS., Purdue Univ.; Assoc. Prof.

Emer. of Tech. and Admin

ROSENBLATT, HARRY M. (1974), B.S , MA, Ph D ,
George

Wash. Univ.: Assoc. Prof of Math., Stat. andComp. Sc.

ROSENTHAL, HARRY (1955), BS B A
,
MBA., The Amer

Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Bus Admin

ROSS, BERNARD H. (1967), B S., Univ of Pa: MA, Ph.D.,

NY Univ.; Prof of Govt and Pub Admin,

ROTH, HAROLD H. (1946), B.A., C.C.N.Y.: M.A.. Columbia

Univ : M P.A , Ph D , The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Govt, and

Pub. Admin.

RUBENSTEIN, ROBERTA (1969). B.A.. Univ of Colo ; Ph.D.,

Univ of London; Assoc. Prof, of Lit

RUBIN, SEYMOUR J. (1972), AB ,
Univ of Mich; LLB ,

LL.M , Harvard Univ.; Prof of Law/.

RUSH, RICHARD H. (1978), B.A., M.C.S., Dartmouth Coll.;

M.B.A.. DCS., Harvard Univ.; Vist. Prof, of Bus Admin.

SATTERTHWAITE, F. GEORGE (1976), B S , Fordham Univ.,

MA., The Amer Univ , Instr of Govt and Pub Admin

SAWERS, LARRY B. (1969), BA , Duke Univ; MA , PhD.,

Univ of Mich ; Assoc Prof of Econ

SCHILLING, DAVID A, (1976), BS , Miami Univ; PhD.,

Johns Hopkins Univ , Asst Prof of Tech and Admin

SCHOCH, HERBERT P. (1974), BA, Univ of Melbourne:

MBA, McMaster Univ : Ph D , The Amer Univ ; Asst Prof of

Bus and Admin

SCHOENFISCH, V\/ARREN H. (1975). BS , Rensselaer Po-

lytech. Inst ; Ph.D., S.U.N.Y (Buffalo): Asst. Prof, of Biol.

SCHOT, STEVEN H. (1957), BS , The Amer Univ; MA.,

PhD
,
Univ. of Md

:
Prof of Math., Stat, andComp. Sc.

SCHRAMM, RICHARD (1977), AB , Dartmouth Coll ; B M.E.,

Rensselaer Polytech Inst ; MS, Ph D ,
Carnegie Inst, of Tech.;

Assoc Prof, of Govt and Publ Admin

SCHUBERT, LEO (1951), BS, CCN Y ; MS, NY Univ.;

Ph.D., Univ. of Md.; Univ Prof of Chem.

SCHUETZE, GEORGE C. (1963), B.M.. Univ. of Wise: Ph.D.,

NY Univ.; Prof of Mus.

SCOTT, JOHN C. (1957), B.S., Springfield Coll.; A.M.. Ph.D..

Univ. of Chic : Prof, of Sociol.

SCRIBNER, PHILLIP N. (1970), B.A, Univ. of Colo ; Ph.D.,

Johns Hopkins Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Phil, and Rel

SEGAL, MORLEY (1967), B.A, MA, San Francisco State

Univ.; Ph.D., Claremont Graduate Sch.; Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

SEGNAN, ROMEOA. (1967), BS ,
MS , Univ. of Turin; Ph.D.,

Carnegie Inst of Tech.; Prof, of Phys.

SEIGLE, JACK C. (1963), B.A ,
Univ of Mich.; M.A., Univ of

Mont.; Assoc. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

SELDIN, MAURY (1965), BS , MBA, UCLA; DBA., Ind.

Univ.; Prof, of Bus. Admin.

SELL, DORIS F. (1974), B S , Nebr. Wesleyan, MSN.. Cath-

olic Univ ; Asst Prof of Nursing.

SELMAN, VICTOR (1976), BA., NY Univ.; M.S., Stevens

Inst of Tech., D.Sc, George Wash Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Bus.

Admin.

SHARP, SAMUEL L. (1951), LL.M , J.D , Warsaw Univ
; Univ.

Prof Emer of Internal. Service

SHELLY, LOUISE I. (1977), B.A., Cornell Univ; M.A., Ph.D.,

Univ. of Pa.; Asst Prof of Admin of Justice

SHEN, PAUL (1977), B.Sc , Ph.D., Univ. of London; M.Sc,

Birmingham Univ.; M.B.A., York Univ., Asst. Prof, of Bus. Ad-

SAARI, DAVID J. (1973), B.A., J.D, Univ. of Minn.; Assoc.

Prof, of Admin of Justice

SACHS, REYNOLD M. (1970). BA. Oberlln Coll, MA..

Northwestern Univ.; Ph.D.. Columbia Univ.; Prof of Bus. Ad-

min.

SADKER, DAVID G. (1973), B.A. C C.N Y ; MAT., Harvard

Univ.; Ed.D., Univ of Mass.; Assoc Prof, of Educ.

SADKER, MYRA (1973), B A , Boston Univ ; MAT., Harvard

Univ.; Ed.D., Univ. of Mass.; Assoc Prof of Educ.

SAGER, MARTHA C. (1955), B S., MS, Univ. of Md.; Ph D.,

Catholic Univ.; Prof, of Tech and Admin.

SAID, ABDUL A, (1957), B.S., MA, PhD., The Amer. Univ.;

Prof, of Internal. Service.

SALAZAR, OSCAR (1963), B.A ,
Columbia Union Coll.; MA,

George Wash Univ.; Assoc Prof, of Lang and For. Studies.

SANDIFER, DURWARD V. (1960), B A., Eureka Coll.; M.A.,

LLB., Ph.D., Columbia Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Internal. Service.

SANDS, JUDITH K. (1973), B.S., Syracuse Univ.; MS . Univ.

of Colo.; Asst Prof of Nursing.

SANSBURY, DAVID L. (1969), B A , M.A., PhD., O. State

Univ.: Assoc Prof, of Educ.

SAPIEYEVSKI, JERZY (1975), Dipl , Slate Advanced Sch. of

Mus , Gdansk, Poland: M.M., Catholic Univ.: Asst. Prof of Mus.

SHEPANEK, HELEN (1974), B.A, Univ. of Va.; M.A., The

Amer. Univ.; Instr. in Lang, and For. Studies.

SHOME, PARTHASARATHI (1975), B.A., Presidency Coll. of

the Univ. of Calcutta: MA, Univ of Delhi; MA , Univ. of Roch-

ester; PhD , Sou Methodist Univ ; Asst. Prof of Econ.

SIEGENTHALER, JURG K. (1974). MA,, PhD, Univ of

Berne; Assoc Prof of Sociol

SILBERBERG, ALAN M. (1971). B A . Yale Univ.; M.A.. Ph.D.,

Univ of Pa.; Assoc Prof of Psych.

SIMONDS, ROGER T. (1958). B A , MA, Ph D , Yale Univ.;

Prof, of Phil, and Rel.

SINGER, HARVEY (1977), BS , MIT.; M.B.A., Hansard Univ
;

Instr. of Bus Admin.

SISCO, JOSEPH J. (1976), B.A , Knox Coll.; M.A., Ph.D., Univ.

of Chic: Prof, of Internal. Service and Univ. President.

SKLAREW, MYRA W. (1977), B S , Tufts Univ.; MA,, Johns

Hopkins Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Lit.

SLOTNICK, BURTON M. (1974). A B , Ph D., Univ of III.; As-

soc. Prof, of Psych.

SMITH, GORDON H. (1947). B M.. Wooster Coll.; M.A.. Mills

Coll ; Ph D . Univ. of lo.; Prof of Mus. and Pert Arts.

SMITH, JOHN H. (1947), B.A., lo. State Teachers Coll.:

M.B.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Chic; Prof Emer of Math., Stat, and

Comp. Sc
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SMITH, SALLY L. (1976). A.B.. Bennington Coll., M.A., NY
Univ

; Assoc. Prof of Educ.

SMOLKA, RICHARD G. (1962), B.A , MA, Ph.D
,
The Amer

Univ.; Prof of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

SOOD, JAMES H. (1975), B.S., Coll. of William and fvlary;

B.S., Unlv of III.; M.B.A., DBA. George Wash. Univ.; Assoc.

Prof, of Bus. Admin.

SPRAGENS, JANET R. (1973), B.A., Wellesley Coll ; MA
.

Northwestern Univ.; J.D., George Wash. Univ.; Assoc Prof of

Law.

SPRINGER, ROBERT M.,JR. (1974). B.S., West Point; MA,
Stanford Univ., DBA, George Wash. Univ; Assoc. Prof, of

Bus Admin.

STAHR, WILLIAM E. (1963), B.A , M.A., Univ. of Md.; Ph.D.,

George Wash. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Lit

STARK, JAMES H. (1976), A.B.. Cornell Univ.; J.D., Columbia

Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Law.

STEINBRUCKNER, BRUNO F. (1965), Certif., Ph D., Univ of

Innsbruck; Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies.'

STRINER, HERBERT (1975), B.A., MA., State Univ.. Rutgers,

Ph.D.. Syracuse Univ.; Prof and Dean of the Sch. of Bus. Ad-

min.

STRUELENS, MICHEL (1971). B.A . St Pierre Coll.; MA, St.

Ignace Univ.; Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Bus. Ad-

min.

SUHRKE, ASTRI (1972), M.A., PhD , Univ of Denver; Asst.

Prof, of Internal. Service.

SUMMERFORD, BEN L. (1950), B A , MA., The Amer Univ
;

Prof, of Art.

SUNLEY, JUDITH S (1971), B S., M.S., Univ. of Mich., Ph D
,

Univ. of Md.; Assoc. Prof, of Math., Stat, and Comp. Sc. and

Assoc. Dean, Coll of Arts and Sci

SUTTON, RONALD E. (1973), B.A., Swarthmore Coll.; Master

of Divinity, M ST.. Drew Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Comm.

TAMAGNA, FRANK M. (1958), LL.D., Pavia, Italy; Ph D , Yale

Univ.; Prof. Emer. of Econ.

TAYLOR, ALAN R. (1964), B A , Columbia Univ , MS., Ph D ,

Georgetown Univ.; Prof, of Internal Service.

TAYLOR, DAVID W. (1975), A B., Duke Univ.; A.M.L.S., Univ

of Mich.; Ph.D., O. State Univ ; Asst Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

TAYLOR, HENRY S. (1971), B.A , Univ. of Va., M.A., Holllns

Coll.,Prof. of Lit.

TENNERY B. J. (1956), B.A., M.A., George Wash. Univ.; J.D.,

The Amer, Univ., Prof, of Law.

THANH, PHAM CHI (1976), B.Com . Ph.D.. Univ. of New
South Wales. Prof, of Econ.*

THOMAS, DONALD R. (1972). B.A.. Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley);

MA,. Ed.D.. Stanford Univ.; Prof, of Educ.

THURBER, JAMES A. (1974), B S., Univ. of Ore ; MA. Ph D
,

Ind Univ., Assoc. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

TIMBERG, THOMAS A. (1972). B.A., PhD , Harvard Univ.,

Asst Prof of Govt, and Pub Admin.

TINKELMAN, JOSEPH (1977). B.A , M.A.. The Amer Univ
.

Asst Prof, of Comm.
TOOMER, JERRY E. (1974), B.A, Wartburg Coll , PhD , Univ

of lo; Asst Piof of Educ

TREBACH. ARNOLD S. (1972), J D., LL.B.. New England
Sch of Law. MA.. Ph.D.. Princeton Univ.; Prof, of Admin of

Justice

TROTTER, MARY S. (1977). AB . Vassar Coll ; J D . Yale
Univ.. Vist Asst Prof of Law
TROWBRIDGE, LYNN M. (1977). B.F.A . Carnegie-Mellon
Univ.; M.Mus.. Univ. of III.; Instr. of Music.

TSCHUDY, TED NELSON (1976). B.A.. Kent State Univ.
MA., Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.; Asst. Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

TURAJ, FRANK (1965). B.A.. M A
.
Univ. of Conn.; PhD

,

Brown Univ., Prof of Lit. and Dean of the Coll. of Arts and Sci.

TURAK, THEODORE (1966), B.A., M.A.. Western Reserve

Univ., Ph D.. Univ. of Mich.; Assoc. Prof, of Art.

TYSON, BRADY B. (1959), B.A., Rice Univ ; B D., Sou. Meth-

odist Univ , Ph.D., The Amer. Univ; Prof, of Internal. Service

V

VAN DER SLICE, AUSTIN (1946), B.A , M.A., Univ. of Kans.;

Ph.D.. Univ. of Pa.; Prof. Emer. of Sociol.

VAN WAY, CHARLES W. (1955), B S., US Military Acad.;

M.B.A.. The Amer Univ.; Assoc. Prof. Emer. of Educ.

VAUGHN, ROBERT G. (1972). B.A., J.D., Univ. of Okia
;

LL.M.. Harvard Univ.. Prof of Law.

VIANO, EMILIO C. (1970). B.A., Gregoriana Univ ; M.A.. Univ.

of Notre Dame; Ph D . NY Univ.; Assoc. Prof, of Admin, of

Justice.

VILAKAZI, ABSOLOM L. (1965). B.A . PhD . Univ of Natal;

M.A., Hartford Seminary Foundation; MA.. Trinity Coll.; Prof,

of Internal. Service and Anthro.

VOSS, HERBERT R. (1967). B S.. Wise. State Univ.; M.A..

Univ. of Minn.; Assoc. Prof, of Pert. Arts.

VRENIOS, ELIZABETH ANN (1967). B.M.. Univ of the Pa-

cific. M.M.. Northwestern Univ.; Prof of Mus.

w
WACHTEL, HOWARD M. (1969). B.S., Temple Univ.; M.A.,

Univ. of Conn.; Ph.D., Univ. of Mich.; Prof, of Econ.

WADSWORTH, LAWRENCE W. (1957). B.S.. Centenary

Coll., MA , Tulane Univ.; Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Grazier Mem-
orial Prof, of internal. Service.

WALKER, MILLIDGE P. (1960). B.A.. Williams Coll.; M.A..

Ph.D.. Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley); Prof of Internal. Service and

Govt, and Pub Admin.

WARNAT, WINIFRED I. (1977). BA, M.Ed.. Fla Atlantic

Univ.; PhD . The Amer. Univ.. Prof, of Educ.

WATERHOUSE, RICHARD V. (1963), B.A., MA. Oxford

Univ.. Ph.D.. Catholic Univ.; Prof, of Phys.

WATERS, PAUL F. (1965). BS . Univ. of Scranlon; PhD
,

State Univ., Rutgers, Prof ofChem.

WATERSTON, ALBERT (1970), B.A , NY Univ
; MA , Col-

umbia Univ., Prof. Emer. of Econ.

WATKINS, LAW B. (1972), B.A.. Yale Univ.; M.A., The Amer.

Univ.; M.A., Univ. of Wise
,
Ph.D , Univ. of Mich.; Asst. Prof, of

Art

WEAVER, GARY R. (1968), BA, M.A., Ph D , The Amer.

Univ.. Assoc. Prof, of Comnty. Studies.

WEAVER, JAMES H. (1963). B.S.B.A.. Univ. of Ark ; Ph.D..

Univ of Okla., Prof of Econ.

WEEKS, JOHN (1976). A.B., Univ. of Tex., M.A., Ph.D., Univ.

of Mich., Assoc Prof, of Econ.

WEINER, RONALD I. (1972), B A., Univ. of Md.; MS W . How-

ard Univ . Assoc Prof of Admin, of Justice.

WEISS, MADELINE R. (1977). B A . Queens Coll . M S.T.M.,

The Amer. Univ.. Instr. of Tech. and Admin.

WEISS, STANLEY J. (1968). B A , CC NY.. MA. Ph.D . O.

State Univ . Prof, of Psych

WEISSBROD, CAROL S. (1973). BS . Tufts Univ.. M.A..

Ph.D.. Northwestern Univ.. Asst. Prof, of Psych.

WELSH, BARNARD T. (1971). B.A . Duke Univ ; LL B . Univ

of Md.; LL M.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof. Emer of Law.

WELT, ISAAC D. (1964). B.Sc. M Sc. McGill Univ. Ph.D
.

Yale Univ ; Prof of Tech and Admin.

WESS, HAROLD B. (1953). B S . C C N Y ; Prof Emer. of Bus.

Admin.

WHITE, CHARLES S. J. (1971). B.A., Univ. of Wise, M.A..

Univ. of the Americas; M.A., Ph.D., Univ. of Chic, Assoc. Prof,

of Phil, and Rel
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WHITE, JOHN A. (1966). B.A.. Oberlin Coll.; M.S.. Ph.D.. Yale

Univ.; Prof o( Phys.

WHITFIELD, RALPH (1961), B.A.. Atlantic Christian Coll..

M.A.. Univ of N C; Ed.D .
Univ. of Md., Prof, of Educ

WHITLEY, STERLING D. (1966). B S.. Tenn Tech. Univ.;

B.D.. Vanderbllt Unlv . M.Ed.. Ed.D , Auburn Univ., Prof, of Bus.

Admin, and Asst Dean of Sch. of Bus. Admin.

WHITMAN, RAY 0. (1975). B.S., Ph D , Columbia Univ.; Asst.

Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

WILLIAMS. BRETT (1976), B.A.. Tufts Univ.; Ph.D.. Univ. of

III.; Asst Prof of Anthro (Amer Studies).

WILSON, HOWARD (1963). BEE . George Wash Univ.

M.A.. Univ of Md ; Asst Prof, of Math . Stat and Comp So

WILSON, LARMAN C. (1968). B.A . Nebr State Univ.; MA..

Ph.D.. Univ of Md.; Prof, of Internal. Service

WISMAN, JON D. (1973), B A., Univ. of Md ; Diplome, Univ.

of Strasbourg, PhD, The Amer Univ ; Asst Prof of Econ.

WISMAN, JOSETTE A. (1973), Licence es Lettres, Univ. of

Strasbourg; M.A., The Amer Univ ; PhD , Catholic Univ.; Asst.

Prof, of Lang, and For. Studies

WOLFE, GREGORY B. (1976), A B , Reed Coll.; MA, PhD
,

The Fletcher Sch of Law and Diplomacy.; Prof, and Dean of

the Sch. of Internal. Service.

WOLFSON, LEWIS W. (1969), B.A., Dartmouth Coll.; M.S.,

Columbia Univ.; M.A., Harvard Univ.; Prof, of Comm.

WOOD, GLYNN L. (1969), B.A., La State Univ
, A.M., Stan-

ford Univ.; Ph.D., M.I.T.; Assoc. Prof of Govt and Pub. Admin.

and Acting Dean of Sch. of Govt and Pub Admin

WRATHALL, C. RICHARD (1974), B S., M.S., Ph.D., Univ. of

Utah; Assoc Prof, of Biol.

WYATT, KATHRYN (1945), A B , Meredith Coll.; M.A., Middle-

bury Coll.; Ph D , Catholic Univ., Prof Emer of Lang and For.

Studies

WYTHE, ZOE (1948), B.A., M.A., George Wash. Univ
, Assoc

Prof. Emer. of Lang, and For. Studies

DENNIS, DONALD D. (1971), AB, Bowdoin Coll; B.A.,

MLS, Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley); Univ. Librarian.

FLUG, JANICE L. (1975), B.A , Hamline Univ ; MLS., Univ.

of Md ; Asst Librarian I

HEINTZE, JAMES R. (1969), B.S.. Loyola Coll ; MA, The

Amer Univ ; MLS, Univ. of Md., Assoc. Librarian

KEHOE, PATRICK E. (1973), B.C.S., Seattle Univ, J.D.,

M.L.L., Univ. of Wash.; Lav** Librarian.

KELLEY, PATRICIA M. (1971), B A , Univ of Colo.. M.L.S.;

Univ. of Md ; Assoc Librarian

MILAM, MARGARET MITCHELL (1971), B.A , MLS, Univ.

of Md.; J.D , The Amer. Univ.; Assoc. Lavi/ Librarian.

MURRAY, DEBORAH M. (1977), B.A., LeMoyne Coll.; M.L.S.,

S.U.N.Y. (Albany); Asst Law Librarian I.

NEILSON, SUSAN H. (1968), B.A., Keuka Coll.; M.S.L.S.,

Drexel Inst, of Tech.; Asst. Librarian II.

REYNOLDS, SALLY-JO (1965). B.A., Univ. of Mich.; M.S.L.S.,

Columbia Univ ; Assoc. Librarian.

SCHMIDT, HERBERT K. (1968), BA, Weber State Coll.;

M.A.L.S., Univ. of Mich.; Assoc Librarian

SMITH, JACQUELINE L. (1974), B.A , The Amer Univ.;

M.L.S., Univ. of Md ; Asst Law Librarian II

SUELZLE, KRISTI (1975), B.A, Univ of Seattle, MLS.,

S.U.N.Y. (Albany); Asst. Librarian I.

VOGELSONG, DIANA (1975), B.A, Kalamazoo Coll., M.L.S.,

Univ. of Md.; Asst. Librarian I.

YAMAUCHI, JOANNE S. (1970), B.A.. Goucher Coll., M.A.,

Columbia Univ , Ph.D.. Northwestern Univ.; Assoc Prof, of

Comm.
YARNALL, SHIRLEY (1959), B A., Wilson Coll., Assoc Prof,

of Lit

YATES, BRIAN T. (1976), B A., Univ of Calif (San Diego),

Ph.D., Stanford Univ ; Asst Prof of Psych

YOSHIHASHI, TAKEHIKO (1959), B A , UCLA.; MA, Har-

vard Univ.; PhD , Yale Univ.; Prof Emer. of Internat Service.

YOUNG, LOUISE M. (1958), BA ,
Wesleyan Univ

;
MA,

Ph.D., Pa Stale Univ.; Prof Emer of Lit

YUMKAS, GAIL B. (1976), B A., Univ. of Md., M.S., The Amer

Univ ; Instr in Bus. Admin

ZAPATKA, FRANCIS E. (1959), A.B., Fordham Univ.: M.A.,

Trinity Coll.; PhD ,
Catholic Univ ; Assoc Prof of Lit

ZAUDERER, DONALD G. (1970), B S , O State Univ ; MA,
Kent State Univ.; PhD , Ind Univ . Assoc Prof of Govt and

Pub. Admin.

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIANS WITH
FULL-TIME FACULTY STATUS

AKEROYD, JOANNE V. (1977). B.A .
Pa. State Univ.; MLS.

S.U.N Y (Albany). Assoc Law Librarian.

ARNOLD, GEORGE D. (1971). B A ,
Seminary of St Pius X.

MLS. Univ of Md . Assoc Librarian

COULTER, MARTHA L. (1974). B A .
Emory Univ.. M.S.. in

L.S.. Catholic Univ.; Asst Law Librarian II.
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ADAMS, ELIZABETH (1974), B.A., Syracuse Univ , MS.,

Yeshiva Univ.: Prof. Lect. in Math., Stat, and Comp Sc

ADAMS, JUDITH ANNE (1970), B.S.L., Georgetown Univ.;

Lect, in English Lang,

ADAMSON, H. DOUGLAS (1976), A.B., Univ, of Calif,; MA.,

Calif, State Univ,; Prof. Lect. in English Lang.

ALLUMS, JOHN F. (1975), B S , Miss. Sou. Univ.; M.A., Ph.D.,

Univ, of lo,, Adj, Prof, of Govt, and Pub, Admin.

ALPHER, ROSE (1972), B.A., Hunter Coll.; M.S.W ,
Columbia

Univ,; Lect. in Educ,

ALTER, HARVEY (1974), B.S., Queens Coll ; MS,, PhD.,

Univ, of Cincinnati; Prof, Lect, in Tech, and Admin.

AMES, ROGER (1973), B,S , S.U.N Y, (Postdam); Lect, in Mu-

sic,

ANDERSEN, WALTER (1977), BSc. Concordia Coll ; MA,,

Univ, of Ga.; PhD,, Univ, of Chicago; Prof, Lect, in Govt, and

Pub, Admin,

ANTONOPLOS, DANIEL P. (1975), B A,, Univ, of N,H ; Ed M..

Univ, of Mo,; Ed.D,, Ind, Univ., Adj, Prof, in Educ,

ARGO, DAVID (1975), A,B., Pfeiffer Coll ; Th M,, Boston Univ,

Sch, of Theology; Lect. in Soc.

AUBERGER, KENNETH J. (1973), B.BA,, Siena Coll.; J D,,

M.B.A
,
The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

AWE, WALTER H. (1977), B.A., MA., C,W. Post Center of

Long Island Univ,; Prof. Lect, in Internat. Service,

B

BADER, BARRY (1976), B,A,, Hofstra Univ,; MA., The Amer,

Univ.; Lect, inComm,

BAKER, SUSANNE (1972), B.S., Bucknell Univ.; MA., Univ.

of Wise; M,A,, The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Music,

BARNABAS, ESSICA (1975), BSc, M.Sc, Osmania Univ,,

B.Ed., Mysore Univ,; Ph.D,, Howard Univ,; Prof. Lect, in Biol,

BARNES, MARK RANDOLPH (1976). A A., Sacramento City

Coll,; B.A,, M.A,, Univ, of Ariz,; Lect. in Anthro.

BEATY, JOHN T., JR. (1977), B,A., Princeton Univ ; MBA,
Harvard Univ.; Adj. Prof, in Bus. Admin.

BEAVERS, ALEX (1977), BE., Vanderbilt Univ.; M.S., Ph.D.,

Univ. of Houston, MBA,, Boston Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech.

and Admin.

BEIM, AL (1977), B.S., O, State Univ
, MP A , George Wash

Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin,

BELL, ROBERT (1977), B.A,, 0. Wesleyan Univ,; Lect. in

Math., Stat, and Comp, Sc,

BENNETT, LAWRENCE T. (1969), B.A., The Amer. Univ.;

J.D., Wash. Coll. of Law; Adj. Prof, in Admin, of Justice.

BENNETT, WILLIS (1969), Lect. in Music

BENTLEY-MUSSEN, JOAN (1977), B,A , George Mason
Univ.; MA,, Univ. of Conn,; Lect, in Sociol,

BEQUAI, AUGUST (1976), B,A., MA,, NY Univ,; J.D.. The
Amer, Univ.; Prof, Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

BERG, SHELLEY (1976), Adj. Prof, in Pert Arts.

BIERMAN, MARTIN I. (1972), A.B., Univ, of Mich,; J D ,

Wayne State Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

BLACK, BARBARA (1977), B.A., Barnard Coll.; J.D., Colum-

bia Univ,, Lect. in Law,

BLACK UYLESS (1975), B,S ,
Univ. of N, Mex , M.S., The

Amer, Univ,; Lect. in Tech, and Admin,

BLACKWELL, WILLIAM S. (1976). B.A ,
Univ. of Richmond;

Lect, inComm.

BLAU, THOMAS (1967), B.A,, NY, Univ.; MA., Ph.D., Univ.

of Chic,; Ad), Prof, in Govt, and Pub, Admin.

BLONG, CLAIR K. (1969), B,A., Loras Coll.; MA,, Marquette

Univ,, Prof, Lect, in Admin, of Justice,

BOCANER, LAWRENCE M. (1975), BSc, Juillard Sch. of

Music, M.Mus., Univ. of Colo,, Prof. Lect. in Music,

BOOTHMAN, DONALD (1970), B.A , OberlinColl.; Prof. Lect.

in Mus.

BOSAK, VINCENT J. (1973), B.S., Univ. of Scranton; M.A.,

The Amer, Univ.; Prof, Lect, inTech, and Admin,

BOUL, JACK (1969), Certif., Cornish Sch. of Art; Adj. Prof, of

Art.

BRADY, KEVIN J. (1976). B.A., Boston Coll.; M.A., Tufts Univ.;

Lect. in Lit,

BRANDT, GEORGE D. (1977), B.S., Univ. of Ore , J.D., Wil-

lamette Univ,, Prof, Lect, in Admin, of Justice.

BRIDGES, GEORGE S. (1977), B.A., Univ. of Wash,; M.A.,

Ph D,, Univ, of Pa., Lect, in Admin, of Justice.

BRIGHT, CORNELIA M. (1977), B.A., Fla. A & M Univ.; M.S.,

The Amer, Univ
;
Lect. inTech. and Admin.

BRINER, LAMAR L. (1977), B.S.M E., Stanford Univ.;

MS T,M
,
The Amer. Univ,; Lect, inTech. and Admin.

BROADUS, W. A., JR. (1976), B S., Eastern Ky. Univ.; M.S.A.,

George Wash, Univ,; Prof, Lect, in Bus, Admin,

BROWN, DAVID C. (1977), B.A., The Amer. Univ.; MA., M.

Phil,, PhD,, Rutgers Univ,; Adj. Prof, in Govt, and Pub. Admin,

BROWN, ELLIOTT A. (1977), B.A., Univ. of Vt.; M.A., Col-

umbia Univ,, Ad), Prof, in Admin, of Justice.

BROWN, HERBERT R. (1977), B.S , M.A., NY. Univ.; Ed.D,,

The Amer, Univ., Prof, Lect, in Bus, Admin,

BRUCK, NICHOLAS, K. (1969), B A., MBA., Ph D., Vienna

Sch. of Econ., MA,, Duke Univ., Adj. Prof, of Econ.

BUNCH, LONNIE G. II (1976), B A , M.A., The Amer. Univ.;

Lect. in Hist.

BURGER, ARTHUR D. (1977), B.A , The Amer, Univ.; J.D.,

George Wash, Univ,; Lect, in Law

BURNS, JAMES L. (1974), B A , W, Va. Univ,, MS,, The Amer.

Univ,, Prof, Lect, inTech, and Admin,

BUSHNILL, MARY 0. (1975), BA., Univ. of Md., Lect. in

Psych,

CALFEE, WILLIAM H. (1944), Phillips Gallery; Ecole des

Beaux Arts; Catholic Univ., Adj. Prof, of Art

CARROLL, WALTER F. (1975), B.A , MA, The Amer. Univ.;

Lect, in Sociol.

CASCIO, CHARLES E. (1976), B.S. Wagner Coll., M.A., The

Amer, Univ,, Lect. inComm.

380
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CASSIDY, JEANNE T. (1970). BS . Columbia Univ
, MA,

Sarah Lawrence Coll.; Prof. Lect. In Lit

CATRAVAS, GEORGE N. (1967). D Ch . Unlv of Athens.

Ph D . Univ of Leeds. D Sc, Univ, of Paris: Adj Prof, of Biol.

CELEDON, EILEEN 1^. (1977). B S . Georgetown Univ.; Lect

in English Lang

CHABOT, PHILIP L.,JR. (1977). B A . J D.. Univ. of Va ; Lect

In Law.

CHAKARJI, MIKHAEL HANNA (1976), B.A., Halgazian Coll

(Beirut); M.A., Eastern N. Mex. Univ ; Lect. In Math., Stat, and

Comp. Sc.

CHALIFOUX, JEANNE (1963), Curtis Inst, of Mus.; Lect. In

Mus.

CHAMBLISS, JOHN C. (1970), BS . US Naval Acad
,

B.S.E.E.. U.S. Naval Postgrad. Sch.; M.S.E., Univ. of Mich.;

Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

CHRISTENSEN, WALLACE A. (1976), A.B , Boston Coll;

J.D., Harvard Univ.; Lect. In Law.

CIRAFICI, PETER (1976), AAS . Brooklyn Coll.; B.S.B.A..

Univ. of Bridgeport; M.S., Univ. of Miami; Prof. Lect. In Bus.

Admin

CLARK, RALPH (1977), B.S.. East Tenn. State Unlv; MS..

The Amer Univ.; Lect. In Tech. and Admin.

CLARK, ROLF H. (1976). B.S.. Yale Univ.; M.S., U.S. Naval

Postgrad Sch.; Ph.D . Univ. of Mass.; Adj. Prof, of Govt, and

Pub Admin.

CLARKSON, DONALD (1970). B.A., M.S.W., Howard Univ.;

Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

COCHRANE, SHIRLEY GRAVES (1974), A.B., Agnes Scott

Coll.; M.A., Johns Hopkins Univ.; Lect. In Lit.

COHAN, CAROL F. (1 972), B.A., Unlv of Md.; M.A.. Columbia

Univ.; Lect. In Lit.

COLLURA. JANE (1975). B.A.. Unlv. of Md.; M.A., Catholic

Univ.; Lect. in Lit.

COHEN, JONATHAN S. (1966). B.A.. Yale Univ.; LL.B.. Univ

of Pa.; LL.M., NY. Univ.; Adj Prof, of Law.

COHN, SHERMAN L. (1971). B.S.F.S.. J.D., LL.M.. George-

town Univ.; Adj Prof, of Law.

COKER, C. F. W. (1977). A.B., M.S., Unlv. of N.C.; Prof. Lect.

in Hist.

CONTOS, HARRY (1977), B.A., Northeastern Univ.; M.S..

George Wash. Univ.; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

COOPER, GERTRUDE V. (1974). B.S.. MA. Columbia Univ.;

Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Adj. Prof, in Psych.

COUGHLIN, MATTHEW N. (1975), A.B., Fairfield Univ.; M.A.,

Vlllanova Univ ; Ph.D., Univ. of Iowa; Prof Lect. In Lit.

COULTER, WINIFRED R. (1977), B.A., MA., PhD ,
The

Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Educ.

COWEN, SHEILA R. (1974), A.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll.; M.A.,

Ph.D.. Univ, of Pa.; Prof. Lect. in Educ.

COX, LAWRENCE H. (1977), B.Sc, Manhattan Coll.; PhD
,

Brown Univ.; Prof. Lect. In Math., Stat, and Comp. Sc.

CROWN, DAVID A. (1971), B.S., Union Coll.; M.Crlm.,

D.Crlm.. Unlv. of Calif. (Berkeley); Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Jus-

tice.

CUMMINGS, W. JOSEPH (1977). M.A.. Unlv of Cincinnati;

M.A., Ph.D.. Emory Univ.; Prof. Lect. In Phil, and Rel.

CUMMINGS, WILLIAM B. (1977), B.A., Randolph-Macon

Coll.; LLB., Unlv. ofVa.; Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

CUTHBERT, ADELE W. (1977), B.A., Univ. of Minn.; Ph.D..

Univ. of Calif. (Berkeley); Prof. Lect in Admin, of Justice.

D

DAHMS, JOSEPH F. (1975). B.A., Whittier Coll.; M.A.. Calif.

State Univ.; Lect. In Econ.

DAILEY, STEPHANIE R. (1974). B.A., M.A., U.C.L.A.; Cerlif.,

Unlv. of Bordeaux; Certif., Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. in

English Lang.

DAL-AL, FAKIRCHAND J, (1977), BA, B Com , M.Com.,

LL.B., Univ of Bombay; MBA., Unlv of of Md ; Lect. in Bus.

Admin.

DAS, NOVEEN D. (1975), BS, Forman Chnstlan Coll ; B.S.,

M S.S . The Punjab Univ.; Ph D., The Amer. Univ.; Adj. Prof, in

Chem
DAVID, LEO (1961). AB, George Wash. Univ; MBA, How-

ard Univ.; Prof. Lect. In Bus. Admin,

DAVIS, CHARLES M. (1961), A B.. MS., Catholic Univ.; Adj,

Prof In Phys

DAWSON, DOUGLAS M. (1973), B.A., MA, The Amer Univ.;

Lect. in Mus

DELANEY, JAMES A. (1976), BA., MS., Sou III. Univ.; Lect.

in Govt, and Pub Admin

DELUCA, SALVATRICE (1975), B.S., Georgetown Univ.;

Lect. in English Lang.

DEPRIEST, DOUGLAS (1976), BS , Hampton Inst ; M.S.,

Univ. of Tenn.; Ph D., The Amer Univ ; Prof Lect. In Math..

Stat and Comp. Sc

DIRDA, MICHAEL D. (1975). B A ,
Oberlln Coll ; M.A., Cornell

Univ.; Prof Lect in Lit.

DONAHUE, MORAIMA DE SEMPRUM (1973), B.A., As-

sumption Coll. (Madrid); MA. Unlv. of Rochester; Ph.D..

George Wash. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

DOSKOW, MINNA (1975), B S., MS, CC.N Y.; MA. Unlv. of

Conn.; PhD .
Unlv. of Md.;Prof Lect. in Lit.

DOUGLAS, MILTON C. (1970), B.S., DC. Teachers Coll.;

Lect. In Admin of Justice.

DRINKA, BRIDGET ANNE (1977), B.A., Univ of III
; MS.,

Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. In English Lang.

DUBOIS, DAVID (1975), B S.. Ind Unlv. of Pa ; MS . Ph D.,

The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. In Educ.

DUGAN, DENNIS (1976). B S.. Crelghton Univ ; Ph.D.. Brown

Unlv ; Adj. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

DUNN, CHRISTOPHER S. (1977). B.A.. Colgate Univ ; M.A.,

Ph.D.. S.U. NY. (Albany); Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

DUNN, NAN B. (1966), BS N.E , MSN, Catholic Univ.; Adj.

Prof of Nursing.

DWYER, JEAN F. (1977), A.B., LL.B., George Wash. Univ.;

Lect. in Law

DWYER, MARGARET (1977), BA., S.U NY. (Albany); M.A.,

S.U.NY. (Cortland); Prof. Lect. of English Lang.

EAGLE, HAZEL, M. (1973), MA., Unlv. of Cambridge; Dipl.

Edu., Unlv. of Oxford; Lect. In Lit.

ELLWOOD, JOHN W. (1976), A.B.. Franklin and Marshall

Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D., Johns Hopkins Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Govt, and

Pub. Admin.

ENGER, NORMAN (1966), BA , C.C.N. Y.; MA, Columbia

Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

EYCK, F. GUNTHER (1957), B A, Alma Coll.; M.A., Ph.D.,

NY. Univ.; M.S., Columbia Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Internal. Service.

FALBAUM, BERTRAM S. (1977), B.S., Calif. State Univ (Los

Angeles); M.P.A., Syracuse Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Jus-

tice.

FANTASIA, SAVERIO C. (1977), B.S., Georgetown Univ.;

M.S., S.U. NY.; Lect in Admin, of Justice.

FARMER, DAVID (1976), B.S.. Unlv. of London; MA., Unlv.

of Toronto; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice

FARSAKH, YUSIF (1976), B.A.. Amer. Internat. Coll.; M.A..

The Univ. of Mass.; Lect. of Math .
Stat, and Comp. Sc.

FAULKNER, HEATHER (1973). B.A., Unlv of Birmingham;

MA, George Wash. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Lit.

FEIN, SARA BECK (1977). B.A., MS. Ph D.. Fla State Univ.;

Prof. Lect. in Soc.
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FERREN, ANN (1971), A.B.. Radcliffe Coll ; MAT, Harvard

Univ.; Ed.D., Boston Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Educ.

FIELD, STANLEY (1952), BA., Brooklyn Coll.; Adj. Prof, of

Comm.

FILIPOFF, BORIS A. (1974). B.A., Leningrad Oriental Inst.;

I^.A., Leningrad Inst, of Industrial Construction; Adj Prof, of

Lang, and For. Studies.

FINZEL, W. JACK (1977), B.S., M.S., Thie Amer. Univ ;
Prof.

Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

FISCHEL, JUD A. (1972), B.A., MS., Thie Amer Univ.; Lect.

in Admin, of Justice

FISCHER, MARTIN (1975), B.A., Univ. of N.H.; MS., Fla.

State Univ.; MAS, Ph D , Sou. Methodist Univ.; Prof. Lect. in

Tech and Admin.

FISHBEIN, MYER (1977), B.S., C.C.N.Y.; M.A., The Amer.

Univ.; Adj. Prof of Hist.

FLETCHER, JUANITA D. (1975), B.A., Xavier Univ.; MA,
Columbia Univ; Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Comnty.

Studies.

FLOWERS, DAVID M. (1970), B M., MM, Univ. of Mich.;

Prof. Lect. in Mus.

FOGASH, KENNETH A. (1968), B.S., Pa. State Univ.; M.B.A.,

George Wash. Univ., Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

FORD, LEWIS S. (1977), A.B.. A.M., Ph D., Yale Univ.; Adj.

Prof in Phil, and Rel

FORREST, SIDNEY S. (1962), Juilliard Sch. of Mus.; B.A.,

Univ. of Miami; M.A., Columbia Univ.; Adj. Prof of Mus.

FRANK, JANET E. (1972), B.A., Barnard Coll.; Prof. Lect. in

Mus.

FRANKLIN, HERBERT M. (1974), B.A., J.D.. Harvard Univ.;

Adj. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

FREDENBERGER, WILLIAM E. (1977), B.A., George Wash.

Univ.; J.D., The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

FREDERICKSON, JAMES R. (1976), A.B.S., Central Tex.

Coll.; B.S., Univ. of Md.; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

GALLOWAY, L. THOMAS (1976), B.A., Fla. State Univ.; J.D.,

Univ. of Va.; Lect. in Law.

GARDINER, WILLIAM A., JR. (1972), B.A„ Loyola Coll ; MA.,

Purdue Univ.; Ph.D., Univ. of Md.; Lect. in Lit.

GIMLIN, JOAN (1973), B.A., Vassar Coll.; M.A., George

Wash. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Lit.

GLENNON, JOHN P. (1975), B.A., Kings Coll.; M.A., Univ. of

Scranton, Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

GLOWER, CARLOS (1977), B.A., Hunter Coll.; M.A., S U NY.
(Binghamton); Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Econ.

GLYNN, GREGORY C. (1977), B.S., Coll. of the Holy Cross;

M.S., LL.B., Yale Univ.; Lect. in Law.

GODSON, SUSAN H. (1977), B.A., George Mason Univ.;

M.A., The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Hist.

GOLDHAR, JOEL (1973), B.Ch.E., Rensselaer Polytech. Inst.,

M.B.A., Harvard Univ.; D.B.A., George Wash. Univ , Prof Lect.

in Tech. and Admin.

GOOD, JANE E. (1977). B.A., Wittenberg, Univ ; MAT.,
Brown Univ.; Lect. in Hist.

GOODALE, RICHARD W. (1970). A.B., George Wash. Univ.;

M.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

GORMAN, MICHAEL M. (1976). BA, St. Bernard Coll.; M.A..

Univ. of Md.; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

GRAY, ROBERT N. (1975). B.A., Kent State Univ.; N.C.P.O.
State Univ

; Prof. Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

GREENBAUM, SAMUEL M. (1971). J D.. LL.M . Georgetown
Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Law.

GREENBAUM, ROBERT (1976). B.A., Herbert H. Lehman
Coll.; J.D.. Univ. of Fla.; LL.M., Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect.

in Admin, of Justice.

GREGORY, ROGER (1972), B.A., M.S.C.A., The Amer. Univ.;

Lect. in Comm.

GRONER, ELIZABETH (1977). B S .
Univ. of Wise; Lect. in

Lang, and For. Studies.

GROSS, MARY (1977). B.A.. Cornell Coll.; Dipl. in Med. Tech..

St. Luke's Methodist Hospital; M.A.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof.

Lect. in Biol.

GUIBERT, MARY C. (1977), B.A.. Purdue Univ.; Lect. in Lang.

and For. Studies.

H

HAAR, JERRY (1977). B A . The Ameri. Univ.; Ed.M.. Johns

Hopkins Univ.; Ph.D.. Columbia Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Internal.

Service.

HABERMAN, JOSHUA O. (1973). B.A.. Univ. of Cincinnati;

B.H.L.. M.H.L.. DHL.. Hebrew Union Coll.; Lect. in Phil, and

Rel.

HAHN, LAVERN J. (1977). B.M E.. Mt. Union Coll.; M.Ed..

Univ, of S.C ; Prof. Lect of Educ.

HALL, ROBERT N. (1977), B.A.. M.A.. Univ. of Wyo.; Ph.D.,

Univ, of Mich.; Adj. Prof, of Comm.
HALLOCK, MARCY M. (1976). B.A.. Univ. of Pa.; J.D ,

Georgetown Univ.. Lect. in Law.

HAMMER, CARL (1963), Ph.D., Univ. of Munich; Adj. Prof, of

Tech. and Admin.

HARDY, ADRIANA A. (1972), B.S.. Fredonia State Teachers

Coll.; Lect. in Mus.

HAROUTOUNIAN, JOANNE B. (1975), BA., Trenton State

Coll.; MA, The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Mus.

HAROUTOUNIAN, WILLIAM (1973), Lect. in Mus.

HARRIS, R. BAINE (1977), B A., MA,, The Univ. of Richmond;

M.A., Emory Univ.; Ph.D., Temple Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Phil and

Rel.

HARRIS, DAVID R. (1973), B.S., B.A., Carnegie-Mellon Univ.;

M.A., Tex Christian Univ.; Ph.D.. O. State Univ.; Prof. Lect. in

Tech. and Admin.

HARRISON, HARRY (1976). B.S . US. Air Force Acad.; M.S..

Univ. of Ariz.. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

HART, LOUISA G. (1976). B.A.. Vassar Coll.; M.A.. The Amer.

Univ.; Lect in Comm.
HARTER, PHILIP J. (1975), MA.. Univ. of Rochester; Adj.

Prof, in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

HAUGE, SHARON K. (1975). B.A.. Fort Hays Kans. State

Coll.; M.S.. Okla. State Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Math.. Stat, and

Comp Sc.

HAYNIE, RONALD M. (1970), B.A., M.F.A.. The Amer. Univ.;

Prof. Lect. in Art.

HECLO, HUGH (1977), B.A., George Wash. Univ.; Ph.D., Yale

Univ.; Adj. Prof, in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

HEINTZE, JAMES (1974), Peabody Conservatory; B.S., Loy-

ola Coll., M.A., The Amer. Univ.; M.L.S., Univ. of Md.; Lect. in

Mus.

HESCHL, WILLIAM (1976), B.S., Miami Univ.; M.S., U.S. Na-

val Postgrad. Sch.; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

HICKS, LLOYD W. (1975). A.B.. Coll. of William and Mary;

Corcoran Sch of Art; M.F.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Art.

HILLMAN, JOHN J. (1975). B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.. The Amer.

Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Phys.

HIRSCH, CHARLES O. (1976), B.S., US. Naval Acad.; M.S..

U.S. Air Force Inst, of Tech.; MB. A.. George Wash. Univ.; Lect.

in Tech. and Admin.

HIRSH, HAROLD (1973). M.D.. Georgetown Univ.; J.D.. The

Amer. Univ., Lect. in Law.

HOBEN, SUSAN J. (1977), B.A., Wellesley Coll.; M.A.. Ph.D..

Univ, of Rochester; Adj, Prof, of Anthro,

HOESCHEN, DANIEL C. (1977). B A,. Central Wash. State

Coll.; M.A.. Western Mich. Univ.; Lect. in Soc.

HOHMAN, JOHN T. (1975), BA , Culver-Stockton Coll.; M.A.,

D.Ed.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus, Admin.

HOKE, CHARLES H. (1971), B.S.. Univ. of Rochester; M.P.A.,

The Amer. Univ.. Prof Lect, in Tech. and Admin.
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HOLLANDER, ELAINE K. (1970), B A.. Goucher Coll.; M.Ed..

Ph.D.. The Amer Univ : Adj. Prof. ofSociol.

HOLLY, DAVID C. (1977). B.S.. Johns Hopkins Univ ; M.A..

Univ. of Md . Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Internal.

Service.

HOPLIN, HERMAN (1976). B.S.. St. Cloud State Coll.; M.B.A..

Syracuse Univ.. M.A.. D.B.A.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof. Lect.

in Tech. and Admin.

HORLICK, RUEBEN 8. (1971). B.S.. Brooklyn Coll.; M.S..

C.C.N. Y; Ph D.. NY Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

HOROWITZ, JUDITH ANNE (1972). B.A.. M.A.. Syracuse

Univ.; Prof. Lect in Educ.

HOROWITZ, LENORE W. (1977). A.B., Brov^n Univ.; Ph.D..

Cornell Univ : Prof. Lect. in Lit.

HOWARD, ROBERT T. (1976). B.S.. Northwestern Univ.;

M.S.. Tex. A & M Univ ; M.M.A.S.. Command and General Staff

Coll.; Lect. in Math.. Stat. andComp. Sc.

HOWARD, SIDNEY (1976). B.A.. M.B.A.. George Wash. Univ.;

Prof. Lect. in Bus Admin.

HOWELL, GEORGE EMORY (1973). A.B.. Johns Hopkins

Univ.; J D , Univ of Md.; Prof Lect. in Bus. Admin.

HOWERTON, PAUL W. (1962). Certif.. Univ. of Calcutta; Cer-

tif., Univ of Beirut; Ph.D., Northwestern Univ.; Adj. Prof, of

Tech. and Admin.

HUHN.NAN ROSS (1969). B.A., Harpur Coll.; J.D. The Amer.

Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

HYSOM, JOHN (1975), B S.B.A.. Univ. of Kans.; M.B.A.. Univ.

of Mo.; Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. of Bus. Admin.

INGERSHEIM, ROY H. (1971). B.S . Univ. of Pittsburgh; M.S..

The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect in Tech. and Admin.

INGRAM, LINDA (1977). B.A.. Wake Forest Univ.; M.A.. Univ.

of Md ; Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

IRVINE, LORNA M. (1977). B.A.. McMaster Univ ; MA. Car-

leton Univ.. Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Lit.

JACOBSON, MAURICE (1977). BA, Univ of Denver; Adj.

Prof, in Comm.
JACOBSON, RICHARD L (1977). J.D.. Univ. of Sou. Calif.;

Lect. in Law

JARVINEN, DOROTHY C. (1976), Inst, of Musical Art; Juil-

liard Sch of Mus.; Lect. in Mus.

JOHNSON, BERT W. (1976). Ph.B.. Univ of Wise; Adj. Prof.

of Govt, and Pub Admin.

JOHNSON, CAROLYN M. (1977), B.A.. Univ. of Okla.; MS .

The Amer. Univ ; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

JONAS, LINDA (1971), B.M., Curtis Inst, of Mus.; M.M.. DM..

Yale Univ ; Lect. in Mus.

JONES, SUSAN (1977). B.A.. Syracuse Univ.; Lect. in Comm.

JONES, WILLIAM 8. (1977). BA, Emory and Henry Coll;

Ph.D.. Univ. of Va.; Ph.D.. Vandertiilt Univ.; Prof Lect. in Phil.

and Rel

JONES, WILLIAM (1975), B.S.. M.A.. Syracuse Univ.; Adj.

Prof, in Comm.

JORGENSEN, ROBERT R. (1972). B.S.. D.V.M.. M.P.H.. Univ.

of Minn.; MA. US. Naval Postgrad. Sch.; Lect. in Tech. and

Admin.

K

KANE, N. STEPHEN (1977). B.A.. M.A.. Temple Univ.; Ph.D..

Univ. of Colo ; Prof Lect. in Hist.

KELLY, GILES M. (1975). B.A.. Williams Coll.; M.PA. Prin-

ceton Univ.. Adj. Prof, of Physical Educ.

KENNEY, WILLIAM S. (1977). J.D., LL.M., Suffolk Univ.; Lect.

in Law

KENNY. JOHN JOSEPH. Ill (1977). B.S . Western Mich.

Univ ; M S A . George Wash Univ . Lect. in Tech. and Admin

KEY, KERIM KAMI (1977). B.Sc. Robert Coll.; M.A.. Univ of

Calif (Berkeley); Ph.D.. The Amer. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Internal.

Service

KIDD. MILTON (1974). B A . M.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Lect in

Mus

KING, ELLEN B. (1975), B.A.. Boston Univ.; M.A.. The Amer.

Univ.. Lect_iP English Lang.

KIRSCHNER, ROBERT A. (1977). B.A., Univ. of Sou. Fla.;

MA.. Ph
,
The Amer. Univ ; Prof. Lect. in Internal. Service.

KLEINER, FREDRIC B. (1977). B S.. C.C.N.Y ; MA. Ph D..

State Univ
: Prof Lect. in Educ.

KLINE, THOMAS R. (1977). B.A.. J.D.. Columbia Univ.; Lect.

in Law.

KNIPPLER, ILSE M. (1970). BA. Paedagog Inst. Jugenheim;

MA.. The Amer Univ.; Lect. in Lang, and For. Studies.

KOBACK, GEORGE J. (1967). B.C.S . M C.S.. Benjamin

Franklin Univ : M.F A.. Catholic Univ ; Prof. Lect. in Tech and

Admin,

KOLB, EDWARD J. (1972). B.S.. Univ. of Iowa; M.S.. The

Amer. Univ.; Ph.B., Northwestern Univ.; Lect. in Tech. and Ad-

min.

KRAFT, STEPHEN 8. (1958). A.B.. Bucknell Univ.; Adj. Prof.

of Art.

KRAMER, MARSHALL H. (1964). BEE.. Rensselaer Poly-

tech Inst.; M E E . NY. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

KRANZ, HARRY (1975). B. Litt.. State Univ.. Rutgers; J.D..

Ph.D.. The Amer Univ ; Adj. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

KRIEGER, FREDERICK M. (1977). BA. Univ of Pa.; J.D..

Emory Univ.; Lect. in Law.

KULLBACK, JOSEPH H. (1970). A.A.. A.B.. George Wash.

Univ.; M.S.. Ph.D.. Stanford Univ ; Prof. Lect. in Math.. Stat,

and Comp. Sc.

LANDAU, ROBERT M. (1965). B.S.E.E.. Ind. Tech. Coll.; B.S.,

M PA.. LL.B.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. In Tech. and Admin.

LANE, JOHN J. (1975). BA. St. Johns Coll.; M.BA. Texas

A & M Univ.. Lect in Tech. and Admin.

LASKO, JOANNE (1977). B.A.. Pomona Coll.; Ph.D.. The

Amer Univ : Prot Lect. in Lit.

LAURENT, LAWRENCE (1964), Adj. Prof, of Comm.
LAU8IER, SISTER LUCY M. (1977). B.A.. M.A.. The Amer.

Univ.; Prof. Lect, m Lang, and For. Studies.

LAZAR, ARPAD VON (1 977). Adj. Prof, of Internal. Service.

LEE, MARY ELLEN (1976). B.A.. Notre Dame Coll.: MA,
MS. Georgetown Univ.. Prof. Lect. in English Lang.

LECKIE, HUBERT (1957). Crane Coll.; Art Inst; Adj. Prof, of

Art.

LENHART, JAMES T. (1976). J.D.. Columbia Univ.; Lect. in

Law.

LEVINE, HARVEY (1976). B.B.A., Univ. of Pittsburgh; MBA.
Duguesne Univ : Ph D., Ttie Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus.

Admin.

LEVINE, RUTH E. (1975). B.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. LecL

in Art.

LIEBLICH, JEROME F. (1973). B.A.. Colgate Univ.; J.D..

LL.B.. Harvard Univ ; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

LINDHEIM, JEANNIE (1977). BA. Boston Univ.; M.A.. Univ.

of Calif.; M.F.A.. Brandeis Univ.; Adj. Prof of Pert. Arts.

LIPSETT, MISSY (1977). M.F.A.. Yale Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Art.

LOEB, MARCIA JOAN (1975). B.A.. Brooklyn Coll.; M.S.. Cor-

nell Univ.; Ph.D.. Univ. of Md.; Prof Lect. in Biol.

LOGAN, JIMMIE J. (1970). B S.E E.. M.S.E.E.. Sou. Methodist

Unrv.; D.Sc. George Wash. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Ad-

min.

LOUGHMAN, ROSEMARY (1975). BA, Univ. of Detroit;

M.S.. Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. in English Lang.
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LURIA, DAVID (1975). A.B., Princeton Univ.; J.D., George-

town Univ.; Prof Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

LYTLE, DAVID (1972), B.A., Univ. of Va.; LL.B., Yale Univ.;

Lect. of Law.

M
MACKENTHUN, KENNETH MARSH (1973), B.A., Coll. of

Emporia; M.A., Univ. of III; Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

MACMULLAN, CAROLINE (1973), B.A., Univ. of Wasfi.;

Lect. in Lit.

MANN, EVERETT E. (1974), B.A., U.C.L.A.; Ivl A., Ore State

Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

MARASCO, LINDA (1977), B.A., C.C.N. Y.; M. Phil., Ph.D.,

Columbia Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

MARCELLUS, JOHN R. (1968), B.S., Univ. of Md.; Prof. Lect.

in Mus.

MARINENKO, GEORGE (1974), B.S., MS, Ph.D., The Amer.

Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Chem.

MARLOW, JOHN E. (1968), B.A., The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect.

in Mus.

MARTIN, FREDERICK T. (1970), B.A., Univ of Md., M PA.,

The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

MCCARTHY, RICHARD (1977), B.A., C.C.N. Y.; Lect. in Econ.

MCGIFFERT, ENUD (1977), B.A., Manhattanville Coll. of the

Sacred Heart; M.S., Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. in English

Lang

MCPHAIL, WELDON (1977), B.A., Howard Univ.; MA., Cath-

olic Univ.; Adj. Prof, in Admin of Justice.

MCSORLEY, JOSEPH F. (1977), A.B., J.D , Georgetown

Univ., Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

MEHLER, BARRY (1972), B.A., Univ. of Richmond; M.B.A.,

The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

MEISNERE, ARTHUR S. (1973), B.A., Univ. of Ga.; J.D., Univ.

of N.C.; Lect. in Bus. Admin.

MERRICK, ROSWELL D. (1970), B.S., Springfield Coll.; M.A.,

N.Y. Univ.; Ed. P., Boston Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Physical Educ.

MERZ, ALBERT (1972), B. Mus., Univ. of Rochester; M.Mus.,

Catholic Univ.; Lect. of Mus.

MIDKIFF, CHARLES R., JR. (1977), B.S , M.S., M.S., George

Wash Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

MIGNOGNA, EUGENE MARC (1977), A.B., Princeton Univ.;

M.S., Ph.D., The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Math., Stat, and

Comp Sc.

MILLER, EUGENE E. (1976), A.B., Coll. of the Holy Cross;

M.A., Univ. of Wise; M.S.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Ad-

min, of Justice.

MILLER, GAIL (1977), B.A., Muhlenberg Coll.; J.D., The Amer.

Univ.; Lect. in Bus. Admin.

MILLER, VIVIAN C. (1971), B.S., DC. Teachers Coll.; MA.,
George Wash. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Comnty. Studies.

MILLSTEIN, HERBERT (1977), B.S., Univ of III.; MBA.,
U.C.L.A.; Adj. Prof, of Bus. Admin.

MILSTEAD, ROGER C. (1974), B.S., J.D , The Amer Univ.;

Prof Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

MONDZAC, STEPHANIE P. (1975), A.A , George Wash.
Univ., B.A., Barnard Coll.; M.A., Univ. ofVt., Lect. in Lit.

MONROE, FREDERICK F. (1975), B.A., Amherst Coll., M.S.,

The Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. of Biol.

MONTEMEZZI, MARCO A. (1973). MA.. The Amer Univ
;

Lect. in Math.. Stat, and Comp. Sc.

MOORE, DAVID (1977). B.S., The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Econ.

MOORE, JOSEPH E. (1976). B A . Duquesne Univ
. MA, O

Univ., MP, A., Harvard Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

MOORE, ROBERT M. (1973), B A., W. Va Wesleyan Coll.;

M.A., Univ. of Md.; Ph.D., Kent Slate Univ.; Prof. Lect in Lit.

MORGENSTERN, BRUCE (1977), B.S., Boston Univ ; M.S.,

M.I.T.; Lect. in Math., Stat and Comp. Sc.

MOSS, LARRY J. (1977), B.A., Univ. of Redlands; M.Div
,

Union Theological Seminary; Lect. in Admin of Justice.

MOULTON, HARLAND B. (1970), B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D.. Univ. of

Minn.; Adj. Prof, of Internal. Service.

MOUNTFORD, MARY MCINTYRE (1977). B.A., George

Wash. Univ.; Lect. in Phil, and Rel.

MUELLER, ROSE ANNA M. (1977), B.A., Hunter Coll.; M.A.,

Ph.D., C.U.N. Y., Prof. Lect. in Lit.

MUGHISUDDIN, MOHAMMED (1969). B.A.. M.A., Ph D , The

Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Internat. Service.

MULLER, RICHARD L. (1971), B.S., Queens Coll.; Lect. in

Tech. and Admin.

MURPHY, BETTY S. (1972), B.A , O. State Univ.; J.D., The

Amer. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Law.

N

NEEDLE, JUNE (1976), B.S., Univ. of III., M.A.. Georgetown

Univ.; Lect. inComm.

NELSON, STEWART B. (1975), B.S., The Amer. Univ.;

MM. A., Univ. of R.I., Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

NEUGENT, HARRY W. (1973), B.A., Univ. of Conn ; M S.T.M.,

The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

NEWLIN, LOUISA (1977), B.A., Radcliffe Coll.; MAT., Johns

Hopkins Univ., M.A., The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Lit.

NEWMAN, NEIL (1972), AB, Bates Coll.; LL.B., Boston

Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

NEWMAN, RUTH (1975), BA , State Univ.. Rutgers; M.A..

George Wash. Univ., Ph D., Univ. of Md ; Adj. Prof of Psych.

NISHIDA, MASAHITO (1966). B.A., Columbia Union Coll;

Lect. in Physical Educ.

o
OBERLE, MARTHA ANN (1977). A.B.. Chestnut Hill Coll.;

M.A.. S.U.N.Y. (New Paltz); Lect. in Lit.

O'BRIEN, GERALD D. (1951), B.S., George Wash. Univ.,

LL.B., The Amer. Univ., M.P.L., National Univ.; Adj. Prof, of

Law.

OLIVER, PAUL A. (1971), B.S., Univ. of Md.; M.S., O. State

Univ.; Ph.D., Univ. of N.C.; Prof. Lect. of Math., Stat, and Comp.

Sc.

ORDOUKHANI, NASSER K. (1977), M.S., Sch. of Agriculture

(Teheran); M.A., Coll. of Educ. (Teheran); M.S., Ph.D., N.C.

State Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Econ.

O'ROURKE, DONALD J. (1965), A.A , Grant Tech. Coll.; B.A.,

Sacramento State Coll., B.A.. Calif. State Coll.; Prof. Lect. in

Tech and Admin

OTIS, NANCY H. (1976), B.A., St. Lawrence Univ.; Lect. in

English Lang.

OWENS, EDGAR (1977). A.B.. Dickinson Coll.; Adj. Prof of

Internat. Service.

OXMAN, KAYJA (1976), Certif , The Acad, of Munich; Cert.,

The Royal Coll. of Art, London. Lect. in Art.

PARKER, BARRINGTON (1974). A.B.. Lincoln Univ.; J.D.,

Univ. of Chic; Prof. Lect. in Law.

PARNAS, RICHARD (1977), Curtis Inst of Music; Lect, in

Pert. Arts.

PARRIS, D. ELLIOTT (1970), B.A.. Univ of West Indies; M.A..

Univ. of Calif.; Adj. Prof in Comnty. Studies.

PARRIS, JUDITH (1977). A.B.. Smith Coll.; MA. Ph.D., Col-

umbia Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

PASTORE, MARIO H. (1977), B.A., M.A., Univ. of Wash.;

Lect. in Econ

PAUSON, MARIAN LAGARDE (1977), B.A., Webster Coll.;

M.A., Univ. of Montreal; Ph.D., Tulane Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Phil,

and Rel.
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PAWLOWSKI. ALBERT A. (1977), A A.. Hillyer Coll. BA.
NY Univ , MA, Univ of Conn , Ph D . Purdue Univ , Ad] Prof

of Admin of Justice

PEAKE, HAROLD J. (1977). BS E E . Va. Polytech Inst
:

MS E E ,
Univ of Md.: M.E.A , George Wash. Univ . Lect in

Tech and Adnnin

PERKINS, MARY KAY (1977). A.A . MiamiDade Jr. Coll.,

B.A., Fla Internat Univ , Lect. in Econ.

PEYSER, HEDY J. (1976), B A ,
Brooklyn Coll . M S.W . How-

ard Univ . Prof Lect in Sociol

PHALEN, THOMAS D. (1967). A B . Hunter Coll . M.A.. The

Amer Univ , Prof Lect in Tech. and Admin.

PHILLIPS, ELDA (1977). B A , Hunter Coll , M.A., The Amer.

Univ . Lee! m Lang arid For Studies.

PHILLIPS, REED, JR. (1973), B A., State Univ of Iowa: MS,
The Amer Univ,Ad| Prof of Tech and Admm.

PIERMARINI, GASPER (1977), AS, Boston Univ: MA.,

PhD , The Amer Univ . Prof. Lect. in Chem.

PLAVNICK, ROBERT L. (1971). B.A.. Cornell Univ.: Prof.

Lect in Govt and Pub Admin.

PODELL, HAROLD J. (1971). B I E.. M.B.A.. NY. Univ.:

M S E . Univ of Ala : Prof Lect. in Tech. and Admm.

POLLOCK, JESSE (1976). BA . Hofstra Univ : M.S.. North-

eastern Univ , Lect in Math
, Stat. andComp. Sc.

POMRENZE, S. J. (1956), B S , III Inst, of Tech : MA, Univ

of Chic , Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admm
POOLE, JILLIAN (1977). A.B , George Wash Univ.: Ad). Prof

of Perf Arts.

POPPE, CHARLES R., JR. (1970), B S ,
Univ. of Calif (Berke-

ley). MBA George Wash. Univ
:
MA., The Amer. Univ.: Prof.

Lect m Tech andAamm
POSNER, BERNARD (1959). A B ,

Univ of Cincinnati: M.A..

The Amer Univ
,
Ad| Prof, of Comm.

POVICH, SHIRLEY L (1975). Adj Prof of Comm

ROBERTS, A. HOOD (1977). BA . MA. Univ. of Fla.. Ph.D..

Univ of Wise . Adj Prof of English Lang.

ROBINSON, AUBREY E. (1976). BA . LL.B .
Cornell Univ.:

Prof Lect m Law

ROMANO, ROBERT R. (1977). AA.. Del Mar Coll.; B.S..

Southwest Tex State Univ,; M.S.. Univ. of Mich., Prof. Lect. in

Biol.

ROMETT, CAROL (1977). B.A.. M.A.. Univ. of Pittsburgh: Prof.

Lect in English Lang.

RONZETTI, THOMAS (1977). BS E E . Manhattan Coll.;

M E E . Catholic Univ : MS. Johns Hopkins Univ.; M.A.. Univ.

of Md.: Prof Lect m Bus. Admm
ROONEY, JOHN J. (1968). BA . Univ of Pittsburgh; M.B.A..

Syracuse Univ
, Ad] Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

ROSEN, BERNARD (1975). B A , MA . Univ of Ala.; Distirv

guished Adj Prof in Residence, Govt, and Pub. Admm.

ROSENBAUM, JON (1977). B A.. Univ of Pa : MA. M.A.L.D..

PhD , Fletcher Sch of Law and Diplomacy: Ad| Prof of In-

ternat. Service

ROWE, WILLIAM D. (1971), B.A.. Wesieyan Univ : M.S.. Univ.

of Pittsburgh: MBA. Univ of Buffalo: Ph D . The Amer. Univ.;

Prof Lect. in Bus. Admm.

RUBIN, ERNEST (1948). B.B.S., C.C.N Y.; MA. Columbia

Univ : Ad) Prof of Math. Stat, and Comp. Sc.

RUDD, IRVING C. (1959). B.S.. Harvard Univ.; M.A.. Columbia

Univ , Ad| Prof, of Bus. Admin.

RUDISILL, CECIL W. (1970). A.B.. Eton Coll.; Lect. in Lit.

RUIZ, RAFAEL (1977). B.A.. St. Gil's Coll.; M.A., St. Charles

Divinity Coll.. M.A.. Lateran Univ.. M.A.. Univ of DC: Prof.

Lect. in Comnty Studies.

RUSSELL, ALBERT (1969). BA ,
Washington Musical Inst.;

MA
.
Union Theological Seminary: Lect. in Mus.

RYAN, REGINA H. (1977), A B., Ph.D., Boston Coll.; M.S..

Northeastern Univ.; Prof Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

R

RABUN, TED M. (1963). B S.. Univ of Fla.; MS.. Univ of III.;

Ad). Prof Of Bus Admm.

RAMSTAD, JAMES M. (1975). B A .
Univ of Minn . J D..

George Wash Univ ,
Prof Lect. in Govt, and Pub Admin

RANNEY, AUSTIN (1977). B.S.. Northwestern Univ. M.A..

Univ of Ore . Ph D . Yale Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Govt and Pub.

Admm
REESE, CHARLES (1975). B S.. Alderson-Broaddus Coll..

M.S. W Va Univ.. Lect. in Sociol

REPH, MARY G. (1977). BS, Univ of Ga ,
Lect in Math.,

Stat and Comp Sc

REYNOLDS, ANTHONY E. (1973). B S . Univ. of Md.; MBA,
The Amer Univ Prof Lect. m Bus. Admm.

RHINEHART, RAYMOND P. 1976). B.A.. Brown Univ.; MA.
Ph.D.. Princeton Univ . Prof Lect. in Lit.

RICE, CAROL A. (1977). B S . Tufts Univ.. M.A.. The Amer

Univ
,
Lect m Admm. of Justice.

RICH, ROBERT M. (1973). BA . Univ. of III.. M.A.. Ph D .
Univ.

of Chic . Ad|. Prof m Admm. of Justice.

RIDKER, CAROL M. (1976). B.A.. Wash Univ .
Prof Lect m

Art

RIEGER. LINDA JANE (1977). B.A.. M.S., Purdue Univ
:
Lect.

in Educ

RIEGER, REBECCA E. (1976), B A ,
Hunter Coll

,
M A

,
Col-

umDia Univ
,
MA ,

Ph D , Catholic Univ., Adj. Prof, m Psych.

RINAMAN, WILLIAM C. (1977). B.S.. Univ. of Calif (Berke-

ley), M A
,
The Amer Univ.; Lect. m Math.. Stat, and Comp Sc

RIVKIN, GOLDIE (1972). B A., RadcliffeColl.: M.C.P .
Harvard

Univ Ad) Prof of Govt and PuD Admm.

ROBBINS, ESTHER (1975), B A.. Jewish Theological Semi-

nary. Lect in Lang and For Studies

ROBERGE, MYRA HIRSH (1975). B.A.. The Amer. Univ.;

M Ed . Western Md. Coll.; Lect. in Educ.

SAINI, UMA (1975). B.A.. Delhi Univ.; M.A.. Indraprastha

Coll.. Lect. in Lang, and For. Studies.

SACHS, ARLINE (1977), B S.. Univ. of III,; M.A., The Amer.

Univ
; Lect in Tech. and Admm.

SANDERS, RALPH (1963). B S F S.. M.S.F.S.. Ph.D., George-

town Univ : Adj Prof, of Govt, and Pub. Admin.

SANDOR, ANDRAS (1975). B A . Szeged Univ.: B. Litt.. Ox-

ford Univ.. Ph.D.. Univ of Sou. Calif.; Adj. Prof, of Lang, and

For Studies.

SAUL, DALE (1977). M.A.. Sch for Internat. Training; Prof.

Lect. m English Lang.

SCALLET, LESLIE J. (1977). B A.. Wash. Unrv.; J.D.. Univ. of

Pa.. Prof- Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

SCHAEFFER, CARL F. (1977). BA. Boston Coll.: MA..

Ph D , Cornell Univ : Prof Lect. in English Lang

SCHAUER, FRANZ P. (1975), BS , US. Military Acad.; M.S..

Ph D . Iowa State Univ : Prof Lect. in Tech. and Admm.

SCHNEIDER, S. JOSEPH (1963). B S.. Long Island Univ.;

MA, NY Univ . Prof Lect of Tech. and Admin.

SCHULTZ, DUANE (1974), BA . Johns Hopkins Univ.; M.A..

Syracuse Univ . Ph D . The Amer. Univ.. Ad). Prof, of Psych.

SCHWARZ, JEROME M. (1976). B.A.. Univ of Calif. (Berke-

ley). Lect. in English Lang.

SCOTT, ROBERT J. (1971). B S.. Air Force Inst, of Tech.;

M.S.E.E.. MS C.S . Ph.D.. Univ. of Mich.. Prof. Lect. in Tech.

and Admin.

SEID, HOWARD A. (1977). BS . M.S.. Lehigh Univ: M.A.,

Ph D
,

Univ of Calif : Prof. Lect m Math.. Slat, and Comp. Sc.

SELF, DONNIE JORDAN (1977). BS . B.A.. Furman Univ.;

MA. Ph D . Univ of N.C: Prof. Lect. in Phil, and Rel.

SHAFFER, ROBERT (1963). A.B.. Oberlin Col.; A.M.. Ph.D..

Harvard Univ.: Adj. Prof of Art
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SHAHIN, GORDON T. (1967), B.S., MBA., Univ of Buffalo;

M.S., Syracuse Univ.; Ph.D., O. State Unlv ; Adj. Prof, of Bus.

Admin.

SHAPIRO, ALLEN F. (1966), OS., MBA, Unlv of Md.; Prof

Lect. in Tech, and Admin.

SHAPIRO, JUDITH (1974). B.A., Barnard Coll.; M.A.. Colum-

bia Univ
,
Lect in Music

SHAPIRO, ROBERT A. (1977), B.A., The Amer Univ., J D ,

Northwestern Univ.. Lect. In Admin, of Justice.

SHELLEY, LOUISE I. (1977), B.A., Cornell Univ ; M.A., Ph.D.,

Univ. of Pa.; Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

SHIRO, EUGENE L. (1975). B.A., M.A., The Amer. Univ.; Adj.

Prof, in Comnty. Studies.

SHORE, JOSEPH N. (1970), B.A., N.Y. Univ
;
M.A., O. State

Univ., Ad). Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

SHUGOLL, MARK (1977), B.A.. M.P.A., The Amer. Univ ; B A.,

Union Coll.. Lect, in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

SIMKOWITZ, LOREN MYLES (1972). MA. The Amer. Univ.;

Prof, Lect, in Bus, Admin,

SISSMAN, PETER L. (1975), B,A., The Amer. Univ.: J.D.,

Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

SMITH, BARRY NELSON (1975). B.S., M.B.A.. Unlv. of West

Fia
,
Lect, in Bus Admin,

SMITH, EDWARDG. (1974), Adj. Prof, of Comnty. Studies,

SMITH, NANCY (1977), B.A., Edgecliff Coll.: M.Ed., Xavier

Univ
;
Lect, in Educ,

SMITH, NOAH M. (1973), B.B.A., George Wash. Univ.; J.D..

Georgetown Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

SONG-BRADFORD, LINDA (1972), A.B.. Univ. of Calif.

(Berkeley); MS, Georgetown Univ.; Prof. Lect. in English Lang.

SOUCEK, SUSAN (1974), B.A., Univ. of DC: Lect. in Soclol.

SPAEDER, ROGER C. (1976), J.D., George Wash. Univ.; Prof.

Lect, in Admin, of Justice.

SPARKS, KENNETH (1973), B.S., M.S., Ph.D.. Syracuse

Univ , J D , George Wash. Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Comm.

SPIELMAN, FRANKIE E. (1972), B.A., Kans. State Teachers

Coll.: M.A., Tex. A&M Univ.; Lect. in Tech, and Admin.

SPOERI, RANDALL K. (1976). B.S.. Calif. Polytech. State

Univ.; M.S.. PhD . Tex. A&M. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Math., Stat.

andComp. Sc.

STANHOPE, THOMAS A. (1967), B.A., Univ. of Md.; MA..

George Wash, Univ,. Lect. in Lit.

STEINBERG, EDWARD I. (1976), B.A,. State Univ., Rutgers.

M.A., PhD , NY. Univ.: Adj. Prof, of Bus, Admin,

STENBERG, CARL W., Ill (1970), B.A,, Allegheny Coll..

M.PA , PhD , S.U NY. (Albany): Adj. Prof, in Govl. and Pub

Admin,

STILLWAGGON, EILEEN (1976), B.S.. Georgetown Univ ;

M.A.. The Amer. Univ.; Lect. in Econ.

STONE, I. F. (1975). B.A., Univ. of Pa.; Distinguished Scholar-

in-Residence.

STRAITON, JESSMAREA (1969), B.A., Okla. City Univ : MA.,

The Amer, Univ : Prof, Lect, in Comm.
SULLIVAN, DENNIS RICHARD (1972), B.A ,

Belmont Abbey

Coll.. M.A., Catholic Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

SUNIL, KAYAL A. (1977), B.A., Kerala Univ. (India): MA.
McGill Univ

; Prof Lect, in Econ.

SUPERVIA. RAFAEL (1974). B.A, Inst, of Teruel, Spain: ML..

Univ. of Valencia: LL.D., Univ. of Madrid; Adj. Prof, of Lang

and For. Studies.

SWAN, WILLIAM W. (1977). B.S . Georgia Tech.; M Ed .

Ed.D.. Univ. of Ga.; Prof. Lect. in Educ

TABAK, SIDNEY A. (1976), B.A , The Amer Univ ; Lect in

Comm.
TAUBMAN, MORTON S. (1975). B.S.. Johns Hopkins Univ

.

J.D.. Univ. of Baltimore: M.B.A.. Harvard Univ.; Lect of Law

TENNYSON, ROBERT S. (1976). A B , B S , B.M.. M.M.. Ind.

Univ . DM. A., Univ. of Md.; Prof. Lect. in Music.

TRUMBLE, THOMAS L. (1976). B.A., State Univ.. Rutgers;

MA,, The Amer. Univ
;
Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

THORPE, HILDA S. (1972). Prof Lect. in Art.

TRYBUL, THEODORE (1977). B.S . Univ. of III.; M.S.. Univ. of

N Mex.. Sc.D,. George Wash, Univ,; Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

TUFTS, ROBERT (1977), B.A , Occidental Coll.: M.A.S.. Sou.

Methodist U niv. ; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

TYSON, JANET LEE (1977). B.A.. M.A., The Amer. Univ.;

Lect, in English Lang,

UTLEY, EDWARD H. (1968), B.S.. Univ. of Colo.; M.S., U.S.

Naval Postgrad. Sch.; Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

VOLPE, JACQUELINE (1976), B.A ,
NY Univ.; MA., Catholic

Univ.: Lect. in Psych.

VRENIOS, ANASTASIOS (1974). B.M . Univ. of the Pacific;

MM.. Ind. Univ.; Lect, in Mus

w
WADSWORTH, RICKI G. (1977), B A,, The Amer. Univ.; Lect.

in Lit.

WAITS, KATHLEEN (1977). A.B., Cornell Univ.; J.D., Harvard

Univ.; Lect. in Law,

WALKER, CHARLES (1975). B A . MA. Sou. Ill, Univ.; Lect.

in Tech, and Admin,

WALKER, DAVID B. (1964). B A.. MA. Ph.D.. Boston Univ.;

Adj Prof, of Govt and Pub Admin,

WALKER, ROBERT ii977). B.A., Univ, of Md.: Prof, of Comm.

WALLACE, LEE RANGELEY (1977), B.A., Emory Univ.; J.D.,

The Amer Univ , LLM , Georgetown Univ,, Lect, in Law.

WATTS, THEODORA (1977). B.S , MS . Univ. of Wash.;

M.PA .The Amer Univ
, Lect. in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

WECHSLER, LAWRENCE (1976), B.S.. Pa. State Univ.; J.D.,

George Wash Univ
, Lect. in Law. j

WEEKS, DAVID C. (1966). B.A.. McGill Univ.; M.A., Univ. of

London: PhD . Kings Coll.: Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

WEINER, HOWARD (1976). B.S.. Pa. State Univ.; M.S., The

Amer Univ : Prof Led in Govt, and Pub. Admin.

WELT, RHODA G. (1974), B.A.. M.Ed., The Amer. Univ.; Prof.

Led in Comnty Studies.

WERNER, ANTHONY R. (1974). B A.. NY. Univ.; M.Ed., The

Amer Univ.; Led in Educ.

WERNER, CAROL (1977). B.A . Ithaca Coll.: M.A.. Univ. of

Mich , Prof Led, in English Lang.

WHEELER, RUSSELL R. (1976). B.A.. Augustana Coll.; M.A.,

Ph D .
Univ, of Chic. Prof. Lect. in Admin, of Justice.

WHITE, ROBERT R. (1977). BS . Cooper Union Inst.; M.S.,

Ph D . Univ of Mich ; Adj. Prof, of Tech. and Admin.

WILLIAMS, SHARON (1977). B.A., J.D., Univ. of Mich.; Lect.

in Law,

WILSON, EDWIN B. (1971), BS , V P I : MS . PhD , Tex. A

& M. Univ.. Prof, Lect, In Tech. and Admin,

WILTAMUTH, RICHARD E. (1971). B.A.. Drake Univ.; M.S..

The Amer Univ ,
Prof Lect. in Tech, and Admin.

WINSTEAD, WARREN J. (1977). B A , MS, Univ, of Rich-

mond, Ph D . Harvard Univ . Ad). Prof in Bus. Admin.

WISSLER, LOU (1971). Certif . George Mason Coll.; B.A.,

MA . The Amer Univ : Adj. Prof, of Admin, of Justice.

WOLVIN, ANDREW D. (1977). B.A. MA. Univ of Nebr..

Ph D.. Purdue Univ.. Ad). Prof, of Comm,

WOOD, ROBERT C. (1968). BSE E . US Naval Acad.;

MP. A.. The Amer. Univ.; Prof Lect. in Tech and Admin.
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WORLEY, G. RAY (1977), B A . The Amer Univ.; B.D.. Th.D ,

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. Th.M., Princeton

Seminary: M S . Ph D . Fla State Univ.. Adj Prof of Admin, of

Justice

WRIGHT, CARROLL, JR. (1973). B.S.. V.P I.. Ki<.A.. The Anner.

Univ . Prof Leot m Bus Admin.

WUSTERBARTH, NILES J. (1977). BA.. Univ. of Mich.;

M P_A . Univ of Wash M Ed . The Amer. Univ.. Prof. Lect. in

Educ

WYRICK. THOMAS F. (1977). B.A.. Univ. of Tex.; M.S.. O.

State Unrv.. Lect m Tech and Admin.

Y

YANICK. DOROTHY C. (1976). B.F.A.. Yale Univ.; M.FA..

Md Inst Coii of Art: Prof. Lect. m Art.

YEAGER, MATTHEW G. (1977). A.B.. Univ. of Calif.; MA,
S.U.N Y (AiDany): Lect. m Admin of Justice.

YEAMAN, BARBARA (1969). Carnegie-Mellon Univ.: Coll. of

Fine Arts; Abbott Art Sch.. Prof. Lect. in Art

YOUNG, JOHN (1974). A.B.. Colgate Univ.: M.S.. Syracuse

Univ ; Ph.D . The Amer. Univ.: Adj. Prof, of Govt, and Pub.

Admin.

YOUNG, KENNETH O. (1966). B.S.M.E.. Univ. of Buffalo:

M E.A.. George Wash. Univ.; Prof. Lect. in Tech. and Admin.

ZIEBARTH, THOMAS A. (1972). LLB.. LL.M., Georgetown

Univ.. Ph B.. Marauette Unrv.: Prof. Lect. in Bus. Admin.

ZIEMBA, MARGARET M. (1977). BA.. S.U.N.Y. (Oneonta);

MA. Pn D ,
The Aner Univ., Prof. Lect. in Lit.

ZUCKMAN, HARVEY L. (1976). B.A.. Univ. of Sou Calif.;

LLB . NY Univ.; Adj. Prof, of Comm.
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ABD Status (All But Dissertation), 54

Absences, see Attendance, Class

Academic Calendar, 2, 62

Academic Counseling, 58; see also Arts and Sciences

Academic Load, Graduate, 51, Undergraduate, 49

Academic Probation and Dismissal, 56

Academic Regulations, General, 45tt

Academic Requirements, General University, 45ff; Graduate,

51 ff; Undergraduate. 46f<

Academy for Performing Arts, 209, 224

Accreditation, 11

Add- Drop, 57

Administration of Justice, see Justice. School of

Administrative Officers, 369

Admission. 13ff; Early Application Deadlines, 14; Freshman,

14; Graduate, 17; International Service Freshman, 14;

International Students, 24, Nondegree, 23; Notice of, 16;

Part-time, 1 6; Readmlssion , 1 7; Transfer, 1 5; Visits and

Interview/s, Campus, 13;

Advanced Placement and Advanced Standing
, 1

5

Advance Registration, 57

Advancement to Candidacy, Graduate Degrees, 51; see also

Individual Teaching Units

Advisors, Academic, 58

Affirmative Action, 2

Africa, see Government; see also History, International

Service

All-Kay Community, 42

Alumni Association, 12

American History, see History

American National Government Semester, 366

American Studies Program, 77ff

American Studies Semester, 77, 367

American University Programs for Aid and Scholarships, 33ft

Anderson Forensic Society, 43

Annual Writers Conference. 76

Anthropology. Department of. Programs and Courses, 79ff

APEL, Assessment of Prior Experiential Learning, 282

Application for Graduation, 46

Applied Economics, see Economics; Certificate Program, 285

Applied Music, see Performing Arts

Archaelogy, see Anthropology

Archival Administration, see History

Area Studies Program, see International Service; see also

Language and Foreign Studies

An, Department of, Programs and Courses, 85ff

Arts and Sciences, College of (CAS), Programs and Courses,

73f1

Arts Management Program, 214

Asia, see Government; see also History, International

Service

Asian Studies, Center for. 316

Assessment of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL), 282

Associate Degrees. Associate in Arts, 74, 354; Associate in

Administration of Justice, 331

Athletics, 235ft; Coaching, 237; Program, 43; see also

Student Activities

Attendance, Class, 63

Audio Technology Program, 241

Auditor, Registration for Classes, 57

Automobile Parking Permits, see Motor Vehicles

B
Bachelor Degree. General Requirements, 45ff

Bachelor of General Studies, 74

Banking Facilities, 41

Banking Program, see Business Administration; see also

Economics

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG), 33

Biblical Studies, see Philosophy and Religbn

Biology, Department of. Programs and Courses, 95 ff; see

also Environmental and Marine Science

Black Studies, see American Studies; see also Art. Pride/

American University

Blind Children. Laboratory Science for, 110

Board of Trustees, 369

Bookstore, 42

Botany, see Biology; see also Environmental and Marine

Science

Broadcast Journalism, see Communication

Business Administration, School of (SBA), Programs and

Courses, 265ff

Business Council for International Understanding (BCIU), 367

Calendar, Academic, 2

Campus Ministries, Center for, 40

Cancellation of Class Meeting , 62; Courses, 62

Candidacy, Advancement to, 51; see also Individual Teaching

Units

Career Development, Certificate in, 284

Career Planning and Placement Services, 39

Center for Financial Management, Program and Courses,

358 tf

Center for Research and Documentation on the European

Community (CERDEC), 265

Center for Technology and Administration (CTA), Programs

and Courses, 34 Iff

Certificate Programs, Graduate and Undergraduate, see

Continuing Education, see also Justice. School of,

Technology and Administration

Certification, of Enrollment. 56; Graduation, 46

Change in Major. School. Degree, 50

Chaplain's Services, see Campus Ministries

Check Cashing, see Banking Facilities /

Chemistry, Department of. Programs and Courses. 1 03ff

Chorale, University, 43; see also Performing Arts

Cinema, Studies in, see Literature

Class Meeting Times, 62; Locations, 62; Cancellation, 62

Class Standing, 49

Clearance (Admission), 22

CLEG, Communication, Legal Institutions, Economics, and

Government, 114, 362, 364

CLEP, College Level Examination Program, 15

Clubs, 43

College Entrance Examinations, 14

Commencement, Application for, 46; Completion of Degree

Requirements, 46; Requirements, see Individual Teaching

Units

Communication, International, 328

Communication, Legal Institutions, Economics, and

Government (CLEG), 1 1 4, 362, 364

Communication, School of. Programs and Courses, 1 13ff

Community Development, Certificate in, 353

Community Studies, Programs and Courses, 353ff

Comprehensive Examinations, see Examinations; see also

Individual Teaching Units

Computation Center. 12

Computer Science Major, see Mathematics, Statistics, and

Computer Science

Computer Systems Applications, Degree Program; see

Technology and Administration Certificate Program; see

388
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Continuing Education, 263

Confidentiality of Records, 63ff

Consorltunnof Universities, Requirements for Registration,

58; Library Facilities, 12, 58

Continuing Education. Division of (DCE), 281 tf

Cooperative Education Program. 356

Cooperative Engineering Program, 246

Copenhagen Semester. 366

Correspondence Directory, 4

Costs, 27ff; see also Individual Teaching Units

Counseling, Academic, 58

Counseling Center. Personal, 39

Counseling, Educational, see Education

Course Audit Benefit, 57

Course Descriptions and Syllabi, 60

Course Numbering System. 59

Course Prerequisites, 60

Course Requirements, General, 45; Doctoral, 51ff; Masters,

51 f1; Undergraduate, 62; see also Individual Teaching

Units

Credit. Transfer. 16, 23. 49; Values, 60

Cumulative Grade Index, see Grade-Point Average

Curriculum. General Information. 59

D
Dance, see Performing Arts

Data Processing, see Technology and Administration; see

also Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science

Dean's List and Graduation Honors, 50, 76,

Debate. 43

Declaration of Major, 50

Deferred Payments, 29

Degree Clearance, 46

Degrees Conferred In 1977. 1

1

Degree Programs, Changes In, see Change In Major

Degree Requirements. 45ff; see also Individual Teaching

Units

Deposit, Room Reservation, 41

Development Banking. Program in. 125

Dining Facilities, 41

Diplomas, Equivalency, 14

Disabilities, Reading and Learning, Institute on, see

Education

Dismissal, Academic, 56

Dissertation, Doctoral; ABD Status. 54; Publication. 54

Distributed Sciences Major, see Interdepartmental Science,

116

Distributive Requirements. 47

Division of Continuing Education (DCE), 281ff

Division of Student Life (DSL), 39ff

Doctoral Degrees, see Individual Teaching Units

Dormitory Costs, 28; Facilities, 40

Double Major, 50

Drama, see Performing Arts; see also Student Activities

Early Admission. 14

Earth Sciences, see Chemistry

East Asia, see International Service; see also Language and

Foreign Studies

Eastern Europe, see International Service; see also

Language and Foreign Studies

Ecology, see Biology; see also Environmental and Marine

Science; Technology and Administration

Economics, Department of, Programs and Courses, 122ff;

Applied, 1 24; Graduate Certificate in, see Continuing

Education

Economic Policy Semester, 366

Education, School of. Programs and Courses. 1 33ff

Educational Administration, see Education

ELI, English Language Institute. 25, 147ff

Employer Tuition Assistance, 29

Employment Opportunities, 36

Engineering Cooperative Program, 246; see also

Preprofessional Programs

English, see Literature

English as a Foreign Language, see English Language

Institute

English Language Institute (ELI), 25, 147ff

English Language Requirements for Admission. 24

English Undergraduate Degree Requirement, 47

Enrollment Statistics, 1

1

Environmental and Marine Science, 151 ft

Environmental Resource Management, Ocean Affairs, see

Technology and Administration

Environmental Science, Ecology, 348; see Biology, see also

Environmental and Marine Science

Environmental Systems Management, see Technology and

Administration; see also Continuing Education

Equal Opportunity, see Affirmative Action

Equivalency Diplomas. 14

European Studies, see Economics; see also Government;

History; International Service; and Language and Foreign

Studies

Examination Procedures, Graduate Requirements, 52

Examinations, CLEP. 1 5; Comprehensives, 52; GRE, see

Individual Teaching Units; Requirements, 52; SAT, 14;

Tools, 52; see also Individual Teaching Units

Expenses. 27ff

Extended Campus, Registration, 58; Offerings, 282

Facilities, Physical. Recreational. Technical. 12

Faculty. Full-time. 371 ff; Part-time, 380ff; Size, 9; see also

Individual Teaching Units

Failure, Academic, 56

Federal Programs for Aid. 32

Fees, see Costs; see also Individual Teaching Units

Film, see Communication; see also Literature

Finance Major, see Business Administration

Finance, Public see Economics; see also Government

Financial Aid, 30ff; Federal Programs, 32; Federal Loans. 32;

see also Special Programs for Aid and Scholarships

Financial Management, 300; see also Business

Administration, Government

Financial Management. Center for. Program and Courses,

358

Financial Stops, 29

Folger Seminar, 365

Foreign Language Requirement, see Individual Teaching

Units

Foreign Policy Semester, 366

Foreign Students, see International Students

Forensic Society (Hurst R.Anderson). 43

Fraternities, 43

Freshman Forgiveness Rule. 55

G
General Curriculum Information, 59ff

General Education Program, 69
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General Studies, Bachelor of. 282, 354; Associate of Arts in

,

282

Geology, see Chemistry

Gewirz. Morris. Series, see Jewish Studies

Gordon. Marian and Everett, Scholarship. 169

Government and Public Administration. School of (SGPA).

Programs and Courses. 299f1

Grade-Point Average Requirement. 55; Graduate. 17;

Undergraduate. 47. 50

Grading System, 54

Graduate Credit, Undergraduate Students. 49

Graduate Readmission, 22

Graduate Record Exmination (GRE). see Individual Teaching

Units

Graduate Student Council. 42

Graduate Studies. Adnission Requirements. 18f1; Degree

Requirements, 51 ; Fees, 29; see also Individual Teaching

Units

Graduation. Application for. 46

Graduation Requirements, see Individual Degree Programs;

Clearance. 22 see also Application for Graduation

Graz Center. 367

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP), 32

H

Handicapped Students. Program Accessibility. 25

Health, see Physical Education

Health Care Management, 314

Health Insurance, Services. 40

History. Department of, Programs and Courses, 1 56ff

History of University, 7, 10

Honorary Societies, 43; see also Individual Teaching Units

Honors Committee, 69

Honors, see Individual Teaching Units; Seminars, 70

Honors, Graduation, 50

Housing, University, 40; Refunds. 41; Costs. 28

Human Communication. First Year Module Program. 75

I

Incomplete Grades. Removal of. 55

Independent Reading Courses and Study Projects. 60. 76

Independent Study. 76

Infirmary, see Health Care Center

Informal Seminars and Workshops. 282

Information Systems, see Technology and Administration

Institute for Applied Public Financial Management, see

Financial Management, Center for

Institutes, see Individual Teaching Units

Insurance Plans, Student Health, 40

Intercollege Programs, see Washington Semester Programs;

see also Consortium Programs and Engineering

Programs

Interdepartmental Science Programs. 166ff

Interdisciplinary Studies, 75, 360f1

International Business Major, see Business Administration

International Communication, see International Service; see

also Communication

International Development Semester, 366

International Economic Policy, see Economics; see also

International Service

International Law. see International Service

International Marketing, see Business Administration

International Programs, 41 , 365
International Service, School of. Programs and Courses,

315ff; Freshman Applicants. 14

International Students. 24

International Student Center. 4 1 . 365

Internships. 76

Israel, Study Abroad. 49. 298

Jewish Studies Program. 168ff

Journalism, see Communication

Judicial System, Student, 42

Justice, School of, (50J). Programs and Courses. 330ft

Justice Studies Semester. 367

K

Karate, 237

Kay Spiritual Life Center, 40, 42

Key Executive Program, 312

Kodaly Institute, see Performing Arts

L

Language and Area Studies, Degrees in see International

Service; see also Language and Foreign Studies

Language and Foreign Studies, Department of. Programs

and Courses. 17lff

Language Laboratory. 12

Language Requirements, see Individual Teaching Units

Language Theory, 1 77; see also English Language Institute

Late Payments, 29; Registration, 57

Latin America, see History; see also Government;

International Service; and Language and Foreign Studies

Latino Institute, 353

Law Enforcement, see Justice, School of

Law and Society Program. 363ff

Law Enforcement Educational Loans (LEEP), Grants, 33

Law. Washington College of, 291 ; see also separate catalog

Leave of Absence, Undergraduate. 49

Liability, University, 67

Liberal Studies, see Note, 74

Library, University, 1 2; see also Consortium Facilities

Limitations, Statute of, 45

Linen Service, 41

Linguistics, see English Language Institute

Literary Studies, see Literature

Literature, Department of. Programs and Courses. 182tf

Living-Learning Center, 76

Loans, see Financial Aid

London Semester. 301 , 365

M
Mail Service. 42

Maintaining Matriculation, 54

Major, Change of, 50; Declaration of. 50; Double, 50; see

also Individual Degree Programs

Management Development Programs, see Business

Administration

Management Information Systems, see Technology and

Administration, see also Continuing Education

Management Public Administration, see Government

Managerial (Business) Economics, see Business

Administration

Map, Campus, 5

Marine Science Program, see Environmental and Marine

Science

Mass Communication and Society, Major, see
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Interdisciplinary Studies

Masters Degree, see Degree Programs; see also Individual

Teaching Units

Master ol Science in Science Teaching, see

Interdepartmental Science; see also Chemistry;

Education

Mathematics Education, see Education; see also

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science

Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, Department

ol. Programs and Courses, 195f(

Matriculation, Graduate Maintaining, 54

Meal Service, see Dining Facilities

Media Studies, see Communication

Medical Technology, 97, 100

Middle East and North Africa, see International Service

Minor, 48

Mobility Clause, 281

Motor Vehicle Registration, 42

Music, see Performing Arts; see also Student Activities, 43

Music Education Program, 21 1; Student Groups, 43

Potter, Pitman B., Center for World Order, 316

Pre-dentistry, 248; see also preprofessional Programs

Pre-engineering,246

Pre-law/, 247; see also Preprofessional Programs

Preprofessional Programs, 75

Prerequisites, Course, 60

Pride/American University Institute, 353

Probationary Action, 56

Professional Societies, Student, 43

Property Management, 273

Provisional Standing, Graduate, 22

Psychology, Department of. Programs and Courses, 249tf

Psychology, Social, see Psychology; see also Sociology

Public Administration, Government and. School of, 299ff

Public Affairs, College of (CPA), Programs and Courses, 297ff

Public Finance, see Economics

Public Policy, see Government

Public Relations and Public Information, Certificates, 286

Public Speaking, see Communication

Publications, Student, 43

N

Name Change, 56

National Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL), 32

Newspaper, Campus, 43; Instruction by, 282, 289

Nondegree Student, Registration, 57

Nonthesis Option, Masters, see Individual Teaching Units

Nurisng, Lucy Webb Hayes School of, 293ff

Nursing Student Loan Program, 33

Oceanography, see Marine Science; see also Biology;

Technology and Administration

Officers of the University, 369

Official Student Records Policy Council, 65

Operations Analysis, see Business Administration

Operations Research, Certificate, see Continuing Education;

Degree, see Technology and Administration

Optics, see Physics

Overload, Academic, 49

Paraprofessional Services, 252

Parking Permits, see Motor Vehicles

Part-time Students, Costs, 27; Nondegree, 23;

Undergraduate, 16

Pass-Fail System, 55

Performing Arts Academy, 209, 224

Performing Arts: Dance, Music, and Theatre, Department of

Programs and Courses, 209ff

Personnel, Management, Administration, see Business

Administraiton; see also Government

Philosophy and Religion, Department of Programs and

Courses, 225 ff

Photography, see Communication

Physical Education , Department of. Programs and Courses,

235tf

Physics, Department of. Programs and Courses, 239ff

Placement, Job, see Career Planning and Placement Center

Playwriting, see Performing Arts; see also Literature

Politicial Organizations, 43

Political Science, see Government

Population, Ecology, see Sociology; see also Technology and

Administration

Q
Quality Points, see Grade- Point Average

R

Radio, Instruction by, 282, 289

Radio, Student Station, 12

Reading Courses, Independent, 60

Readmission, Undergraduate, 17; Graduate, 22

Real Estate, Certificate in, 283

Recreation, see Physical Education; see also Student

Activities; Facilities, 12

Refunds, Housing, 41; Tuition, 30

Registration and Changes in Registration, 57; Procedure, 57;

Advance Registration, 57; Late Registration, 57; Auditor,

57; Add/Drop, 57

Regulations, Academic, 45ft

Regulations and Costs, Change of, 2

Religion, see Philosophy and Religion

Religious Services, see Campus Ministries, Center for

Religious Counseling, see Chaplains

Removal of Incompletes, 55

Repeated Course, 56

Requirements, Academic, 14; Distributive, 47; Graduate

Degree, 51; Residence, 47, 54; Transfer Student, 15;

Undergraduate Degree, 46; see also Individual Teaching

Units

Research and Development Management, see Technology

and Administration

Research Courses, Individual, see Independent Study

Research and Documentation on the European Community,

Center for, (CERDEC), 265

Reserve Officer Training Corp (ROTC), 368

Residence Facilities, 40; Costs, 28; Refund, 41

Residence Requirements, Academic, Graduate, 54;

Undergraduate, 47

Rome Program, 365

Room Charges, 28

ROTC (Reserve Officer Training Corp), 368

SAT(Scholastic Aptitude Test), 14

Schedule of Classes. 62
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Scholarships, see American University Programs, 33ft

Science and Technology Semester, 366

Science Education, 168

Science Program, see Biology; see also Chemistry;

Education; Interdepartmental Science; Mathematics,

Statistics, and Computer Science; Environmental and

Marine Science; Physics

Science, Technology and Administration, see Technology and

Administration

Science, Technology and Government, see Government; see

also Continuing Education

Scientific and Technical Information Systems, see

Technology and Administration

Sea Semester, 152

Semester Modules, see Arts and Science

Service Organizations, Student, 43

Sex Education and Counseling, see Education

Social Action Council, 43

Social Organizations, see Student Life

Social Research, see Sociology

Sociology, Department of. Programs and Courses, 256ff

Sororities, 43

South and Southeast Asia, see International Service

Special Courses and Internships, see Individual Teaching

Units

Special Education, Programs and Courses, I34ff

Special Fees, 28

Special University Programs, 75, 353ff

Sports, see Physical Education see also Athletic Program

Statistics, see Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer

Science

Statute of Limitations, 45

STRIDE, 282

Student Accounts, Office of, 41

Student Activities Center, 42

Student Confederation, 42

Student Development in Higher Education, see Education

Student Government, see Student Confederation

Student Health Services, 40; Insurance Plan. 40

Student Life, Division of, 39

Student Organizations, see Student Activities

Student Program Development Office, 42

Student Responsibility, 66

Student Services, 39ff

Student Union, see Mary Graydon Center, 42

Study Abroad, 48, 76

Summer Field Program, 151

Summer Sessions, 282

Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG). 33

TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language), 25

Tools of Research, Graduate, 52, see also Individual

Teaching Units

Transcripts, 56

Transfer Admission, 15

TransferCredit,49;Graduate, 22. 51. Undergraduate. 16;

Nondegreeto Degree. 17. 23; from Another Institution,

1 5; see also Study Abroad

Trustees, Board of. 369

Tuition and Expenses. 27ff; Refund, 30

Tvy^o Undergraduate Degrees, 50, 301

u

Undergraduate Studies, 1 3, 46; see also Individual Teaching

Units

University Honors Program, 69

University Liability, 67

University Senate Committee, 42

Upward Mobility, see Division of Continuing Education

University Programs, Special, 75, 353

Urban Affairs, Degree Program, see Government; Certificate

Program, see Continuing Education

Urban Development Planning, see Continuing Education; see

also Government; Business Administration

Urban Economics, see Economics

Urban Semester, 366

USSR Area Studies, see Language and Foreign Studies; see

also International Service

Veteran's Information, 36

Visa Requirements, 24

Visual Media, see Communication

w
Waiver, Undergraduate Academic Requirements, 41

WAMU-AM, 12; WAMU-FM, 12

Washington College of Lav>(, see Law, Washington College of

Washington Semester Programs, 307, 366; see also

American Studies, Chemistry, Economics, and Schools of

Government. International Service, and Justice

Washington Summer Seminar, 301

Washington Urban Semester, see Government

Withdrawal from Course, from University, 57

Women's Studies, 365; see also American Studies

World Human Needs, see International Service

World Order, Pitman B Potter Center for, 316

Teacher Education, see Education

Teaching Unit Name, 59

Technical Facilities, 12

Technology and Administration, Center for (CTA), Programs

and Courses, 34 iff

Technology of Management, Certificate Programs, 283ff;

Degree Program, see Technology and Administration

Television, Instruction by, 282, 289

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), 25

Theatre, see Performing Arts

Theology, see Preprofesslonal Programs; see also Philosophy

and Religion

Teaching Units

Thesis and Dissertation, 53; See also Individual

Teaching Units

Y

Yoga, see Performing Arts

Zoology, see Biology
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